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PREFACE

Having been called upon to superintend a Third Edition of the

following Work, I have, for various reasons, deemed it my
duty to describe, more particularly than on former occasions, its

nature and character : in other words, to make the Preface a

sort of Introduction, and thereby to familiarize the mind of the

Learner, in some degree, with a subject to which he may be

supposed to be a stranger ; and with a Work differing, in some

respects, from the Grammars generally in use. Some slight

alterations have, moreover, been made in this Edition, and

some additional matter given, of which the Reader ought to

be apprized.

It should be borne in mind that, as the study of the Hebrew

Language is not commenced generally in childhood, the method

usually had recourse to in teaching children, could not well be

adopted. With them the memory is, perhaps, the only faculty

which we can call into exercise. We can hardly expect them

to adopt any method of instruction calling for an extensive

use of the reason. With men the case is widely different.

To ask them to commit large portions of elementary works to

memory as it is the case with children would be to require

of them a toil to which they could not reasonably be expected
to submit With them the reasoning faculties have, to some

extent at least, been exercised. And, when instruction can be

imparted by means of these, as it is the case in studying the

sciences, it is our duty to avail ourselves of them.

In constructing the following Grammar I have, therefore,

251094



IV PREFACE.

adopted the Analytical method, endeavouring, as I have pro-

ceeded, not only to give the Rules by which the Hebrew

Language is governed, but the Reasons of them. This, I have

conceived, would be the most effectual method of dealing with

this subject with men; and particularly with those for whose

use it is principally intended, the Students of our Universities.

This, too, as it has occurred to me, would be one of the best

means of keeping up the interest in an inquiry but too little

encouraged in other respects, and, indeed, of carrying Learners

on to an extent, which could not eventually but be delightful to

themselves, and profitable to the public.

An experience of some years has convinced me, that the

criticism of the Hebrew Bible is not to be mastered in a few

lessons, whatever some pretenders may affirm to the contrary.

Its language, indeed, is not inferior either in regularity, ease,

elegance, strength, or extent, to many others which are cultivated

among us with the greatest ardour : while its history, doctrines,

prophetical declarations, and morals, are as much superior to

any thing to be found in them, as light is to darkness, or as the

glories of heaven are to the poor and perishing enjoyments of this

state of things. Still, it must be confessed, much time, thought,
and diligent inquiry, are indispensable to its right understand-

ing, especially in those parts which are the most interesting, and

of the greatest practical moment. To study its language,

therefore, as it is, that is, as its own analogy, collected from

itself, and its cognate dialects, exhibits it, has appeared to me
to promise the best means, both of thoroughly imbuing the

mind with a real knowledge of it, and of keeping up that

interest in the meantime, which is absolutely necessary to its

due acquirement.
Under the synthetical method, as it has been called, that

is, the mere propounding of certain rules, which might be true

or false, and which in cases innumerable were not true most

men eventually discover, that they can pronounce with certainty
on scarcely anything connected with the letter of the Hebrew
Bible. The reason is. No foundation has been laid in their own

minds, on which they can rely. Of the exact and precise import
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either of words, phrases, or more lengthened constructions, they

have reaUzed no substantial means of judging. They know not

how these have naturally, usually, and thence authoritatively,

obtained currency; and the consequence universally is, they are

compelled either to rest on the authority of some other person,

no better informed perhaps than themselves, or else to have

recourse to ingenious conjecture.

It is not my intention hence to infer, or to have it believed,

that I have, therefore, now at length discovered something from

which none should in any case presume to dissent. By no

means. My only wish is, to recommend investigation, and this

on grounds the most liberal and extended
;
and thus to obtain

that additional light and knowledge on the contents of the

inspired Scriptures of the Old Testament, of which, I think

every one must confess, we stand in need. I will only say, that

if indeed I have been fortunate enough to have advanced, in

any degree, a mode of inquiry in the more elementary'parts of

the Hebrew language, likely to render good service in
'^^this

respect, I shall have ample reason to be most thankful to Him,
who is the giver of every good and perfect gift. I will only

add, the advancement of Divine truth, and of the honour of

Him to whom we owe it, has been my sole motive in so far

venturing to differ from others who have preceded me in this line

of literature.

On the letters employed in giving utterance to this language,

nothing need be said as to analysis. These must necessarily be

taken as postulates. The easiest method, perhaps, of acquiring
a speedy and familiar knowledge of them is, to write them over

frequently, as recommended in the following work, pages 11, 12.

The syllables, however, present matterJor inquiry ;
and this, as

the Learner will eventually find, of very considerable importance
as it respects the construction and variation of the forms of

werds.

The letters of the alphabet are, here, according to the most

authoritative mode of viewing them, all Consonants : as it is also

the case in those alphabets which have been immediately derived

from the Hebrew, viz., the Syriac, and Arabic. These, to form
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syllables, are combined with a system of Vowels, placed either

above, below, or in the same line with, the consonants : and, in

forming such syllable, they universally come Jirst in the order,

and, occasionally both Jirst and last : as in the English syllable,

ha, or bad, respectively. Now, as words often consist of more

syllables than one, a difficulty may arise, as it is often the case

in the English, as to where a preceding syllable ends, and a

subsequent one begins.

Under the synthetical method of teaching Hebrew, as adopted,

I believe, in all the Grammars up to my time, the Vowels were

said to be, long, short, or most short (Gram., p. 14, note) : leaving

the Learner to determine for himself, nevertheless, how the

syllables in words of any length were to be divided : and, hence,

on what principle it was, that these vowels varied when words

received any increment, from the formation of the feminine

from the masculine noun, the dual or plural from the singular

number
;
or the form proper for the state of construction, in either

case. A slight variation of this doctrine was, indeed, proposed

by Dr. Gesenius : which however had these defects, that it not

only presumed upon a knowledge of the analogy in the Learner,

which he could not be supposed to possess, but also left him

entirely in the dark as to the particulars just mentioned.*

I thought it right, therefore, to propose a different view, and

to designate the Vowels by names which would indicate their

properties and powers, as it respected their use in the construc-

tion of syllables : and thence, to prepare the mind of the Learner

* The doctrine of Gesenius and which has been adopted by Mr. Ewald

teaches, that the Vowels are to be considered as either pure^ or impure. Pure
when no consonant interferes with the sound of the Vowel, if we except that

which precedes it, as, 2, or 5, ha. Impure, when otherwise, as, 2, TO, TO, "ja, n3,

&c., htty he, had, &c. He further says, that such syllables as |, 2, r7i>3, differ

in length from each other. But, in neither of these cases does he present the

Learner with any thing beyond ingenious theory, of which no possible use can

be made ; and, in the last, he has no means of knowing whether his statement

be true or not. I am sorry to dissent from authorities so respectable; the

desire to advance the truth is my only reason for doing so.
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for all the varieties found to affect the forms of words by the

accidence of Grammar. The new names proposed by me were.

Perfect^ and Imperfect^ Votoels : not because one Vowel was, as

such, more perfect than another : but because the one class had,

when preceded by a consonant, the property of constitutmg
a complete, or ptrfect, syllable in Hebrew orthography : the other,

that of forming syllables, which were incomplete, or imperfect

(see the Gram., Artt 29. 3*2. 33. seq.) ; and which, therefore,

required either the addition of a subsequent consonant, or else of

an accent, to terminate them.

By this means the Learner is enabled to see at once, where

every syllable ends
;
and consequently, where any subsequent one,

contained in the same word, ought to begin (see Gram., Artt.

67. 68.) ; and, in the same way, whether a Vowel ought to be of

the Perfect, or Imperfect, class upon any increment, either syllabic

or asylhbic, being attached to a word by the accidence of

Grammar (see Gram., Artt. 92 102.); and, indeed, to see the

entire groundwork, on which the whole of the changes of the

Vowels rests. I was myself most agreeably surprised when I

found this to be the case. I was astonished to find, that the

system which had hitherto appeared to be the most intricate,

irregular, and difficult imaginable, was as easy, regular, and

obvious, as was perhaps discoverable in any language under the

sun. It is true a few anomalies are visible in it, as occasionally

noticed in the Grammar; but this cannot be surprising in a

language so very ancient as that of the Hebrew Bible is, and

upon which so very little attention has been bestowed : but, when

we compare these with what is found in most other languages?

and in the English in particular, we cannot but be compelled

to confess that they are as nothing.

Under this system all syllables, in the Hebrew, are what the

Latin and Greek Grammarians would term long : i. e. whether we

take such syllable as bd, bad, Heb. S, WS, n2, or "TS3; with

what I have termed Perfect vowels ; or, as bad, bed, Heb., 12,

1^, &c., or i?, bd ; i. e. each having an Imperfect vowel, and

teraiinating either in a consonant, or else with an accent without

a consonant. In every case the syllable will be long : and, so far,
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every syllable in any word, equal to one another. The syllable on

which either a Tone-accent^ or Euphonic-accent, rested, or which

involved a quiescent letter, &c., might indeed, when the language

was vernacular, have had a greater length of time allowed for its

enunciation than any other in a given word.* But, of this we

now know nothing ; and, from the nature of the case, can know

nothing. But this is of no importance. All we want now to

know is, how to understand with accuracy and precision, the

manner in which words have been derived and varied
;
and thence

the force of the declarations of the Sacred writers. And, for

this, I think enough has been placed within our power. The

Learner cannot do better, in the first place, than to make himself

familiar with this system of syllabication; which he will find

sufficiently unfolded in our first, and second, Lectures.

The next thing to which my attention was turned was, the

Analogy, by which the defects visible in Hebrew words appeared
to have arisen : a subject entirely untouched, as far as my know-

ledge goes, by any Grammarian either Jewish or Christian up to

the time in which this work first appeared in 1827. In Mr.

Ewald's Grammar, indeed, which appeared in the same year, the

same thing was done; but in a manner (according to its Re-

viewer, Mr. de Sacy),f not very well adapted to the use of begin-

ners. This the Reader will find, from Art. 72. to Art. 77. of

the present work, as to the Consonants; and from Art 86. to

Art. 87. 6. as to the Vowels.

It will be seen that, by the operation of these laws, which

* In all cases, therefore, the syllables in Hebrew are to be accounted long,

whether involving ^er/ec^, or imperfect Vowels; as, |, ^|, ^^Ij C^I^; \, ''S> ?,^)

&c. Neither the Shevd, simple or compound (Gram., Art. 40. seq.), nor the

Furtive Pdthakh (Art. 45.), is ever allowed to constitute a syllable. What the

different lengths of such (long) syllables were, when the Hebrew was a living

language, it is as impossible as it is useless now to ascertain. Nor can the purity,

or impurity, of the Vowel sounds be turned to any good account whatsover.

Some of the Grammars published in England since the appearance of mine

in 1827, have adopted this method of viewing the Vowels, without, however,

acknowledging the source from which it was taken.

t Journal des S^avans, December, 1828.
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owe their origin entirely to euphony, every defective form of

word in the Hebrew may be satisfactorily accounted for ; that

all such defects^ governed as they thus are, are regular and

constant : and, therefore, that they present to the Learner any

thing but the difficulties which had hitherto been supposed:

that, not only every defective noun and particle may now

be reduced to some one measure or other of the term, "^pO;

(taken as a mere measure of words: see Gram., Art. 146. 8. seq.)

but also, every defective verb, to that of the regular triliteral

one : the Learner having been apprised where, and why, every

possible defect can, and does, arise. This the Reader will find

discussed and reduced to practice under the various forms of

the nouns segolate and otherwise, as well as under those of the

different sorts of defective verbs.* By this, much time and

perplexity have been spared to the Learner : and, unless I am

greatly mistaken, the character of the Hebrew language has been

vindicated from that mass of unsightly, and almost tmconquerable
disorder and difficulty, into which the Grammarians had un-

happily thrown it.

The next question which engaged my best attention was, that

of the laws by which the Tenses of the Hebrew Verbs ivere

governed. And, I think I may affirm, that in this I succeeded.

The results at which I arrived, are those given in the seventeenth

Lecture of the present Work ; and which appeared to me fully

and easily to meet every case occurring in the Hebrew Bible.

When I had thus far completed my system, I had recourse to the

Arabic Grammars, and Commentaries written on them, by native

Grammarians of the East
;
and was most agreeably surprised to

find that my conclusions were those, at which they had arrived

long before me. Extracts from these Writers will be found in

their proper places, on every particular essential to this question :

and which, I think, cannot but afford proof sufficient against

Gram., Artt. 148 198. seq. Mr. Nicholson speaks of the Grammar
of Ewald (preface, pp. xiv. xv.), as if no other exhibited the forms of nouns,
with the variations of the Vowels, analytically. See my Gram., Art. 148. 4. &c.
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every thing short of long-standing and inveterate prejudice,

that, in this respect, I have had the good fortune to have fully

succeeded.

Under this system we have two Tenses, a Preterite^ and a

Present^ just what we have in the English, the German, the

Persian, and many other languages.* This Preterite is (gram-

matically) taken universally as a Preterite : but is applied also

as a Future in strong -prophetical and imperative declarations ;

intending thereby, according to Arabian usage, to intimate the

highest degree of certainty or necessity, respectively, that such

thing shall be, or ought to be done. This, indeed, had long ago
been seen by Grammarians and Commentators. The other Tense

which I have termed the Present Tense, was, after the Jewish

Grammarians, termed the Future, But, as it was occasionally

found to designate the Past Tense; and, in this case, was often

preceded by the particle 1; i. e. Vaiv with Pdthakh, it was con-

jectured, and then laid down as a law, that this particle had the

absolute poioer of converting this Tense into a Preterite : whence

it received the honourable appellation of " Vaw conversivum"

Heb., tl^Snn 1J. Of the many instances occurring, which

militated directly against this doctrine, no account was made
; f

some even affirming, that these, as exceptions, afforded ample

proof of the truth of the rule !

* E. g. Love, pres. and Loved, pret. are the two English Tenses. All the

rest are made by auxiliaries : as, fut. / ivill love ; i. e. I will to do so
; imply-

ing not expressing a futurity in the action named. So the German, Ich

lobe (praise) pres : Lch werde lohen, fut. implying, as before, not expressing by

any particular grammatical form, the futurity of action intended. So the

Persic, Ci^ , pret. did.
'^y *^^^ ,

L desire, (to) do, fut. The Latin and

Greek futures are, apparently, made in a similar way.

f It has appeared doubtful to me, whether the best Grammarians among the

Jews ever held this doctrine. All they seem to have taught was, that, as this

conjunction usually connected what was in reality a present tense, with the

past action of some other verb, or narrative, it had the effect of making this

present tense contemporaneous with such action, and thus relatively, not ahso-

liitely, changing its tense. See Gram., Art. 231. 10.; 233. 5. with the

notes, and my Hebrew Lexicon, under the letter i, pp. 1G3. 4., with the notes.
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It was well known, moreover, that this Future tense^ as it was

called had occasionally the force of a Present It was therefore

found in all the three tenses, Past, Present, and Future, Various

expedients were had recourse to, for the purpose of accounting
for this: and among these, those adopted by Koolhaas,* and

after him by Schrcederus,f and thence, slightly varied by some

others, were certainly the most successful ; but still, they all fell

short of the truth. The system adopted by me, and shown to

be that of the Grammarians of Arabia, makes this a Present

Tense, Present, in the first instance, to the time in which any
declaration is made or committed to writing : in the second, to

any time or event, introduced into the context ; and in this last

case, it is identical with what has usually been termed among
ourselves, the historical Tense,%

* Willi. Koolhaas Dissertt. Gram. Sacrae, quibus analogia temporum et

modorum Heb. Ling, investigatur, &c. Amstel. 1 748.

f Institutiones ad Fundamenta Linguae Hebraeae.

X Mr. Ewald tells us (p. 135 Heb. Gram., Nicholson's Translation), that

" the names preterite and future are inappropriate ;
it appears most correct to

call them perfect and imperfect.'' By the terms perfect and imperfect^ he

further tells us, \\\a.\, finished^ and unfinished, are to be understood, as it respects

the action of the verb. Which, however, will not hold
;
for he himself tells us

(p. 137), that the force of this imperfect (unfitiished action)
"
may be conceived

"

. ..." in an event that has simply happened, and is past." By which he must

have meant, is finished. The fact is, these distinctions are both unnecessary

and untrue here
;
the preterite tense, not necessarily implying finished aciiony

nor the present, unfinished. Mr. Ewald, however, is quite right when he makes

this Tense (our present) equal to o. present or b, future, ]visi as the circumstances

of the context may require, and as the mind of the writer, viewing things, in

either j)ast, present, or future time, with reference to that in which he writes,

conceives. This is just what the Grammarians of Arabia teach. If Mr.

Ewald had kept simply to this point, and shown that the Tenses (preterite and

present) are used both absolutely and relatively, and omitted every thing about

finished and unfinished, imaginative, external spheres of thinking, &c. &c., I do

not think his Grammar would, on this question, have differed at all from mine.

Nor, in fact, does it essentially differ on this question, in Mr. Nicholson's trans-

lation, although in Mr. Ewald's original work of 1 827 it does. How is this to be

accounted for ? It is not improbable, I think, that Mr. Ewald might have ploughed
a little with my heifer. I have been both amused and gratified in observing

the progress of Mr. Ewald's mind on this subject. In his Grammar, as it
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This will easily, and fully, account for the various usages of this

Tense ;
as it exhibits, in fact, nothing beyond the usages found to

appeared in 1827, he treats the two Tenses as Aorists
(

277. seq.), and as

capable of being used in the past, the present, or the future, time : very much
as Jahn, Gesenius, and others, had done before him. He rejects the notion,

however, of the ^' Faw conversivum," as adopted by Gesenius (ib. 284. pp.
538 9. seq.), and adopts that of its ha\'ing a Relative conversive power only.

He tells us, moreover (ib. p. 529), that the Poets often use (what I term) the

Present tense, as a present tense, in their more lively manner of exhibiting past

things as present to the mind.* This was, indeed, making considerable progress

towards the truth. Its only fault was, that it was defective, ascribing to the

vivid imagination of the Poets only, as Mr. Ewald was pleased to style the

Prophets, &c., what indeed was found to prevail in every other Writer of the

Old Testament.

In the Edition, however, of Mr. Ewald's Grammar of 1835, as translated by
Mr. Nicholson,t the case is quite different. Mr. Ewald has here entirely

rejected the doctrine about the Aorists ; and has adopted the whole doctrine

respecting the Tenses, as published in my Grammar of 1827; and of this the

following extracts will afford sufficient proof. In p. 135 we are told, that "The

distinction of tense and mode is still very simple in Hebrew, since the full

sense is rather contained in the vivid feeling of the speaker.'' Here, I remark,

no exception is made in favour of "the Poets." It is added, "The conception

of the time of an action is first twofold : it is either considered as already

finished, done, and therefore as definite and certain, or, as not yet finished and

done, as being done merely." These distinctions it is Mr. Ewald's object to

apply to the Preterite, and Present tense, respectively. But they are ground-

less, as Mr. Ewald himself has indirectly allowed a little lower down, where

he tells us, that the force of such imperfect (i. e. unfinished action)
"
may

be conceived ... in an event that has simply happened, and is past:" i. e.

completed and finished. His rule, however, is more completely unfolded, as

follows (ib. p. 137) :
" But the imperfect may be used with .... propriety to

denote a happening (the present) in the past, as soon as the thought is engaged

in that sphere . . . and thus placing the hearer at once in the time in which

it happe7ied: this the poets especially can do with great ease," &c. Again

(p. 138), "Even with t?ie usual present time, the imperfect is always used to

express this idea, and not the perfect, as, 1Q'., dicitur, dicunt : . . . but quite as

often for the past, the idea of which arises from the connexion of the sentence

only;" . . . also permitted for the future in the past, as, '^'), should have

reigned, 2 Kings iii. 27. ... " The future may be prominent ... as something

intended ... to be put in execution from the point of view of the speaker" . . .

* Gesenius, too, appears to have got thus far, Conant's Translation, London, 1840,

p. 113.

t Whittaker and Co., London, 1836.
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prevail, to some extent, in perhaps all Languages, and certainly

in the Arabic. It furnishes us with a key, moreover, to the

expedient had recourse to by the Hebrews, as well as by the

Arabs even now, by which every variety of Tense, necessary to

the purposes of Language, could be formed : and all without

calling in anything like a Conversive Vatv, or dealing out, as it

was the case with Buxtorf and his followers, the never-ending

doctrine, entitled,
'^

Enallage Temporumr (See Gram., Lecture

XVJL)
The next thing to be done, and to which my attention was

turned, was, to ascertain the use and powers of Apocope^ and the

terminations said to be Paragogic and Epenthetic, as found

as, "^NH, shall I go? &c in narration " of the past" (i. e. '^/^^^ of my
Gram., p. 339 note, et seq.) Again in p. 166 seq., where Mr. Ewald discusses

the subject of the " Faio consequutivum" Conversivum of others, the same

doctrine is fully propounded : e. g.,
" On the one hand, the imagination sets out

from what is distant and past, descends into the present, &c.; on the other,

it sets out from what is near . . . mounts up into the distant reality, and cahuly

anticipates their consequences as sure and certain." Excluding, therefore, Mr.

Ewald's doctrine res^ecimgfinished, and unfinished, which is perfectly ground-

less, all the rest is neither more nor less than what had been detailed in my
Grammar (Art. 231. 9 14, seq.), and there shown to be the doctrine of the

Grammarians of Arabia !

How far Mr. Ewald may have availed himself of these resources it is not,

perhaps, for me to say. I cannot help thinking, however, that if he has not

actually availed himself of my discoveries, he certainly has succeeded in a

marvellous degree in arriving at precisely the results that I had, and of which

not a trace is to be found in his Grammar of 1827. In the preface to his

" Hebr. Gramm. in vollstandiger Kiirze neu bearbeitet," published in 1828

(just one year after the appearance of mine), he says (Nicholson's Translation,

pp. xi. xiii.),
" I have always investigated it

(i. e. the Hebrew Language) by
means of itself, without knowing the opinions of former Grammarians ; ... it

was necessarily indifferent to me, as to the results of my investigations, whether

any fact had been observed before or not.'' I can hardly suppose Mr. Ewald

not to have known in 1828, what my Grammar had put forth for the first time

in 1827 : nor can I bring myself to believe, that it was a matter indifferent to

him, as to the results of his investigation in this respect. The probability

appears to me to make for the contrary conclusion in each case. At any

rate, I cannot but rejoice in finding authority so respectable for my doctrine

of the Hebrew Tenses, as that of Mr. Ewald.
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aiFecting the verbs, and particularly, their Present Tenses. Some

light on this subject had been discovered by Dr. Gesenius.

Much, however, still remained to be done
; which, by the help of

the Arabian Grammarians, I trust I have been fortunate enough
to have effected. By this it will now be seen, which could not by
the influence of the Accents, how the leading, and consequent,

parts of hypothetical and other similar constructions are tied, as

it were, and bound together : and thence, why these apocopated^

paragogic, and epenthetic forms, have in innumerable instances

been adopted : cases, which up to this time could not be

accounted for. By the former expedient we perceive, how every

possible variety of Tense was obtained in the Hebrew : by this

latter, how Subjunctive, Conditional, and Optative, constructions

and expressions were : the want of which, ignorance had

charged upon this Language as a grievous defect ! This insight

into the principles which regulate the use of the Tenses, and, in

some degree, of the modes of the Verbs, has likewise this further

advantage, that it enables us to see the exact position in which

the Sacred Writers placed themselves, when committing to

writing any given portion of Holy Writ; and, consequently,

it affords means of ascertaining their intentions, not otherwise

available.

In detailing the various forms of the nouns, I have endeavoured

to trace them from the simplest, to the most largely augmented
forms

;
and to account for their shades of meaning, as couched

under these forms, in the most easy and natural way I could :

calling in, at the same time, such assistance from the Sister

dialects, as appeared useful to the Student, and referring to such

other Treatises on this subject as appeared most worthy of notice;

particularly the Onomastica of Simonis and Hiller.

Having so far laid down, and accounted for, the forms and

peculiarities of force exhibited in the nouns; I deemed it the

most natural way of proceeding, to consider these as the ground-
forms assumed in the various inflexions of the Verbs. Verbs, in

the state of conjugation, are certainly compound terms, involving

the Syntax of the Language to some extent They cannot,

therefore, be fairly considered as containing, in their own right,
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any claim to originality, as it respects the derivation of this

Language. I have, therefore, considered them as compound
forms ;

and these I have endeavoured to deduce from the Nouns

by the process either of reduplication, or addition, as found to

prevail in the nouns of Language generally. By these means,

I think, I have ascertained the precise force of what are termed

the Passive conjugations ; which I have endeavoured to establish

by an appeal to Oriental usage, and the nature of the Context.

(See Gram. Artt 157. 12. 13. seq.; lb. 18. 19. seq.) In con-

sidering the Forms, too, I cannot help believing, I arrived at a

most important result, grounded on the usage of the Arabians,

by which the true force of such passages as,
" God hardened

the hearty made it fat^ closed the eyes^ ears, 8^c.^^ has been ascer-

tained. (Gram., Artt. 154. 7 9; 157.27.)
In laying down the Syntax generally, I have endeavoured to

ascertain what the nature of each particular case demanded, as in

the construction of Propositions ;
the requirement of words, as

depending on one another, whether under the names of Nouns,

Verbs, or Particles : and then to confirm the rules so given

by citations from the Native Grammarians of Arabia : endeavour-

ing, in this way, to propose Oriental usage alone for the adoption
of the Student, and showing how this comported with the nature

of each individual case. Such a method of investigation, I have

thought, could not but be both safe and interesting. But the

greatest advantage held out is this : To accustom the mind of the

Learner to inquiry, in the very first stages of his progress in this

important line of Literature ;
and thence to remove, as far as

possible, from authority often merely conjectural and false, the

first principles of interpretation applied to the Sacred Text of

the Old Testament, and to place these on the only foundation

that can safely be relied on, viz., that of the nature of things^

considered in conjunction with real Oriental usage.

To the Syntax is attached a Lecture on the Rabbinical use of

the Accents.* This was thought necessary, not so much to give

* Mr. Ewald, too, has to his Grammar, translated by Mr. Nicholson, added
a similar, but still shorter, view of their use. And, in this case, I think, he
has also been indebted to me.
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currency or support to the authority of those marks, as to enable

the Student to see their force and bearing. The rules given on

this subject by Buxtorf and his followers were, it must be con-

fessed, very defective, leaving the Learner, very much as they

found him, with every thing to learn, and nothing on which he

could pronounce with certainty. Still, it must be confessed this

question involves much that is far from obvious and certain
;
and

this, I think, no length of Treatise, or time consumed in its

investigation, will remove. Such as it is, however, the Student

ought to be acquainted, to some extent with its laws: and this is

all that I have intended to supply him with.

The additions made to this Edition of the Grammar are con-

siderable and extend to several pages. The use of the single

Epenthetic 3, is given here for the first time (Art. 235. 3.).

I may now offer a few words of advice on the use of this

Grammar. In the first place then, as the whole is made matter

of analytical investigation, nothing need be committed to memory
at all. To engage the mind, for some time, so as to familiarize

it with each particular, will, if I mistake not, tend more

effectually to fix the whole in the memory, than any method of

learning by rote ever can : not to insist on the very irksome pro-
cess thus to be avoided, and on the advantage of thus exercising

the judgment in philological inquiry.

In studying the Letters of the Alphabet with the vowels and

accents, the most effectual method will be, to wTite them over

again and again, until the eye is familiar with them. And, in

doing this, it would be well, not only to form a syllabarium, as

recommended in Art. 31, or to transcribe large portions from the

Hebrew Bible, as in Art. 70; but to proceed to write out the

forms of the nouns (Art. 148. seq.), turning back to the places

referred to, on every occasion : and thus mixing up the theory
with the practice, until the Learner sees, to some extent, the

nature and character of these, as found in their simple and aug-
mented forms

;
in the singular, dual, and plural numbers

; and as

augmented either by the Paragogic Letters, or the affixed pro-
nouns. And, in doing this, the text printed in a smaller letter

in this work, may in the first instance be passed over.

The Learner may, in the next place, pass on to the Verbs,
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(Art. 182. seq.) which, according to my views, are nothing more

than nouns of one form or other compounded with fragments of

the personal pronouns, so prefixed or postfixed as to form their

conjugations, and to give at once both the forms and significa-

tions found to prevail in them. When he has familiarized his

mind in some degree with these, and acquainted himself with

the causes of their several inflections, defects, &c., so as to be

able to trace them in the general Paradigm (Art. 211.), which

cannot fail to fix the whole eifectually in his memory ;
he would

do well to acquaint himself with the particles. Art. 171. seq.,

up to Art. 181. And, if he copied these out once or twice,

reading the text at the same time, as to their theory ; my opinion

is, that he would never regret the trouble so taken. In doing this

he should, as before, turn back to the laws on which the defects

they exhibit are founded; which will at once so interest him, and

give him such an insight into the nature of this Language,
as no other method can, and such, I think, as he never can

forget. The numerals (Art. 181. seq.), and Proper names (Art.
170. seq.), need not detain him long. It will be enough now to

read over the Syntax carefully, and to make such notes on the

rules, examples, &c., as he may deem necessary. This he should

do, in order to familiarize his mind with this part of the Grammar,
and to enable him to turn again to it, as occasion may require.
And here, as before, let him not be tempted to imagine that he

will in a few months, a year, or so, become an adept in this species
of Literature. If indeed all he aims at is, merely to be able to

make out a Chapter or a Psalm, with the aid of the Dictionary and
a Translation, an undertaking, as far I can see, of no use or

value whatsoever, then he may give himself as little trouble as

he pleases in studying the elements of this language. But if he
wish to ascertain for himself, what the real drift and scope of

the declarations of the Sacred Writers of the Old Testament is,

then he v/ill find that a thorough knowledge of the elements is

almost every thing : and, that it has been from a want of this that

Commentators, Preachers, and others, have so frequently and so

fatally erred; and, generally speaking, that at this day, the

Scriptures of the Old Testament are so little understood.

b
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The best thing now to do, in order to save time, would be

to get a copy of Mr. Ollivant's "
Analysis of the History of

Joseph,"* and carefully to read over that portion of the Book of

Genesis, referring constantly to the Grammar as there directed.

When this is done, the "Clavis Pentateuchi of Robertson "f had

better be obtained, and the whole Pentateuch be read over carefully

with its assistance. With this, as with the "
History of Joseph,"

the Dictionary may be had recourse to, as may the Hebrew Con-

cordances, both of the words generally, and of the Particles.f

The ancient and modern versions may also be consulted. The

Arabic, Syriac, and Ethiopic, words and usages corresponding
to those of the Hebrew, carefully considered. And thus gradu-

ally the range of study enlarged, or to use the terms of the

Prophet, the cords (of the Learner) be lengthened, and his stakes

strengthened.

In the higher style, as exhibited in the Psalms, Job, the

Prophets, &c., the "Lyra Prophetica of Bythner" may be

used : the " Scholia
"

of the younger Rosenmiiller : the "
Synop-

sis
"

of Poole, or the " Critici Sacri," and such other Works as

the Student will find pointed out in these. The Translation and

Notes on the Book of Job, as published by myself, will perhaps
be found of some service, as will my Sermons and Dissertations

on the Rationalism of Germany, and on the Interpretation of

Prophecy generally.

On the exegetical interpretation of the Old Testament, let it

never be forgotten, the New Testament is the first, the autho-

ritative, and the best, guide. Next to this, the parallel passages
in both Testaments should be classed. And, I will venture to

* Published by Mr. Duncan, the proprietor of this Grammar.

f Republished a few years ago, and to be had of any of the booksellers.

X A good Hebrew Concordance is now in the course of publication in

Germany, by Dr. Furst, at the expense of Mr. Tauchnitz. Noldius's

Concordance of Particles (Ed. Jena) can easily be obtained at the booksellers.

Of which a new Edition was printed a few years ago, and may readily be

obtained.
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affirm, that where this is carefully and honestly done, more real

scriptural knowledge will be acquired in one year, than usually
is in the whole space of time allotted to the existence of man.

The Edition of the Hebrew Bible, from which the citations

have here been made, is that of 1836, printed at the expense of

Mr. Duncan, and which the Student will find both cheap and

correct
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LECTURES

HEBREW LANGUAGE.

LECTURE I.

ON THE ORTHOGRAPHY, SYLLABICATION, &C., OF THE
HEBREW LANGUAGE.

1. AS it is proposed to offer, in the present course of

Lectures, a comprehensive and practical view of the

structure of the Hebrew Language, all discussions re-

lating to General Grammar, Philology, and Antiquities,
will be avoided as much as possible ; referring as we pro-
ceed to Authors who have treated on these subjects.
It will also be taken for granted, that the Student is

acquainted with grammar as generally taught; and,
that he is penman sufficiently good to write down such
forms of letters, &c., as shall be laid before him.

2. But, although it is desirable that the Learner
should know something of the principles of Grammar as

generally taught ; yet, he must not hence be tempted to

infer, that a system almost entirely at variance with that

to which he has been accustomed is unphilosophical or

wrong ; or, because he cannot at first sight comprehend
all its bearings, that it is therefore uncouth, embar-

rassed, or ambiguous. For it may be true, that the

Language of the Patriarchs and Prophets is as con-

sistent in its structure, as the subjects on which it treats

B
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are interesting and momentous ; and, that it is as explicit
and regular as other languages, which have been cul-

tivated with much greater ardour, while they had infi-

nitely less to offer in return. He must, therefore, allow

the Language on which we are now entering, to stand or

fall on its own merits ; and, our delineation of it to be

judged by the rules of criticism peculiar to itself. We
mention this in the outset, not to depreciate the labours

of others who may have taken a different view of this

subject, but to warn the Student, that the idioms of the

Hebrew and other Dialects connected with it, are neither

to be judged of, nor explained, by those of European lan-

guages ; and hence to caution him against that trouble

and confusion, into which some have had the misfortune

to fall.

On the Alphabet.

3. The system of Orthography found in our Hebrew
Bibles, and that which has ever been taught with the

greatest success,* presents a succession of consonants,
written in a direction proceeding from the right hand of

the page towards the left. Two or more of these are

found in every word
; while the words themselves are

separated from each other by a moderate space. To this

system of consonants another is added, consisting of

vowels ; and these are placed above, in the middle, or

below, the line of consonants, as their several natures

may require. To this, again, is superadded another, con-

sisting of Accents, which are also placed either above, in

the middle, or below, the consonants, in the same line or

rank with the vowels. Before the student can possibly
read the Hebrew text, therefore, he must be made
famihar with these sevetal parts of Hebrew orthography.

4. We shall proceed, in the first place, to delineate

and explain the characters of the consonants ; the number,

forms, names, powers, and numerical values, of which are

as follows.

* We say, the greatest success; for, after all that has been said by the advo-

cates for the unpointed system, it will be extremely difficult to point out one

writer of that school, who has in any degree advanced Hebrew learning.
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In these and all future examples, where the Roman
vowels will be put to represent the Hebrew^ ones, a or ,

will have the sound of the Italian a, or a mfar; and a,

as a in man ; e, or e, as a in wane or ai in raiw ; e, the

same sound shortened : , or f, as ee in ^^^w / ^, as e in m ;

o, or o, as o in ro,s^ ; o, the same sound shortened : w, or

w, as 00 in hoot ; u, as oo in good. The first marked

vow^el in each case will represent the accented, or em-

phatical, syllable, e.g. a m father, &c. ; the second with

(-) as dy e, &c. will shew that, as such vowel generally

terminates a syllable, it will be pronounced openly, but

not with an accent.

5. The Samaritan and Rabbinical forms of the Hebrew
character have been given for the following reasons :

1 . The Samaritan Pentateuch being nothing more than

a different edition of that in use among the Jews, the

Student will want no other help for reading it, than the

forms of the Samaritan character : and,

2. As the Rabbinical commentaries are composed, for

the most part, in Biblical Hebrew, he will stand in need

of little more than a copy of their alphabet to enable

him to read them.'*

6. The number and order of the consonants, as given in the table,

are so found in the text of the Hebrew Bible. The following are

the passages : Psalms xxxiv. cxix. cxlv. ; Proverbs xxxi., from

verse 10 to the end
; Lamentations i. ii. iii. iv. In Psalm xxxiv.

however, the verse beginning with 1 Vaw has either been lost, or

both n He and 1 Fan are found in the 6th verse
; and, in the

cxlvtb, that which should commence with D is also wanting. In

the ii. iii. and ivth chapters of the Lamentations, 37 ^yin and D Pe
are found transposed, which may perhaps be attributed to the

copyists.

* Should he wish to make a considerable progress in Rabbinical learning,
he will find some of the best books pointed out in Sect. xi. of my Sylloge
Librorum Orientalium. Cantab. 1821.
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7. As to the forms of the consonants, it is not improbable they
were originally hieroglyphical :* but, whether the Hebrew or Sama-
ritan form is the most ancient, a difference of opinion seems to have

prevailed as early as the times of Jerome
;
and which, as Schultens

has justly remarked, has been contested in some instances with an

acrimony, which neither the nature of the case, nor the love of

truth, could justify t-j-
some maintaining that the Samaritan was

the primitive form, and that Ezra adopted the other on the return

from Babylon ; others, that the Biblical character, as we now have

it, is the same with that in which Moses composed his Auto-

graph.J For my own part I am inclined to believe, with some

others, that which of the characters soever we take, as exhibiting

the most ancient form, the other is no greater a variation from it,

than may be traced in our own black letter as derived from the

Roman ; and, by no means so great as that discernible between

our hand-writing and the printed letter, from which it has been

formed.

8. The letters ^^^^D")^\^ when occurring at the

end of a line, are sometimes lengthened out thus,

M n b D ^ n , in order to fill up the space.

On the Powers of the Consonants,

9. N Alef, as already remarked, has the power of an

unaspirated H : that is, it is used for the purpose of

enouncing the vowel following it, without any audible

aspiration, but with a sound slightly guttural. It

appears probable, also, that this was its power in ancient

times ; not only, because the same letter has to this day

ChampoUion Precis, da Syst. Hier. pp. 312, 316. Plates A to K.

P. Lacour. Essai sur les Hier. Bordeaux. 1821. pp. 45 48, 131, 166, &c.

Though I can see no reason, why we are to go to Egypt for the Hebrew Letters,

unless we are to suppose that marks, representing certain substances and sounds,

could not be formed elsewhere. See Geschichte der Hebraische Sprache, &c.,

von. Wil. Gesenius, 40 45. See ray Sermons and Dissertations on Pro-

phecy, &c. p. 117, &c. Proleg. to Bagster's Polyglott Bible, Prol. I. ii,

t Fundam. Ling. Heb., p. 18.

X See the controversy between Capell and Buxtorf.
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the same power in the Syriac, Arabic, and Ethiopic,
which are nothing more than dialects of the Hebrew,
but because we find it occasionally put for H He, or

V Ayin, in the Hebrew Bible itself ; and, in the cognate

dialects, the Syriac and Chaldee, for ^ YodJ" Among the

Greeks and Latins it was expressed by one or other of

the vowels unaspirated, and mostly by Alpha or A.f In

writing Hebrew words in Roman letters, we shall form

the syllable, in which this letter is found, by representing
that vowel only which accompanies it.

10. 1 Beth is found either with, or without, a point

inscribed, as 3 or 1 . In the first case it is pronounced
as our B ; in the second, as V ; and hence, it is sometimes

represented by "^ Vaw, as 35, occasionally written lil. In

the cognate dialects, it is often changed for D Pe, or

D Mem ; being a letter of the same organ with them.

But of this more will be said hereafter.

11. ^ Gimel is also written with, or without, the point ;

thus il , or ^ . In the first case, all are agreed that it

should be pronounced like G in the words gird, give.

How it should be pronounced in the second, grammarians
are not agreed. Some think it should take the sound of

G in ginger ; others, that it should be pronounced as

G, in the German G^^macht, &c. The usual practice,

however, is, to sound it like G in gird, in every case.J
12. "T Ddleth is also found both with, and without, this

* See my Hebrew Lexicon.

f See the Bibliotheca Sacra by Masch, partis secund. vol. ii. pref. p. 35,

&c. : also, the Disserlatio R. P. Bernhardi de Montfaucon de veteri literaruin

et vocalium Hebraicarum pronuntiatione, torn. ii. of his Hexapla of Origen, or

in the Bibliotheca Hebrsea of Wolfius, torn. ii. p. 648; or the Appendix to

Jahn's Gramm. Ling. Heb. &c.

X The manner in which the ancients represented this, and other letters of the

Alphabet, may be seen in Masch or Montfaucon, as cited above.
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point, as "1, and 1 . In the first case, it is pronounced like

D in daf^e, do^ &c. In the second, some give it the sound

of TH in thine, this ; others neglect this distinction, and

pronounce it like D in every case. It is probable, that

it was originally pronounced v^^ith the tip of the tongue

placed against the roots of the foreteeth, just as its

corresponding letter is still pronounced by the Orientals
;

which will give it rather a softer sound than that of our

D. It is also probable that it had two sounds, as it is

the case now with the Arabic, where we have j Dal and

J Dhcil ; the former pronounced like D dental, the latter

like th in thine. Hence we may account for "^n"l Ddvdr

meaning a wordy and 121 Dever, a pestilence : the

root of the former being jJ^ Dhdbara, scripsit lihrum,

Sic, the other j^i Ddhara, idceratumfuit, &c. We also

have jid Dhdbr, signifying Scriptura, and y}d Dhdhir,

bene discens, et edoctus, sapientiam ; of similar import
with "^11 Ddvdr, a word, relation, &c.

; and from the

second, /^ Ddbr, mors, of similar signification with 111

Dever, pestis, &c. This method of viewing the powders

of several other letters of the Alphabet, will often explain

the apparently conflicting significations, sometimes found

to prevail in the same Hebrew root
;
of which the modern

Lexicographers have very properly availed themselves.*

13. It will be unnecessary to offer any additional

remarks on the following letters till we come to H Kheth ;

and, on this it is only necessary to say, that like "T Ddleth,

it probably had two sounds originally, the one more, the

other less, aspirated, as noticed in the Dictionaries.

14. ID Teth should be pronounced with the tip of the

* Eichhorn in his Edition of the Lexicon of Simonis, Schulz in his Edition

of Cocceius, and Dr. Gesenius in his Hebrew Dictionary, &c. See also Storr'a

Observationes ad Analogiam et Syntaxin Hebraicam, p. 48.
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tongue against the roof of the mouth, just as our own T
is, and hence it may be termed cerebral.

15. *^ Yod is equivalent to our Y, as stated in the table.

The Italians and Germans represent this letter by J,

which they pronounce like our Y : and, as the first

Hebrew Grammars studied in this country, were im-

ported from the Continent, we adopted the word Jehovah,

Jehu, &c. which they very properly pronounced Yehovah,

Yehu, &c. When occurring at the beginning of a word

with the vowel i, it loses its power as a consonant, and

takes the sound of the vowel only, as Is-ra-el, not

Yis-ra-el. This is also found to take place in the Arabic,

as Ihtoh, not Yehtoh, for v^^Joo See De Sacy's Gram.

Arab., vol. i. p. 4, note. i. edit.

16. The sound of D, without a point, probably partook
of the sound of both K, and H Kheth ; which will

account for its being represented by the Greek ^y ^^^

With the point (3) it is universally sounded like our C
in carry, as already stated.

17. D Sdmek, and \l/ Sin, have, for many centuries,

been pronounced alike, i. e. like S in sin ; and, although

many Hebrew words are now found written with either

promiscuously, it is doubtful whether this is not owing to

the copyists ; possibly it might be a mere variety of the

pronunciation of ^ Shin, which may have been peculiar
to this form (U?), even in ancient times. See Judg. xii. 6.

18. V Ayin probably had, like 1 Ddleth and H Kheth,
two sounds originally ; one approaching to that of g
mixed with h or r, another to that of t^ Alef ; just as it

is the case with the Arabs, who have both c Ghain, and

c Ain. The examples to be found in the modern Lexicons

under this letter, as well as the various orthography of

proper names found in the Septuagint, may be considered
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as sufficient proof of this position.''^ At present, this

letter is usually passed over, like the Alef, in silence.

The sound of ng in Idng^ given to it generally by
the Jews, may probably have prevailed in ancient times.

I have observed that the Arabs of Barbary give a

nasal sound to their Ain, c, and that the Archbishop of

Jerusalem, who was some time ago in this country, pro-

nounced the Syriac ^ in this way ; although the

Maronites inform us, that it should be pronounced with a

sort of compression of the throat.^ We shall designate it

in the Roman characters by an H, with a point under it.

19. The sound of p Koph is more guttural than that

of 2 Cdphy being made by a sudden compression of the

throat : it may be compared to the noise made by water

when discharging itself from a bottle ; it is, perhaps,

analogous with the Roman Q. The explanations given
in the table will be sufficient for the remaining letters.

20. We now come to the numerical values of the letters. We
have given in the Table (Art. 4.) the letters corresponding to the

units, tens, and hundreds, up to 400. The remaining hundreds up
to one thousand, are thus expressed : the*T, final Cdph, is put for

500
; D, final Mem, for 600

; 7, final Nun, for 700
; ^, final Pe,

800 ;
and V , final Tsdde, 900. These usages are Rabbinical

;

numerals in the sacred text being always written at length. One

thousand is mostly expressed by the word P]bs I^lef, a thousand
;

two thousand by Q^Dbs Alpdyim ; any number of thousands by

using the word P^bs elef, thousand, or Q'^DbW Aldfim, thousands,

with the proper numeral prefixed, as the rules of Syntax may
require. Sometimes, as in the notes of the Masora, ^^ stands for

one thousand ;
but on this subject the Hebrew tables of abbrevia-

tions should be consulted.J

* See my Heb. Lexicon : Gesenius, (and Simonis, edd. Eichhorn and Winer,)
under this letter. See also Storr as above, p. 48.

f Amira's Graminatica Syriaca, Rome, 1596, p. 6.

X Joannis Buxtorfii de Abbreviaturis Hebraicis Liber, with the Supplement
of Wolfius. Bibliolh. Heb., torn. ii. p. 575. For the abbreviations found in the

Masora, see the Tiberias, or Commentaiius Masorelhicus, of Buxturf.
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21, The numbers, from ten to twenty, are made by adding such

unit to the numeral for ten, as will make the number required.

Thus W will represent eleven, ^> twelve, and so on. The number

15, however, is made by It:)
,i. e. 9 + 6, not n^ ,

i. e. 1 + 5, because

rr* is one of the names of God. In like manner, 21 will be SD >

22 :2D, 32 dbj 42 nD, and so on. On this principle, the number

given at the end of Genesis, for the verses found in that book is,

22. Whether this method of expressing numbers formerly pre-

vailed in the Hebrew manuscripts, has been a subject of some

dispute, and one which it is now impossible to determine. That the

numbers have been expressed in words written at length for some

centuries, there seems to be no doubt, but whether this was the case

in very ancient times or not, it is difficult to say.*

23. As certain Hebrew letters are occasionally changed
for one another, both in primitive words and in the

process of derivation, and, as this change mostly takes

place in letters of the same organ ;f the following classi-

fication of them, according to the different organs of

speech, has usually been given :

1 Gutturals, i^ Alef, n He, n Kheth, V Ayin.
2 Palatals, ^ GmSl, '' Yod, D Cdph, p Kopk.
3 Linguals, ^ Ddleth,'^ Teth, Jl Taw,

4 Sibilants, t Zdijin, D SdmeJc, !^ Tsdde, w Shin, j^ Shi,

5 Labials, 1 Beth, ^ Vaw, 12 Mem D Pe.

24. The letters 7, D, 2, "), are termed liquids.^

25. Four of the letters of the Alphabet occasionally

lose their powers as consonants, and are then said to be

quiescent or silent. These letters are, b^ Alef, H He,
^ Vaw, and "^ Yod, which form a sort of memoria technica

* See Baver's Critica Sacra, Tract i. 23, page (mihi) 188.

t As ^\ for n:i and
f]2,

the back ; vr\'o and ^nn fat ; and many others

to be found in the dictionaries.

X Whether any of the letters riDDin be with or without the points, as

given in the table of the Alphabet, or whether others assume their own final

forms or not, makes no difference as to their classification, tliey will still belong

to one or other of the above classes.
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in the word '^int^ Ehevu Those letters too which occa-

sionally have a point inscribed, have, for the same reason,

been formed into the technical term nSDI^l Begad-

hephdth. The final letters, which are sometimes length-

ened, are exhibited in the words "^Dil TTTt^ Ohel Tdmdr,
Tamar's tent : and the finals, which vary in form, as

mentioned in the table, are comprehended in the words

yD2?2!D Cammenappets, Like a disperser.

26. The letters have been further divided into two

classes; one containing those which are occasionally

servile ; that is, are employed in the process of gram-
matical accidence and derivation ; the other, those only

which are never so employed ; the first have been termed

servile, the second radical, letters. The servile letters

are, however, occasionally radical, though the radical

ones are never servile,

27. The servile letters are all comprehended in the

following memoria tecJinica, viz. 3731 JH'^N Ht^D, Moslie

Ethan Vecdlev, i. e. Moses, Ethan, and Caleb. The

remaining letters are termed radical,^

28. The best method the learner can adopt for

making himself acquainted with the letters is, to write

them over carefully and frequently, till he is quite familiar

with all their forms. In doing this, he should strongly

mark the difference between those letters which are in

some respects similar, such as 1 Beth, and D Cdph,
^ Gimel, and !3 ISlun, and so on ;

in order to avoid the

* In almost all the printed copies of the Hebrew Bible, we find some of the

letters occasionally larger, or smaller, than others : others inverted, or suspended
a little above the general line of printing; in one instance, we have a final letter

in the middle of a word ; in others, a medial letter is used as a final; out of all

which the Jews, and indeed some Christian writers, have endeavoured to elicit

certain mysteries. But as they are most likely all owing to some accident in

the transcription of the MSS., we may be excused in dismissing ihcm without

further notice.
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confusion which beginners often experience, and to make

that pleasant which is to many extremely irksome. If he

use a pen, the point should be cut a little oblique, in

order to make the horizontal strokes strong and regular ;

the others, which should be perpendicular, should be

made fine and equal. An Oriental reed, however, makes

by far the best pen for writing these letters, which should

be cut nearly like a pen, with a slit, and the point

oblique, as already mentioned.*

On the Vowels,
m

29. It has already been remarked, (Art. 3.) that the

Hebrew vowels present a system of marks or characters

arranged sometimes above, at others in the middle, and

at others beneath, the consonants: we now proceed to

delineate and explain this.

Table of the Hebrew Vowels.

Figure. Name.

r

Perfect

Vowels.

^^:$. Tsere

V ^n5 p^TH Khlrik Gddbl

i t oSin Kholem

1 1 pni::^ shurek

Power.
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Fignre. Name. Power. Exemplifications.

T^T}^ Pmakh a 12 bad, "^^ gad, l'^ dad.

^
y b^}D Seghl e *T3 bed, *T3 ged,

*T*1 ded.

'7o"Iu'< , \y<^Pr P'^r? Khlrik Kat6n i- 12 bid, ^^^ gid, ^1 did.

^ P|1C0n yDp^ Kamets Khdtuph o T3 bod, ^^ god,
*7'1 dod.

^ Y^p Kibbuts u 13 bud,

'

1\ gud, "H^ dud.

Sheva and its Substitutes,*

^]l^ Sh^vd 'e ^'l? berx, '1^ g'eri, ''1? d'eri.

_. T\l^% '^^n Jihatef f&ihakh U ^12,bHii, ^'^.\gUri, ^y^. dUri.

. 7ijQ l^n ^hatefSeghl ^ _ KHII bUe, i^DJ gUe, ^^Hl ^/^^c.

^. l^^jj PluDn Khat^fKdmHs ^ _ b^HB i,^^a, i^H^ g^^a, ^^^'j. ^^Aa.

30. It will be seen, from the Exemplifications, which of

the vowels-marks are placed above, which in the middle,

and which below, the line. From the note appended to

the table of consonants (Art. 4.), will also be seen what

sounds are given to the Roman vowels, as here made to

represent the powers of the Hebrew ones; and, con-

sequently, what powers the Hebrew vowels have.

31. The learner cannot now do better than make out

a syllabarium for himself, extending throughout the

whole of the alphabet, in the manner of the Exempli-
fications just given; bearing in mind, that whenever

either of the letters contained in the memoria technica,

r\3D'i:il Begadkephdth, begins a syllable, the point should

be inscribed. The exceptions will be given hereafter.

He should also bear in mind, that the consonant must

The real object of these marks is to show the absence of a vowel : the sound

of e in these examples is, therefore, remarkably short, better expressed by our

bri, grt, drl, &c., without a vowel. So in the substitutes, which usually accom-

pany the guttural letters. The final vowel V> &c. has been added, in order to

facilitate this rapidity of utterance in barl, gHri, behe, bbhd, &c., all making
one syllable, and no more.
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always precede the vowel, as marked in the table : a few

exceptions to this rule will be noticed hereafter.*

32. ^-^ perfect vowels, as given in the first class, is

meant, vowels which, being preceded by a consonant,

will constitute a complete syllable in Hebrew ortho-

graphy, as II hd^ where both the consonant and vowel

are fully and properly enounced, and the syllable is com-

plete. The same is the case, when either of the letters

contained in the memoria teclmica, ^IHNt Ehevi, which

occasionally lose their powers as consonants (Art. 25.),

follows its homogeneous vowel, (of which more hereafter,)

as, Kl ha.

33. By imperfect vowels is meant, those vowels which

are not generally found to constitute syllables without

either the addition of another consonant, or of an accent.

Such syllable, therefore, must either be like 13 bad, or 5
bd, i. e. be ended by a consonant, or by an accent. When,
however, aconsonantis found to follow l peTfect vowel ^N\ih.

an accent, as in Dip, &c., which can happen in the end

of a word only, this vowel may also be considered as an

imperfect one : i.e. generally, an imperfect vowel, accom-

* The usual classification of these vowels has been, 1. Long vowels, 2. Short

vowels, and 3. Vowels still shorter than the preceding. We have adopted a

different one, for the following reason. These distinctions cease to exist when

the vowels are combined with the consonants ; for then, the second class of

vowels becomes long, either by position, that is, when a consonant follows, or,

by being accompanied by an accent. Both these classes of vowels are,

therefore, long when reduced to practice; and it is useless to speak of them

here in any other point of view.

It can never be necessary to trouble the learner with (he Jive different lengths

of time ascribed to these vowels by Albert Schultens and Schroeder ; although

the latter has declared, that it is a law amplissimum usum habenHj because it is

not easy to discover in what this use consists. In the case of
Di|^ ,

and the

like (Art. 33.), greater time seems to be afforded for enouncing the last, and

accentuated syllable of a word.
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panied by an accent, will have the power of a perfect
one ; and, vice versa, a perfect vowel so accompanied will

have that of an imperfect one. Hence it will follow,

generally, that no syllable, excepting the last of any
word, can have more than 07ie quiescent letter after a

vowel ; as in Dip, P2pf5. Such forms as HjTin, Hil?, are

anomalous, and occur but rarely.

34. The last class of signs has been designated
^' Skeva

and its Substitutes;'' these Substitutes supplying the

place of Sheva, under certain circumstances, as we shall

see hereafter.

On the Combination of the Votvels with the Consonants,

35. Considering, then, all the letters of the alphabet
as consonants, no difficulty can arise from their com-

bination with the vowels, when the consonant precedes, as

is the case in our first exemplifications (Art. 29.) ; but,

when a consonant also follows, some difficulties may arise,

which we now proceed to consider.

36. The first difficulty that will present itself to a

learner will be, in the concurrence of any of the letters

'^'^n^^ Ehevi, with certain vowels preceding.
37. It has been remarked (Art. 25.), that each of these

letters will occasionally lose its power as a consonant, i. e.

become silent in the preceding vowel. We now say, this

happens only when it is preceded by a vowel which is, or

may become, homogeneous with it in sound. In this

sense, t^ may become quiescent after any vowel, as may
also H: 1 will be quiescent after Kholem or Shurek,

only : and, "^ after Khirik, Tsere, Segol, and occasionally

after Kdmets ; as ^^^ bd, H^l be, 13 bo, ^^ bl, ^''^V halehd^
vlV hdldu. The reason of this seems to be, that, as

these consonants ("^"^nb^) are made up of sounds nearly
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allied to those of the vowels respectively, when the

vowel happens to precede, both will coalesce, and con-

sequently the power of such consonant will be merged in

that of the vowel. When any one of these letters has no

vowel, it will necessarily be silent, as in N^H Khet, ^^^3n

Hevi ; where the b^ is in each case silent, and said to be

otiose. Whenever any such letter, however, has a vowel

following it, that letter will not be quiescent or otiose,

although a homogeneous vowel should precede it ; as

nin^ Yeho-vd.
T :

38. A vowel, however, may precede which is not

homogeneous with such consonant ; which will happen

only in the cases of 1 and ^
; and then a diphthongal

sound will be formed, as ai, in ^'^INJ Adonm or Adonay ;

oijVa ^iil Goi or Goy; ui, in ^17-3 Gd-luiox Gdluy. Other

diphthongs may be formed ; but more do not occur in

the Hebrew.

39. There are, moreover, a few instances in which two

such letters will be found following a vowel which is

homogeneous with neither of them, as V/J^, Vv^, and the

like
; in which, according to analogy, "^-^

should form

the diphthong ai or ay, and the last letter 1 be considered

either as a consonant, or as combining with the fore-

going in a kind of triphthong, as E-laiv, or E-laiu,

Ha-laiv, or Hd-laiu, but, generally, the "^

is, in these

cases, made quiescent,* and the following 1 read as the

consonant v^ or w; as E-lav, or E-law, and so on.

Indeed, in the case of the diphthong, it is of little con-

sequence whether we consider the concluding letter as a

* It seems to be a general rule, that when a final (:) Sheva^ either expressed
or understood, comes under ""or i, the diphthongal sound takes place: in other

cases these consonants become quiescent, as in vb or vV^ ; where it would be

contrary to usage to supply a Shevu (:) under the
"i,

as V^^ ^"^ V^
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vowel or a consonant, i. e. whether we sound ** as i, or y,

1 as w, or z;.

On Shkva and its Substitutes.

40. Shevd has two situations, one at the beginning
of a syllable, the other at its ending. At the beginning
of a syllable, (when it is said to be initial,) it is, from

the necessity of the case, pronounced like a very short e,

as mentioned in the Table (Art. 29.). The only question

which can arise here will be. How is it always to be

known when this mark begins, or concludes, a syllable ?

The answer is : Whenever it is found at the beginning of

a word, it must necessarily be considered as commencing
the syllable ; and, consequently, must be pronounced as a

short vowel, otherwise the consonant under which it is

placed cannot be uttered at all : as in the word n^33
Bevd-ith. The same is the case, whenever it follows a

perfect vowel unaccompanied by a tone-accent ; because,

as that vowel must conclude the preceding syllable

(Art. 32.), the consonant under which this mark is found,

must necessarily commence the next. In this case, there-

fore, as before, it must be enounced as a very short

vowel, as in the word 1
vCpj^ Kd-telu ; where it is also

initial, because it commences the syllable.

41. When, however, Shevd (:) commenced a word, by

analogy, (and was therefore audible,) but has, by acci-

dent, been preceded by some particle with an imperfect

vowel, it will then hecovae final ; e. g. 71321 Gevul, a

boundary; prefixing 7 (for ?,) we shall have vl^^/

Lig-vul, not Lige-vuL*

* In this case, however, some consider it as initial, and read Li-gevuL

C
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42. In the next place, whenever the mark
(=) Shevd

follows an imperfect vowel having no tone-accent either

expressed or implied, the consonant under which it is

found must be taken as the last of the syllable (Art. 33.).

In this case, therefore, Shevd (?)
will have no sound, and

may be said to be final or quiescent : e. g. Dll^jP Kam-

tem, not Kame-tem.

43. To these rules, however, there are two exceptions

of very extensive application ; and these arise from the

introduction of an accent. For, as it has already been

remarked (Art. 33.), the operation of a tone-accent will

generally give to a perfect vowel the character of an

imperfect one, and vice versa. In these cases, therefore,

Shevd (=) may be final after a perfect vowel, and initial

after an imperfect one ; e. g. of the first case, ^^H^
Bd-hhdr'td, 1 Kings iii. 8, n^/^jH Td-gel-nd, Ps. li. 10

;

and of the second, ^\}^\Vd-yeM, &c. When, however,

such accent is purely euphonic, of which more hereafter,

this does not necessarily take place; as, ill'ljr'P Makh-

har-to, Exod. xxxix. 20, &c.*

44. Shevd is rarely written at the end of a word.

The reason probably is, that, as no vowel usually follows

the last letter of Hebrew words, it would be superfluous

to express Shevd, in order to shew this : the mark is con-

sequently omitted. In one case, however, in which the

* The instances occurring of this kind are nunoerous: as nri^^J Hd-yethd,

Gen. i. 2 ; ib. ver. 7, ^RIvJ Hd-rd-kidh ; nnn The-rd-^, ib., ver. 9. So also

^p Tad-shi, ver. 11. In which cases, the euphonic accent interferes not

with the syllabication. So likewise in many others, wherein the accent

marks the tone-syllable, and in which there is no euphonic one ; as Gen. i. 2,

via V(>'hu, 'r\^ Khb-shek, ib. ver. 3, "lO^p Vai-yb-mer, &c. The word inn

Tho-hu, ib. ver. 2, seems to present two accentuations, viz. one with the

emphasis on the penuUima, the other on the ultima.
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preceding consonant has also a final Shevd, it seems to

have been added to shew, that no vowel has been omitted

through negligence ; as in the word T\Up^_ Mmt, &c., to

distinguish it from
T\^'p_,

&c. It is also found in the

letter '^, but this may be considered as a part of the

letter.

45. A part of one of the substitutes of Sheva is occa-

sionally found under the last letter of a word
; but this

happens, only when such letter is one of the gutturals, H >

V \ or n, with Mapjiik, The reason of this substitution

seems to be, that, as these letters will not admit of the

rapidity of utterance which the other consonants will,

this vowel, or substitute, is added for the purpose of

affording due time for their enunciation ; but here the

(:)
is dropped, as before, and the mark (-) only remains.

This mark, termed Furtive Pdthaleh, is, however, not to

be pronounced after, but before, the letter under which it

is placed, as H'^ti/D Md-shidkh, not Md-sM-khd, Messiah,
or Anointed, The same is the case, when such guttural
letter is followed by any other consonant having a point,

or Ddgesh, within it, accompanied also by Shevd ; as>

T^]J^^ Pd'Shdaht, PJ^^H Hig-gddht ; not Pd-shdhat, &c.

46. Those marks, which have been termed *' the Sub-

stitutes of Shevd," supply, as it has already been inti-

mated, the place of an initial Shevd, with one or other of

the guttural letters b^, n, H, or V , for the reason just

given, with reference to the Furtive Pdthakh, In many
cases, therefore, in which analogy would require the

insertion of an initial Shevd (J), with one or other of

these gutturals, some one of these substitutes will take its

place. If, indeed, a vowel immediately precede, the sub-

stitute will be that which is homogeneous with it : i.e. if

(-) precede, (-: ) will be the substitute ;
if (), (.:) ; if

o, then (t:) will be the substitute. When no such

c 2
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vowel precedes, the substitute most congenial with such

guttural, or with the analogy of the word, will be pre-

ferred. In the first case, t^ will mostly take (-:), occa-

sionally (v:) ; n (v:), rarely (-:) ; H or V (-:), rarely (") ;

(t:) is seldom used, unless (t) Khdtuph, i. e. o, precedes,

or unless it stands in the place of a 1 Khblem, which has

been rejected by analogy. In these last cases, however,

usage alone can be relied on.

On the Points Dagbsh and Mappik.

47. Some notice has already been taken of Dcigesh

(Articles 10, 11, 12, 31.) ; we now have to shew what its

offices are. 1st, It will double any letter, which, from

its situation, is capable of being doubled ; and, 2dly, it

will deprive the letters ]1557^3 of their aspiration.

(Artt. 4. 10.) In the first case, whenever any consonant

has this point inscribed, and is, at the same time, both

preceded and followed by a vowel ; or, is preceded by a

vowel, and has a Shevd ; such consonant is to be read as

two, e. g. IBI Limmed, or H? Limmedu, But, if such

consonant is not so preceded, &c., it cannot be doubled
;

and, in that case, it is found only in the letters ^557^?^
inscribed merely for the purpose of taking away their

aspiration, as already noticed. Now, this last generally
takes place, when such letter commences a syllable, as ^?

Caphy 13 Be7i, &c. ; in some instances when it ends it,

as P^j5 kamt. It must also be remembered, that when-

ever any one of these letters is in a situation to be

doubled, it will be doubled ; and that the aspiration will

also be taken away by the influence of this point, e. g.

"iS5 Kipper, not kiphpher. Ddgesk is sometimes found

in the first letter of a word (not of the class rD27.'3^)> it

then takes the terminating vowel from* the preceding

word, as OJ^ Jly^ Hd-U-tha-shsham,
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48. In the first of these cases, this mark has been

termed Dageshforte, in the second Ddgesh lene ; terms,

it must be confessed, ill chosen to designate the offices

just described. I should prefer terming it Ddgesh only,

in every case ; its situation being always sufficient to

determine its powers, according to our rule.

49. Mappik is a single point (like Ddgesh) inscribed

in the letter n only, thus H . Its office is to shew, that

this letter, when so marked, retains its power as a con-

sonant, and is to be treated as such, both in the pro-
nunciation and etymology. The Jews consider it also

as extending to the letter ^
,

as in nniH^. Yehu-diy-yd ;

but this is a useless distinction.

On the Mark HDI Ra-phe.
IV T

50. Formerly when Ddgesh was not found in any of the nS3132

letters, a mark called
'^,?'7 Rd-phe, was placed above it, in order to

shew that the point had not been omitted by mistake. With the

ancient Syrians this was nothing more than a point made with red ink.

The Hebrews probably wrote it in the same way : but, as this

point might be mistaken for the vowel Kholerrif when printed, or, for

one of the accents, the form of it was altered for a short line thus

(-), which is still found in the Hebrew manuscripts,* though very

rarely in the printed books.

51. Other points are found placed over certain words in the

Hebrew Bible, the use of which is now unknown. The accounts

given of these by the Rabbins may be seen in Buxtorf's Thesaurus

Grammaticus, lib. i. cap. v. art. 6, which need not be detailed here.

52. It will be seen by recurring to the table of vowels

(Art. 29.), that Kholem is given with a 1 Vaw for its

fulcrum, thus 1. The Vaw, however, is frequently left

out. But, as the letters \l/ Sin and ^ Shin, are also

written with a point on the left or right side, respectively.

* And in these it is sometimes put over a letter requiring Dageshforte by

analogy, also over m and n when quiescent.
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a question may arise, as to how the Kholem is to be

represented in the case of its following J^ , or preceding
\U . The answer is: Supposing any consonant to follow

V^ Shi, and this C^ to have no other vowel-mark, then

will its own diacritical point also stand for Kholem; as

njL^ So-ne. In every other case, U/ will be merely the

consonant s, as given in the Table (Art. 4.). In the next

place, with respect to U/ Shin: Supposing any consonant

to precede U/ Shin, having neither vowel-mark nor Shevci,

then will the diacritical point of W Shin stand also for

Kholem, thus, J^3 Bosh. But, if the preceding letter

have a vowel or Sheva, tl/ Shin will be used merely as

directed in the table of consonants. This expedient has

been resorted to, in order to avoid the inconvenience of

marking these points twice over, which must otherwise

have taken place.

53. It will also be seen in the table of the vowels,

(Art. 29.) that the letter "^ Yod has been placed above

the point ( ) then called Khirik Gddol, in order to shew

that it is a petfeet vowel. This
"

Yod, however, is fre-

quently omitted ; and, when that is the case, an accent,

as it will be seen hereafter, is sometimes added to make
this distinction. But, as this accent is also occasionally

omitted, analogy will then be the only criterion, by which

the distinction can be known.

54. The learner will also perceive, that Kdmets, and

Kdmets Khdtuph, have the same form, viz. (f). How
then, it may be asked, are they to be distinguished ? I

answer ; Whenever any consonant follows the mark (t)

having also a vowel of its own, it will be seen (Art. 32.),

that (t) must constitute a complete syllable ; this vowel

must, therefore, be the vowel Kdmets, as in the word

npn Rd'phe. For here, as D begins the following

syllable, the ") with (r) must necessarily constitute the
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preceding one : (t) will therefore be the perfect vowel

Kdmets, In the next place, (t) found under any one of

the letters 'y^y\ (Art. 27.), at the beginning of a word,

may be Kdmets ; because, in this case, a contraction may
have taken place; as, yH? Bd-kholi for '^ir\il2, the (j)

here being compensative of (-). But, when the letters

173") are not servile, this rule will not hold good.

55, The following are the exceptions : 1 . Should
(t: )

Khdteph Kdmets follow (t), or a (t) which has arisen

out of (t:) by the operation of rules hereafter to be given ;

then will (t) be Kdmets Khdtuph, and must be read as o,

although an accent accompany it ; as ^ /^ Po-hol-M,
in which case the (t) Khdtuph, being sustained by an

accent, becomes equal to the perfect vowel (i). And,

2dly, when any consonant, following {'), has no vowel,

and the syllable is also w'ithout an accent ; (j) will then

be Kdmets Khdtuph ; as, HD^H Khoh-ma, ^V\ Ron-nu,

f3p;! Ik'hot%, &c.

56. As to the names of the vowels, &c., they are generally

Chaldee or Syriac, whence some have argued that their invention is

modern.* But, as this will involve questions of no importance to

the learner, nothing need be said on the subject here.

57. Whether the pronunciation, here ascribed to the different

consonants and vowels, was that in use in ancient times, it is impos-
sible now to say : nor is it of much importance either to the learner

or the critic. That the approximation is near, there cannot be

much doubt
; and, that the system is generally the same, is, perhaps,

sufficiently certain. But, as the Jews differ slightly in their pro-

nunciation in different countries, we have here taken that of the

Portuguese Jews, as nearly as it could be obtained
;
which is

generally allowed to be the best.

* The heads of the arguments urged on this question may be seen in the

Institutiones Ling. Heb. by Schultens, p. 53, &c., or in the Arcanum punctua-
tionis revelatura, by Capell, &c. Various hypotheses have been offered on the

names of the letters : one of the latest, and perhaps most improbable, is, that,

as they occasionally present forms not in use in the Hebrew, they must

therefore have been taken from some more ancient form of the language !
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LECTURE 11.

ON THE HEBREW ACCENTS, &C.

58. Having given tables of the Hebrew consonants

and vowels, with some explanations and rules as to

their powers and use ; we now come to consider the

accents and to give a table exhibiting their forms, situa-

tions, and names ; to be followed, as before, with some

observations on their nature and application. The fol-

lowing table given by Alting and adopted by Schultens

and Gesenius, has been chosen as sufficiently extensive

and explicit for our present purpose. The word here

taken for the purpose of exhibiting the situation, &:c. of

accents, is cited from Isaiah Ivii. 18, and signifies, with

its affixes,
" And I will heal him." The powers of inter-

punctuation which these accents are believed to possess,

will be considered hereafter. (Art. 244. seq.)

59. The Hebrew accents are found placed below,

above, or on a level with, the line of the consonants.

Those which are found below, are twelve in number :

their situations, forms, and names, are as follows :

No. Sit. and Form,

5. ^HK^I^f

8. ^rii^^-ikS'i

Nai

pi'p'tp
or
p^^P silluj^^

nji^ijt Athn&kh.

J^n^t? Tiphkha.

Do. anterior.*

T^^ri Tevir.

y&, Ymiv.

njlD MundkL

"^SHQ Mahpak.

Used iii the higher style only.
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10.
^nj?5"i^i

s" T : v:

No. Sit. and Form. Name.

9. inS^n^^T riT Yerakh.

i^D"lQ Merca.

Do. n^lM M doubled.
T :

Those which are placed above the line of consonants,

are eighteen in number. Their names, forms, and situa-

tions, are as follows :

Name.

Id. with {^"lil Geresh in the higher style.

]iDp^ ^p.t ^akef Katon.

h^l^ ^P.t ^akef Gddbl.

^inSjp Segolta.

Pashtd.

Shalshekth.

Zarkd.

Zarkd anterior.

Pdzer.

Geresh.

Id. doubled.

Karne Phdrd.

J^eltshd Gedold.

No. Sit. and Form.

* T : V :

T : V :

11.
inAsiisi

12. ^nJi2J-|>^1

13.
in'a-)i?i

14.
^n^^jn^f

15.
1^^?^^i$^

16.
^^^??)1^1

ir.
1^^^a-l^?l

18. insai^.i

ITS)"T

^1^ '31P.

T : T :

njlpp i^;^^*'^]^
'mishd Ketannd.

S^*Tp Kad?nd.

n^lD Mundkh superior.

Mcihpdk superior.

Zarka anterior, and the two last, are found thus in the

higher style only.

The accents, written both above and below the line at
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the same time are four: their names^ forms, and situa-

tions, are as follows :

No. Sit. and Form. Name.
<

1. ')n^?ti"lii^1 Mahpdk v/hh Mercd.

2. 1n ^^ 2)1 ^^^ Zarkd with Mercd.y T : V :

3. in^i^^lKT Zarkd w'lih Mahpdk.

4 inj^SlKT Mundkh vi'nh Mahpdk.

One only is found in the same line with the consonants.

'inK|)-|IS:i \P"1J^ Legartne, or p^D?) Pesik,

according to its situation.

It should be observed that, as several of these accents

have the same form, they can be distinguished by their

positions only. The best way to get acquainted with

them is, to write them over a few times, first with, and

then without, the tables.^'

60. These marks are divided, with respect to their

offices, into Tonic, and Euphonic, accents.

61. The tonic accent, however situated, can affect only

the ultimate or penultimate syllable of any word, as the

* Various offices have been ascribed to these accents. By some they are

thought to have been attached to the sacred text, in order to regulate the tone

of voice, either in reading or chanting. Others have supposed them to have

been affixed for tlie purpose of dividing it into its several members, as verses,

the larger and smaller members of sentences, &c., and to point out the different

dependence which these parts have on one another. Others, again, have

assigned to them emphasis, parenthesis, parallelism, &c., while others have

given them all these offices together. Some, again, have supposed them to be

of divine, others of human, origin. In the present work we shall consider

their application to the text, as ihe best grammarians usually have done, viz., as

intended to divide the context into its different members, and to determine (for

the most part) the tone-accent of the words in which they are found. As to

their authority, we cannot allow it to be divine, until better proofs than any

hitherto offered shall have been given on that point. As coming from men,

who had perhaps made the Hebrew Bible the study of their lives, they are

valuable. They may, nevertheless, be rejected, whenever a more convenient

division can be discovered.
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analogy may require, which it does by directing the

emphasis to be placed on that syllable. When this

accent is found on any other syllable, the tone-accentua-

tion of such word can be known only from its analogy.
In other cases, the accent will point it out.

62. When a word happens to have more than one

tone-accent, and both happen to be the same, the first

will govern the accentuation; as ^nr\ Tho-hu : hnt,

when they are not the same, the last will ; e.g. D'lliJ^^^T

U-lemo-adim.

63. Generally, all words either being, or terminating
in the form of, Segolates (to be considered hereafter),

will have the accentuation on the penultimate syllable :

all others on the ultimate.

64. The Euphonic accent supplies a sort of secondary
accentuation to the word in which it is found; which

can never be in the ultimate of any word, nor even the

penultimate of those having the Segolate form.

65. Of this accent, modern grammarians count two

sorts, Metheg JH^ , and MakMph ^)^.?. The former of

these has the same form with Silluk (
'

) ; but, as it can

never hold the same situation, the distinction is easily

known. The latter takes the form of our hyphen ;
as in

vip'nx Eth-kol, and generally deprives the preceding
word of its tone-accent. In neither case is their insertion

always solitary ; for, several Methegs are sometimes found

in the same word, and several words are occasionally

connected by the operation of MakkdpJi. Particular

rules for their insertion will be given hereafter.

66. One mark more it may suffice to notice here, and that is, a

small circle sometimes found over a word in the Hebrew context \

o

thus, M^*)!? . The word, over which this mark is found, is said to be

^"^O^ Kelhiv, or wriilen ; and the mark itself is intended to direct

the attention of the reader to some note to be found either in the
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margin, or at the foot, of the page. For the most part, it directs

the reader to a various reading, on the right side of which we find

the word '''^r? Keri, meaning either reading or read.* The

readings thus pointed out in the Hebrew Bible amount to about

J 000, and are generally preferred to those found in the text. The

far greater part of them has been found by Kennicott and De
Rossi in the MSS. which they collated.^

67. Having thus far explained the powers of the

several consonants, vowels, accents, &c., and given some

rules on the subject of their combination, we now proceed
to lay down, and analyze, a portion of the Hebrew text,

in exemplification of what has been said. The passage
we shall first take is, Zephaniah iii. 8, in which we have

all the letters of the alphabet, with most of the vowels

and other marks. In reading this, the learner should

mark each syllable distinctly, with a slight pause ; and

continue this practice until he is perfectly famihar with all

the consonants, vowels, &c.
8
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The learner will recollect that he is to read, beginning
at the right, and proceeding towards the left, hand

(Art. 3.) ; and that the consonants must precede the

vowels (Art. 31.). The numerals are added to shew the

order of the words. Let us now proceed to analyze the

syllables, &c.

In No. 1. we have Lamed with Kdmets, making the

open syllable La, After this we have Caph with Tsere,

followed by Nun, making the syllable hen. Here,

according to our system of syllabication, we should have

had some imperfect vowel under the Caph (Art. 33.),

which would have been sufficient to complete this syllable ;

but the accent Mahpdk being added, the anomaly is

corrected (ib.).

No. 2. Kheth with Pdthakh, followed by Caph with

the point Ddgesh inscribed : and, as a vowel follows this

letter, it must be doubled ; the point is therefore Ddgesh
forte. (Art. 47.) The first syllable, consequently, is

hhah, the second is hu; and this is composed of the second

Caph, and the vowel Shureh, We next have the mark

called Makhaph, which is used to connect numbers 2 and

3 together, like our hyphen (Art. ^^.^,

No. 3. Lamed with Khirik followed by Yod, making
the open syllable It; to this is added the tonic accent

Pashtd, which may be represented by li.

No. 4. we have Nun with Shevd. In this case Shevd

is very slightly pronounced (Art. 40.), but it is not

reckoned as a syllable. In the next place we have Alef
with Kibbuts, followed by Mem, This syllable, therefore,

must be pronounced urn, in which u has the sound of oo

in good. The whole word will then be neum, in which

the e will be passed over as rapidly as possible. We then

have the mark Makkdph, as before, which deprives the

preceding word of its tone-accent (Art. 65.).
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No. 5. is the word Jehovah, pronounced Yeho-vd.

Here Shevd is passed over rapidly as before. The point

over the left limb of He is the vowel Kholem (Art. 52.) ;

and, as the Vaw following has a vowel of its own, it is

not quiescent in the preceding vowel Kholem, which it

otherwise would be (Art. 37.). The first syllable,

therefore, including the Shevd, will be Yeho, the next

Vd, in which the terminating H will be quiescent in

the preceding Kmnets (ib.). Over the Vaw commencing
this last syllable, we have the accent ZdMph Kciton. In

no respect, therefore, can the mark (t) under this Vaw
be a Kdmets Khdtuph, (Art. 54.).

Nothing now occurs, worth remark, till we come to

No. 11. In the word ^D.^j?. Le-es6ph, then, the first

syllable consists of Lamed with Segol, accompanied by
an Euphonic accent (Art. 65.) called Metheg, making a

complete syllable (Art. 33.) This syllable, therefore, is

open Le, The Alef following, with Khdteph Segol
which is a substitute of Shevd (Art. 46.), does not con-

stitute a syllable ; and, therefore, it is passed over as

rapidly as convenient, in connexion with the following

syllable Soph, which has the tonic accent Pashtd

(Art. 59.).

No. 12. The first syllable consists of Gvmel with (i)

Kholem (Art. 29.). The next syllable is commenced by

Yod, with Khirih 6^a^o/ following, and which, by analogy,

should be followed by another Yod, as D"^"] Yim, or im

(Art. 15.) : but the second Yod is frequently omitted, as

will be seen Art. 53. Khlrik thus situated is never-

theless a perfect vowel : and, as the syllable also ends

with a consonant, the accent Geresh is added to rectify

the syllabication (Art. 33.).

No. 13.
*'3??jj'?.

Here the first letter has an Initial

Shevd, which will therefore be passed over rapidly. In
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the next place we have p Koph, followed by (t), i. e. either

Kdmets or Kdmets Khdtuph, It cannot be Kdmets,

because it precedes a consonant which has neither any
vowel of its own, and is accompanied by no accent,

(Art. 54.) The first syllable, therefore, will be Lehov,

and the last, tsi, which need not be further explained.

On No. 14. it will be necessary only to remark, that

the point placed over the middle of the letter D is the

accent Revmh, not the vowel Kholem, which however

follows that letter. A recurrence to the tables will

always be sufficient to shew, that this accent is placed
over the middle of the consonant, Kholem always on the

one side.

No. 19. forms one syllable only : the Khdteph Pdthakh

(-:)
found under the fl Kheth, being one of the substitutes

of Shevd, is not counted in the syllabication.

68. The names of the different accents will be found

by turning to the table (Art. 59.), with which the

Learner will do well to make himself familiar : other-

wise, he will occasionally confound them with the vowels,

and, in many instances, be unable to determine whether

Shevd begins, or ends a syllable, or whether the mark (t)

be Kdmets, or Kdmets Khdtuph. We shall subjoin a

passage, for the sake of practice, in which the greater

part of the accents is found, and give the syllables in Roman

letters, as in the last, in order to facilitate the reading.

2 Kings I. 6.

V J - V T: jt't j* t : i-

e-le-n& vai-yo-mer Uk-ra-the-nu hd-ld ish e-ldw Vai-yb-merd,

jv :
-

: V : v j- t v -: ! v jv - v j :

vedib-bar-tem eth-kem sha-ldkh Hsher hum-me-kk el shu-vu l^ku

JT - T : : v; I
!* <:-: t : j- t < t -j

ut-td beis-rd-el elo-him en hamib-beli Yeho-vd d-mdr ko e-ldw
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P? lili?J!/ V^^: ^'1?? ^i??^ ^^7^ ^^
Id-kSn hek-ron eld-he zevuv hevd-hal lid-rbah shb-lecikh

moth ki mim-men-na the-red lb shshdm hd-li-thd-asher ham-mit-td

I T

id-mulh

69. It will be unnecessary to point out the names of

the different vowels and accents found in this extract, as

the Learner will easily find them by recurring to the

tables. It may be necessary however to remark, that the

accent found between the third and fourth words is

termed Legarme, not Pesik, The distinction consists in

this : that when the accent Munakh precedes the mark

( I ) it is then termed Legarme, When any other accent

precedes, it is termed Pesik. In the word \21 too, the

accent is found over the 7 , while the accented syllable is

the following one ]5 i but this accent, viz., Telishd

gedohi, is always found on the first letter, see the Table,

while the accentuation is regulated by the analogy

(Art. 61.). As the word Dg^ commences with Ddgesh in

the ^, the vowel (t) terminating the preceding word is

so connected with it, as to enable the reader to pronounce

the ^ twice, as in shshdm (Art. 47.).

70. The Learner cannot now do better than to take

a Hebrew Bible, and transcribe a chapter or more at

a time, in Roman letters, dividing it into syllables as given

above ; and this he should continue to do until he is quite

familiar with the letters, vowels, accents, and syllables.

After this he may read, which he had better do aloud,

until he finds no difficulty in enouncing every syllable

fully and correctly. A little perseverance will accomplish

this, which is perhaps the greatest difficulty he will have

to encounter : when he has succeeded, he will find his

progress both easy and deUghtful.
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LECTURE III.

ON THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES, CONNECTED WITH EUPHONY,
WHICH AFFECT THE ETYMOLOGY OF THE HEJJREW LANGUAGE.

71. It is well known that changes take place in the

consonants and vowels of all languages, which can be

accounted for on no other principles than those of

euphony. Certain vowels and consonants would, in some

situations, introduce sounds so difficult of utterance and

so grating to the ear, that conversation would become

painful both to the speaker and hearer. In order to

avoid these, certain changes are found to take place in

the constitution of words, which at first sight appear to

be anomalous, and which give great trouble to the

learner until the laws by which they are regulated are

understood. In no language is this more apparent than

in the Hebrew and its dialects, particularly the Arabic.

In the Sanscrit it prevails in a much greater degree ; and

is found in the Greek to give more trouble to the learner,

than anything else brought under his observation. It is

our intention to commence our investigation of the prin-

ciples of the Hebrew language, by detailing the rules

under which these apparent anomalies are regulated,

for the purpose of enabling the learner to account for

the different forms of words as they occur. Because,

until he has some knowledge of this subject, he will

meet with scarcely any thing but difficulty ; and may,
after a study of some years, be induced, as many have

been, to confess that there is nothing certain in this

language.
72. It has been remarked (Art. 3(5, &c.) that the letters conv

tained in the technical word ^JOj?, will occasionally lose their power
as consonants, or become quiescent in the sound of the preceding

P
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vowel, so that the pronunciation of the word will continue the same,

whether these letters be written or not
; and, the consequence is,

they are often omitted ; as, "T)?.S, for ^i?^^ visitor ; O^?*!' ^^^^ ^?^;

words; rin, for nini signs; riB?, for HSb elevation; W^^, for

n^Xprn they (fem.) approach; t33v''?, for DsVhD what^ (is it) to

you ? '^^tJ^j ^or ''^1^7^, / Aaye hiorvn, &c. And, uzce ^er^a, these

letters will occasionally be inserted when the analogy does not

require them : as ^"^P? for *^P? visiting, ^^fjr ^^^ ^in- stood,* &c.

73. Hence, when Shevd (f),
or one of its Substitutes, happens to

be initial, and to precede one of the letters ^^Hj?, a contraction

generally takes place, by which both (:) and the "^^Dj:? letter are

rejected, and the following vowel drawn back to the place of the

rejected Shevd or Substitute; e. g. np for nsp, "ipS for "ip^,
ni'SS for n^i^n^^ Tf;?D^_ for TfJDH^ n|pD; for Tpsn^, pH for

i*i:^n,
^3 for ^")2, "^-? for ^l"?, =^^| for =^n^|, D^?; for D^W (pi. of

Di^
day), n'^IV for D^^^? (ci/ie^, pi. of ^^V\ D'?^T for'o'^t^sn

(pi. of trsn head, where, however, the *^ is retained.)

74. When any one of the letters
"^^T}^. terminates a word, and

has no vowel either immediately preceding or following, it is often

rejected : as, '^^^ for "^"^p?^ a captive,
"^2 for MI'S a valley, "Jp for

n^P a line, "? for H*)? a precept, '^V for H^ or ]l^ (passing) yet,

ever, eternal.

1. When not rejected, they are said to be otiose (Art. 37.), which

may happen either in the middle or at the end of a word : as,

riW^^U thou broughtest,
^'^2 a valley.

2, Hence it is, that n, standing as the third letter of a root, and

losing its vowel, is rejected : as, ^?.,1
for n/.y., originally ^^^^. he

reveals, ^^^ for H???!'. &c. This is termed Apocope, The reason

of it, as will be seen hereafter, is the removal of the Tone-accent.

75. Any one of the letters H, \ or ^, when preceded and fol-

lowed by a vowel, will occasionally be dropped : as, D^IH'TP? for

Cn**]^'])2Q / visited them; D'^'irj^ for D'^^'^l'J? i^^y visited them;

Di;?
for D?i5 he stood; 1? for 1!? he understood; nb for H^

lamb, &c.

76. Either of the letters "^y
or 3, when initial,j- and 3 generally

Hence it is, that the letters % i, (for
n rarely occurs in such situation),

have been termed " Matres lectionis,'' and are supposed to have been used as

vowels at some former period.

)
Mr. Stuart has, after Gesenius, given "n for ^l; Judg. xix. 11; nrin for

rinn: 2 Sam. xxii. 41, &c.; litt? for nvaJ; Jer. xUi. 10, as instances in which
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when terminating a syllable (not the last) and having a Shecd (:),

will be (Iropt : as, ri^b, for H^V bearing a child; TO";!, for nVl)

knorvledge ; ^^., for ^j5? approach ; ^V. , for ^^T. he draws near ;

^l7.Q\ for "1)7?\ for '^ijQ^nv^ f^K^ fo^ ^l^M ager; H^^, for ^?P,
rrw/Zi. In the latter case, when 3 is dropt, the following letter

will, when it can, be doubled by Ddgesh, which may therefore be

considered as compensative, b hkewise, in the verb ^1*2^, when it

ought to take (=) Shevd by analogy, is dropt : as nj7, for nj7?

take.

1 . The reason of these elisions seems to be, that, as the "^ would

be enounced with some difficulty with an initial Shevd ;
and the 3, in

each case, on account of its being a nasal^ both have been neglected

in writing,

77. When the last two letters of any root, and occasionally of

derivatives, happen to be the same, one of them is usually dropt :

as, ^O , for ^]3P he surrounded ; ^p ,
for ^'p-P surrounding ; Q^ , for

C^y a people ; ^f?, for ^^^ a mother ; which, however, will be

restored (by Ddgesh) when any augment makes this possible : as,

^'^P they have surrounded; "^^V my people^ &c. In this case, the

rejection probably takes place, in order to avoid an ambiguity
which might arise from the operation of a rule hereafter to be

considered, under which the Learner or Reader may possibly mis-

understand this for a reduplication, introduced for the sake of

emphasis or the like.

78. Letters of the same organ are, on account of a similarity of

sound prevailing among them, sometimes changed the one for the

other : e. g.

1. Labials : l?, ^?., or H?- the back; '*79, or '7?/a^- ^J?? or

^7^ he escaped.

2. Palatals :
"1,^0 , or "ipp he shut up ; ^.^"J, or ^^^l he travelled;

rni3,or3?nipa^a^//e.
3. Linguals: ^^n, or HpH he robbed.

4. Sibilants : f)?, or oby ,
or V]??, he exulted; p5?J, or P]?? he

cried out; ppf, or V^"^ he laughed.

5. Gutturals : J^S?* ^^ "^rJ? ^^ ^^* weak ; ^5?, or 0,5? he was

mournful.

* or : having a vowel, is dropt by the aphseresis. For my part, I doubt

whether these are not rather infinitives than preterites ; and if they are so, the

elision connes under the above rule.

d2
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79. In a few instances, letters of different organs, but, in some

respects, similar in sound, are changed one for another, as,

1. Sibilants for Linguals : "HJ?? ,
or ^'^'^he quenched; *^^?, or *^t^3

he watched; ^"171, or riin^l afr tree; tr?nn, or Hnn he engraved.

2. Liquids for one another : Vp^, or VP? he oppressed; v'^H^rT

or '^^'H^rr he caused to shine ; l^ip, or Dt^tZ? he opposed ; "^^^ ,
or

^^3
tottering ; Ij?? ,

or "^J? proper name. So "l-^SSlpJin?

Nevukadnetstsdr, or '^,?^'7-7^^^^ Nevukadnetstsdr.

80. The ''jnf? letters, considered either as consonants or qui-

escents, will occasionally be changed for one another, particularly

when the pronunciation of the word is not materially affected by
the change: e. g. D^Wib^, or D^'.^'i^? rags; 3j^^, or

^.I'i'^ Doeg,
a proper name

; "n^Tp .
or "H^t ^'^ ^^^^

> ^Pl*? >
^^ ^P*:'? baldness ;

SJPP, or r\J)12 a collection; ^^^ , or l^il </.e A^at^; OSn, or D^.
an animal so called

; P^^l, or ll^p'^l the first ;
nv2 he revealed ;

for'^bs, &c.

81. In like manner, 3 is occasionally found in the place of one

or other of the
''jn^:?

letters : as, ^^5> ^o>* "^I^t ^^ *^^ ^P > '^S?' ^^^

nw; he was beautiful So in the Syriac, ^^'^IJ?. ,
for b-'lIDp!). he kills.

82. The letters of a syllable are, moreover, sometimes trans-

posed ; as, ''pS ,
for ^59 ^^*^ ^'^^ foolish ; ^?^,? . for ^?3 /am6 ;

?i:^3, for li7p? /<e breathed; "^^5, for V^? Ae Z>roA;e out;'V?^, for

Pj:?J Ae sighed; ^'^'^^^ ,
for ri*1S^^ vallies : and, in some cases, a

letter is transposed to another syllable ; as, '^y?V ,
for ^^^*}V wicked-

ness ; "^f? :
^ fo^ n'9^ " garment.

1. These changes and transpositions (i.
e. from Art. 78 to

this place) do not otherwise affect the grammar of the language,

than point out to the student what roots, &c., are said to

be Cognate; that is, are related to one another in their radical

letters, and have the same, or very nearly the same, signification.

The preceding, as well as the following, will affect the grammatical
forms of words.

83. When the n, of the Hithpdhel species of conjugation, precedes

by analogy any of the Sibilant letters (Art. 23.), a transposition,

and occasionally a change, of that letter will take place : e. g. In

the first case, ^jfinpn ,
for ^J2p0n he loaded himself', "^^T^^^'H ^

for

-^?2lpOn he caused to keep. In the second : P^it^r^H ,
for P^^I^rir^,

he justified. In this case only is the H changed to ^.

1, But, when a letter of the same organ with ^ (see Art. 23.)

follows, both will coalesce by Ddgesh placed in the radical
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letter: e. g. ^^i'^.^ ,
for "^Jl^On, of "1?^ he spoke; "^nt^jH, for

"^ni?;iin, of "in^ Ae ;a5 c/ean; c^nn, for D^POn, of nnn he

was complete.

2. This coalescence, which has been termed Assimilation^ is

found very generally to prevail ;
but not without some exceptions,

which will be noticed hereafter.

S. In a few instances, this principle of assimilation is also found

to extend itself to other letters: e. g. '^2'in, for ^^lOH, of HSJ he

was pure, n^?n, for nD30n, of ^J?? he covered; ^,5217, for

230n, of S*?? he declared; C^inS, for DttinOi?, of CJl'^

exalting; CpiU^n, for QpnO^On, of D1?t he desolated] &c.

84. Letters are sometimes added, either for the purpose of facili-

tating the pronunciation, or for modifying the signification of

words : e. g. in the first case : ''^^O^, for ^'"^^O yesterday ; ^"^"It^

for V'^'^T the arm.* In the second : ^^P^ vnost cruelj from "]\?

cruel^ &c. Of this kind are the paragogic letters, as well as those

used in forming the different species of nouns, conjugations, &c., of

which an account will be given hereafter. The first of these cases

is termed Prosthesis ; the second Epenthesis, Paragoge^ Heemanthi^

&c., according to their different offices and uses.

85. Letters are occasionally dropt (Art. 72. IQ.)^ so also D
and 1 in the Syriac, Chaldaic, and Arabic), terminating words in

the plural number, when those words happen to be in the state of

definite construction^ of which more hereafter. ? likewise, in a very

few instances at the end of proper names : as, 1"^?P ,
for I'l'^^P ,

for

the reason given in Art. IQ. 1.

0?i the Contractions which take place in the Vowels,

86. As it may occasionally happen, in combining the vowels with

the consonants, that certain sounds may arise either disagreeable to

the ear, difficult of utterance, or, from some reason or other, gene-

rally avoided by the people speaking a given language ; it is of

importance to know, in what cases these difficulties are found to

arise in the language before us, and how they are obviated.

87. Whenever any vowel not homogeneous with one of the

Of this sort are the words stablish and establish^ special and especial, in

English. So in the Greek trraxos aaraxos, vrja-ris uptjo-tis, &c. And so, in

some of the former cases, as, English, said, forsaj/ed; had, for haved; brand,

from burned; ask, Saxon, axian, or acnuin; wrought, for worked.
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letters **, or ^ (Art. 38.) happens to precede such letter, a vowel will be

formed from the combination partaking of the sound of both : hence

1. (-) Pdthakh preceding "j
will become "i Kholem ; e. g.

HiD for

rSyt^ death; "ryi\ for ^^T. (for ^]>^p\ , Art. 73.) he begets; :3^i\
for ^P?]- (for ^I^IU"]. ih.) he causes to reside.*

2. .Vaw T, preceded by (t) Khdtuph, () Kihbuts, () Segol, or

() Tsere, will become ^
: e. g. *T^^^ ,

for ^]>)) , or '^'^V.^ (from "r^^ini

or
"^]??^!^^,

Art. 7S.) he is begotten; Cnj^, for P^i?. standing ; ri-IDbp

for npV'?, (probably for O^K^f?^, Art. r's. of "q^P ^tk^, and

OyO or
HjI'J!! 6em^, root Hj^^n yya^,) reigning; kingdom. So 'inJ^tt?"^^

for inntt7\ root "^nip, for in?? Ae wa* low; ^^ih, for
iriij^ ewip^i-

ness ; ^nip, for ^D^l inanity, &c.

3. In like manner,
"^

preceded by (-) Pathahh, will become qui-

escent in (), the (-) disappearing : as, ^''S, for Ol? a house ; T?,
for r^ aw eye; ^2, or by Art. 74, "^2, for ^^5 a valley; ^'p^^ , for

ntQ^ri (for ntpi^ni^, or :2>t5^ni;n, Art. 73.) it does well

4. When the vowel () or () precedes *!, the contraction will

take place in '^t perfect : e. g, ^^'^^ , for ^"^^^ (formed perhaps from

nnS
eating; and ^^^''7, or ^v^I. of the root H^H Ae was) a cove-

nant; ri>tpn, for 0^f?'n beginning; tt7^, for P';*^ a . So

'"PP, for ^TIP rebellion; ^1??, for "^^^ captivity; ''^6, for \^n Aa//.

5. In like manner, when Shevd precedes any perfect or imperfect

vowel, or a substitute of Shevd follows an imperfect one
;
a con-

traction may take place, in which the Shevd, or its Substitute, will

disappear : as, 1st. HMt??, for HW^ elevation; ^ISnpb, for ^^^717^

meeting; '^^"'', for "^p^l he says, &c. 2. "I^^- > ^^^ "^?v?iv saying ;

b^.W;, for ^,?^?! Ae separates; and (by Art. 72.) n^% for :i^^1 Ae

prospers,

6. Either (-) or (t)) preceding a guttural letter, which has

(r) Kdmets, is frequently changed into () for the sake of ieuphony :

as, "rn^ tnasc. ^nij-j< fem. one; '^''7?? ^*^^ '^''77? <^^ mountains.

* So in the Sanscrit regularly, a and w become b; a and i, e. See the

Grammars. From this, and similar cases which will occur, it appears extremely

probable that \ when a consonant, was originally pronounced like our w, as

nwn Malkewth, which would be regularly written tvq)^ Malkulh : and so of

others.

t There is a manifest anomaly in the first vowel of these words, which may
be corrected thus: "in^, or "rn, nnh, ornnj^; -jn>, or T^r^^, This last would

approach the orthography of the Syrians; the other, that of the Arabs. It has

also been supposed to contain an implied Ddgesh. Art. 114.
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On the Chmiges of the Vowels,

88. Could we suppose Hebrew words to have remained unaltered

as to their original forms, or unvaried in pronunciation with refe-

rence to the syllable on which the accent is placed ; we could also

suppose, that no variation would ever have taken place in the vowels.

But the fact is, the forms of words vary, in order to express the

different shades of meaning of which the root is capable ; and,

from this, as well as other causes, the accented syllable will not

always remain the same : and, consequently, as the pronunciation

of the word thus varied must alter, the vowels accompanying it

must vary likewise.

89. Hence it will appear, that two circumstances are to be

attended to, with reference to the change of the Hebrew vowels.

One is, the etymology or form of the word
;
the other, the situa-

tion of the accent.

90. The form of the word can only be understood from rules

hereafter to be detailed. The principles, however, upon which the

etymology rests, may here be stated ;
and that will be sufficient for

the present.

91. Any augment whatever, prefixed to a word, will not influence

our present considerations, as the changes of the vowels do not

depend upon this. We have now to do, only with augments post-

fixed to words
; because it is upon these alone, that such changes

depend.

92. These augments, then, may be considered as of two sorts :

One, commencing with a vowel, and which may be termed Asyllabic;

the other with a consonant, which may be termed Syllabic.*

93. We can readily perceive, that, upon any Astjllabic augment

being postfixed to a word, the terminating consonant of such word

must be taken in order to enounce it ;
otherwise it will remain

silent ;
it being contrary to the laws of syllabication, that any vowel

begin a syllable (Art. 31.). If, then, we attach the asyllabic

augment Q''t, which is the mark of the plural number masculine,

to any word, such as D^ a people^
or '^'^ pure ; we must neces-

sarily take the last letter, of either of these words respectively to

* The reason of these terms is obvious : a vowel cannot commence a syl-

lable in Hebrew; hence augments thus commencing are termed Asyllabic:

those commencing with a consonant are, for the like reason, termed Syllabic.
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enounce it : and, if the word have, hy analogy^ but one such termi-

nating letter, then must the preceding syllable necessarily be perfect;

but, if two, imperfect; e. g. "^^ pure, (root ^"J?, the ^
being

rejected by Art. 72.) then adding Q"!, we have ^"^7? Bd-rim, pure

ones, &c. But taking D5^ a people, which is derived from the

root CP?, (one of the radicals being rejected by Art. 77, we have

D^ ,) and adding C]. ,
we shall have Q*^'^^? Ham-mtm, peoples* It

will entirely depend, therefore, upon the analogy of the word,

whether the preceding vowel is to be perfect or not, due regard

being had to the laws of Syllabication.

94. In the next place, if our augment be Syllabic, as ^^., (which

is one of the pronominal affixes signifying your, and carrying the

accent with it,) as Hebrew words in the singular generally end in a

consonant ;
the preceding vowel, in such case, must necessarily be

imperfect ; because, both this vowel will be without an accent, and

it will be followed by a consonant : e. g. ^j?"^? Bar-kemf your pure

one; or, ^5^P Ham-mekem, your people*

95. Hence it will appear, that a perfect vowel will occasionally

become imperfect ; and, vice versa, an imperfect one, perfect : i. e. in

other words, vowels will be changed for their homogeneous perfect

or imperfect ones, as the rules of syllabication, considered in con-

nexion with the etymology, shall require.

96. This correspondence, however, in the vowels, is of two sorts
;

Direct, and Oblique*

1. The Direct correspondence is, that of the several perfect, with

the imperfect, vowels, respectively, as (t) with (-), () with (), &c.,

as given in the Tables (Art. 29.)

2. The Oblique correspondence is, that of the vowels in some

respects dissimilar
; as, (t) or (-) with () or () ; () or (v) with

(*!)

or (~) ;
and (i) with ().

97. Generally, therefore, when any change of the vowels must

take place, in order to comply with the laws of etymology and

syllabication ; those vowels which are either directly, or obliquely,

homogeneous with their primitives, will be taken : the directly

homogeneous ones generally ; the other cases may be considered as

exceptions, for which, nevertheless, some cause can generally be

assigned.

98. This change of the vowels, moreover, will occasionally affect

the penultimate syllable of a word, as well as the ultimate. Let us

now consider by what laws the change will be regulated in this case.
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99. Generally, upon any augment being made, when the penulti-

mate syllable ends in a perfect, but mutable, vowel, that vowel will

be rejected, and its place be supplied, either by Shevd, or by one of

its Substitutes, according to rules hereafter to be given ; but, if that

vowel be immutable,* it will necessarily remain unaltered : e. g.

affixing D^. to "'j?^ ^ nford, we shall have ^^7?? De-vd-rtm, words :

but, attaching it to "^Ip^ visiting, where the penultimate vowel is

immutable by analogy, we shall have ^"^7^ persons visiting,

100. In like manner, if the penultimate syllable end in a con-

sonant, and have no accent, its vowel will necessarily remain im-

mutable, whatever be the affix : as, ^"^"jT'?^ " sanctijier, D'*^'':ff?P ,

or D^^'^'^PP sanctifiers, or, your sanctijiers.

101. Again, in all cases, in which the ultimate is immutable,

either by analogy or position, the penultimate vowel, if mutable by

analogy, will be rejected : but, when both are immutable, no change
can take place in the vowels, whatever be the affix. Examples of

the first case, "T^^ a person visited, Q*'7^"?. r?'7?; of ^he second,

T'lS^; D'^V-12lp, ^^^^ji-T^, fountain, fountains, your fountains.

102. The changes to which the vowels are liable, from the acci-

dence of the Grammar, can affect no vowel beyond the penultimate :

because, first, the prefixing of any augment whatever to a word

does not affect its vowels (Art. 91.); and, secondly, as no syllable,

beyond the penultimate, can be affected by the tone accent
; neither

can it, by any augment whatever affixed to such word : the syllables

so situated, will therefore remain undisturbed by grammatical

accidence.

103. The reason for abridging words, either in the ultimate, or

penultimate, syllable (for both seldom occur together) when any

augment is affixed, seems to be this : Were words thus to be aug-

mented, in addition to their own primitive vowels, they would

become inconveniently long. And, on the other hand, as those

vowels, which have been termed immutable, constitute the distinctive

character of the words in which they are found, perspicuity forbids

that any change should take place in them : otherwise the peculiar

forms of such words would be lost
; and, with that, the sense

intended by writers generally.

On the use of Shevd^ and its Substitutes,

104. Having laid down the general laws, relating to the changes

It will be shewn hereafter in what cases vowels are mutable or immutable.
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of the vowels, we now proceed to notice a few affecting the use

of Shevd and its Substitutes. To enter into all the niceties usually

brought forward upon these points, could be neither necessary nor

agreeable to the student : the length and subtilty of the enquiry,

woidd not only be tedious and embarrassing ; but, when brought to

a close, would probably leave him in possession of less practical

knowledge on the subject, than the use of tables and his lexicon

would supply. We shall therefore be brief, contenting ourselves

with what seems most important, and noticing a few apparent

anomalies as we proceed.

105. Shevd () may be either Initial or Final (Art. 40.). It will

be initial at the commencement of any syllable, whether that be at

the beginning, or in the middle, of a word
; Jinal, when at the end

of any syllable.

106. By grammatical accidence, however, two Shevds, or Shevd

with a Substitute of Shevd, may concur as initials : but, as no one of

these can stand for a vowel, or constitute a syllable in conjunction

with any consonant
;
some change must necessarily take place when

any two of them concur. In this case the first Shevd, or Substitute

of Shevd, will be changed into some imperfect vowel.

1. Shevd so situated, which usually happens at the beginning of

a word, mostly becomes Khirik (), sometimes Pdthakh (-) or

Segol (v): as, 1. i|7?\ for i|79^, he visits; ^J}^^ ,
for 1)7?? in

visiting: 2. ''^??, for "^i??? wings; and *^j7?^j for ^P;?^ / visit.

The use of Pdthakh (-), however, is rare, and can be known only
from usage : Segol will occur only with N,* n, or 3? .

2. One or other of the Substitutes of Shevd, may concur with

Shevd, or with another Substitute of Shevd, either in the beginning,

or in the middle, of a word
;

the change will then be, into the

imperfect vowel homogeneous with the Substitute; e. g. "^^^^ for

"^XD^^^ men, "H^H? ,
for "HpH? he is turned over. So, in the middle,

^y?Q, for ^X^:Q thy work; =^7?3?,!, for =^7P?,! they stand. There

are, however, many exceptions : as, ^^^^,5 it is made, or done,

masc, but fem. nritp^pj which can be known only by usage.

3. But, as the Substitutes of Shevd are various, it may be neces-

sary here to state, in what cases either of them is generally pre-

ferred ;
because upon this, the operation of the foregoing rule will

greatly depend.

* This is regularly the case, in the first person singular of the species Kal,

Jsiiphhdl, and PthH, when no guttural letter follows.
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4. Generally, when one of the guttural letters commences a

syllable, whether in the beginning or in the middle of a word, and

ought by analogy to take {:) Shevd; Khdteph Pdthakh (-:) is

mostly substituted for it: e.g. 1. At the beginning of words:

Drf'nW their father ; D3''TO your brother ; "If^W who, which ; T\bv^

make thou. 2. In the middle: V^^ ^^* redeemer; ^"JQ^^/car

ye; l^'T^^. she proceeded. (See Art. 46.).

5. There is, however, a considerable number of exceptions to

this rule : and, 1st. Several monosyllables, with their compounds,

commencing with ^, will take (v.) Khdteph Segol in the place of

Shevd; as 'H^^'' r^ Elimelek, a proper name. 2dly, Infinitives

and Imperatives of the conjugation Kal, when commencing with

W : as ^'^t'^. eating, or eat thou; "^"^^v? saying, or say thou,

3dly, The characteristic n of the Hiphhil species, in verbs

having the middle radical letter quiescent, and receiving some

augment: as, V^H ^^ restored him or it; '2{?'*PU ^^^ P^^ ihem to

death. The first person singular mostly follows the general rule

and takes (-:). 4thly, In a few words (.:) is found with ^ at the

beginning of a word: as, ^^f?. strength; y.l? a pestil; ^i^.^?

affliction; "H^"^.^ arrayed; ^Xp. respond ye. 6thly, Khdteph Segol

(") is also found in the middle of a word : as, "^/vl^^ towards the

tent; ^^fD:
"^

^^^^V '^^ ^^^^ ^f ^hee; ''^^O./l ^^d they become

inflamed; "'Pr^pHp.. she conceived me. 7thly, In the following we

have(T:) similarly situated: ^^P^f?^ / rest; ""^^^^ thou (fem.)

didst bribe. And, Sthly, Generally, whenever a mutable 1 has been

rejected, its place may be supplied by (^:) when commencing
a word, and frequently when in the middle, whatever be the

accompanying consonant : 2iS,^'^'^^'Q months, from ^IF} a month;

D"^"!?
from bn tent; Q'^ll?: plural of tt?lf?, holiness, &c. And,

9thly, Some cases occur, in which one or other of these Substitutes

is found with a non-guttural letter, and when analogy does not

seem to require it: e.g. ^HJ. gold. Gen. ii. 12; '^Plj!^.,
she was

taken, ib. ver. 2i} ;
and a few others, which may perhaps be

attributed to the mistakes of the copyists.

107. Any guttural letter, originally commencing a word, and

having a Substitute oi Shevd in its own right, by Art. 106. 4. will,

upon being preceded by some particle with Shevd, but which by
Art. 106. 1. must become an imperfect vowel, require that such

imperfect vowel be homogeneous with that in the Substitute:

e. g, ntC'.V making, &c. prefixing % r^, ?, &c. which are the per-
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sonal preformatives of the present tense, we shall have
"^f?^!!.

he makes; HtC^rri she makes; nt!?3?,5 we make, 8ic, So likewise

with other particles: as, ^, ?, f, ?, 1
; as, "^^??-?, for "^p^ri in

There are, however, some exceptions, as in the first persons

singular of some of the species of conjugation, &c.
; e.g., "^f?!??}?

/

make, &c., which seems to be derived from ^{??: as before
;

all of

which, however, will be found in the dictionaries.

108. There are also other substitutions made for the mark

Shevd, which may be termed Euphonic, These take place, for the

most part, at the end of words, where two Shevds, concurring by

analogy, would introduce some difficulty into the pronunciation.

The vowels introduced in these cases are, (v), (-), or (t). Segol

is generally used when neither of the consonants concerned is

guttural ; (-) when one or two of them is so
;
and (t) when the

first of them is
"^ Yod: e.g. "H^J?, for ^7Q a king; where the

primitive vowel, be that what it may, is generally made to corre-

spond, in sound at least, with the one substituted, for the mere sake

of euphony : e.g. '^^P. , for "^?P a hook; '^V?., for "j^P a boy; iTJ?,

for n:^ a house; mg.^l, for Oyi^ a lady; i^lTgi^ for n^ttib

(fem.) learning. So in verbs : ^3')., for ^^'l (for ^7;^ Art. 74. 2.),

he reveals; <y., by euphony for ^^'^., for ^^,1 (for <^^T., ib.); he

causes to reveal; "'Oj!, for IHv i^^^ '^"Qr.- '^O* ^^ becomes hot; b?^,
for ^'^J^t (^or ^]?.'?.\]) raise thou, &c. Nouns of these forms,

termed Segolate, having
"*

for their middle radical letter, will take

(t) Kdmets for their first vowel : as, ^!).^ death; '^)^ middle, &c.

But, more of this when we come to the forms of words.

Particular Mules for the ifisertion of Dagesh.

109. The guttural letters, viz. ^, H, n, and ^, to which "1 may
be added, are, on account of the difficulty with which they are

enounced, incapable of being doubled
;

the consequence is, they

cannot receive Dagesh forte : and, as they do not come under the

rule relating to the letters n2^"T2S (Art. 31.), they are also im-

pervious to the operation of Dagesh when termed lene. Dagesh,

therefore, cannot be regularly inscribed in any one of them.* But,

* In a few instances, however, it is found in "> and ; as in 1 Sam.x. 24 ;

xvii. 25 ;
Gen. xliii. 26 ; Ezek. xvi. 4; Job xxxiii. 21, &c.
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when analogy requires its insertion, either the preceding vowel is

made perfect^ by way of compensation, as "HP? Bd-rek, instead of

T]^^ Bar-rek; in which case it is said to be expressed; or, it is only

considered as being so, as, ^?Q*1P merd-khe-pheth instead of

npnnjp ,
for ri2m^ (Art. 43. note) ; where Ddgesh is said to be

implied.

110. Generally, Ddgesh is to be inscribed in anyone of the

letters ^?2"l^r^ ,
whenever such letter begins a syllable, provided,

however, the preceding syllable do not end in a perfect vowel, or in

one of the letters "^^IH^ in a quiescent state, or in one of the Sub-

stitutes of Shevd; for then it will not be inscribed in any of these

letters. The exceptions are,

1 . Should the preceding vowel be perfect, or the syllable end in

one of the quiescent letters "'JH^ , and two of the j'^?^!^^ letters

concur in the commencement of the following word, the first will

receive Ddgesh; e. g. "^V^* ^r|J^^^ Emu-nd-thehd bbephi,

Psalm Ixxxix. 2. See also Isa. x. 9, Gen. xxxix. 12, &c. Ddgesh
will also be inscribed, should such perfect vowel, or quiescent

letter preceding, have a distinctive accent; or, should the precedinti-

word have any accent on the penultimate. A few exceptions are

found when the preceding accent is conjunctive.^

2. Should the preceding word end in ^ with Mappih (Art. 49.),

or one of the letters "^j or '^

,
used as a diphthong; Ddgesh will

be regularly inscribed in any ^r?"!-?^ letter : because, in this

case, such letter is considered as a consonant terminating the pre-

ceding syllable, as above : e. g. Ct^^^l n^I^i^ Betsid-ddh td-sim,

not thd'Sim Gen. vi. 16. See also Gen. xvii. 20, xxvii. 41
; Psalm

li. 17. Hence it is, that after ^5'^'!, or "^"in."!, Ddgesh may be

used, because the former of these is read by the Jews ''J"^^ Adondi,

the latter, D^nbs Elb-him. (See Art. 67. note.) There are,

however, a few exceptions to this rule. See Isa. xxxiv. 11
;

Ezek. xxiii. 42
;
Ps. Ixviii. 18.

111. In the next place, should any one of the riS!p"T^a letters

occur, not being at the beginning of a word, but following a fnal

* Some, however, read this passage without Ddgesh.

f Exod. XV. 11, 16. Isa. liv. 12. Jer. xx. 9. Dan. iii. 3; v. 11. Ps. xxxv. 10.

On the conjunctive and distinctive character of the accents, see the last Lecture

in this work.
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Sheva (:), it will regularly receive the point Ddgesh; as, ^112?

Pa-kdd-td, ^ll?.? Pa-kddtf except in the following cases.

1. When this (:) stands in the place originally occupied by either

(t) or (), Ddgesh will not be inscribed in the ^^rJ'l^^l letter

following: e.g. "'T,'!??!? kid-vd-re-kd, not ^,^?"!? kid-bd-re-kd:

the primitive form of which is "^5*5 dd-vdr. So ''^ f^ ,
not "'^f^,

from ''Ti'P or ^,7^. So also -^^Z? Bil-vdv, from ^,^!? Le-vdv,

2. After an initial Shevd (:) which would be pronounced, but

which becomes quiescent upon some particle being prefixed (Art.

41.), /)a^e*A will not be inscribed: as ^^^| Gevul, and, prefixing

V, ''^?-l? Lig'Vul, not Lig-bul, So with ^^^7 a vesture, ^3^

weeping, "'l? a he-goat, &c. as singulars, and ^"^7?^ words, ^'''jl rt

males, ^"^'1?? sepulchres, &c. as plurals. Infinitives and Impera-
tives of the form '^PP, 7?^> o^ lil?> ^^^^ ^"y augment, will also be

excepted ; as, "^^7"? Rod-pho, his persecuting, ^3?^ Shik-vd, lie

thou down, &c. where the last radical letter is one of the ^??1^21

letters.

3. After ajinal Shevd (:) following an imperfect vowel which has

arisen out of some one of the substitutes of Shevd (Art. 106. 2.

&c.) ; e.g. ^,7?^?- Nd-ham-dd, not ^^p^^a, Isa. 1. 8.

But, if such Shevd itself have arisen out of one of these substi-

tutes, Z)cpe5A will be inscribed
; as, V^Ol Yakh-pots, Deut. xxv. 7.

4. The affixed pronouns ^,1^?, 1^, never receive Ddgesh lene:

the letters HS^l^Sl preceding ^^
; as, ^"^?^? Mal-kuth, riJl"T?3?

Hav-duth, ^^7 /^ Yal-duth, So also "^Jf? , and T?,? , when receiving

any asyllabic augment ;
the latter in '^7?v ^^g-dd only, Ps. cxvi.

14;* 11221
Big-do, 2 Kings ix. IS, &c., to which a few others

may be added.

112. Ddgesh, in its capacity of reduplicating certain letters, is

sometimes found at the beginning of words
; as, n-JTfp pronounced

Maz-ze, "^^W? ntt?X3 Mo-shel Le-mor,^ in which case it is purely

euphonic. So also in ^^Vp Mik-ke-ddsh, for ^^j^T^ Mik-ddsh,

Exod. XV. 17; T!'^^^) Vd-ek-kere-hd, for ^i;;}?.^?, &c.

113. And, on the contrary, there are a few instances, particularly

in verbs having one of the liquids either for the second, or the two

last radicals, in which every letter is written at length; as, "i^??

Tsil-16, Job xl. 21
;

^32?n Khon-ne-m, 'Ps.ix. 14,
;

not iVs or

*
Which, however, lb. ver. 18, has Dagesh, rnw.
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"*?2n : and others in which it is omitted, contrary to analogy ; as,

T^nhW, for nn^t?? she sent; ^^T} , for "ib^H praise ye; DJP.pn, for

D?)^n, Exod. V. 14, &c.

114. The following anomalies occur in the vowels, occasionally,

when coming in contact with Ddgesh either expressed, or implied,

&c. The vowel (-) coming before a guttural letter, and containing

an implied Ddgesh (Art. 109.) is, for the sake of euphony, often

changed into (.) ; as, "THW
(masc.) and riHW

(fom.) one; D'^^?!?

for D'^'jnnj or, more commonly, Q''7'7i7 tnountains; Hi^nb

flames; ^''/Hli embers; ^r\B a leader; CS't'J^n cities; ^J^^.0\ he

repented himself;
^ ^H^O^ ye become possessed ; ^'^{^'^^ they became

purijied; ^^^^H is it I ? &c. In some instances, (-) coming before

Ddgesh fortei
is changed into () Khirik; as, "l^pS his daughter,

c

from ri3
(rather from -^^^ ; Arab. C^Ju),

Gen. xxix. 6 ;

n''2'?)p thorns, from ^V^ ,
^ Sam. xxiv. 22. In the same manner,

^2 a wine-press ;
^H consternation; "T^ measure; ^PP circuitous;

DSi tribute; Hp door-post;
^IQ morsel; and *T^ Me ^irfe; change

(-) into () upon receiving any asyllabic augment. The same takes

place with the verb ^^9 ^y^'^^St when found in the conjugation

Hiphhil; as, Ci^l^rj ye put to death, for ^f^'pL? ,
Numb. xvii. 6,

&c. The same is also found to prevail in the following verbs with

syllabic augments ; viz. ^"^-^7 -I > ^^^ ^^"Pl -^ ^ ^'^^^ begotten thee,

Ps. ii. 7, &c. ; {r)?^"!';
for ^^^T. ye shall possess, Deut. xi. 8, &c.

These all, however, may be considered as arising either for the

sake of euphony, out of the etymology, or else from the mere

mistakes of the copyists.
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LECTURE IV.

ON THE GENERAL USE AND SITUATION OF THE ACCENTS.

115. Of the origin and exact power of these accents, very little

can now be said with any degree of certainty. Much labour and

learning, indeed, have been bestowed on their investigation ; but,

after all, the conclusions arrived at are beset with so much un-

certainty, that some of the best Grammarians both Jewish and

Christian have confessed, that they knew but little on the subject.*

We must, therefore, be content with the common rules respecting

them
;

and here, with those only which are generally found to

interfere with the vowels of the text.

116. These accents (Art. 60.), as affecting the etymology, are

said to have tvi^o offices; the one Tonic; that is, having the power
to moderate the tone of voice in which any portion of the Scripture

is to be read: the other Evphomc; that is, when added either for

the purpose of giving a kind of secondary accent to words, or of

regulating the syllables. Their further use, as affecting the con-

struction of sentences, will be noticed hereafter.

On the Tonic Accent.

117. The Tonic accent may be any one of those found in the

table (Art. 59.), which will always be either expressed, or implied,

on the penultimate or ultimate syllable f of every word. When on

the penultimate, the word is said to be v'^r^p Milhel; when on

the ultimate, ^T^r'P Milrdh. The following are the general rules

for its insertion.

All words, the penultimate vowel of which is imperfect^ and has

not a consonant immediately following it, will have the Tonic

See my reply to Dr. Laurence, entitled,
" A Vindication of certain

Strictures," &c. Cambridge, 1822, p. 17, &c.

f That is, if the accent be one of those not placed on the regularly accen-

tuated syllable, it must be considered as giving emphasis either to the penul-

timate or ultimate, according to the analogy of the word. (Art, 61.)
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accent on that syllable. Of this kind are all duals, and segolate

nouns ; nouns having the feminine affix "^ (^%) attached to dual

or plural forms
;
and all nouns having terminations peculiar to the

segolate forms: as, D?1!J bofh hands. Gen. xxvii. 22
; T^? hunting;

P)P!3 silver; ^)y^ thy eyes (fern.), Cant. i. 15
; "jTI^I^ thy appear-'

ances, lb. ii. 14- ; ^.r^? a rose; ^lISi?.? perfumed with incense^

lb. iii. 6, &c.

The reason is obvious
;
the penultimate syllable is in all these

cases incomplete; the addition of the accent is, therefore, necessary

for the purposes of syllabication (Art. 33, 43.).

Segolate nouns, having nevertheless the penultimate vowel

perfect, will, on account of their peculiar character, retain the

accent on that syllable : as, "^^p, concealment; ^JD (for ^IP)

death; ^HS
(for 1^7!) emptiness (See Art. 43. note). Also proper

names ending in ^^ : as, '"in^f?"!? Zedekiah,

2, Nouns receiving a Syllabic pronominal affix, and, at the same

time, a vowel of union (Art. 123. 1.), or, having likewise aparagogic
1 Nun, will have the accent on the penultimate of the word so

formed : (The pronominal affixes usually termed grave, i. e. CDD
,

If?., on, ]n, are excepted) e. g. "^pt^iptl? Judge me, Psalm xliii. 1 ;

^2C?Q3 our soul; ^^/^ its leaf, Ps. i. 3
; '"^nj^ni^ thou rejoicest him,

Ps. xxi. 7 ; V^^^'H! he imputes it. Gen. xv. 6
; i^";.?^ his face,

Ps. xi. 7 ; ^^,^5^ thy wings; Ps. xvii. 8
; ^n"':?iH / rebuke thee;

Ps. 1. 8
; "^"'nS-jn / have called thee, Ps. cxix. 146 ; ^^^i'' they

praise thee, Ps. Ixvii. 6
; ^3?"7^ it (the wind) dispelleth it, Ps. i. 4

;

With the paragogic 1 also of plural verbs : ^??7nF": ^^^V *^^^ '^^

early, Prov. i. 28
; Uj^rn.l^^ they serve thee, Isa. Ix. 7 ; ^^'^?^^.

they take him, Prov. v. 22.

Verbs terminating (i. e. in the process of conjugation) in the

pronominal syllables
ri

,
"^i?l

, ^3, and ^3
;
as ^^pH* thou art willing,

Ps. xl. 7 ; "^^"l^r^ / have announced (good tidings), lb. v. 10
;

"^yiylP we have dealt falsely, Ps. xliv. 18; '^3'^,l??^iq they (fem.)

shall come, Ps. xlv. 16,

These cases ought, regularly, to be pointed, n^cn, i.e. with (t) with the

second syllable. The Jews, however, seem to have pointed the verbs with (-),

for the purpose of dislinguishing them from nouns of the same form
; as, i)2Q,

instead of
"'ij'^s^,

and by this means an anomaly has been introduced into th?

syllabication.

E
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4. Asyllahic afformatives are subject to the same rule, in the

conjugation Hiphhil: as, ''V''^'^*^ ^^^ '^^" (fern.), Ps. xliii. 5
;

ny^tpin it (fern.) brought salvation, Ps. xliv. 4. Also in the surd

and concave verbs: as, ^2lb surround ye, Ps. xlviii. 13 ; ^^^^ they

move, Ps. xlvi. 7 ;
likewise when these affixes are joined to the

third person singular, and plural, of the preterites of verbs : as,

''PJ"3? he visited me; '^^^^^^ it (fem.) hath overwhelmed me, Ps.

Ixix. 3; ^^J^ny she hath loved thee, Ruth iv. 15; "*?^??P they

surrounded me, Ps. xviii. 6.*

5. When the paragogic
H is added to nouns, pronouns, or

particles, it exercises no influence on the accent, for the most part.

In such cases, therefore, the accent will be in the penultima : as,

nnn?^ Ephratah, Gen. xxxv. 16, &c.

118, The Tonic accent will have its place on the last syllable of

words, in all the remaining cases ;
which are then termed ^"Pf^

Milrah, and are as follows :

1. All words ending with a consonant preceded by a perfect

vowel by analogy: as, ^*]| great; "^"i^? luminary; C^pS sons;

^ '321
daughters. The same is the case when any of the

''jlO^.

letters are thus situated, being then considered as consonants : as,

njt^ a year; nn-2p a pillar; and even H, preceded by (.), as,

rr:JT. he is, &c.

2. All words ending in one of the grave affixes : as, p^XS"^^

your blood; ^\^*^^^. theirfather; Op^?L? ye shall be, Gen. iii. 5.

3. Verbs having no affixed pronoun: as, H/T? he took; ^"^P^,

he is called.

4. Verbs taking the asyllabic afformatives '^t
^ and ''.: as,

n^pC7 it is quiet; ^^fpQ they visited ; '^'^^P hide thyself (fem,) ;

and finally, all words not comprehended in any of the preceding
rules (i.e. Art. 117.).

On certain Anomalies as to the situation of the Tonic Accent,

and on the changes effected by it in the vowels and consonants

of words,

119. These generally take place, when the illative particle
"J

-f-

* These particulars are illustrated by tables, Art. 207. 2., &c.

f Usually termed Vaw conversivum, but which corresponds to the Arabic

J or ^, therefore, &c.
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is prefixed to verbs ;
in which case, 1st, the Tonic accent, proper

for the penultimate vowel in the past tense (Art. 117. 3.), will be

removed to the ultimate : and, 2dly, vice versa, the accent proper

for the ultimate in the present (Art. 118. 1.), will be removed to

the penultimate : as, 1st, "^^^"?P1 so I will consecrate (for '^-^'^fli?),

Exod. xxix. 44
; ^PP-^,?."] so thou shalt be gathered (for i;jl9pS5),

Numb, xxvii. 1 3
;

"^
1?'^'^?^'']

so it shall divide ; ^P^^v^l thus thou

shalt bring, Exod. xxvi. 33
; ^^T^. so she shall increase, Isa. vi. 12 ;

jn^t&l therefore thou shalt place, Lev. xxiv. 6
; ^^^] so she shall

return, Lev. xxii. 13 ; ^^^1 thus they shall place, Numb. vi. 27 ;

r|WIl'*J so thou shalt enter, Gen. vi. 18.

2. This rule, however, is often disregarded : as, ^3n/]i?^: *^ ^^

took. Gen. xxxiv. 17; '^^r',?'?!
nndrvewill depart: particularly in

verbs having a quiescent letter for the third radical ; as, ^^T'-^l

and thou shalt fear. Lev. xix. 32
; T' VtI ^^^ ^ "^^^^ reveal,

1 Sam. XX. 12; ^V?^ ^"^ '^^" *^^^' ^^ ^"'^ captivity, Ezek.

xii. 3. With some having the medial radical letter quiescent : as,

nriD3^ and thou shalt flee, 2 Kings ix. 3.

3. In the next place, the Tonic accent will be removed from the

ultimate to the penultimate syllable of the present tense, when

the illative particle
"^ is prefixed, and when the form of the verb

will allow of the change : e. g. ^'OM^^- (S^^ ^^r^) ^0 ^'^ * visited.

But in the third person plural masc. it will keep its place : as,

!"Ti7G*^ (from ''7l?S^)' T^ same holds good also in the form

TpPI : as, "^i^P!'^ so he visits.

Corollary. Hence it will follow, that, the Accent being removed

from the last syllable, the ultimate vowel will necessarily become

imperfect (Art. SQ,) : as, H^^^.l and he was struck (for ^^\) ;

"1P^*1 (for Ig^'') and he said; nTl>^ and he died (for
HW or

n^l^p^) ; and so of others, which is termed apocope. (See

No. 9 below.)

4. In the conjugation termed Hiphhil, as it will be seen here-

after, the terminating vowel is either C.) or (). Whenever,

therefore, the Accent is drawn back, by this or any other rule, the

imperfect vowel will be (.) not (.) or () : as, ^P*^. so he raised

(from Dfj;, or D^^;). So t^^^l so he lodged (for 1>; ,
or r>;),

Gen. xxviii. 11, Josh. viii. 9
; H:,*;! so he rested (for Dp;, or D^?;),

Exod. X. 14, where (-) is taken on account of the guttural letter

following. (Art. 45.)

E 2
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In one instance, however, we have Vl^l (for V*[)^ ,
root V^"')

and she broke, Judg. ix. 53. An error, perhaps, of the copyists.

6, When, however, the last letter of the root happens to be one

of the
"*,inf?

letters in a state of quiescence, the perfect vowel will

occasionally remain : as, ^?,t1 and he brings, Gen. iv. 3.

6. In many cases, also, this removal of the Accent is altogether

neglected : as, -^^^J so I sit, 1 Kings viii. 20, &c.

7. In consequence, moreover, of this removal of the Accent, the

terminating vowel of the present tense of verbs is changed (No. 3.

above), and entirely rejected, together with the consonant following

when that is quiescent : e. g. 7ii- ^^^
: ?- (Art. 74.) ; and, by

Art. 108., the former will be <}^, This is also termed Apocope.
8. Again, the Accent is occasionally removed from the ultimate to

the penultimate syllable, both in the present tense, and in the

imperatives, of verbs, for the purpose of strongly expressing pro-

hibition, forbearance, exhortation, wishing, or the like ; as, ^^^"^^^

turn not away, 1 Kings ii. 20 (for ^|^^) ; '^?"1'^" ''^ chastise not,

Prov. ix. 8 (for HDiri) ; P)pirTbs add not. Pro v. xxx. 6 (for

np*^^* where the vowel of the medial radical is also rejected

though not followed by a quiescent H); 'sl.lj'^^j
I will water thee

(for 'n,^.'!'!]'??. > the root being '^'^'l
, usually

^11
,

in which case the

final radical letter generally returns. In this case the "^

is doubled

. because the verb is in the conjugation Plhel). So "^^^H observe

(for "^g^H); mjl give, &c. Gen. xi. 3, 4 (for
HDn Gen.

xxix, 21.)

9. So in verbs having the third radical letter a quiescent
H

: as,

^.7,''.
let Mm rule (for ^'^'V.) ; nia^ let him be blotted out (for nniai),

Ps. cix. 13 ; ^?,1 declare he foolish (for nri?!!),* Gen. ix. 27 ; ^{?\

let it be (for n^^T^), Gen. i. 3
; ^?^^"^ drink not (for H^I^ri),

Lev. x. 9
; WJ^^W let it not be seen (for HMni), Exod. xxxiv. 3 ;

^7.j(n'^^ relax not, (for '^,?"]^ ;
where the verb takes the form of

a segolate noun, see Art. 108.) ; "^nJTT /W he not (for ^vn-fn) ;
and

so of others. This is termed Apocope. But it may here be

remarked, as before, that the common form of the verb, and usual

position of the accent, are often adopted : as, ^,^7^"^^ lest I should

see. Gen. xxi. 16
; nS"]"\"vS lest he should see. Job iii. 9.

See my Hebrew Lexicon under nne conj. Iliph.
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10. The following are imperatives thus subject to Ajpocope : ^^

reveal thou (for H^S in Pthel) ; "Hv? smite thou (for '^^.0 Amos

ix. 1
; ^"TlV/ multiply thou (for ^Jr^'in^j in Hiphhil, where the form

assumed is that of a segolate noun; the first vowel becoming (),

in order to accommodate itself to the sound of the second, Art.

108.), Ps. li. 4. So ^?n* cause thou to ascend (for ^^^^L^ Exod.

xxxiii. 12
; ^P^H/eign thyself (to be) sick (for nbnOH), 2 Sam.

xiii. 5,

1 1 . It frequently happens in verbs ending with a radical H

(for **),
and receiving some asyllabic augment, that, not only is the

accent drawn back, as in the cases above mentioned (No. 8), but

the original radical letter also reappears : as, "^t??? ^^ (fem.) hath

trusted (for ^{PPP according to the general paradigma, from the

root non for *'Dn), Ps. Ivii. 2. So ^^'^^\ they are tranquil (for

^^t^l, root nbt^ or *'1??7, whence regularly ^^^^"l), Ps. cxxii. 6,

&c. ; ^^TJW;). let them come (for ^HW:;., root HHS, or "'HW), Ps. Ixviii.

32
;
^^Jnn

bring ye (for
^riSH

, Art. 73.), Jer. xii. 9.

12. In a few instances, moreover, this drawing back of the

Accent also takes place in nouns and particles : as, D37
"^Oi?*!

numerous art thou (in) people (for ''^?1). So D^.12? ^^i?"^ g^^^at art

thou among the nations ;
^ u'^l^S ''^I?^ princess art thou among

the provinces, Lam. i. 1. In like manner we have "^^j? , '^^i? ,
or

niab
n;^2/ ? (for ^Pv^ ,

^nb
,

or ^^b), where, according to

Schroederus,
" subest adfectus exprobrantis, vel conquerentis, vel

alius similis." To these he adds, **? / (for ''^i^), Ezek.

xvii. 22.f
120. Again, the Accent will be withdrawn from the ultimate to

the penultimate syllable, in order to avoid the concurrence of two

Tonic accents, which would happen when the following word

is a monosyllable with an Accent, or a dissyllable with an Accent

on the penultima. But here, the penultimate vowel of the former

of such two words, will remain perfect : as, "^^^ '^^S ^^^ opened the

rock (for nnS), Ps. cv. 41
;
^^

Tjbj:^ / will betake me, Cant. iv. 6 ;

These Imperatives are probably nothing more than primitive abstract

nouns, termed Segolates, enounced with some energy.

t The principles which regulate this retraction of the accent, and the con-

sequent apocope, will be considered in the Syntax.
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nt^T nn'jnri has this come to pass ? (for '^-p'l'jrj) Joel i. 2 ;

S'^n ''ninh^ she (is) my sister
^
Gen. xx. 2

; ^7 ^0?"! ^^ ^'^ "'^^^ ^^^^

<Aee, Deut. xix. 8
; "l^P <5J ^''^ '^^^^ eicw/i exceedingly, Ps. xxi. 2.

2. Verbs, receiving any asyllahic augment, and on that account

rejecting any of their primitive vowels, will, upon the removal of

the accent, by the above-mentioned rule, restore such rejected

vowel : as, "1^
^ vr)n]]n

*
ye shall delude him (for ^7ipni^)^ Job. xiii.

S ;
nan ^W^ come hither (for =^Jp?), Josh. iii. 9

; p'^^ V^\!^3 ye

mill love vanity (for l^?p^^), Ps. iv. 3
; i^ TOH

they trusted in

him (for ^'^p^ regularly, but ^9? according to the tables for these

verbs).

3. Should, however, this drawing back of the Accent, with the

consequent change of the ultimate vowel, tend to destroy or obscure

the original form and signification of the word, no such change will

take place: as, ^7- ^"^P^?^ '^^ hidden things of the heart (not

^?i?^^
'

with Kdmets Khdtuph) ; Q^ "^^^ passing over the sea

(not ^5^).
The Accent will for the mere sake of euphony frequently

fall on the penultimate instead of the ultimate syllable, in words

which conclude a sentence, or a member of a sentence. These

accents are, for the most part, Silliik, Athndkh ; and, in the higher

style, Mercd with Mahpdk (Art. 59.).

5. In many of these cases, the removal of the accent will occasion

no change whatever in the vowels : as, HIlj^l^ (for njjlpi^)

inhabited, Jer. vi. 8
; ^"^^ (for ^"J^') make bare, Ps. exxxvii. 7 ;

'1^3

(for ^7?) t^^y ^^^ consumed, Ps. xxxvii. 20, &c.

6. But, in those persons of the verb which are formed by some

asyllabic augment, or have the paragogic '^, and in which the

second vowel of the root has been rejected ; the Accent, taking that

syllable, will restore such vowel : as, ^J^-It (^^r J^i?"]??,.
from the

root ^!\l she hath approached, Zeph. iii. 2
; "'^^t (^or ^^^ , root

^?;) they were able, 2 Kings iii. 26
; W?7n (for '"'"IP??^, root,

i. e. ground-form for the Pres., "^^P ye shall keep, Exod. xxxi. 13.

So T^dhiii (from ^^) I will walk. Gen. xxx. 26
; ^^O (from "^Bp)

recount ye, Joel i. 3
; ^?/ (for ^p?, from ^p.go thou, fem., &c.

* The Dagesh found here in the ^ has, perhaps, been introduced for the

sake of euphony only, (Art. 112.).
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7. When the original final vowel is (-), it will generally become

(t), when thus accompanying the accent : as, '^f^'7 she departed

(from ^J^\ Is. xlvi. 2. So ^Hipb? (from ^\f^7) it was taken,

1 Sam. iv. 17; HDlj^WT (from 15?"'), and I sleep, Ps. iii. 6:

nri?, (from ^73) let us know, Is. v. 19; ''P^?^ (from P,^*^) cry

thou (fem.), Jer. xxii. 20 ; ^HQi^ (from Htt/p), Is. xxix. 9.

8. But, when a paragogic 1 follows the asyllahic augment ^, or

V, the Accent usually retains its proper situation, while the second

(from ^\f7\ they will collect; l^^nS*; (from ^HS*) they will he

confounded; V^'^^V. (from ^,5?1) they will expire, Ps. civ. 28, 29.*

121. Primitive segolate nouns of the form
"^j'^S,

derived from

roots having for the third radical letter a quiescent
^

, will, upon

taking the pause-accent in the penultimate, restore the original

vowel to the first radical: as, **?n (for "'^H, from the primitive

form l^f
n the half, 1 Kings x. 7 ; ^1^. (for "^IP from 1"?^) rebellion,

Ezek. ii. 8
; ''?'', (for *'PJ,,

from
^S?*;) fceaw^y. Is. iii. 24.

122. Apocopated present tenses of verbs having V in the place

of the third radical letter H, will take (.) for the vowel of the

personal preformative, when so circumstanced as to receive the

accent proper for the pause on that syllable : as, '''7,?'.l (for *^\S]^

from '^,vn^)j Psalm xxxiii. 9 : ^H^^Tll and she rvas. Lam. iii. 37. So

"n^^, he shall live (for "^n*!), Is. xxxviii. 21.

123. When any word, having the affixed pronoun ^ , happens to

be the last word of a sentence, &c., so that the accent proper for

the pause will fall upon its penultimate vowel
;
two methods have

been invented, for the purpose of avoiding any disagreeable con-

currence which may happen in the vowels.

1. Instead of (:) which should precede this pronoun, as will be

seen hereafter, () is introduced as a vowel of union; as, ^I'T??'^

(for Tl^"=! thy nord, Gen. xlvii. 30
; ^P^Q? (for "^O^D^ thy

inheritance, Ps. ii. 8; ^^^"i (for '^.??71 thy salvation, Ps. li. 14;

'^'bp (for ^Ptt?) thy name, Ps. cxxxviii. 2, &c.

2. The vowel accompanying this pronoun, is occasionally

transposed; as, 'HiJPi^n (for ^79!^'^) '% destruction, Deut.

The influence and use of this adjunct (]) will be cowsidered in the Syntax.
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xxviii. 24; "jJIJ^^ (for ^J>?p) he hath' adorned thee^ Isaiah Iv. 5 ;

^,^r^ (for "^Jl^) Ae Aa^A commanded thee, 1 Sam. xiii. 13.

3. The partides ^^ , Q? , ? , and ? > having "ij affixed to them,

and receiving a pause-accent, are always subject to this rule : ^p^
thee, Deut, xxviii. 48; '^^'^ with thee^ Gen. viii. 17; "n,?^ with

thee, Gen. xxix. 25
; "HS i^ thee, Ps. ix. 3

; ?TI? to, for, or o/*, <Ae^,

Exod. xxxii. 34, &c., for yiO*, "^^ , |T^? , {I?, llV, &c.

4. The pronoun ^ is also subject to this rule, even when not in

the situation for receiving a pause-accent : as, ^^^ he answered

thee, Jer. xxiii. 37 ; for yiPJ? .

5. When a pause-accent falls on an ultimate, or penultimate (-)

Pdthakh, or, on a penultimate (.) Segal, in segolate forms, such

vowel is, for the most part, changed into (t) Kdmets : as, ^p? ,
for

"rp?, he stood; :ii^;, for ^t??; ,
he sat, Ps. i. 1, &c.

; nVb, for

T ^ [^ wiigAf, Gen. i. 5
; ^"^H , for ^"^H

, a sword, Josh. viii. 24 ;

mjy^ ,
for ri:i^i^ , standing, Eccl. i. 4.

6. There are, however, certain exceptions; as, pH^^l* he

laughed, Gen. xvii. 17 ; "^j? p^ey, lb. xlix. 27 ; ^^^\ they shall be

set on fire, Is. xxxiii. 12
; 'J'l^'^ thou hast spoken, lb. xxxix. 8

;

niD2L
security, Prov. i. 33

; -f^?.^!^ a nurse, Ruth iv. 16. But these

may be errors of the copyists.

7. The pause-accent will sometimes change a terminating ()
into (-) as, '^{^.., for ^^^., he shall go. Job xxvii. 21

; ^^V? ^^'ww,

restore, for ^B?n Is. xlii. 22
; I^Tj?"^^ (for i^.P)) tarry not all

night, Jud. xix. 20.

124. Makkdph, following a terminating perfect and mutable

vowel which precedes a consonant, will change the vowel into its

corresponding imperfect one : as, S2""1DT_ (for
M3 1D^ remember

now; D'?^?"^? (for D^?^^ ^3) all kings, D?^"^^? (for njT\ HM)
the people, &c.

2. But, if such final vowel be immutable, no change can

take place : as, "^pt?"'^''^? ^^> ^^ fi^t another man, Jer. iii. 1
;

^''7?'-^' ^^^ *'^^^ ^f ^^^^ covenant, Gen. ix. 12. The reason of

this is, the addition of Makkdph deprives the word, to which it is

attached, of its tonic accent
;
and this makes it necessary that the

preceding vowel be imperfect, when that is possible (Artt. 33. 65.).

* In some editions, however, pm'..
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On the Use and Situation of the Euphonic Accent.

1^5. It has already been remarked, that the Euphonic accent^

Metheg, may be considered as supplying a secondary accentuation

(Artt. 64. 65.)y with reference to the accent following it. Mono-

syllables, therefore, can have no Euphonic accent, unless, indeed,

they happen to precede Makkdph; but, even in that case, they

must be considered as constituting an integral part of a compound

word, according to rules presently to be laid down. Dissyllables

may receive an Euphonic accent
; but, in this case, a final (:) Shevd

must intervene : as, '^,v'7?.
^^ *^^^^^ ^^> ^^

Rules for the Insertion of the Euphonic Accent,

126. The third syllable (not ending with a consonant) of any

word, reckoning backwards, inclusively, from the tonic accent, will

have the Euphonic accent Metheg; as "^P^f? the one^ Gen. ii. 11
;

'n,!?*'^V^
rvh'ich proceedeth, lb. v. 14

; iiat^n^W / gfiall possess it,

lb. XV. 8
; ^T^^Tp.from our father, lb. xix. 32

;
DHbb'bb

according

to their tongues, lb. x. 20 ; ^f^lr"'^^^ and from thy kindred,

lb. xii. 1.

127. But, if this third syllable end in a consonant, the Euphonic

accent will be with the fourth : as, IJ^^ I'v r'**
^^^ ^f ^^^^^^ f^^>

Gen. iv. 4
; "^/^V^^^ and I remain, 1 Kings xix. 10 (where '^, being

doubled by Ddgesh, concludes the syllable ; as, "'fl'}.']^!))*

2. Perfect vowels preceding Shevd, and having no tonic accent,

will, if occupying the third place from any tonic accent, (reckoning
the Shevd), receive an euphonic one : as, ^^"!vJ it was. Gen. i. 2 ;

^]IrP thou {Um,) shah bring forth, lb. iii. 16; "^^T} Nineveh,

lb. X. 11
; ^'^7^'^^ generations, lb. ii. 4

; JI?-'^?^^ he shall bruise

thee, lb. iii. 15.

3. In many instances, however, the Euphonic accent is omitted
;

nor is it necessary it should ever be added, if we except one case,

viz. when the figure of (t) Kdrnets precedes Shevd ; for then, this

vowel will be either a, or o, just as the accent is added or not : as,

J^SPn she rvas wise; or, ^]^'^^ wisdom (Art. 55.). In every other

case, no difficulty can arise, whether the accent is added or not.

4. In some cases, moreover, the Euphonic accent seems to

mark the substitution of an imperfect, for a perfect, vowel : as,
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^^,9? (for '^b^^}) thy border, Exod. xxiil. 31
; ^^l^l (for ^T?.1)

and they shall fear, Mic. vii. 17; where it is necessary for the

completion of the syllable (Art. 33.) It is, nevertheless, fre-

quently omitted, and must, in such cases, be supplied by the

reader, particularly before an implied Ddgesh (Art. 109), &c.

5. The letter
**',

with Shiirek, prefixed to a word, and situated

as above, with respect to the tonic accent, will sometimes be

found with the Euphonic accent, and be followed by one of the

substitutes of Shevd, where (:) would be more regular : as, ^j???^,

and lead thou captive, Jud. v. 12; '*^l7?^"^^ <2wc? he thou sought,

Ezek. xxvi. 21.

128. Words, consisting of more than two syllables, the first of

which is terminated by Ddgesh, will receive the Euphonic accent
'f . :

on that syllable : as, '"liyptp^l and they heard. Gen. iii. 8
; ^"J^.g?

on the morrow, lb. xix. 34; riyDS.^n the knife, lb. xxii. 6.*

2. This will also be found even when the Ddgesh is omitted : as,

^7^9m- '^^ ^^^ fi^i ^"^> lb. xxvii. 22
; Hj^^'PP which covereth,

Exod. xxix. 13, &c. In all these cases, Shevd is initial; and,

consequently, any one of the letters ^"^|9?"^-?> which may happen
to follow, will retain its aspiration : as, D''5??ni?n the abhorrers,

Mic. iii. 9. Hence V: P is to be pronounced Hallelu, not Hallu,

Something of the same kind is observable in the words ^75? ^"^

''7)1, just cited (Art. 127. 4.).

129. When any one of the Substitutes of Sh^vd happens to be

preceded by a vowel, that vowel will receive the Euphonic accent :

as, nb?3 let us make. Gen. i. 26
; l^M? faithful, Numb. xii. 7 ;

^^^ his tent. Gen. xiii. 3
; ^g'7^:Vj the ground, lb. i. 25

;

D^TJ.^.'? crying out, (pi.), lb. iv. 10
; jfrtbtt^WI and I would have

dismissed thee, lb. xxxi. 27. This determines that such Sub-

stitute is initial.

2. When the substitute of Shevd, is resolved into its homo-

geneous imperfect vowel (Art. 106. 2.), the Euphonic accent will

still remain : as, JVPV^ thy sandal, Isa. xx. 2 : ^^l^r-! ^^^ ^^^V

shallfear, Hos. xi. 10.

130. When any imperfect vowel, at the beginning of a word.

* The Student must not be surprised if he finds the different editions of the

Bible vary on these points. ^iSl^bjjan,
is probably the preferable accentuation.
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precedes a Skevd not accompanied by Ddgesk forte ; it will, for

the most part, have the Euphonic accent
; as, "'^^^np its coupling ^

Exod. xxxix. 20 ; ^'ip^?^'^ they bowed themselves down, Jer. viii. 2 ;

Jjpnsn^ they broke off, Exod. xxxii. 3
; D"^in\'pp becoming Jews,

Esth. viii. 17. Hence we have ^.v^^^, i^^Jl^ , Hv^r' Hv^^* &c.,

from the verbs H^H become, and H^H live. But, in these cases, the

accents do not interfere with the syllabication. (See Art. 43.)

131. On some occasions, other accents are found to occupy the

situation of Metheg, These are Mundkh, 1. Kadmd,
~ Merca :

as, Q^^??|71 and the pieces of wood, Gen. xxii. 7 ; P^nSl ^^^^ Aaron,

Exod vii. 7; ib'Snl and the priest, Levit. vii. 8; b^^^S^i^ of

Malchiel, Numb. xxvi. 45. In these cases we have Mundhh or

Kadmd in the place of Metheg, followed by Zdkeph Kdton. In

^2?"- *^ ^^^y Proceed, Numb. xxii. 7, Kadmd is followed by

Geresh; and, lb. xxxii. 39, we have it again, coupled with Metheg,

in some editions ; as, ''^/h.-' which, with many similar examples,

is perhaps to be ascribed to the carelessness, hurry, or whims, of

the copyists.

2. In the following examples, we have Mercd ~
in the place

of Metheg : as, *???? like the stars,* Exod. xxxii. 13 ; ^njptpjl
so he hides him, Exod. ii. 12.f In these cases Mercd is found

with Tiphkhd for its tonic accent.

3". In a few instances Yerakh ~, or YHhiv ~, is found in the place

of Metheg; as, Cn*n1^^bp from their counsels, Ps. v. 11.

^^n^^ whom it (fem.) loves. Cant. i. 7. In the last case, how-

ever, ?p stands for ^^^. , and may therefore take any tonic accent.

In numerous cases, as the student will find, many of these rules

are never applied ; and, in many others, as already remarked,

the printed copies of the Hebrew Bible differ, as do also the MSS.
In many, too, neither the syllabication, nor the sense of the passage,

is affected by these accents, whence it should seem probable, that

they have been added rather for the purpose of regulating the tone

of voice in reading or chanting the text.

On the Use and Position of Makkaph.

132. Learned men are not agreed, whether this mark is, or is

* In some editions
'^5^^^5 regularly.

t Which is also with Metheg in some editions.
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not, to be ranked among the Accents. Some have argued that

it ought, because it is always found to supply the place of an

accent. Others, again, that it ought not
;
because it is universally

found to deprive the w^ord, to which it is attached, of its tone-

accent. That it is equivalent, in effect, to an accent, I think, both

parties allow : and, if I mistake not, its depriving the word, to

which it has been attached, of its tone-accent, seems to make for

the hypothesis, that it ought to be considered as performing the

functions of such accent. It seems to me, therefore, but a loss of

time to argue against its being termed an accent.

Rules for its Use and Insertion,

133. Words immediately connected with each other, either in

signification or by grammatical construction, are frequently con-

nected by Makkdph ; the former being then deprived of its tone-

accent : as, nVT^'DS? Jehovah's word, Amos ii. 16; ^/.'^^'^ pure

of heartJ Prov. xxii. 11 ; Cff'^^.l and he pitched (his tent) there;

IJ^IJ'I?! a little son, 2 Sam. ix. 12 ; "^pbi^-IS one son, 1 Sam. xxii. 20
;

n!22'73
every high thing. Job xli. 26

; ^^^^7'^^ even to her

husband. Gen. iii. 6 ; 27T.-7P n'iV^P ^ij^.^ar nSi;;!-]?? lest thou

speak with Jacob (any thing) from good to bad. Gen. xxxi. 24
;

W]!Jl7"^?^^ which he called, Gen. xxvi. 18. So, "ll^.r^'l? a garden in

Eden, Gen. ii. 8
; HS^n-li?? come hither, lb. xix. 9

;
^^:VsS he

came to sojourn, lb.; ^'}J?."'^n!*,l and the evening mas, lb. i. 5, &c., to

which many others might be added, where two, three, or even four

words, are thus connected (see Art. 65.). In all these cases, the

last word only in the connexion will have the tone-a'ccent.

2. Since, then, the tone-accent is, in all these cases, taken away ;

vrords so connected, ending in a perfect mutable vowel, and fol-

lowed by a consonant, will generally take the correspondent imper-

fect one in that syllable : as, 'T'^J'^I' every high thing, instead of

nh| bb
; n^n-t272 come hither, for HS^il m i^S-lD} re-

member, pray, Isa. xxxiii. 3, for ^5 '^?? '^"fr"'??^ preserve inte-

grity, Psalm xxxvii. 37, for Cri nbp (Art. 124.).

3. In the following, and similar cases, the terminating vowel of

the preceding word is immutable
; as, t^lv'i'nilJ^ the daughters of

Lot, Gen. xix. 36
; T^"^^^ great (in) hunting, Gen. x. 9

;

in-biS?*; it (the Jordan) shall limit it. Josh, xviii. 23
; "^ilT^b

David's heart, 2 Sam. xxiv. 10, where ^b is put for ^f?b; nnb'rri
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the giving of its (fern.) strength, Gen. iv. 12, i^^ being put for

^?-p. In which cases, the Euphonic accent is often added, notwith-

standing the presence of Makkdph.
4. We have, however, Prov. xxii. 15, "'^J"^!?? in the heart of

a child. We also have. Gen. xvi. 13, nin^-DQ?, and, lb. 15,

ipSl'Dl??, which, with similar instances, may perhaps be referred to

the carelessness of the copyists.*

134. Makkdph is inserted in the following cases :

1. Particles, which, from their nature, can never have any dis-

tinctive -f accent, are mostly connected with other words by the mark

Makkdph: as, nD"^syD5 even to her husband; ^^d^^'Om^ in the

integrity of my heart, Gen. xx. 5, &c.

2. When words are to be construed together, and the tone-

accents of which might then concur
;

i. e. when the accent of the

preceding word is on the last syllable, and the following word is

either a monosyllable, or a dissyllable having the accent on the

penultimate; then, in order to avoid this concurrence (Art. 120.),

such words are to be connected by Makkdph : as, i^'^li^lt its seed

(is) within itself, Gen. i. 11, instead of i:i
i^*?!. So iVpSin^T

ip'Pl^3'*|5 so he embraced him, and kissed him, lb. xxix. 13, instead

of Y r'f^^Pj &c.
; "'i?.?*"^r'!'|^ ^'7!5?*'^n?,l so evening was, and morning

was, lb. i. 5, instead of
^"J.J?. '''7n-

&c. The remaining rules,

usually given by the grammarians, may all be resolved into one or

other of the preceding.

3. In any of these last cases, the Euphonic accent may be

appended to the former of such words, according to the rules

already laid down (Art. 126, &c.)

* The most complete list of these exceptions is given in the second volume

of the Ileb. Gram, by Guarin, pp. 3201, 2.

t That is, are, in signification such, as not to be capable of closing any

clause, member, &c., of a sentence. See the last Lecture of this work.
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LECTURE V.

ON THE CHANGES WHICH TAKE PLACE IN THE TERMINA-
TIONS OF WORDS, IN CONSEQUENCE OF THE FORMATION
OF THE FEMININE FROM THE MASCULINE GENDER, OF
THE DUAL OR PLURAL FROM THE SINGULAR NUMBER,
AND OF THE STATE OF DEFINITE CONSTRUCTION.

Of the Formation of the Feminine from the Masculine Gender,

135. It should be premised, that, in the Hebrew

Language, there are but two genders ; viz., the Mascu-

line and the Feminine.

2. The Masculine is generally restricted to nouns

being the proper names, or implying the offices of, men :

as, *I1^ David; T\^V U%%a ; nn, or nng, a governor ;

i^7DP>* ^ p^'^cicher, &c., whatever be their termination.

3. Also to words signifying People, Rivers, Mountains,
and Months: as, '7|St"^^^ Israel; \'iy_ Jordan; "^rP Sinai ;

]D^3 Nisdfi, &c., without reference to their termination.

4. Words ending in any radical letter (not included in

No. 5.); also, those ending in H, preceded by (), and

others in
*^, D, or ], servile, will also be of the masculine

gender: as, 121 a word; ^^'(212^ dominion; HTC^ a
*-> -^

IT T IT :
^ IVT

plain, OY field ; ni^"]P vision; ^1^^ a Hebrew; DlHS

redemption; \Ql^ a table ; IJJ'ljJ
an offering,'\

* See my Lexicon under this word (p. 525.).

t The exceptions are: p a stone ; "i;^
a howl; TOdm a viper; i^if

or "iit^M a

step, pace ; l?i a well ; pi a corn-Jloor ; i"^n a sword ; ^p^ a stake, post ; 13 a vessel

so called :
Di:p

afull cup ; "i3? a talent ; riinp afrying-pan; rr^i light; 'Tp^,
a sandal ;

T^^ flour ; y^ a cloud ; 'tr'^
a star so called; trw a bed; DQ a morsel; p:^, the

north; "Vip a quail; ^in the world; lion an ass; orjb bread; ]3T3 shield; yrff,

the evening, which are all feminine. But, as the Hebrew language is not

regulated in this respect, as the Greek and Latin are, too much stress ought
not to be laid on these considerations. (See Art. 215, et. seq.)
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5. Feminine nouns are, all proper names of women,

as well as words designating their offices ; the names of

regions, or cities; and nouns signifying the parts and

double members of the body, whatever be their termi-

nating letters; e. g. '?n"; RakUl; h^D MiMl ; h^l& a

consort; 3i$iD Mddb ; DilJ:? Edom; lin^ri Khehron ;

D^Wn^ YirHshdldim; ]^3 the belly; It^^ the ear, &c.

This distinction, therefore, arises from the signification,

not from the form of the word
; cities and regions being

considered perhaps as mothers, and so of others.*

6. Nouns ending in H
,
or n,f servile, are also of the

feminine gender : as, ITlpIS, or ri^jPlS a female visitor ;

T^^^2. a heast; nsJ^P?), or nO^P a kingdom. So ^"W
for

r\^\l} sleep, &c.

7. Many nouns are occasionally found in both genders ;

which are, therefore, termed common. These generally

are, 1, The names of animals, flocks, birds : 2. Segolate
nouns not restricted to the names or offices of men : 3,

Others designating parts of the human body : 4. Par-

ticipial nouns of the form *lp.^ ; and, 5, The decimal

numerals from twenty to one hundred, inclusive: e. g. 1,

7^3 a camel; yi a bear ; l^^^, and TW aflock of sheep;
")iv a bird: 2, nnx a road; HI")' breath: 3, T a

hand;
|^j|/

an eye; j/i")?
an arm; V)^)^ the soul; 4, "IVH

an enclosure: 5, D'^"|!^'JJ twenty ; U^^h^} thirty, &c. To
these several others of different forms might be added ; as,

* The exceptions are, rrs the mouth; '\t!(^
the neck; f]"J

the hack; "lip,
or

-injfj,

the navel; D'BSD? the eyelids; ^^rs the heel ; TV\i^'^
likeness ; n^i^ a blasted field ;

rmo a meat-offering; rrpn a razor; rn$|7p a cucumber bed; and ni^ an army,
which are all masculine.

1 1 am inclined to believe that this termination is nothing more than a

fragment of some ancient form of the feminine pronoun of the third person

singular, and which we also find given as the inseparable feminine pronoun of

the same person. See the table of inseparable pronouns, Art. 145.
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]i")S: a chest, or ark; ]3 a garden; \v)Tl> a tvindow ;

}!^^1 a couch; h2V a jubilee, kc, which are noted in the

dictionaries.*

136. We now come to show, how the noun of the

feminine gender is formed from that of the masculine.

1. It will readily be perceived, that the names of

certain offices, &c., may apply to either men or women ;

and that cases may occur, in which it may be necessary

to designate the sex of the person, to which such word is

applied. The masculine forms have already been pointed

out; it will be necessary here only to shew how those

peculiar to the feminine are formed from them.

2. Feminine nouns will be formed from the masculine,

generally, by adding the termination H or
T]^ , and

changing the preceding vowels of the ultimate or penul-

timate syllable, as the analogy of the word (hereafter to

be considered), and the rules detailed (Artt. 93, 101)

may require; e. g. 3iJp a good man, &c.; HlliCO a good,

woman, &c.; '^hl^ (original form '^'pD)
a king, ^^^ a

queen; Ipj^ masc. HlpiS, or H'lj^iS, fem. a visitor, ov

visiting,

3. Let us now see, in what instances these different

terminations are to be taken. It will be extremely

difficult to lay down rules comprehending every possible

case : we shall content ourselves, therefore, with the

following, given by Albert Schultens.

4. Nouns ending in an immutable^ vowel will generally

take the termination H : as. Tip? visited, masc. ; Hl'lp^

fem.; HlO good, masc; 1131 CO fem.; 1^1^ great, masc;

* In these cases, too, the feminine gender might have been ascribed to these

nouns, in consequence of their being considered as signifying unintelligent

agents. See Art. 215, &c., on the concordance generally.

t What vowels are to be considered as mutable, or immutabley will be shewn

in the next Lecture.
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n'^il^ fern. ; p^'IV just, masc. ; Hp^^'iy fern. A few

nouns vary the penultimate vowel in forming the fem.,

as, piriD, fem. Hp^DD, sweet : Ji^JL^ fem., tl^jJJ, delightful.

This is generally extended, in such words, to their

plurals.

5. Participles of the HipJiMl conjugation are excepted :

as, Tp.50, fem. illl^^D, with some other nouns : as,

CO^W ruler; flCD^:^, fem., THil a master; n"T3il or

n^Dil a mistress.

6. Patronymics, and nouns originally ending in '^, also

ordinal numbers ending in "^-7, and falling under this rule,

will double the
('^) by Ddgesh, upon receiving this femi-

nine termination : as, "^^ijiO a Moahite ; n^3i?iD (or

n^pSiD) a Moahitess, So, ^ipy^^ a Syrian; fem.' .T^n.v^

(or ri^p*l5); nniS bearing fruit; nj?i2 weeping;

'^W'h^; the third, masc. ; iTCi^^^C^ (or IXfhw), fem.

7. Nouns taking a final Shevd (:)
in the penultimate

syllable will, upon receiving any asyllabic augment, have

n for their feminine termination : as, Di"TiJ red, masc,

n^lS: (for nppii^^) fem. ;
Ij^jJ little, m^i^c] T^l^p, fem.;

3p5 surrounded, masc. ; n3p3, fem. So also participles,

having H, for "', for their last radical letter, with an

initial (:) in the ultimate (by analogy); as in n'^^J

revealed, for nn'pj] ; of
n^^J3 ,

masc. by contraction

(Art. 73.).

8. Hence, all segolate nouns will form their feminines

in n
; as, '^J?p, of '^^l^, a king, fem. i*^?? a queen;

^3k, of ^?^5,/oo^, fem. nJ^JSt ; h^^^
of )^V_ , ivickedness,

fem. nh)il\ or, by contraction (Art. 87. l.)Vn^V; TJ^, of

T;^_, contracted by (Art. 87. 3.) T^ hunting,\m. HTJf .

9. Some nouns are found to take both these feminine forms : as,

HDbp^ ,
or ri?i^?'?, a kingdom; nnQt?7p ,

or nnQt?7n. afamily,

(Pdlhdkhs are here taken instead of Segals on account of the

F
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guttural n) rrjJftSlpS, or iT^b??*?, a watch or gxuird. So some

participles and infinitives : as, '^^JP'^^ , or iTlR^^ > visiting^ fem. ;

n^7, or ^1;^, bringing forth. To which may be added the

patronymics, &c., above noticed, as well as many other nouns,

which will be learned best from practice.

137. Nouns not subject to these restrictions will, for

the most part, have their feminine forms ending in r) or

in some equivalent termination : as, "Ijpl^
a crown; Tr\]^)l

fem. (which also has T\'^l^]Q,

2. The terminations equivalent to riTTjr are : 1, ^''
: 2, n^j-;

3, i^r: 4, nt^^: 5, nW- : 6,
H- or H- : 7, H- or n--. as,

1,
niriM m^er, for H^H^ ; but, on account of the guttural H, HlnS.,

which, by Art. 87. 1, will become ^linw, or nins : 2, riJjb|, for

n^^l, and by Art. 87, 2. ri^^l exile: 3, n''32jn a paern, for

n>3?ri , and by Art. 87. 4. ri>p?n : 4, ris^ia for nw^io /<;ing,

by Art. 87. 5 : 5, HS^n for n]2>n ^n, (by the same Article) ; 6,

^p for ^?/f5 giving^ (primitive form O?^ , the 3
being rejected by

Art. 76.). So, nOM truth, for ^?|?^ or ^?Ph? : 7, nb , for rrh,

bringing forth a childy (primitive form i^l- > and, rejecting the

medial T, for the sake of euphony, we have ^!?). For the same

reason we have ^Cf?, for r^inN one^ fem.
;
HS a daughter, for

05? or 0^? (Art. 144.): but ^71?^ ^^^'^^j
bas the regular

Chaldaic or Syriac termination.

On the Inflection of Nouns.

138. Three numbers are recognised by Hebrew

Grammarians, in the inflection of Nouns : viz. the Singular,

the Dual, and the Plural.

0)1 the Formation of the Dual Number,

1. The dual number is formed from the singular, by

adding the termination D"),: as, DV a day; D^^i"* two

days; '^,'0 (of "^7?) a king ; D?-?/? two Jdngs; ns'?^

a queen; Dl^H^^D two queens: D'JJt^ two, and, by con-

traction (Art. 87. 3.), D^itp; and fem. for D^ri^, D'^JH^

(for D^njJi^), by the same rule : from HJCi', masc. and
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nt^2^/ fern, (now obsolete.) See also my Lexicon

(p. 609). From this contraction it should seem that, the

original dual termination was P^~.
2. All feminine nouns ending in H

, change H to Jl

upon receiving any increment whatsoever ; as also, when

put in construction with any other noun, of which more

will be said hereafter : hence we have D^HS/P as above.

3. The dual number is, for the most part, restricted

to things which are double by either nature or art, as the

double members of the body, folding doors, &c. It is

never found in the conjugation of verbs.

4. A few instances occur, in which a dual termination

is added to a noun already in the plural number : as,

D^nbh two walls, Isa. xxii. 11; D^nhj? two tables,

Ezek. xxvii. 5.

The changes of the preceding vowels will be regulated

as before (Art. 93, &c.) : these will be particularly con-

sidered in the next Lecture.

On the Formation of the Plural Number Masculiiie.

139. Nouns of the masculine gender are made plural

by attaching the asyllahic augment D** to the singular :

as, niCO good, masc, D^3i0 plur. ; t^p (of l^Q or
^ll^i)

a king, plur., D''?^^ ; ^^^ a nation, plur., 0^15 (for D'',^iil

by omission. Art. 75.) nations; "^"JJJ stranger, plur.

D'^'IDJ (for D^'HSJ by contraction and omission, Artt. 75.

and 72.). So DHin^^ Jews, (for D^H'^lT)-*

* So D'31^ pi.
of '2^ scarlet, Isa. i. 18; D'xfen, of "^ free, Isa. Iviii. 6;

D^'35, of Y?? ^'i^nevj 1 Chron. xxviii. 11 ;
for D'?3\^, &c.

The D added to Hebrew masculine plurals, as well as the
]
of Syriac and

Chaldaic ones, seems to me to have been applied for the purpose of filling

up the hiatus, which would otherwise have happened. Such is the Tanween

Ly~l.) of the Arabs; which, according to them, is always cut off when the

F 2
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2. In many instances, however, words of thfs kind are written

fully ; as, Q'^pl^ Levites, sing, "^l^ ; D"^*tp^3 Cushites (vulgarly

EthiopiansJ ; D'^J^nS Chiitim, Isa. xxiii. 12
; Q^'p.Jini Esth. iv. 7 ;

viii. 7; '^^J'^^''? Chaldeans, 2 Chron. xxxvi. 17, &c.
;
where the

marginal reading is generally of the contracted form.

In one instance ^ is inserted in the place of Ddgesh : as,

D^M^nn^ for D^;:?"]?, or contr. D7";37 Arabs, 2 Chron. xvii. 11.

3. We sometimes have the Chaldaic termination Vt '. as, VP^^
kings, Prov. xxxi. 3

; 1^.^ (for l^f!^) islands, continents, Ezek.

xxvi. 18, &c.

4. The terminating letters D, or (Chaldaic) \,
are

always omitted, when the noun is in the state of definite

construction with the following word (Art. 143.), or,

when any affixed pronoun is attached to it : as, ^"I.JJ ^575

hings of the land; DHO^^ their lings; of which more

will be said hereafter. The first of these forms, i.e. with

D or
1, final, is termed Absolute; the second is termed,

that of Construction.

5. In some cases, moreover, when such plural words are not in

the state of construction, these letters are omitted : as, 1^ "^^"^f^, fur

i^ coin
J those who trust in him, Ps. ii. 12, &c.

6. We occasionally find the termination "^t or ^7 instead of C*^-

or *'~
: as, "^^'Sl locusts, Amos vii. 1, Nah. iii. 17 : ^^'^U windons,

Jer. xxii. 14; "^"Jl^ princes, Judg. v. 15; ''j^H mountains, Zech.

xiv. 5
; "^y^^ net works, Isa. xix. 9

; '*,?*1t27r7 (men, &c.) uncovered,

Isa. XX. 4
;
and frequently, ^"^^ the Almighty; 'JJT^I Lord, &c.

But, as this diphthong ("It) is only another form for '^t (Art. 87. 3.),

we may perhaps conclude, that this termination is nothing more

word is placed in the state of definite construction, as is also its substitute the

final
^*)

of the dual and plural. i^.y^^ ^^ < iLt^\ Si,si-'
t^j^^s^j

^^3 ^^^^ c;y ^3 ^^ f^^. ^ &c. Ilidayat-oon-Nahice,

p.
t^ Calcutta, 1803. The Moolla Jarai considers this termination as the

index of a complete word ; which, when lost in the state of construction, is

supplied by the following word. Comment, on the Kafia, p. III.
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than a contraction for "], and therefore, perfectly equivalent to it

in all respects ; but, not necessarily containing any thing superlatire,

as some have thought. This termination has also been supposed
to designate collective nouns

; but, as most plural nouns may be

considered as collectives, there does not seem to be any necessity

for this distinction here.

7. There are, moreover, several passages, in which ''t has been

thought to be a plural termination : as, '^^?^n Wikn head of the

captains, 2 Sam. xxxiii. 8, which in the parallel passage, 1 Chron.

xi. 11, is a^t?7^ba7r7 tr^^n. So Q"']?!?')
>-l3n ae captains and

the runners, 2 Kings xi. 4, 19. Of this kind some suppose "^J^J^L^,

Gen. xii. 6, xiii. 7 ; ""H^^n ^mip ,
2 Sam. viii. 18, xx. 7, 23, &c. to

be; while others believe the terminating (^) to indicate nothing
more than a patronymic or gentile noun.* To these some other

* I am very much disposed to believe, that the plural termination altuched

to Hebrew nouns and verbs, is nothing more than a fragment of some word

originally used to designate plurality. In the Malay, Sanscrit, and some other

languages, the plural number is still formed by adding some word or words

signifying much, many, or the like; or, by repeating the same word ; as, in the

Malay, Orung bdniak, or Orang brang, many man; or man man. So in

Sanscrit. See Yates's Gram. p. 59. It should, however, be borne in mind,
that all generic nouns, implying whole classes, may be taken as plurals as to

sense : and that, in such cases, they will imply a larger plurality, than their

several plural forms will.

In the Coptic and New Zealand also, the syllabic ni or na, which is prefixed

for the purpose of designating the plural number, seems manifestly to be

derived from the word naa or na, which in both these languages means great,

much, or the like. In the Hebrew we find words, derived from the root nirr

or rvr^bting, signifying substance, he.-, as, f'^ wealth; rnn a great misfortune,

calamity; or rnn a great deep, a bath. In the Arabic lJ;,^ is, inordinate
if
"^ 1"

affection; ^y^ lust, a great deep, abyss : and hence, perhaps, nin' Jehovah,
^

.
^^

Being, or great Being, emphatically, 6 u>p, ^Sb,
or ^n, as well as Tvpi* iiiji^ "T."?*??

Exod. iii. 14. So in the Sanscrit Bhuvan, literally and etymologically, Being,

applied to God, or any great man, from the root bhu, be. Now, if we can

conceive a noun of the primitive form "Ji^S, i.e. irn being, substance, or the

like, thus to be used ; we shall have ihe forms n^n by Euphony, (Art. 108.),

and rrn by contraction (Art. 87. 3.). Wilting then n;n nn-i, in the form proper
for constiuction but in one word, and striking out the first n by Art. 73., and

the last by Art. 74; we shall have niT, for the contracted plural form, to which

the Euphonic 2 or
] may be added or not : and without the () Khlrik, n^T
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passages might be added: as, VV?, Job xxxi. 28, compared with

lb. V. 11
; ^^n 1 Sam. XX. 38; ^yi Gen. xl. 16; "^^3? 2 Sam.

xxii. 44; Ps. cxliv. 2, Lam. iii. 14, &c.

In all such cases as these, ''t may, according to our hypothesis,

be a plural termination, the Euphonic D being cut off: but, as it

will be hereafter seen, that (^,) is also the termination of patronymic
or gentile nouns, the context alone must be our guide in ascer-

taining the sense in such passages.

8. Dr. Gesenius is of opinion, that the termination V is, in some

cases, nothing more than an Arabism for the singular
H

: as,

^ib for mb a field, Deut. xxxii. 13; Ps. viii. 8. So ^lin for

't^v'^ a seer, 2 Chron. xxxiii. 1 9, &c., but this is unnecessary.

9. Some have supposed, that V^ ,
and -"^ without the Euphonic

1, are occasionally used as plural terminations: as, l^'^^tt?^ Ye-

shurun for Israel D^gtt? "^l^n ,
to be read D^p?7 ^"i:?n (by

Art. 87. 2.) augurs, i. e. dividers of the heavens. Isa. xlvii. 13.

So ''nnin i^in)
yin the multitude of my law. Hos. viii. 12.

I^T Ps. cxix. 79; m^ 2 Sam. v. 8
; "IpS 1 Chron. vi. 11, &c.

In most of these and similar passages, however, we have a various

reading in the margin, which supplies the more usual plural termi-

nation, ''t.

On the Formation of the Plural Number Feminine,

140. The termination used to designate the feminine

a plural form noticed above. Again, taking n-p, the segolate form proper for

construction, and striking out the two ri He's as before, we shall have '"ii'i,

which is the termination proper for the state of construction likewise. The
termination "i

,
or by contraction i, (Art. 87. 2.), might, for the sake of dis-

tinction, have been taken for the plural of verbs, from the cognate root rrrt,

having the same signification : for, taking the segolate, or primitive form,

^'^, or ^in, we shall have mn by contraction (Art. 87. 2.); and, writing iij^B ,

for
iT^rr-ipg,

as before, we shall have the plural terminations for some parts of the

verb, as also for some nouns above noticed ; which, as they probably are real

ancient forms of nouns in the plural number, stood in no need of correction by
the Masorets.

The plural termination of the feminine nouns, may have also arisen from
this root: for if we take nin of the form

"i^'S,
and change the final rr into n,

which occasionally takes place, we shall have, by contraction, nin, Art. 87. 1 ;

and, for nin
yS*^^ nnjri!?, as before.
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plural is, ril ,* which, like the preceding DV^ &c. is

asyllahic: as, "ill a generation, rii")il (or Art. 72.

mil) generations.
2. When the feminine singular ends in H , T\, or

T\, &c., these terminations are rejected, in forming the

plural: as, Dlpia, or n*Tj^iS, visiting, (fem.) nilpiS,

plural.f The same may be said of the Chaldaic termi-

nation n ; as, rivnri praise^ niyHH praises, Ps.

ix. 15, &c.

3. Feminine nouns ending in T\^, and ill take the

same termination, ni in the plural, with this additional

consideration, viz. that \ in the first case, is doubled by

Ddgesh: as, TV'^^V a Hebrew woman, plural m*1")3J/

(the singular being ri^'.'l.?;/ , or HJI?;;) : and, in the

second, by prefixing ^, and preserving the homogeneous

imperfect vowel corresponding to 1 : as, Hl^'pD a king-

dom, iliO/S kingdoms, as if the singular had been a

contraction of jTO??.
4. Nouns ending in T\'^ are sometimes found with

plurals, formed by the addition of the plural termi

nations D'' and Di : as, i^^pD ci spear, plural D^Jl^JH,

and nin'^^n ; Jl'):)? fornication, plural D''r)13|,
&c.

5. Nouns, ending in H
; as, n^'H a door, have the

pi. Ty\T^b^,\ n^jP a how, pi. rr\n^[> bows; T\^\2; (for

HDij^) a lip, pi. hin^tf' lips,

141. The plural of a considerable number of masculine nouns, is

found with the feminine termination ri*1
; while, on the other

hand, many feminine nouns are also found with the masculine

termination ^^t in the plural : as, 1st, ^M afather^ pi. ^^'^'^ ; "^^^^

a treasure, pi.
nl^SlN

j and, 2d, ^?f:? a stone, fem. : pi. 0"^,??^ ;

Hj^Waj^r tree, C^/^j/^r trees; all of which the Lexicons will supply

as they occur.

See the note to the preceding article.

t In other words, the feminine plural is formed from the masculine singular,

not from the feminine singular.
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2. Nouns of the common gender, are sometimes found with two

plural forms : as, ^(^"^ ci year^ pi. ^^^5^, and ^"^J^, years: so ^'^'Pt*

and nip;* days, for D^p;'!, or nlpV pi. of oi^^ for tPT., (Za?/. A
few others have the masculine, added to the feminine, form of the

plural: as, n!2S a high place, pi.
rii!2S and D^riiz^S. Others

again, are found only in the plural number : as, ^*^?? the face,

^^'^^J3 life ; ^^p^? women. Others are used in the dual only : as,

D'ln:! a mill; C":3"?b4D balances, &c.

142. Generic nouns signifying the whole species, must, even in

the singular number, be understood as plurals, when the context

requires it : as, ^1^7 fowl or fowls ; ^1? child or children; 1^^

flock orflocks.

2. Hence, nouns signifying Metals, Liquids, Virtues, Vices; to

"which may be added Proper names, are generally found in the

singular number only : as, H^^- silver, ^j7J gold, V."^. wine, "^{J^"? oil,

na?n w;i5c?om, nbn? foolishness, ^^'^P haired, HI^D Moses,'^^^'^

Zipporah, ''S"?^^ Israel, &c.

3. We have, nevertheless, ril3^!2ri
understandings, C3''57^ loves,

D"^79Q graces, Q^^tJ^r? angers, ^''Ppr? wisdoms, &c.
; but, in these

cases, the signification is intensitive. See Art. 223. 3.

4. Nouns implying age are mostly found in the plural number :

as, D''n.'l3?? childhood, n^p^hv youth, Q'J^P? old age, &c. We have,

nevertheless, ^^Ivl for childhood, and ri^?2v^ for youth, to which

some others might be added.

5. Words ending in ^^. and H^, generally denote the state in

which any person or thing is said to be. Hence ^^^7- ^^^^

signify the state of childhood: these words therefore need not be

put in the plural number. In the other case, the word ^"^j?^ is

probably understood
;
we shall therefore have C3"^7^^? , for O"^-?^

C^7-*''^? childish years ; and so of others, which will account for the

apparent anomaly.
The nouns generally found in the dual number have already

been pointed out (Art. 138. 3.).

O/i the Changes found to take place iii Nouns when put in

the Definite State of Construction,

143. By the definite state of Construction is meant,

the juxta position of two or more nouns, not meaning
the same thing, when the latter is added for the purpose
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of defining, or otherwise qualifying, that immediately

preceding it: as, niiT 1^ JehovaJis hand, vP^ CO?;^ a

rod of iron; DQ12^ ''?n"*5if^ "^D"; the days of the years

of the life of Abraham,

2. Now, as such words are added for the purpose of

presenting some one definite idea, the whole combination

seems to have been considered as presenting one com-

pound word only ; and, hence, the governing tone-accent

has been supposed to rest on the last so construed ; and

thence, the vowels of the preceding word have been con-

tracted or rejected, as far as the analogy would allow.

3. Hence, nouns having perfect and mutable^ vowels

in their ultimate, and penultimate, syllables, will generally

change that in the ultimate, to its homogeneous imperfect

one, and reject that in the penultimate : as, nirT; "12*1

Jehovah's word, (from nn*n) ;
Hin^ nniD Jehovah's law

(from n-jin).

4. All feminine nouns, however, ending in n will

change the H, to r\; probably for the purpose of ren-

dering the character of such words more susceptible to

the ear, than they w^ould be with the n remaining

(Art. 138. 2.).

5. Exceptions : All mascuhne nouns singular ending
in n-;7f will take H , when preceding others in the state

of construction, as DHDSl'njpp Ahram's stock. Not

unlike this, ItJ^^D, constr. "lii'i??, tithe: P"]/?, constr.

]^5"]5,
a resting placefor cattle, ]jt/J^P, \V^t^, support,

with a few others of the same form. Some make IVtn,
constr. of li'jn> which so interferes with the form of the

word, as to set all analogy at nought. Segolate nouns

* These will be distinguished when we come to treat of the forms of nouns,

f Tins terminating vowel seems to have been taken, in oider to avoid the

confounding of these nouns with feminines ending in n .
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are subject to no variation in the singular number: as,

I^W^ "tjSd the king of Assyria,^
6. Segolate nouns, having ^, or ^, for their middle

radical letter, will undergo a contraction when preceding
other nouns in the state of construction: as, J^H "^iH the

midst of the garden (from "^111, of "^IJ?) by Art. 87. 1. ;

3p^: ri'^a the house of Jacoh,^ "If.? ^"^ (for nn) suffi-

ciency of burnings Isa. xl. 16. (Art. 87. 3.).

7. All dual, and plural, nouns, ending in D"' and

D*^ respectively, will take the termination ^
,
and reject,

or otherwise contract, the preceding vowel, whenever it

\^ perfect 2LXi^ mutable; e.g. Hini ''"!?'1 Jehovah's words

(sing. -ID'I); nin^^ ^TV,, (sing. \% or
1^^,

dual tT^TU)

Jehovah's eyes. In these cases, the terminating D, of

the dual and plural, may be considered as euphonic,
as also the

\
in the Chalda'ic, Syriac, and Arabic

(Art. 139. 4.).

On the termination "^7-, occasionally found in this

situation, see Art. 139. 6.

8. From the examples already given, it will be seen

that this construction may, generally, be translated by
the genitive case in other languages ; but, as one or

other of the particles is also occasionally introduced for

this purpose, as well as to form combinations equivalent

to the different cases of the Greek and Latin grammars ;

the Student is referred to the Syntax for further in-

formation on this subject.

On the Pronouns, Separable, and Inseparable.

144. The pronouns are, in the Hebrew, as in other

* The reason of this will be shewn hereafter. Art. 148. 2.

t Hence, perhaps, the termination 'r in plural masculine nouns, as ^11 is

for rrrn^n, see Art. 139. 7. note.
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languages, 1. Personal, 2. Demonstrative, 3. Relative,

and, 4. Interrogative ; with which, 5. the Reflective,

pronouns, and the Definite Article, are sometimes classed.

We shall at present consider the Personal Pronouns

only.

The Personal Pronouns,

1. These are termed Separable, and Inseparable,

When Separable, they are to be considered as repre-

senting the person to which they belong, in the nominative

case : when Inseparable, they exhibit only a fragment,
or part, of the Separable pronoun, combined with some

other word. When attached to verbs, they may be said

to represent either the objective, or some other oblique,

case ; but, when attached to nouns, they stand for the

correspondent possessive pronoun : there being no other

way of expressing the possessive pronominal sense in

in Hebrew.

2. The Separable personal pronouns are as follows :

, Sing. Com. Gen.

^ P^^'*^"-
1 Plur.

[ l^n J.St , rarely ''JHJ, and once '!,?^?. . We.

( Sing. Masc.

i ^^^, rarely T\^ (for WK, &c.) ..

Plur.

Djn{?,(forDr)jst)

Sing. Fem.

^^ , rarely ""P^ (for P3N|, &c.)..

Plur.

15^, rarely njrilSt (for li!?3>?,&c.) You

2 Person. .

Thou.

You.

Thou.
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I

3 Person. ^

SiNo. Masc.

^in /^..

Plur.

Dn
J occasionally

'

'^(j They.

Sing. Fem.

^^"^^, anciently N1\7.

Plur.

I, ]p, occasionally ''yf/.

3. In a few instances -^^ i/^o^f, is used in the masculine gender :

viz., Nunn. xi. 15, Deut. v. 24, and Ezek. xxviii. 14. ^^'^ is used

as a feminine in Ezek. xiii. 20 : "^^p is also used as a feminine,

Cant. vi. 8, Ruth i. 22, Zech. v. 10 : and HSn as a masculine,

2 Sam. iv. 6, Jer. l. 5. Ip also occurs as a masculine, Ruth i. 13.

We also have M'^H, for ^n, l Kings xvii. 15
; and irT, for W^^H

throughout the Pentateuch, if we except eleven instances noted in

the Masora. This is usually ascribed to an archaism, grounded on

the supposition, that in ancient times the pronouns were all con-

sidered as being of the common gender.

4. "^p^S is probably a foreign word : Egyptian, perhaps, where we

have <?v.ItOK, there being no trace of it in any of the sister dialects

of the Hebrew. Gesenius finds it, however, in the Phoenician.*'

5. The Inseparable pronouns are abbreviated forms

of the pronouns given above : they are invariably found

attached to some preceding word, whether that be a

noun, verb, or particle. f The following is a table of

their forms when so attached to nouns or particles : we

shall give those for the verbs hereafter.

For the

1 Pars.

Sing. Com. Gen. For Nouns Sing.

^:IS^,
or OiS\ wehaveV

Plur.

i:n5S, or w; ^-y- i>

For Nouns Plur.

.

~
my, or mine.

. '',.. our, or ours.

*
Lehregebaude, page 200, note.

f This may be considered as an illustration of tlie general principle of

abridging and compounding words in Hebrew, and as cc-nfi- ming, in a great

degree, the remarks offered in the note, Art. 39. 7. above.
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2 Pers. -{

3 Pers. -

Sing. Masc. For Nouns Sing. Plur.

^^^ ,
or 5^?..^,or "^..nD or'^ ..''l^ /Aj,, or fAme.

Plur.

DF)N D(5 OJ^"7 t/owr, or T/owrs.

Sing. Fem,

P^, or ^]pi? ^, or ^- T-,or*'3^-%,or<///e.
Plur.

I l^^j or '"^J^^ 13 1 J5''"ir3/OMr,
or yours.

Sing. Masc.

V \ 1, ^n, i, n, or in- ..v- i-
poet.i.T-{*::

Plur.

DH on, D- poe,.ia- Dnv.poet.1avP:L
Sing. Fem.

N^'7, or ^^^^ n_ n n .. r\^
hers, her.

Plur.

Iv?, or n|n....in, ]n, ]- n:~ .. ]rj^-, their, theirs.

6. It is to be observed, that in affixing these abbreviated pro-

nouns to singular nouns, it will be necessary, when such word does

not end in a vowel, to take that form of the pronoun which is here

preceded by one
;
thence called the Vowel of union. In this case,

an accent will accompany it, as given in the table. But, when the

preceding word ends in a vowel, no such union-vowel can be intro-

duced : in such case, that Abbreviated pronoun is taken, which has

no preceding Vowel of union.

7. Nouns ending in
"^,

will drop that letter, upon receiving the

affixed pronoun of the first person singular : as, '^'^^l a nation; ,'!"12

my nation, for
'^j^'l^.

8. The words ^JJ a father,
HW a brother, OH a father-in-law, and

nS the mouth, will take ^ when either construed with a noun

following, or when receiving any one of the above pronominal

affixes: as, ]V^.P "'?^, the father of Canaan; T?^, thy father.

But, as two Yods
("^"^) would, in these cases, concur in the first

person, as ''1?'!!?, one of them will be dropped by the rule (No. 7.):

as, ''^W (the root being '^2^, or HDM) my father ; and so on of the

rest. Some other words ending in "', for H, may take the affixed

pronouns in the same way : as, '^l^ fruit ; ^\!}'^'l^ their fruit ; or
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they may take it with a vowel of union: as, ^Vl^* ^^ XTPy ^^^^^^

(masc. and iexn.) fruit,

9. Here, however, the masculine form of the pronominal affix

is sometimes taken, when the sense seems to require the feminine
;

and, vice versa; see Gen. xxxi. 9, Ruth i. 8, 9, 11. 13, Ezek. xiii. 19,

20, 21, Jer. ix. 19. So also ^H, for H, Jinbs, for niDS, Exod.

xi. 6, twice. In the same manner we have ^3g^, for '^|^'?,

Jud. xi. 34; D for 1, as, ^^52^, for ]b3tp, Cant. iv. 2, vi. 6. So

Exod. ii. 17, 2 Sam. xx. 3, twice, Ps. cxix. 152. So Cn, for |n,
Exod. i. 21, Num. xxxvi. 6, twice. Job xix. 15, Ezek. xxiii. 45,

47, Ezra x. 3, 44, Zech. v. 9, xi. 5: "1^, as a feminine in ^237,

Lam. iv. 10. These apparent discrepancies, however, will be

accounted for, in some degree, in the Syntax, Art. 215, seq.

10. On the contrary, 1 occurs for D: as, ]r)p2inN7, for

^"l??^"?^: > tothemfour^ Ezek. i. 10, twice ; and again, verr. 16, 18.

Also in ]^?7r^, lb. verr. 9, 12, 17, m their going; ^V} also, occurs

as a masculine, Ip''^?") their four (sides), lb. ver. 1 7 ;
and again,

in verr. 18, 24, 25. Also with a paragogic H; as, '^?vJ^^''r? ^^^^^^

bodies, lb. ver. 11.

11. In affixing these pronouns to nouns, it must be remembered

that they are not made to agree, either in number, gender, or person,

with the nouns to which they are attached, but with those to which

they refer, and which generally precede them in the context.

12. Such of these inseparable pronouns as commence with a

consonant, and make a syllable independently of any part of the

preceding word, are termed Syllabic; these are, that of the first

person plural,
^3

;
those of the second, HD, tJ ^ D?^ and

^'^ ;
of the

third, ^i^, 7> ^jv) and V^, Such as do not constitute a syllable in

themselves, but require the addition of a letter from the preceding

word, have been termed Asyllabic; see Art. 92, &:c. Of these are

the remaining pronouns, viz., V, ''t, "H , ', ^ ^3, H, and '].

13. Of these inseparable pronouns, DjD, IjD* ^D? ^^^

]n, are termed grave (Art. 117. 2.), because they always
have the tone-accent. The others are, by way of contra-

distinction, termed light,

14. It is ofimportance to bear these distinctions in mind
;

because the changes of the vow^els of the preceding word,

will, in a great measure, depend upon them : e. g. if to

"ID"^ word, I affix V my, mine, the "I, of "ID'I, must
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be taken in order to enounce this vowel : as, ^^"5"'^.

But, by our laws of syllabication, the preceding 2 must

have a perfect vowel; (t) will, therefore, remain un-

changed. And, as the first (t) is not immutable, and as

the accent is with the affix, this vowel will become (:) ;

and we shall have ^'^21^, devd-ri ; where the asyllahic

affix exerts a considerable influence on the ultimate form

of the word. But, if I take a syllabic affix, let it be DD

youVf we shall then have DJ5"151 your word. In this

case, the "1, of I^T' closes its last syllable; and, as the

accent is removed, the (t) preceding this letter originally,

must, by our laws of syllabication, become (-) ; and we

accordingly have DjD'^Il'n. But, if we take ^, which is

also syllabic, we shall not have ^"15*1, but ^"jjj*^ ; because,

although the affix ^ is syllabic; still, as the accent

accompanies the preceding syllable, it must remain perfect

(Art. 33.), and we accordingly have TlJJ^. The same

holds good in all other cases (Artt. 93. 94.)

15. Any word, preceding one or other of these affixes,

may be considered as in the state of construction with it,

and therefore subject to all those changes in the vowels,

to which words so situated are (Art. 143. 3.). The only
difference is, that, instead of the latter word (here the

pronoun) being written at length, it has been abbreviated.

16. The following examples will shew the application

of these Inseparable pronouns to nouns both singular, and

plural ; masculine, and feminine. No example of the dual

is given, because it will always take the affixes proper for

the plural : as, DIJ'^J!/
two eyes, '^J'ly my eyes, &c.

Examples of a noun, masculine, in both numbers, with

the pronominal affixes.

Sing. Masc. UTp a horse.

1 pers. sing. com. P^^ my horse.

2 masc. 'IP'^P, or H^PID, % Aom.
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2 fem.

3 masc.

.3 .... fem.

1 pers. plur. com.

2 masc.

2 ........ fem.

3 masc.

3 fem.

Plur. Masc.

1 pers. sing. com.

2 masc.

2 fem.

3 masc.

3 fem.

1 pers. plur. com.

2 masc.

2 fem.

3 masc.

3 fem.

Example of a noun,

the pronominal affixes.

Singular.

1 pers. sing. com.

2 pers. sing. masc.

2 fem.

3 masc.

3 fem.

1 pers. plur. com.

2 masc.

2 fem.

thy horse.

iDip, or f\D^D, his horse.

<^p^D, rarely np^D, ^er Aorse.

IJDID our horse.

U P^U your horse.

I j^P' ^j/owr horse.

CpiD, poeticfe* i^piD iheir horse.

IP'^D^ or njpiD, their horse.

Dp'lD horses.

piU my horses.

^'PID ihy horses.

i.P'^ thy horses.

Vp')0, ox ^D^D, his horses.

O'Q^^ her horses.

l2 U^U our horses.

CJ DID your horse.

Ij^ P^P your horses.

DH^pID' or, poetic^, lO'^D'^D their horses.

JH'^pID their horses.

feminine, in both numbers, with

^ryyST\\ my law.

"^Pl"^^ thy law.

in'iin, or nnnin, /,, ns hw.

nnnln
, rarely, '^^"J'^^ , her, its law.

^^'Q'X^Ty^ourlaw.

DDri J liM your law.

Y^Tyy^Ty your law.

* By ^^pnefice
"

is meant the higher kind of style only; (here being neither

poetry as measured verse, nor, as fiction, in the Hebrew Bible,

t Tlie final n becomes n by Art. 143. 4.
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3 masc. ^DT'^ poeticb. I^^l^l^'l^ ,
their law.

3 fem. l]^")"^^!, rarely njjnnin, <Air /aw.

Plural. ili")i]1 laws.

1 pers. sing. com. ^illllil mi/ laws.

2 masc. ^'^JHlTn ^^j, /au;s.

2 fem. '^^r^I'liin J or '^5'It thy laws.

3 masc, VTjiniil , or IHililn his, its laws.

3 fem. 7rii")i]n ^er, YWa;s.

1 pers. plur. com. '-
"

' ' '*^ our laws.

2 masc. uJ J^ 11 ijn j/owr /fltos.

2 fern. ]J5'^ni")iri ^oMr /aw5,

3 : masc. Dn^pllin? or, poeiichf ^7y*~ their laws.

3 fem. in'T)"'"''^^ their laws.

17. Nouns ending in ^r take the affix -^H- instead of ^, or

n
,
in the third person singular masculine, rejecting first their final

letter H: as,
rihv a leaf; =<nby his leaf;

Hlb afield; ^Hlb

his field. In like manner they reject their finalletter, when they

receive the feminine affix of the same person, which is either

^,7 or H: as, HTO afield; ^'}^ her field ; nnpp an accident;

nn,7 her accident, Ruth ii. 3
;
nsnp an appearance ; ^^^)^ its

appearance.

Anomalies.

18. '^f^ Msflock (of sheep), Deut. xxii. 1, from ntj?, or H!;.!!?.

The affix ^n is occasionally found attached to other nouns : as,

^'^j??^^''^ his concubine, Judg. xix. 24 : 'Jniob his yoke, Nah. i. 13 ;

^"^7''^ ^"* %^^ Job XXV. 3. And also with plurals : as, in''nl2a

his heroes, Nah. ii. 4.

19. The following examples are also anomalous. 2 Pers. masc.

^"t^n Ps. X. 14. 2 Pers. fem. Tf^p??^?? thy third part, with

''inserted, Ezek. v. 12; "^1?^^ giving thee, lb. xxiii. 28 ;
Wv3 for

7^ v3 the whole of it.

Of the first person plural, ^3Jp^lD our acquaintance, Ruth iii. 2 ;

^^IJ'^p oMr substance. Job xxii. 20. Of the second fem. ^J^O'^T

your baseness, Ezek. xxiii. 48.

Of the third masc. Dl'^? all of them, 2 Sam. xxiii. G. Of the

third fem. HJ^rbs the whole of them. So Gen.xli. 21
; n32^-).p for

7?")P the midst of them.

G
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With Nouns PluraL

20. 1 Pers. sing. "'^^''T?? ,
for ''p m;^ , my testimonies^ Ps. cxxxii. 12.

The union vowels of the affix of the 3 fern. sing, are sometimes

contracted: as, "^{li^'Q^?, for 'H^pi^'DM, {ArU 87. 3,) thy sisters,

Ezek. xvi. 52, &c., in which case the
^ Yod is dropped. This

sometimes takes place with the masc. pronoun : as, ^HiS^S thy

strokes, for ^'^p'^Sp, Deut. xxviii. 59. So HDpsbia thy mes-

sengers, Nah. ii. 14. It. 2d fern. n^D'^HinpS your 'pillows. Of
the 2d. masc. ^niy^lD^ri his henejits, Ps. cxvi. 12, of the

Chaldaic form : H^n^bw their entablatures. 3d. fern. W^^7.^^^ ^*'

galleries; n3n*'jD'')f their bodies, Ezek. i. 11, &c.

21. The affix 2.3 of the 2d pers. plur. masc. is, in one instance*

preceded by (t) ;* as, Cp'^ri'^^'l-'fp your dispersions, Jer. xxv. 34.

These may all perhaps be errors either of transcription, or of the

press.

22. The
, which precedes the affixed pronouns in the plural

numbers of nouns, is frequently dropped : as, ^,5'11 ,
for ^"'j?!^ ,

thy Tvays, &c., by Art. 72. But, many of these anomalies will

come under the rules detailed in Art. 139. 7, and will, therefore,

be rather apparent than real ; others, perhaps, are the mere mistakes

of the copyists.

N.B. The demonstrative and other separable pronouns will be

given when we come to treat on the particles.

LECTURE VI.

ON THE PARTS OP SPEECH IN GENERAL, AND ON THE NOUN
IN PARTICULAR.

145. Having laid down and exemplified the general

principles
of syllabication, the terminating syllables

adopted for the state of construction, the duals and

plurals masc. and fem., as found to prevail in this

* In some editions regularly
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Language ;
we may now consider its different parts of

speech, shew what their primitive forms apparently were,

and how they seem to have been derived from one

another.

1. The Hebrew language is, like all others, found to

consist of nouns, verbs, and particles,* so arranged in

sentences as to convey to the mind such ideas, or notions,

as are intended to be communicated by any Speaker or

Writer. Of these, the third person singular masculine

of the verb has generally been taken as the Root, or

theme, from which the others have been derived. For

my own part, I believe the noun ought rather to be

considered as the Root; not only, because the learner

may by this means be enabled more clearly to see how
the conjugations of the verbs are carried on, but also,

because he can ascertain, with a much greater degree
of precision, the force of all those nouns which have

hitherto been considered as branches of the verb. Again,
there are whole classes of the verb, which do not exhibit

the root fully in the third person singular masculine of

the preterite : and these comprehend all those, which

have either 1, or ^, for the middle radical letter; which

are found complete in the noun, but defective in the verb.

In some others, indeed, the noun appears in a defective

form ; but, in such cases, it is not found complete in the

verb. Again, the variation found to prevail in the last

vowel of the preterite, is more naturally accounted for in

the noun than in the verb ; and, it is the fact, that a

noun having the same vowel is very often found to

exist. Besides, the participial and other nouns, which

have no tenses in themselves, are much better understood

The Arabian, and Jewish, grammarians comprehend in these, all the other

parts of speech, generally, of the grammars of Europe.

G 2
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when considered as derived from the primitive nouns,

than as derived from the verbs. Add to this, the circum-

stance, that a verb in the state of conjugation either is,

or must be considered as, compounded with a pronoun ;

and, therefore, in a state unfit to be taken as a primitive

word. It is when found without these pronouns, as well

as every other adjunct, and in its simplest form, that we

can fairly consider any word as a root;^ and, this we

contend, is the more natural way to proceed. Induced

by these considerations we give the noun the first place in

the etymology.

On the Nature, Signification, and Forms of Words generally,

146. Words are nothing more than sounds, simple or

compound, which have been adopted in order to repre-

sent the ideas conceived in the mind of one person, to

that of another. Whether any of these were first im-

* The school of Basra hold the same opinion, with reference to the Arabic.

See Ebn Farhat on this subject in M. de Sacy's Gram. Arabe, vol. i. p. 229,

note. M. de Sacy himself thinks, it will come to much the same thing, whether

we consider the infinitive form as the root, or whether we take the third person

singular of the masculine preterite, because the one may be termed the logical

root, the other the etymological one, lb. p. 197. But why, it may be asked, are

we to have two forms of the root for the same word ? And why may not that,

which is termed the logical root, be also considered as the etymological one ? If

the one presents a form more simple than the other, which is the fact. Why,
I want to know, may not the less simple be considered as derived from the

other ? I must confess, whatever the school of Koufa may think of it, that

of Basra appears to me to have reason on its side in this question ; and to their

opinion I am therefore compelled to subscribe ; which M. De Sacy has also

done at p. 128, note cr, of his second vol. See al^o the Mikhlol of Kimkhi,
fol. sp verso, cited hereafter. Art. 182, 2, note. I use the small edition of

1545. See also Le Couh de Gebelin, Monde Primitif. vol. iii. pp. 55, 56, 80,

&c. ; Mr. Forster's Essay on Sanscrit Gram., p. 540; Caroli Aurivillii Dis-

sertationes Goet. 1790, p. 376, &c. It is a curious fact, that in the Burman,
verbs are nothing more than participial nouns conjugated with the pronouns.
See Carey's Grammar of the Burman, p. 79, &c. See also Humboldt on the

Chinese, Journal Asiatique, vol. iv. p. 115.
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parted to man by the Creator, or whether he had only

the powers given sufficient for appropriating such sounds

to the purposes of life, it is impossible now to say : nor

is it very important ; for, in either case, their adoption

will be traced to the appointment of the Deity, either

mediately, or immediately. From what is revealed in

the Scriptures, however, I am inclined to believe, that it

was an immediate appointment, as far at least as the

necessities of society at first went ; leaving to man's inge-

nuity the further extension and cultivation of this power,
as the increasing wants or refinements of life might

suggest. If then the boon was immediate, nothing can

be more probable, than that the use of words would be

regulated by some analogy ; which, it is likely, would

also have been the case, liad unassisted reason been left

to shift for itself. In any case, therefore, we might

expect to find, that some analogy had been resorted to in

the construction of language, whether we originally pos-

sessed the skeleton of it as given by inspiration, or, as

made by man for his own use. Things must have had

names ; and these must have been such, as would gene-

rally be allowed and understood, whether we can now see

their suitableness or not. Actions, and events, must

likewise have had names ; and, whether we can now see

the reason why certain words, or sorts of words, have

been adopted for these purposes, or not ; it must be next

to certain, that there once was an immediate cause both

for their adoption and forms.

2. If, then, this be the true state of the case, it may
be worth while to consider, in the next place, how the

primitive significations of words would, in process of time,

be varied, in order to meet the necessities which would

daily arise. Let us first take the word '^^n walking,

going, proceeding. This, we can suppose, was the name
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given to that sort of action, by which a person removes

himself from one place to another. If, then, we add

another word, or words, the whole may now mean, pro-

ceeding toivards^ either as a friend or an enemy \from,
with, &c., with the additional notions of co-operation^

resistance, haste, delay, or the like. This action might,
in the next place, be applied to the mind, and then

signify its progress, improvement, general conduct, con-

versation, &c., and, in such acceptations is this word

used. Hence Enoch is said to have walked with God,

D^n^.^?^-niSt "Jli^n '^r\ry\ Gen. v. 22. Again, it might
be apphed to any thing, in the sense of progress ;

and

this might be understood to intimate, either increase, or

decrease: as, ^"TOl '^I'lS'l '^Sil, Gen. xxvi. 13. So, he

proceeded, proceeding and becoming great, \,e, gra-

dualhj. And, lb. viii. 3, &c. :i^^^ "^iSl D^^H ^2W'^^

')"lpn!l ^^d the waters returned proceeding
and returning, so they decrease, &c. And, accord-

ingly, this word is often used in the sense of proceeding

gradually,^ Again, let us take the word nS^ rising,

mounting up, &c. This, with certain adjuncts, may
signify, to become superior to, or, to get the upper hand

of, another ; to conquer him, to humble him ; also to

excel in state, dignity, power, &c. : the being conversant

upon, or about, any thing : being near a place or thing,

before, it, or, as we say in Enghsh, over against it : also,

over, and above, implying excess; being incumbent upon,
as a duty, &c., all of which might arise out of the primi-
tive word, by considering it either in its proximate or

remote bearings : and such are the acceptations, in which,

in one form or other, it is actually found.

* So also the Persian <^ <^*^ going going, for gradually. So Virgil,

Vires acquirit eundo.
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3. If then we can conceive, how words would thus be

made to vary from their primitive significations, in con-

sequence of their different bearings, as just noticed
; we

shall find no
diflflculty

in seeing, how the cause heginning,

continuation, completion, consequence^ &c. of any action,

may likewise be intimated by such M'ords, as also the

ability, duty, right, will, endeavour, custom, occasion,

permission, or notification, &c. which may also be inti-

mated, or implied, by their various forms ; and this in

their more remote significations, according to the Gram-
marians and Commentators,^ has actually taken place in

very many instances in the Hebrew ; as, indeed, it has, in

a greater or less degree, in all languages ; which however

is nothing more, than what the necessity of the case

absolutely requires.

4. The law, or necessity, by which this variety has

been brought about, has, for the sake of convenience,

been termed Tropology ; and this, again, has, for the

same reason, been divided into Metonymy, Irony,

Metaphor, and Synecdoche. Metonymy respects cause,

and effect; subject, and adjunct: Irony, contrariety :

MetAFUOR, comparison : Synecdoche, distribution, as to

the whole with reference to its parts, the genus to its

species, the material, to the thing composed out of it,

&c. For a full account of which, the reader is referred

to the second volume of the Philologia Sacra of Glassius,

or the work of Storr ; books which every student of the

Hebrew Language ought to have at hand.

5. Let it be remembered, however, we are not to

recur to these figures, for the mere purpose of reconciling

any passage of Scripture^ with our own preconceived

* See Glass. Philolog. Sacr. Ed. Dathe. p. 178249. &c. Storr. Observ.

p. 1, &c.
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notions. It must appear clearly from the context, con-

sidered in conjunction with the character of the writer

we may be consulting, whether such figure has really

been used, or not ; otherwise, we shall make the sacred

writers talk like madmen; and shall, perhaps, extract

from the same writer, nay the very same passage, the

most incongruous, and discordant notions.

6. When, therefore, we have to ascertain the meaning
of any given word, or phrase, we must carefully consider

whether the primitive, or some derived, signification is

to be taken. When the primitive and literal acceptation
of such word will answer our purpose ; our work is done,

and we need proceed no further : but, when this is not

the case, we must try in what way our principles will

help us : e.g. We find in Job ii. 9, the following passage,
which has given considerable trouble to the Translators,

and Commentators : H^J D^Ti'??. "^"l?, w^hich in our

authorised version is,
'' Curse God and die." The word,

about which the principal difficulty is found here to

have arisen, is "^15 ^^^ best explanation I can give
is this : T^l, used as a verb, seems first to have been

applied to camels, hneeling down to receive their

hurdens.^ Hence, perhaps, arose the idea of suhmission

in kneeling, when receiving something from a superior :

and hence, also, that of receiving a blessing; and,

actively, giving or bestowing one : also, to ask or receive

a blessing on departing, &c. To this H^^jP, lightness,

is opposed, as implying a curse, Gen. xxvii. 12, &c. In

the next place, D^i7N may signify either afalse, ox a true

* See the Sihah of Jauhari and the Kdmoos under this word, which give

5U^U ^Jbpl increase, and Xfc)U>Lj)
^^/ppiwess, &c., as its meaning, &c. See

also Gen. xxvii. 36, Jos. xv. 19, &c.
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God : either God, or an Idol. In the passage in question,

it is impossible that curse can be meant. (See my note

on the place.) False God, or Idol, must, therefore, have

been intended by the sacred writer. There is no neces-

sity here, therefore, for having recourse to a contrary

signification.* Storr (p. 37 8.) has taken it in the

sense of bidding farewell, and hence of forsaMng and

giving up, Parkhurst, with some of his school, has

taken it as an ironj/ here, which is hardly necessary.

What has now been said, is intended to refer to un-

augmented words generally. On the augmented ones

we shall have something to offer hereafter.

7. With reference to the forms of Hebrew words, the

student will readily perceive, that, if the root in its

simplest form, which is constant, will always represent

a certain class of words ; then, upon any augmentation

being made, either in its vowels, or consonants, or both ;

other forms will be produced, which may, severally, repre-

sent words of other classes, each having meanings, or

shades of meaning, peculiar to themselves : and, such is

actually the case.

8. If then this be the fact; we can adopt certain

words representing the various forms found to prevail :

and these we can use, like the formulae of Algebra, to

designate whole classes of other words having the same

forms. Thus, Tp?, may be put for any word, having
the vowel Pdtkakh only, between its first and second

radical letters. In like manner '^J^^, Ip^, li?^'* ^y

represent any others, having a Kholem, T%ere, or Khirik,

* Words, however, will occasionally have contrary significations : so <J^<^>

is taken to signify baseness, in a bad sense; and humility, in a good one. See

the Moallakah of Antara by Menil and Wilmet, p. 135. The same is the case

with many other Arabic words. See also the Notae Miscellaneae appended to

the Porta Mosis by Pococke, cap. ii.
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in the same place, respectively ; and these are the forms

of primitive nouns, generally, having an abstract sig-

nification.^ In the next place, Ip.^, "Tfp^^ ; '7j?.lD, ^')j7?,

&c., or, w^ith one or other of the letters *'il55.?D added,

as, nipij, "Tj^5P, &c., may represent other classes of

words, and may each be severally put down as a formulae

for such class of words. And, again, as the roots of

words, in Hebrew, always consist of three letters, the

servile letters, or vowels, being constant ; these formulae

can always be applied.

9. In the Rabbinic grammars, dictionaries, and com-

mentaries, the word 7^3, with its variations, is taken

as the common measure of other words ; but, as great

* This is also true of Arabic words of these forms : as, ^-^ comprefierision,
so s cf '

\^ knowledge, (^f*^^^ beautt/ ; where the adscititious s tanwm, maybe con-

r .
sidered as equivalent to our Hebrew euphonic Segol. We must carefully bear

in mind, however, that, although words of this form will generally be abstract

in sense, they will not necessarily always have an active signification. For

example,^ S-V^* will mean Zaid's striking, i. e. either the striking which he

receives, or gives ; passively or actively, objectively, or sidjectively, as the context

may require. In such cases, the abstract noun S-^*^ striking, may be con-

sidered as equivalent either to a passive, or active participle ; and then, the

abstract may be said to occupy the place of a concrete noun: as, in Gen.

xxxi. 42, pTO! "rns the fear of Isaac, i. e. the object of Isaac's fear, his God ;

which, in the parallel passage, is, ^4^ "ij'', my Father's God. So also again in

ver. 53, lb., where it is similarly explained. In Rom. ii. 26, iii. 30, the

Gentiles are, in like manner, termed dicpo/SvoTia, and the Jews Trepirofir), i. e.

uncircumcised, and circumcised, respectively. These considerations will occa-

sionally affect the verbs, so that the active form will have a passive sense and

vice versa, of which examples will be given hereafter. See Viger on the Greek

Idioms, Cap. v. i. Ed. 1813. Hence the various acceptations of diKaioo-vvij

in the New Testament. See also Storr, p. 201, &c. This usage prevails

more or less, perhaps, in all languages : and. till within a few years, nobody

questioned its propriety in our own. But, no sooner had this infinitive or

abstract noun been mistaken for an active participle, than such phrases as

Zaid's striking, in a passive sense, was supplanted by the barbarous, Zaid is

being struck.
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inconvenience arises from the use of this word, on account

of the medial V, we have, with Schroederus and others,

taken IpD, not that it is entirely unexceptionable, there

being one of the riDDl^^l letters, both as its initial and

final letter ; but because it is sufficiently easy of appli-

cation for our purpose.
147. It will appear from what has been said (Artt. 75.

76. 77. &c.) that primitive nouns originally consisting

of three radical letters, may frequently be found with

two only ; and there are cases, to be noticed hereafter,

in which we have but one. Making these allowances,

therefore, the forms of all nouns will be, either Simple,

Augmented, or Compounded,
2. The simple forms, as already noticed (Art. 146. 8.)

will consist of the radical letters (supposing none of them

to have been dropped, as just mentioned) accompanied

by one or two vowels.

3. The augmented forms of nouns will exhibit one, or

other, of the simple forms, augmented either by the

reduplication of its middle radical letter by Ddgesh, or

by the addition of one, or more of the letters, found in

the technical term ''^^3?^f^, or, by both taken together.

4. Compounded words are those which are formed by
the combination of one, or more, words, simple or aug-

mented, written together as one, contracted however, or

abridged, as the rules may require.

5. The simple forms may be divided into two classes,

the first of which may, from their peculiarities, be termed

Segolate; the second. Primitive
, nouns, only.

6. By Segolate nouns is meant, nouns which, in ad-

dition to their primitive vowel, generally introduce an

additional () for the sake of Euphony (Art. 108.). In

the other class of Primitive nouns, this does not take place.

7. We shall first consider the different sorts of Sego-
late nouns, and then proceed to the others, whether
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simple, augmented, or compounded ; giving, at the same

time, the forms which they severally assume in the plural

number, w^hen in the state of construction, whether

singular or plural, and when having any one of the

pronouns attached to them.

148. The forms of the primitive Segolate nouns are

the following : viz. I. I^S ; the alternate form of which

is, ^p.9, or ^Y^ : II. liPDi alt. Ip.^i : III. ^^% alt.
1j7..9* :

IV. -rp?, altVlp?:"v. ^ip^, ait. Tp? :' "all these are

generally abstract in signification ; and, in the first or

leading form, have the accent on the penultimate (Art.

117.1.).

2. Now, as the pronunciation of these leading forms

of words would, in many cases, be exceedingly difficult ;

an additional vowel, () Segol, for the most part, is

introduced, for the purpose of obviating this difficulty

(Art. 108.) : e.g. instead of saying ^^^, (where it would

scarcely be possible to enounce the "T), by introducing

(v) we shall have Tj^S : and, again, in order to avoid the

concurrence of two dissimilar vowels, the former will also

become (.) : and then we shall have ^^p.^, instead of

*TpS . Hence we have "H/^, for \^^, a Inns': "IDD, for

"15P, or "l^p, a hooh ; and so of the rest. In some cases,

however, where no difficulty of pronunciation would arise,

the 'primitive form is retained : as, '^^. a valley; ii^tOH

sin; *|"jp. nard; O^p justice, which last also occurs with

(v) : as, tD^*p, Ps. Ix. 6; and again, in the alternate

form, 10'^ [>\ ban. ii. 47, iv. 34.

3. In all cases, in which this class of words will, by
the accidence of Grammar, receive s^uy asyllabic augment,
no necessity will exist for this Euphonic vowel

;
and

* As the vowels () and (-). (-) and (-), may here be considered, re-

spectively, as identical; the number of the forms will be reduced to four : viz.

I. ^;7B, alt. ir_B: II.
"]i?e, n|7B : III. 7)7B, n;?B : IV. Ipb, npp. See also Hoffmann's

Syr. Gram., p. 239, &c., Halle, 1827.
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then, either the primitive, or the alternate form, of the

word will be used : as 13?^ Ms king ; ''5?5 Mngs (in

construction) ; and, D**? /^ (from the alternate form

'^'pp) kings, when not in the state of construction. So

also in the feminine form, HSyD a queen, which in the

plural number will take the alternate form ^'ip^P , from

^7^, as before. The (-) becomes (t) Kdmets, by Artt.

97. 136. So also ipjt^ his shoulder, from D?^
shoulder; ili^lj^ his holiness, from ^7l?' '^^^ accent

being removed, causes the first vowel to become imper-

fect (Art. 33. &c.) In the singular number, however,

none of these segolate nouns undergoes any change when

placed in the slate of definite construction; excepting

those only which have either 1, or ^
, for their middle

radical letter (Art. 143. 6.).

4. As we have already laid down the rules relating to

the formation of the feminine gender of nouns (Art. 135.),

of the dual and plural number (Artt. 138, 139, &c.), of

the state of construction fArt. 143.), and have given tables

of the inseparable pronouns, as affecting the forms of the

nouns (Art. 145. 5.) ; it is now our intention to shew in each

form, as far as it may be necessary, in what way the vowels

are affected by these circumstances. We have chosen

this method of detailing what has usually been termed the

mutationes punctormn, because it appears to be the only

one likely to be of any service to the Student. In the

grammars of Buxtorf, and others of his school, it was cus-

tomary to give a considerable number of rules on this

subject, with examples ;
and then to leave the Student to

make his way as well as he could. But, as the analogy
of the syllabication^ and of the forms of words, are the

only sure guides ; little use could be made of those rules,

until the Learner had become familiar with these ; and,

when this was done, the rules themselves were almost
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useless. In some of the more elaborate grammars of

modern Germany, the analogy is first taught, and then

the nouns are divided into a certain number of declensions.

This, however, seems to be labour thrown away; for,

when the Student is once made acquainted with the

general laws of syllabication, and the forms of words, a

further classification of these forms, must rather tend to

confuse than to instruct him. But, supposing this not to

be the case, still the labour is greatly multiplied , and, as

far as I can see, for no useful purpose.
I was agreeably surprised to find, upon turning over

the Rabbinic grammars of D. Kimkhi, and of some of

those who succeeded him, that, under the forms of the

nouns, the changes of the vowel-points were in all cases

given ; which, indeed, had appeared to me the most

rational way of proceeding. In conformity with this

principle, then, it is my intention to proceed to the

classification of the nouns, beginning with those termed

Segolate, and giving all that appears to be necessary for

the information of the Student ; adding, at the same

time, such notes on the different forms as the circum-

stances of each case may seem to require. Having already

given a classification of the forms of the Segolate nouns,
we shall now proceed to exemplify them.

Tabular View^ exhibiting the Grammatical Accidence^ as to the

vowels, forms of construction, plurals^ S^c, of the First

Species of Segolate Nouns, of the equivalent forms *7pS,
1155 , or IjJ?), Art, 148. 2.

Forms. Examplbs. State of Construction.
Prtinitive. Usual Do. Fern. Gen. Masc. Pern.

or Alternate Form,

*?P_5, *Ip.$, ip|, a man (Chald. Syr.) "),3|, none.
or

"^l?.?. *^i?.?. ^t^j^, a writing. ^n?, none.
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5. The Absolute masculine plurals (Art. 139. 4.) of all

Segolate nouns, except those only which have (i) Kholem

for one of their vowels, take the form of D'^lfr? > feminines,

take that of nilgS. In the first case, therefore, we shall

have D"^P^5j and in the feminine n1^7p, from the

alternate forms (Art. 148. 1.). And, so of all the others,

whether of the masculine, or feminine, gender, with

the above exception. The plural form for construction

with other nouns, or, with any of the inseparable

pronouns, will follow the primitive form of these words

(lb. 3. and Art. 143. 7.) In the examples given above,

we shall have '^JS/O, masc, and ni!p7P, fem., for the

plural forms of construction. But, ^H?, and "15^ ^^

not occur in that situation. It should be observed, how-

ever, that the Chaldaic and Syriac forms, IpjJ, or
*Tfj!^?,

are to be referred sometimes to one class, and sometimes to

another, of the Segolate nouns : thus, ")5P is manifestly

of the class 1P5, the plural being l''13p, and ^J"15P;
but ^r?5 belongs to 7i??> ^^^ plural of construction,

no less than the forms found with the pronouns being

^IP? : as, iSP5 his silver ; D*}^gP3 their pieces of
silver. But these particulars are^ learned best from the

Dictionary and usage.

6. The regular forms for the affixed pronouns, singular

and plural, of the first form, are, I^S/P, ^5/*?, ^^{^9

D.T3^?5, D^O^P, IJ'S^p, 0^3^?' ^^^> ^y anology,

though not occurring in the text, ^?7?^ "T^f???* ^^' ^^

that the plural of construction, that used in connexion

with the pronouns of the second, and third, persons mas-

culine, and feminine, plural, will follow the primitive

forms of these nouns ; in all the other cases, they will

follow the alternate form, IjP?), or "Tp^^, due regard being

had to the laws of syllabication.
7. It should be remembered, that in every case in which a
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guttural letter is the second, or third, of such word
;
the accom-

panying, or preceding, vowel may be (-); as, ^"jlT an arm (Art. 108.).

For a list of nouns of this form, see the " Arcanum Formarum" of

Simonis, p. 307, &c. The Dictionary will also supply them.

8. It should also be observed, that some Segolate nouns are, in

their original forms, of the feminine gender (Art. 135. 5.): and

that, generally, words do not, from masculines, receive the termina-

nation H
, as distinctive of that gender, except such as relate to

sex. Abstracts are, nevertheless, often of the feminine form.

9. A considerable number of defective words are Segolates ; of

which, the following belong to this class, in particular : Hl^ death

(prim. rilP, Art. 108.), which, in construction, or with the pro-

nouns, will take the form ^lin
(Art. 143. 6.): as, '^^J^ riijS the

death of the child. Gen. xxi. 16. So inia, nnia,' Dpil^, &c.,

and in the plural number, '''^U'^^, &c.
; ^Ij? iniquityy fem. '^i^l? ^^*

and contr. ^2'^^; '^''^ an age, generation (prim. ITl Arab.

j^ Art. 87. 1.). i'^i'^I, &c.

10. Examples with a medial "^

: TJ? (prim. T?, Arab. A)U5

hunting, fem. Hl''^ id. (Art. 87. 3.); ri?^ (prim. O"!^, Arab.

ci^), in constr. ri^^jn, with pron. 'i^''5, '^^"'2, &c. (Art. 143. 6. 7.).

The plural now in use, viz., C>"^TnS, ig evidently derived from some

other primitive. See my Lexicon, p. 81.

11. Nouns doubling the last radical letter: II a garden, prim,

P?, by (Art. 77.) fem. ^2^ id. (lb.) And, with the pronouns,

>^^^ i23l, &c., plur. abs. D''j?2, for 0^3221, and fem. rii2|, for ni^i^,
in order, perhaps, to avoid the too frequent recurrence of the same

sound. The form of construction, taken by the feminine, is ^??^,

instead of ^51, probably for the sake of variety. So "^^ pure

(prim. "^."l?i Arab. Jj) ; fem. nnS
,
for H^S (Art. 109.) purity. In

the plur. of constr. masc. "^"?.2 for ^"^S. The ^
being incapable of

receiving Dagesh,
12. With a medial "^ and final W;

W']t?7, prim, form, "IpQ, and

by apocope, '^'P (Art. 74.) vanity: fem. nWItt?
destruction, {Xvt.

87. 1.). So with
''j ^^^1 prim, form, as before, a valley. In constr.

W^S, and, by apocope, **l ; but, in construction, "^l.
; pi. ^^11^5, and

with the light affixes, 'T'^p'^^'^fl thy vallies.

J 3. With a final 1 or
*

: "12?, by apocope (prim. 17^^), eternity;

so ^nS, for *in
(Art. 87. 2.) a bulrush ;

^nb
swimming,

14. With a medial 3 : 'HS, for ^3S (Art. 76.), the nose, anger;
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with the pronouns, "ISW, 'Ff'W, '?, pi. VQ, T?, &c; and in

constr. ''??^. The absolute form of the plural does not occur : but

in the dual, we have D^p^ ;
which would have the same form, in

construction, and with the pronouns, as those given above.

For further examples of this sort, the Student is referred to the

*' Arcanum Formarum "
of Simonis, sectio v. throughout, or, to his

Lexicon.

149. 0/ the Second Species of Segolate Nouns, which may he

considered as nearly allied to the third.

Forms.
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K0n sin, is with the pronouns, i^f^H, Dj$tpn, &c. In

the plur. abs. D^'l^l^n, constr. ''i^^T^
: with the pronouns,

^K^n, irK^n, Di^ntpn, &c., and so on.

2. The nouns of this species are numerous. The following are

a few examples : V?P willy delight ; H^. i^leasurey also the proper

name of a place; ^^p a girdle; ^!pp fat. But ^^j^ a rod;

n?p the forehead ; ''^f^ understandings acutenesSt with some others,

takes the pronouns, &c. after the form IpS . as, ''^^tp /^i^ rod ;

in!^^ his forehead; v?^ ^"* understanding. From ^ij.? ,
which also

occurs of the form
^1?.?? ,

we have "HIJ^P.? thy vestiges, Jer. xiii. 22
;

and, in construction, in the feminine gender
^ '2p^ ; but these may,

possibly, be derived from different primitives.

3. The following are a few of the defective nouns, which seem

to belong to this species : ^^l a fleece ; (prim. T?,rl
Art. 77), fem. n-T2l

for n-J5 , constr. ri-T2
, masc, in constr.

^,:T2 cuttings ;
H'na fem. the

cud (prim. 1"]?1) ; "jip the palate (prim. "H^H, Art. 76.), with the

pronouns '^Jpn J T[^n, DSn, &c. For further examples, see the

" Arcanum Formarum," p. 826, &c.

4. Chalda'ic and Syriac words often occur of the form "Tp.? : as

^p^ ;
Heb. form HPi? silver; "hJ?^ counsel. So, in Hebrew, riSt^

instead of ^^^ elevation. See the " Arcanum Formarum," pp.

309,310.

Of the Fourth Species of Segolate Nouns.

151. This, according to our arrangement, will com-

prehend all primitive nouns of the forms IpsJ, and Tj^.?*

but of the latter no examples occur.

Forms. Examples. In Constrdction.

Primitive. Usual. Fem. Masc. Fem.

'^TSl. excellence. ^^JT-' ^^l> ^?-^^

2. Here, as before, the plurals, &c., are regularly formed : as, pi.

abs. masc. Q'*?'?? ,
fem. ntpj^^ the pi. masc. of construction does

not occur in this example : but, for the fem. we have i^^^? . The

only instance in which this word occurs, with the pronoun, is Job

xxxi. 20, "^^^r' . So "TJJ?. a vow ; pl^ justice^ righteousness ; ^U^.

learning ; '^^J? confidence ; to which many more may be added.

Of the Defective nouns, ^""^ (1^??) a city, pi. C^7? for D"^'^;?
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(Art. 75.); **? the mouth (prim. ^^^5, the latter H being dropped,
Art. 74, and the first changed to

"^

(Art. 80.). So with the pronouns :

NQ for >JQ (Art. 75.) mrj mouth ; ^^? thy mouth ; ^l""? A* mouth, &c.

and, in the fem. plur. Hi^B mouths ; masc. ^''3 . The Learner

should be informed, however, that it is often extremely difficult to

say, to which of the forms such words as these belong ; and, as it is

of no very great importance to which they are attached, we shall

on every occasion offer but a very few.

Of the Fifth Species.

152. These have the primitive forms 7??^ ^^^ ^1??^
and constitute a considerable class of Nouns in the

Hebrew Language.
Forms.

Primitive. Usaal Do.

Ti?b, ni?^.
Alternate form.
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some instances, ll}'l'\^
has been thought to take the same

plural form : as, D^f^lj^, ^^IjP, &c., for D't^lR,, &c. But

in these cases, the primitive may have been of a different

form : if not, this vi^ord is occasionally anomalous, or else

is erroneously written. So, t^nif^ a roof, U^pl^, ^'i^"!^>

&c. ; but in construction '',^1^ : \^2i a threshing floor,

fern, makes its abs. pi. ni:"^^, for ril3n5
, by a similar

anomaly : and, in the pi. of construction, vi'e have also

nli'lll. From ^nj we have i7*T| his greatness; from

l^pp, "i^Pl?, his handful, by adopting the obhquely cor-

responding vowel.

4. When the middle letter happens to be a guttural, the euphonic

(
V

) becomes (
-

) (Art. 108.) : as, ^>^^ form, PU? a pustule, &c.y

while in some instances the ( ) remains : as, ^K^^ a tent ; IH^l the

ihumh.

5. In some cases, Kholem remains unchanged in the abs. pi. as,

CynV? ;
also with the pronominal affixes not termed grave : as,

tJ^hV?, VjpnM; but, in construction and with the erave affixes, the

first vowel becomes Kdmets Khdtuph : as, Vf7(? oliole, Dy2vJS'
&c. which is regular. D. Kimkhi takes it to be Kdmets,*

6. in^i the thumb, fem., forms the plural ^*'?'^r^, but does not

occur with any of the pronouns. In the same manner are formed

the plurals of J^^J splendour, and ^^^ front, presence: as, iTin^?

and ninD?
;

but these, according to D. Kimkhi, belong to some

other form of the singular (perhaps ^p"^^?, l*^?, &c.) ; as, '^^^^

Amos iii. 10.

7. A few peculiarities prevail in the word ti7W2l HI savour, which

deserve notice. Its original form seems to be ^^? ; but, with the

pronouns it is written *1^^?, ^?^^?, &c. in which the o is drawn

back (Art. 87. 5.). In the time of Kimkhi, however, it was irre-

gularly written '^^5 ^^^? ^'i^^ ^
quiescent in (t:), which in-

clined him to think that the singular form must have been ^^?.

* Michlol, fol. 'H, verso, which, according to him, is always the case when

a guttural letter occupies the place of the second radical : as in i^inw 'brw the

tents of Edorrii Ps. Ixxxiii. 7
; ^\^}X} '!'^3

the deflings of the priesthood, Neh. xiii.

29; nji? 'pn tuin roes, Cant. vii. 5; but ^pi^n lb. iv. 5, is, he thinks, derived

from a different primitive. I believe, however, that in the above cases, (t)

is Kdmets Khdtuph, to be read as Kholem ; and if so, there is no irregularity ia

the word, although there is a slight orie in the syllabication.
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8. In those cases in wliicli the last letter is a guttural, the sound

of is lost in the plural : as, HDl a spear, pi. ^^^?1 : but, with a

pronoun it returns : as, Dn''np'l their spears ; H^S a way, makes

nirrnM
pi, abs., but in construction ^"^^l?

9. Of the defective nouns, we have ^HPI for *^T}^ emptiness (Art.

87. 2.); ^^*?, for "in^l, waste; n^D (em. constr. for iTTJ^ bitter-

ness; to which others may be added.

10. These nouns are all regularly abstracts in signi-

fication (Art. 146. 8.) : and, in many instances, where

they appear not to be so, some translated sense takes its

place : as, y.Q a king, which originally meant possession^

dominion, or the like, but which, in process of time,

seems to have lost its primitive force. Perhaps it still

retains that sense in Proverbs xiv. 28.

*' In the multitude of people, is the glory o^ rule ;

But in the diminution of a nation, is the stroke of poverty."

In this case, "^70 is opposed to jiP, which seems to me
to shew, that rule, or dominion, is the sense in which it

ought to be taken. Some, indeed, have proposed to read

in prince, at the end of the second hemistich ; but this

will be unnecessary when we restore "^7^ to its primitive

signification. In like manner the word ^^llaLj Sultan,

which means power, rule, or the like, has been applied to

the Emperor of Constantinople ;
and in our own lan-

guage we use Justice, Magistrate, Lordship, and many
similar expressions, which were originally abstract nouns,

in the same manner. See also Hosea x. 15.

On the Forms of the Second Class of Primitive Nouns, ivhich

are not Segolate, and which are all Concretes in sense,

153. Having laid down the different forms and inflec-

tions of the primitive nouns termed Segolate, we now

come to others, also jnimitive, but which have not the
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peculiarity of punctuation found to prevail in them.

These nouns have invariably the tone-accent on the last

syllable : and, as it will be unnecessary to give the forms

of the plurals in all cases, of the noun when in the state

of construction, and when in connexion with the several

pronouns; we shall do this, by pointing out, in each case,

what vowels are mutable, and what are not so : giving, at

the same time, the reason of such mutability/, or immu-

tability, as the case may be. The following, then, are

the forms peculiar to this species of nouns : viz. L HpJ^ :

II. npa : III. ^[l^ : IV. TfJrS : V. Tf.^ : VI. Tjf? :

VII. lips : Vlli.' ^ip? : IX. li?.ia : X. ^ip^ : XI.

ni]^^.* The feminine forms will be given in their

places.
Forms. Examples.

Masc. Fein. Masc. Fem.

I-

"1i?2,
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'^'IZl'n, '^''7!-5*1'
^^' t^i'oughout. The same will hold good

in all similar forms, in which the vowels are by analogy,
as they are here, mutable*

3, In some instances the first (
t ) is immutable; but, in these, it is

believed to occupy the place ofW : as ^27^2 a horseman; Arab, ij^j^ 5

pi. D>tt7-)Q.r" r TT

4. Nouns of these forms are, in sense, Concretes, and
will therefore designate substances : as, Dl^ a man ;

*7'15 hail; y^'^ flesh: epithets; as, Djn wise man;
V^^ a wicJied man/^ In some cases they seem to be

abstract : as, S^^Il weeping ; tlJ^]J\ crying out, &c.
; but

this may have taken place by the operation of a meto-

nymy, just as the contrary effect sometimes does in the

Segolates (Art. 152. 10.).

Forms. Examples.
Masc. Fem. Masc. Fem.

HI. TiJ> nij?.9, or rr\p. -)1| a/ence, Hn^l, orr|-!;7^ id,

7?| stolen.
n'jlil id.

IV. Tj7.9, nijP.S, or rinp.tj. b\7\ howling, rh^^ darkness.

n^VJ!/ idleness.

once f^'^
/p.5. ni^FDj heaviness.

5. In these forms, which are very nearly related to each

other, the second vowel is, generally, immutable, the first

not so: as, ni| his fence ; TTJ*!-? thy (iem.) fences ;

n'n*r| herfences; pi. fem. ill"]*!! fences. Yet pi. constr.

is nillil, b"}):, fem. n^^ir, constr. masc. h^V,, and
'^nj!/;

masc. pi. constr. ^T]il uncircumcised, seems to bid defiance

to all analogy. The probability is, however, that these

irregular forms are derived from other primitives. This

* Whether the Hebrews ever considered words of this kind as adjectives, as

we do, I very much doubt. But, whatever may be said on this subject, it is

much more convenient, in considering the structure of this language, to treat

them as epithets^ including a substantive together with their attributive pro-

perties, as in the English y/ord fool, &c. See the Syntax, Art. 217. 6; 219. &c.
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being known, the vowels proper for construction, &c., are

also known. In a few instances we have a ^ inserted :

as, n^^J littleness; vhl^ tranquillity; TW^h^ escape,
which seems to account for the attendant vowels being
immutable ; and also to suggest, that some affinity exists

between this and the next form.

6. The signification peculiar to theseforms, is that of

hahit, custom, passion, whence they have by some been
termed participles. Those of the third form are found

in words signifying feeling, perception, or the hke, and
are often used as roots of verbs, having this shade of

meaning : as, \^U willing; np^ rejoicing, &c.
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is perhaps only an imaginary one. To the two last he

ascribes the sense oipast time, as if the action, of which

this form is usually said to present the object, took

place at some distant period ; but innumerable instances

may be pointed out, in which it has either a present, or a

future, signification, according to the context. The
truth seems to be, each of them implies habit, custom,

&;c., of such action, &c., as the root may signify ; and,

that in some roots, the one form is found to prevail ; in

others, the other.

Forms
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vowel will remain unchanged under all circumstances.

The reason is : these vowels, standing for ^, or \ are the

characteristics of these forms.

LECTURE VII.

OF THE AUGMENTED HEBREW NOUNS.

154. Having now considered the Primitive nouns of

both kinds, we may proceed to the Augmented ones,

which may be classed under four heads. I. Those found

to double any letter, or syllable ; which may hence be

termed reduplicated, II. Those that are augmented

by one, or more, of the letters, contained in the technical

word '^I!^??^?^^ I have believed; reduplicating, or not, at

the same time, any of their letters, or syllables. III.

Nouns compounded of two or more others ; each of which

may be otherwise augmented, or not : and, IV. Foreign
words.

2. It is evident that, whenever any addition is made to a word,

some modification will be made in its sense. The great difficulty,^

however, consists in determining the law by which this process

of augmentation is carried on
;

and thence in ascertaining the

precise force of every form thus modified : and, it must be con-

fessed, that, although a considerable number of instances occur in

most languages, in which we can clearly perceive a peculiar force

attendant on certain specific forms
; yet, there are others in which

no such power is discoverable ;
others again, in which one form is

used for another, and even different forms linked together in the

same phrase, and found corresponding to one another, in the

parallel parts of the same context. To this may be added the

figures of speech, which exercise a very considerable influence on

the significations
of words, and conspire very much to disconcert

both the Learner, and the Learned, in enquiries of this nature.

Still, we must not throw away all the helps we have, merely
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because they will not conduct us to absolute knowledge in every

case: besides, further enquiry may throw much new, and even

sufficient, light on this subject. We shall, therefore, follow the

course just marked out, in detailing the forms of augmented
nouns.

3. Writers on this subject generally agree in the following

principles, viz. That, by augmentation will be expressed, either

intensity, frequency, duration, defect, or the like, of the action,

passion, habit, &c. contained in the signification of the primitive

word : that, in some instances, a word which is intransitive, will,

by adding a letter, become transitive : as in the English words,

rise, and raise ; which, in the Hebrew, will be given in DpTCfor ^^15),

and D?)p, or Dp'ip. A similar effect is produced in the Hebrew,

by prefixing a letter : as, D'^i^H ,
which will also signify raise, the

root being Dip rise. In many cases, however, as already remarked,

the real force of the augment is not perceptible ; and in these, we
must be content to abide by usage. As we proceed, however,

it is my intention to offer some conjectures on the origin of the

different augments ; and, should I not succeed in producing con-

viction, I shall nevertheless gain my point, in another respect,

namely, in impressing upon the Learner's mind, the different forms

with which he will meet. Besides, by attempting to ascertain what

these additional syllables really are, and what they mean, some

light may be thrown on the manner, in which language in general
has been constructed : which appears to have grown up, in a great

measure, out of necessity : so that words, which now exceed their

primitive length, have been made so, by the addition of others,

qualifying, or otherwise modifying, their significations, as cir-

cumstances have required. In process of time, many of these

additional words have become attached to others, and have been

so abbreviated, as greatly to obscure their original forms and

significations: e.g. The English word attempting, seems to be

compounded of at, (ad, whatever that word was originally) tempt,
and ing. The last component part is, probably, the same with the

Latin Ens, Greek ^v^ Sanscrit, or Persian an. Each part of this

whole word might originally have stood singly ;
but the whole is

now so compounded, as to stand for one. In such words also as

incomprehensibility, transubstantiation, &c., I suppose we have not

fewer than five, or six, primitive words confounded together
in one.
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4. The Greek and Latin prepositions, with which so many
words are compounded, were perhaps at first also significant

woi'ds: and, it appears to me probable, that their terminations

of case and gender, no less than the various additions found, in

the conjugations of their verbs, were all, at some time, significant

words ;
which have been so attached to the root, as to supply the

sense which these conjugations, &c. now bear. It may, indeed, be

impossible now to ascertain exactly what they were
; still, the

attempt to do so, could not but be attended with beneficial results.

To proceed: the following tables will exhibit the forms

with some examples of the first class of these nouns.

Of Reduplicated fFords, Intensitive, or otherwise modified in

their Signijication .

Forms. Examples.

Masc. Fem. Masc. Fem.

I-
Tj^^, n*TjT>J5, tl^^}! veri/ perverse, T\y},^ greatfolly.

or *Tj^J5,or ri*Ti^S>
*1B7

teaching.
TM122, baldness.

oi'''iii??' *^7^ quite dumb. ^\}'^^. prompt obedience.

5. To this form may be referred all those nouns, which, on

account of having a *, or ^, for their middle radical letter, and

therefore not convenient for reduplication (Art. 75.), double the

last : as, Pl^.l^ greatly desiring, fem.
; '^'l'^-"^^ ^d., root, P^"^ ; ^/-"^^

a sucking child, root v*)37 . The same form is also found in words

derived from roots, having the second and third radical letters the

same : as, Dpitt?, fem. HD^itt? desolate, desolation, root DDK?
. The

passive forms of these will be, Dpitt?, Prjj^, ^^i37. &c. Some

others double the last radical letter by Ddgesh : as, Ij^fJ? pl C"^?^!?,

small; l^iw a wheel, pi.
D^3GiS

; ICt^ a feld-mouse, pi. D^3pU7 ;

ipUme, pi. D'^a^t, &c.

6. Some one vowel will, in all these cases, necessarily be im-

mutable; the other occasionally so : e. g. '^y)P. &c., pi. abs, D'^tpl?!?

constr. ^pi?V . The pronouns, therefore, will be affixed accordingly.

Under this head may be placed all those verbal nouns, which are

generally arranged as the infinitives, &c., of the Pihel conjugation.

7. As this form is taken for the root of one of the species of the

ConjugatioHi some account should be here given of its force.
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It has been laid down as a rule, that verbs, intransitive

in the first species, will generally be transitive in this :

as, ipS he learned; 1^'? he taught. The same pro-

perty prevails in the Arabic : li^ he knew ; lie he taught^
' 'pa

This they term the transitive property; ^jiXll' The

other dialects also recognise this property.

8. Another property is, the becoming, either in reality,

or in estimation only, that which the primitive word

signifies : as, "133 he became, or, was adopted as, the

first-born, from the primitive lip^ first-born : but this

word, when used of trees as producing fruit, will mean

prematurity.
Under this head may be placed all those cases, in

which is intimated a Declaration, Announcement, Accu-

sation, &c., of what the primitive word signifies : as,

K^CP pronouncing, or accusing another of being, un-

clean; "into pronouncing another clean. So perhaps,

^l^U pronouncing, confessing, &c. sin. And hence by a

metonymy, expiating it.* These properties are termed

by the Arabian Grammarians, S^ changing^ ^juull

referring to, and ^>l!iil naming: as, 1, J,UJI ^^ the

l^lace became a garden, Jo^l ^^i the man became

BOWED, or bent like a bow. Where the Enghsh word

bowed, is similarly formed from bow : so, ]Sij ^LJuJ , /

vilified Zaidj i. e. pronounced him vile; ]Sjj y^, he

called Zaid an infidel; ^j^^ calling one a coward,

This last property is termed by the Arabic Grammarians C^l^ deprlva-

lion: as, <G'tUd- / skinned him, or deprived him of hia skin. Lumsden's Arab,

Gram., p. 178. See also his Pers. Gram., vol. i. p. 230.
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&c. Of this kind are, ^'Jl^t^i;^ they shall bless me. Gen.

XXX. 13 ; i. e. they shall declare that I am blessed ;

^j^.J!y^^V
he shall not mahe innocent, i. e. declare to he

so, Exod. XX. 7. The same may be said of all those

passages given in this form, in which God is said to have

hardened Pharaoh's heart. See Exod. iv. 21, ix. 12,

X. 20. 27, &c., compared with Exod. vii. 13, 1 Sam.

vi. 6, &c.=*

9. Another property of this form is, to intimate /w-

tensityy Abundance, or Frequency, of the action or passion

signified by the primitive word : "13^ ^^ broke; ^^^}

shivered, or broke, to pieces) npV it shot up, grew;

n^V it shot up quickly and abundantly. Equivalent

to this, is the property termed ^lil!!, or
'iyi , of the

Grammarians of Arabia : as, 5$.!^ he praised him very

* Hence from the noun P''!^ just, we have the verb in this form, viz. P"t? he

pronounced, esteemed, some oxxq just, i. e. he justified him, e. g. Jer. iii. 11,

n^M np^^ shejustified herself. See also Job xxxiii. 32, &c. See also Buxtorf's

Chaldaic and Talmudic Lexicon under Tn}. Greek verbs in a^w, iC<>>, even, ww,

dva, da>, ea, 6q>, &c. have frequently this force : so AiKai6<o, or AiKaiS), in the

New Testament ; so also 1 Cor. i. 20, ifiSpavep 6 0eos ttjv aocjiiav tov Koo-fxov,

TovTov, God hath made foolish, i. e. pronounced to be so, the wisdom of thi$

world. So also with the verb ttouq), which will give an equivalent sense,

John xix. 7, iavrbv viov rov GeoC eTroirjaev, He made hiinself the Son of God^

i. e. He declared himself to be so. In a similar manner the verbs pj he gavcy

appointed, and Dto he placed, laid down, &c., will intimate the mere declaration

of something done or to be done, e. g. Gen. xxvii. 37. vriDto T^a 1 have laid

//m down, declared him, great,
ib \*iin: vn^-brn^i ,

and all his brothers have I

given to him, i.e. have declared shall be his. See Gen. xxxv. 12, Comp,
Exod. xii. 25. So 1 Kings xxii. 23. IJ^^J

nil
rnn^ ]nD Jehovah hath given a spirit

of lying, i. e. has declared that it is so. See Prov. ix. 9, where ^n give, in the

first number, is explained by s?Tin, make known, in the second. See also Ezekiel

XX. 24 26. Other verbs too, not of this form but expressing some action, are

occasionally used to signify declaration of that action only ;
as in Jer. i. 10 :

to root out, to pull down, &c. Hosea vi. 5, I have hewed them hy the prophets,

&c. i. e. I have declared that they are, or shall be hewn. See Glass. Phil.

Sacr. Lib. HI. Tract. HL Canon XV., &c. Storr. p. 26, &c. See also my
Visitation Sermon, Cambridge, 1839. p. 58, seq.
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much; J^ he exercised his horse very much; jW IJ^
the truth became very apparent, &c.

10. In a few instances also, this form is thought to

have a causative signification : as, XlT} he walked; \JT}^

he caused another to walk, &c.

Forms. Examples.

Masc. Fem. Masc. Fern.

II. *nj^9 ni^pS 'p^^.^ embracing, T\'V\:>)'2
first horn.

or l^i??, or niip?, -)1tf^^? marching, Hn^^n
[^^^^^

h^^ bereaved. H^'jIS:^ id.

The vowels will, in every case here, be immutable ;

the plurals, &c., will therefore be regularly formed,

Dnip$, 0^7^!??, &c.

To this form are referred some words having
^

between the first and second radical letters, which is

thought to be a mere compensation for the omission of

Ddgesh:diS, lil'*^, for li"15, a spear ; I'iy^i invasion ;

pi3*^V fetter ; and, according to some, ^b"^^ Shilok.

But see my Lexicon under this word.

Forms. Examples.

Masc. Fein. Masc.
'

III. T^i?.?
' '^^p^ firmly hound.

0*^7? extremelyfugitive (Art. 45. 109.).

11. Here, as before, the vowels are immutable. No
feminine form occurs.

FoKMS. Examples.
Masc. Fem. Masc. Fem.

IV. lj?a ,

n^jpj^ , or n-Tj^g ,

3,5^. a
thief, ^^^'^ a ruler,

orlj^S' n1j^9,or n1j^5. '\;^i^ afarmer. ^^^2 encjuiry.

i^^n ,, sinner. HiSlbn id.

^l)f^ sterility.
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12. These nouns imply constant habit, or the like,

and are used to designate trades, professions, &c.^

13. Both vowels are here necessarily immutable, the

first on account of the syllabication ; the second, because

it seems to supply the place of b^, by analogy : as, \i}^T\

an artificer (Art. 153. 3.), pi. D^L^"jn, and, in con-

struction, ^^y^ artificers ; vh72 a mariner, pi. D^Hv^p,

with pron. Dp'^njp their mariners, A few instances

occur in which () occupies the place of (-), or () : as,

nSn3 (Art. 87. 6.) and r\r\^3. perturbation. To the

feminine forms, Simonis adds, nH)^?^ of which two

examples only occur, viz. mDjn coagulated milk, Job

vi. 6
;
and HIVv^ terror, lb. xxi. 6, &c.

Forms. Examples.

Masc. Fem. Masc. Fern.

trained.,

nnij^^' n;h3 a coat,

l^. Simonis places Ivl"^ Judg. xiii. 8, under this form ;

but nothing can be more probable, than that this is the

third person singular of the verb, construed with Jl in

the sense of Hf^i^, and to be understood in a future tense ;

e. g. '^7^^^ tvho should he born. Perhaps the word does

not occur, construed as a simple noun, in any case.

15. Under this head may be classed all those nouns,

which are generally arranged as infinitives of the Puhdl

conjugation, and may, therefore, be considered as passives,

corresponding with the active forms, *rj^..5,
&c.

* The same forms have the same force in Arabic : as, .liaC a perfumer^
^ o : 9

jU>- a baker ; from j^^ perfume^ ^.nA
J<^>- bread. So in Syr. and Chaldaic

op'

\x^\, Chald. vt^l, a singer, &c.
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16. In all these cases, the first vowel is necessarily

immutable ; the last not so universally : but, as examples
do not occur sufficiently numerous to decide this question,

we can say but little about it.

17. These forms are thought to be intensitive of those

given under the preceding class (Art. 153.) : but, whether

such force is always to be found when they occur, is

doubtful.

Of those Nouns which are said to be reduplicated by

implication (Art. 109.).

155. These nouns are thought to have an intensitive

signification without presenting any reduplication, either

in the vowels, or consonants : but, as they generally have

a perfect vowel, occasionally immutable in the penul-

timate, it has been supposed that this presents a com-

pensation for the Ddgesh which has been omitted. The

following are their forms :

Forms. Examples.
Masc. Fem. Masc. Fem.

I. npa^ "^^BiJ, '^^}. unknown. ^^fXi <^ dish.

or "TjT,"?, ^'^^k} a temple.

2. For further examples see the Arcan. Form. p. 202,

&c.

Forms. Examples.
Masc. Fem. Masc. Fem.

II. 'Jvr ''irlT ^^]^ a musical instrumeni, SO CdiW^A.

or nijPIsS ,
"IJ1D afetter. ^^^^ a stable^ stall, &c.

r\'ll^,)D vacillating.

Forms. Examples.
Masc Fem. Masc. Fem.

III. np;3, nnp^is, bn'^atem.

or inT.p.j3,
nalJS a treasure.

Orjin a seal. ^^0''^ ^^-

^h Tr)^6^D frontlets.
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3. With respect to the inflection of these words, the

perfect vowel () in the first form, is sometimes immutable,

at others not so. No rule, therefore, can be given,

upon which rehance can be placed. With respect to the

other forms, whenever the"^, or "), remains, its vowel is also

immutable ; but, when it drops, the defect may be com-

pensated by inserting Ddgesh in the consonant imme-

diately following, as in the feminine Hlj^^, where the

perfect vowel is supplied by its corresponding imperfect

one; e. g. for H^j^lS, we have Hlj^S. So also, vice

versa, letters doubled by the insertion of Ddgesh, will

frequently lose this point ;
and then, the preceding im-

perfect vowel will change into its correspondent perfect
one. Hence it is, that these forms are supposed to

contain an implicit reduplication (Art. 109.), or, in other

words, to be forms equivalent to those that have the

middle radical letter doubled by a Ddgesh for'te. But,

as the nouns of this class are few, it is scarcely possible to

glean from the usage of the language, what vowels are

mutable, and what are not so. For the same reason, it is

impossible even to say, whether we are right in all cases

in this our classification of them.

On the Augmented NouiiSy termed "^J^JpStn
He-emanti.

156. In nouns of this description, one or more of the

letters contained in the technical word '^J13P^?^ (Art,

147. 3.) will be found attached to either one or other of

the preceding primitive, or augmented forms, for the

purpose, apparently, of varying the signification. That

these are fragments of words, I have no doubt ; but,

what they originally were, it may now be exceedingly

difficult to say. I may, perhaps, be excused if I offer a

few conjectures on this subject, hoping that, although I

may not succeed to the extent that may be wished, I
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shall, nevertheless, afford something likely to fix these

forms more permanently in the mind of the Learner ; and

this is my principal object.

2. Of these letters (viz. ''iJ^JDJ^.n), one, or more, may
be found at the beginning of words; while, 11, '^, D, ],

or n, will be found at their endings. In some instances,

indeed, words are found augmented by one, or more, of

these letters, both at their beginning and ending, at

the same time ; having, also, the middle radical letter

doubled by the operation of Ddgesh forte, as in the

Participial forms oi HithpdJiel, Dnj^gr^;?, nilj^^T^p, &c.

On the Letters termed ^i^^JOS'lj when prefixed to words.

157. Simonis* supposes that nouns with W, or ''j prefixed, have

some affinity, in signification, with those persons of the verbs,

which have these letters as preformatives ;
and that ri

presents a

force nearly alh'ed to that of the Hithpdhel conjugation. This may,
or may not, be true

; but, as it leaves these conjugations, &c.,

unexplained, I have thought it right to consider the force of these

adjuncts in the nouns : because, if we can succeed in this, we shall

have no difficulty to contend with, in this respect, when we come

to the verbs.

I suppose, then, that the letters H,
^

^ n, and rin, are nothing

more than abbreviated forms of primitive words, which might have

originally been written in full, and placed before others, for the

purpose of modifying their sense. These might, in process of time,

have lost some of their letters, and then have been compounded
with others so as to present the forms which we now have. If,

therefore, we can now find words which, when thus abbreviated,

and joined with others, will give the significations which these aug-

mented forms seem to have, we shall perhaps make this subject

more intelligible, and interesting, than it has usually been.

2. With respect to the first, viz. W^ with which we may join 1;

we have perhaps a fragment of the root ^JN (Arabic ^^ ^^j
desiring, impelling, casting down, and the like; to which, *^^^,

* Arcanum Formarum, p. 522.

I 2
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n^n^ and ^^y, as expressing certain affections of the mind, may

perhaps be added, as cognate roots. Upon this supposition, "^^7?'^

(or *f**l7.9^,
for the Chaldee, or Syriac, form), will stand for "^l^,

"^1'7j <^^ '^1'7> "^"^l?.? (Form VI. Art. 153.) impelling , caiisitigy desiring^

&c. another, to visits &c. So ^J?^ a willing^ or great liar ; ~|J?^

willinglyy
or greatly cruel*

3. We may now consider the force of words thus

augmented : and, as some of them are taken for the

leading words of a certain species of the conjugation
of Verbs, it will be as well now to determine their pro-

perties.

4. If, then, the primitive word have an active sense,

as, J^pJ^ he heard, it will, in this form, generally have a

causative one ; as, y^^'H caused to hear : but, if the

primitive be neuter, this form will be active in significa-

tion : as, Tpj^ he stood ; "^^O^H he set up; Dp^ Jie was

glad; H'^p^H he rejoiced another,
'\

* It is remarkable, that the causative and other words in the Coptic are

formed in precisely the same manner. "Verba composita," says Scholz. Gram.

Copt. 86. "e duabus vocibus coalescunt. In corapositione verbum 6p esse,

vel facere, 953^^ suscipere, ^I ferre, ^I projicere,
X6AX invenire,

1
accipere, \ dare, saepissime occurrunt: e. g. epOTtWim lucere,

ex ep et onruomi lux . . . . cyeniXK^.^ pati, ex cyeu et

XX-Kl^^ dolor, qipO^OTOJ curare, ex qi et pCJOOTCtJ cnra,

g^ICeni" fundare, ex ^\ et Ceivf fundamentum, XeJULK^^-i"

intelligere, ex XGAX et KA.^" intellectus, 6^Cljmi pudefieri, ex <^

et Ojmi pudor, 'fcJOOnf glorificare, ex i~ et tJOOT gloria." In these

cases, the words prefixed have precisely the same power with those above

proposed ; and one, viz., ^I projicere, is very nearly allied both in sound

and sense to our
,
or n, particularly in the Hiphhil form TjjiDn,

or "TJ-P.^, &c.

f These properties are also common to the Arabic : as, 1 . 'j^ '^Jj^^

Zaid dvg a canal ; '^^ ikijkA
I caused him to dig a canal; 2. Sijj*^

Zaid hud thefaculty of sight ; ^j'^i^ I saw him.
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5. If, in the next place, the primitive be a noun

substantive, or adjective ;
it will, in this form, generally

signify the being, making, becoming, doing, suffering,

'permitting^ &c. the sense of the root : ^^'^'^5^ he made

fat; noun, J^n3/aif (Form V. Art. 153.) ; 17J\n he used

the right hand, or proceeded towards it; noun ^12^ the

right hand. So '7'^Npii^n he used, or went towards, the

left hand ; noun, ^xbif' the left hand ; H^'CpOH he caused

rain ; noun, "IjpD rain ; l^S?'"! he became ivhite, root

\2h white ; "1^3^H he permitted (to purchase) /jro2;mow,

root "I3t^^ provision; "ISJ^H he permitted (to) remain,

root ^^^L^ remnant.*
IT :

6. Another property is, exhibiting, declaring, or

esteeming, the person or thing designated by such word,

as possessed of the quality intimated by the primitive : as,

p'^^Vn he declared, or esteemed, another just, from p'''nV

just', J/^Jj^in he declared, or esteemed, another wicked,

from X^I^n wicked. So, in the Arabic, <iy^l
/ called hivi

99ty C5

aw infidel; i^\a>'\ I accused him of sin.^ To this pro-

perty may be referred all those passages, in which this

form is used, and in which God is said to have hardened

the heart, blinded the eyes, made the heart gross,

deceived the jjeople, &c. where nothing more than

declaring this to be the case, appears to be meant.
J:

* See Deut. ii. 28, 1 Sam. xxv. 22, Ps. cxix. 31, Is. Ixiii. 17. These pro-

perties are all peculiar to the analogous forms in Arabic: see Lumsden's Arabic

Gram., p. 173, &c.

f Lumsden's Arab. Gram., p. 175.

X Exod. vii. 3, x. 1, Deal. ii. 30, Is. vi. 10, comp. with Matth. xiii. 15.

This property Storr refers to the influence of a metonymy. Observ. pp. 24,

28, &c., which bethinks amounts to nothing more than /jerwissw^. See also

pp. 194 5 6. This, however, leaves the matter nearly as unsatisfactory as

it found it. Very nearly parallel to these Hebrew forms and usages, are those

of the Greek verbs terminating in d^o), t^co, aivco, vv(o, evo), oo), and eco, many of
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7. Another property of this form is, excess, or inten-

sity, of the action, passion, &;c. afforded by the primitive

word : as, D''7^?^ he was very red. So, in the Arabic,

^Ji\ jLJ\ the morning was very bright; J^' ^1 the

palm tree hore much fruit,

8. Many verbs not used in the first species of the

conjugation (Lect. X.), have occasionally either a neuter

or transitive signification in this form: as, D^JSt^H he

rose early ; ylW'^ he threw. Sometimes they will have

both significations : as,
J^''j7.'!7

he watched, or he roused

up another ; TjJ'in he sang, or he stimulated another to

sing.*
9. Several of the properties, belonging to this form,

are also common to that of
*7j^.9,

see Art. 154. 7.

10. When the H is prefixed with (t) Khdtuph, (. ),

or (1 ), as in
^j7.5'*7^ "^i?-?"?^

^^
^1?^^''^^

tlie sense will then

be passive^ or rather will imply the becoming (passively)

subject to the action, &c., contained in the active form.

See the note to No. 13. below.f
11. With respect to (**) prefixed to certain forms, it may perhaps

which are manifestly derived from nouns: as, eoprafo>, from eoprf); pofxi^to,

from pofios; o-cixaiva), from a^fxos; evdvuco, from v86s;7rai8V(o, from ttois; 8ov\6a>,

from doiiXos ; riixdco, from Tifirj ; (^tXe'w, from ^tXoy, &c. See Glassii Piiil. Sacr.,

Lib. iii., Tract iii.. Canon xv. Ed. 1743. Note to Art. 154. 8.

* This is often the case in the unaugmented forms; the force will at one time

be transitive, and at another neuter, in the same word.

t It will, perhaps, be difficult to assign a good reason for the adoption of

this vowel, for the purpose of giving a passive signification to words in the

Shemitic dialects. Nothing can be more certain, however, than this as a fact.

And, hence, we not only have it in the passive conjugations of verbs, both in

the Hebrew and Arabic, but also imparting a sort of passive, or rather

habitual, signification to verbs, conjugated in the active form; as, ^y he was
y 9y '

^y 9 y ;^ P^

strong ; ftf
he was beautiful ; \^f**^*^

he was beautiful ; ^j he was exalted.
' spy

So in nouns, ^T| visited^ i. e. habitually ; J^'^ patient, habitually, &c.
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be a fragment of the root WH^, Syr. UU or If-*^ Arab, bb decent^

becoming, benign, beautiful, excellent, inviting one to rest, &c.,

which when compounded with any other word, may afford the

sense of durability, strength, excellency, or the like, which

Grammarians are generally agreed, is the force of words so com-

bined ; examples will be given in Art. 159. But, as no conjuga-

tion is grounded on this form, it will not be necessary to dwell very

particularly on it here.

12. We now come to the forms having rin, riM^ or ^, prefixed.

These fragments, then, we take to be derived from some word,

which, when combined with any other, will give the modification of

sense usually attributed to these forms. If we take Wp^ Chald.

or Heb. ^Q^ coming, arriving at, as the primitive word, and

suppose nS ,
nr\

J
or ri

,
to be a fragment of it, we shall have a

particle, which, when prefixed to any word, will give something like

a passive or reciprocal sense; which all are agreed is the import
of this form: e.g. "T|^?rin, or "T)"??, of the Chaldee form, or

IpDn, will mean coming, or, as we say in English, becoming,

visited; and will be either passive, or reflective, &c., as the sense of

the context shall require. So in Latin, amatmn iri, in which the

word iri is manifestly a form of the verb Ire, to go. The passives

of the Persian, Hindustani, and probably of the Sanscrit, are

formed in a similar manner.

Properties of the Conjugations grounded on this Form.

13. First to he, or become, that which the primitive

word signifies (this, in the Arabic, is termed ^^IL^ suh-

mission); as, ^}:?|r^n
he became polluted; pTnnn he

became strong ; D'H.i:?];!.'!
he became red; or, if the context

require it, he made himself so, reflectively, or, was made
^ mi^y P PC Sis

so, passively. So in the Arabic, l-jjUi Uj j| I corrected

him, and he became corrected, &c.* In the eighth

* Lumsden's Arabic Grammar, p. 182 " Submission." Or, as the

Arabic Grammarians define it, u^^XxJuJl cMl jJ^' ^ ^^'^J^ dy^^
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Arabic species, to which this is nearly allied, we have the

same property : as, Jktii ^lU^ / grieved him, and he

^ JA ^UjjI ^UXJl J^ ^y I v^i ^(i ^U-jJl cuy^ ^
(^SxL^] Jjtall^ji ^fi> ^^tkll ^juJljl jixS* j^ J-fl^ i. e. The impression
made upon any thing by the action of a transitive verb : as, / broke the

glasSf and the glass became broken. Now, the glass's becoming broken,

expresses the impression made by the active verb breaking. In the

V^Ia^IJ1 ^-^U^^ we have J^l J^ ^^ J^^ Jr^^ L5^ ^^jlkcJI

4_?l Lc^lla^ jjjjj ejX^^J j***XjS
^(J)JI LUj^ y^ ^yiSUJ ^^S^l^)

~ ~ , t

Ju^J JxiJ JUb <U<1 Ciy^ y^J fc^J^xjUll Jjtill JxUi lail^

<*aJ-*-*^
(*"^^ ui"^

^JUaaJ
jI^I ^) CjlL< <ulc i.e. Almotawaatf is the

receiving of an impression from the operation of an active verb upon its

object : as,
** / broke the vessel, and it became broken." So that (j*X>)

it became broken, is the Moidvjaat (or Mutdwia), i. e. it is the word correspond-

ing to that of the agent of the transitive verb, which is here, / broke

(CUj^^Sy^ but the verb, to which reference is made, is termed Motdwaa

(^Ua^) with the vowel a after the w: naming the thing (in question) by the

name proper for that affected; i. e. the verb which has here the passive form

is named by a word (^J'*^^) which has an active signification, and vice versa.

I have been the more particular in pointing out this distinction, because

we shall have occasion to refer to it again, and because Mr. de Sacy has

entirely misunderstood its force. In his Gram. Arab., vol. i. p. 104, we

have the following note. " La verbe dont la signification est passive ou
s- ^ ^

neutre, se nomme enCore PjUa^ comme le dit Giggeius : et en effet,

Beidawi, sur le v. 4. de la surate 42 ou on lit ^laA-O CLy\yOM*y\
t>l>j

"peu s'en faut que les deux ne se fendent, ou ne soient fendus, dit :

yy y 9 ^9 yyyys,y9 y 9 9Sii 9 x-ci ^SSC-C i^o c^ 9 Hy m^y^-G'iyy

y ^ y y y <> y y
'

y c y<^^

" Les deux lecteurs de Basra et Abou-Becr lisent {Jj^^^, ;
mais la premiere

yuj yy ym y y y(j'

lefon est plus energique, parce que ^i^ est le passif de^*, ^\.Joki\
le
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'C-o' 9-^^^

was therefore grieved; ^Ulli <UjJ
he reproached him

vehemently, and he became reproached,
14. Secondly, To feign, pretend, exhibit^ &:c. that

which the primitive word signifies : as. Josh. ix. 4, 1")^^V!

they feigned themselves to he messengers ; 2 Sam. xiii.

5, 6, /non he pretended to he sick; Prov. xiii. 7,

^0_t}12 boasting (himself) to be rich. So, tl/^-^Tsn

feigning (himself) to be poor ; ^TDn^JI thou shewest

(thyself) gracious ; t:BT\T\ thou shewest (thyself)

perfect, Ps. xviii. 26. And, in Arabic, ^^j
^ he pretended

Nothing, I think, can be less accurate than to class the term %_^^^^ vvith

those of AxjloyJ^i , t^l^ J^^ ^ ^"^ (V^ ^^ ^'"' ^^ ^^^y ^^^ ^^'"^ done.

All that Beidawi means, is, that {i)j'=>^ is more elegant than
^^^JflA-U ,

because it is the f^^^ (see the definitions above) of^i^i, not oi JoA ^

as the other reading is.

The real difference between neuter verbs, termed by the Arabs ^xa.^^a ,

t* I? J^ ' ^"^^
(V ' ^^^ those of the forms here had in view, is, that they

imply intransitive action, habit
y rest, or inseparable properties ; as, beauty,

S y^yy 3 y 9

deformity, colour, &c.; whereas, in our case, ^^jUa* or 'rf^^ signifies the

accidental influence oi transitive verbs received in their subjects, or nominatives;

whicii is the real difference between the Hebrew forms "npB ,
and ^)7D? ,

as will be

seen hereafter.

The real force, then, of this form will be best expressed by became, or the

like: as in ^_n2 became walking, Tpc: became visited, &c.; which will lay the

groundwork for the reciprocal sense, &c., the context always determining who

the agent is.

* The fifth Arabic species has often a passive sense ; and always in the

Ethiopic. It was shewn, Art. 146. 8, that certain forms had occasionally

either an objective, or subjective, signification, according to the view in which

they were taken; the same appears to be the case in these forms; and, hence it

is, that these verbs have sometimes a passive, at others a reflective, and at others

an active, signification. The same is the case in the Niphhdl form ; and appa-

rently for the same reasons.
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^JG^C^O

satiety ; Sl^l S^^^ the woman assumed the manners

of a man.

15. Thirdly, Frequency^ or intensity, of the action, or

passion, as meant by the primitive word : as, "^ynnn he

walked about much, or continually ; l^nnn he solicited

ajavour with great earnestness. In Arabic, ^-sA^'
he

'persevered in shewing bravery ; A^ he "persevered in

acquiring mildness. And in the eighth Arabic species

Lj^^uoS'^ he persevered in acquiring ; and, in the sense of

earnest request, ^^s^J he demanded his hire,

16. Fourthly, In some cases, the sense is the same as

it would have been, if the verb had been used in the

primitive form termed Kal : as, "l/griJ^H he kept the laws,

statutes, &c. This, with many other properties unknown
to the Hebrew, is also found in the Arabic*

For the transpositions and other changes which take

place in certain words, when augmented by the particles

nn, or riiS, see Art, S3.

17. Nouns, which receive ID at the beginning, will generally

designate the Instrument^ Agent, Action, Passion, State, or Place,

by, or in, which the influence of any verb is exerted, suffered,

&c., respectively: as, '^J^-?'^ ^^ ^^ (root '^1'^ cutting); "fj]?5P one

visiting; ^^V^ a place (root Cp standing).^ *l^Jp)3, act, duty,

'place of custody.

* It is a curious fact, that in the Arabic, the eighth species of the conjugation

of the form iJ"*^^? equivalent in force to our
"IiPiri-T, has, occasionally,

y yy yy xc

the sense of the first (cWj; in that case, the seventh {j>*-^\ is mostly used.

Now, this seventh Arabic species corresponds exactly with our "WQ? (see

No. 19.); and, the consequence will be, if these dialects mutually illustrate

one another, that the Hebrew ^i?srin, and ^s-pp, will have the same, or very

nearly the same, force see Ps. ii. 2, where both occur in the same passage :

and also, that both will generally not be found under the same root, unless the

form i|?snn have the force of the Kal.

t Hoffman's Gram. Syr., p. 244.
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With respect to the cause of this variation of sense, Grammarians

are generally silent. Simonis has supposed it to be equivalent to

that, which the preposition n, similarly situated, would supply.*

I may be excused, if I offer a different solution. If we suppose,

then, that the word originally prefixed was either ^^, or 1^, who,

HD, or '^P, Tvhichf or what, as the sense might require; we shall

have significations corresponding to those contained in the words of

these forms, e. g. "^1^5
"^P he who visits, or is visiting ; and, striking

out the vowel "^T, for the purpose of abridging the word, we shall

have *^)75?, as above. The same will be the case, if we take IP

"^ij?.?,
for then the 1 will be lost by Art. 76. These, as agents, when

the verb is transitive, constitute all the participial forms commencing
with ^. In the next place, if we take ^^, or ^^, that which, &c.

and prefix it, contracted as before, we shall have, HHTpp an ax, for

n'^.P n^ that which (is a) cutting, &c. So '^^=?P a work, for

n^^ HD that which (is a) doing ; and so of others.

18. We now come to propose a conjecture on the prefix 3, and

on the modification of sense, which primitive words undergo in

consequence of its influence. If, then, we take this 2 as the

defective form of some primitive word, appearing sometimes in the

form of 3rr, at other times as 3 only; we may suppose it to be

derived from the root ^\ > which, had it been preserved in the

Hebrew, might have been written "^1?^^, '^i??, or ^J^^. The senses

attributed to it by Castell are, among others :
" /4d extremum per-

fectionis terminum pervenit .... assecutus fuit, sen percepit, IV.

Retinuit, detinuit, coercuit .... V. Lenitate, modestid et patientid

ususfuit, ^c." Supposing, then, this word, or some defective form

of it, to be construed with any other, the sense of both taken

together would, in general, give the force of the forms thus com-

pounded. And, as this form of compound, is often used as the

leading word of one of the species of the conjugation, it becomes the

more important to ascertain its properties.

19. First Property : Primitive words receiving this

particle, will have a sort oi passive sense, or will exhibit

subjection to the action implied by the primitive, acci-

dentally, but not habitually: and, in this respect, they

* Arcanum Formaruni, p. 447.
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differ from words of the form H^pS : as, ^5 'l^"]?? they

(shall) become blessed in thee, Gen. xii. 2, i. e. in thy seed.

So in the Hithpdhel, Gen. xxii. 18, ^]/"lI3 IDnSnn'), and

they (shall) become blessed in thy seed ; i. e. their state

shall be changed to that of blessedness : but, in the

phrase, nirr; "^inB blessed (is) Jehovah, we have no such

intimation of accident or change : if, however, T)^y\\ be

added, as in Gen. xxvii. 33, both forms will have pre-

cisely the same force. So "11 DJ^ will mean an habitual

hireling ; but, "l-^Ji'5 person hired on some particular
occasion. So I understand Neh. vi. 12, 13, : ilD^ t0v53p

i^in "lIDij^ WUl Sanballat had hired him, because he

was an habitual hireling ; and 1 Sam. ii. 5, DH^? D^^Jf^

1")2^5 those who have been (habitually) full, are {acci-

dentally or occasionally^ hiredfor bread.

This property is common to the Arabic, and is termed

by the Grammarians, as before, ^jlk: as, CL^U iSM he

sent him; and he was sent ; j!^^ ^UaIc) / shut it, and it

was shut, (See No. 13, above.)

This property of the Hebrew form (as a verb) was pointed out

many years ago by Elias Levita, in a work entitled "^^nsn
; but, as

be supposed it also to involve a preterite sense, Glassius, and others,

very properly objected ; and the consequence has been, two distinct

forms, viz., "T^7? ^"^
"^'7t??> have been constantly confounded

together ; and, what is still worse, a tense has been ascribed to

each, which is more than can be proved of either of them, or of any

participle in this language.

20. Again : Words, receiving this augment subjecting

them to the action implied by some primitive word, may,
when the context requires it, also be construed as having
a reciprocal sense, or as implying possibility , capability,

exhibition, propriety, affectation, or the like, of the

action, &c., meant by the primitive : as, "ipi^^^ he guarded

himself, 2 Sam. xx. 10, Mai. ii. 15. To this property
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may, perhaps, be referred many passages, in which this

form seems to have a neuter signification : as, ^"jlp? he

brings himself near, i. e. draws near, Exod. xxii. 7,

Josh. vii. 14; and, in a few instances, an active one : as,

DH^? hefought ; ]V^}^ he leaned upon; V^V} he swore ;

tD?:^*^ he contended^ disputed; 75iJ!l it is, or may he,

eaten, Gen. vi. 21. So, \^ ^i^^.1"^^7 it is not, may not,

cannot, or ous:ht not, to be done thus ; ")2D3 he shewed

himself honourable ; "J^l^J,?
he shewed himself glorious ;

^5^?,5 he sighed. Such significations, according to

European idiom, these passages seem to require, while, in

reaUty, became, or the like, will always satisfy the terms

of the original. The subjective, or objective, force found

respectively to prevail in these forms, was probably at

first regulated by the view taken of the primitive noun.

See Note on Art. 146. 8.

21. These properties are intimated, in the Arabic, by the terms

T^^ /jjjJ^I, necessity and remedy; which, Mr. Lumsden says,

indicate "
that verbs of this class must be intensitive by their own

nature, and significant of actions performed by the members of the

body :" but the examples he adduces are not confined to this

rule tj^ he broke, is as much an active verb as any other can be
;

which, when thus augmented, becomes passive, not neuter : nor has

1

yj'^'^,
and (j-A^i^ the market was unfrequented, any thing to do

with the members of the body. I am induced to believe, therefore,

that the terms -r-^^'^
(*-?J^ '

^^^ ^^ ^ understood as intimating the

properties just mentioned.

158. TABULAR VIEW EXEMPLIFYING THE FORMS ABOVE-

MENTIONED.

First Class of Heemanti Nomis, having an ^ prefixed,

I. *TfJr?^, and "Tj'J?^, fem. nif??^, ^nl^ home-born, indigenous^

* Arab. Gram., p. 187.
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n^.rrW (changing (t ) to ( .), on account of the following H, Art.

139. 7, note), 6 &v, a name of God, Exod. iii. 14, ^^??^ a bracelet,

li7 (for in^^ Art. 87. 5.) strength, ^)m renard, wages, 27S^ a

finger,

II. ^i|7?, n'11? ^Ae/5^, ni"!?^ ^e young of any bird, ^^^O^
sometime ago, yesterday, ^''^^^ grapes.

III. "^I??^, fern. "^J^T^; as, D^HW aw amethyst, '^X':?^ very cruel,

nj3S verz/ //5e, '^7^?T^ recollection, DDS
(for

DIDS Art. 73.) a

granary, *'|^P? (for "^j?^^, or '1|2?^, Art. 87. 1. and 76.) an animal so

called.

IV. ^)7S; as, t^3:?W ^trrfZe,
nSHM ^^^ Zociw?.

V. li,7?W, fern. nVfjDS; as, niSt$7 dunghill, mbffif ^;.J,

VI. ^ni7??, fern. ninp^S; as, "H^DW (for "^TOSt, Art. 73.) a

cruet, nn-1tttpW guard, custody.

VII. '^ipsi?; as, ':'?^, or bp, (for b^lS) (never-failing)

VIII. Some nouns, which lose one of their radical letters by

contraction, assume the form of the Segolates : as, ^?,!?? (for ^5D2M)
the palm of the hand.

2. Nouns of this class are few
; and, of the last form, perhaps,

a second does not occur. It is curious enough to remark, how

easily nouns, deprived of any of their vowels, slide into the Segolate

forms. We shall see, hereafter, that the same thing often takes

place in the conjugations of the verbs, in similar cases. It will be

seen, that I have not entirely followed the classification of Simonis.

My reason for doing so was this : he seems to me to have given

some forms without examples to bear him out
; and, in one case,

he has given a form
'^''fy.?^ ,

for which he has only one example, and

that example he has also given, in another class. (See Q''n**t|2S ,

pp. 547 and 639. Arcan. Form.)

159. Second Class of Heemanti Norms, having ^prefixed.

I. Form ^17^:; as, -in^*! oil, Pi7?1 Isaac.

II. "TfJOl; as, n3?> the ostrich.

III. ^^Ij?!, or ^7P1, fem. HTpp^.: as, ^^n; (for ^^jlD!) one who

expects, "np; (for tjpi^) the thigh, ^i^.J (for ^l^.")!)
a disputant,

^Tl^'T. (for n)7;^?^) a germ, stem, &c.
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IV. "lir?9::* as, Dibq^ an adamant, ^"^^T. an owl.

V. "'^)7?! : as, '^^^Ul a species of goat, ^^P^l a purse, ^^P) being

(for D^IP! Art. 73.)

VI.
^)7Jp.;!

: as, ^p^** (for ^^V, Art. 87. 2.) a constant river.

And, according to some, the Segolate '^l'^., thigh (for "HiPT.)' ^^^

last radical being rejected, and the (
-.- ) added, as in other Segolates,

for the sake of Euphony.
2. In this class also, is placed, as a special anomaly, the word

njiTl Jehovahff with a caution however, that these vowels do not

exhibit the ancient pronunciation of the word. The Jews, as it is

known to every one, never pronounce this word, but substitute

either "^i?*^^^,
or D'^nvh?, for it; and hence it is, that we sometimes

find it pointed '^^'^v;, i.e. with the vowels proper for the word

CpvM; which is invariably the case, when
''j? '^, and ^,5^'!, occur

together. The reason is, the word
"^,? '^ would in this case be pro-

nounced twice, which is not desirable; the word ^^|7^ ^^ there-

fore, pronounced instead of it (see page 28, note). That Jehovah

is not the ancient pronunciation most writers are agreed : but, what

that was, it is perhaps impossible now to determine. Some have

proposed '^T-I! Ydhdvo, of the form
"''1)7?-, as Capellus, Walton,

Clericus, &c. Others have proposed Hv-^iv) '^vH-, o^^ ^v*?- >
^s

Mercer, Montanus, Amama, Scaliger, &c., taking the Samaritan

pronunciation of it, as preserved by Theodoret, 'lajSe.J Others,

again, take the Latin Jove ; but which of these is nearest to the

original pronunciation, no one can say. The word is probably formed

of ni.n^ Ens^ Eccl. ii. 22. &c. with \ prefixed. Art. 157. 11. lit.

Great, &c. Being.

160. Third Class of Heemanti Nouns
^ beginning with H.

These forms, according to Simonis, and Reimarus, as quoted by

him, were not much in use before the time of the Captivity. He
takes the liberty, however, of excluding all the Infinitives of the

Hiphhil conjugation, which he ought not to do
;
because these

Simonis places "i>^
under this form : but, as there is some difficulty in

ascertaining the root from which it is derived, and as the word is, perhaps, of

Egyptian origin ;
it may as well be omitted.

t See Art. 139 7, note.

X Simonis Arcanum Formarum, p. 545.
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infinitives are certainly nothing more than nouns, upon which that

species of the conjugation is constructed ; and, if this be the case,

there will be no reason why they should not be considered as

forming a part of this class.

Examples,

1. Form:
"T'TJ.^Lf,

or "^iJPn; as, ^|;?7^n, rule, dominion,^'^^^

intelligence, 5?'^p^U proclaiming, causing to hear, ^prjT, for -^JSpH

causing to turn, V"'?'!?, for V^I^H, dispersing, Wjj^H, for p:?n
seduction. Roots ending in silent H^ often reject it, in words of

this kind, and take ^"^ as their terminating syllable : as, '^,9"1!? and

rii2"nn multitude, ^ib^n elevation, &c.*

11* ^2W^ ; as, nran (for ^^)'^p) tranquillity, HDjn (for

7151351) agitation, nV^H (for nb|?n) liberation.

III. ni^lppn ; as, ^,??U (for "1P0) termination, cessation,

IV. n^l-rl^Dn ; as, n^'^^^r} relation,^ &c.

V. "T^)7?n ; as, "JT^i^n pouring out (pr. W^^^p Art. 76.).

VI. "TpSn (for ^|7Q?n); as, Dpbn) for Xirh'^'n) making war ;

and so all the Infinitives of the Niphhdl species.

VII. ^ij?"?, or*l|JSrj; as, '^'^'^T^ visited, appointed, rip^^H ^/^ia

(for ^'?1'7> or ^"^^inj Art. 87. 2.). These forms have a passive

signification (Art. 157. 10.).

2. It will immediately be seen, that the forms to which the par-

ticle "^ is here prefixed, are by no means peculiar to the Hiphhil

conjugation ; and, consequently, that no one can, without violating

the principles of analogy, derive them from that conjugation. The

truth appears to be, that, the Hiphhil conjugation is nothing more

than the adjunction of one, or other, of the pronouns to words of

the form
"^'^fjr^,

&c. to which also the particle J^, (or
^ for the

Chaldee form) is prefixed, for the purpose of varying the sense, as

already noticed.

These, however, are probably compound nouns, formed of the original

root with ni
,
a contracted form of nin being, for r\^r\ . See Art. 139. 7. note.

f Words having this termination are also compounds, formed of the

Heemanti noun, and the word mn contracted to m, by Art. 87. 2, &c. The

signification of such words, ending in ra, and ri^, is, that of the s^a^e of action,

or passion, denoted by the primitive word ; as, niibp a kingdom, or state of

reigning; rv^^pvc) first state, or beginning (Art. 87. 2. 4.).
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161. Fourth Class of Heemanti Nou7is, commencing with D.

I. lipcp, fem.nil^ptt, n'Jj'^pJD, or m,7Qp : masc. b;j?p a iower ;

fem. ngnyP rvar, HfTE?^^* oppression^ Hnglpp custody.

II. "^IJJpP ;
for which Simonis gives only one example, and that

has suffered contraction : as, ^p^ , for ^|?PP .

III. ^iJP'?; as, 1jf?PP ^oor; with final H, TTira a fan, &c.

IV. li)7?P, fem. niiP9^, or mip^P; as, "li^TP a ^^^o/tw,

TOiJPP plummet.

V.'liTQ'? ; as, I]?'?'? a goad, "^nSD, for "inin
, gain (Art .87. 1.),

^5, for bQ??2, 5q/if,
&c. (Art. 76.).

VJ. ^jT^P; as, P^n^ (Art. 106. 2.) strangling.

VII. T|7?a, or, Tppia, fem. Hlp.?'? ; as, natpp a slaughter-

house; riDiD, for Opl'?> , (Art. 87. 1.) a wonder, nW-] a vision,T'}y^

producing seed, ^'^"'J?'? dividing, n^p*^^ sterquilinium, ^pHP (for

nnnriD) consternation, ^^?? (for nnn^D) contusion.

VIII. Ti|7?, fem. ni'ip?'?, or nii,7?a ; as, "^iD^n wawf,

^iD^P A^Wen (treasure) , nysn.D trading, n^b^^^food, and nni^p

for n-j^iipp (Art. 73.) candlestick.

IX. "T.1f7?D, fem. Hl-pp^ ; as, D^^lSa
^^aZ/, b^3, for bn??

(Art. 76.) a deluge, fem. nbuXS
trampling, (for HD^pp Art. 73.)

X. "T|J2>^; as, ^^^ ,
for I^??? (Art. 7Q.) expectation,

HTrn^

riiiow (Art. 106. 2.)

XI. "'iJJ??, or
'^l7-9'?; as, "Igy.^ ^fa^ion, with all the participles

usually ascribed to the Hophhal conjugation.

XII. "T|75?, "T^'???, and "TijpSP; as, ^|^.?P one rvlio takes account,

with all the participial nouns usually attached to the Pihel species.

The remaining two are only variations of the same form, and occur

but rarely.

XIII. "T)7Qp ; as, '^^P learned, nb^p discovered. To which

may be added all the participles usually ascribed to the species of

Puhdl.

XIV. "lipQnp"; as, "jT^njpp an invader, &c., with all the parti-

ciples of the Hithpdhel species.

XV. Some defective nouns, which, for ease of pronunciation,

With Ddgesh Euphonic, but equivalent to ^p^,'Q

K
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assume a Segolate form, are derived from roots either having a

medial ">
,
or "*

, or doubling the second radical, or having
H for the

third. The forms will vary with those of the Segolates, and for

the same reasons. If, therefore, we reject the last radical, &c.,

and prefix ,
we shall have P^f^, for T^^, pointed P??^, V^p,

pep, ppb, Pp"^, V'^P, &c., as the nature of the word shall

require, or rather, as the^'w* et norma loquendi has established: as,

DpD, number, sum; fern, ^ppp (root C)DD) ; b^p, or b^b eleva-

tion (root nbl?); irip, pi. D'^'J^p measures (root "T"'^); "^gP, or

l]^p, a lurking place (root
T1^ or T'^) ; Cinp, or chp, soundness

(root D^n), &c.

2d, Simonis thinks (p. 450, Arcan. Form.), that the participles

should not be considered as nouns of the "'fpP.^p class. I believe

they ought to be so considered ;
because I hold, that, properly

speaking, there are no Participles in the Hebrew language. It is

true, the Grammarians have placed a number of these nouns, in the

same page with the paradigma of the verbs ; but, it will not hence

follow, that they are possessed of any of the properties of real

Participles. If, indeed, it could be shewn that they involve the

tenses of the verb, as the Greek participles do, the opinion of

Simonis, &c., would have some weight ;
but this has not yet been

done ; and, I think, cannot be done satisfactorily. I have, there-

fore, thought it most conducive to the progress of the Student, as

well as more conformable with the analogy of the Language, to

class them all as nouns : it being from the context alone, that any

thing like tense can be discovered ;
which may be said of every

sort of noun in this language.

162. Fifth Class of Heemanti Nouns beginning with 2, or iJl.

I. 1,7Q3, -T|:p3, 1,7?3, liipp?, or -1,7.??^; as, n-^? (for n!?p,

fixed, set up; =ipi3, for Stt7^3 (Art. 87. 1.) inhabited; ^ip? (for

^2p3) turned bach, &c. Sg all the participles, and preterites, of

the Niphhdl conjugation, with this difFerence^ that the participle

ends in (t), the preterite in (-) ; also, 'H'l^LJ^ turned about;

Di^n? sealed; Cnbn
making war (for Cnb^H, Art. 7Q,)', bpSH

eatable) for bpSpn, Artt. 76. 109.)

II. 17.?? ; as," ::ip3 (for ^^SP?), as =ip3 above. This form is

mostly found in words doubling their last radical letter, but not in

the Niphhdl conjugation : which, as in nouns commencing with
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^, should shew that the conjugation is not the source of the form

in any case.

163. Sixth Class of Heemanti Nouns having T\ prefixed.

The forms commencing with -H, as given by Simonis, are the fol-

lowing :

I. 1^75^1, fem. njl^^n; as, Hjpn hope; r\-W
conflict;

mtt'^ri

(for nna":n , Art. 87. 5.) self-exaltation.

II.
"ii)7pri, fem. niipp;^, and n7i7p:n ; as, trJi-i^n

(for tt?in^n)

new wine; n^isn (for H^ilCri) dispersion;
ritt72bn

clothing,

III.
n,7^?i?, fem. ni,7pn, or n^f^sn ; as, -rSiri

(for -rb-jr)) and

^^T -^
generation, succession; ribnl^

Aope, expectation; ^^DID
an ostrich.

IV. 1)7.?r), fem. nTf-^.^n, or niipan; as, nb^nri trembling,

giddiness; nn?*in (for nmin), and, on account of the guttural,

f^npin (for nTOI.^) reprehension; ^^r-^l (for nbbpjn) intercession;

^"^I??/? (for n?^?n) self-consumption ; ri^ppri (for Hi^^riri, Art.

87. 4!.) form, pattern; rm^J-S (for rijg^li?, lb.) deception; and

Tri (for n;;3Tn*) ,y^o,.e(/ow.

V. T,7Dn, fem. n7;f7pri ; as, Tp^ri a rfwap/e; ^^7?ri a robe;

^^^^P self-torment (for nn'^pb^rij Yod in many instances standing
for Hj and, being doubled in this place, makes compensation for

the rejected H.)
VI. "T-T?^, fem. r^^S^^n^ and ni^^^n ; as, p-'l'^^n self-purga-

tion ; '^^'Jp.f? self-embittering ; HDbqn (for
nDJlbnri continual

walking; HlDQnri
self-perversion ; ri^nsri proper name, Jer.

xl. 8, &c. So nn^tt^ip (for nnnitt7r)
, Art! 73.) conversion ;

TMlWPi

(for nj2!l*)tt?]^) and '^9*'''f^^, reciprocal striking of hands in making
a bargain, &c.

VII.
"T,7.?n, fem. nii??)^. as, 7nri, or W^.qn a breast-plate,

n^bijl (for nnsbri) TreaWnm, nbrn (for nnbrn), self-exaltation.

VIII. -Ti7on, fem. njp?:ri; as, na-nn
(for nnpnri), ^^caV,

n:=^n
(for rimiri Ant. 73 : ^Q. 2.) gn>/, njs^h (for nisn, contr.

for '^i7P?j?, or nnDSJTl) occasion, opportunity.

IX. T,72i?, fom! "nT,7p;^, r?-^^^ (for V^^}^, from the root 1Q">

or 121), division, separation, H^^tp^n (for nn-^lplJ^l), solidity,

substance, wealth.

* See Art. 87. 2., and the note.

K 2
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X. Here, as in the former case, the rejection either of the last,

or the second, radical, will reduce the nouns to one or other of the

segolate forms : as, ^^/J confusion, for '',rr^^ perhaps) : the latter

^
being rejected in order to avoid the repetition of similar sounds,

we have 7?^ which, for reasons already assigned, (Art. 14-8. 2.)

will become ^?p. In the same manner, we have ^Pp (for DD^n)
melting, dissolution, &c., to which many others may be added.

XI. "^^j^?^ ; as, '^y?^ suffusion (of the eye). To which may
be added a few others, reduplicating some one of the radical letters :

as, Qp'lp^ self-elevation, &c.

It must have appeared, I think, that the forms to which this

letter n is prefixed, are by no means peculiar to the Hithpdhel con-

jugation ; but, that they exhibit a great variety of other forms. I

cannot help thinking, therefore, that this conjugation owes some-

thing to this letter, or to its more perfect form ^H
,
or riM

;
while

the adscititious particle owes nothing whatever to the conjugation.

164. Seventh Class of Htemanti Nouns, receiving HH as a

prefix,

I. "TjjJQrirT; as, Cl^n^'pn (Art. 109.), genealogical computation.
* So all the infinitives of the Hithpdhel conjugation, due regard being

paid to the radical letters composing such words. ^0,^Q''?^n my
prostrating (2 Kings v. 18), with the pronoun **, seems to be an

anomalous word, deformed, perhaps, by the carelessness of the

copyists.

II.
'^li'-^O'J

caused to he visited; but perhaps this form never

occurs as a noun.

III. -nnil^Srin ; as, n^n^nrin confederation, &c.*

In a few instances we have had, in the above examples, termina-

tions in n, n, and ^^, which may be said to be Heemantic. In

these cases, therefore, we -liave anticipated our next chapter, whicli

is to treat on the Heemantic postfixed syllables : but, as we could

not adduce our examples without bringing in these forms, we shall

perhaps be excused.

But this is, f eihaps, a compound form, as before, Art. 87. 2. and note.
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LECTURE VIII.

ON THE HEEMANTI LETTERS POSTFIXED TO WORDS.

165. It has been stated, (Art. 156. 2.) that, the

Heemanti letters H
, \ D, ], and n, are severally found

attached to the ends, either of primitive, or derived,

words. The cases in which H, H, m, n\ are so found,

have already been noticed (Artt. 135. 6, 137. 2, 164.).

It will be unnecessary, therefore, to notice them further.

We shall now proceed to consider those which end in \

D, and J, respectively.

Eighth Class of Heemanti Nouns ending in ^-7-.

166. These nouns, ending in ^-r, are used to express

either persons, or things, bearing some relation to the

primitives from which they have been derived : and hence,

they have been termed Relative Nouns by the Arabian

Grammarians.* Of this kind are the Patronymic, or

Gentile, nouns of the Grammars of Europe, all of which

must from their nature necessarily be attributive, and,

therefore, subject to the variation of the gender.

(Art. 135.)
2. In endeavouring to account for the form and signification of this

class of words, I shall suppose, as before, that the additional letter

Q) is the fragment of some word
; which, if used at length, would

impart the same signification, which
(**)

now does, to words thus

augmented. In the Ethiopic we have the triliteral adjunct ^''^, used

for the purpose of forming nouns of this class f ; and, occasionally,

? 9 G-'C-O ^O-

t See Ludolf's Ethiop. Gram., fol. edit., pp. 95. 97.
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g

in the Arabic ''^, '^^ 5* which is also further abbreviated into ^,

<? ; f the augment universally found to prevail in the Hebrew.

3. That the meaning attached to the root t^y in the Arabic, is

suitable to the signification of these words, the following definition

of it, given by Golius, will be sufficient to shew :
" Se recepit^

commorandi vel quiescendi ergo, diversatus fuit interdiu vel nociu.'*

Applying this, then, to any proper name, we shall have both the

form, and signification, proper for these Patronymics ; e.g. Ethiopic

form '^IwbsntD*' Israelawi: Hebrew, and Arabic, by contraction,

bsnb^ J i^J\j*Ji^^
a person related to the patriarch Israel, by

connexion, residence, birth, &c. So ^^'^l (for ''Hinn';, Art. 75.),

a descendant of Judah; and so of others.

4. It may be considered confirmatory, moreover, of this conr

jecture, that these Hebrew nouns, when receiving any asyllabic

augment, are generally found with the ^ doubled by Ddgesh : as,

^'^f.f? Levites; n*ni7Tri below, &c., which, indeed, are their true

forms. See Art. 136. 5.f

5. The following are a few examples, with their primitives:

>3^33 a Canaanke, from IV!^'^ Canaan; '^y^} princely,' iroTCi ^^}}

a prince; ^^''^ pastoral (for "^H^h by contraction), from TO"!

shepherd ; ''?.'^2^ belonging to the north, from V^^ the north.

6. When, however, the primitive word ends in **, the Patronymic

is formed by prefixing the definite article only ; % as, '^tt7-'IX3 Mushi, a

son of Merari : "^^^Sn one of his descendants ; ^}^^ the name of

one of the sons of Gad
; ''J^tS'n one of his descendants. So

^}r^'^,

patronym ; "^i?^^?!^?
Gen. xlvi. 24. In one instance, ^ is prefixed

instead of H
;
which may have been done for the purpose of avoid-

ing the concurrence of two aspirates : as, "'J?'^^???^ Tahhkemom,
2 Sam. xxiii. 8, from ^'J'^pn, l Chron. xi. II. We have, however,

''7?, for '^:i?, a Mede, Dan. xi. 1, from ''"I? Media.

* See Mr. de Sacy's Gram. Arab., vol. i. p. 239, &c.

f The teshd'td, which is also found to accompany this i_? in xArabic, was,

perhaps, added originally for the purpose of supplying the defect occasioned by

the rejection of one, or two, letters from the primitive form.

X Of this property of the definite article, some account will be given

hereafter.
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7. In forming Patronymics from compounds, two methods have

been adopted ;
one by adding

"^

, as before, which is regular ;
the

other, by also prefixing the article to the last word in the com-

pound. Examples: 1. ''P'''^'! )^ a Benjamite ; 2. '^PDv'n n^2l the

Belhlehemite, 1 Sam. xvii. 58; '''f^pU^n
n^2 the native of Beth

Shemesh, from ^^^^ rT^S
; ^b^n' H^S the native of Bethel;

^^'^^Jl 1? the Benjamite, 1 Kings ii. 8.

8. Nouns, ending in ', never form the Patronymic by the addition

of V> but by some periphrasis : as, "^^^^IV "?^ ^^^^ citizens of

Jericho, Josh. xxiv. 11. So *''7^'! ^P^^ men of Jericho^ Neh. iii. 2 ;

im;^ "^p.Sl children of Jericho, lb. vii. 36
;
nb^tt? ir\2^ daughters of

Shiloh, Judg. xxi. 21. In a few instances, ''P is added : as, 1? '^'^Jl'

Haggiloni, from '^72 GUoy 2 Sam. xv. 12, Josh. xv. 51.*

9. The same frequently takes place in compound words : as,

U>nV nnp >3:? the children of Kiryath Harim, Ezra ii. 25
; \2S

^v^?^ <Ae children of Hazmdveth, lb. ver. 24.

10. Proper names, ending in D, are sometimes subject to the

same rule : as, D"^P "*^?^ men of Sodom.

11. In Patronymics, derived from compounds, the last only of

the compound is sometimes taken : as, ''p^P") VT!fJ ,
for 15 V^lf?

''jD'^P^.
the land of the Benjamite^ 1 Sam. ix. 4."f

12. Some primitives, ending in <

, drop that letter in forming the

patronymic : as, ''P^Sn Hanndhami, Num. xxvi. 40, from 1p??,5

Ndhamdn.

13. In forming Patronymics either from dual, or plural, words,

one or other of the following methods is adopted: 1. The word,

from which such Patronymic is to be derived, is reduced to its

primitive form, and then ''t is added, as before ; as, D'^.'Jl^P Egypt,

primitive "]^P, and with V, ^'^^^'f^
an Egyptian. 2. Either ^t??i''

inhabitant, ^12
daughter, or IP out of may precede such proper

name: as, Dl'v^^l''.
2t2ih"^ inhabitant of Jerusalem; Isa. v. 3,

D^ba7n-l> ns daughter of Jerusalem ;+ or D^bt^.1-T:-]P H^^S*'

Jecoliah of Jerusalem, 2 Chron. xxvi, 3.

* So in the Arabic j^i in l^}^j>j spiritual, ^a*u.?w belonging to the

bodit/, &c.

\ These abbreviations are found lo take place in most languages. See Mr.

de Sacy's Gram. Arab., vol. i. p. 247. Lud. Gram. iEth., fol. edit. p. 22.

Wilkins's Sanscrit Gram., Art. 1174, &c.

I But here we have a personification j in the other two cases a periphrasis.
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14. Tn a few instances, the primitive is put for the Patronymic ;

which may be considered, either as presenting a metonymy by
which the progerjitor, &c. is put for the descendant, or by sup-

posing an elhpsis of one or other of the words
J?*'"', ^5, 1^,

&c. as given above
; as, P^^*I Damascus^ for Damascene, Gen.

XV. 2; On^ ri^S, for ''^nVn n>a 2 Sam.xxiii. 15. So ^^i??!,

for
::;7.^!

\:?? , "^^v?^', for* ^W;)??': r??, and so of others.

15. Irregularities are occasionally met with, in the forms of

these words: as, "'7?'^ " Hagareney 1 Chron. v. 10, from '^V^

Hagar; as if the primitive had been a Segolate noun, of the form

"I^H; >ppri Timnite, Judg. xv. 6, for ""V^??^ , primitive HDpn.

So, "'^^^n Numb. xxvi. 20, primitive nbt?? : and ^^'^^ ,

1 Chron. ix. 5
; '^J'l^^n ^^'^ Ammonite, the primitive being ''^37"]5 .

See 1 Sam. xi. 1, and Gen. xix. 38
;

from which, however, the

collective form V'^V Ammon has been formed, lb., and thence

probably the Patronymic.
16. For the feminine forms of these nouns, see Art. 136. 5,

and for their plurals, Art. 139. The forms taken in construction,

or when any of the pronouns are affixed, will be regulated accord-

ing to the analogy of the word. Art. 143.

17. Another class of nouns, ending in \ preceded by either (-),

or (t), has been thought to denote excess. These, however, are

probably nothing more than nouns in the plural number (Art.

139. 6.). The following are examples: ^j?'^^
a swarm of locusts;

^^^^ many windows ; "^J?"^? extremely greedy ; ''l^ a plain ; '^^^

the Almighty, root SJi* 'powerful ; ^}^^^^ supreme Lord, from 'X^'^^ .

We now proceed to the IXth class of augmented nouns, which

take the Heemanti letter Q, at the end.

167. In this class, the vowel, immediately preceding the final D,
is either (t), or (i) ;

which induced Hiller to suppose, that the

adjunct was either D^7 , or niM. It is thought, that these nouns

are Intensitive in signification. If, then, we suppose Df^ to be

a particle derived from '^^'7 > which means tumult, of a multitude

or noise, as of the waves of the sea, we can easily conceive how

the addition of such a particle, to any primitive word, would

make it intensitive in signification.* This will account, perhaps.

*
Nothing, surely, can be more ridiculous than the opinion of Simonis and

others, expressed in his
" Arcanum Formarum," (p. 584. 5.), viz. : that the
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for the termination D7;. In the next place, the root D^M does

not occur in the Hebrew Bible, but is to be found in the Arabic

^^^ , |y > signifying, he became fat, or corpulent. If, then, we
can suppose an abbreviated form of this word attached to any

other, we shall have the termination Q1
;

which will give an

intensitive signification to the compound. The following are a few

examples : the student may arrange them under their respective

measures, if he shall think it necessary to do so.

C33 lice; D!2i> the whole day ; CapS most truly; D^^T quite

silent; 'T^., or D'"!?, quite naked; O^H^, and 1^1^ , /m// re-

{ demption;
C293 the entire whole ; ^^P a body ofmeny Judg. xx. 48,

Tenth Class of Heemanti Nouns^ receiving afinal y

168. Grammarians are generally agreed, that nouns, receiving

this letter as a final, are intensitive in signification.

This letter is affixed to words, either simple, or augmented, with

the vowels (t) or
<) ;

thus ]~ or \]~ ; whence we may suppose, that

1*1^^, or l^n, signifying strength^ power^ riches^ wealth (the primitive

form of which would be 11^ ,
or T]n , Art. 87.), is the root. And

hence, also, might the form V^j or, IJ^j ^^ contracted, by Art. 75.

to 1^, or irj, the words from which these terminations may have

been taken
;
and which, added to any other word, would naturally

give it an intensitive meaning. Some have supposed the meaning
to be occasionally diminutive,* which 1 am inclined to believe is

the case, in some instances.

Examples,

ip^W,fem. nanbSamrfon;; ^},m a large gift, 1J^ (for ITO^

Art. 73.), root HJ"^ corn; also with the additional HV, ri^'J'T'a

a great palace.

figures of a, and ], being extended, may account for the intensitive meaning of

these forms ;
and that Q, being inclosed, will give the idea of comprehensiveness,

representing, as it were, a pregnant mother inclosing her offspring within the

womb ! For it is very probable these words were in use, before the letters were

invented.

* See the Arcanum Formarum, p. 564.
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lip^M widowhood; rn*' (for )^^n^ Artt. 73. 96.) /re^weni

entry; P^l^, or P^Il^, palace; 1^1^? TA^ il/os< ^?VA.
^

So

also with augmented nouns: as, pn^?l great conjidence; PI'J?!

great contempt ; P^^^ great drought.

In n^phncr? lunulce, Is. iii. 18, and "lili7\^ homunculus, i. e. <Ae

reflected image of a man in the eye, Deut. xxxil. 10 (from *^nt^

the moon, and ^^'^ a man) we have, perhaps, examples of a dimi-

nutive.*

2d. This intensitive letter 1, is frequently attached to verbs,

and has been termed the Nun Paragogic, or Epenthetic. It

is found in the Arabic in the same situation, and is termed by

the Arabian Grammarians i_^4>^ a1i
^jy^' The confirmatory Nun ;

its office is to impart certainty, or intensity, to the verb to which it

is attached. The same powers have been ascribed to the Hebrew

1 , similarly situated
; though, it must be confessed, such powers

are not always apparent from the context.-j-

N. B. All words thus augmented, whether the augment is pre-

fixed or postfixed, may be considered as compound words.

On the Reduplicated, and otherwise Compounded, Words.

169. We shall have no difficulty in perceiving, that, if one word

may be qualified, or otherwise restricted, in its signification by the

addition of another, a similar result will be obtained when any
word is repeated: and that the effect will be the same, whether

both such words are written out at length, or whether they are

combined in one. Both these methods have been adopted in the

Hebrew. In some cases, entire words are repeated ;
in others,

they are contracted into one word, by rules presently to be con-

sidered. In the first case, we have P''^? P*^^?? deep deep, i. e.

* We have also in the Syriac a diminutive of this form ; see Hoffman's

Gram. Syr., p. 251.

f Nun Paragogicum, Verborum personis in Jod et Vau finitis additum,

semper esse Emphaticum notat Hottingerus de Officiis Literarum Strvil.

Analysi Jobi subjectis, 9. Arcan. Form. p. 564. And Schrceder gives the

following passage as illustrative of this opinion : 1 Sam. xvii. 25, 133: "n^

T|bt3rT M''^_ qui percusserit ilium, hunc ditabit rex :
"
ubi," says he,

*' sonus fortior

est, quam si scriptum esset ^ns^ et vn^: &c." R. 168. The true force of this

particle will be given hereafter, Art. 235, seq.
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most deep, Eccl. vii. 24; ^5*1^ ^'?^'0 turning turnings i. e. con-

tinually turning, or changing, lb. i. 6 : ^!?^ ^!? Aeari and heart,

i. e. double-hearted, Ps. xii. 3
; i*T^~i^.5 ^'^'1''^? wells nells, i. e.

many rvells, Gen. xiv. 10
; H^^ H^D roc? roc?, i. e. rod by rod,

Num. xvii. 17. In what signification such reduplicated expressions

are to be taken, the context will always be sufficient to determine.

This, too, may be said with respect to compound words : in some

instances the force will be augmented, as in superlatives ;
in others

it will be modified
; and in some, perhaps, diminished, as in the

diminutive nouns of other languages. Syntax, Art. 233.

2. Let us now come, in the second place, to the rules usually

given for the formation of these reduplicated words.* It has been

shewn (Art. 73), that any one of the '"'HS letters, will, in certain

cases, disappear. This will happen, in the first class of these

reduplicated words
; where we have HSIpSD, for HWp HSp, which,

when compounded, would become '^?P'7^P ; but, striking out the

^, by Art. 72, we shall have J^^^P^P ; which, again, by drawing
back the (-), and rejecting the (:), by Art. 73, we have HSDWD :

and, if we place () Ddgesh in the second Sdmek,, either for the

sake of euphony, or to compensate for the loss of H, we shall have

nSpSp J for the reduplicated word, meaning literally, measure by

measure; as both the composition of the word, and the context

require. In some cases, as will presently be seen, the final n of

such words is also rejected. It must be borne in mind by the

student, that considerable difference of opinion is found to prevail

among grammarians, as to the original roots, from which these

words have been derived
; and, consequently, that great difference

of opinion is found to prevail, as to their precise meaning.
3. The following are a few examples of the first class of this

kind of nouns
; which are generally thought to be formed by a

reduplication of some word having n, for its final radical letter :

e. g. '^'^'IV quite naked, or deserted, from "^^y naked: by some

supposed to mean the juniper, by others the tamarisk, tree
; ^?7p.^"'i2

the scales of a fish, from ncp|7 peeling f ;
W'VWVW

exquisite delights,

We use the word reduplicated to signify words which have been formed by
the reduplication of some primitive word; compound, to signify those which

have been formed by the coalescence of two different words. In this sense

Simonis uses the words Geminata and Composita.

t But see my Lexicon under this word.
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from ^^^ looking on (with delight) ; ^p7^ copiously flowing

(hair), from ^V"?* hanging ; U^Vr\y!l many and great errors, from

f^^^, erring.

4i. The second class of reduplicated nouns, consists of those

combinations, derived from primitive words, which have their

second and third radical letters the same : as, D'^'j^S'lS most choice

(beasts or birds), from "'I?, selecting ; ^-i?^ a wheel, sphere, or

any thing subject to continual turning about, as chaff, &c., from

''!??, rolling. And hence, ri.^2/2l the skull; "^,^'1^ gargarism,

gargle; also a grain, or berry, from
"''^1? drawing, &c., to which

many more may be added. It has been shewn (Art. 77.), that

when the last two letters of any primitive word are the same, one

of them may be dropped for the sake of euphony. This rule

holds good, when such words are combined, and for the same

reasons.

5. To this class may be added those reduplicated words, which,

in their primitive forms, usually reject a medial 1, or **

: for here, as

in the foregoing examples, we may consider the middle radical

letter as rejected, for the sake of euphony (Art. 75). Of this sort

are the following examples: ^^^{H great pa'm, from ^^H, or

^"'Hj grieving; H^tsp^ grievous ejection, or captivity, from ^^^

casting out; D^,?PP^ eyelids, from H'^'^ moving quickly, flying;

^^^'^P'^flowing copiously, from ^^"^Jlowing, Ezek. xvii. 5.

6. The third class, of reduplicated nouns, includes those which

are formed by a repetition of the last syllable ; or, of the two last

letters of the primitive noun : as, D'^^'7?'^ great gifts, from

^pT gi^i^gi the ^
being rejected ; Q^^"!^, fem. ^P^?"^- reddish,

red here and there, having red spots, from D*!^ being red ; ^^PP^
mixed collection, or multitude, from HP^ collecting ; "np^PU most

perverse, from ^Pp turning over, &c. nilp^i?/D , most smooth, i. e.

deceiving words, or things, from P^H polishing, smoothing, &c.

7. The fourth class, of reduplicated nouns, consists of those

which are found to repeat the last radical letter of the primitives,

inserting, at the same time, some vowel between the letters so

doubled: as, '',7^?, or vvps^ most languid, from 'PW anxious;

^''23^2 eminences, great heaps, hills, from 1??^ gibbous ; H^?^.?

great, or frequent, adultery, from H^? committing adultery ;
^VH -

a well watered pasture, from vHD
leading to the water, &c., to which

many more might be added.

8. In forming the plurals of these, and similar reduplicated, or
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compound words, regard is to be had, principally, to the analogy of

the last component part of the word. In no case can the addition

of any increment, whether syllabic, or asyllabic, affect any syllable

beyond the penultimate of any word. In words, therefore, con-

sisting of a large number of syllables, no change will take place in

the vowels beyond the penultimate, and, in many instances, not

beyond the ultimate. The only question, then, which can arise

must be, as to the change of the ultimate, or penultimate, vowels

of such words. In primitive words, indeed, a greater number

of vowels does not exist ; and in these, as we have already

seen, analogy alone can be relied upon. The same is true here.

For, first : In all cases, except those in which the second and third

radical is the same, upon any asyllabic augment being attached to

the word, the preceding vowel must either be perfect, or rejected;

otherwise the syllable will be incomplete : as, D*'j?i7?'^ great gifts,

''?p'i3 stars of . Here, as the asyllabic ^"^T or ''t must neces-

sarily take the last consonant of the word, in order to be utterable

at all, the preceding vowel must either become perfect, or else be

rejected. But, if the root had its second and third radical letters

the same, and one had been thrown away, for the sake of euphony,

then, upon any asyllabic augment being applied, this rejected letter

would return, expressed by Ddgesh forte placed in the terminating

letter (Art. 77.): as, Cy?/! rvorthless, supernumerary shoots, from

^J??, the root of which is v^T -cile, Isaiah xviii. 5. In like manner,

upon the application of any syllabic augment, the situation of the

tone-accent, considered in connexion with the laws of syllabication,

will determine what the terminating vowel, or vowels, ought to be.

9. The only question which can now arise is, How will these

vowels be affected, when the noun is in the state of construction 1

Generally speaking, unless there be some reason for retaining a

perfect vowel, i. e., when some letter has been retrenched for which

compensation ought to be made, and hence a perfect vowel

retained, either Sheva, or one of its Substitutes, will appear in the

penultimate : as, ''pP'i^ the stars of , &c., not *'?5i3. But this

can be determined, only from a knowledge of the analogy of the

word.

10. We shall now give a few examples of compound words,

omitting the classification of Simonis as unnecessary : ^,?*^V.

thick darkness, from ^"]? it became dark, and vpW (Arab. Ji|) the

sun set ; 1 Y'T'^ fi^^'V vomiting, from ^"^i? vomiting, and I'i^rJ base ;
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TGTiQ
widehj expanding^ from 2?"}9 expand^ and ^1? separating ;

^2^*!? invigorating, refreshing, from ^^"J moisture, and ^Q increas-

ing, spreading ; O'^lSSy melon, from tD2W Arab. Ae ca^i c?ow;n,

and nisn
, signifying nearly the same thing ; ^]^15^ a hason, from

"1?^ collecting, and ^^ Wooc?, Arabic, or, as others think ^^ dew,

water; ^'^p^l^^TO cAie/* satraps, according to some, from the

Persic, tt^nS^ ^^Xl>-1, price, pre-eminence, and l^^, ^^intt?, a

satrap; according to others, the chiefdoor keepers, from tt?nMj ^^J^],

as before, and (j^^^^, l^i?!"^* <^oor keeper; "^S]? treasurer, from ^^

ya^a. (Pers.J^, or g^),
and "]!, or 15j (P^^s.^'lj, or^V) g^w<, "jT,P?

treasury (perhaps the diminutive CJj-O , or O^s*^
, of the above) ;

*^5^^P something, any thing, from H^ IS HQ
^ufrf ^z^; guirf;

^^/^^jy?^ flame of the Lord, according to some, from ^, a Chaldaic

particle, ^n7, or -nSHv ^^wze, and H'' the Lord; according to

others, from ^^^
inflaming, Syriac, and n^il v a flame, and H** as

before. Others, again, take the ^ as derived from the Arabic

DWna?, C-jL^, fame, &c. as before. In the list of various read-

ings given by Ben Naphtali, this word is read as two ^) ^^^if^ ;

which is probably the ancient way in which it was written. Some
of these, as it will be seen, are foreign words ; but, as the number

of such is few in the Hebrew Bible, and as the Dictionary must be

consulted for their signification and etymology, we have thought
it unnecessary to investigate their forms, and composition, any-

further.
'

On the Forms and Composition of Nouns adopted as Proper
Names,

170. By Proper Names, we understand those words, or phrases,

which have been adopted for the purpose of conveying the ideas of

certain specifc persons, or things. By names of persons, are to be

understood, the names of God, Deities, Angels, Men, &c. ; of things,

those of kingdoms, cities, towns, villages, mountains, rivers, &c. :

as, first, nin*; Jehovah; n^T ^^j? Baal Zevuv ; ^'1?5 Gavriel ;

^^mr\\ JBoshuah, &c. Second
; ^-ItpS Ashshur ; 017.^?? Egypt;

Dll?^^''^. Jerusalem, &c. And, indeed, any word used to designate

any specific object, (although the same may, in other instances,

be used as an Appellative,) may be a Proper Name, and be con-
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strued as such. Lion, for example, is an appellative ; and yet, it is

used as a proper name ; as in, ^^"^"1^. Leo Dei, Is. xxix. 1
, 2.

2. Whence it will be seen, that occasions may occur in which it

will be difficult to determine, whether such word was intended to

be taken as an appellative, or as a proper name.*

3. In the first place, then. Proper Names, which are purely

Hebrew, (for some appear to be of foreign extraction,) are, for the

most part, found to follow the analogy of the Appellatives ; at

others, to present forms unknown to them. Those which are of

the same forms with the Appellatives, we need not now notice, as

those forms have already been discussed.

4. The simple forms of Proper Names found to differ from those

of the Appellatives, are, 1st, those which take some form peculiar

to the persons of the verbs
; and, 2d, those which add "i, to the

end: as, 1st, P"^^"". Ishbdk, he excelled; ^^^'^ Ydshuv, he returns,

or shall return; '^Q'$^. Itskhdr, he shines, &c.
; and, 2d, as, '^"IJJ

Ono ; '^^1?. Yerekho, Jericho. A few foreign names are found of

the form rin)7Q ; as, ^5 Basmath.

5. Names, compounded with one or other of the divine names,
occur very frequently ;

a circumstance, which, according to

Simonis, happens only twice, with respect to the Appellatives ;
i. e.

in
''f^'^'1^: Ariel, and n"^y?^p Mdaphelyd. Another remarkable

circumstance is, that in these compositions the order is sometimes

inverted : as, nj?:?ir?in> Yehdshavhdth, for nin'J nV^li? Shavhdth

Yehovdh : which Simonis terms Anastrophe.f This never takes

place in the Appellatives. With these exceptions only, the forms

of Proper Names, whether simple or compound, constantly follow

those of the Appellatives ;
the significations of both being ascer-

tained precisely in the same way. It would be superfluous to swell

this work with numerous examples ; particularly as they may be

found in the " Onomastica" of Hiller, and Simonis, classed,

arranged, and discussed, as far perhaps as the most sanguine

inquirer could wish.

G. Having laid down the general rules relating to the formation,

and composition of Proper Names, we may now notice a few

irregularities, occasionally found to take place. These may be

Glass. Phil. Sac, pp. 696, 705, 780, Ed. Dalhe.

t Onomast. Vet. Test., p. 345.
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classed under the heads of, I. Omissions, II. Additions, III. The

Transpositions of certain letters or syllables ; and, IV. The Changes
of certain letters for others of the same organs.

7. Omissions : and in the first case, of the Initial letter of the

primitive word; e.g.
Dn ] Chron. ii. 9, for DT^W, (Art. 84.) Matt,

i. 3. Apafi, in the name of a person. Job xxxii. 2 ;
of a place,

2 Chron. xxii. 5, C^^. In a compound, D'^S?^ DQ, i Chron. xi. 13,

for C^JP"^ D??W 1 Sam. xvii. 1. In this last case, C)^^ is taken by
some as an Appellative : ^,?^^, is thought by some to be the same

with ^^^.^ Edum, i. e. Edom. Others take it to be a mystical

name, from the signification of the word Q^T, to he silent.

8. In the following instances, a letter has been dropped from the

middle of the word : as, ^,5^? 2 Sam. xvii. 25, for b":^^^^

1 Chron. ii. 16, (Art. 75.) n3"jnb^ 2 Sam. xxiv. 16, and 13*^

1 Chron. xxi. 25. T^W^-^ but 2 Chron. xxviii. 5, pi?^1'=I; ^i'i'l

Gen. xlvi. 13; for which we have ^S^tp;, i Chron. vii. 1
; n?tt?,

1 Sam. xvii. 13, is written Hg^tt? i Chron. iii. 5, and ^^t^^ ,

2 Sam. V. 1 4. In the following words, a letter has been omitted

at the end; D^W Josh. iii. 16, which is '^Sl^ Chap. xix. SQ
\

ti?-!n-|>p Is. xvi. 11, and lb. v. 7, nb-in-T^f: ; nn^W l Chron.

ii. 19; nnn?iS lb. V. 24.

9. Under the head omissions, may be noticed those defects

which are found to take place in patronymics, &c., derived from

compound Proper Names. Compounds are, in any case, trouble-

some words on account of their length ; but, in proper names,

this is less tolerable than in any other. The consequence has been,

most nations have used contractions, omitting some part or other

of the compound word, (see Art. 166. 11. note.) Hence ^}^P\, for

^p^P^^S 1 Sam. ix. 1, Judg. xix. 16, and Esth. ii. 5
; ''J'^P'l ^^^ a

man, a Benjamite. So 1 Chron. xx. 5, "^PH?, is put as some believe

for ""pnbn n"'^ Bethlehemite, comp. 2 Sam. xxi. 19; 'Tib ni^"}

Judg. XV. 17, lb. ver. 9. 14. 19, written simply "^r^,^.*

* With respect to this last passage, Pilkington has remarked " The word

^n^, as an Appellative, signifies, a jaw bone ; but, as it was also the proper

name of the place, where the Philistines met Samson, and where he slew a

thousand of them with the jaw bone of an ass, the name also of Ramath-Lehi

was given to the place, where he cast away the jaw bone. To consider the

word then, as Appellative, in the next verse
;
and to say that,

* When Samson

was thirsty, God clave an hollow place that was in ihejaw, and there came water
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10. To these may be added, ^ij^J Ps. cxxxii. 6; for ^''7.5^ n^np ^

1 Sam. vii. 1, &c., where the English version has " the fields of the

wood ;" o^^^'^'^. passim^ is written p|^2?, Ps. Ixxvi. 3.
; Bethlehem,

CO^ 1 Chron. iv. 22
; Bethaven, Hos. x. 5, is PfJ, ver. 8.

11. Some additions which are peculiar to proper names, have

already been given (No. 8.). We now come to the transposition of

letters or syllables :
D"?'''^.?:?,

2 Sam. xi. 3, is ^W^^^, 1 Chron. iii. 5,

in which the component parts of the compound change places by

Anastrophej as above noticed (No. 5.); rpV^'^l* ^ Kings xxiv.

6, 8, is
'^iV??*! 1 Chron. iii. 16

; and, by omission, with the addition

of -I, -in^^sjer. xxii. 24
; nnp-n2^n ,

Josh. xxiv. SO, is D-iin-riDpn ,

Judg. ii. 9; n^'^'in 1 Chron. iv. 4, is lb. 11, nmti?. So H^S
2 Sam. viii. 8, is written ^P^i^, 1 Chron. xviii. 8

;
to which some

others miglu be added. According to Hiller,* examples of this

kind are very numerous : but here, as the significatiotis adduced

by him are grounded on conjectural etymologies, little reliance can

be placed on them.

12. We shall now give a few examples, in which letters of the

same organ have taken place one of another (Art. 78.): "jT'jl"'^?;

2 Kings XX. 12, written '^T-^"'?* Isa. xxxix. 1, and '^'7"'^, 2 Kings
XXV. 27, Jer. l. 2. In the last instance, a quiescent W, is also

omitted (Art. 72.); 1|??, Josh. vii. 18, written "1,^37, \ Chron. ii. 7,

and to this last allusion is made in the text
; V^^'^^ ,

2 Sam.

xi. 3, and rntt7-n2l, l Chron. iii. 5; >:?W-|?^n?, Dan. i. 1;

n.;^-!lD^n?, Jer. xxi. 2; H?, Is. xix. 13, and ^9, Hos. ix. 6,

Memphis. Several changes of '^, and '^, may be observed in the

words Khemdarif Gen. xxxiv. 26
; Khemrdn, 1 Chron. i. 41

;

Doddnimf Gen. x. 4, is given Roddnim, 1 Chron. i. 7 ; Riphdth,
Gen. X. 3, is Diphdth, I Chron. i. 6 ; Dehuel^ Num. i. 14, is

Rehuelf lb. ii. 14; Hddad-Hezer, 2 Sam. viii. 3, is Hddar-Hezer,

thereout,' must be through want of comraon attention ; because, they imme-

diately subjoin,
* Wherefore he called the name thereof En hakkore, (q.d. The

well of him that called,) which is in Lehiy unto this day.' Such mistakes as

these give wrong ideas to the ignorant ; and furnish the scoffers with matter

of ridicule." " The error indeed, is corrected in the margin, which hath

Lehi, &c." Remarks upon several passages of Scripture, &c., by Matthew

Pilkington, Cambridge, 1759, p. 157. See also my Lexicon, under 5pi39,

p. 359.

Onomaslicon, V. Test., p. 365.

L
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1 Chron. xviii. 5. These letters, although not of the same organ,

are found, as in other languages, frequently interchanged. (Art. 79.)

Their change in Hebrew may be partially accounted for, by the

supposition of the Scribes having mistaken one form of Letter for

another. Confusion may also have arisen from a similarity in their

sound, which we find is sometimes the case in other languages.

13. It may not be amiss to offer a few remarks here, on those

proper names which end in C ) Yodt not only because their

number is very considerable, but also, because they afford some

curious considerations, on the subject of ancient Hebrew theology.

14. These, according to Killer,* may be classed under four heads.

First, Those termed Denominatives
y
on account of some par-

ticular circumstance being alluded to, when they were first given :

as
''j!? Levi, meaning Conjunctive, see Gen. xxix. S^. To which

may be added all Patronymics used as proper names.

Secondly, Words found in a mutilated state, but originally

composed of one or other of the Divine names: as, "^12/^, for

^JPfH, or ^^tI?:^> signifying, the Lord (is) a portion. So

"^"P^J, for '^|V]1??> stripped of God; to which many others might

be added. The intervening
"^

Yod, however, is in many cases,

allowed by all to be nothing more than a sort of connecting letter,

as in ^W*^*??? ,
for b T?;? servant of God, This method of

compounding the Divine name with other words, for the purpose

of forming proper names, is certainly of great antiquity, and may

safely be appealed to in proof of the position that Believers never

acknowledged any God different from that urged upon their notice

by the last prophet. Whether we can extract from it the fact

that, they also understood the doctrine of the Holy Trinity, of the

Immutability, Invisibility, Incomprehensibility, and of the other

attributes, of the Deity, as known and taught among ourselves

now, does not seem to be quite so clear as Hiller will have
it.-j-

It is also worthy of notice, that the names given to individuals

among the Babylonians as well as other nations contiguous to the

Jews, were, for the most part, either the names of their idols, or

compounds, including one or other of their titles. The same

practice is found to prevail among the pagans of the present day.

* Onoraast. Vet. Test., p. CI, &c.

t lb., pp. 228, 229.
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15. Thirdly, Yod is said to be paragogic when attached to

substantives, used as proper names : as, "^J?. ''i^P^'1"^ , 1 Chron.

XXV. 4. 31
; ^VT!^^, Numb. xxi. 33 : ^^f^.TV, Josh. xv. 62, &c.

16. Fourthly, Yod is thought to be the pronoun of the 1st person

singular, in the following and similar examples: **^'^^^, 1 Chron.

XXV. 4; "^^^^21 lb. verr. 4. 29.

17. Having said thus much on the analogy, and irregularities,

prevailing in the forms of proper names, and referred the Student

to those writers who have treated these subjects at great length ;

we shall now offer a few remarks; 1. On the persons, by whom

they were given, and on the circumstances, with which they were

connected : and, 2, On the various names sometimes found

attached to persons, or places ; a usage which has, by some, been

termed Polyonymia,
*

18. With respect to the persons by whom proper names have

been imposed, they are various, as likewise have been the occasions

on which they have been given. In some instances God himself

gave the name; in others, the Faihert Mother, or some one or

other of the kindred.

Of the first, examples may be found in Gen. xvi. 11, xvii. 19,

1 Kings xiii. 2, 1 Chron. xxii. 9, Matt. i. 21, Luke i. 13, &c. Of
the second and third,* examples occur very frequently ;

and of the

last, Luke i. 59, may suffice.
-f*

19. The principal causes, or circumstances, connected with the

imposition of proper names amount, according to Simonis, to fifteen.J

These, however, may all be reduced to the original number assumed

by Glassius, which is two. "
1. kut eo-co, vel ratione etymi et

significationis, ej usque fundamenti. 2. kut e^Q>, vel ratione

extensionis ad alia, et communionis."

20. In the first place, proper names both of men, and of placeSf

were first given with reference to some event, either past, present^

or future, with regard to such person, or place.

21. Of the first sort, are the following: Gen. xvii. 17, 19, pH^^
Isaac, so called on account of Abraham's smiling \\ upon receiving

*
Simonis, p. 13.

t Gen. xxix. xxx., 1 Sam. i. 20, 1 Chron. iv. 9.

J Onom., pp. 14, 15, &c.

Append. Gram., Tract, iii. p. 709, Ed. Dathe.

II

" Risus Abrahae exsultatio est gratulantis, non irrisio diffidentis."

Eucherius apud Glass. Append. Gram., Tract, iii. p. 711.

L 2
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the promise of his birth
; Exod. ii. 10, Moses (^^^) is so called

on account of his having been taken out of the water, as the text

shews, whether the word itself be Egyptian or Hebrew ; for, on

this subject learned men differ.

1 Sam. iv. 21, I-kdv6d p*^?? ^^ where is the glory? on account

of the ark of the covenant having been taken.

22. Secondly ;
Of names taken from present circumstances, the

following are examples : Gen. iv. 2, ^^P vanity, on account, as it

has been thouglit, of the vanity and instahility of all human things

occasioned by the fall ;
Gen. iv. 25, Seth {'^'^) because God had

placed him in the situation of Abel, who had been murdered by
Cain

;
Gen. xxv. 25, Esau Of?- )> whether we deduce it from

f^j**^y ^^V, as Dathe will have it, which signifies to cover^ &c., or

from Uc, *^nV to have long hair, after Simonis
;

lb. ver. 26,

Jacob, ^l7?,-, from ^j7.?. the heel, because he took hold of his

brother's heel at the time of his birth.

23. The following appear to have been given, with reference to

something afterwards to take place : Gen. iii. 20, Eve (Ht^),
because she was to be the mother of all who should live; Gen.

v. 29, Noah (0*'^), because he was to be the means of consoling^

or giving rest to, the true believers. In this case, the verb used

to explain the proper name is not the same with that included in

the name itself, which signifies quiet, rest, &c. The only thing

intended by the sacred Writer seems to have been on this, as on

many other occasions, to give the general sense, and not the exact

etymology, of the word.

24. The following are examples of names of places, given with

reference to certain present events.

Gen. iv. 16, Nod 0*1?), is the place in which Cain is said to have

resided, after he had been driven out from the presence of God,
the meaning of which is wandering, or wanderer.

Gen. xi. 9, Babel (^??)j was so called, on account of the con-

fusion which took place there, from '',57^, a reduplicated form of

v73j to mix, confound, &c. which, by contraction, will become ^?|^

Gen. xxviii. 19, Bethel (^f^TI'^5) was so called by Jacob, because

he deemed it worthy to be called The house of God, on account of

the vision he saw there. Similar examples are to be found.

Gen. xxxii. 3, with respect to Mdkhandim; lb. xxxi. 47, Galhed;

John v. 2, where Bethesda is intended to point out the favour of
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God exerted at that place, as in a house of mercy. In Exod. xv.

and Numb, xxxiii. we have several examples of names, thus given

to the different stations, in the wilderness, at which the Israelites

halted.

It should be observed, that in writing Hebrew names in the

Greek letters, the aspirates are frequently omitted : as, 'Ecrpcu/i not

X(rpd)fi; Naao-o)*/, not Nax(ra>v ;
and SO of Others. See Art. 9, note.

LECTURE IX.

ON THE SEPARABLE AND INSEPARABLE PARTICLES.

171. These are nothing more than words, or frag-

ments of words, attached to others for the purpose of

qualifying or otherwise restricting them ; and they are

written either separately, or together and so forming
one compound word, as usage may require. In this point
of view, therefore, they may be classed under one, or

other, of the forms of nouns already detailed ; but, as

they occur frequently, and exert a very considerable

influence on the force and bearing of the context, they
deserve a separate consideration.

2. By these Particles are meant, words used occasion-

ally as Pronouns, Adverbs, Prepositions, Conjunctions,
or Interjections, We say occasionally, because some of

them will sometimes fill one or more of these offices, as

usage may have determined, just as similar words often

do in our own language.
3. That the Separable Prepositions are words of this

kind, no doubt will remain when we consider, that in

many instances they actually present all the peculiarities

of nouns put in the state of construction : as, p''"}"'*'^?
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for vanity, or in svfficientiam vanitatis^ Jer. li. 58 ; so

^I^L^ I"'3 hetween the waters, Gen. i. 7 ;f or distinctio

aquarum : ^'^ (for i^"'/]) being the absolute form in the

one case, and ]^2 in the other; which, in construction,

will regularly become ''H, and ^2, respectively (Art.
143. 6.). And, again, words preceding these particles J
are often found taking the forms proper for the state of

construction : as, 13 ^plPI Ps. ii. 12 ; l^Vl"^^ t^iJ^Q

Delight of Re%in, Is. viii. 6, &c., which implies that they
are nouns.

4. In the Arabic and Ethiopic dialects, in each of which we
have a pecuh'arity of termination for the state of construction, these

particles are clearly marked as being in that state : as, in the

Arabic, iXs:^'*^'
^Ul before the mosquey (i. e. pars, anterior templiy)

where the first word loses its tanwTn, and the last is put in the

genitive case. So in the Ethiopic, CD^fl'T' : flV^^
'

to, or

towards, heaven ; where the first word only has this mark. And,

generally, words of this kind, whether conjunctions, prepositions,

or adverbs, will be found with the termination proper for construc-

tion (if they happen to have such termination), when they are

intended to be so understood
; and without it, when not so

intended.

With respect to the adverbs, as they can be known to be such

only from the situations in which they are found, and may consist

of any form of word suitable to the sense required, something will

be said on their character, and use, when we come to the syntax.

5. If, then, these particles were originally nouns, it is likely we
should find them exhibiting the simple, and augmented, forms pecu-
liar to nouns

;
and such is the case in many of them, as the fol-

* Nold. sub voce ^f in notis, "n Est absoluti *1 constructum/'

f lb. sub. v. \\ "Constiluit substantivum nomen masculinum, cujus

pluralis raasc, est
D*p.'?,

&c atque inde nominalem significationem, quam
vix unquam twiii . , . ,discrimen differentiam rerum, qua a se invicem dis-

tinguuntur."

X These particles are 3, 5, b, n, or !?,'', hn, 'ji>, ^nbs, Glass. Phil. Sacr.,

p. 80, &c. Storr. Observ., p. 105.
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lowing examples will shew : Segolates, C2"n^ not yet; ^^M neaVy

at; np3 he/ore, in presence of ; t^lvQ /j^re, hither; P^ only ; ^^*

-jt by no means. Primitive nouns not Segolate ; as, '^^^^ more;
'y^'DD round about; ^"^P {^(em.) quickly ^ soon; "^Jl (root ^^"1)

much ; ^,i:^^ besides, to which many others may be added.

The following are forms, augmented by one or other of the

letters termed ""^pP.^H (Art. 156.); ^tf!^^ suddenly, immediately;
can

gratis, freely (Art. 167.); V*'^W perhaps, which is probably a

compound of "^^ 1, (Arab. ^ jt) ;
in

(for "^(r) after, after^

wards. Art. 109.

6. Many of these particles are found in the plural number, (a

sufficient proof, if any were wanting, that they are nouns) ; as, V^.y

fem. '^'^r^ distinction, between, pi. D'^j?'*5, and ^''^"^5. So masc.

^**^?, fern, njl'^^p, pi. n*ia^;ip surroundings, enclosures, adv. or

prep, round about; "^HM, pj. D^nr|S, and, in construction, "^inW

"n <?^n after the king, q. d. subsequutionibus, regis.

7. In many instances these words are found in a compound state i

as, "iVP^ (comp. of V ,
of '''J^, and P^, of ^, and n3^ answer,)

on account of, because of, &c.
; C''2Qp (of 1^ and D'^^S) because of;

"IV^r^, '^7.?r'^> ^^ "^^^f^P besides, except: and, further, with

another particle, '^IV.I'^'Ql} whether besides ? In this last case, the

simplest form T?^/2lj is probably a compound of three primitives,

viz. of ^3? usque ad, &c. ^, and ^, which are used as prepositions.

In some of the others, also, we have the preposition
^

, and the

interrogative particle H, with the word also put in the plural

number and in the form proper for construction.

8. In some cases, several of these words will be found construed

together, and qualifying one another : and, in all of these, those

capable of receiving a form for the state of construction, will

invariably take that form. Of this sort are the following :

r ^V , '^^? ^? until . . . not; nan 157, and contracted, IjT.^ and

nai?? Eccles. iv. 2, 3
;
nb 13?, 1? IV hitherto; ^'^^ T37 to excess;

* This word is probably an abridged form of n^, execration; thence,

deprecation, prohibition, or the like; or, from one or other of the Cognate roots,

Vjn, Vim, V>, which will afford similar significations. See these roots in the

Lexicons.

t ''? proprie defectus, sed in particulam abit . . notans non. Simonis

Lex. sub voce rrbn attritusfuit.
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''na IV How long ? Usquequo ? ^ri^ IV until now, ecos rov vvv ;

njVP^ T^ to the summit; ">f?^?
"^V

,
CSn^

,
DM

-)t^S 137, ^3 ir

ww/i/; DS ''n^S Mw/e.S5; ^^ DM
if not ; P ^^ wo< 50; P i?

euew 50 ; 7^ T?y ,
and ^Tnbzp , besides, except, &c.

9. These particles are also found in construction with the pro-

nouns, sometimes in the singular, at others in the plural, number:

as, ^9^2 between thee; ^3^3/3, and fem. ^i'^pia^a between us. So

Db?^ near them; ^?^?^ on account of thee; D3'^ , and ia''3'^,

they are not. The following, when in the plural number only, take

the affixed pronouns singular, or plural, viz. "^nS
after; ^"^jlD^

after thee ;
^M to ;

^V above, upon ;
'^V to ; "^j^?^ besides ; and,

according to Schroederus, "*7-^t^ the blessings of; ^''p?/ before;

Cp?P on account of,

10. The pronominal affixes, when attached to some of these

particles, dilFer, in some respects, from those usually attached to

nouns : e. g. "^PpH"^ U7ider or beneath me, for ''nn-^
; '^,?r3'7, for "^JH

behold me ;
^nan

,
for i2rT behold him; QH?^ ,

for ^"^V with them;

'^ViP^ masc. and lf!70^ fem. them, or as it respects them, for ^P^,
or ins ; Qn*,or]nN.

11. The particle
^M

,
often put before a noun which is the object

of some verb in the sentence, appears in three different forms when

connected with the pronouns, which Schroederus thinks has arisen

from the root's originally presenting three cognate forms, viz.

nn, nryA^ or ri^, to come, &c.*

* D. Kimkhi has remarked in the Mikhlol, (fol.
tosi verso) "iDi^n'O idd

i3-i2?irr n"? bwcm briDn >r) TinD ximu -ma
-p'Db

^iinn in
ps>nttj

>d 3?tioi Vircn 'w 'jDia

: nN nbob So, should you say, '^'Styia
3"in pii Reuben slew Simeon, it would not

be known who was the slayer, or who the slain. But when you say Reuben

slew n Simeon, (i. e. Siraeonem,) the particle
hn points out the objective case,

and it is known that Simeon is the person slain. In like manner, in a matter

in which the agent and patient are evident, the particle ri is unnecessary.
This rule, however, is not universally true, as we shall see when we come to the

syntax. Similar to this is the doctrine of the Persian Grammarians, on the

use of the particle j, (originally perhaps *y wat/) ; for where, according to

Mr. Lumsden, there would be a difficulty in ascertaining from the context,

which is the objective case to the verb, this particle is added ; and when it is

not so, the particle is always to be omitted. Pers. Gram., vol. ii. p. 202. My
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From the first, we have ^^.^^ you ; DpO^. therriy raasc. )f}0^

themy fem. From the second, ^"^^ with me ; ^^^ rvith thee, masc,

"^TiJM id. fem.; i^^ with him; nri with her; ^?i?W with us;

D^^M with you; C^jW wi^A </iin. From the third, ''riiW me ; ^^1*1^

thee, or w;?7A thee ; "iiP"^^ ^^ee, or with thee ;
''HIS Aim, or with him.

So nnis, 5^3ni, n?nis , inoi^, nniw, inrii, or iriiw. in

all which cases, coming to, touching, as it respects, or the like, will

give the exact sense of the particle.

12. Some of these particles take (t), as the vowel of union

(Art. 145. 6.) before the affixed pronouns ^3, and "j?: as, 'I^^V with

us; ^2n id.; sianiW us, ox with us; T[riS ryf^A thee, fem., "jj ;

and 'JTpiW id. So 'n,?^ fce^o^i thee, fem. ; 'n7T'^^ Ai^Aer^o thou, fem. ;

'jT'^7 wiM thee, fem. ; D,5^7 w^A you, masc. ; ^7'?^ "'^^^ ^^^<?wi,

masc.

13. The preposition Vp out, out of, apparently from the Arabic

root 1?5 ^"^ doubles the 3 by Ddgesh, whenever any one of the

pronouns is affixed : as, ^^"^ (or ^}'^)from me; -"^nap , (or 'inpp ,
for

'in3p)/rom him ; Dn-?pyrom them. But, more frequently, the root

assumes a reduplicated form, and drops its final letter : as, V^P for

]P?P (Art. 76.), and, with the affixed pronouns, "'^'^'^ (for ''?^?^'P)

from me; ^^pfrom thee; ^^'^^from him ; ^^"^^ from her ; ^3^P

from us: and, by a further abbreviation, ^PP/rom thee, masc;
and "nj^P/rom thee, fem.

14. The other prepositions take the affixed pronouns regularly,

and, for the most part, in the plural number : as, ^^ to, towards, pi.

^^N io me; ^j5? upon, against, plural ^"'(Tiy wpow, or against thee;

15? to, usque ad, plural '^'^^^ to him ; V?^*?^ besides ; ^"^^.5^^

besides thee. With the grave affix : ^,5 v^. to you ; vJ^ - ? pow
them*

15. The remaining prepositions, are ^l^^^l? on account of; *^3?^

by, through ; V^^ without, fords ; "^i?.^? before, in front of; ^^9

towards, over against; "i??- on this side, beyond (properly, passage) ;

"T33, and ^?|^ before, infront of.

The Interjections are occasionally the mere expressions of nature

intimatingpain, &c. : as, in, Oh! ^in, 0! nsrj, Jhahl nn^^ "^iM

alas! &c., at other times they are derived from roots : as, "'S, M3,

edition (9tb) of Sir Wm. Jones's Pers. Gram., p. 118, Se also my Hebrew

Lexicon, p. 64, seq.
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up! I prayi
&c. W?. , ^??, ^^7, go to! ^?^T, give! T^'^'^'H ^

profane! &c. See Art. 243., where their use, &c., are pointed out.

On the Inseparable Particles,

172. Having laid down the forms, and given some ex-

amples of the construction, of the Separable particles, we

now come to those which have been termed Inseparable,

These have been so named, because many of them are

no longer extant in their original and complete forms,

but presenting one single letter only, and are always

prefixed to some other word. They are all compre-
hended in the technical terms, ^J^D") T^W12y Moses and
Caleb,

2. The first (p) is regularly prefixed to nouns with the imper-
fect vowel () Khirik, and consequently inserts Ddgesh forte in the

following letter : as, "Hl^^ from, or out of, the way. This word,

when written at length, is V? , probably from ptt, signifying,

according to Storr, cutting off,
&c.* This Ddgesh, therefore, may

be considered as compensating for the loss of the letter 3

(Art. 76.).

3. Ddgesh, however, is frequently omitted when the following

word commences with (:): as, H^^S^p y>ow greatness; 'p''P^^

from his right hand (for '^p'^P!'^ Art. 87. 5.). Under this rule

Schroederus places the word niJ*)27Mn2ip7 ,
thencefrom the begin-

fling,
1 Chron. xv. 13. But here, the P prefixed, is probably a

part of HD that, which, what, or the like.

4. But, when any letter incapable of receiving Ddgesh follows,

(Art. 1 09) a compensation is made, either explicitly, or implicitly :

i. e. either, 1st, by putting the vowel () instead of Khirik ; or,

2dly, by considering the following letter as doubled: as, 1st.

lt?>P (for tl:7^WP)/rom7wan; ^^O^VQ {iox ^^^^P) from a wicked

(man) ; or, 2dly, ts^rip (for ^^^\l;i) from a thread.

5. The particle
^

, which is an abbreviation of "^f?^ who, what,

&c. will be considered with the demonstrative pronouns ; where

the use of the inseparable particle
H will also be shewn.

See last An. No. 13.
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On the Particle ^ and, but, moreover, ^c,

173. This particle is, probably, a fragment of the word

TV\^, Syriac ^o], or Arabic ^j^^^ , to augment, connect.

Sec, : its augmented form is, HINI desiring wealth, con-

nection, or the like : and, as a noun, 1]
a hook, nail, or

any thing by which one thing is connected with another.

Hence, it is used as a conjunction, and is capable of all

the variety of meaning to which such words are subject.

2. This particle is regularly prefixed to nouns with

(:) : as, *T3j[/.1 '^n^tf^ a servant maid and man,
3. The Shevd, however, is liable to certain variations. When the

word, to which "l is attached, commences also with Shevdy this

"^ takes the vowel Shurek : as, ^^ ^^ go ye^ not ^^7^. (Art. 106. 1.) :

"qb^bn* and to, ox for, the king, not "^^^^1, or '^^5^1.
4. The same change takes place, whenever any one of the labial

letters (H^"^^) immediately follows : as, "^?^^ and the garment, not

"T^^l . There are, however, some exceptions : as, ^nhj and void ;

W2^ and they blushed, where it has (t). No. 9 below.

5. When the letter ^, with (:) follows, a contraction will take

place (Art. 87. 5.): as, ^n>^
(for '^H";') , or W^l and he shall live ;

DJ^P'^I (for OJ'^P'll) and their right hand. In a few cases we have

(v) in this place : as, n-*??- ^'^^ ^^' ^^^ ^^*

6. Any word beginning, with one of the Substitutes of Shevd,

will prefix
'^

,
with the correspondent imperfect vowel (Art. 107.) :

as, *'3^,1 and I; ^^.^,1. a7id truth, &c.

7. In some instances of this kind, however, we find Shurek :

as, ^\11^ and gold, Gen. ii. 12
; "'l??^-'^

and cry thou (fem.)

Jer. xxii. 20 : which is anomalous.

8. When the word commences with an W
, a contraction is often

found to take place: as, "'i?*^^,!
and my Lord (for ^?^^,1); so

D^nbT and God (for D'H^^J), Art. 87. 5.

9. Monosyllables, and dissyllables having the accent on the

penultima, will generally prefix this particle with (t) : as, D-1DJ and

* Kimkhi is of opinion, that in these cases the letter is to be considered

as dropped, and that we should read in universally : which supposes >}^,
to

be the primitive form of this particle.
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a horse; ^"l^J and a ram. To this, however, there are many

exceptions : as, '^'Itt?') and an ox ; ^5^.1 and a chariot,

10. This particle has been supposed to have the power of

changing the tenses of the verb, i. e. of making the preterite tense

future, and, the future preterite ;
and hence it has been termed Vaw

Conversivum. From what will be said hereafter on the doctrine of

the tenses of the verbs, it will appear, that the conversive power

supposed to exist in this particle, is neither necessary nor true.

When it takes the vowel Pdthakh it ought perhaps to be considered

as illative^ corresponding to the Arabic
,__j then, therefore, &c.,

when it takes ( :), as being merely conjunctive (Art. 119. note).

11. In some cases, when accompanied by (-), the Ddgesh of the

following letter, as also the Euphonic accent
;

one or other of which

is necessary to complete the syllable, is dropped, probably by the

negligence of the scribes : as, ^'^)2"]1 and he consecrated, Gen. ii. 3

for ^Jpyi, or, with the accent, ^J[|2?,!!.

12. In the first person singular of the present tense, this particle

takes (t) : as, 37P^^J and I hear,

174. The remaining particles 3, 3, and / , signifying,

in, according to, to, or the like, respectively, may be

easily traced to their origin as nouns. The first is pro-

bably a fragment of the word ^^i3 entering into, &c.,

which is found in the Arabic under the forms of, ^^^ he

descended, entered hito his house, lodging, &c.
; l?, or

% and in Ethiopic n(D?k : meaning nearly the same

thing.

2. With respect to the second (?) signifying like, as,

just as, &c., it is probably a fragment of some primitive

noun, from which we also have the words 113 thus; ^5

for, so; 113, and ]3, thus. For the etymology of 7, see

Art. 171.7.

3. These particles are regularly prefixed with (:) ; as,

"?I")'15
i^ wai/; ]^j/3

like a tree; yi/!^^
to earth.

If the word to which either of them is to be prefixed,

have (:), the particle will regularly take () Khtrik
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(Art. 106. 1.): as, H^^Q? m a volume; "^JpP^* l^^e a

vessel; iij?/, to his son,

4. But, when any one of the Substitutes of Shevd happens to be

at the beginning of such word, the prefix will take the corre-

spondent imperfect vowel (Art. 107.): as, ^VQ? ^^ ^ dream;

^"^pv?!? ^^^^ eating, &c.

5. When an ^
, happens to be the first letter, a contraction gene-

rally takes place : as, ''3'TSb
(for )pt^]>) to my Lord; D'n^^

(for D'nb^fb) to God. (Art. 87. 5.).

6. But when prefixed to monosyllables, or to dissyllables having

the accent in the penultimate, they generally take (t) as above

(Art. 173. 9.) ;
e. g.

HTla in this; ny>W3 like these; n^^^ for ever.

So with verbal nouns or Infinitives, when not in construction with

other nouns : as, ^^P^ for standing ; ^'?^/^ for rvalking,

7. The following affixed pronouns are often found attached to

these particles : viz. "^21 in me ;
^^33 in us ; ^^ in thee, masc. ; "H? id,

fern. ; 0,5? ^'^ y^"> masc.
; 1^5 ^d. fem.

;
"^S in him, masc. : i^l^ in

it, her ;
Dn2

(or Art. 75.) DJ? in them, masc.
; Ij??? id. fem.

8. The particle / , receives the pronouns in the same manner ;

but ? , is so found in only two instances
;

viz. DJ5t ^^^^ 2/^" ^"^

Hv^? ^^^^ them. When it is necessary to use the pronouns with ? ;

the paragogic particle
'^

, is generally introduced thus : ''^'l^? ^^^^

me; '"Iji^S like us; ^i^? ^^^^ '^'^^; ^J?"^^? ^^^^ you; ^niD| like

him ; H*^?? I'^^e her ; DvJ'i?? like them.

9. When either of the particles r^, 25, or ( ,
is prefixed to a

noun with the definite article, the article is for the most part

rejected (Art. 73.), and the particle takes its vowel : as, ^1J? in

the house (for n^3n:?l) ;
tt7^3 like the man ; (for t^'n?) ; Wjil

for the month (for tt^lHnb) ; n^-jn^ in the dry (land, for

nnnnn:|l Art. 87. 6.). Exceptions : 'H'il^'^? in the way, Neh.

ix. 19: arn^ to the people, 2 Chron. x. 7; nijbnn:? like the

windows, Ezek. xl. 25
; DjnnS like the wise man, Eccles. viii. 1.

10. This contraction, moreover, sometimes takes place in those

Infinitives, which commence with a servile H : as, ^p?2l (for

btt73n?l) in being impelled, Prov. xxiv. 17 ; T^^^ (for ?'9^n^)
for causing to hear, Ps. xxvi. 7 ; ^^?/ (for ^'^^V^ : ) fi^ bringing,

Jer. xxxix. 7, &c., which is most usual in the Chaldee.
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On the Inseparable Particles termed Paragogic,

175. To the preceding inseparable particles others

may be added, which, however, are always found

attached to the end, never to the beginning, of words ;

and, for the purpose, most probably, of adding something
to the force of the passages in which they are found.

These were, at first, perhaps, nouns of one form or other,

just as the prepositions were ; but which, in after times,

were abbreviated for the sake of convenience.

2. These letters or syllables, then (for they are now

nothing more), have been termed paragogic, rather, I

suppose, for the purpose of giving them a name, than for

pointing out either their nature or their use. They con-

sist of one or other of the letters I'^IHX, appended to

words, either for the purpose of giving emphasis to the

meaning, of promoting euphony, or for some other

purpose.
3. The letter ^, is mostly pleonastic, and is found at-

tached to words terminating in the vowel (t), or 1 : as

^^n^!^;^^?
its galleries (for H^i^l^riNl),

Ezek. xli. 15;

^^^?7^^ they who went (for 'ID^nn), Josh. x. 24 ; ^^^3JJ

they tvere willing, Isa. xxviii. 12
; N'l^SI they shall be

carried, Jer. x. 5. So ^^r^\ for
^T\] (for^H^, Art. 87. 2.)

he shall be, Eccl. xi. 3; also Nlil, instead of IH, he,

Arab. ^ ;
\^u , for T), Arab. ^^, would to Godj "utinam,"

&;c., and so of others.'^

4. The use of H, as a paragogic letter, is very fre-

quent. In some cases, it is thought to augment the

signification, in others to be merely pleonastic. On

* This prevails in the Arabic, whence Schultens comes to the conclusion,

that it is an ancient manner of writing : others, that it is a mere Arabisra.
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some occasions it is found appended to words, ending
in a consonant, with (t) ; on others, it is preceded by ()
or ( ) : and in these vowels it becomes quiescent : as,

nn$pj^ (from "I^P?J) / will recount, or, let me recount,

Psl'ii. 7; n^nX (from rn.N), the earth; HSn, from JH,

hehold ; DyX (from /N), these. The force is augmented
in such cases as, T]T^}J^^}\, of n^1J^% great salvation,

Ps. iii. .3, Jonah ii. lOL

'

'r^^h^p_,^oi rh')V_, Ps. Ixxxii. 16,

&:c., as in the 'i of U7iity or singularity, in the Arabic, as

in ^^Ic, a singularly learned man.

5. It is attached to verbs. 1st, to the Infinitive or

Verbal noun ; 2d, to both the tenses ; 3d, to the second

person singular masculine of the Imperative ; and 4th, to

the participles: e. g. 1st. H^^S (for C^Ji^S), spoiling;

no-) (for TJn), shakifig, Isa. xVxi'i. 11 ; nSs^ (for ^g^),

asking, Isa. vii. 11, &c. 2d. mi2 (for Hj), he rested,

Isa. vii. 2 ; HJi (for ]7) he lodged, Zech. v. 4 ;

n;ri5'?^n (for ]r):phpr]),2je cast; r]^^p2 (for ^w^), let

us hum. Gen. xi. 3 ; HJ^'l'l (for IJS^l^), he will reduce to

ashes, Ps. xx. 4, &c.*

6. Verbs ending in H, usually drop it upon receiving the para-

gogic
n

: as, H^P^ (for nn^tpt;? Art. 75.), / will look on, observe,

Ps. cxix. 117. So nynip? (for nnyri^3), ne will observe, Isa.

xli. 23. This last example Schroederus puts under the form of

apocope, which appears to me both unnecessary and erroneous.

7. With Imperatives: as, '^,???^ repose thou (for ^,?P), Gen.

xxxix. 7 ; ''^^^^ (for ^bW) co/Zec'^ Num. xi. 16
; ^^^^ for"^b^),

heep, Ps. XXV. 20
; nn"^tt7jpn (for ^l^tt^pH), a^^ewt/, Ps. v. 3

;
HDb

(for "n^), and with n omitted ^/ ^o, Numb, xxiii. 13. So 1??^
(for "^l??^, from "T?3^), / will be honoured, Hag. i. 8.

5. With Participles: as, nn??2l (from "^,??2l), burning, Hos.

vii. 4; "^^P? (from ^^P?), escaped, Jer. xlviii. 19.

8. Nouns singular, of both genders, as also nouns masculine of

* The force of these will be considered in the Syntax, Art. 234.
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the dual and plural numbers, will occasionally receive a paragogic
n ,

still preserving the accent on the originally accentuated syllable :

as, nb^b (from Vb), ^A^ night; nanp (f,om U^-y^l? Egypt ;

^^^Pt (from ^''Pt) days. Any noun, however, ending in an im-

perfect vowel, on account of construction (Art. 143. 3.), may, when

the paragogic H is added, take the accent on the last syllable : as,

^^f? nmrp (from ^^^fP, in construction nnrp), the rising of the

sun, Deut. iv. 41, &c. In this case, such terminating vowel will

suffer no change on account of the state of construction : as, ^r7"]TP

^^!J^, above: so, ^P.pH '^^IJ!? the southern country, Gen. xx. 1
;

rrW nbqsn the tent of Sarah, Gen. xxiv. Q7,

9. This particle is occasionally added to the pronouns, whether

separate or fixed: as, 1st, H^^S you, fem.; '^?p they, masc.
;

nan
they, fem. ;

nbs these, com. 2d, ^JDv to you ; n3,50^T your

(fem.) wickedness, &c.

10. It will not be necessary to trouble the Reader with instances,

in which this particle is found attached to other particles : as, ^12^
for Cli? there, &c. : because, as these are manifestly nothing more

than nouns, it is reasonable enough that they should receive the n

paragogic as well as others.

11. The following seem to be instances of Pleonasm: i. e. in

which this letter adds nothing whatever to the sense : viz. ^riS, for

i?, thou; nnn3, for nri3, thou gavest; HDl^, for ^1,;, thy hand;

to which many more might be added. So in ^by ,
for ^^'^ they

ascended, 2 Kings xxiv. 10; Hx^Ij ^^^ ^^"tI* ^^^ ^^^V ^^^^^^ ^^

Josh. XV. 4, &c., where the Shurek has been supplied by ().

12. The paragogic letter 1, is sometimes found with

Kholem ; at others, without any vowel ; and, occasionally,

coming betvveen two nouns which are in the state of
construction. It is thought by some to be nothing more

than a pleonasm of the affixed pronoun (1): as, "ij/^ "^^3

his son (viz.) of Beor, instead of ")j/3 ]3 Numb. xxiv.

3. 15 ; ^^155"^^^^ ^^^ livimg creature (viz.) the earth's,

instead oi'^i;^.
rvn Gen. i. 24; D^p-t^i/p^ into its

fountain (viz.) of water, for Xi?^^, Ps. cxiv. 8. So Vin^,

and y^jyi , his (being) alone, Gen. xiii. 6 ; Ps. iv. 9, &c.

See also Ps. l. 10, civ. 11, 20, Ixxix. 2 ; Isa. Ivi. 9.

15. Professor Gesenius objects to this etymology, because the
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vowel points differ, in some respects, from those usually found with

the affixed pronoun, and because the affix is also found to disagree

with the noun to which it refers.* I do not think, however, that

much stress can be laid on the consideration of the vowel points,

because anomalies of this kind frequently occur. Nor is the dis-

agreement of gender, discoverable between the noun and the affix,

of much moment ;
because little regard is paid in the Hebrew,

either to the gender, or number of words in cases like this, as we

shall see hereafter. In the Syriac, and Ethiopic, pleonasms of

this sort are extremely frequent ; but, in general, a preposition is

then added to the last word : as, (ox-^J oiZLDoia^iO, the gift of

hirriy of God, or rather, the gift of him. who (is) God. The prepo-

sition in the Ethiopic is ^ in these cases. See Ludolf. Gram. Eth.,

p. 138. We have also the pronominal affix cJ, '^, thy, &c., in all

its numbers and genders, in the Arabic, similarly applied in vi^li 3

cXJ,i, &c.

14. There are some instances of verbs, in which ' seems to be a

paragogic letter : as, 13!!1 and he smote, 2 Sam. xiv. 6, root nD3
;

where, however, the *) may probably be the true radical letter, for

which n has been substituted : and, as Kholem is most frequently

the second vowel proper for the present tense, nothing can be more

likely, than that "^ is here made to quiesce in it. We also have

*^^^] in 1 Sam. xxi. 14; probably for ^^'^] he chatiged. We
have '', in like manner, not as a paragogic letter, but as the true

radical letter, in ^^P^ blot out, Jer. xviii. 23
; ''^J^ she committed

fornication, lb. iii. 6.

15. The letter (^), when Paragogic, is, like the pre-

ceding asyllabic, and is mostly found between two

nouns in the state of construction. Its vowel differs, in

no respect, from that of the pronoun of the first person

singular ; whence Schultens and some others have sup-

posed it to be nothing more than a pleonasm of that

pronoun. To this, however, Storr and Gesenius

Lehrgebaiide, p. 540.

M
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object.''^ The Persian f etymology, however, proposed

by Gesenius, and adopted by Ewald, is, perhaps,

equally objectionable, as exemplified in the phrase, ^^,
c c />

cUmo the scent of musk. Whether it be the same with

the ^JUw^ll ^^lJ,, or ,A^sJl,
of the Arabs, which is the

same wdth the patronymic
^ of the Hebrews (Art. 166.);

or, whether it be the "^ of the plural number, derived

from the verbal noun TVT^ (Art. 139. 7. note), and thence

applied for the purpose of giving Emphasis^ Intensity,

or the like, to any particular passage, it is impossible to

say ; but, certain it is, that the significations thus derived

will suit its application sufficiently well, where any
variation of sense is discoverable from its insertion. J

16. This particle is found appended both to nouns,

and particles : to nouns, as, i^hi^ ^'12, .... ^"ipi^ binding

thefole of his ass, Gen. xlix. 11; ^]'^^2 ^T^^'^gf^eat (fem.)

among the nations. Lam. i. 1; ^^J'^^nri ^^\^% the voice

of my supplications, Ps. cxvi. 1 ;
Di'* "^r^^t^ stolen (fem.)

hy day. Gen. xxxi. 39; see also Deut. xxxiii. 16, Ps.

ex. 4, cxiii. 5, 6, 7, 9, &c. To particles : as, j^2 ^112

from the belly (for IP), Isa. xlvi. 3 ; Di^'^ ""Phz except

to-day (for Tsh'$), Gen. xxi. 26 ; so "^rb^^ besides (for

n^ir), Deut. iv. 12, &c.

* Storr. Observationes, pp. 441. 442. Gesenius Lebrgeb., p. 547.

f Ewald, moreover, takes the paragogic i, just noticed, as equivalent to the

Persic Izafut, or mark of the genitive case.

X In some cases, however, the (>) so affixed seems to be nothing more than

a fragment of the feminine pronoun of the second person singular 'n, as

^mni< (Hos. x. 11.) thou hast loved, for 'nw nin'x, as it constantly occurs in

the Syriac Participles ;
see the Grammars. So m^'', for nw

rnVi>, thou bringest

forth, Gen. xvi. 11. See also Jer. xxii. 23; li. 13; Mic. vii. 8, &c.

But this may be an instance of the Hendiadys ; mj/ voice, my supplication.
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Schroederus and Schultens have also applied this paragogic

letter to verbs ; but, as it is never found, except in those v/hich

have n for the last radical letter ; and, as
"^

is, in these cases,

generally substituted for n, there can be no doubt, that this is its

character in all such instances
; as Storr has also remarked.

17. The paragogic letter ], is mostly found with verbs:

it is also affixed to particles, and is then preceded by

(v), or (-); but when ^, or 1 precede, it is affixed

without any other vowel: as, ]r}r\ (for ]^T), on account

of the accent, from T^2r\ , TM!\) giving; HS^^tf^'! (for HTC^^.)

he shall turn her hack, Jer. ii. 24 ; \Q^V^\ it shall hang
over (thee), Hab. ii. 17;* *'^3^3?'; he will honour 7ne,

Ps. L. 23, where we have (
t
) for

(
-

),
on account of the

accent perhaps : so, 1 V^'Hil (for ^T^P thou (fem.) shalt

bring forth, Is. xlv. 10 ; nj^l^ ^^^^^ shalt adhere,

Ruth ii. 8. So, \\^yT\ ye shall fear ; X^^y^ ye shall

see; lip'??, they shall walk
, &c., and with ( ^) when put

for 1: as, 13?tf^ they shall lie down, 1 Sam. ii. 22 ; \^T\\

they shall he watered, Ps. xxxvi. 9
;
in whicli cases the

accent is always with the last syllable.f
18. Verbs, having n (without Mappik\ for the third radical

letter, will drop it by contraction (Art. 73.) when 1 paragogic is

added : as, ^3,?^ / will smite him, 1 Sam. xxvi. 8 (for 'JSn?^) ;

J|3"ji
/ nili confess to him (for ^^aniiW), Ps. xlii. 6

; 'la^'-.i;? (for

13ni|^n^) / shall see him, Numb. xxiv. 17, &:c. But, in these cases,

we have also an affixed pronoun, the rules for the addition of which

we now proceed to consider.

19. When a paragogic 1, is followed by either of the affixed

syllabic pronouns ^^, ^, ^^, or H
(Art. 145. 6.), no vowel of

union is required : as, "^J?]!!??^.
he will honour me ; 7T?l7/p^? 1 will

*
Institutiones, &c. Schultensii, p. 428. In every instance this ], is probably

nothing more than that, by which the intensitive form in nouns is sometimes

designated. See Art. 168. 2.

t From these examples it appears, that the |, is sometimes single, at others

doubled by Daghh: iis use will be shewn in the Syntax, Art. 235.

M 2
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root thee out (of ]|^^^, from V'm, for pn?l?, root pn2); Jin^D-in*;

he shall bless him (of "n"?.?"!, root T^^). But, if the pronoun is

asyllabic, there must be a vowel of union : as, 'H?.^^'!??'! '^^^^ '^^^^^^

serve thee, Isa. Ix. 7.

20. The affixed pronouns '^?, and ^3, following the paragogic 1,

are frequently expressed by inserting Ddgesh forte in the 1 : as,

"P?."^ Ae judged me (for ''333^, from ^T^, root 11"^). So, ^'P^P'! he

chastised me, Ps. cxviii. IS
; "^rpDj?^ it shall bless me, Gen. xxvii. 19;

12:}?1 he shall save us (for 133^.:;^': ,
from P.^\ from "^'^l ,

root "1^3) ;

and, with the particle I'lW is not; ^^T^ my not being, (for ^'pD.rW,

from]?^N), &c.

21. The paragogic 1 is frequently inserted in the affix ^, by the

point Ddgesh; as, i]?^^ he has blessed thee (for '^??!]5 Art. 76.);

^"J?.^!!^, chastising thee, Deut. viii. 5; ^i?.''^ answering thee (for

^?*^ and rejecting
H by Art. 73. "^PJir, rejecting D, Art. 76,

!JT.?13?, root n:^). So, in the particles, '^pp behold thou, Ps.

exxxix. 8
; '^|jv^ where (art) fAom .^ (ending here also with para-

gogic n, Art. 175.) Gen. iii. 9.

22. The n, of the affix Hn, is in these cases, omitted, and a

compensation made in doubling the paragogic ] , by Ddgesh : as,

JiaipCn thou shalt visit him (for ^n?"Tf7^n, See Art. 7S), Ps. viii. 5.

So, 133^ he shall smite him, 1 Sam. xvii. 25
; ^3n)7 take him, 1 Sam.

XX. 21 ;
^33''S he is not, Gen. xxx. 33

;
^^TiV he yet Gen.

xviii. 22
; and, with the feminine affixed pronoun ^3^7^') he shall

swallow her up (for np^|p;|l'^.). Jsa. xxviii. 4 ; so ^|pl7 take it, Jer.

xxxvi. 14; '^33/|1 give it, 1 Sam. xxi. 10; ^J^M it is not. Lev.

xiii. 21. In these cases, Schroederus is of opinion that, the n of

the feminine pronoun has been struck out, and that the paragogic

n has been added. Storr is of a different opinion ;
his words

are :
" Similiter He paragogicum, in voce ^^^^ ,

Ps. cxix. 117,

et similibus dubitationem habet, quoniam praeter formam ^?^y,
ad quam He adjunctum videri possit, etiam alia datur, in Karnes:

desinens," &c. p. 440, note.

23. When the affix
*

(which has always the accent) follows the

paragogic ), no vowel of union is employed: as, '^^^ll curse him,

Numb, xxiii. 13 (for ^321(7, root ^3lp). In like manner, we have

ipK?.;; his being (for 1^?., root ^^..), 1 Sam. xiv. 39, &c.

24. This 1 has by some been termed Epenthetic; but, as it
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appears to have been originally the same in every case, it seems

unnecessary to give it more than one name.

25. The syllables, termed Paragogic, are, "^l, i^, and ''Si, when

preceded by the particles ? , ? , f , and P : as, ^^? in ; ^7-? ^^^^ *

''p? according to ; "'p^ to ; i?? in ; ij^? like ; i'^^ to, &c. These

are mostly confined to highly energetic compositions ; whence

we may infer, that they were intended to add something to the

signification.

2G. The first of these is thought to be the same with *''^, or ^"^.^

sufficiency, &c. The second, Schultens and some others have

derived from "^^ , or *^^ water ; while Jahn thinks it is the same

with np, or HD nhat, which, &c. In the Arabic U, M^, ig

frequently found attached to the similar particles ; as, VJ
,
Ui , U) ,

i. e. in that which; according to that which ; to, or for, that which,

&c. So in the Syriac, l^aQs hemo, h^^ hemo, &c. having the

same signification and composition.

27. The particle ^^, is nothing more than another form of Hp,
the mouth, so found in construction with other nouns. Its meaning,

by a metonymy, will be, any thing said, enforced, or commanded :

as, a 'precept, edict, &c. which will not always bear to be expressed
in a translation.

On the Demonstrative Pronouns,

176. The Demonstrative Pronouns are always found

written separately ; they are as follows :

n* masc, m'T fern, rarely it, or Hh t^H, or It, this,

sing, com.: n^Sl, rarely 7|St, these, pi. com.

2. The forms Ht'? , nt7n ,
masc. this, have the particle

7 to, or for, with the definite article H the. The same

may be said of ^t?n this, fem. which occurs but once, viz.

Ezek. xxxvi. 35, as also of tyH, of the common gender,
as above.

3. 7j^?n these, is also found
;

it is nothing more than

the plural pronoun, as above, with the article prefixed.
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4. nt
J however, is found construed as a plural, Gen. xxvii. 36f

1 Sam. xxix. 3, Job xix. 19, and Zecli. i. 12, vii. 5. n7M is also

found as a singular, 1 Chron. xi. 11,2 Chron. iii. 3, xvii. 14, and

Ezra i. 9. But this has been done, either by some figure of

speech, or by what is termed logical construction.

On the Relative Pronoun.

177. The Hebrew language recognises but one Rela-

tive Pronoun : viz. 1^^, he who, that which, what; which

is common to every gender and number.

2. The gender and number is determined by that of the

preceding, or following, noun, or pronoun : as, D^79^V^ "^i?^

Tvho stand, i. e. they (masc.) who stand, 1 Kings xii. 8
; ''"'"^t^i? "^f?^

who his harvest, i. e. whose harvest, Job v. 5
; 0^"^ ^32/1^1 *^2?"

Tvhich (masc.) the wind disperses it, i. e. which (masc.) the wind dis-

perses, Ps. i. 4 ; Dj^l^? .... "^^^^j in whose land, Joel iv. 1 9.

3. In some instances, the demonstrative pronouns TIX, ^'^
, and "1^

take the place of "^f?^ : as, Ps. ix. 16, xii. 8, and cxxxii. 12, &c.

A similar substitution takes place in the Arabic, which the Gram-
marians ascribe to a difference of dialect.*

4. This pronoun is frequently found, prefixed to other

words, in an abbreviated form : as,t^,\l^,l^, or U/, the first

and last letters being rejected. Examples: I^^HJ nW,

In the Arabic commentary on the Kdjia of Jbn Olhajih, published at

Calcutta, (^ p.
r I 1 ) we have the following remark : u^i ^Oo llaJi #3

^i^\ ^Jyjt^ (^-^ '^y^^-o l-tc^-^ ^laJJ^'i ^ ^ J I

iLyuJuJI

^^^ ^^^ ^/^, &c. That is, 'ii of the tribe of Tdy: i.e. which is

referred to thai tribe, on account of its peculiar usage in their dialect, as the rela-

tive pronoun, signifying who, which, ^c. in both genders (i. e. masc. and fem.)
The Poet has said,

*
Mt/ well which

(^'J)
/ digged, and which

('Vi)
I enclosed.'

Dathe thinks, that we have an ellipsis of
"i^'i^,

in these instances. See

Glass. Philol. Sacr., ed. 1776, p. 160.
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for ^i,?r^?
^^ / 1^'^ , who has not given us (up), Ps. cxxiv. 6;

irijpli^, for ir^p '^J^^?,
which tve waited (for), Lam. ii. 16 ;

^?Pi?^^, for
"^'npj^ -If^.^,

till I arose, Jud. v. 7 ; r]T\^ll}, for

nr)V -)g^S, ^^^^c/^ thou, lb. vi. 17 ; DH^, for DH I^^^N, ^//^^

they, Eccl. iii. 18, &c. It is, perhaps, difficult to say in

what cases the vowel () is to be preferred to (-) ; but it

is not of much importance. Kdmets is used, only when
a letter incapable of receiving Ddgesh follows : as,

ViT^'i^^ which thou, Judg. vi. 17. But, even in this case,

() is occasionally found sustained by an accent : as,

r7V^ they who went up. The usage of (=) in these

places cannot, perhaps, be easily accounted for.

On the Interrogative^ and occasionally Indefinite Pronouns,

178. These are ^D for persons, who? HD, np, or HD,
which, ivhat? H, H, H, what, whether? and

^^, where,

how ? &c. for things : all of which are invariable, and of

the common gender : as, nj;njJ"'Z? who (art) thou (masc.) ?

Gen. xxvii. 32 ; TS^;^U ivho (art) thou (fem.) ? Ruth
iii. 9; n^iS*'p who (are) these? Gen. xxxiii. 5. We
also have ^^2?^ ^5 what (is) thy name ? which Schultens

says, refers to the person nevertheless : as, Quis nomen
tuum? (Institutiones ad Fund. Ling. Heb., p. 228.).

Examples with rV2 are : l^ns^n H^l l^jijt; H/? What

(is) our iniquity, and what our sin ? Jer. xvi. 10 ; HO
t^''^?^ C02J^P what (is) the manner of the man ? 2 Kings
i. 7 : 7ip np what noise, 1 Sam. iv. 6, 14.

2. HD, with Kdmets, is used when the article (Jl), or

any other letter, incapable of receiving Ddgesh, imme-

diately follows, excepting rr or jr : as, llnCDSn HD what

confidence? 2 Kings xviii. 19; t^/i:J.^5t"^p
what (is) man?
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Ps. viii. 5
; HS;! H^ what (are) ^A^^ (fem.) ? Isa. xli. 22 ;

ny^^^^ n^ ii;^a^ ^^ (was) to her, Esth. viii. 1.

3. Exceptions: 1. We have HD with Pdthakhf notwithstanding

the article following : ^^^^U"'^'? what prevarication ? Josh. xxii. 16.

Also in M'^n'nD rvhat it is, Ps. xxxix. 5
; ^^S^^ H^ rvhal (is) my

sin? Gen. xxxi. 36. But, see Art. 133.

4. Whenever any letter capable of receiving Ddgesh follows, H^
is with Fdthakh ; and Ddgesh is expressed in the following letter :

as, D"'3?rnnJl nitS'np how good and how pleasant ? Art. 112. In

^J;ntt7"np rvhat two (fem.) ? Zech. iv. 12, the Ddgesh is omitted.

5. When any guttural letter, having (t) ; or H, or 5^, not having

it, immediately follows, we have np, with Segol, apparently for the

sake of euphony : as, Y ^r^''^^n>hat has happened to him? Exod.

xxxii. 1
; ^7P"n9 what defect ? Ps. xxxix. 5

; ^O'^WV 71^ rvhat

have I done ? &c. Art. 114.

On the Interrogative Particles H, and ^^.

179. The Interrogative particle H, H, or rj, has been

classed, by some, v^ith the definite article ; but, if we
consider either its construction or office, w^e must be con-

vinced that they are different words.

2. The office of this particle is. Interrogation, like the

Latin an, annon, num^ utrum ? or the like ; and, in this

capacity, it is used strongly to affirm or deny ; and thus

either to increase, or diminish, the importance of things

with which it is connected. It is also used indefinitely.

3. It is invariably prefixed to some word ; and is often

followed, in the succeeding member of the sentence, by
the particle Hi?, having nearly the same signification wdth

utrum followed by an, in Latin, and corresponding to

each other in different members of the sentence ; or, as

an and vel, in the following passage, WjL^ ^^3 T\\ njjsn
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^<yDJ^
^' AN tu es,fili mi Esave, vel" non ? Gen. xxvii. 21.*

In many instances it loses its interrogative power, as it

happens with similar particles in other languages, and

may then be construed, either as a relative, or, inde-

finitely; as, in>^ Hl^/nn who came with him,'[ Josh.

X. 24; ^y^]^ whether you are, Deut. xiii. 4; nrn.DH

whether it blossoms, Cant. vi. 11, &c.

4. When prefixed to any word, commencing either with Shevd

(: ), or (-:)
it will take the vowel (-), with the Euphonic accent, and,

therefore, will not require that the following letter should take

Ddgesh : as, D^in^^n have ye forgotten ? Jer. xliv. 9
; '^,?15vT

num henedlctio? Gen. xxvii. 38; ^^Vg^H whether on thy account?

Job xviii. 4, &c. With gutturals ; ^^^J\l whether truth ? ril7n

whether time.

5. In these cases, however, the Ddgesh is often expressed :

as, ''P'7'7'7 whether my ways ? Ezek. xviii. 29; CQ'^^'^.l' have ye

seen ? 1 Sam. x. 24
; '^{JIJ?^?'? whether according to her cry ?

Gen. xviii. 21. And once, when Shevd is not attached to the first

letter of such word : as, ^j?'^!''?
tvill it be well? Lev. x. 19.

6. When any word, to which this particle is prefixed, commences

with a consonant and a vowel (excepting gutturals with t) the

interrogative will take (-:) : as, V^^J'IPQ whether of the tree?

Gen. iii. 11; V^^H shall the Jlock...? Num. xi. 22; ^IiT-LI

shall it happen to thee ?

7. Guttural letters, having (t), require the Interrogative particle

to be prefixed with (.) : as, ^p^^H whether I? Numb. xi. 12;

^^^n*? ^'^^^ *^ coTwe to pass? Joel i. 2
; VX^\1 whether strong?

These particles correspond, both in sense and construction, with the

Arabic 1

, and <'
;
as in the following passage from the Koran, c. 1. v. 5.

c ?o c? c C3 c fyc^Osi

jJb^i\AS
J a)

a^y^iJIl wHETHKR thou admonish ihem f
OR whether thou do not

admonish them. Their precise force will be considered in the Syntax.

t In which case it differs but little from the definite article when used

y y^(^

for n^TN. So, <^1 in Arabic, for ^f^ ^^^ Gram. Arab, de Sacy, vol. i.

p. 338.
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We also have, ''^/'jinU ^^^^^ ^ ^^^*^ ^ Judg. ix. 9, &c., which is

perhaps erroneous, for "^"^/inp- We also have, ^-^^V? ^f^^iher

you ? Judg. vi. 31
; and, ^7~l9^!7 whether an Ephrathite ? Ib.xii. 5,

which are anomalous. (See Art. 114.).

8. Noldius is of opinion, that this particle is a mere interjection,

forced out by the breath with some effort, in order to give the

passage the force of an interrogation, or otherwise to heighten the

expression ; which is extremely probable. The passages, too,

which require to be construed interrogatively, but in which this

particle is not found, must be so enounced, otherwise their interro-

gative force will not be perceived ;
e. g. In 2 Sam. xviii. 29, we

have Cib^, for nibwn
^
which is found lb. 32. and also in the

similar passages, 2 Kings ix. 18, 19. In like manner, perhaps,

*^?, for f?^n, shall I lift up? Ps. cxxi. 1
;

and n">b37, for

''O^^^Vp, Ezek. xvi. 59, which, when expressed with emphasis,

will have just the same effect as they would, had the particle been

prefixed. This is very much the case in all languages ; and, when

no note of interrogation is used, we are compelled to determine by
the context, whether such sentence is to be taken interrogatively or

not ; and, hence, whether it is to be understood in a positive or

negative sense. When this particle is prefixed, however, this diffi-

culty is removed : which is not always the case.

9. The Interrogative particle ""ISI, which is sometimes

written separately, and at others is prefixed to pronouns,
is probably nothing more than an interjection, like the

preceding, so enoUliced as to imply a question. It

is occasionally of the forms ^^^, and i^H, and in con-

junction with a pronoun: as, ^^'^, and ^^^-^ Ex-

amples : ^'riiNJ b:^n \s: where is Abel thy brother 9 Gen.

iv. 9; "^^'mSpSl T\^il ''N How can I pardon thee for
this 9 Jer. V. 7.* With pronouns: H.p^ Where? Esth.

In Persian, Sanscrit, and some other Oriental languages, t-^I is an inter-

jection O ! Oh ! &c. In Arabic t-^1 has the same meaning as in Hebrew, viz.,

Quisnam, quis, quod, &c.
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vii. 5, 1 Sam. ix. 18, Is. l. 1 ; '^hn ^n.-nn nt-\S: Which

way went he? 1 Kings xiii. 12
; nT\)^ T^f n:tp"\S: From

what city (art) thou? 2 Sam. xv. 2; J^jL/"!^ *^\s: i7o2^

hnowest thou? 2 Sam. i. 5; ^13 n5\Si //^oze? cw ere

hnow ? Deut. xviii. 21, &c.

10. It also occurs with a paragogic H, n?W: as, Q^t?'?^n H^J^^

Where (are) /^e rwew P Gen. xix. 5.

11. This particle is sometimes expressive of desire, admiration,

lamentation, expostulation, insult, or negation, as is also the case

with most of the interrogative pronouns : as, ^"}^^. ^?.^ Where is

Jehovah ! Jer. ii. 8. (desire) ^O^P^ "1-^ n^N Where is now my hope!

Job xvii. 15. '^l?^ ^"'^ How hast thou perished ! Ezek. xxiv. 17,

&c.

On the Definite Article H .

180. The Hebrews have, probably a fragment of

some word,*- the definite article H, which they prefix to

others, for the purpose of restricting, or otherwise modi-

fying, their signification, as will presently be seen.

2. Some have supposed that this particle is an abbreviation of

the pronoun k^*'^n he, or one or other of the interjections Ik}, W'7
^n

,
behold. Others, again, have affirmed that it is only another

form of the Arabic article Jl, bw, which should be written ^''J.f

In this case, as in many others, each party is, perhaps, both right

and wrong. That both these articles have a common origin is, to

me, extremely probable ; and that their powers are the same, in

both these languages, there can be no doubt. No good reason can

be assigned, perhaps, why we are to derive the Hebrew form of the

article from the Arabic one, rather than we should derive the

Arabic one from the Hebrew. Professor Gesenius thinks, that

there are manifest traces of the Arabic article to be found in the

Hebrew Bible, such, for example, as, tS^lppM Prov. xxx. 31, which

Of the pronoun vpa, in all probability : so the Greek 6, of os.

t Storr, Observ., &c., p. 121.
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he considers as equal to the Arabic
^yul

the people ; '^'jj
i^?^

Gen. X. 26, and ^^i^^^ Josh. xv. 30, which, 1 Chron. iv. 29, is

written "l^iri. With respect to the first of these, there seems to

be but little necessity for supposing the syllable ''^, to be the

Arabic article J). The interpretation of Schultens, Hiller, and

others, who suppose ^^ to be the prohibitive particle here, appears

to me to answer the intention of the Sacred Writer much better.

With respect to the proper names "^IJ*^^?^, and '^|?''^/?, either

^^, or ^^, will suit sufficiently well, without having recourse to

the Arabic. The circumstance of ^^ , being omitted in one place,

in the parallel passage, is nothing more than what is found to

happen in other words and phrases, and particularly in proper

names (See Art. 1 70. 9, &c.)

3. Another particular dwelt upon is, that, in Hebrew, the letter

following the article is almost always doubled ; and, that in Arabic,

the ^ of the article is so assimilated to the following letter, in many

cases, that the first letter of the word may be said to be doubled :

^ cs

as, ^PJ^'If in Hebrew, and {j**'^^\ pronounced ^^^^ in Arabic,

both signifying the sun. It might be suggested : In Hebrew the

imperfect vowel (-), with which this article is usually attended,

makes it necessary, that the following letter be doubled, in order to

complete the syllable commencing with the article, (Art. 33.). In

Arabic, the ^ ,
of the article must, according to rules altogether at

variance with this, either be pronounced or not. In many instances

it must be pronounced : it is only in others, that the sound of b ,

is merged in that of the succeeding letter ; and to this no parallel

is to be found in Hebrew. I am of opinion, therefore, that the

Arabs have introduced the ^ of the article, and not, that the

Hebrews have rejected it.*

* In the Commentary on the Kdjia by MooUa Jami, published at Calcutta,

in 1818, it is cited as the opinion of El Mobarrad, that n is the original form

of the article, and that the "? has been added, in order to distinguish it from

the interrogative, , 1, p. C. The words are, y I

,Ji <*--^t> 'i/^'j

.(L,jijL:S) 'ij^ ^jJ.)^ L^^ ^dJ >iD) CL>JO; iibSs^ij Lv-^U^I i}^\
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4. The Definite article is regularly prefixed with

PdthaJih (
-
) ; occasionally with Kdmets (

t
) , or Segol

(v): as, '^i^l^n the great; DISJH the man; or D*'n;;n

the cities.

5. Whenever any letter, capable of receiving Ddgesh,
follows the article, it will be doubled by that mark, and

the article will take Pdthahh ; J^OJi^n the sun,

^. , ., . , ^, or^, (with Shevd,) are frequently found so

situated without Ddgesh : as, Hj^^l^N"! the salvation^ Ps. iii. 9
;

'^^^j^ the rivevy Exod. vii. 18, &c. Where the euphonic accent is

also omitted, Artt. 128. 2 ; 127. S.

7. Of words comnnencing with V> ^Jlf*? the Levites, Num.

iii. 12. With P, ^la^J^n the teacher, Ps. cxliv. 1
; nlnt^npn the

proclaimers (fem.) of good news, Ps. Ixviii. 12. Yet we have

V^Wipri the insane, 2 Kings ix. 11; n23^^n the delicate woman,

Jer. vi. 2
; riD3^n the adulteress, Ezek. xvi. S2, and n^bw^fpn

the cooks, lb. xlvi. 24, &c. With ? : as, D''37'^-|Q^n the frogs,

Exod. vii. 29. Yet we have ^^."l?*?n the frog, Exod. viii. 2. In

most of these instances, it is probable the negligence of the tran-

scribers has been the sole cause of the omissions.

8. If, however, either of the letters H, n, or ^, follow such

letter, Ddgesh is mostly expressed : as, D^^^H^n the Jews, &c.

9. But, when any letter incapable of receiving Ddgesh follows

the article, it will take the perfect vowel corresponding to (
-

),
in

order to complete its syllable : as, tt^'^Mn the man; U^N'^n the head;

npbpn the virgin, &c.

10. In many instances, however, when either ^ ,
or H, follows,

(
-
) is still retained : as, "H/^p that which proceedeth. Gen. ii. 14

;

n'l^nn the living creature. Gen. viii. 1. In all which cases (-)
will either be sustained by an accent, or must be considered as

placing an implicit Ddgesh in the following letter (Art. 109.).

11. In words, not monosyllables, commencing with H, PT, or 3?,

with Kdmets (
t

) the article usually takes ( ) ^s, ^?'7f7 the wise

man; D''7.?'? the cities (Art. 114.)

12. When such words are monosyllables, the former rule pre-

vails: as, "'pp the mountain; ^??7 the people. Par. 9.

13. The letter H, however, having (t ) or (t:) in monosyllables,
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will mostly prefix the article with ( ): as, ^^^ 1 Kings iii. 22, 23

(where it also occurs, "'Hn) ; iTJIJinnn the wastes, Ezek. xxxvi. 35,

The word V"^,^ earth, always takes (
t

) with the article, and changes

its first ( ) to (
T
) for the sake of euphony : as, V^lfJ^^ ^^^^ earth.

14. On the use of the article we shall speak particularly

when we come to the Syntax. It will suffice for the

present to remark, that its offices appear to be two :

one, to mark the noun to which it is prefixed, as already

known and definite, either from the context, or from

general consent: as, ")i^^^ the light, Gen. i. -4; or,

Dl'P^'!! the heavens, lb. i. 1; HOTi^H* n iroLfUvoi; , Is. vii.

14, &;c. : the other, for the purpose of impressing upon
the mind of the Hearer or Reader, the peculiar property,

nature, character, &c., of the noun to which it is pre-

fixed : as, '''^^?^ an animal remarkable for its properties

as a lion, 1 Sam. xvii. 34. So lb. 3i"nn a very hear.

So, passim D\'i7J?n the real or true God, It is occa-

sionally used moreover as a vocative: as, /J^Sn, the

Being designated as The Lord Possessor, or the like,

1 Kings xviii. 26. Comp. Deut. xxxii. 1 : Ps. cxiv. 8 :

Joel i. 2. So, in the N. Test, o ^^k, Heb. i. 8. Apoc.
XV. 3, &c.

15. This particle is also said to occur in the sense of the Latin

versus, when found, either prefixed, or postfixed, or both, to words:

as, TinT^nn torvards Ramah, 1 Sam. vii. 17; D^'n^b^n to, or towards

the Philistines, lb. xiii. 20; '^^'PT^f
to the city, lb. xx. 40, 42;

iaS nnb nbri'wn to the tent of Sarah his mother,-f
Gen. xxiv. 67.

* The Jews, and some of the German Divines, have thought, that in this,

and some oiher cases, the article is equivalent to the Demonstrative pronoun

this, the intention of which however has been, to get rid of a certain unpala-

table doctrine. This word may, however, be placed with equal propriety

under our second head here.

t This sentence is elliptical, for to rrw b^a nVji^n, See Gen. xxvii. 22,
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To which many others might be added. In these instances, how-

ever, it is very doubtful whether the article does not retain its

original signification ;
the noun following being considered as com-

plementary to some preceding verb, either expressed or implied :

as, Josh. viii. 19, "^"'^H -IbsSJI and they entered the city^ &c., or, by
the preposition ^^ being understood. The following examples
will tend to confirm this opinion, in which, according to Buxtorf,*

the preposition is to be supplied ; J^.^tf?^")"'. Wi^J^ and he came (to)

lit. entered Jerusalem^ 1 Kings iii. 15
; ^p^? M12M / rvill enter thy

house, Ps. V. 8
; nin*; n^2 '^^^^7 ^Vm and the king ivent up (to)

the house of Jehovah, 2 Chron. xxxiv. 30
; ^?? Q^"^?^! and he

(caused them to enter) brought them to Babylon, Jer. xxviii. S,

16. The passages in which H occurs, postfixed to words, and in

which it is said to have the signification of versus, are numerous
;

yet, it must not be dissembled, that passages which must be so

construed, but in which this particle is not found, are also numerous^.

Noldius is of opinion, that it is nothing more than a paragogic

letter, added for the mere sake of euphony ; or, with the view of

giving some emphasis : and, if this latter be the fact, it will be the

definite article, as used in the Chaldaic and Syriac.-f* Buxtorf

holds, that it is not paragogic, because, says he,
"

tales literae nihil

ad vocem consignificant."J

17. When this particle is postfixed, it does not take the accent,

in which particular it differs from the feminine affix n. The fol-

lowing are a few examples of its occurrence : J^??"!]?^ '^ ^SUV^*
Gen. xii. 10, 14, &c. ; ^^^.^^P towards heaven. Gen. xv. 5, xxviii.

11, &c.; n";'^'!'? into the river, Exod. i. 22
; nn^l^n towards the

desert, Exod. iv. 27, &c. In these cases, it is said by some to be

equivalent to the Syriac and Chaldaic M, which either makes the

noun, to which it is attached definite, or gives some emphasis to the

sentence. On these subjects, see the Syntax, Art. 221.

* Thesaurus Gramraaticus, lib. ii. cap. xii. Reg. v. See also Hilleri. Onom.,

p. 339.

t
" n paragogicum nil nisi pronunciantis nisus est, qui vel impetum et ten-

dentiam ad locum objectumve aliud; vel admirdtionem magnitudinis, aut, in

negativis, exiguitatis rei siguificat j vel ob soni saltern suavitatem vocibus

adjicitur." Concord, part. Ed. 1734, p. 217, note.

X Thesaur. Gram., p. 568.
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On the Numerals.

181. The last species of nouns, of which we have to

treat, are the numerals : these are of two kinds : 1st,

those which designate the number of persons, or things,

to be thus defined, and are termed the Cardinal Numbers;

and, 2d, those which determine the order, in which they

are to be taken : as, first, second, &c., which are termed

the Ordinal Numbers,

2. The Cardinal Numbers are supplied, in the

Hebrew, by substantives put, either in apposition, or in

the state of construction, with others designating the

persons or things to be numbered : and they have this

peculiarity, that those which designate the numbers from

three to ten inclusively, generally take ihefeminine form

with masculine nouns : and, vice versa, the masculine

form with feminine nouns. But of this more will be said

in the Syntax. The decimal numbers may be considered

as adjectives or epithets.

Table of both the Cardinal and Ordinal Numbers,
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Masc. Abs. Cotiatr. Fern. Abs. Constr.

8 njb^, n3b^, ^?r^^> n;tip,

9 i/tf^n, i^j^p, n^,^ri, n;;:pn.

10 "1^-!^, "^J^J!^., nn^'jt;, n-).i^a[.

Masc, com. gen., twenty, Dn^i?; ^AeW//, CD'^02f ;

D*"];??^; eighUj, D^3b^; ninety, D^Jj?^^ ; hundred,

ngO, constr. r\K5 ; ^m70 hundred, U^rs^D, for Ol^tJ/?;

thousand, ^7^ ; /2^?o thousand, D^'?i? ; /^/^ thousand,

nani, or >^i?-!, i:nn., njjgn, or nini!

Ordinal Numbers.

Masc, Fem.

IT

I* :

I* :

3. The rest of the Ordinal Numbers are made by the terms

used for the Cardinal ones : as, nntpi? nnrT
T^'^^T^ the eleventh

year ; so, Oi'' nbv TlV^d the seventeenth day.
4. In some other cases also, the Cardinal Number has been pre-

ferred : as, *t ^'^'^ day 07iey i.e. the first day; ^\^^ ^^'^ the

second year ; so, ^?5? ^
-'? '^^ seventh year. But these are pro-

bably elliptical expressions. Lev. xxv. 10, 11. D'*l2^Dnn n3t27

npl^, the year of fifty years^ i.e. the fiftieth. And Gen. vii. 11,

mw ni-tr7^ riD^S in the year of six hundred years, i, e. in the

six hundredth year,

N

First,
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5. The decimal numerals ending in D'^t: as, ^^7^?' ^^^ never

found taking the form for construction, ''l^P?, &c. (Art. 143. 7.).

6. When the feminine form occurs in these numerals, distribution

or parcels, consisting each of that number of persons or things, is

intended to be conveyed : as, n*!*]^^ *^'^^*\
^'^d chiefs of the tens,

Exod. xviii. 25.

7. The intermediate numbers from ten to twenty,

twenty to thirty, &c. are made by connecting a decimal

with an unit, in the following manner.

Masc. Fern.

Eleven,

Twelve,

It T I- - *

or -lit'V '^f^'

or -li:'^ D^oif*,

Thirteen, "I'm nuhu;.

Fourteen, n^;;n;;3iK,

Fifteen, '^'m nWQn,

Sixteen, I'tl^lJ nwii; ,' ITT T '

Seventeen, I^JjnjJ^'^,

Eighteen, it}: ^?P'^,

Nineteen, 'I't^JJ nj;?Cf'n,

8. In a (ew cases "^pM is found as the absolute form : as,

DHP "^0^ f to one of them, Deut. xxviii. 55, So 2 Kings ix. 1,

Ezek. xlvi. 17, Zech. xi. 7, &c.

9. In two instances, this word is found defectively written, Ezeke

xviii. 10, n; and lb. xxxiii. 30, "in.

10. The feminine form nnW, when found at the end of a sen-

tence with the accent Alhndkhy or Segol, is written ^^^ . See

Exod. xxxvi. 10, where it occurs twice.

11. This word ("I'^^) is also found in the plural: as, 0^7"?'^

Q"^"?^^ dictiones unce, like mceniis unis, in the Latin, Gen. xi. 1, it.

lb. xxxii. 44, xxix. 20, Ezek. xxxvii. 17, Dan. xi. 20; C^^?^ is
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put for D'jriptt? the 3
being dropped, and its loss supplied by

Ddgesh (not forte, Art. 76.). See my Lexicon.

12. From twenty to thirty, &c., the intermediate

numerals are formed thus :
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14. The Cardinal Numerals, from three to ten inclusive, require

the word, designating the thing numbered, to be put in the plural

number: all the others require the singular. Examples, ^^H
mtt? n^T^^ CDtT'*

Jive years and a hundred year, Gen. v. 6
; ^5???

n^t^ niwa njbtpn U^^W seven years and eight hundred year, lb. 7.

Some instances occur, in which this rule is not observed : as,

C^tt7nj7 n">ntp^ twenty planks, Exod. xxxvi. 23
; D^^i*^ D''?pn

fifty shekels. Josh. vii. 21 ; ^^ ?1^*) n^^\p^ twenty and four

thousand, 1 Chron. xxvii. 1 ;
^3^7

ICbn") nnipy-]S a son of twenty

and five years, i. e. a man five and twenty years old. So ^''1^^

njtp 3??p01 twenty and nine years, 2 Kings xiv. 2. But of this

more will be said in the Syntax.

15. When the decimal number takes the precedence, the con-

junction 1 is used: as, ^r^^l Q''^?^ seventy and seven; D'^^ipn

nipa?1 ninety and six, Ezr. viii. 35, &c.

16. When the numerals are to be used distributively, they are

repeated like other nouns : as, Dl^tp D^2tp two and two, i. e. by

twos; ^^^ ^''^^U D'^^^C! byfifties, or every fiftieth man.

17. Numerals, signifying the repetition of any quantity or thing,

are generally expressed by the dual number : as, DIpV?^"]^ four-

fold; C\p?^l?^ seven-fold, or seven times counted.

LECTURE X.

ON THE HEBREW VERBS.

182. We now come to treat on the Hebrew Verbs,

and to shew, first. In what way they appear to have been

formed ; secondly. To delineate and explain their several

conjugations.
2. The verb, we believe (See Art. 146.), is, in its

crude state, nothing more than a noun of one form or
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other,* and, that its signification is regulated by that

peculiar to the form of the noun, to which it belongs,

whether that form be primitive, or derived.

3. If, therefore, we have the means of knowing, what

signification is to be attached to the different forms of the

primitive nouns, as also how the augmented forms are

derived, and what sense they will bear ; we shall also

know, to what class the verb itself is to be referred, and

what must be its general force, and meaning.
4. In our Lectures on the forms and derivation of

nouns, we laid before the Student all that appeared

necessary on that subject ; leaving it to his own industry

to follow out the enquiry to any extent he might think

proper. We now come to shew how this bears on the

question before us.

5. The different forms of the verb, as found generally

in use, amount to seven; four of these have an active,

and three a passive (and sometimes a reciprocal) signi-

fication.

6. The first of these has been termed Kal^ 7p i. e.

lems, light; because the root is here exhibited in its

Kimkhi says, in his Hebrew Grammar, the Mikhlol. fol. 3. verso, "i^tt? iinDN"!

" I first proceed to write the chapter on the mpo inD "WDm nnpon Nttn^
^ijrr

103

Grammar of verbs, although the noun precedes the verb ; for the verb proceeds
from the noun. And they say that the noun is, like the body, the subject of

accident ; but, that the verb (may be considered) as the accident (only.)" And

again, fol. !?p verso. ""3 . . . . p "iW3 Nirro CflU ono \o>
x:i''^^r\ D':"0 tDH mottjrr ri

'inn 'p>"T5? s^ D3rr '^y^r\ p iw: d'oj Mirro
"j'riii 'pn^^ pin^ 1133 i:r3D '?3^iDrr in "^iDn

i. e.
" Observe that nouns are of two sorts, n^n p "jj^idh -ins onb D'onm ':Vb3

There are those which are either derived from verbs, or, from which verbs are

derived; as, Reuben, Simeon, Zebulon, each of which is derived from a verb:

C3n wise; rtn wicked; Vl^just; 3nn a sword; 3b\^ snow, and the like, are nouns

from which verbs are derived."
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simple state. Verbs of this species are either active, or

neuter.

7. In this conjugation, or Species, as we shall term it,

three forms are in use, which may he represented by the

measures *Jp.^, *^i?.>
^^^ ^1??' corresponding to the forms

of nouns given in Art. 153. Ff. II. III. X.'^

8. Again, in this, as in every other Species of the con-

jugation of Hebrew verbs, two tenses only are found ;

namely, the Past and the Present.

9. The leading form in every Species will designate

the third person singular masculine, of the Preterite

Tense
; and, in Kal, this will always be a primitive noun

of the form 1j?|, ip.|), or IpS.
10. The leading form, proper for the present tense

of this Species, is always a noun, of one or other of the

primitive Segolates ; as, Ip?, If.?, or T^.S (See Art.

148, &;c.) ; which, when combined with one or other of

the pronouns, will present both the vowels, and signifi-

cation, proper for this Species of the conjugation.

183. The next Species, taken in the usual order, is

termed Niphhdl, /^3? , because, as it should seem, that

term presents the conjugation itself, of the word for-

merly taken as a paradigm for the verbs in general, which

was bV^ . This constitutes a sort of objective voice of

the foregoing.

* A similar variety, in the vowels proper for the medial radical letter of the

root, exists in the Arabic; where, as in the Hebrew, the first generally

denotes transitive verbs ; as, j*Ai he assisted; the second, verbs of sense : as,

^Awj he heard; t-^^
he was glad; the third, habit; as, MtjJ

he was

genej^ous, &c. So, i^Q he visited; n>?to he was glad ; ^y he was powerful.
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2. This species is/ according to our system, grounded
on an augmented word, combined of two others, and

affording both the form and sense peculiar to this con-

jugation (See Art. 157. 18, 19, &c. 162. Ff. I. IT.) ;

"TjJ'.D?, therefore, will be the measure, generally taken,

for the leading form of the Preterite Tense of this

Species ; as, *Tp_53 he was, or became, visited,

3. The Present Tense of this Species is formed on the

measure IjJD? (for TpS^n Artt. 157. 18. 162, &c.); which,

with the abbreviated form of the pronoun of the third

person sing. masc. will be
^'p^^V^,

he is, or becomes,

visited, and, by Art. 76.
"IjJ.^V

4. The third Species has been termed Pihel
7j[/B .

This is of the active voice, and has, for the most part,

a transitive signification (See Art. 154?. 7, 8, &c.). The

measure, proper for the leading person of the Preterite,

is Tj^.B; which is one of the augmented and intensitive

forms given under Art. 154. 4, &c.

5. The form proper for the leading person of the

Present Tense is, (lb. Form I.) *Ij?. ; which, with the

abridged form of the pronoun, will become ^1^3%
6. The objective Species or passive voice, peculiar to

this class of verbs, is termed Pu/idl 7j[/. Its leading

word will be of the measure
*^j^.?l,

and will always be a

noun of the form given in Art. 154. Form V. This may
be termed the fourth Species.

7. The fifth Species is termed Hiphhil /MJ^?*? ; the

leading form of which is cognate with those of the

augmented nouns given Art. 160 : that proper for the

Preterite being of the measure l^pDH , for the Present,

*'''fp5''^;
the force of which will be seen in Art. 157. 2 9.

8. The sixth, and the objective Species, of Hiphhil,
is termed Hophhdl ^^?7 "This takes, for the leading
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word of both tenses, a noun of the augmented form

lp.5n. See Artt. 157. 10. 160. F. VII. having an

objective signification.

9. The seventh and last Species is termed Hithpdhel,

l^^TsT] ; which, as before, is the form taken in the old

paradigm iH^, in this species. Our form is *T|jlTin.

The leading forms, proper for both tenses, will always be

of this measure, affording the sense common to nouns of

this form. See Artt. 157. 1319. 164. Ff. I. II.

184. These are the forms of the several Species of the

Conjugation of Hebrew verbs, as usually given in the

Grammars. But to these, a few others may be added :

which, as they occur less frequently, haye been considered

anomalous. They are, however, according to our view

of the subject, just as regular in their formation as those

already mentioned : and, although they occur less fre-

quently, which might easily be accounted for, they
are quite as consistent with the analogy of the language,
as any verbs can be.

2. These additional Species are thought to be ana-

logous to those of Pihelf Puhdl, and Hithpdhel, because

some reduplication of the letters, or syllables, of the root is

generally found to take place in them, as it does in those

forms ; and, consequently, affording a similar shade of

signification, although the same letters are not always

doubled, nor the same vowels always found to accompany
them.

3. It has been remarked (Art. 154. 5.), that nouns of

excess formed from roots having 1, or ", for their middle

radical letter, or, which have the same letter for the

second and third of the root, usually take the forms

ll^Si^ foj^ the active, and ^^1S, for the passive, signi-

fication : as, Dpip, ]j3i3, 3piD, for the active; and.
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Dpip, IjiB, D3iD, for the passive of these words,

respectively.

4. Instead of ^Tj^S, and Ij^^, therefore, which are the

measures proper for the species Fihel and Puhdl, we

shall always have these forms from roots of this descrip^

tion; and here, the same form is taken for the leading

word of each of the tenses respectively; Dpip, Dpip%
active, and D^ip, "Qt^^^^, passive.

5. The first of these forms is also taken for the

Hithpdhel Species, i. e. instead of Tp.?!!*^^ we shall have

"TliSnn, for the measure; as, DpIpI^H^ ip.i3nn; and so

of others.

] 85. There is, moreover, a considerable number of forms pecu-
liar to certain verbs, as laid down by Schultens and Schroeder, and,

before them, by David Kimkhi, and other Grammarians : of these

some notice should be taken. These writers, then, have supposed
these forms of the conjugation to have sometime existed; and,

hence, they have proceeded to derive nouns of similar forms from

them, even when the verb itself has not occurred
;

all of which

seems to me, to be proceeding in an inverted order. According to

our system, the addition of one, or other, of the pronouns to any

noun, simple or augmented, will always have the effect of investing

it with the character of a verb ; and hence it probably is, that we

occasionally find this done, both in the Hebrew, and in all its

dialects. This will sufficiently account for these rare augmented

forms, as also for those instances, in which nouns, which were

originally the mere names of substances, are found acting as verbs

in these tongues.

2. But, to come to these remaining and rarer forms, which are

sometimes found as verbs: ^jp-^rir^* is a passive form of *llp5r^n,

just as "^IP-^V^J or ^'7-?'s 's of "J^fP-^n.
Of this form, we have

Sg^n (for S^^i^n Art. 83. 1.) rendered impure, or 'polluted; prim,

noun, P9. So HJP'^rT made fat, for HD^'^Tnn Is. xxxiv.
6,

where, however, the Ddgesh, proper for the ^ ,
is omitted.

3. Another form, given by Schroeder, is "^ij^?, from which we

have only one noun supposed to be derived, viz. '^^''^? perfdious,

Jer. iii. 7, 10. This, therefore, does not occur as a species of the
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Conjugation : it is also doubtful, whether it is to be referred to the

form given by this Grammarian, or not. Surely, as the (
t

) is

immutable, TlpMQ would be the more suitable measure.

4. Another form is, "Tf'jWfOH. Of this is, ^^il?^'!, and '^'^iP.^OH,

occurring Judg. xx. 15. 17. But here, we have no necessity for

introducing a new form
;

the omission of Ddghh in the P, which

might have been merely accidental, would make it necessary that

the preceding vowel should be a perfect one (Art. 32.). This

form, therefore, may be considered as belonging to Hithpdhel

(Art. 183. 9.).

5. The next form, given by Schroeder, is "Tp^^r^n, or
'^iT.?^'?*

which may be referred to the first of these forms (No. 2.), with the

additional consideration, that the Ddgesh, proper for P, has been

omitted, and supplied as in the last. The examples occur. Numb,
i. 47, 1 Kings xx. 27, &c.

6. His two next forms, viz. "^p^, and '^p'iS, having a reciprocal

sense, are not supported by the passages adduced. We may
dismiss them, therefore, without further enquiry.

7. The next form, ^)7iSrin, should have been TliSOH, his

example being ''J?*'^^'?,
which is manifestly derived from the root

^,^?. See Art. 184.5.

8. In the form
"'i/:?.,

as exemplified in ^p^, and ^pH, we have,

I believe, nothing more than a form equivalent to
"^I^.?? ,

in which,

the Ddgesh being omitted, we have a perfect vowel supplied, to

compensate for the defect thus occasioned. See Art. 109.

9. The next form given, is "^P^^, which Schroeder exemplifies by
vris^n Is. xliv. 20 : but this does not occur as a verb.

10. Of his next form
"^j!?)??,

no example occurs; ^j^P?^, as

given by him, is fictitious. The noun is /M^^ left hand, &c. :

which, when augmented, becomes ^''f^P^'l, signifying to proceed

in that direction. Whether Schroeder's derivation of it from ^P^,
be correct or not, may be matter for dispute.

11. We next have "^Jli^^,
and the example given 1-^V^- green,

which is said to be put for PV'1, or V-VI. But, all this is ex-

tremely doubtful. The noun appears to be one of those augmented

by the addition of ) (see Art. 168.) ; Cgip, for ^'9V t
as Schroeder

has put it, we think comes more properly under another form
;

which, however, is nothing more than a noun.
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12. His next form "T"^!?^., has, for the same reason, no connexion

with Q^ ip. And the other example given, is manifestly a noun,

^!?P^, and is referable to the compound form (Art. 169. 7.).

13. The form ^Jt)7Srn, should rather have been l^iQOn, in

order to admit of the form Dp'prin. But, as we have already

considered this form (Art. 184. 5), we need not dwell any longer

on it here.

14. The form "^iP-IP? ,
is that of a reduplicated noun (Art. 169.),

which is often conjugated as a verb : as, "^piOP travelling about as

a merchant, &c. of which examples will be given hereafter.

15. With respect to the other forms, viz.
"TjJCtt?, ^17?^, "^I?-?^*

the first does not occur
;
and the rest have been given under the

different forms of the noun, and accounted for; we need not, there-

fore, add anything further on them now.*

186. The forms, therefore, proper for the leading
words of every Species of the conjugation now in use,

will be as follows :

Species. Forms. Species. Forms. General Force.

*Tp_^ active. 2
*Tp?3 objective or

-yppj jj.

'' *

reciprocal..1
IPS

j'l'ia
neuter.

Simple, or translated, sense

of the root.

* In the cognate dialects of the Hebrew, viz., the Arabic, iEthiopic, Syriac,

and Chaldaic, we have a considerable number of forms seldom found in the

common Grammars. In Erpenius's Arabic Grammar, we have only thirteen

forms of the triliteral, and four of the quudrlUteral, verb. In M. de Sacy's

Grammar, we have two more noticed in the triliteral verbs, four under the

quadriliterah, and a few others, which are said to belong to the triliterals, but

which have been augmented by a letter or two. Scheidius gives upwards of

forty forms in his ** Primae Lineae Iiistitutionum Arabicarum." Lugd. Batav.

1779. And Mr. Lumsden, in his elaborate Volume on Arabic Grammar, has

given a list of still greater extent, amounting io fifty (Gram., p. 162, &c.), from

which it appears, that it has often been a matter of difficulty, even with the

native Grammarians, to determine whether many of these should be referred to

triliteral, or quadriliteral, roots. Some of them do not occur more than once ;

and this should suggest, that the language itself acknowledges no such conju-

gations generally ; but, on the contrary, that nouns, of these forms, have occa-

sionally been made, by the usual adjuncts, to occupy the situation of verbs^
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Species. Forms. Species. Forms. General Force.

-V Transitive, when the root in

r TPS) active, ( "TP5) objective. j

^al is not so. Sometimes

3 -i

'

causal, &C.
^< ^Jf^^ .,

1 intensU.ve freqnentat.ve, or

1
Mtaf>>s .

i I IMj id.
I

vc" causal. Names of sub-

\ ',A'J td. I stances often take this form
^ when converted into verbs.

Caasative. Transitive. Al-

5

f T'^p^n ^ i^-?T objective. ...

^
J,. . . active, 6

^
or I so ihe form assumed by

1 causal, &C.
|^ *7p^n "^any substantives when used

>- ''' ^' as vorha.

J

^jj.?r^n active. r 'll?.?i!^n objective. )

as verbs.

reciprocal, g J 1 Reciprocal. Passive. Re-

or &C.
I I

flective occasionally.

niisijnn id. iip^nn id. )

very rare.

&'

9
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2. But, for particulars, as to their several significations,

see Artt. 183. 184. &c., with the references.

3. It must be borne in mind, that any change occur-

ring in the forms of the nouns, with respect either to the

vowels or consonants, will also occur when they are used

as verbs : i. e. whenever any guttural letter occurs in the

jroot, certain changes may take place on that account in

the vowels : even the consonants ^IHi^ , as well as the

letters i, and 7, may disappear in certain cases : of these

we shall give examples hereafter, when we come to detail

the forms of the conjugation at length ; we shall then

also point out the principles on which these changes, &c.

are founded.

187. It should be premised, that there are in the

Hebrew, as in other languages, three persons, each

having the singular and plural number: that, in the

verbs, there is no dual number ; and, that the second and

third persons, both singular and plural, have forms pecu-
liar to both genders. The first person is, under one

form, common to both genders, as in the pronouns (Art.

145. 2.).

2. These distinctions of the persons, however, do not

arise out of the root itself, but out of the pronouns which

are, either prefixed, or postfixed, to it in an abbreviated

form.
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188. Paradigm of the Preterite Tense of a Verb as conju-

gated with the PronounsJ in the First Species, or Kal.

First Form^ *lj?5 visiting, exemplified, and analyzed,*

Singular.
Person. Masc. Fem.

Ahe same in the

3 "^PS the primitive concrete noun. Hlp^j fem. gen. (Art.

I 136.4.)

Singular.
Masc. Fem.

1 ^i?*[pS, uncertain. ''^"T)?.S, as before.

Plural.

3 npg , for, T}^x} or, IH Tp.^ (Art. 139. 7. Hp^ , as before.

2 Dmp.5 - um ip.s imp9,for]ii?^Tp.a

1 liip.^
-

1:113 npa inpa, as before.

*
This, according to D. Kimkhi, is the form taken by certain nouns : as,

DSnwjise; ^i^ wicked; bDp intelligent j
&cc. The only difference being that the

noun ends in KdmetSf whereas the verb ends in Pdthakh. But, he goes on to

say, that the noun will end in Kdmets, when at the end of a verse, or accom-

panied by certain accents : as, "i]5 'T^''t*3
as he had said, Gen. xxi. 1 ; 3\^^

vh has

not sat, Ps. i. 1. There are also, instances pointed out by him, in which

Kdmets is the terminating vowel, just as it is in the noun, when neither the

position of the word, nor the accent, requires any change in the vowels ; as,

1 Sam. vii. 17, '?^';ttJ:-nN
mxd D"^ there he judged Israel. To which he adds a

number of similar examples. Mikhlol. fol. n, verso, et fol. 1
,
in which we have

Kdmets with the accent Zdkef. In all the forms, designating the persons, the

personal pronouns are, either visibly, or by implication, inherent in them : visibly,

wherever the fragments of them as exemplified here appear ; by implication,

where they do not. This is, moreover, the doctrine of the Arabians.

f The pronouns of the second and first persons sing, and pi. have been

abbreviated by Art. 73. The third sing. masc. and fem. is merely the noun.

In the third pi. the n is dropt, also by Art. 73. The 3 of the first pers. pi.

is rejected by Art. 76. ;
and the guttural

n is omitted, perhaps for the sake of

euphony.
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2. In the other forms, viz. *TjJ$,
and Ip^, in this tense,

the final vowel is also considered as mutable. The con-

jugation, therefore, will proceed thus :

Second Form, ^pH willing,'*

Singular. Plural.

Pers. Masc. Fern. Masc. Fem.

T : I- T '
: : I- T ' iv :

-
-: ' i iv :

- -:

1 "^mgn, 'Wgn, ''^ypn.

Singular. Plural.

1 ''n'7b>, "'ri'7b\ ij'7b\ 'i:'7b\
:it' 'IIt' :it' :iT

3. It may be observed, that the conjugation of the

preterite tense of every Species, will generally be carried

on as in the instances here given ; that is, by attaching

the same abbreviations of the personal pronouns to the

leading word of the Species, whatever be its form or

character ; whether it include one or more of the

guttural letters, or whether it be defective by the loss of

one or more of the letters ^iHi^, *7, or 3 : due regard

* Of this form are the following : ^'n fermentingy ]^X old, ^r'l'^ dry, 3to hating^

npto rejoicing,
vho

JiUirig, DCN defective^ d^n guilty, ^Jjn ceasing, ^pn hypocritical,

TDn defective, l^n cutting wood, o^ impure, ^^^ withering, ^^ corroding, ''p!?

becoming dry, X!^!^ forgetting, Dn'>i5 desolating, ^pf humbling; to which many
more may be added.

t These, according to D. Kinjkhi (Mikhlol, fol. n), are of the same form

with Vi"ia grea^, ^i^sma//, p^rr^ distant, ni*])?
wear. The words so found as verbs

are, "u; ./^^*wg) ]^i^ little, ttJ;?; snaring as a hunter, "ji; able, ''3'9 bereaved, liw

lighting, for "liN, 1^3 stealing ; some of which occur as nouns.
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being had to the rules laid down respecting these letters,

as well as to those concerning the changes of the vowels.

The conjugation, therefore, is but one, however varied

the ground-form, or leading word, may occasionally

appear.

4. As the changes, which take place in the vowels in the process

of conjugation, depend, in a great measure, on the situation of the

accent ;
it may be proper here to advert to that subject.

5. It has been remarked, that in neither of the preceding

leading words are the vowels immutable by usage. The nature

of the syllabication, therefore, which very much depends on the

situation of the accent, will regulate the vowels (Art. 95. 96, &c.).

6. It will be seen, by a reference to the paradigm, that the

asyllab'w adjuncts
n

,
^

^
as well as the syllabic ones 0/?~ and

1{J~, take the tonic accent with them. The preceding vowels,

therefore, of these words, will be shortened as far as circumstances

will allow (Art. 98, &c.). In the first case, the vowel immediately

preceding is rejected, in order to make way for the exertion of the

accent
; and, as this restricts the word to its primitive quantity,

there is no necessity that any further change should take place :

we have, therefore, "^IJl?^, and ^"IP?, in these instances. In the

second case, we have the syllabic adjuncts C3/!51,
and ^j??, with the

tonic accent. The preceding syllable must, therefore, contain an

imperfect vowel, in order to comply with the laws of syllabication.

(Art. 33.) And, as the first vowel is not immutable, it is rejected:

the whole word still retaining its primitive quantity, i. e. consisting

of two syllables, as in the former case, and no more.

7. In all the other cases, the accent will retain its original

situation : and, as the noun seems here to be in apposition, not

in construction, with the pronoun ; the vowels remain unaltered

throughout.

8. Hence, in the second form, exemplified by Vp'? willing, the

(
..

),
when made imperfect, becomes (

-
) instead of ( ), by what

has been termed an oblique correspondence (Art. 96. 2.), as in

DJ^^Srj, l{?^?n; which is retained likewise, in every other case

of increment, in which the accent remains on that syllable. In the

remaining cases, when the verb receives the asyllabic augment,

n-, and ^~, it is rejected.
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9. The first vowel is rejected in Cn^QQ, Ij???^, for the

reasons already given. The substitute o Sheva {-) is added, on

account of the guttural letter, see Art. 106. 4.

10. In the third form, ^^\, the vowels follow the paradigm of

the first, and for the same reasons : except in the third person

singular and plural, where the *>

entirely disappears.
11. When, however, verbs receive the illative particle 1* as

a prefix, the accent is occasionally removed to the first syllable of

the verb, which will always be perfect, and the following one

imperfect : as ''^liig^ and I will visit ; ^^'^^. and thou wilt be able.

The last syllable will be subject to the same law, when the accent

is removed on account of any affixed pronoun : as, '^^'^ f5*^ / have

prevailed (against) him, Ps. xiii. 5. (Art. 119.)
12. The ( ) Tsere of the second form, and of the third and

seventh species, viz. "^i^M, and "^ij^^On, will undergo the same

changes during the process of conjugation, as it does in Vp.'?, in

the paradigm.
13. The following examples present some anomalies, with which

the Learner ought to be made acquainted.

On the Third Person Singular Masculine.

14. In one instance, the verb nfr? drops its first radical letter:

as, nf? he took, Ezek. xvii. 5
; so, for T[l^, by a similar omission,

we have "T^l he declined, Judg. xix. 11. But see Art. 76. note.

15. Whenever the third person singular, of either gender, is

accompanied by a pause accent, the final vowel will be made

perfect, and, in some instances changed : as, ^j^!j
^^ he has not

This has generally been termed Vau conversivum. But, as I see no

necessity whatever for supposing, that it possesses any such conversive power
as this name implies, I have rejected it: as it has an illative power, however,
and even in Arabic has a manifest influence on the vowels, and sometimes on

the consonants of the verbs; I have thought it more consistent to give it the

title of illative. See Schnabel's Commentary on the Agrumia, p. 26, where

this property is ascribed to both ^ and --J. See p. 50, note. The use and
force of this particle will be considered in the Syntax. See also my Heb.

Lexicon, under ., p. 163.

O
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stood, Ps. i. 1
; )p^ he dwelt, Deut. xxxiii. 12 (Art. 123. 5.). The

same often happens in the feminine, as also in the plural number,

whenever the accent is drawn back : as, '^iJJ'? it adheres to, Job

xxix. 10; ^"^^l they were powerful, 2 Sam. i. 23 (Art. 120. 2.): all,

apparently, belonging to the roots ^p'^ , Ip^ , and p?'!J , respectively.

These may, nevertheless, be of the form
"^)7 , although the other

form most frequently occurs in the context. We have something

similar to this in Gen. xliii. 14, ""^"^^^ ^^Y^^^ ^}?^? ^^en as

I am bereaved, I am bereaved ; where the first verb is of the form

b??7, and the last of ^,5^.

On the Third Person Singular Feminine.

16. Our measure is '^^I?^, in every case. In some few instances,

however, we have the Chaldaic, instead of the Hebrew, feminine

termination: as, ^IPTJ!?, instead of
'^^TjJ, Deut. xxxii. 36. So

nsnlj, forHN-lJ?, she called; nbr, for n!??r, she made; which

seems to shew, that this termination is not a part of the pronoun,

but the form which marks the feminine gender, as stated above

(Art. 188.). The same holds good in the Arabic dialect, where

the feminine termination is also ^, which cannot be derived from

the feminine pronoun.
- See also Art. 137. 2,

17. When the accent is removed from the ultimate, to the

penultimate, syllable, the original vowels of the root will return :

as, ^'^^'^ she gave, Judg. v. 25
; ^np?? she was glad, Esth.

viii. 15. So "^^f?? it hath failed. Is. xli. 17, with an euphonic

Ddgesh in the ri, (Art. 120. 2.).

18. In Ezek. xxxi. 5, we have ^J??,?, for '^'^^J, the Chaldaic,

for the Hebrew, termination.

On the Third Person Plural, Common Gender,

19. We have a finals, sometimes added to this part of the

verb, which is either intended to obviate a hiatus
; or, as in the

augmented nouns, to give some emphasis to the sentence :' as,

l^yT they knew, Deut. viii. 3
; I^P?* for

^{"J? they poured out, Isa.

xxvi. 16. See Art. 175. 17.

The real force of this letter will be considered in the Syntax.
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20. In some cases this plural form appears with the vowel ( . )

and n : as, '^??f? they poured out, where the ''"li? ,
or marginal

reading, is ^??f?, which is most likely the true one. According to

the Masora, as cited by Buxtorf, there are fourteen such instances

as these in the Biblical text, (Thes. Gram., p. 102.*) In a few

cases, neither H, nor ^, appears : as, *l.PfJ they said, (Art. 72.)

21. When the accent is, on any account, drawn back, the original

vowels return : as, ^\}\ they have brought forth, Gen. xxxi. 43
;

^^r? '^'^y ceased, Judg. v. 7 ; ^^?? they became debased, Isaiah

Ixiii. 19, Ixiv. 2; ***''?t ^hey were able, Exod. viii. 14. In a few

instances, a paragogic
^ is added: as, W^lD^nrj Josh. x. 24 (Artt.

119. 175. 3.).

On the Second Person Masculine, Singular.

22. Instead of the termination -H, we sometimes have nri
,

which is the more usual termination of the pronoun (Art. 145. 2.):

as, J^^l^l^ thou hast dealt perfidiously, Mai. ii. 14
; J^^?!?? thou

art grown old, Josh. xiii. 1, &c.

23. Whenever the root ends in H
,
and also receives this prono-

minal affix, both these letters will coalesce by Ddgesh : as, ^"jl?

thou hast cut, Deut. xx. 20, for ^O^!? When T is the last letter

of the root, and this, or any similar suffix, is added, the ] is dropped

(Art. 76.), and for this a compensation is made by inserting

Ddgesh forte in the first letter of the affix
; as, nripa^ for nripn^^

thou gavest. Gen. iii. 12. So, ''^P?, for ''^PP?, I gave ; Df?0?
for DfJ'pO?, you gave, &c.

On the Second Person Singular Feminine,

24. When the last radical letter happens to be either H, or 3?,

(
-
) stands in the place of the first Shevd (Art. 45.) : as, ^0)77 ,

for

^Di^ft thou didst receive, 1 Kings xvi. 3
; ^^p^ thou didst hear,

Jer. iv. 19 ; ^^^J ^^^^^ ^*^*^ know, Jer. l. 24. In roots ending in

* Ed. 1630.

t In some editions only.

o2
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], that letter will be dropped as before: ^P3 thou gavest^ Ezek.

xvi. 33.

25. In many instances, particularly in the Books of Jeremiah

and Ezekiel, this affix assumes the form ''^j for ^, which is also

a termination of the original pronoun (See Artt. 145. 2. 194.

13.) : as, ^riSnfJ thou wilt call, for ^'^^P^y Jer. iii. 4
; ^^'^p^ thou

hast heard, lb. iv. 19; to which many others may be added.

On the Second Person Plural Masculine,

26. We have occasionally a Khirik with the second radical

letter, instead of (
-
) : as, 0|??^"11 ,

for ^j5^^1 > y^ ^^^H possess,

Deut. iv. 1. In others ( . ) : as, l^ri^lfjt^ ye asked, 1 Sam. xii. 13 ;

and, as before, '^riil?, for ^j??0? ye gave, Jer. xxxvii. 18

(Art. 76.).

On the Seco?id Person Plural Feminine.

27. Instead of the termination )^~', we sometimes have ^jri ^

which is also a termination peculiar to the pronoun of this person

(Art. 145. 2.); njriDbtpn ye cast forth, Amos iv. S. This,

however, is an example belonging to the Hiphhil species.

On the First Person Singular, Common Gender.

28. A few verbs have Khirik for their second vowel : as, ''^ V^*
/ have begotten, Ps. ii. 7, for "'^l^;. So, ^^^^^,* for ''r\^'^^ ,

* But perhaps these vowels do not belong to the form IJlB, but "i^s,
or

perhaps, Ti:5. ^^J3 , rili is certainly the root in Arabic to which cnifi^

must be referred; "v^^
a son, may be the root of the second, and ^*^,

Arab. U*>^ a beggar, of the third. And hence, perhaps, it is that the

same root is occasionally found with different vowels. In Arabic, also, we

have iS^ hiding one's self; 15^ concealing something; ^J he raised;
y "y " y 9y

and ^^ he was elevated, ennobled; ^j he had a high voice, 8fc. De Sacy's

Gram. Arab., vol. i. p. 119. See also Art. 157. 8. note.
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/ askedy 1 Sam. i. 20. Here also, as before (Nos. 23, 24.), roots

ending in n or 7 , will reject those letters, and supply their place

by Ddgesh.
29. In the first person plural, also, roots ending in 1, will cause

that letter to coalesce with the 3 of the pronominal suffix: as,

^SpJ (for ^3?P?) we gave, Lara. v. 7.

30. Upon the whole, then, these are rather apparent than real

anomalies. It is consistent, with the analogy of this language, to

make certain changes in the vowels, upon the occurrence of any of

the guttural letters. The concurrence of any two identical letters,

is also regularly expressed by placing a Ddgesh in one of them,

and omitting the other, provided no vowel intervene (Art. 47.).

Nun 2 , likewise, is regularly rejected, whenever it should receive a

final Shevd (Art. 76.). Other varieties in the vowels may be

accounted for, by supposing different nouns derived from the same

primitive, to have been originally taken as the leading word.

SI. N.B. The remarks here made on the preterite tense of the

first species Kal, will apply, in a great measure, to those of all the

rest.

On the Present Tense of the Fh^st Species Kal.

189. It has been remarked (Art. 182. 10.), that the

leading word, of this tense in Kal, is always one or other

of the Segolate nouns of the forms Ip^, *Tp_?, or
*7j7..9.

There are, however, a few examples in which *npJ5 is the

form taken, as we shall see presently. These nouns are

generally abstract as to sense (Art. 152. 10.) : if, then, a

personal pronoun, or any abridged form of it, be affixed,

we shall have a meaning something like the following :

He (is) a visiting ; Thou (art) a coming, &c., where the

words visiting, and coming, are not used as participles

but as abstract nouns ; which must necessarily intimate

a present tense. How this, as well as the preterite,

tense, is used in composition, will be shewn when we

come to the Syntax.
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Paradigm of the Present Tense,
with its Analysis,

Form I. 1j??.

SiKGULAR.

Pers. Masc. Etymon. Fem. Etymon.

3 'p??> unknown. He visits. ^p9j?> uuknoytvi. She visits.

2 ^j7?P, np5 J?S!?, Thouvisitest. ^P?^, "^l??'^^^? Thoujem.

1 7jJ'5K, "ipg *JK, /v/siY. '^j???^ as before, /,fem.

Plural.

Pers. Masc. Etymon. Fem. Etymon.

3 ni?5% for n^l'^^or
^n

*T|75 T^^ey visit, lij^pjl!^, for Hjn 1p^ r% visit.

1 *Tj>33 np^llinj ^TevmY. *^'f??3, as before. We visit.

2. The form ''^P?^ may, perhaps, stand for "^ij^ ""^^t with the

"^ of ''fil^ transposed, as we say, what man soever, for whatsoever

maUf &c., in English.

3. Of
'^7l7?'^ t^G same may be said, which has been said of

others (Art. 139. 7. note). As to the fl prefixed to the feminine,

what has just been said of ''717^^ must suffice. The ^5 suffixed

is probably a fragment of the pronoun 71^\!} , as Jahn has observed

(Gram., p. 177. Ed. 1809.). The derivations of the other forms

are sufficiently obvious. See also the Comment, on the Kafia,

p. nv-

4. Paradigm of the Seco7id Form *^j7-5*

Singular.

Pers. Masc. Fera.

3 ^^^? He lies down. ^^^^^ She lies down.

2 ^,?5^P Thou liest down. '^'2Z^T\ Thou liest down.

1 ^i?^? / ^e down. ^W^ ^ ^^^ ^0^^'

* So 35T/je rides; '\W^.
he spreads; vri> he lies down; ^^^. he increases, &c.
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Plural.

3 1231^^ They lie down. rOpS^ll They lie down,

2 'l^^^'P You lie down. r\'12'^\^T\ You lie down.

1 3^Jf^3 We lie down. ^t5^J We lie down.

5, Paradigm of the Third Form ^j?..9'

This form never occurs, except in verbs which are

subject to some defect, and then but seldom.

Example,

Singular.
Pcrs. Masc. Fem.

3 ]p\ for 1^?P^ He gives (Art. 76.). \^T^ She gives.

2 ]jni!^, ]p3P^ Thougivesi. *^^.^^ Thou givest.

1 ]^^,
- Wi^ \^^ I give.

Plural.

Pem. Masc. Pern.

3 IJ^^. They give. 1

2 IJ^r^ Fegiue. > Wanting.

1 155 We give. J

6. It has been remarked (Art. 189.), that the form of ^^P^ is

sometimes taken, as the leading word of the present tense. The

following are examples : viz. ^tpJlD^''. theij judge ^
Exod. xviii. 26;

l^l^^ri it (fem.) preserves^ or keeps^
Prov. xiv. 3

; ''7''^?''^ P^^^

thou over (fem.), Ruth ii. 8 : nttf.l3, (for
ntt?^DM Art. 72.) 7 am

mortally pained, Ps. Ixix. 21.

7. Of these forms, the first, "^f^?,
is the most generally used in

When the last letter is guttural, the final vowel is, for the most part, (-) : as,

"Sip^,
he hears, n^'ttJ? he sends; na^^ he rises, is exalted. This also will be the

case when the middle letter is guttural, just as it is with the Segolate nouns

(Art. 148. 7.).
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Kal; and, for the most part, it has a transitive signification. *^V^3

occurs but seldom, and is mostly intransitive,
^fj.??

is found in

defective verbs only; as, ^^^ , or -1?'W, nnfc^\ or' -^?^\ ^^:,

8. In all cases, in which the terminating vowel is perfectj and

regularly accompanied by an accent ; upon the accent's being with-

drawn (which always takes place when the verb is joined with any
other word by Makkdph, &c.), such final vowel will be changed for

its correspondent imperfect one (Art. 96. 2. &c.): as, V'^'P^v ^

will keep for him, Ps. Ixxxix. 29
; 12l"Tfari^ I will- sustain him.

Is. xlii. 1, for "^9^? and V?Oi} respectively.* (Art. 133.)

9. The same verb is sometimes found to occur in more than one

of these forms ; as, ^7^^*! he rests, Gen. ii. 2
;
and HSl^ri it rests,

Neh. vi. 3
; V'^H^ ^^ / am not willing, Ezek. xviii. 32 ; and V,?n.^

he will approve, Ps. xxxvii. 23 ; ^^^\ he will tear, Ps. vii. 3
;
and

^7)^1 Gen. xlix. 27. To which many others may be added. (See

the Mikhlol of D. Kimkhi, fol. ^ , verso.) This may be accounted

for, by supposing that the Segolate noun, corresponding to both

these forms, was once in use.

10. When, however, any paragogic letter is added, this dis-

tinctive vowel, be what it may, disappears (as it is the case with

some of the Segolate nouns) : as, nn^^W, not HnDtpb^, /wiW keep,

Ps. xxxix. 2; ^^3??^^, not ^23:2^??, J rvill lie down, Ps. iv. 9;

na")ns / will kill, not n^hnW Gen. xxvii. 41. In the last case,

the substitute of Shevd is resolved by Art. 106. 2.

11. In a few instances, the letter 1 is retained, which was

\

* It is a curious fact, that the tense corresponding to this in the Arabic

verbs, is subject to a variation of ending, similar to that of the nouns, i. e. its

terminations will answer to those of the nominative, or of the objective cases.

This tense they term ^j\^^ alike, because it is said to he like the noun. In a

few instances, indeed, it has the ' of the accusative ; as, i*A*-W we will surely

draw, &c. In others we have an additional (j, \,
as in the nouns of excess

(Art. 168.): as, ^jj-"^^ he will surely assist: but of this more in the Syntax.
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perhaps formerly a mater lectioms: i.e. was used instead of the

vowel i Kliolem: as, Htjli^f^iij I rest, Isa. xviii. 4
; nblf^ttfS /

neigh, Ezra viii. 25. In which cases, the '^"pp , or marginal reading,

generally gives the more usual form. This \ however, is mostly

omitted, and Kdmels Khdtef then found to supply the place of the

rejected Khblem (see Art. 152. 3.) : as, H^tZ^^ / step, Isa. xxvii. 4 ;

n;yrit2;t5
/ hear, Dan. viii. 13

; ^y^^^ thou brihest, Ezek. xvi. 33.

In some copies, however, we have ( ) Shevd only, in most of these

cases.

12. With the third person plural masculine, we sometimes have

a paragogic 1 , supplied ; as, 1^3?ptp''. they rvill hear, Exod.

iv. 9. Sometimes the preceding vowel is perfect; as, I^Y'??^^

they will ask, Josh. iv. 6 ; 1^"I^)7"'. they will reap, Ruth ii. 9. (See
Art. 175. 17.).

13. When the first radical letter happens to be a guttural, the

Substitute of Shevd will be resolved into its cognate imperfect

vowel : as, ^?'3^,- they will extend (for ^^3"]^% by analogy, ^^l^*!,

see Art. 106. 2.).

14. In the feminine, we have '^32'?^^, for n3?b^n, by Art-

175. 20., &c., Ezek. xvii. 23. The final ^ is sometimes omitted

by Art. 72.

15. The abbreviated pronouns are regularly prefixed to the

present tense, in every species, with Shevd ()'. as, *T)P91 ; but here,

as two Shevds cannot concur at the commencement of a word, the

first is changed to (), (-), or (v) as circumstances may require,

(Art. 106., &c.): as, ^ij?*!, "^7^!, ^I?? , &c. Where, however,

no such necessity exists, Shevd remains, as it does with the particles

V , ? , ? ,
Art. 174. &c.) : as in 11??% Ti^S? , "^pP, &c.

16. The principles, therefore, by which the vowels, both of the

verbs and nouns are regulated, are precisely the same. This is

also true of the letters, as well as of the forms of words : for these,

as we have already seen, are such as the nature of the several cases

necessarily requires.

Of the Irifinitives and Imperatives.

190. It is difficult to say which of these two ought to

take the precedence, since both present the same form ;
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but, as that which has been termed the Imperative is

sometimes found conjugated with one, or other, of the

pronouns, the Infinitive has usually been placed first, as

exhibiting the more simple form of the verb.

2. It is now generally allowed, that the Infinitive (as it has been

termed) is nothing more than a Verbal noun, having either an

active, neuter, or passive, signification: as, T'J7?, and in construc-

tion, "rr?? ,
a visiting, visitatio, or the like

;
the acceptation of which

may be, either active, or passive, (see p. 89. note.); and, ^^P
lying down, which is neuter.

3. Any of these words, according to Schroeder, when pronounced
with some emphasis, will become imperative in signification : as,

*^l7?
or ^P^, inspicere, i. e.

"
inspice, vel inspicite." So, continues

he,
*' Ab initio nullum discrimen habuit numeri et generis : e. g.

^i'P'? audire ! non tantum pro audi, sed et pro audite, Deut. i. 16 ;

^i"]!? infeslare! pro infestate, Num. xxv. 17, &c.

4. We may now come to the forms, and other parti-

culars, connected with this species of words.

5. The forms of the Infinitives are various, and may
be, either primitive, or augmented, according to the sense

intended by the writer. We shall, at present, notice

only the primitive forms, reserving the others till we

come to treat on the augmented species of the conju-

gation.

Forms of the Lifinitive or Verbal Noun, belonging to the First

Species of the Conjugation Kal.

6. "fipS, constr. *T'p5* is the most frequent; ^TfJlS

Tlj^a, Tj^S, IjP?, and "Ti???
^^^ more rare. These forms

are peculiar to the masculine gender. The following

are feminine : nnj^S, niJ^S, Hlg?, r]^J>!^, Hlp^i, riljjJS,

* Of this form in the nouns is
''i'll,

constr. "^ns, pirn, ii"i(7, which imply habit,

cuslontf &c., and occasionally have an abstract signification.
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or nij^.^, mj^5, nnj^?, ni]^^, n^^'^^, &c. These all,

masc. and fem., excepting the last three, are of the forms

of the Segolate nouns (Artt. 148. 149, &c.) ; and, as

these nouns are generally abstracts (Art. 152. 10.),

they are well suited for the functions which they here

perform.
7. These, when in conjunction with any of the par-

ticles 0732, will afford a sense similar to that of the

Gerunds in Latin : as, "TpS? i^ visithig ; *lfp9? for msit-

ing ; *rp?5 according to a visiting; TpSp from, or

by, a visiting. In which cases, the form proper for

construction is necessarily taken, on account of the fol-

lowing context.

8. In like manner with the pronouns, "^^l?? ^y visits

ing ; ^7P? ^% visiting, &c. in which IpSi is preferred.*

We have, however, DJ5^?^ yowr eating, DjDH^iJ your

saying, 8cc., of the form IP?, as well as the other forms.

9. When the terminating vowel C^ of "Jp?) happens to lose the

accent, it becomes imperfect as in the nouns : as, ^^g""?} vp
a king's reigning, Gen. xxxvi. 31. In one instance we have an

additional
"^ inserted : as, "^t?^*^ ^''ll"^ : fi^ investigating the

matter^ Ezra x. 16.

10. Buxtorff thinks, that, in the phrases ^^^^f^for anointing,

Exod. xxix. 29 ; '^i7??^ fi^ elevating, Zeph. iii. 11 ; ^]?P^^ for

using patience, Ezek. xvi. 5, the o has been transposed, on account

of the additional paragogic '^. But the truth of this is doubtful.

* The nouns, equivalent to these in Arabic, are subject to the same laws;

and they are occasionally found in the plural number, which never occurs in

Hebrew. In the last instance, (No. 8.) Grammarians have thought, that

a transposition of the o has taken place, supposing "ipB to have been the

original form. But, as rnj^Q is regularly the feminine form of "f^h,
I do not

see why ""tj^b may not be derived from the same form, particularly as these

forms are in use.

t Thes. Gram. lib. i. c. xiii.
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First, because 71 is here not paragogic, but feminine
; as the situa-

tion of the accent is sufficient to shew. In the next place, it is

not necessary to suppose that the o is transposed, for reasons just

given (No. 8. note) ;
and hence we have, in the very next example

adduced by him, nj^n^Y Jor removing far awa?/, Ezek. viii. 6,

where the o is not transposed, but remains in its original situation.

1 1 . Again, in the other examples which he gives, viz. i^lVp^? ,

Cri^"]lj4l, beyond all doubt, the H, above mentioned, is of the

feminine gender, but not paragogic. Other examples are,

^^D^ slaying, Hos. v. 2
; ^'^^'P asking, Isa. vii. 1 1

; HSn^.

fearing, Deut. iv. 10. Which, however, Buxtorf confesses after

all, are feminine forms of the Infinitive, and which the Jewish

Grammarians term Verbal Nouns.

12. It will be difficult, perhaps, and certainly unnecessary, to lay

down rules for the use of the other forms. The Student may note

them down as they occur. We shall merely remark, that cases

will happen here, as in the Arabic, in which it will be extremely
difficult to say, whether a noun is to be referred to this class, or to

that of the participles : and further, that in some, the very same

word will occasionally be found in situations suitable to both.

On the Imperative belonging to the First Species,

191. This is usually either of the form *7p9, or lp.5,

visit, for the second person singular masculine ; *'7p5 ,

for the same feminine ; np9 , masc. and nj*Tp$ , or

njirj.? , fem. for the same person plural. In which will

be perceived some of the fragments of the pronouns as

already mentioned (Art. 188.).

2. It has already been remarked, that the form ^lij^S

is sometimes used for both numbers and genders (Art.

190. 3.).

3. As the Imperative is generally formed on the same word with

the Infinitive, it will occasionally be found with the feminine termi-
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nation H
,

as also with the same vowels : as, '^'JJ^^ heepy*

Ps. XXV. 20 ; '^Ti^J remember^ 2 Chron. vi. 42. Kholem remains

unchanged in "^^^^ viiifVi curse. Numb, xxiii. 7. Judg. xix. 5>

we have "7]?P support (from the form
"^J^P), and v. 8, ""^^P with

Makkdph (from "t^^p) : and, 1 Kings xiii. 7, ni|D (from l^D)
with the paragogic letter H , whence it should seem, that each of

these forms of the verbal noun was once in use.

4. ^j?tt? lie down, of the form '^Tj^ , will, upon receiving the

feminine termination, lose (-), and then change the first ( : ) into

Khtrik : as, ^JP?^*. Upon the same principle, the o, of ^P^ , is

generally rejected: as in '^7'?^ ^7l?^> ^^'* ^^ above (Art.

189. 10.). In i^^*^? keep, Ps. cxli. 3, we have either an euphonic,

or an intensitive, Ddgesh.

5. Of the form IV)^ , ^^"^JT! destroy ye, Jer. ii. 12 ; ^^^^ draw

ye, Ezek. xxxii. 20
; ^^71?^ ^^y V^ waste, Jer. xlix. 28, are in-

stances. So '^pY? reign thou, fem., Judg. ix. 10 ; ''P^^ cry thou,

Jer. xxii. 20
; (the medial ^ has been added on account of the

accent's being drawn back. Art. 120. 7.); so ^r^J^r! fnake thou dry^

Is. xHv. 27.

6. When a guttural is the first letter of the root, () is taken

instead of Khirik ( ) whenever any asyllahic augment is affixed to

the word : as, ^^tpH make thou hare, fem., Isa. xlvii. 2
; ^]J^^. take

thou, fem., Ruth iii. 15.

7. ^9t!It divine thou, 1 Sam. xxviii. 8
; takes a Substitute of Shevd

with the second radical letter, upon the principle of assimilation,

noticed Art. 108, for ^^PIJ. This is sometimes found to take

place in the present tense also.

8. The feminine plural will occasionally suffer apocope ; as,

]?pP Gen. iv. 23, for HD^?^, hear ye; which will also happen

occasionally in the present tense, as will be seen hereafter.

* See Ps. cxli. 3, where this word is used as a noun : unless, indeed, we

construe the former word rrn"'tt3 with it, as the accents seem to require : thus,

rnpt^ nn'\|J place, keep, i. e. keep constantly. But much reliance cannot be

placed upon the accents.
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On the Participles,

192. We now come to that sort of words, which has

been termed. Participial, and has, accordingly, been

classed with the verbs as such, contrary perhaps to every

principle of Hebrew Grammar. The fact is, these are

nothing more than attributives, into the etymology of

which nothing having the least possible connexion with

tense has ever entered. Nor is the force, usually ascribed

to these words, exclusively applicable to nouns of their

forms : DDH wise, pin"J distant, 7l| growing, being just

as much participles, as IJ^iS, masc, HljpiS, and nijjli^

fem. visiting, or "TlfJ^, masc, H'llpS, fem. visited, can

possibly be ; to which a very large number of other forms

may be added. The truth appears to be, that all these

nouns, together with those conjugated as verbs (which,

indeed, is occasionally the case with some of these), are

to be regulated in tense by other considerations, as will

be shewn hereafter. Transitive verbs generally give the

form "FjP.iS , for that of this participial noun : intransitives,

*7j?.^, &c., as may be seen in the Lexicon.

2. It is curious enough to remark, that Simonis has, in his

Arcanum Formarum, assigned a whole section to words of the form

usually ascribed to the first participle^ in which they occur as agents,

without the least reference whatever to tense. Yet, in one of his

notes he says,*
" Exinde vero non sequitur, omnia Participia mera

esse Nomina, quod contendit Pagninus in Institut. Hebr., p. 229.

If by this he means, that these words may occasionally be con-

strued as participles, perhaps no one will object ; but, if he

contends, that they are not mere attributives, I believe he will

contend for a position which is incapable of proof.

* P. 601.
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LECTURE XI.

193. Having dwelt thus much on the first Species of

the Hebrew Conjugation, which is indeed the model, and

contains the principles, upon which all the rest are

formed ; we may now proceed to give the others, with

such notes as shall seem necessary.

Paradigm of the Second Species^ or Objective Form of the

Firsts usually termed Niphhal.
/i^.5?

PRETERITE TENSE.

Singular Number.

Pers. Masr. Fern.

3
'1^9? He became visited. rTlp^J Site became visited.

2 i^ /p_9Il Thou hecamest visited. j|l7p_93 Thou becamesi visited.

1
^i!^*Tj^J53 / became visited. *'Jn*Tp_53 / became visited.

Plural Number.

3 1
j j^v3 They became visited. InjP^J Thei/ became visited.

2 Dr!lj555 Ye became visited. ]i[^*Tp_53 Ye became visited.

1 '^^li?-^? We became visited. ''^ll?-?? JVe became visited.

PRESENT TENSE.

Singular Number.

3 ")? .
He becomes visited. H j^BiH She becomes visited.

2 *^i?..?^ Thou becomest visited. '*7-i?^ Thou becomest visited.

1 "^ir?^ I become visited. ^]^.^^ I become visited.

Plural Number.

3 '^li^S'l They become visited. rt2^J>,)^T) They become visited.

2 ''^i???^ ^^ become visited. njlp.Sri Ye become visited.

1 *^i?.3 ^^^ become visited. "^1??? ^^^ become visited.
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IMPERATIVE.

Singular. v

Masc. Fern. ^

2 '^ij.|in Be thou visited. *^7i?^'^ ^^ '^^" visited.

Plural.

2 ''*]j?'!' Be 7/e visited. tiyi,]>,^n Be ye visited.

Forms of the Infinitive, or Abstract Verbal Noun,

IjpSJ, np.53, -Tp.53, nj7.$n, IjJ^n, and l]>^r\ being visited, S^i^.

PARTICIPLES (usually) rather Verbal Concrete Nouns.

Singular.

Masc.
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On the Preterite Tense,

4. When the primitive word happens to begin with a guttural

letter, the vowel accompanying 3 may be either (*) or (-), but not

() : as, ^f?n.5 accounted^ Num. xviii. 27 ; "'P.^,? said^ Dan. viii. 26 ;

'JpOn? overturned, Esth. ix. 1 ; Di^H? sealed, lb. viii. 8 ; '^'i^V?

placated, 1 Chron. v. 20
; where we have the form "^"^fj?,

or *l*lp?,

instead of
"IfJ.?.

So '''i^?, and pi.
^via3 circumcised, Gen. xvii. 27,

for ^'^'p?? (Art. 76.). In one instance, 3 seems to have been affixed

to one of the augmented forms
; as, "^p?? it shall expiate, Deut.

xxi. 8, for "iQSr^?, in full '^SS^H? (Art. 83. 1.), grounded on the

form T|J.?rin.

5. In
"'J:??!?^?, left, Ezek. ix. 8, the additional word had recourse

to in forming this Species (see Art. 157. 18.) seems to be given

more at length than usual. Buxtorf thinks that we have here a

form compounded of both tenses
;
than which nothing can be more

unlikely.* For H in ^^Ji"??? we sometimes have the Chaldee ^ 9

as in ^aZ (Art. 188. 16.); as, i^'0'31^2 forgotten. Is. xxiii. 15.

6. ^7^^? ^^^y were polluted, Lam. iv. 14, on the form '^0^, pro-

bably from
^^"^21

an avenger. Of the same form is, ^fQ^^ they

shall be possessed of. Num. xxxii. 30. In the word "^I'^^v* Exod.

XV. 6, we have, perhaps, an abbreviated form for,
W^H

nn'^i^3. it is

become glorious, the preceding word, V^y, being regularly of the

feminine gender. This, therefore, need not be considered as

anomalous, in any other point of view.

O71 the Present Tense, Imperative, Sfc,

7. The leading form mostly taken for this tense is, "^pQ, and

sometimes the feminine form, J^^pQ ; "^ij^j and ^)7-?, are also found,

as in Kal : but, ^ij? is used only with the Infinitive, or verbal noun ;

examples of each of which will presently be given.

8. The S, of the first person singular, is sometimes regularly pre-

fixed with ( ) ; as, ^^-^^ / am enquired of, Ezek. xiv. 3
; ^,5^^

/ swear, Gen. xxi. 24. Also with the feminine form ; as, ntJ^jSM
I escape, lb. xix. 20

; ^"1^2^ / am honoured, Exod. xiv. 17; and

Thes. Gram., lib. i. c. xiv. ad. particip. Niphhdl.

P
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]^?3^ Hag. i. 8, where the n seems to have been lost, as in other

instances (Art. 72, &c.) : in most of which, however, it is restored

in the marginal reading.

9. For
"Ti2?^,^

we have "^j?^^ thou wilt* be broken, Ezek.

xxxii. 28. So tt73S"; he was infirm, 2 Sara. xii. 15; ^^^^. he was

refreshed, Exod. xxxi. 17; v'P|'! he was weaned, Gen. xxi. 8;

"^P^.l it was said, Josh. ii. 2. So also, '^,51P*|^ they shall be com-

memorated, Isa. Ixv. 17; n37pwri they shall be eaten up, Jer.

xxiv. 2 : to which many more may be added.

10. To the plural *'*1P^% a paragogic ] is often added, as in Kal:

as, l^^T*":!?^ they shall be cut off, Ps. xxxvii. 9, &c.

11. We have in the Imperative, ^^f?f?? assemble yourselves, Joel

iv. 11, for ^^^i^Hj which seems to be grounded either on the form

"^l7?, or ^i7 ;
if it is not the preterite used as an imperative.

12. Whenever here, as in other instances, the first letter of the

root is such as to be incapable of receiving Ddgesh forte, the pre-

ceding vowel is necessarily made perfect, as in ^^^^. &c, above

given (No. 9.).

13. In the Infinitive, we have '-p^n eating, Lev. vii. 18;

^"l/HiirT giving, Jer, xxxii. 4. And with 3, for the first letter,

C'inv? fighting together, Judg. xi. 25
; ^^^? requesting, 1 Sam.

XX. 28
; nb?3 desiring, Gen. xxxi. 30

; D^pp sending, Esth. iii. 13;

^}'^, for n*!??? striking, Judg. xx. 39, grounded on the form
*1"'j7?,

or '^"ij??. To these may be referred ^'^?n (by Art. 76,), for ^'l|n,

or ^'7?'^ > propelling, Ps. Ixviii. 3. We also have ^'i'j'ff^ enquiring,

Ezek. xiv. 3, of the same form, with N, instead of n, prefixed, the

letter usually taken by the Chaldees and Syrians.

14. The Ddgesh forte, found in the first radical letter in these

verbs, is merely compensative for the characteristic 3, which has

been rejected according to rule (Art. 7Q.)

1 5. The noun given here as a participle, has, in a few instances,

() instead of (x): as, ^Ti^iD, (for tt?!?.'!?, form TIJP? Art. 87. 1.)

taken in a net, Ps. ix. 1 7. Alting f is of opinion, that the plurals

^^f'?^ Persons prophesying, 1 Sam. xix. 20, Jer. xiv. 15, Ezek.

* Reasons for translating this present tense by a future will be given in the

Syntax.

t Sect. vii. . 119. de verbo perfecto.
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xiii. 16; 0*'?n?. hidden, Josh. x. 17; ^^P^^ polluted, Ezek.

XX. 30, 31
; D^'W^p? /ownrf, Esth. i. 5, iv. 16, 1 Sam. xiii. 15, and

some others, are formed on the measure "'i^?? But this is by no

means necessary. The (t) of the singular is, it is true, mostly

found with the second radical : as, C^l^^l^? ,
but then, this vowel is

not immutable, and may become ( ) for the mere sake of euphony*
which is perhaps the case in all these instances.

194. Paradigm of the Conjugation of a Verhy in the Third

Species^ Pihel.

Fern.
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Objective Voice of the same^ termed the Fourth Species,

or PUHAL.

PRETERITE TENSE,
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Exod. ix. 7, &c. &c. Also when followed by MaJckdph; as,

^P"jr*^^y he taught knowledge, Eccl. xii. 9.

3. In a few instances ( ) is the terminating vowel : as, "^^"^ he

said; D,?? he washed; "^S? he expiated.

4. When any letter, incapable of receiving Ddgesh, is the medial

letter of the root, a compensation is made by changing the pre-

ceding imperfect vowel to its corresponding perfect one : as, l^P he

refused, for l^P. So "Jlp-^ he blessed; and, in the participle ^7??
blessing ; ^^^P detesting, &c.

;
"^^^l he explained ; "^pW he delayed

(Art. 109.). In a few instances () Khirik remains without

any apparent compensation : as, "^j?? he destroyed, 1 Kings xxii. 47;

Vf?? he vexed, Ps. x. 3; t;2p^ he inflamed, Mai. iii. 19; Dp? he

consoled. Is. xlix. IS; '^'^nj^ they delayed, Judg. v. 28, where ^

occurs with SegoL So, in the Participles ; x"Tp?P /earm^, Prov.

xxviii. 14; ^p5^ leading, Is. li. 18, &c. In all which cases,

Ddgesh is said to be implied (Art. 109.).

5. When the accent is drawn back, in the feminine ('^]3l??), the

characteristic vowel ( ) returns : as, ^^JP / it licked, 1 Kings
xviii. 38

; ^^\p she gleaned, Ruth ii. 18, &c. (Art. 119. 11.)

6. In some instances Ddgesh forte is omitted, even when the

letter is capable of receiving it : as, i^p?^ she sent, Ezek. xvii. 7 ;

in?^? they sent, Ps. Ixxiv. 7. So, ^7 :
"^ passim, for ^^k} praise ye.

See Art. 113.

7. We have, in the participle, ''^py^ our teacher, Job xxxv. 11,

for ^'^cVsp, by Art. 73. And, Jer. xv. 10, ''?'!^^)7P cursing me,

but in the margin, ''?|27|2P, which is probably the true reading,

giving the participle, or concrete verbal noun, written as a verb,

with the fragment of the first personal pronoun.
8. In the participle of the feminine gender ( ) occasionally

remains : as, nbst^p causing abortion, Exod. xxiii. 26
; we also

have ^^.I^^^P inebriating, Jer. li. 7 ; and, without Ddgesh, ^5|!f?P

(for ^9(!j?9) committing adultery, Prov. xxx. 20 ; and by con-

traction, ^^JpP (for npntt^P), ministering, 1 Kings i. 15 (Art. 77.).

9. For the particular force of this species, see Art. 154. 79.

On the Objective Voice, or Fourth Species Puhal,

10. We sometimes have ( t) Khdtuph in this species, instead of

(-.), e.g. H'^S it was cut, Ezek. xvi. 4; where it should be
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observed, that "1 has Ddgeshf contrary to the usual practice :

^"T^^ it is destroyed^ Nah. iii. 7. So also the participial noun

DJMp made red, lb. ii. 4 ; and, in the plural number, Cp'^f^l? ,*

Exod. XXV. 5.

11. In many instances, the Ddgesk is implied (Art. 109.);

as, VP"J rvashedt Prov. xxx. 12; ^?P"?. object of mercy, fem.,

Hos. i. 6. The Kdmets, found here in the penultima, is on account

of the pause-accent (Art. 120. 4.). So, '^^P? consoled, Is.

liv. 11.

12. When Ddgesh is neither written, nor implied, the preceding

vowel is necessarily made perfect ; as, ^"^l^ slain, Is. xxvii. 7 ;

^71^ torn, Gen. xliv. 28
; ^^5 declared, revealed, Num. xv. 34 ;

'^15?^ agitated, (as with a whirlwind,) Is. liv. 11. In all which

cases, the correspondence of the vowels is oblique (Art.

96, 2.).

13. In some instances the correspondence is direct ; as,

^Tv^** born, Judg. xiii. 8
; Q'^'Pi^^'' taken in a net, Eccles. ix. 12 :

^1^^^ out of joint, Prov. xxv. 19. In the first two examples,

Ddgesh is perhaps euphonic ;
in the last, Kdmets is put for Segol

on account of the pause (Art. 120. 4.). In Jer. xxii. 23, we have

this participial noun, with several others, so combined with the

feminine pronoun of the second person singular, as to have given

considerable uneasiness to the Grammarians ; the passage is,

D^bnn irb-b^ns *'ri3nrniD nnnss "^naapia panbs ^nntt?^
T -: ' T : : :

- - t-; t : : -'. :
' t :

-
: :

-

Thou (who) dwellest in the Libanus, art nestled in the cedars, how

shalt thou be consoled when pains come upon thee ?

Here ;^???\ is put for ^m ^^\ '^W;!?, for ^i!l ]3|?.^, and

^'-T^PO?, for ''^^ ]!??. In all which cases, we have nothing more

than the feminine form of the pronoun in conjunction with a par-

ticipial, or verbal concrete, noun. In the example ''^??pP ,
Rabbi

Jona was of opinion, according to Buxtorf, that some of the vowels

* In some editions, and as cited by Buxtorf, this word is written D^n and

DWD, with Kdmets Khdtef under ,
which is contrary to the first principles

of Hebrew syllabication. They are also thus cited by Kimkhi, in the Mikfdol,

from which Buxtorf probably took his examples.
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only had been retrenched ; by which he probably meant, that the

pronoun was added, some abbreviation being first made. (See

Art. 175. 15. note.)

14. In a few instances we have a Substitute of Shevd, where

analogy requires the Shevd, which seems to have been introduced

for the sake of euphony : as, ^pi?^. taken, Gen. ii. 23
; "''^if^/n

thou shah be sought, Ezek. xxvi. 21 (Art. 106. 5.).

15. For the particular force of this Species, see Art. 154.

715. 16.

195. Paradigm of the Conjugation of the Fifth and Sixth

Species, i. e. in both the Subjective, and Objective, Voices,

HlPHHlL and HOPHHAL.

PRETERITE TENSE.

Singular. Plural.

Masc. Fem. Masc. Fem.

PRESENT TENSE,

Singular. Plural.

IMPERATIVE.

Singular. Plural.

INFINITIVE, or Abstract Verbal Noun.

Masc. Forms. Fem. Forms.
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PARTICIPIAL, or Concrete Verbal Nouns.

Singular. Plural.

Masc. Fern. Masc. Fein.

Objective Voice^ Hophhal.

PRETERITE TENSE.

Singular. Plural.

Masc. Fern. Masc. Fem.

PRESENT TENSE.

Singular. Plural.

IMPERATIVE.

SiNOOLAR. PlBEAL.

INFINITIVE.

PARTICIPIAL, or Concrete Verbal Nouns.

Singular. Plural.
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On the Active Voice.

2. The characteristic n ,
of this species, occurs also with (), (),

or(-), but this happens only when a guttural letter follows: as,

]^p.t:?rT
he believedf Gen. xlv. 26 ; *T''p^i7 he caused to stand, Lev.

xiv. 11 ; ^"]p.^i7 thou hast professed, Deut. xxvi. 17 ; ^7??r '^^^

hast caused to pass over, Josh. vii. 7. We also have ^"l?^n Exod.

xiii. 12; and ''^'^.^^^n Zech. iii. 4, &c. And with (:) under the

guttural in C'J^r^n it is obstructed. Lev. xv. 3.

3. In one instance we have () with the middle radical letter :

as, ^n^J|n7Sl??rT / have requested him, 1 Sam. i. 28. See the notes

on ^a^ (Art. 188. 28.).

4. On the word ''^^"JH? shall I leave? Judg. ix. 9, 11, 13,

much has been written, but perhaps not very conclusively. Let us

endeavour to analyze it. It will be seen, by turning to the lexicons,

that ^Iin is the form of the Imperative in Kal : which, according

to our system, will give ^l^*' ^^^ '^^ primitive Segolate noun.

Here, then, we have nothing more than a Segolate noun, conjugated

with the pronoun, which, in the 6rst person, will regularly be

^i^p^rn, and, by rejecting the Kholem (as in the Segolates, Art.

152. 3.), and retaining the correspondent substitute of Shevd, in

order to preserve the form, we shall have '^-'J^/^n, which, with the

interrogative T} prefixed (Art. 179.), we shall have ''T'/'Jinp am I a

leaving ? i. e. shall I leave ? According to this analysis, therefore,

this word belongs not to the fifth, but to the first species, con-

jugated with the abstract, instead of the concrete, noun, which is

unusual.

5. In another instance, viz., '''J^/n??^ ^ ^^^^ polluted, Is. Ixiii. 3,

we have the augmented verbal noun, commencing with M, instead

of n : i. e. the form usually taken in the Chaldee and Syriac (Art.

157. 2, 158.).

6. Again, we have in Amos iv. 3, '^?'f!?-?^'^ which is an un-

usual, but more regular, way of writing the second person plural

feminine of the preterite tense : i. e. nariM
"jlvipn, usually

1|??^tt^n (Art. 188. 27.), ye have cast. In Isaiah, chap. xix. 6,

we have '''^^?T^J7 they shall abhor, with two letters of augmentation,

N and n ; but here, C?T^? is perhaps the ground-form.

7. In the present tense, we also have the form ^'iV?^? ; and, in
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both, the characteristic
'^

is frequently omitted. With the paragogic

n, however,
**

is always added: as, HD'^^pw / n,ill cast, Neh.

xiii. 8. With (); as, ip^,"l he may believe, Job xv. 31. And by
a further contraction, Hpljl^ he will give confidence, 2 Kings xviii. 30,

for r}^^\, or rfipn^

8. In some instances every trace of the characteristic
*

is lost ;

as, '')7?1- they arrived at, 1 Sam. xxxi. 2
; ^pll! they bend, tread,

or direct, as a bow, Jer. ix. 2. Where the primitive form seems to

have been taken, instead of the usual one of the measure "^^7?'

9. ^p^ / will collect, 1 Sam. xv. 6, is put for ^''piM (for ^y)^
Artt. 72, 87. 1.), root nO\ or ^'O^, So, HTri'M / will ruin, Jer.

xlvi. 8 (for ni-^^iW lb. for nTni), root ^^% Arabic ^^ cognate

with 1?.
10. M is sometimes rejected, together with the characteristic n,

to facilitate the pronunciation perhaps : as, r,T^ / will hear. Job

xxxii. 11 (for rj^ Art. 72.). So, DQ^P^ / will destroy them,

Jer. viii. 13, for DQ^Dl^^N; bn> he shall pitch a tent, for ^p^!. Is.

xiii. 20 ; "^DV he tarries, 2 Sam. xx. 5, is, perhaps, for the passive

form "^P^T> ^^^ "^P^?^: (Art. 73.); and, as the quiescence of S
after Kdmets Khdtuf is rather unusual in Hebrew, the "^ may have

been taken to avoid this. The final () is probably euphonic, and

taken on account of the guttural, as in other cases.

11. Some are of opinion, that ^T?,t1 1 Sam. xv. 5, is put for

^7^*1, by omitting the N, as above, by Art. 7S,

12. In the Imperative we may have a paragogic n, which will

then, as before (No. 7.), take the characteristic
^

: as, nnv^n
prosper thou, Neh. i. 11. (Art. 175. 5.)

13. Whenever the second, or third, radical letter is, either a gut-

tural, or n, the terminating vowel will be (-): as, ^P?*!? cav^e to

come down, Joel iv. 11
; Ppir^ remove far away, Job xiii. 21 ;

"I^ID , margin "^^'1'!? make straight, Ps. v. 9.

14. In the Infinitive, or abstract verbal noun, the characteristic

n has (-) for the most part; as, ^'^7?'^ cutting off, Jer. xliv. 8 ;

"^''^Tn commemorating, 2 Sam. xviii. 18. When any one of the

particles, contained in the word DbD2, is prefixed, this form is

always adopted ; when this is not the case, we may have '^l7?'^, or

Tpsn : as, CDSipn rising early, Jer. vii. 13
; ^T'^Pr^p setting vji,

Neh. vii. 3
; 'T'P^n destroying, Amos ix. 8.
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15. When either the second or third letter is a guttural, or 1,
we then have (-) for the final vowel, as before : as, "^j^Pr? resisting^

1 Sam. XV. 23 ; Dj?*!??'!? your bringing to recollection, Ezek,

xxi. 29.

16. In many instances, we have the first vowel of the Infinitive

the same with that of the Preterite tense : as, ^'^^'l^T giving rest,

^''^'irT shaking, Jer. l. 34
;
^ yPHT liberating ; ^''^7 saving. Is.

xxxi. 5.

17. 3>lb?^ 1 Sam. ii. 33, is probably put for -'7n> (Art. 7S,),

derived from the root S-^i^' ; ^1^ he punished. Whence ^-Hl'i^

correction, punishment. But see my Hebrew Lexicon.

On the Objective Voice, Hophhal.

18. This voice is grounded on nouns of the form of
'^i7-?'T

^

"^iTP/^ (Art. 157. 10.). And here, as in the Puhdl, the agent never

appears ; and hence, both are called by the Hebrew Grammarians,

as are also those corresponding to them in Arabic by the Arabians,

Conjugations the agents of which are not named,*

19. Kibbuts occasionally accompanies n, instead of (t) Khdtuph;
as, ^j??^'!7 thrown down, Ezek. xxxii. 32

; 'n?^?7 ^^*' down, Dan.

viii. 11.

20. When the first radical letter happens to be a guttural, (t:)

occupies the place of Shevd : as, Hlinnn she is laid waste, Ezek.

xxvi. 2, where the Kdmets Khdtuph becomes a perfect vowel, and

remains under the characteristic n, by analogy (see Art. 55.).

21. The participial nouns frequently occur with (.), instead of

P? ^ w ^ P iy'

* Heb. %5 D^9 "0?? ^^Tv??? Arab. <^^ *^. J ^ ^'^Z The reason of

this seems to be, that, as the nominative is included in the verb, and as, in

ihesQ passive conjugations, this nominative is not the agent, but the patient on

which the influence of the verb is exerted; if any other word were added as a

nominative, (which would then be in apposition with the pronoun so included,)

it would not represent the agent, but ihe patient ; and further, it is unusual in

the Shemitic dialects to use a periphrasis; as, Judah was killed by Simeon; for

then it would be shorter to say, Simeon killed Judah; the Grammarians,

therefore, have laid down this apparent omission as a rule, although some

instances are to be found to the contrary.
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(t) Khdtuph : as, 2,?^9 laid down, 2 Kings iv. S2. So in the

feminine, ^Pj^^^? cast down, 1 Kings xiii. 25, In one instance,

the characteristic n is retained, as is often the case in the Chaldee :

as, ni^J^pnp (for ni37^pa), made angular, Ezek. xlvi. 22. But,

when the first radical is a guttural, it will take (t: ), as before : e. g.

niD^^ set up, 1 Kings xxii. 35 : Dl?^ contained, held, 2 Chron.

ix. 18
; ninnnj^ wasted, Ezek. xxix. 12. So D'lnj (who is)/or-

hidden, Exod. xxii. 19. Here also Kdmets Khdtuph is equivalent

toi.

22. The characteristic n, of this and the last species, is generally

rejected, when preceded by any preformative taking an initial

Shevd: as, T/JP^. ,
for TfJpH^ ; Ip^?);, for TiTPn';, &c. See

Art. 73.

23. For the peculiar force of this species, both subjective and

objective, see Art. 157. 2 10.

196. Paradigm of the Conjugation of the Seventh Species

termed Hithpahel.

PRETERITE TENSE.

Singular. Plural.

Mac. Fem. Masc. Pern.

2 niibnn, mi?.?r^n, Dr}ij?5r^n, imj^^r^n.

PRESENT TENSE.

Singular. Plural.
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IMPERATIVE.
Singular. Plural.

INFINITIVE.

PARTICIPIAL NOUNS.

Singular. Plural.

or nijjjsnp.

On the Species termed Hithpahel.

2. The last vowel in both tenses, as well as in the Imperative,

is frequently (
-
) : as, P;inj^n he seemed strongs 2 Chron. xiii. 7 :

^]??OrT he shall be shavedy* Lev. xiii. S3, and, with the Chaldaic

prefix "ISnipW he joined himselfj 2 Chron. xx. 35. So in the

present tense, Cnp.Oi^ / will console myself^ Ps. cxix. 52 (the

primitive word being 005 ,
not ^05) ; '^^I'^ri^ thou arrogatest

praise to thyself̂ Prov. xxv. 6
; "^^H^jiri thou shervest thyself kind,

% Sam. xxii. 26
; C^iDiJl thou shewest thyself perfect y lb. et Psalm

xviii. 26; ^^^^ thou sheivest thyself perverse^
2 Sam. xxii. 27.

See Ps. xxxvii. 4, and 1 Kings xx. 22, for the Imperative. Here

the primitive word seems to have had (
-
) for its last vowel.

3. In "'SSS he shall be expiated, Deut. xxi. 8, we have a con-

tracted form for "^S^O?, a compound of both the Hithpahel, and

Niphhdl, forms. To which I see no good ground for objection ;

because I hold, that the augment of the Niphhdl species may be

prefixed to a noun commencing with ^,with just as much pro-

priety as it can to any other. The Rabbinical writers often use

this form.

The future signification of this tense will be accounted for in the Syntax.
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4. Any root, having a medial letter incapable of receiving

Ddgesh, will make the usual compensation (See Art. 109.) The

verb here also, as in other instances, may have the paragogic n
(See Art. 175. 4.).

5. In a few instances ( ) attends the medial radical letter ;

as, ''ri^'^)7/?n / will shew myself holy ; '^^b'^Tinn / rvill shew

myself great, Ezek. xxxviii. 23. (See Lev. xi. 44.) We have

also Kholem: as, ^tt?3?2i^n they shall be moved; ^jJi^O^ they

shall be made mad, Jer. xxv. 16. The primitive nouns here, are

perhaps ^llj, ^^.| > ^i?^ j
and ^1?*'^; which will account suffi-

ciently for the vowels.

6. In the participial noun, we have VfJ^^ irritated, Isa. lii. 5, for

VS^^^ >
where the primitive noun is of the form "^ijp.

7. The feminine form has sometimes a segolate termination ; as,

TO^WOP strengthening herself, Ruth i. 1 8
; nrij^brip contained,

Exod. ix. 24.

8. In Exod. ii. 4 : ^{^O-^^ and she stood, we have a very singular

anomaly, and one which has given great trouble to the Grammarians,

among whom Albert Schultens seems to me to have approached

nearest to the truth. His solution of the difficulty is :
"

It is not

only," says he,
" in the sibilants that a transposition might take

place (Art. 83. 2. 3.), but also in any other letter, as in the Arabic

species c>*^^ . If then we take ^,?^ for the root, and write ^j^O^^
for 2^!!^^ and then drop the "^

(Art. 72.) we shall have ^^OB
which will be sufficiently analogical. Alting refers the form to a

Syriasra. Heb. Gram., 1 63.

9. Of the objective form of this species, only a few instances

occur ; as, ^IP^O? they were set in order, arranged. Numb. i. 47^

ii. 33, xxvi. 62, 1 Kings xx. 27. In our authorized version, this

word is translated by numbered, for which there seems to be no

good authority. For some account of ( t ) instead of (
-
) under

the first radical letter, see Art. 185. 4. 5
; 157. 10, note.

Other examples are: HSjatin polluted (for nWjSpnn, where ^

and n combine under tS, Art. 83.), Deut. xxiv. 4; and '^J^^'?

madefat. Is. xxxiv. 6, for nj^'JTi^n Art. 83. 1.

10. For the properties of this species, see Art. 157. 12 16;

and for the transpositions which sometimes take place in the letters,

Art. 83.
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On the reynaming and less usual Species of the Conjugation

of Hebrew Verbs.

197. Of these, the forms IT'S, IliS, and infer^H

classed under the third, fourth, and seventh species (Art.

186.), will be considered when we come to treat on those

roots which have T, or ^, for their middle radical; or,

have the second and third the same ; because those verbs

alone are subject to these forms.

2. It must have appeared from what has already

been said, that, although the roots or words to be con-

jugated may be multiform, the conjugation is but one :

that is to say, the different persons, &c., are formed

in all cases by one general and regular process. The

persons, for example, are formed either by prefixing,

or postfixing, the defective forms of one or other of the

pronouns (Artt. 188. 189.) : the Imperative and In-

finitive by taking the root, and suffixing the pronouns
or not ; and the participles, by prefixing D ;

which may
then be inflected like other nouns. The following ex-

amples taken from the Mikhlol of D. Kimkhi will

sufficiently illustrate this subject, as applied to pluriliteral

roots.

731?'^ he put on a garment so called,

PRETERITE TENSE.

3 pers. bT]:p ;
2

r^'?.?"]? ; 1
"^r^^j?!?, &c. as before.

* This which does not occur at length, as a verb, in the Sacred Text is

here given merely as a paradigm.
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PRESENT TENSE.

3 pers. ^3-)5^ ;
2 %i;:^r} ; 1 h3r\;2>^, &c.

ACTIVE PARTICIPIAL NOUN.

Masc. ^3*130, fern. n^?1?5 or n^gn^P , sing.;

masc. D^!7315b, fem. ni^3-]5b,"pl.

PASSIVE PARTICIPIAL NOUN.

^3-)59, &c., 1 Chron. xv. 27.

3. So also, Dpi? Ae cut off; l^^Q^l Ae rya^ full of moisture ;

Tli7"]Q he spread; '^Tj^p.
he undermined; "^P^H he inflamed^ &c.,

which are nothing more than reduplicated nouns. See Art. 169.

4. From the noun ^^Q^ ^ breast-plate, we have njnrjp^ thou

puttest on a breast-plate, Jer. xii. 5. And as a participle, nnnnp
lb. xxii. 15.

5. Of primitive words, dropping the medial '^, or ^, and redupli-

cating the first and last radical letters (Art. 169. 5.), the following

are leading forms of verbs: ^j^V? sustaining; "^|5*]5 leaping ; "^IPPP

arming; ^J?9? chirping; "^ijrjP (rather '^r?Jll2, as above), under-

mining. Many of these, however, are placed by other Grammarians

under roots having the second and third radicals the same. In

one instance, we have an objective form, ^7? : ? '^^^^ ^^^^ sustained,

1 Kings XX. 27.

6. The following are supposed, by Kimkhi, to have been formed

by reduplicating the first and second letter of the root (Art. 169. 3.) :

as, ^f^^^ causing to increase ; '^pV^^ soothing, delighting ; ^p"?^

ridiculing. Whence F^l^n^ Gen. xxvii. 12
; ^''9t?J ^^^^ ^^^ ^*"

ceedingly beautiful, Ps. xlv. 3.
; WpN^ bowing down, debasing.

these, by reduplicating the last two, and dropping the first,

radical: 'n,???^] turning about, tortuous ; "^J^'l^n becoming very hot;

"in"inD perambulatory (see Art. 169. 6.); and the following, by

prefixing the particle
rin

: as, n^npi^H delaying.

7. All these, as far as they are found conjugated, follow the

general analogy already laid down : e. g. "'^PpPP / (will) arm,

Is. xix. 2
; 'nppP'! he will arm, lb. ix. 10. From ^p^p , '?j???^i? ,

thou (fem.) causest to grow, Is. xvii. 11. So njarTtt;;in he delayed;
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nnpHPfjin they delayed, Judg. xix. 8
; -"^S^Tttn^ilirT we delayed,

Gen. xliii. 10. Infinitive, npHKiOn delaying, Exod. xii. 39.

Participle, nPH^OP, It. ^T^K^^O^. he will, may, &c. delay, Hab.

ii. 3.

In the last instance, the final H is radical, and therefore it has

the Mappik, and remains unchangeable ;
of which more will be

said hereafter.

8. It should be observed, that these verbs are found in a very

few of the persons at most, and some only as participles,
or verbal

nouns: in no case, perhaps, is any verb found conjugated through-

out all the species.

On these pluriliteral verbs, see Jauhari under
jfr^,

Martelotto's

Gram. Arab., pp. 185. 162-3. Bochart. Hierozoicon, tom. II.,

col. 689. Orig. Edit. Hariri, by Mr. de Sacy, p. in voce

l^A^ss*^*^. See also Jauhari, and the Kamoos, under these and

similar words.

LECTURE XII.

ON THE DEFECTIVE VERBS.

198. We now proceed to consider those verbs, wliich

present certain defects in their several forms. We shall

be brief, however, because a table of the conjugation of

every kind of verb will be given at the end of these

remarks. Our principal business now will be, to shew

how these defective verbs are reduced to the analogy of

those already considered.

2. It has already been shewn, that primitive words

having a ]3, in certain situations (Art. 76.), or either of

the letters ''^^^^ (Art. 72.), will occasionally drop it; and,

Q
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that one of the two last radical letters of any word, when

both are the same (Art. 77.), will also be rejected. We
now remark, that, when words thus circumstanced are

conjugated with the pronouns, they will be affected both

in their vowels and consonants by these considerations.

We do not think it necessary here, to divide these verbs

into Defectives, and Qtdescents, as has usually been done;

because that would, perhaps, be multiplying distinctions

without sufficient reasons for doing so.

3. All the anomalies or defects, then, that can pos-

sibly occur, must arise from one, or more, of these letters

occurring as the first, second, or third, radical letter of

the root ; or, when the second and third radicals are the

same.

4. Let us begin with those commencing with J . The

rule is (Art. 76.), to this effect : Whenever i is affected

by a final Shevd (
:

), it will be dropped : i. e. when-

ever the ^, in
*tp_S

of our paradigm, has a final Shevd,

then, putting any verb commencing with 2 in the same

situation, the 2 will be rejected, and the defect supplied

by Ddgeshforte.
5. All verbs of this kind, then, will be conjugated

regularly in the Preterite tense of Kal; as, ti^JJ, he

approached; ^fJ^J], ^'^}^y ^^i?3> ^^-^ ^^ ^'^^ ^^ ^^

Pihel, Puhul, and Hlthpahel, throughout : because, in

these cases, the initial J of the root, will not be thus

affected.

In the Present tense, the leading word is t^J? ; here,

then, we should have ^IT.\ but, by Art. 76. Wi}^, tlVS,

^'>D\r\, ^l)^, and so on.

6. In the same manner, in the preterite of NiphJidl,

ti'*!?, for ^^}'l ; and so on, by the same rule, through the

HiphhU^ and Hoj)hhdl, species.
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7. The Infinitive, or abstract verbal noun, is here, for

the most part, of the form rilp.i? ; as, rig^J?, and, dropping

the : (Art. 7o.), nti>5; but, if a guttural be the last

radical letter, (..,..)
will become (.,_) as it is the case

with segolate nouns (Art. 108.).

8. The Imperative is ti'^, for tl/2), which is regularly-

conjugated : as, ti;^ , ^^i , l^f^l , il}l^'^
. (Art. 76.) It will

be unnecessary to notice this verb farther.

9. As the verb jnj, he gave, placed, &c., has a little

peculiarity about it, in having ]
also for its final letter,

it will be necessary briefly to notice its conjugation.

10. Here, then, the final ] will also be rejected by our rule

(Art. 76.), whenever that has a final Shevd: as, -^P?, for i!Jl?p3,

&c. And, as ]p3 is the leading word for the present tense, we

should have, regularly, lpp\ ]p?^ , &c. ; but, by our rule, 1p\ ]p^ ,

&c. This, however, does not universally take place in other verbs

commencing with 3, as will presently be shewn.

11. In the Infinitive, for A?p?, or H^p, according to our last

example, we have rip, by a further contraction, as if P?P, or p?-^,

had been the primitive form
;
and hence, with the affixed pronouns,

''p'^ my giving ; "Ip^ his giving, &c.

12. In these, as in other verbs, we may have (-),(), or (
T

),

for the last vowel of either of the tenses
;
hence t27iiri ihou shalt

exact, Deut. xv. 3
; viS'', it shall wither, Ps. i. 3

;
the primitives

being, perhaps, ^^? ,
and ^"i^? , respectively.

13. When the second radical letter is, either a guttural, or "1, and

therefore incapable of receiving Ddgesh, the compensation, when

3 is dropped, is either expressed or implied, {Art. 109.); as, first,

nn.\ for nn''.(for rinp>), he will descend; second, Dp?, for DHD,

of ^P?? ,
he will receive consolation,

14. In most cases, when the middle radical is a guttural, the

3 is not dropped ; as, ^j;:??'!
he groans ; ^P?^. he rages ; ^P?*I he

will possess ; D^?1 he is mild. There are also a few instances in

which the 3 is retained, when the second radical is not guttural ;

as, "^itS?*! he will keep, Jer. iii. 5 j J^t272?p ye will exact, Is. Iviii. 3,

&c.

2
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15. The D, is also occasionally preserved in the Infinitive; as,

7^5 withering ; V^"? touching : and in the Imperative ; as, ^^?
leave ; "^*^? keep ; "^fj^ dig ; ^''b? plant, &c.

16. As one verb commencing with v, namely ^^^ he took, is

subject, in some degree, to the same rule, it may be proper to

notice it in this place.

This verb, then, is found in the species Kal, Niphhdl, and Puhdl

only. In Kal, the b is dropped, whenever it is accompanied by

a final ( : ),
as also in the Imperative, and occasionally in the

Infinitive. In the preterite tense, therefore, it will retain all its

letters regularly.
In the present, we shall have nfj^ for nfjj?>

.

and so on. In the Imperative, we have n/]? , and HfJ^, 'np, and

''HpV, &c. In the Infinitive, we have also two forms, ^DIJ (once

nnp 2 Kings xii. 9.), and ^'17/, Deut. xxxi. 26.

17. In Niphhdl, the b is retained; as Hp^?, and ^pp^?, it is

taken, 1 Sam. iv. 11. 17. 22. Infinitive, ni^'A^n being taken. Ibid.

19, 21.

18. In Puhdl, we have ^l^b, in the preterite, and ^i^H, for
^if?^.,

in the present. But, in the third person singular feminine of the

preterite, ^PIJ/?. (for ^Plf^)} Gen. ii. 23, which has probably been

effected by attraction.

19. The participles are regular, as far as they are found; as,

HDib one who takes, &c.

On the Verbs commencing with i^ or ^
.

199. The next class of roots we shall notice, as subject

to certain defects, are those having either an t^, or ^, for

their first radical letter.

2. Now, as these letters, being the first of any word,

will lose their power as consonants, only when preceded

by certain vowels (Art. 37.) ; the consequence is, the

conjugation will be regular, as in "Tj^S , in the preterite

of Kal, the Infinitive, and Participles ;
as also in the

whole of Pihel, Puhdl, and Hithpdhel ; but, in this last,

they seldom occur. We need not, therefore, give any
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table of these forms. Let us now proceed to consider

those parts, in which any defect, or contraction, will arise,

in consequence of either of these letters losing their

powers as consonants
; and, first, of those which have t^,

for their first radical letter.

3. The leading word, for the preterite tense of Kal,

may be of either of the forms IpS, or *TpS : as, ips he

said; "11K he shone (for "llij perhaps. Art. 75.) ; that of

the present, of either
"Tj^..^, "Ip?, or

Ifp.S, rarely *Tj^.5
:

as, -)^;^, (for -ipKiJt Art. 87. 5."), / say] '\\^. binding ;

*1tJ;?j[n
thou hindest ; ^!}^!^ thou art angry; njl^]) he

comes. A few have two forms : as, thSt and T^^^ ; "ipj^,

and -)0i^.

In one case, we have Tip? : as, 2^'^^^? ; so njJ/IJSt,

contr. for ^;i^^^^?St / am languid, Ps. Ixix. 21.

4. Taking "ipi^, then, or any other of these leading

words, and prefixing the abbreviated pronouns with (:),

(Art. 189. 15.), we shall have "IDy^^ ")p^^;^, ^n^K/n,

")DK^ he, she, thou, I, speak, &c. : but, by contraction,

(Art." 87. 5.), -)px\ -I^DJin, n^i^n, -lp^^; and, with

apocope, or the accent drawn back, *^Pi^\ "^5^?^,
&c. : also with (-), "'P^^\ "ip^"^^, &c.; mK he held,

has t^^^\ and th^^^., tn^^n, and thi^ri, &c.
; many other

verbs also, of this kind, have two forms in the present
tense.

5. In the Imperative, 1&^, ^l^^y &c. the Infinitive

is "ib^, or "IpNt ; the participle active, ipk, plural

D'''^P^^, &c. as in *Tj?a. So in the Passive Participle,

I T

6. In Niphhdl, the initial t^ , is treated like any other

guttural; as, "ipi^,?., Hnps:, niOS;;, &c. ; and, in the

present tense, ipiji, ipi^n,' *'ipgr^, &c. ; THiJ has in

this species, Tnk:", (for r^^^5 Art.' 87. 5.), plural Itnii:
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they are taken, Josh. xxii. 9 ; the leading word taken

here, being similar to that in the present tense of KaL
The participle is regular, ")^^^,5, '^^^},> &c. It will be

observed, that the syllabication differs here, in a slight

degree, from that in which a non-guttural letter is the

first of the root ; as, "lp^,5 Ne-emdr, 1fJ53 Niph-Md.
In the first case, the preformative with its vowel forms

the first syllable ;
in the second, the preformative with

its vowel together with the first radical letter.

7. In HipJihil, and Hophhdl, the same rule prevails ;

as, l^DJjn he believed; ^^^P^?^, ^J^^D* ^??^;'7^

']1:3D^^^," 1:^)0^^^, &c. Present 'tensed

'

Ym\ pDiSin,
: I- v: IV '

! v: iv ' ^ I i- -: i-' i* : i- ^

V^^^^y &c.
; or, with the ">

omitted, ip*^;*,, \^^T\, as in

other cases.

8. So in the Participial noun, p^^^D, fem. H^DlJ^D,

pi. D^^p^jJp, &c.

9. In a few instances, the radical ^^ is dropped ; as,

TDH consuming, for '7''5?n^ where we have, also, a con-

traction of the vowels (Art. 87. 5.), Ezek. xxi. 33. So

'yy.^i for
37[i:^['_,

he lies in wait, 1 Sam. xv. 5 ; J'^TJJ
I will

hear, for pmst, Job xxxii. 11; ^IDK, for ^Om 1 will

collect, Zeph.* i. 2, 3 ; I^Vn?:? for
1^i^'^^?.;^ / will depress

him, Jer. xhx. 19 ; to which several other of the same
kind may be added. So in the participle J^TD , for Pfi^O,
or l\ti^S, hearkening, Prov. xvii. 4.

10. In Hophhdl, D^J^^?p things, or persons, held,

contained, or the like, 2 Chron. ix. 18, is agreeable with

this analogy.
11. Enough, perhaps, has been said to shew what the

process of conjugating these verbs is : we may now

proceed, therefore, to those which have *^, for their first

radical.

200. One remarkable circumstance attends these verbs.
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which is this : There is a difficulty in ascertaining,

whether 1, or '', has the greater claim to be considered

the first letter of the root. The same is the case in the

Arabic : and, from the frequent substitution of one for

the other in the Hebrew, the same difficulty must have

long existed in this language.* We shall, therefore, in

considering the conjugations, take it for granted, that the

primitive forms were written with either 1, or '', and,

that the one, or the other, of these letters has been occa-

sionally taken, as the most convenient for enunciation,

when preceded by some vowel depriving it of its power
as a consonant.

On the Kal, Pihel, Puhal, and Hithpahel Species of
Verbs commencing with ^.

2. In Plhel, Vuhal, and Hithpahel, as before, we have

no defect, which is also the case in the preterite of Kal.

In the Infinitive, Imperative, and Present tense, of Kal^

and in the Niphhdl, Hiphhil, and Hophhdl, species,

therefore, our only defects will occur ; and these we now

proceed to consider.

3. In the present tense of Kal, then, as in former

cases, the last vowel of the root may be either (-) ()
or (1), which may be accounted for in every case, by

supposing a different form of the primitive word to have

been originally taken. So far all is as before.f

* Thus we have t?.S for "^S descending^ 1 Sam. xxx. 24; '^, progeny,
Gen. xi. 30: i^, ic?., 2 Sam. vi. 23; "V^^ heavyj Prov. xvii. 27 ; "1J.\ laden,

lb. xxi. 8. In all which cases, and indeed in almost all others in the Arabic,
"

is taken for the first radical: but, in the Hebrew, \

t I must dissent from Schroeder, who says that many of these roots are
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4. In the next place, when the prefermatives are

brought in contact with "^

,
two modes of adjustment will

take place among the vowels and consonants ; the one,

by contraction and occasional omission also : the other,

by a sort of accommodation and omission : e. g. 1st.

U/21 becoming dry; present t^^^-, by Art. 87.5. t^5''1'

and, by omission, Ji^51 ,
where () is taken as a perfect

vowel by analogy. So l^TI he will possess ; jj^'^fj
/

shall sleep ; ]^i^?1
he will awake ; 'dQ)'^\ he will place ;

^^''1 he willform,
5. The second method is, by contracting the () and

(:) into (), and omitting the radical^: as, IIJ^.1, for

3fi^V. he will dwell; '^'7.^? I will go; i^l^ I shall know ;

"T?_^ she shall descend. This sort of contraction gene-

rally takes place, when the last vowel of the leading

word is ( ), probably for the purpose of promoting

euphony, as in the Segolate nouns. See Art. 108. In

the following examples, (1) is the last vowel of the pri-

mitive form : n1^3 we agree. Gen. xxxiv. 15 ; iriX.I they

agree, 2 Kings xii. 9
; ti^ill!! he blushes : but these two

may be derived from HIS, and 1^13, as the roots.

6. Of this kind the following are, according to Alting, the only

verbs which occur ; viz., ^{^J he agreed ; ^X ^^ knew ; ^^ he

begat ; "^1,/^
^^ ^^^^ > ^r t ^^ ^^^^ ^"^ / ^'T-^t

*^ ^^^ dislocated ;

"^^ he descended; 27"T."^^
it seemed evil; ^f?^^ he dwelt. The fol-

lowing have both forms
; Op^ he became hot ; "^^J he formed ;

"TiP-T
fte burned ; "IiJ-t

it rvas precious ; Ctt?^ i. q.
C?\W

; Cj2?^ he

desolated, and ^?J ^^ became dry, to which ^"^t^?., above noticed,

conjugated like those commencing with 3 (Reg. 72.) ; because, the analogy of

the language requires a different process, when certain vowels precede 2, from

what it does when they precede ^, or ; and because the signification of tliese

roots, though cognate, requires no such sacrifice of principle.
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is referred by some. In a few the
**

is retained with ( ) : as,

nD^"^W / will go, Mic. i. 8
; "^pll he shall be precious, Ps. Ixxii. 14.

7. The former of these modes may, therefore, be considered as

conformable with analogy ;
the latter, as accommodated to

euphony.
8. In all those verbs which conform with the analogy, (and all

do so except the few above noticed,) the Imperatives, and

Infinitives, follow the general paradigm :
P'^'^^ spitting, '^^^ founding,

^'^.^ fear thou, &c.

9. But, when an elision takes place. Art. 76, the first radical

letter is dropped, the final vowel remaining : as, "^7- Infinitive and

Imperative; fem. nTH^ and ^Tj?.-* This verb has also "^It' ^^^

T^% for the Infinitive. So the Imp. ^^^ ,
and ^^k) , give, root

^p!J; ^^ ktiow thou; and, with the paragogic ^, '^j?^. Infin.

^P^, for ^?3> ^"^ ^fr^' What verbs are used in the several

forms, can be known only from usage.

10. Several forms of the Infinitive are, occasionally, derived from

the same root: i.e. according to our system, sometimes the abstract

noun of one form is taken, and sometimes that of another
; as,

li7^ bringing forth. Job xv. 35, form *^
'ij? ; ^7-iv Gen. xvi. 16;

^7* (for ^\?, form 'T)75) 1 Sam. iv. 19. So HI*] descending,

Gen. xlvi. 3
; "'^-It (form l??^) ^y descending, Ps. xxx. 4.

11. To this variety of forms may be referred the following

examples ; ^^^f:'
2lki?"DN Jer. xliii. 10, If ye will still abide ; where

^i^, is probably put for ^"^^^ ? ^^^ ^
being dropped, by Art. 70.

7p^n vD"^? that thou shalt wholly prevail; or, prevailing shall

prevail. Job xlii. 2, where ^^
,
stands for ^^^ (root ^?t)j '^y ^^e

same rule.

12. This verb ^3J forms the Present tense in Kal, as if the root

had been ^pij ; as, bD^M, bp^n, &c., for bpiS, bp-jri. See Art.

87. 2. Which will be in the species Hophhdl,

* Kimkhi tells us, that his brother derived this word from ^^\ thus: taking

nbb, and striking out the latter ^, we have nb; and, varying the vowel, Th. In

the Mikhlol, we generally have the leading word, for the Present tense, given

thus : the root
357"3i3'. ;

root ^rr^irr ; whence we are to infer, that the persons
of the Present tense will be 3^7., ^p^, &c., root sp^-i?;); whence Pres. i^':,

and so on.
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13. In the other species, viz., Plhel, Puhdl, and Hithpdhel, the

analogy of the paradigm '^u^ ,
is regularly followed

; excepting only,

that in the verbs, ^"]l!j
he knew, HT^ he threw, and Hp^ he contended,

the "^

,
of the root, is changed to 1 : as, ^^^^inn he made known ;

'^]ij^7'^ ^^^ confessed; HSIOn he disputed. In Pihel, however, we

have nSl.^ (for ^,|1.1'!
Art. 73.) he shall make grieve, Lam. iii. SS

; ^'^'^.

(for ^^^^) they shall cast out, lb. iii. 52. In Pw;^a/ we have S^?-p.P

for D^Pf..^ Jer. v. 8.

14. We now proceed to the others; viz. Niphhdl, Hiphhil, and

Hophhdl, in which the first letter of the root, will lose its power as

a consonant.

15. It has already been remarked, that these verbs are sometimes

conjugated as if, had been the first radical letter; this is the case

in the three species before us. In Niphhdl, for example, we shall

have in the Preterite ^f^^^ (for ^11^13 Art. 87. 1.), from the root ^2^;,

or ^f^J. Present tense ^f^^. (for ^j2?^3")), where "^ retains its power
as a consonant. In a few instances

'^

,
remains in the Present: as,

nnj'^ he shall be pierced with a dart, Exod. xix, 13
; ^p?1 he waits,

Gen. viii. 12
; ^jji?, for ^P"!?, made hot, Is.lvii. 5. The Imperatives

and Infinitives are regularly formed
; as, ^^l^7. The participial

noun, =i^i3, fem. nnttJia, n^t^i^ ; pi. D^j?tt?i3, and nintpi3. We

have, however, mri!13 made mournful, fem., Lam. i. 4, and
"^,5^^

id,

masc, Zeph. iii. 18 (for ni^"]? &c. Art. 87. 2.).

16. In Hiphhil we have ^-^ti^in
, (for ^"^t^l.n Art. 87. 1.), and, in

the Present tense, ^"'^'i'', or ^p"^^ , ^^p''^^, and so on throughout.

17. In some roots, however, the C ) remains, and either forms a

diphthong with the preceding vowel, or coalesces with it by con-

traction ; as, first, ^^""Pt or W,?*|l1 according to the Kethiv (for W,^i?^,

root ^;) lead out. Gen. viii. 17; "^f^'H, or ^^T! > direct thou,

Ps. V. 9
; '^"'p']^ / will chastise, Hos. vii. 12. So in the Participle

or noun of agency, C^P'^P'lP using the right hand, 1 Chron. xii. 2.

In the second place, the contraction may take place by the preced-

ing letter taking ( ) : as, ^''^H , (for ^"'p'jn Art. 87- 3.) he gave

prosperity. Gen. xii. 16. So ^*']P*'^ , ^^^^, or ^p^B &c. through-

out ; n3p"*W / rvill take the right-hand direction, Gen. xiii. 9. Inf.

rpU &c. In Exod. V. 7, we have l^^P^^ repeat ye, where ^

stands in the place of 1 or "^

: but, here the leading word might he

nV^, from the root ^p?, cognate with np;: in ^^''^T,, for ^^tpV.,
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Job xxiv. 21
; b^Vl, for b^V^. Is. xvi. 7 ;

and b>Vs^, for Vb>W

Jer. xlviii. 31, none of the contractions, common to other words,

have taken place.

18. In Hophhdl, the "^ of the root takes ^ throughout : as, ^'p^Tl

(for ^fPI'7, see Art. 87. 2.) he was made to dwell. So in the

Present tense, ^f^^** , ^j??^^ &c.
; or, in both cases, with ( . ),

for -1 :

as, n27n,ntt?::&c. Art. 72.

On the Conjugation of those Verbs which have either ^y or^,

for their Medial Radical Letter,

201. When these verbs terminate either in a quiescent

n, or in n, V, or "t ; as also when conjugated in those

species which have DdgesJi in the middle radical, they

follow the general paradigm; as, H^n it was watered;

^^1 it became ; mn he breathed ; V}^ he expired; "IIH
ITT l~ T ("T J- I" T

he became white. So also V;p vomit ye, Jer. xxv. 27,

from n^j^ ; 3^)^ he acted as an enemy, ^"^^ he was weary ;

which are perhaps only nouns. With Ddgesh in the

middle radical
; as, TiJ/ he made crooked ; tV\)^ , and

rjjjt/iin, he was made crooked. So in verbs with a

medial ^y 3'^.J}
he criminated ; TJ^Vn he procured by

hunting. In all other cases, the medial radical 1, or '',

loses its power as a consonant, and gives rise to several

apparently defective forms.

2. Whenever a single medial ^, or ^, is preceded,

either by a vowel, or a final Shevd, and is, at the same

time, followed by any vowel, it will be dropped, with the

preceding vowel or Shevd, and its own vowel will be

transposed to the first radical letter (Artt. 73. 75.) ; as,

Dp^, for D])^, he stood; rip, for rilD, he died; TJN, for

li?J, he shone; 3tp, for 21^, he was good; Dip, for Dlj^,

or Dilj^, to rise. In Niphhdl, Dip:, for Dilj?? ; Hiphhil,

T^n, Vor Tl^n, D^j^jn, for
D'^lj^n"; Hophhal, Dp.lH, for

^!!i?^l^ &c. In like manner, when "^
is the middle radical.
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15 for
111.3,

he understood; p3 for 1^|;5,
or \]^y to under-

stand; HipJihii, a^Lpn, for a^ipn," rpn^'for r,i3n;

Hophhdl, I3in, or inn, for i^nn', "&c.*

3. For the forms ljP, and "]ips,
which are usual in the

Imperatives and Infinitives, we here have Dlj^ (for DIjJ. or

01 i? Art. 87. 2.), and, 1^3 (for i;3, or
1^3

lb. 4.)

4. In the Pihel, Puhdl, and HithpdJiel, Species, when
the middle radical is not doubled, and this is mostly the

case; the leading forms will be, l^iS, "Fli^, and Tll^nnf,

respectively (Art. 197.) : as, Cpip he raised; D,p1p, and

CplpHil, he was raised. In these cases, the process
of the conjugation is regular throughout. Nouns of

agency, &c. will be Dpipq, Cp^pp, and Dpip^^p ,

respectively ; the feminines and plurals of which, are

regularly formed when in use.

5. The Participial noun in Kal is, for the most part, of the same

form with the Preterite: as, D)7t pl- ^''pij &c- : ^"^P, pi. t3^-pP ;

73, pi. D'^pS &c. The passive, ^^^, for ^^1^, involved, form

1J|,7Q; bK), for b^l? circumcised. So D^tp, for ^""^^^ placed, form

T^)7?. In a few instances, the Participle, or noun of agency, seems

to be of the form "T^iJ?: as, QV, for Q'^liJ standing, 2 Kings xvi. 7 ;

Di2l
treading, for Di}? Zech. x. 5.

6. In the first and second persons of both genders and numbers,

and in the Preterite of Niphhdl, the leading word seems to be a

segolate of the form T?, or "T^Q, i. e. D^iJ, for
tpl.fj^, T?, for VM ,

Art. 87. 2.4; in which cases, the vowel (1) is, in the process

of conjugation, introduced between the root and the abbreviated

pronoun: as, Q^T^^p:^^ n^Tp'^p^ ^ DHtop? ,
&c. So ^^T'^h

* In D>;^, TMH, n^n, ni^^n, ]>in, and p^n, the first vowel is made perfect, in

order to complete the syllable ; which is necessary, because the first radical is

taken to commence the next syllable. The () is taken in Hiphhil, being the

vowel obliquely corresponding to
( ) of the regular paradigm. See Art. 96. 2.

t That is, dropping the middle radical letter out of our common measure

ipo, as is the case in these verbs; then, assuming the proper vowel, and

doubling the last radical letter, we have "n^B, &c.
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Qp''^*'??, n^ip^'DlJ, and soon. Alting thinks this has been done,

in order to give the fuller pronunciation to the accent, as in H rai^p^ ;

but, in Qri1-^)7? ,
the accent does not acconnpany that syllable.

That reason, therefore, will not hold good. I am inclined to

believe, that the "^ has been introduced, in order to avoid the con-

currence of two quiescent letters after one vowel (Art. 33.),

as would be the case, had the form "^p-lp? been adopted : and if

so, this vowel has been introduced, just as the () has in the segolate

nouns (Artt. 108. 148. 2.).

7. In every other case, Niphhdl takes the leading word Dp ; as,

Di,73, for Di-lpD, as in OinTO, niOTp_ ,
&c. (Art. 193. 4.).

8. A similar anomaly takes place in the corresponding persons

of the H'lphhil species, which may perhaps be accounted for in the

same way ; as, nia^n, nip"^pn, 'nitt^n, &c., but here, we also

have the regular form ; as, ^P\}J^ , ^'^Pp , "'OPijn .

9. It must be remembered, that whenever the first radical letter

is, by any accident, made to commence a syllable ;
the prcformative

must, by our laws of syllabication, either take Shevd, or a perfect

vowel. When the accent is far removed, it will be Shevd ; but,

when not, the vowel will be perfect : as, Present tense, Kal^ C^l/T ,

nnj^ri , ""Kl^ipip, pi. nj^'^.p;?! ,
&c. So in the nouns of patience and

agency, in Niphhdl and Hiphhil, Di)75, fern. Httip?, pi. D^^ip?, &c.

Hiph, n^7.?? , fem. ^g^7P , pf. D-^ppp ,
&c. In Hophhdl, however,

no such change takes place : as, D)7-^n ,
2 pers. pi. D^Pfl^n ^

]j??i>'^n,&c.

10. Verbs having a medial (**) will sometimes drop it, and

supply its place by ( ), as it happens in other verbs in the Hiphhil

species ; as, )/.^, for V^^t thou shall lodge; and, with the accent

drawn back, 1!7{?
^ Sam. xvii. 16. But, when either the first, or

last, radical, happens to be a guttural, we shall have (
-
) : as, ^?,^

he was wearied^ 1 Sam. xiv. 28
; n3J he rested^ Exod. x. 14, for

n*^PJ, or n?.;. So with ">
, ^'Q^ he put away, Gen, \\\\. IS, The

same will occasionally take place with a pause accent : as, IJIp

Judg. xix. 20.

11. Hence it will appear that verbs, having a medial **

, may, in

the present tense of Kal, take the same form which they, as well

as those having a medial ), will in Hiphhil; and that, they can be

distinguished only by the context.
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On the Third Class of Defective Verbs,

202. These verbs are formed upon roots, whose third

radical letter is subject to elision ; and this may take

place, either when one of the letters '^Hb^ occupies that

situation (Art. 198. 2.), or, when the second and third

radical letters happen to be the same (Art. 77.) : as also

in certain cases, when either 2, or JH, is found in that

place (Artt. 76. and 188. 23.).

2. But, before we proceed to consider these defects,

it will be necessary to offer a few remarks on the causes

which have led to them : and first, we shall consider

those which have one or other of the letters ^"inb^ for

their third radical.

3. It has already been remarked (Art. 200.), that

considerable difficulty has been felt, both in the Hebrew

and Arabic, in ascertaining what the proper root is, in

many instances wherein these letters are concerned. It

is also a fact, that primitive words having either of these

letters for the first, second, or third radical, and forming
words similar in some respects in sound, will generally

have either the same, or very nearly the same, significa-

tion : e. g. I}^^, DVJ, or 3V^ he set up ; to which perhaps

may be added, as cognate, XIJV ^ arranged, or assembled,

an army, performed divine service, &c. which some

make cognate with ^^y beauty, and HDV , he became in-

flated, he. So 7^^, 77^, 713, T3, Tv)'^ comprehending,

completing, hc,,^ to which many others may be added.

* So ttir, and ttJ^-i; ap:,:iitp; na;, -na; t^, n^!^; n;, -ir)-^ yi?:., VV J ^?-^ ^''^

&c. See the Mikhlol of Kirakhi, fol. t^v ,
where a large list of this sort of

verbs is given.

It may be proper here to notice some remarks, occasionally made on verbs of

this kind, which, I am induced to believe, are entitled to little credit.
*' Sin-

gularis Linguts genius," says A, Schultens, Inst. Ling. Heb., p. 399,
" et
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4. If this be the case, then, we need not be surprised

in occasionally finding the vowels, and even the sig-

nification, of one cognate root applied to another; as,

ng") , for ^^,5l ' ^^^^ ^^^^ (root npn becoming lax), Ps.

lx"4; n-!i^,"for ^^1^, I will heal, Jer. iii. 22. So,

with respect to the vowels only ; as, ^ilS7^, for ^riJ^vS ,

/ restrained, Ps. cxix. 101, as if the root had been n73
;

^^ViD, for ^pr2, finding, Eccles. vii. 26; ')i^^)-l,'7or

IJKiS"), we have healed, Jer. li. 9; JIT
i^ 3,5 "7 prophesying,

Zech. xiii. 4 ; ^^X\ sinning, Eccl. viii. 12, where the

vowels belong to roots having H, or '^, for the last radical.

5. The following assume the vowels, and in some

instances the forms, of a cognate root ; ^12^3 taken aivay,
Ps. xxxii. 1, where the form is derived from TW1, while' IT t'

the sense is that of '^^\' So, nr^^^ri, tJiey (fem.) will

heal. Job v. 18 ; IS")"] they (masc.) will heal, Jer. viii. 11,
and nr)")i she, or it, was healed, lb. li. 9, r. KD"l ;

'^r^Y.sj)?
^ wondered, Ps. cxxxix. 14, r. ^79; riDV thou

hast thirsted, Ruth ii. 9 (for ri'^pV, as if the root had

been HDV, but which is ^^P^). In like manner, we have

^m they bear (root )^\i/\
Ezek. xxxix. 26 ; ^1^2 they are

granditas stili, saepe ansam praebuere, aid gemina Radlcis formas in una?n con-

flandas." The first example he gives is tt^;ir! Is. xxx. 5, which he calls

"
specimen insigne. Hiphh. Radicum

Tr3a; aruii, et '<:ii}!*^faiuitf signantissimi pi-je

se ferens : ex "^ii^Tf fatere fecit, et
'CO':i^r^

acescere fecit, coalitum." Remarks

of this kind are often met with in the Thesaurus Grammaticus of Buxtorf, in

the Mikhlol of Kimkhi, the Rabbinical Commentaries, &c. I must confess,

however, I can see but little in all this, but the occasional adoption of one or

other of the cognate roots, as indeed it occasionally happens in the Arabic,

without any intention whatever on the part of the writer, to combine more ideas

than one in such verb. In the above instance, then, I believe ^'^ has been the

root taken, to be used, nevertheless, in the sense of "Cia. I must object to the

vowel (i) KhbUm : because, I think, it may have been introduced for the

mere purpose of supporting this hypothesis. In Eichhorn's edition of Simonis's

Lexicon, sub voce "C^^^
,

is said to be otiose.
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full, lb. xxviii. 16, r. N^p ; I^D^J ive are mle. Job

xviii. 3, r. b^^O, to which many more may be added;

but, as they are always noticed in the Lexicons, they

need not be detailed here.

6. In the first place, then, every root^ terminating with

a radical H
,

that is, with H having Mappik inscribed,

will be regularly conjugated like
1jJ.S ; as, ^21 he teas

high; ^D5| thou wast high, 1'7?| t^^!/ were high, &c.

This letter, therefore, is not subject to any elision, either

here or elsewhere.

7. It is when H is a substitute for either "I , or *^, only,

that any departure from the general paradigm can take

place in any case.

8. In the following instances, however, no such substitution takes

place, but '^, and **, retain their original places ; ''^V?'^ I have been

tranquil^ Job iii. ZQ
;

Infin. Kal^ fem. ^^V??^ ; Participial noun,

'bp ,
of the same root "^^^ . So HJ^n ^

ifin. Ezek. xxviii. 1 7,

from the root "^W^ , usually nST. In PiM, Vl^ / mill water.

Is. xvi. i). But, in Job xii. 6, we have Q) for the last radical :

as, ^"^I?^^ they will be tranquil (where the accent has been drawn

back). Art. 119. 11. So, n;Dn it trusted, fern., Ps. Ivii. 2
; V^^.

they multiply, Deut. viii. 13, where, in the next member, we have

ngnv, lV^"7ip ye assimilate, Is. xl. 18. 25; n;^^3? becoming

languid, Cantic. i. 7 ; ^t-?"^? weeping, Lam.i. 16. So also, DIHtt^

things full of marrow, Is. xxv. 6. In all other instances,
H will be

substituted for either T, or '', and then will be subject to elision by
the general rules affecting the letters "^^HS ,

9. In the preterite tense, therefore, of all the species,

n will be the termination for the third person singular

masculine, instead of "" or 1; n of the feminine, just

as it is in the feminine nouns in construction. In all the

others,
'^ will represent the third radical : as, n7| he re-

vealed, discovered; fem. nrjyil ; 2 pers. masc. T^w^, id.

fem. Tyh^ ; 1 pers. com. ^^^ v^ ; pi. 3 pers. com. y^, for
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'\nh2i , or Vh!^, Art. 73. ; 2 masc. Dn^^:i , id. fem. ]n>b^ ;

1 com. 1^73 .
r T

10. It must be remembered, however, that in every other species

( ) is generally the vowel which precedes
"^

in the Preterite. Even
in Kal, ( ) would be more agreeable with the analogy than ( ),

because ^f^ &c. should be, according to the general paradigm,

^^i?|, which by Art. 87. 3. would become ^y? : but, as ( ) pre-

ceding the ^, may also become ( ) Art. 87. 4, this may have been

adopted in this species.

1 1 . The Present tense, of every species here, ends in

n-7,* as do also the Participles. The Imperative has

n , but this is the form of construction assumed by all

nouns ending in H (Art. 143. 5.), and such will the

Imperative generally be.

12. The Infinitives follow the general paradigm, and

end in li in the masculine ; as, HKn, and
njj^") seeing,f

The feminine form always ends in ill; as, ^1172, or Hi^il

(for ni*?!
Art. 87. 1.).

13. The agent, or active participle, will end in H ; as,

n^il; fem. r\h'^ (for HH^il Art. 73.). The patient, or

passive participle, ends in "^l ; as, ^l/l^ ^^^"^
'^''l??* regu-

larly where the final "^ is quiescent, fem.
n^Jl'7J, pi. D^'^.l^il

and ni^173 : here "^

appears as the proper radical letter,j

Except the 2 pers. sing. fem. and pi. masc. and fem., as also the 3 masc.

and fem. pi., where n is dropped, or changed to *7J f^s, 3 m. r]^y, f. rjban ;

2 m.
n^^aPi, f. ^ban (for *pban Art. 73.); 1 com. r^baN. PI. 3 ra.

ija: (for iijrba'.

Art. 73.), f. n:;ban; 2 m.
^"jan (for 'itji^an

as before), f. n^j^^n; 1 com. r^^a?.
In the

same manner are the Present tenses of all the species conjugated.

f In
^pl7 acquiring^ 2 Sam. xxiv. 24, and iahi i"ih conceiving and meditating^

Is. lix. 13, Shroeder thinks we have a final ^, for the last radical letter: but this

is far from being certain; rna;?, rh"^n, and ni^rr,
will terminate regularly according

to our paradigm; and, omitting the final "^ by Art. 72, we shall have the forms,

faj7, S'-py
and i^n. The other example, viz. '3n Hos. v. 9, adduced by him, is

probably a plural noun in construction.

X In Is. iii. 16, we have a various reading, viz. nto, and nijTOp, as also

R
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On Verbs having an X , for the Third Radical Letter,

203. The only departure from the general paradigm
in verbs of this kind is, in the ^^ becoming quiescent in

the preceding vowel; as, Pret. Kal. ^^^, for i^V?, he

found, f. n{$V9, 2 m. n^^;^9, f. nsV^/l com. ^n^^VD;

pi. iNi^;^, com/2 m. DnWo', f. ins^IrD^ 1 com. i^svV .

X 1 : IT ' IV T :
' Mv T :

' it t

2. The Present tense is, ^^^91, ^^i^?P, and so on.

In every other species, in the persons of both tenses*

except the third singular and plural of the Preterite of

both genders, those of Piihdl, and of the Present of

HiphhU, the vowel preceding t^ is ( ), As Niphhdl,
3 m. ^^vp3, f. n^ijtyp:, 2 m. nsyp?, f. ri.sjfp3, 1 com.

^^nSVP^'-Zplur. com.'iSVP? &c.
'

Pres. tense, 'iSVl^l
&c. ;

Hiph\ iS^Vpn, f. r\^^il^n, 2 masc. r^iSVpn &c.
"

Pres.

3 m. ^^^v6^ f. ^^)l^^ &c. In PJ^^Z \nd Hitkpdhel all

is regular. In Puhal we have, Pret. 3 pers. masc. i^Vp,

f. HiJV^ ; 2 m. nSVD
,
f nK^9 &c. Pres. 3 m. i^VD^, "f.

KV.Ori ; 2 m. t^^DJyi,
f. ''i^V^^ &c. and so on throughout.

We have, however, ^,?^"5 it shall he changed^ Eccl. viii. 1, where,

according to Kimkhi, the vowels belong to the root '^??^ . Mikhlol,

fol. ^37P.

3. In the Infinitives and Participles, a contraction

mostly takes place; as, ns^,orns^, forn^^fj', orniSl|^3,

learifig; root m^ ; n'^^ViD, for n^JViD; root NVD

finding. We also have T^^)^^D. So also hi^:^', for fli^i^

hating, form HlpS, root
i^itj^; r\^"!p, or niK"))?, calling;

^^i^D, or iyi^%, filling (Art. 87. 5.).

in 1 Sam. xxv. 18; niiii, and nipii, no reliance, therefore, can be placed on

Schroeder's remark, that these are words retaining their primitive radical i. So

likewise itc Job xli. 24, may be a verb, and
IDJ?

lb. xv. 22, for rn^? by Art. 72.

By the same rule we have
^ijl^ c/mr, innocent^ for rrj^s &c.
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4. Some verbs here, as in the other classes, have ( )

for the last vowel of the Preterite of Kal : as, i^"!.^^
he

feared ; 8^^^ hefilled; ^jCJ' he hated ; NpV he thirsted,

which they will retain throughout that tense, where

other verbs have
(
t
) : as, 3 m. ^^T

, f. HjSlT^ ; 2 ra. 0^?-t>
f. ^i^^^y, 1 com.

''^^^1?.T'
^^^ ^^ ^^' ^^ every other

tense and species, they are conjugated like ^^Vp.
5. For the rules and examples relating to Apocope, when hap-

pening to these or any other verbs, see Artt. 74. 119. 3 8.

LECTURE XIII.

ON THOSE VERBS WHICH HAVE THEIR SECOND AND THIRD

RADICAL LETTERS THE SAME.

204. It has been laid down as a rule, that whenever

the last two letters of any primitive word happen to be

the same, one of them may be dropped for the sake of

euphony (Art. 77.) There are cases, however, in which

this will not take place : these we shall notice first, and

then proceed to shew in what instances, and in what way,
our rule applies.

2. First, then, in the reduplicated species, i. e. in

Pihel, Puhdl, and Hithpdhel, the middle radical letter

will either receive Dagesh forte, as in
^j^.?, or, the redu-

plication will take place on the measure ITfi^^ "^7^^*

or TT'-^Srin ; or, lastly, on one or other of the redupli-

cated forms (Art. 197.). In these cases, therefore, no

defect will take place.
3. In the next place, the following examples follow the general

paradigm ; as, Dpj he intended^ Deut. xix. 1 9 ; "'^PpJ / intended^

r2
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Zech. viii. 14; V:i? they Jitiislied, Ezek. xxvii. 11; ^?^p they

surrounded^ Eccles. xii. 5, &c. ; "^f?^!? it decayed, Ps. vi. 8 :

Pjn being gracious, Isa. xxx. 19.

4. The Participial nouns of Kal ; as, 2^0 surrounding. Gen.

ii. 13, pi. D'^p^b 2 Chron. iv. 3; "1^"] cMr*e<f, Gen. xxvii. 29,

pi. nn^-|, Josh. ix. 23, &c. r. -^^W.

5. In some instances, the Infinitive also takes the form *T|7? ; as,

22p7 for surrounding, Numb. xxi. 4
; ^^^^ - fi^ warming, Isa.

xlvii. 14, form IfJ.^,
with (

-
) changed to ( t ) on account of the

pause, (Art. 123. 5.).

6. Again, in no case, in which either the first or third

radical letter of any root is subject to elision or contrac-

tion, will our rule take place ; as, in the first case, ]niT
for inpjl they flee, Ps. Ixviii. 13

;
'? 7^!^ he exclaimed,

root ^1?^; 'r^J^Dnn / broke to pieces, Jer. xlix. 37, for

^Jirnnn. So, ^^^T^, for ^^T\, But, when this is not the
: I- :

- -^ IT T ' I- T '

case, and the last radical retains its power as a consonant,

one of the two is dropped : as, ^H, for ^T!, he lived.

Gen. V. 5.

7. Whenever, therefore, one or other of these excep-
tions does not take place, one, of the two last radical

letters of these verbs, will regularly be rejected in both

the tenses in the Imperative, and occasionally in the

Infinitive of Kal, the whole of the species Niphhdl,

HiphUl, and HophhdL
8. The most convenient method, perhaps, of stating

this defect will be by saying, that the second radical with

the preceding vowel, or Shevd, is rejected ; as, 3p , for

3np; Niph. 3D^, for 23D? , &c. which will generally
hold.

9. In both tenses, then, of the species Kal, Niphhdl,

Hiphhil, and Hophhdl, as also in their Infinitives,

Imperatives, and Participles, excepting those already

pientioned, will the second radical letter of all such
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roots be rejected ; but, whenever any asyllahic augment
takes place, this rejected letter will be restored by the

operation of Ddgesh forte (Art. 77.).

10. If, in the next place, we except the first and

second persons of both numbers and genders, throughout
all the Preterites of these species, the abbreviated pro-

nouns, which are asyllahic, will be the same in these as in

other verbs. But, in all the first and second persons of

these preterites, the vowel i is introduced, as in Art.

201. 6. between the root and the pronouns ; e. g. taking

3pp for the root, 3 m. DD, f. Hap, 2 m. nl^D,
f. niap; 1 com. ^ni3p; pi. Dni3p, iriiap, i:l:3p! 'so

in Niphhdl; 3 m. 303, f. HBDJ, 2 m. nl3p?, ni3P5, and

so on.

11. It should be observed, that, as the first letter of

the root in the Present necessarily commences a syllable,

the preformative will either take Shevd (), or a perfect
vowel. It will take Shevd when the accent is on the

third letter, or farther from the beginning of the word ;

in all other cases, the vowel will be perfect : as Pres. Kal,

3 pers. m. 3ip^, fem. 30^; pi. m. 13*p;, f. n:^3p;i, &c.

Niphhdl Pret. 3 m. 303, fem. .1303, 2 m.'ni3p3,
f. ni3p5, &c. HiphhU, Pret. 3 m.' 3pn, f. nSDH
2 m. ni3pn, f. ni3pn ; 3. pi. com. 13pn, 2 m. oniiipH

f. ini3pn,'&c. ipres. 3 m. sing. 20), f. 30^, 2 m".

3pn, f. ^3pn; 1 com. 3pN\ 3 pi. m.'T3p^, f. H^^IPII,

&c.'

12. It should be remembered, that the % usually found

between the second and third radical, and which is con-

sidered as characteristic of the Hiphhil species, never

appears in these verbs.

13. In Hophhal, 1 is inserted after the characteristic

n , in order to complete the initial syllable ; after which.
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this species is conjugated like the preceding : as, Pret.

3 m. sing. DDIH, f. HBDin, 2 m. ni^piH, f. ni3pin ;

1 com. ^nispin, &c. Present : 3. sing! m. 2DV, f.' 3Din
2 m. 3Cin , f. ^3Din; pi. nrSD'iin. In the last, and

every similar, case in this species, the first vowel is neces-

sarily immutable : it must, therefore, remain perfect.
So in the Imperative, and Participle, ^DIH, f. ^3pin, &c,

npiD, f. napip, &c.

14. In these, as in all other verbs, the final vowel

of both the tenses in Kal may be (-), (), or (1).

The root above given exemplifies (
-
) for the last vowel

of the Preterite, and (
1 ) for that of the Present. The

only variety, however, which occurs is, in having ( i ) for

the last vowel of the Preterite, and (
-
) for that of the

Present : as, ^21^ they cast, of 3b"J Gen. xlix. 23 ; 7ll he

hath devolved upon, Ps. xxii. 9. So in the Infinitives

and Imperatives, which are generally constructed on the

same form with the Present, with (
-
) : as, 73 , for 775

devolve thou, Ps. cxix. 22. Present :
v)^2. they shall he

vile, for l'?'??'! 1 Sam. ii. 30. In Hiphhil also we have

occasionally (
-
) : as, ^pH he made light, for 77jPn

Is. viii. 23. Participle, ^VO giving shade, for '^J^V?

Ezek. xxxi. 3.

15. In the species Pihel, Puhdl, and Hithpdhel, the

forms assumed for conjugation must be determined by

usage, i. e. whether they are to be Ij^S, *I7-^S> ^^V^'

Tj^Snn, T!''^^'!^^ or any other of the reduplicated forms

(Art. 197.); and, when this is done, the process will be

analogous to that of the general paradigm.
16. Of the verbs terminating in 3, or ri, enough has

been said, Artt. 198. 10 ; 188. 23. 26. 28.
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On the doubly Defective Verbs : i. e. Verbs in which more

than one of the Radical Letters may be subject to quies-

cence or elision^ by the operation of the preceding Rules,

205. Roots may be supposed to exist consisting of

such letters, as may all be subject to elision or quies-

cence, when occurring in certain situations ; but, that

they all should be subject, at the same time, to such

rule, the nature of the case makes impossible : because,

quiescence can take place, only when some homogeneous
vowel precedes ; and this presupposes that such vowel

will be enounced by a consonant. And, in the case of

one of the two last radical letters of a verb being dropped,
it is also supposed that some preceding vowel is enounced,

but which cannot be done without the influence of a pre-

ceding consonant.

2. Hence it will follow, that such part of any root

as is unaffected by the influence of a preceding vowel

will remain unaltered : and also, that no tw^o contiguous
letters can, at the same time, be subject to defect by the

process of conjugation, if we except the operation of

apocope, and those cases in which any of the "^inx letters

are dropped, as unnecessary to the pronunciation. But,

when the first and last are subject to quiescence or

elision, the middle radical letter, be that what it may,
will generally retain its character as a consonant, and

may receive a Dagesh forte ; or, if not capable of being

doubled, may be compensated in the preceding vowel

being made perfect,
3. In this case, therefore, as in all the preceding ones,

the general paradigm holds good : but, as the concur-

rence of certain sounds is incompatible with the pronun-
ciation of the Hebrews, some changes will take place in
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order to avoid this difficulty. Example, however, is i

alvrays easier to be understood than precept ; we shall

now give, therefore, a few examples of all the cases that

occur ; which, after Schroeder, we shall divide into three

classes.

First Class.

4. This class will have the first, and third radical,

letters subject to elision, or quiescence. And first,

both are subject to elision, as ]r}3 he gave, placed ; ]^2

he played on the psaltery ; nnj he descended: which

will drop either the 3, or n, or both, by rules already

detailed (Art. 198. 10; 188. 23. 28. &c.) : e.g. in

Niphhdl, Pret. 2 pers. r^JH?, T\r\^, "^ripj, for ^^33,
iljr)?? ; and so of the rest.

5. The first will be subject to quiescence, and the

third to elision, as in ]pjj he was faithful ; ]l^) he slept ;

npijt, or r\D^, he was handsome. Here the
]

will be

rejected, as before, whenever it is affected by a final

Shevd (0 ^y analogy; the final ji, by Art. 188. 23;

and the initial ''j or ^^, will be quiescent, according to

the rules detailed in Artt. 199. 200.

6. In the next place, the first will be subject to

elision, and the third to quiescence, in such roots as

^W^ he bore; as. Present tense, 3 p. m. Kal, i^'W] for

i^^l\ (Art. 198.); Imp. .SfJ';
Inf. ^^W, nHU/

, or'rijSI^.

NipL Pret. and Part. ^'m^. Hiphhil, IPret. ^^wr\. Hoph,,

NJJ^n : also in roots terminating in n, for T, or ^^
: as, HCOJ

he extended; Pres. Kal, Hj^^; and, by apocope (Art.

74. 2.), l^l ,
or

tO^^ But here, the Imperative and Infini-

tive are sometimes written at length : as, ^^"i extend,

Exod.viii. 1, &c. ; ilicpj declining, Numb. xxii. 26. In

JSiphhdl^ ^JpJ, for 1<7Cp^3, and, with a pause accent (Art.
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119. 11.), Vpj are they extended. Numb. xxiv. 6.

Hiphhily iH^n, 3 sing. fern, with the pronoun 1, for

innntOjn she subdued Mm, Prov. vii. 21. Pres. tpJI for

ni^J^, by apocope, incline, Ps. cxli. 4, and Imper. COn for

Hj^n incline thou, Ps. xvii. 6.

7. Again, verbs having both the first and third radical

letter subject to quiescence; as, \^T\), (for ^^p8.'], contrac-

tion of i^ns';. Art. 87. 5, from the root ^<nN:) he will

come, Deut. xxxiii. 21 ; Hg^^'' (for ngX*! lb. from the root

ngNt) he will hake: and 1 Sam. xxviii. 24, IHgh slie

bakes it, v^here the first and last radicals are dropped ;

iSV?. he will go out, for ^^V^^ root i^V^. Imper. KV.

Infin. ^^1V, NV, nj<V, and ns^. So' KT he feared ;

Pres. ^/^ iS7;\ or X^^; Infin. ^in'? ,
for Ni")'^. Niphhdl,

Pret. or Part. 8"ii3; nn^ //^ cw^if, Pres. Kal, n"l''\
IT

' ITT ' ' IV

Hence DTJ t^^ ^^oo^ ^^^?w. Numb. xxi. 30. In Hiphhil,

nni"^, and, by apocope, "ill
A<? shot, 2 Kings xiii. 17:

nr A^ grieved; Pret. Hiphhil, HJiH; Pres. pi. 1^111;

and Job xix. 2 :
11';-?1n,

with a paragogic Nun (Art.

120. 8.). Hophhdl, i^^^T^, whence HJin pain. Parti-

ciple of Niphhdl, niJiJ persons (fem.) pained. Lam.
i. 4, &c.

Second Class,

8. The second class of doubly defective roots includes

those which have a medial*), or '', subject to quiescence;
and the third radical letter subject to elision; as, p3, or

\^2, he understood ; ]r? he lodged ; I^^l^ he placed ; as,

T\^ , for TSTs^^ , thou hast placed ; 137 we have lodged,
for ^^yb (Artt. 76 : 188. 23.). But, in these verbs, the

final
\

is not universally rejected; as, nr)3^5 thou hast

understood, Ps. cxxxix. 2.

Third Class,

9. The third class comprehends those verbs, which have
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*), or ''^ for the middle radical, and t^, or H, for the third ;

each of which may be subject to quiescence, and in certain

cases to rejection.

10. Of the first sort, Kl^ entering in ; ^^'))) being

crude, and i^lp, or t^'^j?, vomiting, are examples which

may thus be conjugated.

PRET.

Kal.

3 p. m. sing. ^^5, f. HjStB ; 2 m. nN3, f. ni^2
;

1 com.

"^n^^S. PI. 3 com. 1ii^3, &c.
IT It'

Pres.

3 p. m. sing. ^^:3^, f. ^^T); 2 m. ^2r), f. ^i^nr) ;
1 com.

8:jJ<. PL 3 m.
liS:?;,

&c."

Imp.

3 p. m. sing. ^^13, f ^Jj^i3 ; 2 m. 1.S3. PI. f. ny^h,
or^:3^^3.

T I

Infin.

m, or ^2, J^>3, nj$^3.

Part.

Masc. sing. ^2, f. ^^^3. PL D\^3, f. ni^^3.O IT ' IT T I- T ^ IT

11, In those cases, in which Kholem would accompany the middle

radical, 1 may be inserted or not: as, ^'?J, ^^^^ &c., or ^5^^,

^^ &c. And, in others, where Kdmets attends the radical N
,

N is occasionally omitted (Art. 72.) : as, ^p? , for -I^SjS r^e came in,

1 Sam. XXV. 8.

In Hiphhil we have, Pret. ^^^3^, r\\^^r\, or nli^UH, &c.

Pres. ^"^yi, or ^3^ or
.Sn;;, i^^3rt, and so on.

'

Infinitive,

i^pn, ^^''3^, and with dropped, ^3n. Part. ^^:^12, or
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^3p. Vxti. Hophhdi, snin, m'y\r], r\^y\ri, nn^n,
^n^^n'in. Pres. mv, i^nin &c. Part. ^y\i2 &c.

12. Examples, in which both a medial '^^ov^ , and final H, are

at the same time quiescent, seldom occur, if we except those forms

of the Present which are said to be subject to apocope: as, ^\\\i for

n^n^ he shallf or may be ; so M^H"! for in'! by apocope (Art. 74. 2.)

and having a paragogic W; root '^J'Jj ^or ^,t'7> Eccles. xi. 3. In

all other cases, the middle radical letter retains its character as a

consonant, the third only being subject to quiescence ; as,

Pret.

s p. m. si,,g. n;r\^ f. 7in)n; 2 m. n^^J^, f- ^':^; 1 com. ''n^^n.

3 p. com. pi.
vn

, 2 m. DH^in, f. ]rv^n ;
1 com. =^3>,>n.

Pres.

3 p. m. sing. ^!!J?"'.,
once W^H*;, apoc. "^Hfe?, ^p\, f. "."J^^, apoc

^n;p, &c.

Infin.

r^'^ri^ i>n, constr.ni^n, n^n.

Imper.

2 p. m. sing. ^lU, id. fern. ^11! .

Part.

Masc. sing. Hjn ^n*: whence, probably, the Divine name ^5*^%
lit. Being. (Artt. 139. 7. 159. 2.)

13. Verbs of this kind are seldom found conjugated beyond the

first or second species ; and perhaps never throughout those.

It must be borne in mind that, in any of these verbs, the para-

gogic H or 1 , may occur in their usual places that any of the ''inw

letters may be dropped, or not, when the preceding vowels will

preserve the pronunciation of the word, that the second persons

singular, of the Preterite, may have H added: as, '^fpO? thou gavest,

and, that Ddgesh forte may occasionally be omitted, and a com-

pensation made, by the preceding vowel becoming 'perfect. But, as

the Dictionaries and Concordances will always shew in what cases

these take place, it will be unnecessary to note them*all down here.
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On the Inseparable Pro)iouns ivhen attached to Verbs,

206. When the inseparable pronouns are attached to

nouns, the meaning of the compound will, as we have

seen (Art. 145. 1.), be propriety, possession, or the like ;

because in no other way can nouns, and personal pronouns,

be construed together ; but, when the same pronouns are

combined with verbs, which are already compounded with

pronouns by the process of conjugation ; then, if the verbs

are transitive, these further affixed pronouns must be con-

sidered as complementary of the signification of such

verbs, and as placed in the objective case : but, if such

verbs be intransitive, then must they be translated by

introducing some preposition, or other word, explanatory
of the connexion thus formed

; as, ^'Jvll he grew up

(for) me, or (with) me, Job xxxi. 18 ; ^''Jntplp / am holy,

(as to) thee, i. e. / am holier than thou, Is. Ixv. 5. So

t|")J'!
shall dwell (with) thee, Ps. v. 5. We shall have

occasion to speak more particularly on this subject when
we come to the Syntax.

207. The next question will be. How will the addition

of these pronouns affect the vowels and consonants of

the verbs ? Generally, having the vowels of the affixed

pronouns given, those which precede, and are mutable,

will be regulated by the general laws prevailing in the

nouns ;
that is to say, any mutable vowel, situated at

some distance from the accent, will be rejected, while

any perfect vowel, deprived of the accent and followed

immediately by a consonant, will be changed for its

corresponding imperfect one. But, as a table will make

all plain, we shall now give one with the regular tri-

literal verb : verbs subject to any defect will receive the

same affixes, due attention being paid to their particular

characters, lis given above.
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2. Table of the Abbreviated Pronouns as attached to Verbs,
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her; Dlg5> poetice i^Dlj^^, them, m., ]'lj^?

them, f.

Third Person Singular Feminine,

*^?]nlj^5 she visited me, com. ; ^3]^'|Tj^5 us, com. ;

VT^J?M ihee, m., ^r\yj^
~ thee, ; D.Sn^i^?

you, m.; l^r^lj^? you, f.
; ^nTjinj^S, or inngg,

him, ^ll^'lpJ^, or nr\lg5^ her; Dr\'l]>^ thein,

m- ; 10T!B? them, f.

Second Person Masculine,

**^Jh7j25 thou visitedst me, com.
; l^rnj^S us, com.

;

^^w, m.
; 1j!!J1E9 them, f.

Second Person Feminine,

^^^*Ii?5 ^^OM (fem.) visitedst me, com.
; 1^)11)5? us;

com.
; 1Tr\1i??), or '^^^Ip.P him ; O^^OIP-^ ^^ > ^^1i??

them, m. ; prilj?^ them, f.

First Person Singular Com,

T^1P_9 I visited thee, m.
; "^^i]?!!?? thee, f.

;

D,5^OTp$ 2/OM, m.
; 15;2n7p.5 you, f."

; IH^rilj^?) ,
or

Vrr]pk him; KJ^tT^^.^ her ; D^mjPg them, m, ;

\^:r\p_ithem,l

Third Person Plural Com.

^'JI^TjJS they visited me, com.
; I^Hj^^ tis, com. ;

TJ^lfi;?' thee, m.; "^Hija if^^^, f. :

'

MnjJ? you,

m. ; "i5ng$ you, f.;

*

inng^ im/hng^
her; DHi?? ^AeTW, m., or, poetice iDlljJS; IHR^ ,

them, f.
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Second Person Plural Com.

^Jl^nij^S ye (com.) visited me ; ^1^T\'l'p_^ us, com. ;

^r]^Tpi^' him ; r\^pnl^ her ; hit^'TpJ^ them ;

m.,\^Tp;pj^ them.J.

First Person Plural Com,

^1?*Ti?r ^^ (com.) visited thee, m. ; '^')^*Ti?? thee,

f. ; DDIJlgS you, m. ; l^llllp.? you, f. ;* iHinp.Si

him, ni^lp? her ; DinpS them, m.
; X\pp3

them, f.

Examples of the Present Tense, with the affixed

Pronouns.

Third Perso7i Singular Masc,

**5'[lp5? he visits me, com. ; 1^7^91 us, com. ;

Tlli^gi" thee, m.
; ^Ip^^thee, f. ;

'

bSlgS^ you, m. ;

lpfiJ9^. you, f. ; ')niiit^\ or ^lj^^:, him; ni]^^], or

nip5^ her; D1T.p91 them, m., or, poetice iDlj^S^;

)lp51 M^w?, f. : with the Epenthetic or Paragogic ],

13'T[p5'; he visits him; HJlpD^. her; ^7P51 thee ;

inpb^ ^^^y ;mV; '^:^i^'^i?i they find tw^, Prov. i. 28 ;

l.JlillJ^'^ they serve thee, f.
; i^T[57^ ^^^V ^^^^ ^^^'

and so on.

Remarks.

209. It will be seen, by the Table, that every possible combi-

nation of the verb with the pronoun thus affixed is not given : /

visited myself, thou visitedst thyself, and the like, would rather fall

under the province of one of the reciprocal species : as, ''^li^P? ,

or ''^ll?-^'^ ' ^" Niphhdl, or Hithpdhel, and would not, therefore,

be made in Kal by affixing the pronouns ; but, which of these

species is to be adopted, custom alone can determine. We have,

nevertheless, a very few examples, in which this combination is
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made in Kal: as, ^"^TX^tpV^ ^DS. / made myself, or, (for) myself
Ezek. xxix. 3, in which, the repetition of the pronoun seems to

add some emphasis to the passage.

2. With respect to the vowels of the root, it will immediately be

perceived, that they are subject to the same laws which prevail in

the nouns, when receiving similar additions. In the asyllahic

affixes, for example, as the last consonant of the root must be taken

in order to enounce the syllable, the preceding vowel must either

be perfect, or rejected. But neither of the vowels of the root in

Kal is immutable ; and, as the first is the farthest removed from

the accent, it is rejected as in the nouns
;
and we have "^Pj^f^r', just

as we have ''^tT {^^^' 153. 2.). In like manner, when the affix is

syllabiCf we have the first vowel rejected, and the second made

imperfect^ as often as the accent is with the affix ; as, ^^"^il^S, just

as we have CJP'^^'^ in the nouns. This necessarily holds good in

the Present tense, the Imperative, Infinitive, and Participles ;
as

also in all the other species Niphhdl, Pihely &c., as well as in the

defective verbs, nouns, and participles : due respect being had to

the etymology of the words.

3. In a few instances the affix of the first person has (t) instead

of (
-
) : as, "'33^ he hath heard me, Ps. cxviii. 5

; ""P^?? thou hast

despised me, 2 Sam. xii. 10. But in the last case, this seems to

liave been brought about by the influence of the accent (Art.

120. 7.).

4. For the feminine affix '^~, we sometimes have
"51,7; ^s, ^fj^l?

he hath called thee (fem.), Is. liv. 6. So 'iT|?"l^n thy being created,

Ezek. xxviii. 15
; which are generally thought to be Chaldaisms.

In the last case, however, the pause-accent will be sufficient to

account for the anomaly (Art. 123. 4.).

.5. When, however, the accent is on any occasion drawn back,

the vowel accompanying the affix will necessarily be imperfect ;

as, "JTOJU^ she hath loved thee (fem.) ; 05??l she hath stolen

them, &c. Art. 119. 3. cor.

6. It should also be observed, that, whenever the root ends in

either **, or V by the process of conjugation, &c., the affixes are

simply added ; as, *'?^"[I5? without any previous vowel or Shevd ;

and that, when the affixes are found both in the syllabic, and asyl-

labic, forms, the syllabic must be taken in these cases : as, '^^"jljf ,

not '^^7't^ ^^^y ^^sited her ; ^nJllfjS ^ not '^'^"llj? they visited him.

The reason is obvious : one vowel following another would be
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unutterable; and, in order to avoid this, a consonant must be

introduced.

7. In ^ll7?> t^e terminating vowel gives place to the vowel of

the affix ; as, ''?^'Tli? thou visitedst me.

8. The form^liiSj is found in a few instances with the pro-

nominal affixes
; as, ^^J^V^^H thou (fern.) hast adjured us^ Josh. ii.

17, 20 : but, most frequently, the form '^^"Ti2?' is taken (see Art.

188. 25.): as, ''3>mi2? ; and, without \ ^^i^'^^il^ thou {rem.) hast

visited me. When this is the case, the context alone must determine

whether the verb is of the first or second person. In a few cases

also, ( ) takes the place of ( ) ; as, ^2J;n'T"]in thou (fern.) hast

caused us to descend, Josh. ii. 1 8.

9. The second persons masculine and feminine plural take the

forms ^^1i2?, instead of '^-plll?, or ]^~t before the affixed pro-

nouns ; as, ''3^^'7i2?j) ye (com.) visited me. In this case, the latent

pronoun seems to be of the Chaldaic form, )^^^ you, instead of

the Hebrew one ^fj^, or 1^^.

On the Vowels of the Present Tense, the Imperative, Infinitive,

and Participles,

210. As the terminating vowel of the Present tense is mutable in

the regular triliteral verb in Kal, it will be rejected upon receiving

any asyllabic affix; as, ^?7'?9^- ^'^ visits me; but, when the affix is

syllabic, it will be changed for its correspondent imperfect vowel
;

as, ^"rrj?^. he visits thee, &c., due regard being had to the vowel as

determined by usage : i. e. whether it be ( ), (
-

), ( ), or (
/
),

and to the following consonant, whether it be a guttural or not.

In a few instances, the vowels proper for the affixes of the pre-

terite tense, are found with those of the present ; as, ^^^'^r^^^ he will

fit me, Job ix. 18; ^3^"^3^ he will acknowledge us. Is. Ixiii. 16;

^"^^^ we will strike, or pierce, them. Numb. xxi. 30, &c. And,

vice versa, those proper for the present, with the preterite ; as, ''?7'-?''-

he hath corrected me. Is. viii. 1 1 .

2. These observations will apply to the affixing of the pronouns

to the present tenses of verbs of every species and sort.

3. In the Imperatives, however, which receive no preformatives,

the vowels will be regulated as they are in the nouns (which in reality

the Imperatives all are); and, as the form proper for construction

S
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will take the affixed pronouns, the ultimate, or penultimate, vowels

alone can be subject to change, as in the nouns
;

e. g. "^Pp!?^ se7id

met from ^/^ send: '^^^'^'^P hear ye me, from ^^^ hear. So

^'^i^'^ know thou him, from 57*^.

4. Those terminating in (1 ),
have been thought subject to a

transposition; as, ''P^??^ ^^^P ^^^" '"^^^ ^^^^^ "^^^. I believe,

however, that 1^^, is the primitive word taken in these cases ;

whence we shall regularly have, "^P^?^ ^^*

5. The Infinitives are subject to the same general laws with the

Imperatives of Kal, and these also prevail in every species of the

Segolate nouns
;

i. e. we must inquire, in the first place, what form

of the primitive has been taken, and then add our affixes, &c. just

as we do to those nouns. Examples ; "^y : ? ^^* reigning, from

"^IY?, or rather "n^Xp ; '^^'^^ my persecuting, from nj'], or H'!'^ .

So D?P^|?, for ^5Pif'^ (Art. 106. 2.) your spurning, from D!p or

9: 9 5 Rv?'?i7t> ^or D5^"]f7 your drawing near, from ^"|l7 or ^"llj

Sometimes obliquely (Art. 96. 2.) : as, D?!?'? your reaping, from

-)'^,7,orn?P.

6. It may be observed, that, with the affixes ^~, ^?~, and 1?~,

both forms are found
; as, ^ /J^ thy eating, Gen. ii. 17; ^5?5^

your eating. Gen. iii. 5 ; ^?P^ thy hearing, 2 Sam. v. 24)
; Dw^Jpti?

your hearing, Josh. vi. 5. But it seldom happens that the same

word is found in both forms : which seems to shew, that in one

case, one primitive form has been preferred, and in another,

another.

7. Infinitives of other forms are subject to the general laws

which prevail in nouns of the same forms.

8. Nothing further need be said on the manner, in which the

participles receive the pronominal affixes. They are nothing more

than nouns
;
and are, therefore, subject to the same variations with

them, as may be seen in the examples given of the several species

of the conjugation.

On the mode of affixing the Pronouns to the different parts of
the Defective Verbs,

211. It will be quite unnecessary to detain the Student

long on this subject. He will only have to bear in mind.
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what has been laid down in our rules on the mutable

and quiescent characters of the letters ^}^.^ , on^, as

occasionally rejected, on roots having the second and

third radical letter the same, and hence occasionally

losing one, which will, however, return whenever cir-

cumstances will allow it, under the form of Ddgesh

forte, and on the vowels, as regulated by the occurrence

of gutturals, the addition of st/llahic, or asijUabic aug-

ments, and the like
;

all of which has been abundantly

exemplified in the preceding pages. We shall now,

therefore, take leave of this subject. The following are

tables, intended to show the full conjugations of the

different kinds of verbs, in illustration of the rules

detailed and exemplified in our present, and preceding
Lecture.

These Tables have been taken from the "
Lehrgebaude

der Hebraischen Sprache" of Dr. Gesenius, with some

slight alterations. Page 438, seq.

s 2
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Paradigm of Verbs in Kal.

Verb. Verb. Verb. Verb. Verb. Verb. Verb.

^ init. ^ init. \ init." ^ med. ^ med. ^ final. -^ final.

'3?
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Paradigm of Verbs in Pihel.

Preter.

Sing. 3 m.

2f.

2 m.

2f.

1 com,

Plur. 3 com.

2 m.

2f.

1 com.

Regular Verb.

Verb. 1 gutt.

DnbtspIV :
- '

Verb.

2 gutt.

: : I-

13573

Verb.

3 gutt.

1 :

Verb.

5 init.

Verb.

^^

^353iD

Infinitive.

Imperative.

Sing. m.

f.

Plur. m.

f.

Present.

Sing. 3 m.

3f.

2 m.

2f.

1 com.

Plur. 3 m.

3f.

2 m.

2f.

1 com.

bpl? ii^v tin^ v^d a?a3 S^iD

!)bt2p
I :

-

bpi2^

bjsf2ip

b^i2W

n3bf?l2^

I :
-

&c.

&c.

T : I-

:3,5iD3

Pres. apoc.

Participle.
b^|7^ l^V? "n.?.?^ ^^^'i? tti35?> ^^'ID^
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Paradigm of Verbs in Pihel.
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Verb.
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Preter.

Sing. 3 m.

3f.

2 m.

2f.

Paradigm of Verbs in Hophhal.

Regular Verb. Verb. Verb. Verb.

Verb. 1 gutt. 2 gutt. 3 gutt. ^^i*^*

bppn i^n pi?tn 2?riiz?n

Verb.

IT

I- i 1 i-TilT ' I-: T I- : T I- .. 1-

rh^'^r\ niD^rr m^'^-n }i^i2itDn riXD'm ii's.p^'nIT : : T It : T IT 'it-:: t it : : t Ft : t F

nbr^jpn mn^n np3?Tn n^^trn ntrsn niao-inT : I-': T t :j- t: I- t ': i- : t t : i- : t t : i- . t i
-

nbiopn nmi?n nprrn nr^tr'n ntran nisDsin
: : I-': t : : i-t: it : ': i- : t :

- i- : t ::!-. i
-

1 com. >ribtDpn ^;:n27n 'rip^tn ^niJtttr'n "^nman ^niao^n
: F': T : I- t: it ': r : t : i- : t :!-%. i

-

Plur. 3 com. :ib^pn -l^PJ^n ?ip?tn si^pttJn i)tf75n ^spnn
2 m.

Qj^ib^pn Drii^5?n Qpp^tn Dn^ac^n cripin Dpisp^in
2 f. irib^pn ^ri^^yn ?np?^Tn iriv^P? If?'^^^' Ip'^^^^'^

1 com. !i3brDpn !)3itti7n .*i3pi?Tn 5^3rxitt7n ^3tt?-in n^isD^in
: I-': T : i-t: it ':P: t : i- : t : i- . i

-

Infinitive.
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Regular
Verb.

Paradigm of

Verb.

1 gutt.

nb^f20n

Preter.

Sing. 3 m.

3f.

2 m.

2f.

1 com. >nbt5)pnn

Plur. 3 com. ^ibtSDnn
I :

'- :

2 m.
tari^^f^oCT

2 f. ?nb?5)r:nn

^b^i20n
^

1 com.
!)ab^f20n

Verbs in

Verb.

2 gutt.

HiTHPAHEL.

Verb. Verb.

3 gutt. 5 ^^i*'

nnbann
IT :

-
:

nnbunn JT : I :
QF^

nnbsnn ^

5inb2;nn

^ipnbion
^2nb5nn

Verb.

11-

bbiaorr

nbbiaon

ribbiaon

inbb"i20n

'ribbiunn

Dribbiuon

siibbianrr

Infinitive.

Imperative.

Sing. m.

f.

Plur. m.

f.

Present.

Sing. 3 m.

3f.

2 m.

2f.

1 com.

Plur. 3 m.

3f.

2 m.

2f.

1 com.

btsn^n n,^rrin "JT^^On nbion ir?23rin bbi'anrr

^brai^on

!ibtf;20n

njbfspnn

I : IT :

>btsf20i?i

t: i-T :

''iibirin &c. "^bbinon

Jinbaon 'ibbiann

n3D,b|[0n njbbian?;!

nbaoi tt?35ri'' bbiaril

n.bini?
&c-

bbi]i;pri

>nblOi?i I ''bbiaoi?

njnbaon njbbiaon
inblOJn -^ibbiaOiji

njnbion njbbinrii?!

n,b203 b.biaip?

Pres. apoc.

Participle
bppJ^Tp l^VOp ^^jaOP nbao^ tt;3501? . b,biaOP
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Paradigm of Verbs in Hithpahel.

Verb. Verb. Verb. Verb. Verb. Verb.

^ init. < init. < init. ^ med. > med. ^ final.

bswrirr ^!^20n rifsion Qpipon ],5.i20n s,>^^on

"J M?3ttipnn ^
1- I.:''.!ll t\

?

^n^ttipon I*

^pipon
DDTitt'ipnnIV :

- '
:

tj5)!?)aipon

?iDP55ip;pnT

Verb,

n final.

b;3Sinn n^^r^nr ^?^!rin Dpipon "^^Tyn w;^^nn rib^w

b.SMiprr :Di^:nn :if3:nn Dpipnn ip.ison w-^^nn

&c. &c. &c.
5iiippipnn

&c sis-^^nn

^iswipi nj^lOi ^^lOI Dp'iPO'! ip'sn*! w.^^^iTi*:

&c. &c.

1
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LECTURE XIV.

ON THE SYNTAX.

212. In our endeavour to lay down the principles of

the Hebrew Syntax, we shall first consider the nature

and construction of propositions ; secondly, those of their

several parts ; and, lastly, shew how these have been

combined, according to the Authors of the Accents.

2. In the first place, then, every proposition will be

either general, or particular, A general proposition is

that, which contains a complete sentence expressive of

some general truth : as,
*' Men die." A particular, or

singular, proposition (as it is sometimes called), expresses

only that, which relates to particular individuals : as,

*' The men die." Hence,

3. When any general proposition is enounced, in the

Hebrew, the word or words used for the purpose of

enouncing the Subject will, generally, be indefinite ;

i. e. will not have the definite article, or be otherwise

limited ;^ while that which is intended to be the most im-

pressive, will stand first in the order ; e. g. DvlJ/ j^ll?

In such expressions as, no"pri rnrp riTin the law of the Lord is perfect^ &c.,

Ps. xix. 8, &c., although the truth is general, the proposition is not so ; because

it relates to one particular law, not to any general one.

The subject and predicate are, according to the Grammarians of Arabia,

two words so placed, as to be independent of each other in a grammatical
or formal point of view, their relation being purely logical. The author

of the Biddyat oon Nahve (p. f"*) says, ^jUw-il U,J5^.AsP'j
IjJu^l
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1^.?""^^^!?^ (any one)* sowing iniquitij, reaps vanity, Prov.

xxii. sV ti^^^"3^5 nvj; D^i?DX? Dl? (as) deep waters (is)

counsel in the heart of man, lb. xx. 5.

4. And, on the contrary, when any particular pro-

position is to be enounced, the word or words, expressive
of its subject, must be made definite : as, K^^ J^^Q^O (as

to) THE SUN, IT had ARISEN, Geu. xix. 23
; nin^ ^1.^^^

Dn;j^ THE PRECEPTS OF Jehovah (are) right, Ps. xix. 9.

This holds good, whether the proposition be affirmative

or negative.

5. Propositions will also be either Incomplex, or Com-

plex ; Simple, or Compound.
6. Incomplex propositions (which may be either gene-

ral or particular^, are those which contain no qualifying,
or otherwise modifying, words in connexion with either

the subject or predicate. Complex propositions are

those which have such words. Of the first, V\^^ H^^l a

j;IJjo2l I

ybj J'/te subject and predicate are two words, construed inde-

pertdently of anj/ grammatical government. The first is that of which something

is predicatedJ
and is called lt3^M/*Jl or, the beginning: the second is that, by

which this predication is made, and is termed j-^ the enouncer: as, Zaid (is)

STANDiKG. The government of them is regulated by the sense (or, is logical),

that is, by the beginning,*' or subject matter of the discourse.

This conjunction of words is termed by them, /JwJ'
,
and is thus described

by Ibn ul Ilajib: ^ ^1 ^3
^Ji'ljO ^j

jUuilU ^^;^^^^ ^j^ U
&*^'J lM^ i^ j' ^ji^^>>^^

"
It is thai which comprehends two words in

connexion with each other; which cannot happen except in the concurrence

of two nouns, or of a verb and noun." The word constituting the subject

^-*1AAXJ|j is^ according to El Hazeri, placed^rs?, on account of the importance
which it holds in the estimation of the speaker or writer." See Commentary

on the Agrumia by Schnabell, Amsterdam, 1755, pp. >*^^ **'

* The capitals are intended to point out the words, upon which the rule

immediately bears.

T 2
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house is huilt, Prov. xxiv. 3, is an example. Of the

second, TC^'l \113!^ <^t2'2T^'2 in, or by, wisdom is a house' "IT V T T : T : ' U '

built, lb.

7. Simple propositions are those, which have no

supplementary, or subordinate, parts. Compound pro-

positions are those which have such parts. Example of

the first, ryi'2 H.^Il^ HDlDn? ^^* wisdom is a house built :

of the second, %^r\'^i] V^^;) "^jS^H 1(VV^
so the king,

and his princes, and the whole congregation, tooh coun-

sel, 2 Chron. xxx. 2. In this case the Subject only, is

compound : others occur in which the predicate is also

compound.
8. We now proceed to point out the relation of the Subject with

the Predicate; which is the same in every sort of proposition.

We shall next shew, how the complex, and compound, parts of pro-

positions are constructed, i. e. on what principles their several parts

are connected together.

On the Predicate of Propositions,

213. The predicate, of any proposition, may consist

of nouns attributive, or substantive (if expressive of

character, &c.), or of verbs, or pronouns, as in other

languages.
2. Every proposition, whether general or particular,

will, unless something particular require the contrary,

have its predicate indefinite, (Verbs, of course, when

in the predicate, do not come under this rule, because

it cannot be said of them, that they are either definite or

indefinite) : e. g. iTjiT Dj^lDj;/ r\iy\^ a whore (is) a deep
ditch, Prov. xxiii. 27.

3. Here, '^^''^, the Subject being indejinitey the proposition will

be general : and, as the rule requires the Predicate also to be

indefinite, this becomes a case in which some ambiguity might arise,

as to which of the substantives is the Subject of the proposition.
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The sense requires here, that the last word HJIT be the Subject^

although nn^tt? a ditch, precedes: the sentence may be thus

rendered, (as) a deep ditch (is) a whore : the particle ? being

omitted by the ellipse. See my Lexicon under 3, p. 280. seq.

4. Examples of particular propositions :

t^-Q^.^ Kl.?Ol
ci7id (as to) THE EARTH (it) cxisted, Gen. i. 2 ; HiH^.

*l!^0 Jehovah (is) King, Ps. x. 16. With a verb : ^^"J?

D^'l7^ HE CREATED
(i. 0.) GoD, Gen. i. 1.

5. When, however, any thing vert/ specific is intended

to be enounced by the predicate, it will be made definite :

as, i^V^^n Xin nin"! D\i'?iSn Xin nin> Jehovah he is

THE GoD, Jehovah he is the God, 1 Kings xviii. 39.

6. Here, as both the Subject and Predicate are made definite ;

and unless a pronoun (as
W^H in this instance) were introduced in

the place of the logical copula, or, the construction should other-

wise contribute to explain the intention of the writer, an ambiguity
would arise, as to which of the words, so defined, should be considered

the Subject : e. g. "'^I'^H S!in"''ah^ / (am) he who speaketh. Is.

lii. 6. Or taking
W^in as the logical copula, / am the speaker.

But, by inverting the proposition, we shall have, (as to) the speaker,

it is I, In these cases, however, the sense afforded is generally the

same, whichever way we read the proposition. In others, where it

is not, we have no other resource than the order of the construction,

or the general sense of the context, to guide us.

7. From this, and the case above noticed (Art. 213. 3.), some

difficulties will occasionally arise in construing the Hebrew text,

particularly in the books of Job, the Psalms, the Proverbs, and the

Prophets, where the style is often sententious, and the order

inverted.

It may be remarked, that, as the Hebrews have no abstract verb

which can stand for our logical copula is, and, as any pronoun may
stand in the Predicate of a sentence ; due regard must be had to the

Subject of the context, in order to ascertain which of the pronouns.

* Exod. xxxiv. 6, &c. p^Oi
D^rn *? nirp nirr Jehovah, Jehovah^ (is) a God

merciful (md gracious, &c. Both the construction and accents require that this

passage be thus taken. Our translators, however, have taken it differently.
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when more than one is used, is in the predicate : e. g., In Is. xli. 4,

we have W^ri'^pN. / A^, where a very slight consideration of the

context will shew us, that "^P^^, is to be considered as in apposition

with the subject of the sentence ^J'^l, and that SJ^H must be in the

Predicate. See also Deut. xxxii. 89, Neh. ix. 7, Jer. xiv. 22, Isa.

xli. 4, xliii. 25, &c.

Of the Concordance of the Subject with the Predicate,

215. Whatever is predicated of any thing must not

be incongruous with it, in sense at least : what the gram-
matical agreement may be we shall see presently.

2. As the grammatical forms of words were, perhaps,
not much attended to in very early times, a difference in

termination for the purpose of distinguishing between

the feminine and the masculine gender would, probably,
be among the first wanted, particularly in cases wherein

there was no other means of intimating of what sex the

person spoken of was. Number would soon be in the

same predicament; and hence, such terminations gene-

rally agreed upon, and allowed to intimate these par-

ticulars, or other words used at first as attributes,

and afterwards abridged and adopted as terminations,

would be made to supply these defects. The latter of

which I am inclined to believe was the case.

3. If, then, it was ever necessary to make any such

distinctions as these, it must have been so in the Subjects
and Predicates of sentences: because, as the one must
be known to refer to the other ; and, as this could not

be pointed out, in many cases, without some mark to

apprise us of its relation, these terminations would

naturally be employed in such cases.

4. In process of time, however, recourse would be

had to the figures of Rhetoric, such as Personification^

Epanorthosis, Metonymy, or the like ; each of which
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would exert a very considerable influence on the con-

struction of sentences : and this is often found to be

the case. When, therefore, we have to consider the

relation of a subject with its Predicate, in the Hebrew, it

will, occasionally, be necessary to have recourse to one or

other of these figures.

5. Generally, then, the Predicate is found to agree
with its Subject, both in gender and number, considered

either in a logical, or a formal, point of view.

By logical we mean, when the gender, number, &c. is regulated,

not according to the grammaticalforms of words, but, by their sig'

nifications ; in which case, they may be influenced by any of the

figures of rhetoric or not. By formal we mean, when the gender,

number, &c. are considered with reference to the grammaticalforms

only : e. g. ^93 ^l*''^^"! ^1??^^"''! '^f^? Jerusalem hath stumbled,

and Judah hath fallen. Is. iii. 8. Here ^17^^"'^. is considered

as feminine, not as to form, but signification (Art. 135. 5.); its

predicate, therefore, "^7^? is said to be in logical, not in formal,

concordance with it. In the next member, HlJirTj^ though feminine

in form, is not so in signification, its Predicate, therefore is put in

the masculine gender, ^5t**

G. In the example, nbpp nn^n*] Jnd (there) shall be a high

nay, Isa. xi. 16, the concordance is purely /orrwa/. The same may
be said of .... t3"'tt7"rj7 Cnb^. God (is) holy ones. Josh. xxiv. 19.

D'^ribS "^ni^ si3?rin They caused me to wander, i. e. God, Gen. xx. 1 3.

See also Gen. xxxv. 7. 2 Sam. vii. 23. 3er. x. 10. In all which

cases, the agreement seems to have been made with reference to

the forms only, and not to the significations, of words.-|-

* Hence, the names of nations, tribes, or families, may be taken as collective,

and singular nouns; and those of regions, cities, &o. as singular feminine

nouns, considered as containers, &c. See Exod. xiv. 30, Jer. xlviii. 11,

1 Kings XX. 20, 2 Sam. xvi. 3, Ps. cxiv. 2, Job i. 15. When, however, a verb

is used as a predicate, as it will be presently seen, the apparent nominative,

is not considered as the real nominative, to it
; but, as this must be in appo-

sition with the real nominative, the rule respecting the concordance will still be

the same.

t I am well aware, that these, and similar passages, have been appealed to
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7. The following is an instance of Personification:

Ipti^J Di^^l p"[.V "JC^^S? ^l9^^r^P^I ^rce aiid truth have

MET f^cA other), righteousness and peace have saluted

(each other), Ps. Ixxxiv. 11; i. e. they have met and

saluted as men generally do, when on good terms with

one another.

8. The following constructions involve a Metonymy :
*

t:^\^"''i3 3r3 D"Ti^"'':33 h^l the sons of mean men (are)

vanity, the softs of eminent men (are) a lie, i. e. they are

in effect as deceptive as vanity, or a lie; ]^JL/ Vn^^j? its

walls (are) wood, i. e. made of wood, Ezek. xli. 22 ;

t^*7.p O^^J^?l) ^!?? ^^^\ t^i^ vessels of the young men are

holiness, i. e. are made holy, 1 Sam. xxi. 6; npi^7^nt
njnn The worlt (is) an increasing, Neh. iv. 13, i. e. is in a

state of progress. So we say in English,
*'

Knowledge
is power," i. e. it is the cause of power; "Money is a

defence," is the means of obtaining a defence ;

" a man

goes a hunting," and the like.

9. When one Predicate answers to several Subjects,

differing from each other in gender or number, or both,

it may be put in the plural number, as referring to them

all; or, it may be made to agree, both in gender and

number, either with the nearest, or, with that which may

in support of the doctrine of the Holy Trinity ; but, until it shall be made pro-

bable, that the Sacred Writers did usually involve doctrines of this kind in

the mere forms of words, I must be allowed to object to such methods of sup-

porting an article of faith, which stands in need of no such support. For
similar usages in the Greek and Latin, see Viger de idiotismis, Edit. 1813.

pp. 32, 46, &c. Clarke's Homer. Iliad E., line 778, note.
* See Glass. Philolog. Sacr., p. 83897. Storr. Observ., p. 13, &c.

t Storr, pp. 11. 17, &c. refers the use of abstracts for concretes to a

Synecdoche, see p. 20; and vice versa, p. 21.
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be considered the most worthy:^ e. g. rTl^l DH'lIJi^l

D^^p.t and Abraham and Sarah (were) old. Gen. xviii. 11 :

^2U;'^^ "^^n-^-nt hyi:^^ i7?2^2>^ Dp"! So he arose, (i. e.)

Abimelek and Phicol the captain of his host, and they

RETURNED, Gen. xxi. 32.

10. When, however, the Predicate precedes, it generally agrees

with the nearest noun
;
when it follows, it will mostly take the

plural form, as in the last example. See also Gen. viii. 16. 18,

xxxi. 14, xxxiii. 7, Exod. xvii. 10, xxi. 4, xxix. 15, Numb. xii. 1,

xxvii. 21, Deut. xxviii. 32, Judg. xiii. 20, Ruth i. 3, Esth. ix. 31,

1 Chron. xxv. 1, Job xix. 15, Prov. xxvii. 9, Is. xvi, 10, li. 3,

Jer. vii. 20, Ezek. i. 11, xxxv. 10.

11. When the subject is a Collective noun, the Pre-

dicate may be in the plural number, agreeing with its

subject logically: e. g. DTI^Nl H^iijt/*?^ the whole of her

people (are) sighing. Lam. i. 11; D"l.p"npV ^llj'I?

^nst ri5 ^^*V^_ ten acres of vineyard (they) yield one

hath, Is. V. 10.

12. When the Subject, of any Proposition, is found in

the definite state of construction with any word (see

Art. 143.), the Predicate is mostly made to agree, in

gender and number, with the last of these, provided the

sense of the predicate will apply to both (by the figure

Zeugma) : e. g. ^hij^ D^^}J,)i ^V^ ^D^ Vip the voice of

thy brother's bloods (they are) crying to me,'\ Gen. iv.

10; Clin D'^IBil r\t^)^.
the bow of the mighty (ones,

THEY are) broken, 1 Sam. ii. 4.

* The plural is considered as more worthy than the singular, and the mas-

culine than the feminine gender. But, in the last case, the mother will be con-

sidered more worthy than the children.
'

f M. de Sacy says on the Arabic construction, which is parallel to this :

" On pent regarder la concordance, en ce cas, comme une concordance logique,

parce qu'on y a plus 6gard au rapport logique qui unit les idees, qu'au rapport
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See also Lev. xiii. 9, 1 Kings i. 41, xvii. 16, Job xv. 20, xxxii. 7,

xxxviii. 21, Jer. iv. 29, x. 22, &c.

13. In some cases, however, the Predicate is made to

agree with the Subject: as, DW^ll i^^ HJ^^^"'?!) the

whole (i.e. any) work (it) shall not be done, Exod.xii.l6.

See also Gen. v. 23. 31, Is. Ixiv. 10, Nah. iii. 7, &c. And par-

ticularly when the Predicate stands first in the order : as, ^"^^^i? '^"??

^"17-?? ^^^ ^^^y of Ephraim (it) shall depart, Isa. xi. 13.

Of the Concordance of the Nominative with its Verb,

216. The Concordance of a real nominative with its

verb, is that of a Subject with its Predicate. By a real

nominative we mean, the pronoun always inherent in the

verb when in the state of conjugation (See Art. 188.

note). What, therefore, is usually taken for the nomi-

native is, in fact, either a noun, or a pronoun, put in

apposition with this real nominative
; and, as before,

agreeing either logically, or formally, with the verb,

now the Predicate. Considered, therefore, in this point
of view, all the cases of apparent discrepancy, which can

happen under this head, may be resolved into one or

other of the preceding ones : e. g. D^'^7^? ^^"13 he (i. e.)

God, created. Gen. i. 1.

Here the word D^'n'^W is manifestly a plural form; but, as the

Being designated by this word, is every where affirmed to be

ONE, the agreement between the pronoun inherent, by implication,

in the verb ^"5?> ^^2* ^^'^j and this word ('^''n^^) is logical, not

formal : and, as these two words are in apposition, and therefore

grammatical qui se trouve entre les mots." Vol. ii. Art. 332. e. g. <K,csy ^)^

^^XkjMj^^ (O^ S-^i/^
^^

Surely the mercy (fern.) of God (it is) near

(masc.) to those who do good. And Slorr, (Nomen) rectum numerari debet

principale. Observ. p. 362.
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meaning the same thing (Art. 217. 4.), the same is the case with

D"^nb and ;?. The same may also be said of D^Hbs "ipb^''

he says (i. e.) God ; and of innumerable other similar constructions.

2. Examples of apparent discrepancy, in gender and

number : 1st, HDnv^H . . . pin it (masc.) became strong

(i. e.) the war (fern.), 2 Kings iii. 26 ; 2d, ^T\n^\l} ^^"'a^

he hath brought (i. e.) thy handmaid, 1 Sam. xxv. 27 ;

3d, n'7')n3 n"1j/3 n^*^^ he (some one) may he
(i. e.) the

young woman, a virgin, Deut. xxii. 23 ; 4th, 1'^01'np

T'^to^n what they (masc.) will be, (i. e.) his dreams

(fern.) Gen. xxvii. 20.

3. With the apparent nominative preceding : 5th,

DJ[^?^
. . . Jl^^'^ knowledge . . . it, or he, is pleasant, Prov.

ii. 10 ; 6th, Tt^ ^^'iU (^s to) her cities, it, or he, has

ascended, Jer.'xlviH. 15 ; 7th, NSl^. U^DT\] TSSv"^] (as to)

the arms of the orphans (fem.), it is broken (masc),
Job xxii. 9.

4. The first four of these examples seem to involve an Epanor-
ihosis: a figure frequently used in the Arabic, under which something
enounced in a vague manner, is afterwards restricted by the addition

^c-o f^y

of Other words. Of this the Arabs count four sorts, 1, cWl Jaj

(J.Q] ^^ I. e. the change of the whole from the whole, or, when any

thing is enounced by one or more words, another enunciation is added

to the same effect, but in a different point of view
; as, j'^^ j^i^V"

CJ^>-1 Amru came to me (I mean) ihij brother ; 2, jj^ (Jax^!i] (JSj

cW the change of a part from the whole; as, fr^^. ^y^^ j^i^'r^

y GG-O ? .

the people came to me (I mean) some of them ; 3, J UIa^lII Jjj

the change of the contained for the container, or, vice versa ; as.
PPcy GC^

^y^ '^J 't^'*' ^(iid was stripped(l mean) his garment ;* 4, ^J-*li J<>j

* We have a remarkable instance of this construction, in Gen. xxxvii. 23.
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c^

the change of error ; as, \^_^ S^^^ ^*^JJ^ ^ passed by a dog (I

mean) a horse. See M. de Sacy's Gram. Arab., vol. ii. pp. 22o. 394 :

the <UslXll
-y/i. by Moolla Jami, pp. r^e^-rFc. Glass, edit. Datlie,

on the Epanorthosis, pp. 1350 2.

In the first example, then, it is vaguely or generally enounced,

that some person or thing has acquired power ;
it is then added by

way of restriction, that this is the war. The same may be said of

the four following ones. In the sixth example, either a personi'

jication is resorted to, or some such word as "^5 t ^ff^^^i matter^

thing, or the like, is to be supplied by the ellipsis : as, knoivledge

(it is a thing or person), that gives pleasure. In the seventh, and

eighth, the plurals seem to be taken collectively : as, her cities (the

whole), has gone up.* The arms of the orphans (the whole), is

broken,

5. When the verb n\'l is thus introduced, it is some-

times found to agree with the Subject, at others, with

the Predicate : e. g. '^l^V ^^'^'; D^'^jp? thy reward shall

BE the spotted ones, Gen. xxxi.8; T^^b^nn /THH T)DD^
IT SHALL BE a devastation

(i. e.) Mount Seir, Ezek.

XXXV. 15. So,
" The wages of sin is death,''

6. So, also, when a personal pronoun occupies the

place of this verb : e. g. iSIH bjH D'BVn nipH (as to)

the statutes of the 'people, it (the whole) is vanity,

Jer. X. 3, i. e. taken collectively.

7. When, however, either inanimate, or irrational,

beings are represented as agents, the feminine form of

the verb is often taken :f e.g. p.S-"l?)i( H'^n^^p ^ibcf^n

v) n^ DT)Qri n3ri!)-n inprirnw Pipi'-n to^d:ii So they strip Joseph, his coat, the

coat of many colours which was on him. See also Ps. Ixxi. 18. 22
;

Ixxvi. 6.

The whole of the men of might (I mean) tktir hands (powers) have not prevailed :

Jer. ix. 2; Job xxxviii. 12.

So, in sense, the Greek, ttoXiv apbrjv e^oXoOpevaai, aliquando (apSrju)

significat sublime, Viger., Ed. 1813, p. 294.

t This is constant in ihe Arabic; and generally, in all the dialects of this

samily of languages. It is generally when the agent is supposed to be rational

that the concordance is formal.
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it bears aivay (i. e.) Jier effusions, the dust of the earth,

Job xiv. 19 ; D"11/0:f*ri u^PDH X'^^ the lips of the wise,

it preserves them, Prov. xiv. 3. See also 1 Sam. iv. 15,

2 Sam. X. 9, Job xii. 7, xx. 11, Ps. cxix. 98, Is. lix. 12,

Jer. xlviii. 41, li. bQ, Mic. iv. 11.

8. When the apparent nominative is in the definite

state of construction (see Art. 215. 12.) with another

noun, the verb will occasionally agree with the latter :

e. ff. "in::^ i^^ n^VO aSs ^^b^^^ the concubine of Caleb

(i.e.) Maachah (he) begat Sheber, 1 Chron. ii. 48.

9. When courage, virilitij, fortitude, efficiency, or the

like, is intended to be predicated of females, verbs ex-

pressive of acts, &c. done by them, seem to be put in the

masculine gender to intimate this
;

e. g. UTy\L*})^^ ")J^i:^?

'>1^J/1 D'il^n'Dif as ye (women) have done (masc.

courageously) ivith the dead and with me, Ruth i. 8 ;

ninj. ''jHiSt ''3^? "^5 C^iljt/l^l and ye (women) shall know

(masc. effectively) that I am the Lord Jehovah, Ezek.

xxiii. 49 ;
: ^Dim. nil/nn ^Wpy[ and thou (fem.) doest

evil things, and thou prevailest (masc. manfully),

Jer. iii. 5.f
10. It has been laid down as a general rule, that the

word, intended to be considered as the most important in

a sentence, will stand first (Art. 212. 3.). When, there-

fore, this happens to be the apparent nominative to a

verb, it is usually termed the Nominative absolute.

11. The office of this nominative is, to enounce the

But here we may have an ellipsis, and il?3 be the nominative.

f It is a curious fact that the Grammarians of Arabia consider females as

unintelligent agents, not absolutely, but relatively ; and hence they account for

these agents having, in grammar, the same government with collective inanimate

nouns. See the Shurho Moolla Jami, p.
>* M .
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subject matter of discourse (Art. 212. 3. note) ; which,

as it is done in a manner independent of any of the fol-

lowing context, in a foi'mal point of view, has been

termed absolute. Any nouns, pronouns, &c., following,

and referring to this nominative, must, however, agree
with it, either logically oxformally : e. g. K^nH""^? ^93

n^J^/l .... &:c. (as to) a soul, when it shall sin . . . and

HE DO, &c.. Lev. iv. 2
;

i. e. as spoken of a rational person.

Dn-IJ^^^PJ Q''?^;^f n^i^y^^ and (as to) ten men, they were

found among them, Jer. xli. S; ^D^^'' T.?^*!$"13 n^TDPI
"T^DjH hut (as to) Mephihosheth, the son of thy master,

HE SHALL EAT Continually, 2 Sam. ix. 10
; riD^I l^i^-fl'?^?!

l^P}^ riDI^") atid (as to) his concubine, and her name

(was) Reumah, she also brought forth. Gen. xxii. 24.

12. A great number of instances moreover occur, in

which the Subject of the discourse is thus absolutely
enounced (Art. 212.) by one or more words, not apparent
nominatives to verbs, but which are, nevertheless, termed

nominatives absolute : e. g. T\VJ2l^ '^p^ D'^n^'in (as to)

the w^ords which thou hast heard, &c., 2 Kings xxii. 18 ;

u'^V^m ^:^y^ m^^-it^K nn'nn (as to) the word
: V T :

- V -: t t - \ J

which thou hast spoken . . . , we regard it not, Jer.

xliv. 16; DiTJj^n^ T\Vnr\ niD*T1 and (as to) the simili-

tude of the living creatures, their appearances, &c.,

Ezek. i. 13 ; D^?VO:] .... Hr? nDjn nn^ ^b^ and (as to)

every matter of the wisdom of discrimination , , . ,so

he found them, Dan. i. 20 ; "^jn^ ^i^n? n^H *: (as for)

ME, behold, my covenant is with thee. Gen. xvii. 4, &c.

13. The relative pronoun, ")^i^, is often subject to this

kind of construction, though always in a subordinate

point of view, and when the subject matter of the propo-
sition in which it is found, is not the real subject of the

discourse, but nevertheless relates to it : e. g. IDS'!/? "It^K
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tlM (as to) WHICH, the wind disperses it, Ps. i. 4 ; "\^^.

^3S)p"S5^^ ^rhlh T'H^IV (as to) which, / commanded

thee for not eating of it, &c.. Gen. iii. 11 ;
iTil

*)i^^5^

yb^ ninr")?T (with respect to) WHOM, the word of the

Lord came to him, &c., Jer. i. 2. This is a sort of

subordinate nominative absolute.

14. This view of such constructions will account for

the apparent pleonasm of the pronoun in Hebrew ; and

which has, in some instances, been adopted in our own

version. See also Exod. vi. 4, Lev. xviii. 5, Numb,
xiii. 27, Deut. xxviii. 49, 2 Kings xiii. 14, Jer. xiv. 1,

Ezek. XX. 11, xxxvii. 25, Joel iv. 2, Ps. xcv. 5, ^with

U} Eccles. ii. 21.

15. From the independent situation of words thus

placed, it will be necessary to render them in our

language, by prefixing some such expression as, with

reference to, with respect to, as to ; otherwise our

translations will appear bald and obscure. This will

account for many of the additional words, found within

brackets in this work. There are instances, however, in

the Hebrew, in which these supplementary words are

expressed in the text \^ e. g. pNn"n:^^ D^J^i'li?'?
as to

the saints who are in the land, Ps. xvi. 3
; 'IH^l^ D^7

*IDn AS TO the afflicted man,from hisfriend (there ought
to be) kindness. Job vi. 14; ''J^pJD DipQ"n^ with

RESPECT TO the place of my throne, &c., Ezek. xliii. 7 ;

illTilJ^I and, AS TO his generation, &c., Is. liii. 8.

(Art. 171. 11.).

16. Any other word may, like "^t^^^iJ, be employed as

a subordinate nominative absolute, at the pleasure of the

So in the Arabic, Gram. Arabe, vol.ii. Art. 158. Also with Ul u-5, J
&c., passim.
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writer ; but, when this is done, its connexion with some

former word, &c., involving the real subject matter of the

discourse, will be pointed out by the intervention of some

other word : e. g. H^H i^^n\ ibi^h ^h T!\f$ri ^3 for

(as to) him who announced to me, saying .... and he

was, &c., 2 Sam. iv. 10 ; '';i"lj^1 'JSi'Dil even, (as to) me,

it will happen (to) me, Eccl. ii. 15.

17. In many instances, also, we find both the

leading, and subordinate, subject of a discourse placed

together, without any mark of distinction : e. g. D^i^3^

w^^^D r^T] D"^v^p;o DH^^j-n DH^T ni^Hn d^d'?^ (as to)

seventy kings, the thumbs of their hands and (the great

toes) of theirfeet being cut off, they were gathering, &c.,

Judg. i. 7, which however will, according to the Arabic

idiom, admit of another solution and translation ; viz.

(as to) seventy kings deprived of their thumbs and great

toes, they were gathering, &c. The accents suggest the

former.

18. The recurrence of 1, in all such constructions as

this, is said to have the effect of pointing out the com-

parison or correspondence, intended to be instituted,

between the preceding and following member, i. e. the

relation between the prodosis, and apodosis : e. g. DJ^I

np'?! n^3n tOI/D** and if the house be small

THEN let him take, &c. Exod. xii. 4.
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LECTURE XV.

ON THE GENERAL DEPENDENCE OF WORDS UPON ONB ANOTHER.

217. Having considered the principles of concordance

as found to prevail in this language, we now come to con-

sider the dependence of words upon one another gene-

rally, and to investigate the principles by which this is

regulated.

2. It will readily be admitted, that, when words are

added, either for the purpose of defining or modifying
the signification of others, or, for completing the ideas

partially perhaps conveyed by them ; the relation, which

such words will bear to one another, must be regulated

by some easy and intelligible principles. We now

proceed to shew what these are.

3. The principles found in this respect to prevail in

the Hebrew language may be reduced to two : viz.

Apposition, and what has been termed The definite state

of construction, (Art. 143.)

4. By Apposition is meant, the juxta-position of two
or more words, being either different names for some

idea or thing, or, terms added for the purpose of pre-

senting it in a different point of view, or of otherwise

modifying and defining it : as, D^'^7^< HirT! Jehovah

Elohim. By the first of these, the reader is put in mind

of that Being alone, who had revealed himself to the

Jews under this name ; by the second, the name of any

Deity, either true or false. But, when these two are

thus combined, the sense of the latter is so restricted, as

to be applicable to none but the God of Israel. Again,
u
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in the example, 1)'! "^^^H the King David,* by the

first word, we shall understand the king, without knowing
what king is meant. It may be the king of Assyria,

Samaria, Egypt, or of any other country ;
when how-

ever the word David is added, the phrase becomes

perfectly definite. The first of these may be termed

Apposition of identity ; the second, of specification.

5. Apposition may, also, be either immediate, or me-

diate : immediate, when the words so connected have no

intervening word or particle : as, D^i/^^ ^^P\ 5 mediate,

when some such word, &c. intervenes : as, ^^Tyir] tV2 ^IL^\

Jesse the Bethlehemite.

6. Under this head we shall consider the construction

of attributives with their substantives, or, of either of

these when used as adverbs ; also nouns substantive used

as specificatives, i. e. when in apposition with others

signifying number, weight, measure, &c. : also the Pro-

nouns demonstrative, interrogative, and personal, when

added for the purpose of defining, specifying, or otherwise

restricting the significations of other words.

7. The other principle, just mentioned, by which two

or more words are so connected as to present one definite

idea, is that which regulates the juxta-position of two

or more substantives, or of attributives used as sub-

stantives,'\ which are not names for the same thing, but

Sophocl. CEdipus Rex. 1. 27 28, 6 iTvp(})6pos ^eos . . . .Xot/x6s exdia-rosf

&c.

t It is usual with writers on the Arabic Grammar to say, when speaking
of (what we term) adjectives or attributives, that they are put to stand for the

essence or being of the person or thing described, including also the properties

expressed by such words. So the Moolla Jami, on the Gram, of Ibn ul H^jib,

p. i'l, ^ t>^U ^^x c^Ij ^^ ^l\d ^Vi ^J^ y>^ t-ft*tf^l
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which, having a certain relation to one another, will, by
their combination, afford the idea oiproprietorship, mate-

riality, peculiarity, or the like, which exists between

them. This we term the Definite state of construction,

generally (Art. 143.); but, when the first of two,

or more, such words in construction is an attributive

used as a substantive, we shall for the sake of distinction,

term this the distinctive state of construction.

8. This construction may be either immediate or

mediate, as before, and for the same reasons.

9. The complements of all verbs (i. e. their objective

or other oblique cases, as considered in the Latin

Grammars), whether transitive, intransitive, or neuter ;

also the construction of prepositions, adverbs, or inter-

jections, we shall consider as regulated by one or other

of these principles.

Remarks,

218. All indefinite attributives, found in the predicates of pro-

positions, may be considered as in the state of immediate apposition

with the noun, either expressed or implied, which is the real pre-

dicate ; e. g. '^i'^'l ]^3D1 D'lnn
merciful and gracious (is) Jehovah^

Ps. ciii. 8, &c., which, Exod. xxxiv. 6, &c. is given
C-^nn bw

T\\r\\

l^an*] Jehovah (is) a God merciful and gracious. So the passage

C"^b^^"l^.
nba^S Jerusalem hath stumbled, might be thus fully

See also the same sentiment repeated under the L^^^> uy^^f and ^^^^-^

^^^^^*^. and Mr. de Sacy's Gram. Arabe, vol. i. p. 228. The same is found

to prevail in the Persian, Sanscrit, and Bengali. On the last, see Mr.

Haughton's Gram., p. 35. Art. 120. See also Lumsden's Pers. Grami, vol. i.

p. 147, &c. And the Lj^^o^^l >r^>^ ^f Shiva Ram. Calcutta ... .p.
* <5

.

u2
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expressed, "^V?^? ^^V ^i^^^^) Jerusalem (is) a city (that) hath

stumbled; and hence perhaps, ^bt^S is put in the feminine form.

So Gen. vi. 9, P^T4 ^^^ ^'^ TVoaA (was) a just man.

2. It is obvious from the first of these examples, that both D^H"!

and 1^2n, are to be considered as in apposition with ^S, which is

there implied, but is expressed in the second. In the last example

also, the real predicate is expressed (^^^), with which the following

word P***^? is in immediate apposition. In like manner, in the

Arabic, j^/ ^1, is put for f,J ^\ ^\ God (is) a bountiful God.

Hence, also the absence of the article universally after the negative

particles,
^^

,
^W

,
^

, U ,
&c. wo, not, &c. because the word, thus

negatived, must necessarily be a predicate, not a subject as in

the European languages.* Hence
j-fc ^|, <3^^^

^ <^Jl
(as to) God,

there is not a God besides him, &c. In all such cases as the above,

we have a Nominative absolute (Art. 216. 10.), or a Subject attended

by its predicate : e. g. as to Jehovah, {he is) a merciful and gracious

God: and so of the rest: in which the subsequent words may
also be considered as specific (Art. 217. 4.).

3. In all cases, in which both the subject and predicate are made

definite, we have nothing more than nouns placed in immediate

apposition ;
where the following ones may be considered as speci-

ficatives as before : and hence, the rules relating to the concordance

of the subject with the predicate will hold good in this point of

view also.

4. The construction of apparent nominatives with their verbs

has been shewn to be nothing more than nouns, &c., in immediate

apposition with the real nominatives ; and which must always agree

with them, either in a logical orformal point of view.

* We say in English, "No one came ; not so, in the Hebrew, &c. Here we

must say, Any one came not^ which is much more correct. So V.-^tc ^\

Ibn MUik, in the Alfia, ^ CJvS sU- Idf^ ^ ^5^ ^^ J*^^ U^ <-^

' ^jJ^ ^*^ government is such, that must accompany an indefinite word,

whether it be single or repeated.
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Of Words in Immediate Apposition with one another,

219. When two or more substantives, or attributives

used as substantives, are in Apposition, one of them at

least may be considered as occupying the place of

adjectives in other languages.* Examples of immediate

apposition: ^VJO D^ti^J^ men, a few, i. e. a few men,
Neh. ii. 12

; Ty'Q^ D'^ip?? words, truth, i. e. true words,
Prov. xxii. 21 : n^"]5 ^^ sheep, fatness, i. e.fat sheep,
Ezek. xxxiv. 20.

2. Examples in which the latter designates the mate-

rials, metal, &c. out of which the first is made : D^7-?5

Nouns put in apposition, may, as already observed, be considered in

two points of view : the one may be termed Identity, as in the phrase
D'ri^w rnrr Jehovah Elohim ; the other, Specijicationy as in the instances above.

This last is termed by the Arabian Grammarians jjf^^ specificatiorif

and is thus explained in the Hiddyat oon Nahve, p.
1*^ 'V^ ^^ J^^**"*^

o'^^ ];> ulfi^) ^; cJ^-^ ^^^ ^ fV^'
^^'^

ti/v* fWy^

jItXiU jJ^ ^j^ ^j^^, Ji^ Ijof 1|Plu H^^I j^_jJLcj
IXLJ*

(j'^f-j
tx^^

.bl
j! UL:^] LuAS

.XJJ C->II^^ L,pAfuJ "The (noun of) specifica-

tion h always indefinite^ and is placed after a noun of number, measure,

WEIGHT, DISTANCE, &c., iu wMck the signification is vague, in order to

render it specific : as, twenty men, two measures (termed J^) (of) wheat,

Two pounds (of) fat. Two measures (termed ^-^.^^^) (of) cotton :

or, when speaking of a single date {fruit, saying) i^* The cream. It is also

used when quantity is not meant ; as, a ring (of) iron, a bracelet (of) gold.

It sometimes comes after a sentence, in order to mark the thing referred
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?1P3 two talents (of) silver, 2 Kings v. 23; "IjJS'!''^

nij^nsn the oxen, the brass, i. e. brawn, 2 Kings

to with the greater precision ; as, Zaid (is) fortunate (in) person, or,

LEARNING, or (in his) tather." The following is the account given of it in

;Ae ^//"k of Ibn Malik : ^ J;j^' <r^^. *^* c^^ UT" l5^*^ /^^
^ ^ X -^ -

X ' *
^(,yy^ c-^^y^ / ''-' 'fits

'

X o^s^ c
.J^^ iJ/wX

jj;^.y^j i;^J:^^ ^'^' j^**^* ^/***
^^ i. e. A noun which,

o

in the signification of ^j^ o/*, explains something that is vague, is placed for

the sake of specification in juxta-position with the word so restricted : as, a

span (of) EARTH
;
a measure (termed _J;^) o/* wheat; two pounds o/' honey, or

of DATE FRUIT.

According to the opinion of El Akhfash, ^j^^A^n^ and Soheili
^^^^^^^9

as recorded by El Azheri (Schnabell's Com. on the Agrumia, p. '^f) and

condemned by him, this construction may be considered as a species of the

Izafaty or definite state of construction.

* We have a construction perfectly parallel to this, which M. de Sacy
has put down in his Gram. Arabe, (vol. ii. p. 110.), as anomalous; it is

given in these examples : viz. L-^vi^=sPl ^^'j^' the billets, (i. e.) of the wood,
^ ..

^

i. e. the wooden billets. So U-^^^li L^^^]^l, L^^^s^l ^jUL^I, and

<*-r-^g^' '^j^. So in the tale of Sindbad, by Langl^s,_^^^*^^ J^^

p. H=j and without the article L--'%>i>^
.y, p.

M. There is no reason

however for supposing, as M. de Sacy does, that this construction is modern,
for it also occurs in the Koran ; nor, that these are to be considered as nouns
in the definite state of construction. This construction may also be explained,

c

either by supposing the preposition ^^ to be omitted, as done by Ibn Malik

above, or by El Azheri, (i^j^j'^'f) in his Commentary on the Agrumia,

published by Schnabell, p. sr; or by supposing an ellipsis of the first word
'' "^ 99 c 9 ^

in each case: e.g. C^-vil^syi ^j^ (^^-^O ^A/'*^^ v o*", which is still better,
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xvi. 17; \^^ D'^n/ltO orders (rows) stone, i. e. of stone,

Exod. xxviii. 17.

3. So also, when the latter word points out only the

person, thing, &c. numbered, measured, or weighed ; the

preceding one, the name of the measure, &c. ; e. g.

D>p> D^.r?5^ two years, days, i. e. the space of two

years. Gen. xli. 1 ; CP^ t2U^5^ weeks, days, i. e. the

space of certain weeks, Dan. x. 3 ; ^'^^pii^ HD^'S an

ephak, (of) BARLEY, Ruth ii. 17 ; r\^b"nijp a seah (of)

FINE FLOUR, 2 Kings vii. 1.

See also Gen. xv. 1, Num. ix. 19, 20, xxviii. 23, 1 Kings xxii. 17,

Prov. xxii. 21, Is. x. 19, xxx. 20, 33, &c.

4. Apposition may also take place mediately, i. e. when

one or more words intervene between the nouns to be

thus construed.

Under this rule may be placed all those examples, in which

Schroederus has said,
"
Emphatica est construendi ratio" &c. (oyni,.

R. 18.), which, however, are nothing more than words put in

mediate apposition with others, i. e. having an intervening particle

expressed : which appears to have been added, rather for the

purpose of modifying the signification of the preceding word, than

for adding emphasis to the context : e.g.
^^^ T^^ '^^for he is in

evili i. e. in a calamitous situation^ Exod. xxxii. 22
; ^l*"]^ ^Tf''?

IN holiness (is) thy way^ Ps. Ixxvii. 14
; ^^P?? '^v'7^ "^t*^^ Jehovah

SHALL BE IN (or for) thy confidence^ Prov. iii. 26
; ^5^0^^ ^J'TS

*>t^p3 iJiQ Jjordf (is) among the sustainers of my soul, Ps. liv. 6.

by supposing each of these constructions as presenting instances of immediate

apposition. See also Josh. iii. 14, 2 Kings ix. 4, 1 Chron. xv. 27, 2 Chron. xv. 8,

Ps. lix. 6, Jer. xxxviii. 6 : where there seems to be an excess of the definite

article; which may be accounted for without having recourse to the ellipsis, as

Schroederus has done. Synt. R. III. See also Freylag's Hamasa, vol. i. p. 3.

* M. de Sacy remarks on the expression, ^^r^" ^J^ tj^ Lockman was

a wise (man), Gram. Arab., vol. ii. p. 74. ... '' enfin ^^^^ snge est \in
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See also Ps. Ixxxix. 14, cxviii. 7, Prov. xvi. 6, Is. xl. 10, Hos.

xiii. 9.

5. Words are sometimes put in the mediate state of

apposition by means of a conjunction. This is gene-

rally termed Hendiadys. Examples : DHt] "DJt a city

AND mother, i. e. mother city or metropolis, 2 Sam.

XX. 19 ; i"l'^i^3'' '"T?!? i^ Ramah, and in his own city,

i. e. i?i his city Ramah, 1 Sam. xxviii. 3
; D^i^hn ''^53

COIp?^!! .... in the shepherds' vessel, and in the hag,
lb. xvii. 40.

See also Is. xxxvii. 18, 2 Chron. xvi. 14, Ps. Ixvi. 20, Ixxiv. 16,

Dan. iii. 5, viii. 10, &c. And in the New Test., Mark xvi. 7, Acts

xiv. 13, xxiii. 6, Eph. ii. 3, &;c.

On the Nouns of Time and Place,

220. Under this head may be placed words, implying
the time, or place, in which any thing is done ; the

construction of which in the Arabic is considered as

absolute,^ These words may, therefore, be construed as

terme circonstantiel ou modificatif, un sur attribut . . . exprime sous une forme

adverbiale, e qui dquivaut k &'ir^t ou h (^^^^^y^J."
And in a note,

" C'est ainsi que Ton peut dire ^,'^^ ^J ^ ou ^-^*^^ ou ^^^^^^^ jj^ '>

a la lettre, non Zeidus mendacem, ou in mendaci, ou ex mendacibus" So

Sophocl. CEdip. Rex. 1. 287, ovk iv dpyots. Schol. to ovofia avrl eTnpp'jfiaros.

ovK apyois. Whence it will be seen, how easily nouns thus situated assume the

functions of adverbs.

* These are termed (J^/^^J ^j'-^^^Ji u-5j^, containers of time and place,

e.g. iJJjki^?^ Uy \ycyc ^ fast ye (for) days numbered; ^W**'*^' /Ul

hefore the mosque^ Gram. Arab. M. de Sacy, vol. ii. p. 50, 60, &c.
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if in the objective case, and as standing in need of no

intervening particle : e. g. D^D^ tD^'HJt^ two years (as to)

DAYS, the space of two years. Gen. xli. 1 ; 2\^"^ ^^^^^

/O^O'^^i? ^^^ ^^^ standing (in) the opening of the

tent. Gen. xviii. 1 ; /J^xn nng *TPJ[/1 and it stood (at)

THE OPENING of the tent, Exod. xxxiii. 9
; rritP 0^*73^

nST^^ standing (at) the eastern part of the altar,

2 Chron. v. 12.

As the construction of the numerals will, occasionally, require the

application of the other principle, which we have termed that of
"

definite construction" its consideration will be postponed till we

come to treat on that subject.

The preposition, however, is sometimes used : e. g.

Iiin H'^iiririg 13y.^Jp^ they stood beneath the mount,
Exod. xix. 18.

2. In all these cases, as the qualifying word appears to

have no formal connexion with the word qualified ; its

position may be termed absolute : and, in this point of

view, it may be said to have the same relation to the

word qualified, that an adverb has when used for the

purpose of qualifying a verb.

3. We sometimes, however, find a pronoun joined

with the first of such nouns : as, 12 ilD his garment

(of) linen. Lev. vi. 3 ; tJL/"*'pnp my refuge (of) strength,

Ps. Ixxi. 7. (See Art. 175. 12. 15.)

See also 1 Sam. xxii. 13, Is. xxxi. 7, Lam. iv. 17, Ezek. xvi. 27,

&c.

4. Attributives, being considered in the Hebrew as in-

cluding some substantive in their signification (see Art.

Examples of this description have been improperly laid down by Schrce-

derus, as being in the definite state of construction. Synt. R. 10.
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217. 7.) need not, when put in apposition with other

substantives, be made to agree with them formally, i. e.

in the same gender and number : e. g. 7v3 HliJ/ an

offering, a complete one, i. e. a complete offering,

1 Sam. vii. 9; H^in^ T)^^^ ')W'^ flesh in the field, torn

(flesh) i. e. flesh torn in the field, Exod. xxii. 30 ; D^f /

D^IV? for a people, for the desert-ones, i. e. for those

inhahiting the desert, Ps. Ixxiv. 14, &c. (See Art. 216.).

5. When, however, attributives are put in apposition

with substantives, they must agree with them in a logical

point of view at least ; i.e. if the substantive is either

definite, or indefinite, in signification, the attributive

must be made either definite, or indefinite likewise. As

to number and gender, the agreement is that of a predi-

cate with its subject (see Art. 215, &c.). And, with

respect to the order, it will be the same as before (Art.

212. 3.) : e. g. DDH ^*'^^ a man, wise, 2 Sam. xiii. 3 ;

njjl^^ Dn^m a ditch, deep, Prov. xxiii. 27 ; DH^y 0^31

many, hunters, Jer. xvi. 16; Tn)^T\ D'^'lH'^n the words,

THESE, Gen. xlviii. 1 ; MJ^TJl |^l?n the land, this, lb.

V. 4 ; D''*l7i3n
'^^'2. thy sons, the born ones, lb. v. 5.

6. Pronouns have the property of making the words

to which they are attached definite; and hence, in

the last example, the article is necessarily affixed to the

attributive, ^\iy^ . Hence also, it is only when the

antecedent is definite, that the relative pronoun ")^^?, or

any equivalent term being also definite, ought in any case

to be introduced: e. g. ^"^W T\nr\'l ^'^)^ Ht^k^n theO T '^ T - T V -: T T

woman, whom thou hast placed with me. Gen. iii. 12 ;

Tb^J )^^|t njf/h nr'^P who (is) this shepherd who

standeth^ Jer. xlix. 19; iiryT] HT^n t^^J^^n"'' who (is)
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THIS MAN, THE (onc) Walking, Gen. xxiv. 65. But this

rule is not rigidly adhered to in the Hebrew.
7. In some instances, however, the attributive appears to be

made definite, when the preceding substantive is not so : as, "T^^

D'^SSn D^DSy^ hy the hand of messengers, the coming ones, Jer.

xxvii. 3
; Q^^'l^O^'? ^^"^J? servants, the runaways, 1 Sam.

XXV. 10. But in these cases, we seem to have an Epanorthosis ;

thus, / mean those who are coming, &c. (see Art. 216. 4.) : and

hence, in all such, the Definite Article may be taken as equivalent

to"l??^5, Art. 179. 3.

8. In other cases, the latter is without the article when the first

is not ; as,
*TnN IMH the basket, one, Jer. xxiv. 2 : D mSH "^TVf^

Q^?"l in the eyes of the nations, many, Ezek. xxxix. 27 ; '^J??'?"^^

f^^^U the cart, new one, 2 Sam. vi. 3. But in these instances, we
have probably an ellipsis of one of the words so connected : e. g.

nn IM l^in as to the basket, one basket, &c. (Art. 218.) : or, the

latter word may be considered as specifc ; in which case the article

is necessarily omitted
;
and so of the rest. (Art. 219. with the note.)

9. Proper names are, to a certain degree, definite in their own

right; they do not, therefore receive the article. Nor will two

nouns in the state of definite construction admit of the article being

prefixed to the first : as, ^j^l "'?'^'!!T , or "jJ^^H l^'^n : because

in all these cases, the last word (whether it be a proper name and

therefore definite in itself, or, an appellative with an article) is

added for the purpose of defining the first
;
which will not then

admit of being made still more so, by the further addition of the

article.

10. There are, however, examples in which this doc-

trine, about the force of the article, seems to be contra-

vened ; and in order to be able to account for these,

it now becomes necessary to consider more particularly

the principles by which the use of the article is regulated.

On the Use of the Definite Article,

221. The Article is used for two purposes, generally

(Art. 180. 14) ; first, to point out any person, or thing.
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already mentioned or well known ; as, yi!^^ the earth.

Gen. i. 2, which had just been mentioned
; or, t^Dt^H

the sun. Secondly, to restrict the force of any generic,

abstract, or other noun, to the 'peculiar property^

quality, &c. expressed by such word; e. g. Gen. xviii. 25,

J/^"13 Y^'^a^far he itfrom thee to do after this manner,
to put to death righteous and evil ; so (that) the

RIGHTEOUS become as the wicked : or, and thus the man
characteri%ed as righteous shall he (considered and

treated) as the man designated as wicked. So lb. xiii. 7,

psn 3;i'' m ^^'\^r^^ ^^V.}^r\^^ and the Canaanite, and
the Perizzite, dwelt then in the land. So also with

respect to abstract nouns : 1 Kings vii. 14, i^Sl^^]

npi^So"^? r\\myh ^i^^n-nsi ^3^3;;^^-n^5^ D:2:^r\r]'h^

n^n|5 so, he is filled with the wisdom, and intelli-

gence, and knowledge, (necessary)ybr maJcing all work
in hrass,^ &c. So also. Gen. xxiii. 17, J^Jf/n ; Deut.

xxxii. 4, II^H; 2 Sam. xii. 7, C^^^ij^n, &c. So also.

* The following account, of the force of the Arabic definite article, is taken

from a treatise on the Arabic Syntax, printed at Madras in 1820, p.
^^^

U^ ^f<^^ ,^^ ^. J*f*^..
^ Jj^^ (^'' ^^ ,^ ^J^^ f^^,

<

ir^
^

U
j__^*til1

. . . (jmAs^' A> i<^^3 U^^ fy*^^^J^ J^.*^^ J^^ (^

i^'^h ^M^ ^^ L?*^J LS^^^ J^^ U^ ^ 'p^^ J

y^fj ^^jC9i il^ ^^J ^\ LaL^I
Ui'^ J^m ^ ^\ J Joft^.
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'^^ISn, *'?1t^n, "^Jl^n, see Art. 166.6.; and in Dl^n,

the day, to-day, 1 Sam. i. 4. See my note on Job i. 6.

So the Arab.
^^1. Dj/SH, Gen. ii. 23, Exod. ix. 27;

'^^I'^i Gen. xix. 34^ comp. ver. 35. In the same way.

/*^ L5^ ij^^l iji jasr* S\Ji\ j-^>- jj^ (^ ilL>^^) h<j^\

That which is made definite by the article (Jy is of four sorts. The first is

that in which intimation is raade of the character of a thing, as it exists

without reference to individual or individuals; as, The man is better than the

woman; whence is allowable, The red dinar
,
and the white dirhem (i. e. inti-

mating, in the one, gold by The red; and silver in the other, by The white).

This is termed The article of kind. The second is that, in which intimation

is made of an individual notion, conventionally allowed between the speaker

and the person spoken to, as to externals : as, The male is not as the female.

This is termed, The external convention. But this requires its being previously

expressed ; and, hence it is known that, when an indefinite word is made

definite by the article (i. e. on its second occurrence), such second word means

the same (person or thing) with the first: e. g. Even as we sent prophets to

Pharaoh, and he rebelled against the (i. e. these) prophets. The previous

mention of such word may, moreover, be dispensed with, wlien otherwise

attended : as. The General went out : when there is only one General in the

district. The third is that, in which intimation is made of the character

entertained in the mind of some individual; as, IJear the wolf will devour him.

This is termed The mental convention ; and is, as to sense, indefinite ; but, as to

expression, is subject to the government of the article, from its happening to

stand as the subject (of a proposition). The fourth is that, in which intimation

is made of the existing character entertained of all the individuals : as, The

man (all men) is certainly implicated in sorrow : in order the more clearly to

impress the exception following : viz., Except those who believe. This is termed

The article of immersion. Some of these distinctions are, perhaps, unnecessarily

nice. They have, however, this to recommend them : They unfold io us

the genuine notions of the Orientals on this very important and delicate

question.
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too, the prefixing of the article has been supposed to form

a sort of vocative case, as in TI??!!, O Baal (Art.

180. 14), and o Ofo?, Heb. i. 8, &c. But, in all such

cases, perhaps, we have some such exclamation as. The

God! &c. as such; the article being intended to mark

the property, xar \loyr[v, rather than any thing else.

On its application to words in apposition, see Art.

220. 5.

2. The reason of the rule seems to be this. These generic, or

abstract, nouns may be considered as names for the ideas for

which they severally stand ; and, therefore, as definite within them-

selves to a certain degree. But, as they may stand for any indi-

vidual of the species to which they belong, and, likewise, for every

individual, they may, therefore, represent whole classes. In this

case, the addition of the definite article can affect their signification

in no other way, than by giving a sort of importance, not to such

class or individual, but to the property expressed by its name.

And, again, any attributive, or substantive, receiving the definite

article, may be considered as expressive of the particular properties,

&c. meant by such word, with just as much propriety, as it can its

limited, or determinate, individuality.

3. Hence, we find words used as proper names, sometimes with,

and at others without, the definite article ; e. g. H"]*!!! the Jordan,

(properly, the River : T"!*^, or W^"^, in the Syriac, signifying to run,

flow, &c.) Jer. xii. 5, xlix. 19
;
but Job xl. 23, &c. Hll Jordan:

"^N'ln the Nile, i.e. the River: Gen. xli. 1, 2. 18. *^^"!, Isa. xix. 7,

xxiii. 3, Zech. x. 11
; psijyn the Libanus, Deut. iii. 25, &c.

; Ps.

xxix. 6, &c. 1 '^^Y, as a proper name
; ^P"]2rT i gam. xv. 12, &c.

bpnS Josh. XV. 55. So ll^Sn , and 1^? ; "lii^fn , and "Ti^?
. So

also in the names of men: P??*?* Num. xiii. 22. 28; PJ^, Deut.

ix. 2; ^T^^^^^ 2 Sam. xxiv. 16; ^'i^'?n Ezek. xxxviii. 2, &c.*

See Nold. Concord. Part, annot. and vind. p. 855, &c.

In the <Uiil ^ j^^\ u-jW by Essoyiiti, we have the following

remark to this effect: cJj)lt iU^d Jli Ai^^ UjI C->]^li Jji' ^Ji
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4. This sometimes takes place also, when a proper name, com-

pounded of two words, is put in the definite state of construction ;

as,
^Snn nrip Neh. xi. 25, but ^Sin n>np Gen. xxiii. 2. So

n^nysri ni^i? jer. xxvi. 20, but nn?'; nn|? josb. ix. 17, &c.

So 1 Sam. xvii. 34, ^I^^T and ^'"^H, are put for a lion, and a bear,

not <Ae /ion, &c. See also Mr. de Sacy's Gram. Arab., vol. i.

pp. 3268, vol. ii. p. 276, &c.

5. Some appellatives which are much in use, seem to take the

article by way of distinction:* as, "^^^U t?ie rvell, Exod. ii. 15;

"^^Sn the servant. Gen. xviii. 7, &c. just as we use the corresponding

words in English, without intending to make the word definite;

which is just what the Arabian Grammarian, cited on Art. 221, styles

the case of " mental convention" For a similar reason, perhaps,

others omit it : as, ^"1 "H!?? great king, for the great king, Ps.

xxi. 2, xlv. 16, xlviii. 3, xlix. 7, Ixii. 1, Esth. i. 9. So tl^^t??, for

wmr\ Ps. Ixxii. 17, Jer. xxxi. 35, &c. So V^J??, for ni7. Ps.

ii. 2, Job iii. 14, xxxv. 11, &c. ; and D'^H^^., frequently for

^ ^ ^ **

It

7/* tV 6e asked, Why is El"Farat with the article? and why has the article been

added? The answer is, that this is allowable in all proper names, the origin of

which is AN attributive; as, ^^^*Ji El Abbas; Vi.^vsr' El Harith.

And, as to El Farat, its signification is, the sweet water ; as it is said in tlie

Koran,
" And we will surely water you with sweet water,^* (Sur. 77.). See

Weiske on the Greek Pleonasms, p. 23, edit. 1813
; Freytag's Hamasa, p.

*

line 16, &c.

This the Arabs term ^iuUJI prevalency, i. e. a sort of antonoraasia. So in

the Greek, 6 iroirjrrjs : 6 i)v, kuX 6 rjv, Ka\ 6 ep^ofievos. See also Freytag's

Hamasa, p.
1 But these examples are identical with those given above, in

illustration of the peculiar property, quality, &c. So the Arab, adage^

aJtyx^ ^ (*.^iJo JJJilx* u^j^ fM\ The learned man in the land of

his nativity (is) as the gold in its mine. This use of the article as often found

also with abstract nouns, nouns signifying metals, &c., the Arabs occasionally

term ^UflA>.l, peculiarity.
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D^'H^^n , &c. see No. 3. But here, as in No. 4, the frequent

occurrence, perhaps, of such words, and hence the certainty of their

meaning, has made the addition of the article unnecessary.

6. When two nouns are in the state of construction^ the Definite

Article, if necessary, can be prefixed to the last only : as, "'P.^

0''^J^7 the two men, Josh. ii. 4
;

"^"^^^n v*^"'? the great men of the

city, 2 Kings x. 6. ^^.vlT TJ'^ tender of the heart, the coward, Deut.

XX. 8. See Gen. xli. 27, xxxvii. 3. 23. (Art. 220. 9.) To the last

of two in a compound ; as, "'^n?^ ^"^5 the Bethlehemite, 1 Sam.

xvii. 58. (Art. 166. 7.) ^l^? ^""^ the agriculturist. Gen. ix. 20,

&c. There are instances, however, in which this rule seems to be

contravened: as, r\>^^n linwn >Si^3 Josh. iii. 14; nis_^n ^r\'0

^smn, Exod. xxxix. 17; H?"? Dyn-bj, Ezek. xlv. 16, &c.

Comp. Gen. xxxi. 13, Judg. xvi. 4, 2 Kings xvi. 14, Ps. cxxiii. 4,

&c. But all such instances are elliptical ; e. g. Josh. 1. c. ''^^^

^''"Ir^D Tl*^^ 1"^"^?^^ the hearers of the ark, the ark of the covenant.

See Art. 180. 15, note; also Exod. xxxviii. 21, Numb, xxxii. ],

&c. So also with a pronoun added: as, vlj^S? ^*'^?> Josh,

vii. 21. Comp. Lev. xxvii. 23, 2 Kings xv. 16, Micah ii. 12, Josh,

viii. SS, Ps. Ixxxi. 11, ciii. 4, Is. ix. 12. But, in some of these

instances, particularly the last,
H is probably to be taken in the

sense of "^^^. See Art. 179. 3. In others, interrogatively. lb.

and Nold., p. 213. seq., with the notes, &c.

7. Proper names of men never take the Definite Article; as^

Dn^jriN Abraham, "T'l'^T David, &c. Those of rivers and places

sometimes do; as, "'pn Josh. vii. 2. Comp. Numb, xxiii.
14^

1 Sam. vii. 16, &c. In such cases as n2inwn, 2 Sam. xxiv. 16,

the ^ probably stands for "^^^j, or may be used distinctively, as in

^prjsn, V^P^'i'n^ &c. Arab. <^yW', ^juuUxll, &c. above.

8. Some personal pronouns, with the Demonstratives, H?;, nb^T,

?^, and *^^^, although definite in themselves, will when following

as qualifying terms, receive the Definite Article ; as, S^inn, Gen.

xxviii. 11. 19, &c.; ^''^kJ ,
Exod. iii. 8, &c.; ^^>TJT^, Numb. ix. 7,

&c.; ^^TJf^i 1 Sam. xvii. 28, &c.; Httn, Gen. xxviii. 20, &c.;

n^hr}^ Gen. XV. 18
; bSH, Gen. xix. 8

; H^^^. Gen. xv. 17, &c.

In all which cases, it seems rather to be distinctive, than definite.

See Nold. p. 220, &c.
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Adverbs and other qualifying Terms.

222. Words generally construed as Adverbs are

nothing more than nouns substantive, attributives, infini-

tives, or particles, put in Immediate, or Mediate, appo-
sition with those which they are intended to qualify.*

The order is regulated as before (Art. 212. 3.). Ex-

amples of such words in Immediate apposition ; lipS

"^i^lp^ visiting,\ I Jiave visited (or, will surely visit) ;

^li^'T! ^W^ ^^^^^^ 2^^'l so the Philistine approaches

rising early and remaining late, i. e. early and late,

1 Sam. xvii. 16. See also Gen. xix. 9, xxxi. 15, xlvi. 4,

Numb. xi. 15, 32, xvi. 13, xxiii. 11, xxiv. 10, Josh,

xxiv. 10, &c. In many cases another Infinitive is added,

as in f\^y\ .... v>^ '^7.1 so he went on proceeding and

weeping, i. e. weeping more and more, 2 Sam. iii. 16.

See also Gen. viii. 7, Josh. vi. 13, Judg. xiv. 9, 1 Sam.

vi. 12, 2 Sam. xv. 30, &c.

2. Examples of such words in Mediate apposition
with others, i. e. with some particle or other word or

The construction is here, as before, absolute or independent when imme-

diate. This is termed by the Arabian Grammarians (J^' i. e. the state ; and,

as it consists of one or more words, added for the purpose of qualifying either

the subject or object of a verb, it must necessarily be an attributive. Mr. de

Sacy seems to have confounded the u'^', with the J^;^^ , which latter is

always a substantive. The principle, however, is the same in both.

fci

+ Ibn Malik says, on the use of the Infinitive thus added, '^V^y L--^^;^J

'^J ^'^J^ {j'^J^ LUj*jS
. JJ.fi

jI ^jX^ Uy ^1 It is selected

either to give emphasis, or to specify, or to intimate number; zs, I went two

journeys^ or, on a journey of observation.'^ So in the Greek, os av KaTa(})vyo3v

KaracjyvyTj eV tovtovs. Herodot, iv. 23. See Weiske's Pleonas. Graec, Ed.

1813, pp. 9. 15. 27. Bos. Ellipses Grace, p. 3, Edit. 1813.

X
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words intervening : T^5557 ^5^'IW ^^^ giveth food to

abundance, i. e. abundantly, Job xxxvi. 31 ; ini^l

^^3nn3 they fled in becoming hidden, i. e. secretly,

Dan. X. 7, &c. Comp. 1 Sara, xxiii. 13, Jer. xi. 11, Gen.

XXV. 32, xlvii. 29, Exod. xiv. 11, &c.

3. In all these cases, specification is obviously the purpose for

which such words have been introduced. With verbs, these will

necessarily be construed as adverbs
;

with nouns, as adjectives,

attributes, or the like. The addition of the particle can have no

other influence, than that of uniting the force of the several terms

used, for the purpose of giving perspicuity to the whole.

4. Hence, when it is necessary to express the com-

mencement, repetition, hurry, progress, the power of

effecting, the intensity, certainty, &c. of, any action, pas-

sion, &c. this may be done, either by putting two verbs

in the tense and person" suitable to the passage, with, or

without, the copulative conjunction ; or, by one verb

only in such tense and person, and the other either in

the Infinitive, or in the Participial, form :^ e. g. W^^ /HH

*
This, according to the Moolla Jami, is done for the purpose of rousing the

hearer, or to obviate the supposition of mistake in the speaker (Com. on Ibn

ul Hajib, p. fre-l). His words are: ^^ ^d^]jj^ ^ijj
U ClXjij

1^1 jjli 4jyo. ^jJl v^^j . kUll
jACuJb

jdli, ^^ ^1 ^Ul
^j <-rdr^ ^j^ 3^ '^j '^J ^j^ y^ : "and this," he adds, "is done by

repeating the word : as, He struck (i. e.) Zaid, Zaid : or, he struck, he struck

(i. e.) Zaid. But it is not to the repetition of the same words, that this rule is

confined ; any other words may be added, as the sense may require. So

Zuzeni on the Moallakah of Antara, Ed Menil. v. 5 : .
.jUilj; -"^y^l^

J-c -^Uj <lU ^jjI ^JU) '&!>Jo JU Ui* joi'Uil ^ s-y2^ W^^ t**^

*^^^.^ i. e. The becoming void and desert. These words are conjoined for

the purpose of strengthening the passage, just as the poet Tarafat has said,

When I come near him, he wanders and separates from me." So also Weiske

Isagoge, . 16, and Winer's Grammar of the New Testament, p. 91, Edit.

Andover, 1825.
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begin, possess, i. e. begin to possess, Deut. ii. 31 ;

Dlj3 I^^^T . . . nj ^n^T so Noah begins . . . and plants

a vineyard, i. e. to plant, Gen. ix. 20; ^5*'P'i^ ^^

'^7"'^^'li?1 do not repeat, (that) they call thee, i. e. do not

allow them again to call thee. Is. xlvii. 1 ; nW ^}\
and he repeats sending, i. e. he sends again. Gen.

viii. 10; h^^i ^P^ ^^^ I add not to revile, i. e. I will not

revile again, lb. v. 21 ; T^ril "inpril so she hastes and

puts down, i. e. hastens to put down. Gen. xxiv. 18 ;

K3 IP"|n5 jt^i'ip why have you hasted coming ? i. e. to

come ? Exod. ii. 18
; DoS^l ^1^^*^ ^^3^ ptni ^iTS inT

D'*7T. ^o David (was) proceeding, and becoming strong ;

but the hov^e of Saul (was) proceeding and becoming

weah, i. e. David becomes gradually stronger, &c. 2 Sam.

iii. 1 ; i3"n^5 75^^^ / may be able, (that) we may smite

him, Numb. xxii. 6
; Hri/^J nV"}?3 Let us spread out,

let us send, i. e. let us send out extensively, 1 Chron.

xiii. 2. The force of the paragogic H will presently be

considered. In many cases, however, the Infinitive will

be preceded by a preposition ; as, HKH^ f^^ he saw, Gen.

xxiv. 30, XXV. 26, xxxiii. 10, 1 Sam. xxv. 2, Ps. xhi. 4,

where their force is, in some respects, not unlike that

of the Latin Gerunds.

5. The repetition of nouns, or particles, is often re-

curred to, for the purpose of denoting distribution,

diversity, comparison, or the like : e. g. li^Il D?3^ D^5^

ni"'7S TWO (and) two) came they to Noah, Gen. vii. 9 ;

17^ \^y\ ")"T[^ l'^3 between flock and between flock. Gen.

xxxii. 17 : Ij^Sn nfjnS iHK '\^^!t\ and let them collect

it MORNING by MORNING, Exod. xvi. 21 ; nSil^ 15^^] 15^

n|0p1 STONE and stone, a great and a small (one), i. e.

diverse weights, Deut. xxv. 13 ; II^T 3^1 D^3 ew heart

x2
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and HEART they speah, i. e. while they profess one thing

they mean another, Ps. xii. 3; l?^^ ]niD5 DJ^/D r)^r^\

V^l^^ it shall he, like peojyle like p?iest, like servant

LIKE master, &c., Isa. xxiv. 2 ; ni^iJ V^^^ ^^ ^D^? fi'-^

my STRENGTH (was) then, even so (is) my strength now.

Josh. xiv. 11.

6. When, moreover, any demonstrative pronoun is so

used, or a singular personal pronoun, referring to an

antecedent in the plural number ; distribution is generally

intended : e. g. Hf^^ HT this to this, i. e. one to another,

Exod. xiv. 20; DTP 11^1 tl^D 171 wallfrom this,

and a wallfrom this, i. e. on each side. Numb. xxii. 24
;

nin^ i^njl ^^^i^'^i* HDH'??)^ i^5?n"^3 when thou goest
to the war against thy enemies, and Jehovah shallgive

him, i. e. wholly, or every one of them, Deut. xxi. 10
;

i^SypI D^L^^^Stn "^J^-n^ nf^r\ nfrr[ so the woman takes

BOTH OF the men a7id hides him, i. e. wholly, or each one

of them, Josh. ii. 4.

7. The context will always shew us, whether we are to consider

these repetitions emphatical, or distributive. There are, however,
instances of repetition which fall under neither of the preceding

heads, but v/hich are to be ascribed to the simple and unpolished

usage of a venerable antiquity. Such is the repetition of the

word "^"^l? ,
I Kings ii. 4, &c. of whole sentences : as, Gen.

vi. 22, xiii. 5, 6, xiv. 5, 8, xxiv. 37, 1 Sam. x. 9. the introduction

of words apparently superfluous ; as,
** he lifted up his eyes, feet,^'

&c. Gen. xiii. 10, xviii. 2, xxix. 1, Dan. x. 5 :
*' he put forth his

hand" Gen. viii. 9, 2 Kings vi. 7, &c. ; "they arose" Josh,

xviii. 4;
*' and it came to pass

"
T^:!!, ^V?)'^ and "behold" ^l^f?

passim. These apparently superfluous terms are, however, of

immense importance to the unity and perspicuity of the context.*

* See also Weiske on the Greek Pleonasms, Isagoge, 15, &c., Ed. 1813.
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On the emphatic repetition of Words^ or Phrases,

223. If, upon the addition of one word or phrase,

another will be made more definite, specific, &c., then,

upon the repetition of either, a still greater definiteness,

perspicuity, energy, fervency, or the like, will be given to

the context :* e. g. D^J^nH D3^P")'^P ^y\\l; )y\\l} turn ye,

TURN YE, from your evil ways, Ezek. xxxiii. 1 1 ; ll'^l

IH'^'I D5?i^3 CONTEND with your mother, contend ye,

Hos. ii.4; h^H Hi.T ^^^"^ nl.T' by^n ni.T by^r^ the

temple of Jehovah, the temple of Jehovah, the temple

OF Jehovah (are) these, Jer. vii. 4 : i.e. They insisted

that the idols which were called Temples, {^0^^* see

Pococke's Spec. Hist. Arab., p. 91.) really contained the

Deity : a principle of heathenism still prevailing in the

East. For similar expressions, see Is. xxxviii. 19, xliii. 25,

Ps. xciv. 3, Cant. vii. 1, &c.

2. So with the pronouns : '*7"''p'?5p1 *'35^9 'my high

tower, and my deliverer for me, i. e. 7ny sure deliverer,

Ps. cxliv. 2
; ^'^Pnn ^3 ^ry\D in: '>9 who will put MY

death, I, in the place of thee ! i. e. O that some one

had slain me, even me, instead of thee ! 2 Sam. xix. 1
;

^b^\ UTS^ DD'"").-??'' ^nd YOUR carcases (even) you shall

fall. Numb. xiv. 32. See Artt. 216. 4. 219. 5.

So n33?l?7^^ l^^^P ,
masc. and fem. i. e. every species of

support, Is. iii. 1. See the Concessus of Hariri by Schultens,

p. 36, and the Moallakah Antarae by Menil (Liigd. Bat. 1816.),

V. 71, A^^^ i<^^ , with the Scholia of Zuzeni, at p. 113.

* For similar examples in the Arabic, see Mr. de Sacy's Gram., vol. ii.

iiit. 671 2676; Moolla Jami's Commentary on the Kafia, p. ^^,^. And
wilh the pronouns, Mr. de Sacy's Gram., vol. ii. pp. 359, 360. Ed. 1810.
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3, Hence also, words put in the plural number, (which

according to our system, consists of the juxta-position

of two words) may be considered as emphatical : e. g.

D^i'7^5l^ God; D'^y-T.^ Lord; D'^'?;;^ Baal; n'iir\t^^_ Ash-

tarotk, Venus; niDDH real wisdom^ kc, by way of

eminence, and which may hence be termed the plural of
excellence.^

On Nouns pvi in the Definite State of Construction,

224. Of this Construction or Regimen, as it has been

sometimes called, there are two kinds (see Artt. 143.

217. 7.). The first we have termed the Definite, the

second the Distinctive, state of Construction ; merely
to denote the different kinds of words thus used.

2. Of the definite state of construction, we may reckon

two kinds : viz. the Immediate, and the Mediate. The

Immediate is that which presents two, or more, substan-

tive nouns (not being names for the same thing) so

connected that the idea, conveyed by them, becomes

sufficiently defined for the purposes of the speaker or

writer. The Mediate is that, in which this is done by
the intervention of one or more of the particles. f

* In the former editions of this work, nrana, Behemoth was placed under

this head. But see my Translation, &c., of Job xl. 15, with the notes.

t The truth is, however, the particles themselves are really nouns, as already
intimated

; and, when they intervene, the construction is either that of appo-

sition, or, of definile construction, or both. We have adopted the term

Mediate, both here and in Art. 217.5, in order to conform to the usual mode of

considering these skeletons of words. Hereafter, perhaps, we may get rid of

this distinction. According to the doctrine of the Arabian Grammarians,

every example of Immediate construction that can occur, may be resolved by

an equivalent Mediate one : e. g. ^^J ^^ the slave of Zaidf is, according
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3. Examples of nouns in the definite state of con-

struction, termed Immediate: "S^^y^"^^ caj)tain (of) his

host, 1 Sam. xxvi. 5 ; D^J<^33n-^:? ^W^r^^ of the wives

(of) the sons (of) the prophets, 2 Kings iv. 1
; n"l?>"">'"T^^

the river (of) Euphrates, Gen. xv. 18 ; ni^PI TV^p. the

town (of) Khu%oth, Numb. xxii. 39 ; \l^]l'm "rb^n:!^ the

virgin (of) the daughter (of) my people, Jer. xiv. 17.

4. In these and all similar passages, this juxta-position of words

has the property of defining the idea presented by the first, just

as that kind of apposition does, to which we have given the

term Identity. But, should it be necessary further to dejine such

combination, this is done either by prefixing the definite article^ or

hy affixing a pronoun to the last of these, as the case may require ;

as in 1 Sam. xxvi. 5, and 2 Kings iv. 1, above. In the following,

the idea presented by the first of the words so placed, is made

more distinct or specific^ just as it is by that state of apposition,

which we have termed specific. It will readily be seen, that the

distinctions here mentioned, can arise only from the character of

the qualifying terms, in each case. Examples: tt^Tfpn >1^2l

I garments (of) holiness, i. e. holy or sacred garments, Exod. xxix. 29 ;

T>y% . .. 1?? a stone, or weight (of) justice, i.e. a just weight,

Deut. XXV. 15 ; D'^'^^3?? HtpW a wife (of) youth, i. e. a young wife,

or, it may signify, a wife married in one's youth, Isaiah liv. 6. See

also Gen. xli. 42, Exod. xi. 2, Judg. viii. 13, 1 Sam. i. 11,

Jer. xi. 20, &c.

to them, equivalent to *^Ji ^^' So ^^3 JU-
^ to ^^ (^ iJo- a ring

CXG^O PC" G-'C^O S ^ S (^ ^

o/'Coroutof) silver ; and ^^\ ^ ,
to *^\ ^^ j-3lj ^j^ i. e. a utroke

or hlow of to-day, to a stroke or blow happening to-day. See the Shurho

Moolla Jami, p. '''', &c. This process, according to my notions, is making
the construction less simple than it stood originally ; in other words, it is

making a plain matter ditficult, by placing a greater number of words in con-

struction than in the original example. It shews, however, that both signify

the same thing. See Art. 219. 4. note.
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5. The case will be the same, should a sentence stand in the

place of the qualifying word:* e. g. Vl^m^I^VT,^^ H?^ a lip

(or language of which) / knew noij 1 heard, Vs. Ixxxi. 6
; ^^'^ ^ITp.

ITDS the acquisition (of that which) he made, they have lost, Jer.

xlviii. 3Q
; D^P ^?^W ^^ ''Trl into the hands (of those) / am not

able to rise against, Lam. i. 14-. See Ps. Ixv. 5, cxxix. 6, Jer.

ii, 8, &c.

6. This construction, however, will admit of more than one

solution. For, first
;

If we consider the particles, &:c. as nouns,

which I believe we ought to do, we shall have nothing more than

an immediaie state of construction, with the preceding word in the

proper form for such a state (Art. 171.). And, 2dly, If we suppose

the relative pronoun ^'^'^. n<ho, which, &c. to have been omitted by
the ellipsis, which has been preferred by Schroederus, the con-

struction will also be explained.

7. In some cases, however, the order is inverted, and has hence

been termed Hypallage ;
e. g. D'^?''P HP? argentum scoriarum,

for scoriae argenti, Prov. xxvi. 23
; C^r^V^ 151P ohlatio lignorum,

for ligna oblationum. See also Lev. v. 15, vii. 21, xxii. 4, Deut.

xii. 3, Josh. ii. 6, 1 Kings xvii. 14, Ezek. xxi. SO, Esth. ix. 19.

8. As this combination takes place, only for the

purpose of presenting some one definite idea to the mind,

should it be necessary further to define or qualify the

terms used by the addition of any pronoun, the definite

article, &:c.
;
such pronoun, &c. will generally be added

to the last : e. g. ^W^p^ "^L^ the mountain (of) my holiness,

i. e. my holy mountain, Ps. ii. 6 ; ^SP5 v'D? the images

(of) thy silver, i. e. thy silver images, Isaiah xxx. 22 ;

* A similar practice exists in the Persian, with respect to the vowels which

mark the state of construction : e. g. \^y^j '^^^^^ the time of going, &c. So

ij^ ^_5? ^"-^'^jyL
^^^ '^i'l "f (I'ii^ who is) without a when, i. e. is eternal.

But in these cases both ,j^j and {^y^ ^may also be considered as nouns.
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n^Nin ili3jt/iin "^^j/ the peoples (of) abominations, these,

i. e. these abominable people, Ezra ix.l4.

See also Exod. xxviii. 38, Neh. ix. 14, Ps. iv. 2, lix. 18, ex. 2,

cxix. 123, Is. ii. 20, xxx. 22, xxxi. 7, Dan. ix. 24. For similar

constructions in the New Testament, see Rom. vii. 24, Col. i. 13,

&c.

9. In the preceding examples, the qualified, and qualifying, noun

have been considered as in juxta-position with one another
; still

this is neither necessary, nor is it always found
; for, in some

instances, we have the intervention of particles, such as the definite

articlef Art. 221. 6, &c.
;

in others, whole words or phrases : e. g.

D^^tt^l V^i? D'^ribM nini nitt737 The Lord God's making (of) the

earth and heavens, Gen. ii. 4
; ^Hl?"!^

tt^^'S ni^D Xihpp the

SENDING GIFTS of each man to his friend, Esth. ix. 19
;

"^" D^^Sl
P^"1P IN Sargon's sending him. Is. xx. 1.

See also Gen. vii. 6, Josh. xx. 3, Is. v. 24, xx. 1, Prov. xxv. 8,

&c. Storr thinks these examples are not to be considered as

in the state of construction, but to be accounted for in some

other way (Observ., p. 282.). I believe it is of little importance
whether we consider them in this point of view, or as in apposition

with the preceding noun, or otherwise qualifying it, the end arrived

at is precisely the same in every point of view : the only question

here being, whether one or more words do not parenthetically

intervene between such qualified, and qualifying terms. That such

is the case, perhaps, there can be little doubt
; and, as the usage of

the language, in this particular, is all we wish to ascertain, we need

not be very anxious as to the terms used, particularly where no

change of vowels or consonants can be appealed to as decisive on

the subject. The parallelism of the following passage requires

that the construction be considered as definite : ^Q^ tO^tt? 1-1tt?N ''irf

''P^l ^Tl? M-*n"n^^^ Ashshur, the rod ofmy anger : even tlie rod

is he, for their sake, or, in their hand, op my wrath,* Is. x. 5.

So in the Arabic u^9^ ^^. H^ C-^UX]I k^ U^ just as the book

was written by the hand, one day, of a Jew. See Giam. Arab. M, de Sacy,

vol. ii. p. 1256.
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10. Great care should be taken in translating passages found in

this state of construction, i. e. in considering whether the last of

such words is to be taken in an active, or passive, sense : e. g.

DSiD
riQ"]r7 the reproach of Moah, Zeph. ii. 8, is not to be under-

stood as the reproach afflicting Moab, but that which they inflict

on others. So Tl?? ^^^n Ps. Ixxxix. 51, the reproach of thy

servants, is that which they suffer, not that which they inflict.

In like manner,. .. .C)*'?^?''''''!? ^^^T} the rioZence (exercised by the)

inhabitants, Ezek. xii. 19; but ^?T: ^5?....^^Q the violence

(suffered by the) children of Jeruhbaal, Judg. ix. 24. ^T^j2?t

the cry of the poor, Prov. xxi. 13: but Q'^9 '^'^?- ^^^^ ^^V (^^~

cited by the oppression) of Sodom, Gen. xviii. 20. The same holds

good with reference to the pronouns. See Gen. xvi. 15, l. 4, Jer.

li. S5, 2 Sam. xvi. 12, Is. xxi. 2, Ps. xcviii. 8, Ivi. 13, &c. See

also Art. 146. 8. note.

11. The following are examples of what has been

terraed the " Mediate state of construction," i. e. when

the connexion of nouns thus situated is, in one way or

other, defined or modified by the intervention of one or

more of the particles
^

^4^^? ")^?n a hoar out of the

forest, i. e. of theforest, or, a forest hoar, Ps. Ixxx. 14 ;

pinnj} D^'^lSt^ people of, orfrom a distance, i. e. distant.

Is. xlix. 1.

See also Exod. i. 14, Ps. xc. 4, Cant. iii. 8, Jer. v. 6, &c. Of

this kind are the passages *'"?^7
"^
'^?^ ^? ^ psalm of David,

of Asaph ;
HD 7l??7 "^?^^5 which (is) Solomon's, i. e. belonging to

Solomon, Cant. i. 1, &c., where the proprietor, author, possessor,

or tlie like, is designated.f

If we consider these particles as nouns, which we may do, all these

cases may be resolved into those of Immediate construction or apposition, as

before. New Test., John iii. 31, vi. 31, Rom. iii. 26, iv. 16, Gal. iii. 7, 8, &c.

t It has already been remarked (Art. 224. 2.), that the Arabian Gram-

marians consider every construction of this kind, as equivalent in signification

to those, in which the particle is not introduced. In most cases, however, the

particles tend to define the relation more specifically.
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12. This rule, however, with its exemplifications, coincides with

the corresponding one given under the article of Mediate apposition

(Art. 219. 4.), i. e. the preceding word generally suffers no abbre-

viation, either in the quantity of its vowels, or in the number of its

consonants. The words so connected may, by taking the particle

as a noun, all be considered as in Immediate apposition. In the

following cases the first, so connected, is put in the dejinite state of

construction, e.g. H?^.?? '''?.Q^P . . . . "^P.^? ''P'^?^ those arising

early in tlie morning .... lingering after the twilight^ Isa. v. 1 1
;

Tyyt^^ V"?.?? ^^'^^ dwellers in the land of the shadow of death,

lb. ix. 1, although a particle follows in each case.

See also 2 Sam. i. 21, Ps. ii. 12, Ixxxiv. 4, Isa. xiv. 19,

xxviii. 9, Jer. xxiii. 23, Ezek. xiii. 2, xxi. 17, &c. So also with

the conjunction 1 ; as, ^Pll ^^P^^ wisdom and knowledge, Isa.

xxxiii. 6. With ^W : as, ^^^^ T^ pl^ there is no deliverer (of)

from their hands, Lam. v. 8.

1 3. It must appear from these passages, that, either the particle

singly, here found so influencing the preceding word, must have

been considered as a noun, or else the following context as a

whole must have been supposed to exercise the influence, which

the second of the nouns in construction usually does. See Art,

217. 5.

14. Cases will occur, moreover, in which either a noun, already

definite, or two nouns, already in construction, will require to be

placed before another, or more nouns, in a similar regimen. In

all such cases, a preposition will precede the last of these : e. g.

'^
"^P^l V ''T'^ my love (is) mine, and I (am) his. Cant. ii. 16

;

ly^^li ^^ CJ";? 'n-'l'^? Ahram (is) blessed op God most high :

where the whole proposition, rendered particular by the proper
name Abram, is in a state equivalent to that of construction with

^W^ following : ibs-bp^ nin-inn 'nbs The God of the spirits

OP ALL FLESH, Numb. xvi. 22. comp. Lev. xiv. 54 ;
2 Sam. ii. 8

;

Hag. i. 1 ; Gen. vii. 11 : see my Lexicon, p. 317 : 1 Kings xv. 23.

In Gen. xlvi. 26, we have a transposition, viz. '^^^D ^'??Ll"b3

^VT^?,, for T^^'^ri np?:^ tt7Q|n-b3, Every soul (person) of Jacob,

which came, <5-c. So the Arab. ^^^ tUxJJ e, g. ^^J, *^ Zaid's

servant. In many such cases ^
,
or '^'^^., will be introduced, as

''v^ ^P"]? my vineyard which (is) mine : i. e. my own vineyard.
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Cant. i. 6; n6hpb n^h? D^TtS^n n^tZ?, The song of songs,
WHICH (is) Solomon's, lb. 1. comp. lb. iii. 7; 1 Kings vi. 22;
2 Chron. i. 6

; Gen. xli. 43.

On the Distinctive State of Construction.^

225. It has, been remarked (Art. 217. 7.), that in cases

of this sort, the preceding word to be qualified must

always be an attributive. The effect here produced is,

that of rendering distinct, or specific, the person or thing

designated by such attribute ; the qualified word being

always an attributive, involving the signification of a

substantive (lb.), e. g. HVjt/n 71^5 great (of) coimsel,

I. e, a great being, ^c. (of) counsel, or counselling being,

Jer. xxxii. 19 ; ^^^^if'l l^iTjp tke holy (one of) Israel,

Isa. i. 4 ; "^"jl'^D^DI!^ those 'perfect (of) way, i. e. men of

perfect way, Ps. cxix. 1 ; rn")"?^^^^ low (of) spirit, i. e.

an humble man, Prov. xxix. 23
; T\ST\\ Xy^%^l^ the anointed

of the Lord, 2 Sam. i. 14.

This kind of construction is termed by the Arabian Grammarians

iLxhLftlil ^U^l i. e. verhal constructionf in order to distinguish it from that,
pa ''cc-o/^ -^ ''

which we have termed " the definite," which they style ^^-f^-^f ^\^.fj

the logical, or significant, construction. It is curious enough to observe,

that they exemplify this sort of construction in three different ways ; which

may serve to shew, that, in fact, they all amount to the same thing in

meaning : e. g. ^'^J {^**^^^
handsome (of) face, in immediate apposition

c " 9 -^ y

^s-^ ^j***^*-
handsome (of) face, in the state of definite construction ; and

.-? C ^ ii -^ -^

Vt^5 {J'**''^
^^' when the latter, or defining, word is put absolutely, and con-

s' o'

strued as a noun of specification, JJ<^^^ . See M, de Sacy's Arab. Gram.,

vol. ii. p. 161, &c. So Rev. xii. 1. yvvfj 7repi^8Xr]iJ,VT) rbv rjXtov.

Arab. ^/'-'^' <X^%aLc SL.10'.
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See also Gen. xxxv. 29, Exod. xxxv. 22, Ps. xxiv. 4, Isa. i. 21,

&c.

2. Under this general head, may be placed certain idiomatical

usages with which the Learner will often meet in his progress.

These are, phrases having ^^^ man, each, 15 son, ^?|l Lord, pos-

sessor, **^?^, "^DP men, &c. for the first member, followed by
certain others, in the definite state of construction : e. g. ^)J^ ^^^
nriS thou art a man of death, i. e. deserving death, 1 Kings ii. 26 ;

SD^D:? tt7Kin; D>3tp Vnr^n^ the child of seven years (was) Joash

when his reign (began), i. e. he was seven years old, 2 Kings xii. 1
;

S-in njD"]^ a son of death, (is) he, i. e. he shall die, 1 Sam. xx. 31 ;

DinS^ W>^a man of(both) lips, i.e. loquacious, Jobxi. 2 ; ''1?'=T ^^^

a man of words, i. e. a speakei;, Exod. iv. 10; ^P^ ^^^ a man of

truth, i. e. a true man, Neh. vii. 2
;

DtS'n
^27pS men of name,

i. e. famous, Gen. vi. 4
; ^!'p"''?Pp^ men of might, i, e. mighty men,

Gen. xlvii. 6
; "^^P^ ^^'^ ^^^ ^f number, i. e. few. Gen. xxxiv. 80 ;

*^y?P ^'^'^ ^"^^ a man possessed of hair, i. e. hairy, 2 Kings i. 8 ;

^33 v372" ^2)
ecerz/ (one) possessed of wing, i. e. winged bird. Prov.

i. 17.

So 131D
''t|?p^

mew q/* Sodom, Gen. xix. 4, for Sodomites, See Gen,

xxiii. 3, xxiv. 13, Numb. xxi. 28, Josh. xxiv. 11, Judg. ix. 2, x. 1,

Jer. ii. 16, Ezek. xvi. 26, Ps. cxlix. 2, Cant. i. 5, &c. To this

class may be referred, D^O^.^V^"''?^ sons of God, pious persons ; and

DlStn ni32l
daughters of men, lorv, impious women, Gen. vi. 2, &c.

On the Construction of the Numerals,

226. The numerals in Hebrew being all substantives,

are put, either in apposition, or in the definite state

of construction, with the word denoting the thing

numbered : e. g. In apposition: '^psn H^OI ^^ one

thousand and one hundred (pieces of) silver, D^jCf^ DTNI

rams two, D:^^ Dnj; cities two, T]whw D^3?, or H^^^
D^J3, sons three, or three sons, D'^Jill D^:^^:^^ thirty sons.

In construction : D^'tf^^Ni nt^%* three, or, a triad, of men ;

D''?^ "'^^} two sons ; T)^22 "^p^ two daughters.
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2. The dual and decimal numerals, however, signify-

ing numbers above ten, such as D'"lJ^^jL?, twenty; D^0^9
two hundred, &c. prefer the state of apposition.

On the Concordance of the Numerals with the Thing, SfC,

numbered.

3. The numerals from t?iree to ten, inclusively, are

mostly in the gender different from that of the thing

numbered, for the sake perhaps of variety : in this case

the word, denoting the thing, &c., numbered, is put in

the plural number : e. g. D"^j^n? njj:^'^ , or D^i^2^ W:^^>
seven male lambs; mJ^*33 j/?^ seven female lamhs.

The numeral is, here, taken as a collective noun, and

stands, either in apposition, or in the state of definite

construction, with the thing numbered.

4. In like manner, when the numeral signifies any
number exceeding ten, it may likewise disagree in gender
with the thing, &c. to be numbered ; while the thing, &c.

numbered, will be put in the singular number : e. g.

W^"^ nj;5:^1 tri^^} seventy and seven men ; tl'jl^y^ I/?^

n^^ seventeen years ; 113^ n^^^^ D\3^ l^f2r\ five years,

and a hundred year, Gen. v. 6.

5. There is nothing peculiar in the construction of such nume-

rals as,
nMX3 an hundred^ and nl)} a thousand; other numerals being

made to agree with them or not, according to the preceding rules,

while they will be put, either in apposition or construction, in the

singular or plural number, according to those rules : e. g. ^^P

niSa-37S-)^1 D'^Qbs-n;57271 n^^ n>yf^m n^S an hundred thousand,

and eighty thousand, and six thousands, andfour hundreds, Numb,
ii. 9. See Gen. v. where a large number of examples occurs.

Other modes of Construction.

227. In many cases, too, when the numeral exceeds

the number one, the thing, &c. numbered is put in the
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plural, whether the numeral precede or follow it ; the

gender is regulated as before : e. g. n^i/"D^5^ DTi?

rams twelve; Numb. vii. 87 ; "l^J^ D^.J^ . . . D^t^^n? lamhs

male .... twelve, lb.
; ^i")^ "l^J/ D^JJi^ twelve hullochs,

lb. ; Dn.^ ''^Ji?"!^l 'O^lW twenty andfour bullocks, lb.

V. 88.

See also Gen. xvii. 20, xxv. 16, xxvi. 12, xxxii. 15, 2S, Josh,

iv. 2, xxi. 19, 2 Sam. xix. 18, 1 Kings iv. 13, Jer. xxxviii. 10,

Ezra viii. 35, &c. And, vice versa, ^3^7 tt?pn jl^e year, 2 Kings
xxii. l,&c.

2. The intermediate numbers between ten and twenty, twenty
and thirty, &c. are regulated by the principles already laid down

;

that is, either by apposition, or definite, construction. Immediate or

Mediate ; e. g. ^'^'^ H^^tt? seventeen, in Immediate apposition ;

Q*'^nK7'1 V^tt? seven and seventy, Mediate apposition: '^^^ "^?.^

twelve ; "^^V ^5^^? eighteen, definite construction.

3. In many cases, when the numeral is in apposition, it is to be

taken as an ordinal : e. g. n3tp *'l?|inS thefortieth year, Deut. i. 3
;

i.e. taking it in the order of computation, the year forty, or forty

(by) year. So Gen. i. 5. "TPT^ DV day, one, i. e. the first. See

also Exod. xii. 6, Numb. xiii. 2, Deut. xv. 9, 1 Kings xvi. 10,

2 Kings viii. 16, xii. 2, Ezek. xxix. 17, Dan. i. 1, 21, vii. 1, ix. 1,

xi. 1, &c.

4. When it is necessary to qualify the thing, &c. num-

bered by some attributive, this attributive will agree with

it, either in a formal, or logical, point of view, at the

pleasure of the writer : e. g. in the first case, D'^Ilbli^

"TiSi^^ ^^ii^^ (^"^t? ni^Dm eighty andfive men, (each, or the

whole) hearing (sing.) an ephod, 1 Sam. xxii. 18. In

the second, D^V"3 ^^^ ti^tJ^^l^Ty fifty men running (pi.),

1 Kings i. 5.

5. The thing numbered, measured, &c. may also be

considered as a specifying term (Art. 219. note), and

construed as absolute, with reference to the preceding
noun ; as, D^'J^ U^^/lW thirty sons; ^p5 ^!^. a thousand
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(of) silver, &c. We nevertheless have, occasionally, the

state of construction : as, UVfl'^^^^ two (pieces, &c. of)

bread, 1 Sam. x. 4, &c. : H;^" nj?p (Art. 226. 4.).

6. As it is easy to supply certain names of weight and

measure, on account of their frequent occurrence ; they

are often omitted by the ellipsis : e. g. nDj^-n^J l^ptf'^1

f]P^ t^'^W^tl) so they weigh my price thirty (shekels of)

silver, Zech. xi. 12 ; 'O^'iV'^'ll}^ l^^l so he measures six

(measures of) barley, Ruth iii. 15. 17 ; t^^vb in!;?3 in

the first (day) of the month, Deut. i. 3 ; "T^^ it^;/!!

]it^J^"l3 np^n and they keep the passover in the first

(month). Numb. ix. 5 ; \l}^rh nnX3 pJ^^X"}? in thefirst

(month) i7i thefirst (day) of the month, Ezek. xxix. 17.

See also Gen. xx. 16, xlv. 22, Lev. xxiii. 17, 1 Sam. x. 4, Ezek.

xlv. 21. And, where some of these elHpses are supplied. Gen.

xxiii. 15, Lev. xxvii. 3, 6, Ruth ii. 17, &c. See also Bos on the

Greek ellipses, p. 4, Ed. 1813.

The ordinals are construed like other attributives.

LECTURE XVL

ON THE COMPLEMENTS OF WORDS GENERALLY, AND OF VERBS
IN PARTICULAR.

228. It will perhaps readily be granted, that the

character of the word or words, necessary to complete any
sentence, must very much depend on the signification of

the preceding ones ; or, which is the same thing, on the

signification intended to be conveyed in them by the

Writer. I may say, for example, / am now liding, equi-

tans ego ; or, am a riding. But it may also be necessary
to state, whether this be on a horse, in a carriage, &c. as
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also to, or from, what place I am thus proceeding ; or,

for what purpose, &e. The same will hold good of all

attributives.* A man may be said to be swift generally,
or swift on foot, swift in the chase, in the pursuit of an

enemy, to revenge, to do good or evil, or a thousand

other things, which it may be necessary for a Writer or

Speaker to state.

2. All verbs are necessarily attributive in signification ;

and, from what we have seen, as to their etymology,
there is strong reason to suspect, that they are composed
of nothing more than nouns put in a state of conjugation,
or combination, with one or other of the pronouns. If,

then, attributive nouns will occasionally stand in need of

such complementary words, in order to complete, or modify,
the sentences in which they are found ; the same must

necessarily be true of the same words, when found in the

form of verbs. Usually, however, this has been stated

by saying, that nouns, derived from verbs, are subject to

the same mode of construction as the verbs are from

which they descend. I prefer the contrary method ;

because, we can see why nouns, as such, require this kind

of construction ; of verbs, we know nothing on the other

supposition.

3. We have seen that nouns, either substantive, or attri-

butive, may be qualified by the addition of other words,

put in the state of apposition, of definite construction,

immediate, or mediate, or absolutely, just as the signifi-

cation of such word may require, or, as the intention of

the Writer may be. The same is the case with verbs,

whether active, passive, tf'ansitive, intransitive, or

So in Is. xiii. 19, and Amos iv. 11, we have nDsrno construed as a verb;

and in Infiiitives and Participial nouns this is done often and regularly,

y
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neuter : which .are distinctions arising purely out of the

signification of the primitive word or noun.^

4. In treating on the complements, or qualifying

words, of substantives and attributives, we adopted the

terms Immediate, and Mediate, as best suited to our

purpose on that occasion. We shall use the same now,

because they are sufficiently easy and intelligible, and

because it will be interesting to find the same principles

prevailing throughout every part of this Language.
5. The influence, then, of any noun or verb (arising

out of its signification, or the intention of the Writer,)

may extend to one or more subsequent words, with some

variation of the sense in each
; e. g. I may say, as before,

" I am riding a horse." Here I would term the influence

of the verb riding, Simple ; because it aflects one object

only, which is here *^ a horse." But, if I say,
''

I rode a

horse towards the city at full speed," then I should term

the influence of the verb. Various; because the subse-

quent terms are variously afiected by it. I prefer this

method of considering the influence of verbs, &c., because

the Latin cases of nominative, genitive, accusative, &c.,

as taken by Schroederus and others, are ill calculated to

convey any just notions on this subject ; and, because these

distinctions are altogether foreign to this language. The

truth is, the words added here, as in the rules already

given, are nothing more than terms added for the purpose
of defining, &c., the signification of such verb, and may
be resolved by recurring to one or other of those rules.

Let it be remembered, however, some verbs which are at one time tran-

sitive, will at another be intransitive, in these languages ; so, ^*^ji S-^ ^e

struck with his foot, or kicked; which, in innumerable instances, is transitive.

See Ludolf. Gram. Eth., p. 32. ed. 1702. Freytag's Hamasa, p. *
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229. Having determined, then, whether the significa-

tion of any verb or verbal noun, is to be taken actively,

or passively (Art. 146. 8. note) ; the influence of its

action or passion, considered with reference to the subse-

quent terms, either in Immediate, or Mediate, connexion

with it, will always be either Simple , or Various, just as

the signification of such verb shall require, or, as the

intention of the Writer or Speaker may be. Examples

of active verhs, and Verhal nouns, in Immediate con-

nexion with the following term, and where the influence

is, consequently, simple; D*T^ ^%^V.} let us mahe man.

Gen. i. 26
; J/"it Jt/"}.? seeding^ ox producing, seed, lb. 29.

2. In Mediate connexion, and where the influence is

also simple: D"]p^n Jl^^ D^?'7^ ^^"^5 God created the

heavens. Gen. i. 1 ; "liKH HJiJ . . . ^^T1 and he saw . . .

THE LIGHT, lb. 4
; -^^^HH \^y\ -\'\^r\ 1^3 .. . b^:y^ and he

divided . . . between the light and between the dark-

ness, lb.; SnjJ ^^rb\ . . .
l'\l^) t^^i^n and he called the

light .... and the darkness he called .... lb. 5 ;

D^Q 1''3 ^"''inD (a thing) dividing between the waters,

lb.' 6.

3. Both in Immediate, and Mediate, connexion, and

where the influence is various: 'S^uJ ^1^ ^WV (a tree)

producing fruit, according to its kind. Gen. i. 11
;

inj^'D'? J/nt V.^'^}.^ (herb) producing seed, after its

kind, lb. 12.

Note. The proper ofiice of the particles here is, to

point out the precise character of this influence.

The verb ^i'7 construed with b, will signify either to have, or

to become, according to the context : e. g. 1^2^ T\)r} l^'tt^yb the rich

man hadflocks, 2 Sam. xii. 2
; Q"{7 ^"^?71 so they shall become blood,

i. e. the waters, Exod. iv. 9. See my Lexicon under H^n .

4. Where the connexion is Mediate, and the influence

y2
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various: H^O"^^ '^^^il ^'W^ ^'H^ ^hii^J?^ VH]
I

l^'^'!^'!,l
^^ ^^^^ isA// ^^ for lights in ^^^ firmament

of the heavens, for giving light upon ^A^ earth, and it

wasso,GenA, 15 ; Tij^H^ D^D^H j^f^pij D^i'7^^ Dnl^ ]n^.l

raT -)iKn r3 ^^inn'?rn'7^^m ova ^i:^;:2bT :n>'^n"'^;^
I T I :

-
: T :

-
: ; | v t t

:aiCD-^5 D\i^i^ N")n \^T\r\ and God placed them in

the firmament of the heavens for giving light upon the

earth, and for ruling over ^A^ c?y W(^ over the night,

and for dividing between the light and between the

darkness. And God saiv that (it was) good, lb. 17. 18.

5. In causative, and other doubly transitive, verbs, the

influence will necessarily be various: e. g. n^i?^5/ni

lll'l^n and I caused her to walk the desert, Hos.

ii. 6 ; njn^3 C'^l'^n^. H^'J^ID who causes the solitary ones

to possess A house, Ps. Ixviii. 7. In these instances the

connexion is Immediate; in the following, it is both

Immediate, and Mediate: e. ff. "13*1 "^tenTiK .... HC^'"!

and he caused word to he returned to the king, 1 Kings
ii. 30 ; Dj;/n"n>J rjL^*n l^ he taught knowledge to the

people, Eccl. xii. 9. ^W'^'^ ''"!?1 '\V"''ti'0\ let them cause

MY PEOPLE to liear my words, Jer. xxiii. 22.

6. In the following the connexion is miscellaneous,

and some of the verbs are passive : llj^^ D\i^K "l^i^"]

T T V T "
: TV T V - T - - - . . _ _

: ]3'\'l';i so God says, Let the waters he gathered from

BENEATH the hcavcus TO one place, and let the dry land

appear, and it becomes so. Gen. i. 9; ]n3n"JlSt ^^5'^^^*

theii let it he shewn to the priest. Lev. xiii. 49 ; 12^i^

nn3 0^10 ^^^^^^ ^^^ow ^*^ A'^2i7w IN the mount, Exod.

The particles mostly used with passive verbs, however, are ^ and Q. See

Gen. xiv. 19, Is. i. 26, Ixii, 4, Ezek. xiv. 3, Neh. vi. 1, 1 Chron. v. 20, &c.
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xxvi. 30 ; D13JE/r\ ^^7 thou shalt not cause them to be

worshipped, Exod. xx. 5, xxiii. 24; ni^TH ^nStnTiJjJ \'r\\

^nnjt/'? /^^ it be given (i. e.) this land to ^% servants.

Num. xxxii. 5.

See also Gen. xxvii. 42, 2 Sam. xxi. 6, Jer. xxxv. 14, &c.

Remarks,

7. A little consideration will shew that the construction must,

in all cases, very much depend on the intention of the Writer.

It is true, certain constructions only are allowed, because they

have been generally adopted ; and these are to be known, only

from long and constant practice in the language, or, from the use

of the Concordance : but, in general, the principle is in the

Hebrew, as it is in the English, viz. that the significations of words

will greatly be influenced by those, with which they are immediately

connected, A few remarks, on the examples given, will make all

plain. In the first we have D"!!^
nTO3 let us make man. Here,

the word mariy may be said to be in immediate connexion with the

preceding word, and to qualify or restrict its signification, just as

njtt? year does the word U'^'S'^r^^A forty, in the phrase njlp D'^V?*!^

forty year (Art. 221. 3.) ; or, as the English word year does the

Vford forty, in the same example, absolutely, as it regards the gram-
s' c^

matical construction, and, therefore, just as the J^^ i. e. the specific

construction does in the Arabic (Art, 219, note). This would be

exemplified, in that language, by what is termed a juxta-position,

(*5^.>*aAJl, or <Xj>

J^AAoJl, thus; iJluJl^ ?-^*. or ULjI^ ^-1aa),,

where the last, or qualifying, word is in reality nothing more than a

Ji^ , i. e. specification, with reference to the signification of the

verb. The next example (Art. 229.) is perfectly parallel to the

Arabic, i^^ {^f**^- > or ^^^ (j**^"*- > handsome (of) face. See

Art. 225. note.

8. The next case (Art. 229. 2.) affords an instance of Mediate

connexion, that is, in which we have the particle ^^ , falling between

the verb and its complementary, or restricting, term, for the purpose
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of shewing, that the following, not the preceding, word is to be

construed as complementary to the signification of the verb. Kimkhi

has remarked long ago (see Art. 171. 11. note), that such is the

office of this particle. His illustration is the sentence, Judah killed

Simeon, p3?pli7 n"l!\n"| nnn
;

where he says, the particle being

omitted, it could not be known which is the subjective, or which

the objective, case to the verb. This would, indeed, be the case in

this, and all similar, passages ; and, I believe, this is one of the

offices of this particle, and perhaps of all the others so situated.

The other particles have, moreover, the force of defining the

relation, which the action of the verb has, with reference to the

word, or words, which designate its object, either directly or in-

directly : e.g. W2T}i construed with vN^ will signify, he walked

towards; with ^, or V^,from; with "'PPv, before; with "^C^, or "^IH^

after, and so on. Situated, then, as this and other particles are, in

Immediate connexion with verbs, they ought to be considered as

pointing out the objective, or some such case of the noun affected

by them : and hence it is, that the particle ^^ has been said to

mark the objective case in active, and the nominative (which is

really the objective case) in passive, verbs.*

9. This particle, however, is occasionally found without any such

preceding verb
; and, in these cases, it seems intended, strongly to

impress upon the mind, the force of the word immediately follow-

ing it, as being of considerable importance. Of this character is

the following passage, to which many more might be added :

ID'b^b 15?'v l*'^^?"-''^^ AS TO the pillar of the cloud, it passed not

away, Neh. ix. 19. The verb following is manifestly not passive;

riij, therefore, does not point out an objective case; on the con-

trary, it is found in apposition with the nominative of a verb in the

active voice, and apparently for the purpose of impressing that

word on the reader's mind, as of considerable importance. In

most cases, as to, with reference to, or the like, will express its real

force : e. g. Q'^.'^^^n
ns D^nb^. W^S God created (I speak) with

* The Bengali particle Ke is used for a similar purpose, as is also the

Persian \, See Professor Haughton's Bengali Gram. Art. 90, 91, 92. Sir

W. Jones's Pers. Gram., Edit. 9. p. 111.
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REFERENCE to the heavens, &c. So 0**^ ''^HTI^ "^xL^OI he walked

aboutf i. e. daily exercised himself (I say) with reference to God,

Gen. V. 22
; "^^'Vv^'-^^ ^^-l and he went out (i. e.) with respect to

the cityJ* Exod. ix. 33, That is, generally, any person or thing

strongly recommended to the attention of the reader, may, whether

it be in the situation of either a nominative, or objective, case, be

pointed out by introducing the particle ^^. See Hosea ii. 23, 24.

10. In the examples (n. 3.) we have both the Immediate, and

Mediate, connexion of a verb, or verbal noun, with its comple-

, mentary words. And here, it will be seen, that, had not the

particle
^ been prefixed to the last, some ambiguity might have

* Schrcederus has endeavoured to explain this sort of construction, by

having recourse to a metonymy, by which he says, intransitive verbs take the

signification and construction of transitive ones (Synt. R, 69.)' For y P^^^
I can see no necessity for this; nor, for introducing the doctrine about nomi-

native, accusative, or other cases, in conformity with the usage of the Latin

and Greek Grammars, which in fact drove Schrcederus to this expedient. In

Hebrew we have no cases. Why then should we talk about something which

has no existence, and then coin rule after rule in order to explain it ? But, if we

can conceive these particles to possess the same defining character, which they

do when coming between nouns in construction or apposition (see Art. 219.),

we shall have no difficulty in perceiving, why they are sometimes omitted, or

else used the one for the other : e. g. ]y33 fj^ iAp so they enter the land of

Canaan, Gen. xlv. 25, for ]W3 yn "jm into the land of Canaan ; Trn n3\D return

(to) the city, for Tj?ri ? to the city, 2 Sam. xv. 27; niainn i"n> d:q^ ^h^_ they

ascend the heavens, they descend the deeps, Ps. cvii. 26. In all which cases, the

latter word in the construction may be considered as merely specific, as in the

case of nouns of number, weight, measure, &c. In other instances the particles

will vary; as, "^iTnM n^;^ 1 Kings i. 51
; rrci^ \?BQ vn:^ he feared the King he

feared from before Solotnon, lb. 50. And Ps. Iv. 20, D'ii'?N int theyfear God,
without a particle. So, with n^^, "orrr m^;, he went out (into) the city, 2 Kings
XX. 4; nirarrbw >; he went out to the altar, Lev. xvi. 18 ; p^rnn rrws; Numb,
xxi. 28

;
nirr rwo

rw!^^ Numb. xvi. 35
;
rnrp ^ydSr? n^; lb. xvii. 11. With *Bn Esth.

vii. 8, compare viii. 15 ; "i7rrn imi?; Gen. xliv. 4, &c. As to pN in Neh. ix. 19,

we have apparently the ellipsis of some such verb as I speak, mean, &c., and, in

lliis view, the case will identify itself with the Arabic construction termed

^^JUuJiJj) ^bj^ ^^^^jA^] Lo i. e.what comprehends a condition of explanation,
P C ^^ ^C'^

as, ^j^ I^Vj; (as to) Zaid, I struck hitn, ^ '^j^ Wj (as to) Zaid, I passed

by him. See Jami's Com. on Ibn Ulhajib, p. lev, &c.
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arisen, as to the precise sense in which it ought to be taken : or, in

other words, as to the precise relation of the latter, to the two

former, words. The same has been remarked of words, in the

state of Mediate apposition and construction. The principle in each

case is one, and the same.

11. With respect to the causative verbs. If we suppose them to

be actually composed of two words; which, according to our

system, is the case, we shall readily perceive, why two comple-

mentary, or restricting, words would be necessary to complete the

idea contained in each of them. This is what grammarians usually

term a double accusative
j just as they do verbs, doubly transitive.

It is curious enough to remark, that when such words become

passive, the object of one of them will stand as its nominative,

that of the other, as the accusative : for this reason, viz. that one

of the verbs only, in the compound, takes the passive character,

the other remains active : e. g. Lev. xiii. 49, as above, Fac earn

videri a sacerdote. This is still more evident in the Arabic,

where we have terminations marking these cases : e. g. active,

UsH lLUjI c: ixbl / caused thy son to eat flesh; passive,
if- (j^ ^ ^G-O -* C i

U^ CJsAji
^3^\ thy son was caused to eat bread. See M. de

Sacy's Gram. Arab., vol. ii. p. 101. In the species, \iz.Pthel,

and Puhal, the accessory idea may also be considered as equi-

valent to an additional word.

12. Of the other examples, nothing need be said : the particles

introduced are only such, as the various relations of the words to

each other seem to require, in order to present to the mind of the

reader the various circumstances which the writer wished to detail
;

but which without these particles, must have been all error and

confusion.

13. What has been here said of the verbs, is true of all the

verbal nouns, whether of the Infinitive, or the Participial kind : i. e.

the complementary, or defining, word may be put either in the state

of apposition. Mediate, or Immediate, or in that of definite construc-

tion. The former cases have been sufficiently exemplified ;
the

following are a few instances of the latter. Of infinitives, ''^''?

D^^pt^n lab^ in the days of the judges judging, Ruth i. 1
; "^^P

in '^'^Sl'T from the abundance of my speaking against him, Jer.

xxxi. 20; '^''^i:^^
"ibtt? the keeping of his statutes, Deut. viii. 11 ;
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ipn nnnN"] tOSt^p nib^ the doing of judgment, and the loving of

pietyf Mic. vi. 8. Of participles, ''^Sa "tt^jp^tp
seekers of my soul,

''nyn "'W'-fl^, and followers out of my evil, Ps. xxxviii. 13
; ''^^i

n^l^ '^5")'^*l "i?.? carriers of the shield, and treaders of the how,

2 Chron. xiv. 7 ; ^p? rin'^PP restorer of the soul, Tl^ ritt'^SHD

instructor of the simple, ^/ ''H^t^p delighters of the heart, &c.,

Ps. xix. 8, 9. See also Gen. ix. 10, xxiii. 10, xxxi. 16, 2 Sam.

V. 8, Is. xxxviii. 18, liii. 4, Lam. i. 4, Joel i. 8, Ps. xxxviii. 6,

Cant. ii. 5, &c. With pronouns, Ps. xxxvii. 2, Prov. ii. 9, ix. 18,

&c.

On apparent^ Elliptical Constructions,

230. Some active,* neuter, and all passive verbs, being
such as to include within themselves the sense proper for

their object, complement, or other restriction, will stand

in need of no other for that purpose, when their influence

is simple ; but, when it is various, the connexion will be

either Immediate, or Mediate^ as before. In the one case,

the connexion may be termed Implicit, in the others.

Explicit. N. B. This has been usually styled by the

Grammarians,
^* Constructio praegnans." Examples : ^1

ri'^3"! thou hast not made abundance, or gain. Psalm

xliv. 13.

This is an instance in which the influence may be said to be

simple, and implicit ; but, when we add CH'^n'^npS hy their price,

it is various, and necessarily explicit; and we have the particle

H. introduced for the purpose of pointing this out. So tn.tt?"7S

Vl^? it hath not struck root into the earth. Is. xl. 24. See Jer.

These are, for the most part, verbs of the PlhSl and Hiphhil species, which

have been formed from substantive nouns, Artt. 154. 8. 157. 5, &c. See Glass.

Philol., Ed. Dathe, pp. 185 254, &c. Storr, p. 15, &c. For similar instances

in the Arabic, see M. de Sacy's Gram., vol. ii. Art. 653 657. See also Bos.

Ellipses Graeca, Ed. 1813, p. 2. Freytag's Hamasa, p. O; line 22. Ludolf.

Gram. Eth., p. 32, 3.
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X. 1 8, Josh. xxiv. 20, &c. So ^"in^r^ cleanse yourselves, or rather,

become ye clean, Gen. xxxv. 2. See also lb. xxv. 22.

2. Of thii character are the following examples, which

have usually been considered as impersonal : 17 n"jn he

became hot to himself (or, heat became hot to him),

Ps. xviii. 8 ; ^^1^ ^^J;?? in^ht^ let it not become hot

(i.
e. let not heat exist) in the eyes of my Lord, Gen.

xxxi. 35 ; ^\3^i?3 i^T. ^^ let not evil be in thy eyes, lb.

xxi. 12
; '^Ttl "'V^l ^nd {^ressme) pressed upon David,

1 Sam. XXX. 6 : Hv^ "l^COpH )kh
^

(rain) rains not upon

it, Amos iv. 7.

3. So with passive verbs and participles ; as, 'inpjJT

J^Si3 so they said, it has become desperate, Jer. xviii. 12,

i.e. :^8i3 "ID^^, or U})^'Sl "ll'l the matter has become
? - T T

desperate ; Ti^P '^'^i!:^'?
^t became very tempestuous,

Ps. L. 3, i. e. the tempest ny^if; became so ; 12]J IWi^

"^13 which it has been imposed as slavery upon thee,

Isa. xiv. 3, i. e. /Tli^i/n the slavery mentioned just

before; 1/ y)\ "^^^5 which had been caused to he born

to him, Gen. xxxv. 26, i. e. the sons mentioned just

before ;
HB ")?7^t?/ in which it shall be spohen respecting

her, Cant. viii. 8, i. e. 111^ ^ word.

See also Gen. iv. 26, x. 25, xlvi. 22, Is. xxiii. 1, Lam. v. 5,

Job XXX. 15. And with participles, Is. xxvi. 3, Ps. Ixxxvii. 3.

4. Hence it is, that in many instances the word neces-

sary to complete or qualify the sense of the verb, is

omitted by the ellipsis : e. g. i'? rTl^J "^ she had not

borne to him, i. e. son. Gen. xvi. 1 ; Thvj^!), so he sent.

'' Cv' C '' ^

* This would universally be so supplied in the Persian ^^j;'^
^-

^jy^

,1
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i. e. a messenger, lb. xli. 14 ; ")3y^. he accumulated, i. e.

wealth, Ps. xxxix. 7.

See also Ps. Ixxvi. 12, 1 Sam. viii. 15, &c. Thes^me often takes

place in words of common occurrence: as, ri")?*? ha cut, or made,

i.e. a covenant, n"^"!^! l Sam. xx. 16; ^D"'S^ ^v
they broke not,

i. e. an^ bread, Jer. xvi. 7 ;
*^^*'Sn

/Aey ca^ i. e. ^1^2 ^Ae /o?,

1 Sam. xiv. 42.

5. Under this head may be arranged, the apparently-

frequent ellipses of the antecedent to the relative pronoun

^^^, which may be thus accounted for, viz. "^^^ ought
to be considered, not as a mere adjective signifying qui,

quce, quod, &c. but, is qui, ea quce, id quod,^ &c. in-

cluding a substantive like other attributives. Hence, in

such cases there is no real ellipsis : e. g. "l^^^'v^ ^^?^^

I/lSl'fcS^. He will take thee up to {that place) which I

know not, 1 Kings xviii. 12 ; D^IJ/JH \^2^P\ )^^^Q T\^T}^\

And thou shalt drink out of that which the young men

draw, Ruth ii. 9; mDiJ ^niDn "l^hf?. In (that place

in) which thou diest, I will die, Ruth i. 17.

6. This relative pronoun 0^?:^), ought to be con-

sidered, moreover, as definite in its signification, like

other pronouns, and as unnecessary when the antecedent

is indefinite; e. g. H^'D"'?? ni.T "131 Di^5. On a day

(on which) Jehovah spoke, to Moses, Exod. vi. 28 ;

]i^i^ niiT :i\:}ryi S'? DlX-nt^j^. Blessed is k^y ma^,

Jehovah imputes not to him iniquity, i. e. to whom, &c

Ps. xxxii. 2, comp. Ps. i. 1, &c.

7. There are, however, many instances in which this rule is

* See Noldius sub voce, p. 98, note d. This is also a remark of Noldius,
**

Praepositio semper pronominis relativi, ad quod se refert, objectum supponit,

atque in quod ipsa influit; sive id exprimendum concipiatur per nomen, sive

per pronomen antecedens 'o vel no," &c. See also his note under "i^n?.

Concord. Part. Ed. 1734.
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contravened : e. g. ^^^.
HMT

*^5?'^ "'^^ I am the man (who) has

seen affliction, Lam. iii. 1
;
Hi^W ^b W^l^^ ^ni^t*^ ^^e?^ sacrificed

to the devils, (who are) not God, &c. Deut. xxxii. 17. But in these

cases, the article does not refer so much to the definite character

of the noun, as to its 'properties, i. e. I am that sort of man, &c.

See Art. 221.

8. In the following examples, some further consequence
seems to be implied, by the influence of constructions

teimed prt^gnantia,^ which may, therefore, be supplied by
the ellipsis: ^d)^ 12^^ nvi] ^i.:^T^2 rl^? yin^) nt^n isi}

so Moses relates to Aaron all the words of Jehovah,

which he had sent him, (i. e. to relate) Exod. iv. 28 ; see

also the remainder of the verse; niiT)"^^ HriDI and

they shall fear towards Jehovah, i. e. fearing shall turn

to Jehovah, Hos. iii. 5 ; in^^"Jf5S .... n")nn and thetjfear

for meeting him, i, e. thej/ fearing proceed to meet him,,

1 Sam. xvi. 4; ^p^ \:^^D I^^H p.Jj'? to the earth have

they profaned the habitation of thy name, i. e. profaned
and cast it down to the earth, Ps. Ixxiv. 7.

9. Hence, when several members of a sentence are

connected together, the verb accompanying any one of

them, may be supplied to them all : e. g. "7^5 **3?'^ir^

I/V5"'7iSt h^^ ^''r<i*Ti? INCLINE my heart to thy statutes,

and INCLINE not (my heart) to gain, Ps. cxix. *SQ\

and the whole of tJie people were perceiving (saw) the

thunderings and (saw) the lightnings, and (saw) the

sound of the trumpet, &c. Exod. xx. 18.

See also Deut. iv. 12, xxxii. 13, Job x. 12, Esth. iv. 1. And in

the New Testament, 1 Cor. iii. 2, 1 Tim. iv. 3, James i. 9, 10.

Hence, also, the word hear, &c. has often the signification of

* By this term is meant, words not only used in their own proper signi-

fications, but in others which may naturally be supposed to flow from them.
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understandings obeying^ or the like. Comp. Acts ix. 7, with

xxii. 9 : and, generally, verbs of sense are often used the one for

the other.

10. Hence also verbs, nouns, or particles, either

expressed or implied in one part of the context, may be

supplied by the ellipsis in the other : e. g. of verbs :

Di^^>3J?5 "li^?3 ^D'M7^t(/ OBSERVE YE wko (wlioevcr of

you) the young man (observe ye) Absalom, 2 Sam.

xviii. 12; 1^;-).S:-Si< t:^\Sl IT^*"'?^ t^\S (let) each man

(go) to his city, and each man (go) to his land, 1 Kings
xxii. 36.

So Ps. XXV. 15, xxxiii. 18, xxxiv. 16, Prov. vi. 26, Is. Ixvi. 6,

Hos. viii. 1, &c. And particularly "^^W.? sayings e.g. -I^DiSn^.

^^^T^ 7^Vr\ pbsb) They consider (saying). Is this the man? Is.

xiv. 16, ib. 8, &c. which is perhaps owing to the direct and abrupt

manner, in which citations are generally made by the Hebrews.

11. This often happens also with the noun, which

should be the apparent nominative to a verb, and, occa-

sionally, when it must be supplied from different parts of

the context : e. g. ")i^^ '^P^'? 1^^ ^Wl ^% giveth he

(God) light to the sorrowful, Job iii. 20; ^bJ^ N3JT h}}\l}

one asked (i.e.) the people, and he (God) brought the

quails, Ps. cv. 40; IH^p.ll V^^b h^)X'\ in iri^"!)?n

3-!i?3 ^V!*.! innjti^^^l and David called him (Uriah), mid
he (Uriah) ate before him

(i.
e. David), and drank, aiid

he (David) made him drunken, and he (Uriah) went out

in the evening, 2 Sam. xi. 13.

12. The most frequent ellipsis, perhaps, is of the

negatives, ib , l^^?, h)^, &c. : e.g. JV?^ H^^J?^ mf) X^

: ^V}l ^3^^n D^IJjK nii^ri tlie poor (man) shall not he

forgotten for ever, (nor) shall the expectation of the

humble {ones)for ever perish, Ps. ix. 19.

See Deut. xxxiii. 6, 1 Sam. ii. 3, Ps. xliv. 19, Prov. xxv. 27,

XXX. 3, Is. xxxviii. 18, xli. 28, &c. Of 1? lest, Exod. xix. 22,
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Is. vi. 10; n^b rvhj? Ps. ii. 1, 2; x. 1
;
n?23 how often? Job

xxi. 17, 18, 19, 20: T how? Ps. Ixxiii. 19; HD'^M M. Lam.

i. 1, 2, 3, 4; ii. 1, 2; iv. 1. 4. 8. 10; HQ w/m^ ? Joel i. 18;

n^"!^ Aow fong- ? Ps. iv. 3
;
Ixxxix. 47 ; ^'O?"^^ Aow /on^ .?

Ps. xciv. 4, 5, 6, &c. For an ample consideration of this subject,

see Glassius's Philologia Sacra, Edit. Dathe, vol. i. p. 608, &c.

13. It ought to be remembered that the Orientals, of

this family, generally enounce their propositions vaguely,
and then add the restricting, or defining terms (Art.

216. 4.). When, therefore, the leading term happens to

be a verb, its qualifying term, or nominative, will imme-

diately follow ; as, P^i'?^^ ^^^3 He createdy i. e. God.

If, however, it be intended to leave the passage indefinite,

as in English, some one said, or in French on dit ; no

such nominative will be added : and the greatest care

ought to be taken in supplying it : e. g. Is. ix. 5, i^'^p^l

^120 and he (i.
e. some one, any one, or every one), calls

his name ; Ps. ex. 7 ; T]T\\(}\ X)/}3- ^DJO from the torrent

(i. e.) the abundance of spiritual waters (which shall then

abound) in the way, shall one {any one, every one)

drink : 2 Sam. xxiv. 1, ^Tn'ilNt Tp^T so (one, some one)

tempts David; which is supphed, 1 Chron. xxi. 1, by

]^il^ an adversary. We must not, therefore, take the

name of God as found in the preceding context, in order

to supply this ellipsis, as some have imprudently done ;

nor charge the text with the inconsistencies which have

arisen purely out of our own ignorance. This sort

of construction frequently occurs. So also in the ob-

jective voice, "^^ i^'yp
it hath been called to thee, i. e.

thou hast been named. Is. xlviii. 8, equivalent to the

Arabic ^ Jlib . See also v. 11, '^H?. TS ^ow would it he

profaned?
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LECTURE XVII.

ON THE MODES AND TENSES OF THE VERBS.

231. As the Hebrew Language recognises no varia-

tion of termination indicating mode in verbs, no place

has been assigned to that distinction in the paradigms :

nor will it be necessary to enter on that consideration,

until we have considered the doctrine of the tenses : but,

when this is done, we shall offer a few remarks on that

subject likewise.

On the Tenses.

2. We have, in our theory of the verb, proceeded

upon the supposition that the Preterite tense is formed

on a Concrete noun, as its basis ; the Present on an

Abstract. Artt. 188. 189.

3. If, then, the basis of the Preterite be a Concrete

noun, such word considered alone will naturally refer to

some past time, for the commencement of the action,

passion, state, &c. meant by the root ; and which, when

put into a state of conjugation, may be considered as

intimating some indefinite past tense. If, for example,
I say in Latin, Amatus ego, or Amans ego, it will neces-

sarily be understood, that, at some time antecedent to the

present, I began to be, and consequently am now, either

the subject or object of the action intimated by the verb

amo ; but, whether I shall be so hereafter, will depend

upon other considerations. We find, accordingly, in the

Hebrew, that our Preterite tense universally refers to

past time, unless some of the circumstances hereafter to

be mentioned shall require the contrary.

4. Again, if the Present tense be formed on an
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Abstract noun, inasmuch as no intimation can be given,

by this combination, of any person or thing being at any
time past, or future, subject to the influence expressed by
such word ; the sense afforded will naturally apply to the

present time, unless indeed some of the circumstances

hereafter to be detailed should suggest the contrary.

5. But here an important question will arise, which is

this ;
How are we to determine the period, from which

we are to reckon, when speaking of j(9,s^, present, or

future tenses 9 This, I believe, involves the main part
of the question before us ; which we shall now proceed
to consider : and, if we can succeed, we shall perhaps
solve this hitherto unsolved problem.

6. In the first place, then, any writer commencing his

narrative will necessarily speak of past, present, or

future time, with reference to the period in which his

statement is made ; and to this period he may adhere, as

long as it suits his purpose to do so. This use of the

tenses may, therefore, be iexmedi Absolute,

7. In the next place, a person may speak of past,

present, or future, events, with reference to some other

period or event, already introduced into the context.

This may be termed the Relative use of the tenses.

8. In the Hebrew paradigm, we have only two tenses,

viz. a Past, and a Present tense. To the present tense,

the Participles* and Infinitives are very nearly allied.

That is, either of these when unrestricted by any other

*
Participial nouns may, indeed, have been used as Preterites, for the

reasons just given respecting concrete nouns : but, in practice, they include

within themselves no particular tense, and are, very much like the present,

tO be construed either in the past, present, or future tense, as the context may

require : and may in almost every case be substituted for the present. See

Jami on Ibn Ulhajib, p.
n*r .
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considerations, are generally to be understood as referring

to the present time, either absolute or relative. Hence,

too, a Preterite connected with another Preterite, will be

equivalent to our pluperfect ; a Present following a Pre^

terite, to our imperfect ; and so on, affording every dis-

tinction of time necessary for the purposes of language.
Of these, examples will now be given, beginning with

those which have been termed absolute.

9. Generally, in the commencement of narrations,

paragraphs, &c. the use of the tenses will be absolute, as

in the English ; e. g. D^i^^ ^'Xl n'^^^^^"l5 in the begin-

ning God CREATED, Gen. i. 1 ; ninTiJjJ U'V Dl^JHI.

^T\^^^ and (as to) the man, he knew Eve his wife, lb.

iv. 1, &c., where we have the preterite tense so used.

A great number of instances also occurs in which the

present tense is used as a preterite, but in which the

writer takes the liberty of transporting himself, and his

reader, into a \\mQ^ present to the narration; occasion-

ally also introducing terms designating such time : as,

1"lj|T )^Ty^ r^3 "^n^T. So it comes to pass, AT THAT

TIME, that HE descends, Gen. xxxviii. 1 ; HTH Di^'ljp ^'l;>^

nJll'iZin i^3^]. So IT comes to pass, as on this day, that

HE ENTERS the house. Gen. xxxix. 11 ; 31''^ TV1^])\ HpS
^'^P^'!^"'?^

. Thus DOES Job (at) all times. Job i. 5 v at

other times totally omitting all such terms: as, ^^"1J?y

")3in ^^^"^S^- So HE CALLS (at that time) to Moses,

and SAYS, Lev. i, 1. So also in the New Testament,

John i. 29. 39. 46. &c. On the pleonastic use of the ^,

in these cases, see Noldius Concord, partic, Ed. 1734,

pp. 309, 310, my Hebrew Lexicon under 1, and

the Mikhlol, fol. i:3 verso.

10. When, however, it is necessary to enounce any

thing in the absolute present tense,* either our present
* See also Is. v. 23, vi. 2, vii. 14. In thi^ last instance I understand

]Q>.

Z
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tense, or one of the participles, may be used : e. g. "^7 n^7

nin^ nn^^ D5^n3rnh what (is) the multitude of your

he. gives, to refer to the declaration or prediction of the Prophet, which is here

termed rii sign or wondet\ See Gen. iv. 15, Exod. iii. 12, iv. 8. 28, 1 Sam>

ii. 34, 2 Kings xix. 29, where it also means a prediction, not a visible sign.

This tense has been termed an Aorist by modern writers on Arabic

Grammar; but it is reallt/ a present tense, as will appear from the following

considerations. In a Commentary on the Kafia ^o of Ibn ul Hajib,

by Najra Oddeen of Irak, preserved among Mr. Burckhardt's books

in the Public Library at Cam.bridge, it is said of this tense,

i^yl yb^ JUal^^l ^ jUr* J Is)' ^s ^ciuJb- ^& |-^^^ J^^

uJ^. if, jyl Js^ ill (>5r.
jj J>l/]1 ^ ^i^

IJl ^^

j'^^^j AftAiis^l
^^Li. IJjbj ^^yij ill JUiuLiJI j^ll

i.e. "Some

say that it is in truth a present tense, but allowed to be used as a future,

which is the best opinion. For, when it is accompanied by no other

(words, &c.), it can refer to the present tense only : nor is it turned into a

future, except when so accompanied. This is what we mean by true, and

allowable." So also in the Grammar of Ibn Olfaham, >^s^'
^jj),

' ^ J o s

a manuscript copy of which is in my possession, p. 49, 0^^\ ^J^

' t-^. yb l::^U \d[ liiUI ^ JlJI J yb
. .

'^ J^ C:;^^ tiT^ ^^^^ ^L JUu.|l ^_^, i. e. For the origin is

the verb of the present tense: and it would be correct when you say,
^ yoy yp

L-*^iO yb ,
Ae writes, that this is in the present tense : the truth of which it

evinces by its being alone : but it evinces no futurity except wlien accompanied

by either Sin or Saw/a. That is to say : This form is correctly used to denote

the present tense when thus standing alone. The Participles active, are also

so used by the Arabs. Jami on the Kafia, p.
^ff UA^t) <U!ilc

^^jia^l *^j

,^j*Mol jl
it3x y ^J] , i. e. Zaid giving his slave a dirhera, either now, or

to-morrow, or yesterday.

Again, they consider the present tense as of two kinds
;
one they term the

real present ;
Uaas^ (J^' : by which they mean, the tense which we have

termed absolute ; or, in other words, that in which a person commits to writing
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sacrifices to me? saith Jehovah, Is. i. 11 ; nn^i::T ^^3'^27

nin^ "ID^'' come now, let us reason together, saith Jeho-

vah,' lb. vr. 18. unjp;! n-r^:; nij^ n:n3 n^n ^r^p Mn

any event, or number of events, he may have to relate. This is what our

Grammarians alw^ays understand by The Present Tense. The other they term

^J\Sj^ {j\s\ I i.e. the present, as to the tiarration ; by which they mean,

the time contemporary with any event, and which may therefore be con-

sidered as present with it, although past^ present, or future, with regard to the

real, or absolute present tense. The following passages taken from the Com-

mentary on the Kafia by Moolla Jami will be sufficient to shew in what

manner they speak on this subject (p. rvr-jC). When speaking of the use of

the particle ^^/^, he says, U ^^1 J^l> h^^M^
g^UJ) ^\ ^^ IJI

i. e. when the ?; v<do
(i. e. our present) is to be taken as a future^ with reference

to what may have gone before ; or, with reference to the time in which the relation

was first made, as a past, present, or future. And again, CUJj) fj\3

d^.j'^. iJ^ Vajusr' JlsM ^j^Lof ^Ji<xi J Is! I

^^_^JU.
i^d ^d!^ Jc^AJb

O^.J^i v^l
h\S^

^1
. . . . iXxxi JjoJl ^jUf ^ jyo jjb JPjAs^l

^ Ji^jU tXJall (Jivjl ^^^ ^j^ c:^ cLnA^ Jyii'
U^ h[^\

Jy^cisll ^jUf ^ l::^ CJjIXj ^Uil JlJl LU>. ^^i U^

i. e. if you intend by the verb preceded by iC*^ to express the present tense,

i. e. the time of the absolute present ; that is to say, by way of verifying it as

present with the time of the original narration itself &c or, by way of

(subsequent) ^j^-^^ narration, (i. e. relatively) as if you should say, I was (so

circumstanced that) I proceeded yesterday, in order that I (may then) enter the

city. Here the word O^f^i I enter (is used in) the present tense of a

past circumstance, as though you had expressed yourself in this manner (i. e. as

present at the time of entering, relating the circumstance in the tense of (the

first) enunciation in consequence of having so conceived the matter, (in your own

mind). Hence it will be seen, that this present tense will occasionally be

relative to the reader, when it was absolute with the original enouncer, of any pro-

position. On this use of the Arabic participles, see Jami's Comm., p.
f^Fr .

z2
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woe (to those) who join house to house, (who) lay field

to field, Is. V. 8. In this last instance the Participle
holds a place in the parallelism corresponding with the

present tense. p.^J HniCO H^-'^^t ^^?''5P T^^^, ^P] ^5

: nnni n^i^33 D\^y^ inbripi nirj;/ d:^ "^bm for the

Lord thy God (now) bringeth thee into a good land, a

land of brooJcs of water, oifountains and depths that

SPRING out of the valleys and hills, Deut. viii. 7.

11. When, however, any future event is enounced

prophetically, or any circumstances are mentioned

manifestly relating to a future period, either the Present

tense,* the Imperative, or one of the Participles, may
then also be used ;

e. g. H^^JSl ^pn^Nfl '?il| ""fj^ ^^V>^\

'^V cmd I MAKE thee a great nation, and I bless thee,

and so make thy name great, Gen. xii. 2 ; ^ ")?^X ]'"!.?<

na ^73 -iDnn-i^'? On^ na-'7D^^n n^SD^n /wJ wherein

THOU MAYEST (or shalt) EAT bread without scarceness,

thou SHALT (dost, mayest) not lack any thing in it, &c.

Deut. viii. 9 ; Hp^ Dri*';)?^ U^n)\l} ^'^^^
let their table

BE for a snare before them, &c., i. e. it shall be, &c.

Ps. Ixix. 23. See the context, and Rom. xi. 9, 10,

where it is so explained by St. Paul. D"^)??? ^JJH "^^^T

Dpnqist D3j;;nrnj<i Djij^^t ^nng-ntj and (as for) me,

behold me establishing (about to establish or will

establish) my covenant with you, and with your seed

cfter you, Gen. ix. 9.

The reason of this usage seems to be, that, when anything is

predicted, it may now be said or commanded, either to be doing,

or done^ in the mind of him who makes the prediction. This is

also the case in the Arabic and Persian, and apparently for the

same reason. See Mr. Lumsden's Persian Gram., vol. ii. p. 334 7.

In the case in which a future signification is taken from circum-

See Viger de idiotisrais Graecis, p. 165, Edit. 1813, with the notes.

Winer's Gram, of the New Test., Ed. 1825, p. 104.
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stances, the mind of both the writer and reader, is translated into

the times referred to, and then the narration is necessarily carried

on in the present tense.

12. Hence, in all cases in which any other person is

introduced as speaking, or, in which any event evidently

of past occurrence is mentioned, the tenses will be

reckoned from that period ;
i. e. placing both the writer

and reader in the times in which such declaration, pre-

diction, citation, &c. took place. The same will also be

the case, when the mind is carried forward in any predic-

tion.* Examples ;
n^2D "^^npb ll^i^ D^Dt^H \j'78 Hi.T

^-^2^) i^y'FP n^^^" iSm nvrn n??"^^ 1^^ ^VP^h
the Lord God of heaven, who took mefrom myfather's
hotise andfrom the land of my kindred, and who spake

unto me, and who sware unto me, saying, Unto thy seed

GIVE / this land, he sendeth his angel hefore thee.

Gen. xxiv. 7.

Here we have the first three verbs "^?"^ , nj^b , and 5??1|;3 , all

in the preterite tense. The first is necessarily so, by the operation
of the rule, Art. 231. 9. The two following are so, because con-

nected with the first by the relative pronoun "^^y, which is more

consistently termed a conjunction (<xLa!l
< J^) by the Arabs. In

the next place, we have a citation prefaced by "^^^z, saying.
Then the present tense, 1^^ / give, i. e. / now give^ which may
be taken as a prophetic future (lb. 10. note.). In the next place,

Abraham, having finished the citation, recurs to the period at

which he set out, and from this the present nb^'J he sends, i. e. he

now sends, or, taken prophetically, he will send, is to be reckoned.f

* In these cases the use of the tenses is relative : or rather, partly absolute,

and partly relative.

t Of this kind are all those expressions in the Arabic, in which the leading
verb is found in the preterite tense, and the following ones in the present, or (as

the Grammarians have termed it) ^'efuture : e. g .>^. JS ^^l U*J. ip^J
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13. Corollary. Hence, citations will generally be made

in the words of the first speaker : i. e. it is not said.

x-C ^ ^

he sought something that he might (now) eat it, hut he finds not ; tj^^^^* ^\i

y 9 9

^^^i^. they two were (so situated that) they (now, i. e. in those circumstances)

butt with the horns of them both. The same principle generally holds good, when
two preterites follow each other without an intervening conjunction; for then,

the first will have respect to some time anterior to that, from which the writer

had set out; the second, to one anterior to that of such verb : e.g. -r^T^ (J^J

^jLwj^ ^1^ anA he was (so circumstanced that) he went out (before that time)

to Khorasah, i. e. and he had gone out.

Mr. de Sacy remarks, that "
le verbe <j employe comme auxiliare

influe sur les pr^t^rits ^^P" j
&c. et les convertit tous en preterits anterieur."

Arab. Gram., vol.i. p. I3l. The reason of this is, that each of these verbs

involves a preterite tense in its own right, and the reader is, by the combination

of both, carried back into a time more remote than either alone could express.

This the European Grammarians have termed the Pluperfect tense.

As the Persian language has, for several centuries, been cultivated on the

principles of the Arabic Grammar, it may not be amiss to cite Mr. Lumsden's

remarks on this use of the present tense. " In the conversation of the Persians,"

says he (Pers. Gram., vol. ii. p. 336),
"
though seldom perhaps in written com-

position, the present is often found to supersede the past tense of tlie verb, in

the statement of those propositions which, though past in point of fact (i. e. as to

the absolute time in which the statement is made) are recalled by the memory as if

y
_^

^ ^c^ 9 (^ .y y 9 y

they were present. Example:
^

'

j*^
S(si\

^^JxM^d dji j^jSS i*^^^ f^i}

yp y yy yc9 x X C Cy y y

^ ,_5 ^U.UJ* <X5^1?j
*ijo ^ ^j<^^ 1-^==^ last night J went (rather

/ go) to the house of afrjend, and there saw (see) a delightful assembly, and en-

joyed (enjoy) a most pleasing spectacle. Of this nature," adds he,
" are the

y 9 9 'Cy^ 9 y 9 y c^c >"

examples *^.y i:)*:^
i ftXa The writer thus observes: (J^^^^*^^,

y y y

4>^t> L<< r^=*" the Prophet thus informs (or has informed) us." This must

bring to every one's mind, the (prjai, ait, and inquit, of the Greeks and Latins,

which are used in the same way, and upon the same principle. Citations are

made in a similar manner in the Persian; as, Zaid said, I am going to Calcutta,

not obliquely, that he was going, &c., but in the words of the original enun-

ciation. See Pers. Gram., lb., pp. 349 355.
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that God sware and declared, that he would give the

land to Abraham's seed, &c. but, in the original terms

of the oath, unto thy seed do, or will, I give it : and

also, that preterites, and futures, more or less remote

from the time in which any declaration is made,

answering to our imperfects, perfects, pluperfects,

simple, compound, or paulo-post, futures, may be formed

at the pleasure of the writer. The following passage
from Isaiah must suffice on this subject : ^Y^\ "IDSI'DB

T T :
-

: >:
- v: IV v -: v : .

^b Dni/t^^i u-^nh"! n^h nh^h nr\^>^ do'^d ^jn^it: '-t: tt: - :* -"
: 't: -t

^0^^^ i^lipn nin> jjj "^j };ir) \VDi Dnr\pp &c.. This

hath Jehovah said of his anointed, of Cyrus, whose

right hand I piave holden, for the subduing of nations

before him, and that I may unloose the loins of kings ;

to open before him the two-leaved gates, and (that the)

gates MAY not be shut : / go, (or will go,) before thee,

and make level mountainous places; the gates of
brass do I break, and the bars of iron do I cut asunder.

And I have given thee the treasures of darkness, and

the hidden treasures of secret places, that thou mayest

KNOW, that I am Jehovah who call (thee) by thy name,

&c., Is. xlv. 13.
Although this citation is not quite direct in the first verse, the

passage is, nevertheless, all put in the first person ;
and the second

verse is a direct citation. As to the tenses, the first verb is in the

preterite, because the prophet recites what he had already received,

perhaps at some distance of time. The next is also preterite, as

referring to past events. The following nriCb^, and ^"l^?*!, are

present^ referring to what may have been done at the time when

the declaration was first made, or immediately subsequent to it.

The same may be said of the four following verbs. The next, ''^O? ,

is a preterite to be taken in an absolute future signification (see
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, Art. 236.) : and the following Vl.B , is present to the fulfilment of

this, or immediately subsequent to it. The second preterite,

"'^l7inU , refers to a time anterior to that of "^^^ , with which the

declaration commences, though perhaps not so much so as to bear

our pluperfect in the translation. The next two, 0115^^, and ^'^^S^

though presents or futures to "^"Hlj^-nn, seem, nevertheless, to be

anterior to "^^^, as to tense. In the next place, "^17^, "It^'l^, and

?"^5^, are evidently present or future to "'^^, and consequently, in

a tense future to nnsS.
,
and ^'^^'^\. In the last place, "^^0? is

manifestly future, with respect to the preceding verb V^5^, &c.

and ^"IJ^i^, which is present or immediately future to this, may be

considered as referring to something still further removed into

futurity. Numerous instances of this kind occur in the New Tes-

tament. For examples in which the present tense is thus carried

backward, or forward, see Matt. ii. 13, (^alverai ;
Mark ii. 4,

XaKwo-if &c. As future, Matt. ii. 4, yevarai ; lb. V. 46, XfT ;
lb.

xvii. 11, epxerai; lb. xxvi. 29, ttiW. Paulo-post future. Matt.

xxvi. 24, TrapaSiSorat ;
lb. V. 45. See Mark xiv. 41, Luke xxii.

21, 22, John xiii. 3. 11. 27. 33, &c. In like manner the Aorists

are also used for the past, present, or future. It will be unnecessary

to give examples of the past. Of the present. Matt. iii. 17,

fvdoKrja-a, So lb. xxiii. 2, Luke i. 47, xv. 16, John i. 12, 1 John

iv. 8. Of the future, John xi. 56, ekOr) : xv. 6, e^XriOrj, e^rfpdvdr}.

See also Rom. viii, 20. With TrpiV,
or npo, preceding, Mark xiv. 30,

John iv. 49, viii. 58, xiii. 19, &c. See also Matthise's Greek

Grammar, vol. ii. Artt. 504, 505, &c.

14. From what has been said, it must have appeared,

that the writer, placing both himself and his reader

in times contemporary with the events of which he is

treating, can supply all the deficiency of tenses apparent

in the Hebrew paradigm ;
an expedient often resorted to

indeed, by the Latin and Greek historians, without the

necessity which presents itself here. We must not hence

suppose, however, that the sacred writers never recur to the

original time, from which they set out. This they appear

to do optionally, just as we find it done in the Greek and

Latin historians'* (Art. 231. 6.) : e. g. lli^h D\i^iJ Nnj^n

*
So, "Instant Volsci recentesy qui e castris mpetum rtcERANT; integrant
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ff^i^ i^nj) '^ivnh} Di'' so God CALLS the light Day;
hut the darhness he called Night, Gen. i. 5

;
in^^ ^TX^^"!!

^^^'IT} i^'71 rw^l^ niV ^?^^?? "1p.':nn-Ti;
. So they lay it

UP till the morning, as Moses had commanded, and it

DID not BECO^Bfoetid, Slc, Exod. xvi. 24.

The cause of this mixed usage of the tenses seems to

be, that, as either of them will have a preterite, present,

ovfuture, bearing, under certain circumstances
;
the reader

is supposed to be sufficiently acquainted with this, to

enable him to make the necessary distinctions, in every

case.

232. If then events, consecutive of each other, may
be enounced by verbs intimating a presence of action,

with reference to those primarily introduced into the

context ;
then may Subjunctive, or Conditional, sentences

also be enounced, upon the same principle by the present

tense, while the dependence of the different members, one

upon another, will be determined by the signification of
the particles introduced for that purpose. Examples :

Gen. xxiv. 49, 50, n^^ ^0T\ UW DP^^^rOii^ Hi^i/l

: b^J2\l/'hil . A7id novj, if ye are dealing kindly and

truly ivith my master, tell me ; and if not, tell me ; and

I turn (or that I may turn) to the right hand or to the

left; ib.vr. 5, nif^N^H H^xn-i^^^ ^h^^ I3j;n rh'^ i;9K'i

: blZ^D ^i^^y^""l?^^?
. Then the servant said (says) to him.

Perhaps the woman may not be (or, putting the case that

she is not,) willing to follow me to this land, Must I

et illi pvgnamj qui simulata fecerant fuga. Livy, lib. vi., 24. 'E12PAKA2

d* ''E^H <a Kvp, TTjv yvvaiKa, r^v fie KEAEYEI2 (jivXarreiv ; Ma At "E^H 6

KvpoSf &c. Xenoph. Cyropedia. See Matthiae's Greek Gram., voL ii., Art.

504. 1.
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surely bring bach thy son unto the land from whence

thou earnest 9

233. There are, moreover, other modes of construction,

by which hypothetical and other sentences, exhibiting
certain relations between their leading and subsequent

members, are formed. These constructions have hitherto

been unobserved by Christian Grammarians and Com-
mentators. Some of the Jew^s seem to have entertained

a few imperfect notions respecting them,* and these they

probably borrowed from the Arabians, who detail them

very much at length in their Grammars and Com-
mentaries on Grammar.f

2. It has been remarked (Artt. 74. 2. lOS. 119, p. 260,

&c.) that verbs will occasionally appear in an apocopated,
or abridged, form : at others, with a Jl, usually termed

paragogic (Art. 175. 2. 4. 5, &c.); and, at others, with

what has been termed an Epenthetic^ or Paragogic,

* The words of D. Kimkhi on this subject are to be found in the Mikhlol,

fol. TO verso, and are as follows : 'wnn niy^rb rma N^m dm mpt^i in^ n -iri'i

w i. e. And there is another (use of) Vaw in the place of dm, and this indicates

the reply of a conditional sentence; as (in the examples), Putting the case that

the iron is blunt, the corresponding member is, then must one increase the

force, Eccl. x. 9. J/j/e, or putting the case that r/e, walk in my statutes:

the corresponding member is, then surely I will give your showers in their

season, Lev. xxvi. 3, 4. This is precisely the doctrine of the Arabian

Grammarians as far as it goes, (See Jami's Cora, on Ibn Ulhajib, pp.

rv l-rvv-rvA rA &.) They investigate the matter, however, much more

scientifically and profoundly. The result of a careful examination of this

matter with me is, that although the subsequent members may often be trans-

lated by our subjunctive, or conditional, mode; yet, as positive comparisons

are always instituted in their languages, no such doubtful mode actually exists

with them.

f See the ^J^^J^l^l ^/^, by the Moolla J ami, and the work of ^'^^ &^

i/l/^' ,
in the collection of Mr. Burckhardt in the Public Library at Cam-

bridge.
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Nun (]) Art. 175. 17. &c. We now proceed to state,

in order, the several powers which these forms appear to

exert upon the context of Scripture : and first, of that

which has been termed apocope.
3. We have seen. Art. 119. 8. 9, that the apocopated

forms are often used for the purpose of expressing com-

mand, prohibition, exhortation, wishing, forbearance,
and the hke : as, ^T^\ let him, or it be ; T^^\ let him, or,

maij he, stultify ; H^l let him be blotted out ; *i^7!-" - ^^^

it not be seen. See. We now say, that, apparently for the

purpose of preserving an uniformity in the forms of

words, composing those members of sentences which have

a mutual relation to each other ; the verbs in such subse-

quent members will also be apocopated : e. g. *liJ^ '^H']

"J'i'^
^^'l:,!

LET (there) be light: and light (accordingly)
EXISTS. This connexion is also extended throughout the

next verse; thus; ^1311] 3lLD-^5 ")i^^^-n^t D^'^V^? i^lH

nj^n-%n^.T. 3-1;; ^r\]}
.... : ^ti/nn ^^^ niiSn 1^3 *b%n^st

ini!^ IDV AND GOD (accordingly) sees the light, that (it

is) good; and God (accordingly) divides between the

light and between the darkness . . . and (hence) the

evening becomes, and the dawn becomes, day one. See

the remaining instances occurring in this, and the fol-

lowing chapters-t So Isaiah xlviii. 17, ria^^j^n \^il

The Arabic imperatives are regularly apocopated forms; as,_^r"^l assist

thou : the preformative
>

aliff is added merely for the sake of facilitating the

pronunciation, and is omitted by rule whenever it can be. In the Hebrew, an

imperative of the first person singular and plural, is made, either by this form,

as, ^ lei me he, Hos. xiii. 14. ^}. Numb. xx. 17, &c., or, by one of those

presently to be considered. It must also be borne in mind, that imperatives

will express request, as well as command.

t The Arabian Grammarians reason on this subject in the following manner.

The MooUa Jamisays, in his Commentary on Ibn Ulhajib (p. ^^^),j^^ |^j
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^D^b^ nn^D \n*'"1 ^n))id7 . Hadst thou attended
I V T T - :- -

: :

to my commandments, then had been thy peace
like the river. When k'? is used as a prohibitive,

no apocopation takes place : see Exod. xx. 3 18.

Similar consequent members seem also to be marked,

. . jxiii cJj c/i <^i\? ^^n ^ ^ ^5v^i ^j
^^

^UAXuu^j J;^^ J^^^ ^^^^i^ t:;^^' ^^ J^J^ .
ij|;ls^' jJ^_j

IaAax^
,^'IaIIj

Uam.
Jjilj Jx&ll Jjcs:^ t_^1 j^UjI JxAJl And the lam

\U ) of commandy i. e. the lam intimating a desirefor the action of the verb.

o

The LAM of prayer will also influence the verb ; as, <^l t^y^ "
may God

forgive us ;" also the word
JJ , (Heb. *?) of prohibition^ i. e. intimating a request

that the action of the verb be given up; also expressions of retributionj

(i.e. a consequent member in such sentences), these will influence two verbs,

the first implying the cause (or antecedent), the second that upon which the cause

acts (or the consequent), i. e. to mark the first verb as implying the cause, the

second as the thing caused. The Moolla goes on to tell us, in the words of Ibn

Ulhajib, that we must not, however, always understand that such constructions

mark the actual cause and effect, but only that the writer, or speaker, has

expressed himself, as if this were the case : i.e. just as we find it in the

scriptural parables, he argues these cases as real, whether they are so or not.

This is a principle exerting a most extensive influence on the language

of Scripture. See my Visitation Sermon, Camb. 1839. p. 58. The

exact force of such passages seems to be, Let there be light, so,

let there be light ; i. e. The Creator gives the command, in the first

instance ; the historian, writer, or speaker, in the second. This will

account for the use of the apocopated forms in each case, and explain their

C CO
concordance with one another. So in the Arabic V^Xc^' ^^j>^*J>^**i ^J\^

c

Putting the case (thus), or, surely, despise thou me ; let me honour thee : \j^J^

^jj^ visit me, (so) let me visit thee. And hence the peculiar force of the

Arabic < '
so, therefore, and the Hebrew illative particle "; as,

^^^ /^^

Hjya JdJl dAXXSi "And, as to him who returns to sin, God will accordingly take

vengeance on him : and, in the Hebrew, liw
'n^i.^iN

'rn let there be light, accord-

ingly, CONSEQUENTLY, SO (or the like) let it be taken for granted that light

becomes, (exists).
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when the illative 1 accompanies the preterite, and exer-

cises the influence of removing the accent, (Art. 119.)
e. g. Exod. xxix. 13. "^j; Dnii^ TST^y) TH^^ ISb np'?*O '- T <T TT : T V - J- :

^2^ Dnk r3"!i?ni ^^^J bv Take one hullock .... and

place them upon one basket, and offer them (accordingly),
&c. See the following verses. The preterite is ap-

parently used, in these cases, for the greater emphasis.
4. It is not, however, necessary that a command or

prohibition should always precede ; any subject matter of

discourse, upon which a consequence will depend, may
have its consequent members enounced by apocopated

present tenses : as, '^Din-i^^ ^^'^}'^ ^9^ ^'''^li? ^)^^
. vrj;3 Vl;^ r\\r\\ '^y^ nn^^i/j riDjjn ^'^n^ : jJia^
For truth hath stumbled in the open place, and integrity

is unable to enter. So, accordingly, &c. truth hath

failed: .... So, therefore, &c. the Lord saw, and

(therefore) it was evil in his eyes, &;c.f Is. lix. 14.

5. From what has been said, it may perhaps be con-

cluded, that no passage will occur in which such apoco-

pation will not be found, either as the mark of a leading

imperative, or of a consequent and corresponding member.

So in the Arabic with the illative particle ,^ ... JO JC,^Jui^ ^
Ciii^'^-^

, putting the case that his frock was torn .... then she has spoken

trull/. This '
, is termed by the Arabian Grammarians ^^^^^-^j^^'

^>

the consequent
< '. Jami's Com., p. l"^. tXft3 is mostly used iu these cases,

t From this sort of connexion in the context, we may see in what sense this

connecting^ and illativej particle
i

, may be said to be conversive of the tense of

the following verbs, to that of the preceding ones : not that it exerts any such

power absolutely J
but only relatively, (Art. 231. 9.). And in this sense D. Kimkhi

has taken it, (Mikhlol, fol. rra verso.) where he cites Aben Ezra as appealing
to the Arabic. And De Balmes expressly ascribes it to the tense of narration

(Art. 231. 10. note) "nxm. It is very doubtful, therefore, whether the Jews

originally believed an absolute conversive power to be vested in thisi. See

my Heb. Lexicon, under
*

.
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We must bear in mind, however, that a very great

number of cases occurs in the verbs, in which we can

have no mark whatever of this apocopation. Again, in a

great variety of instances, it will be of but little im-

portance, whether the context contain narration only, or

be prophetic ; for, in either of these, the particle 1 may
be a simple conjunction.^' In others a paragogic H

, (of

which hereafter,) may have been struck out for the sake

of euphony : and, in others, the accents may have been

misplaced through the ignorance of the copyists ; nothing

being more certain, than that the modern Jews are any

thing but learned on this subject ; and, it is doubtful

whether their older and better writers were much their

superiors. Examples of the kind alluded to are the

following :n:V2\n n^"jni . . . D:;?)n 'Jlj^l
&c. Let the

waters he limited, . . . and let the dry (land) appear :

or prophetically : The waters shall be limited . . . and

the dry (land) shall appear. And then we have the

consequent member : viz. ]3 ^^!'^, And it became thus

(accordingly). Gen. i. 9. 26, &c.

234. We have to state and exemplify, in the next

place, the laws which regulate the use of the paragogic

n, when attached to the present tense of verbs. This

termination is used for two purposes : I. to express a

command or request : and II. to designate, as in the last

article, the member consequent upon some antecedent

* Nor is this mark of inference always visible in the Arabic, particularly
? c yy y c yy c

when the preterite tense is used : e. g. Cl^^d-^ CJl*^>j^ ^1^ If you
have gone outj I have gone out ; for, if you do so, then I will. So also

,-.
^^^ ^^ ^

^1 J 1^1 tXy t_<*^^' C'l \f ^^^^ comes to me, I will come to hinif i.e.
y" y y y " y

with or without the apocopated form : so in the Hebrew, Micah vii. 8,

*noi7 'nbQ3 '3 When I have fallen, (then) / have arisen : i. e. these are the

constant facts of the case.
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one. Examples of the first case : Gen. xxxvii. 13.

D^*^S^5 ^n^tf^^l m^b, Come (I pray), and let me send

thee to them. In the next verse this command is prefaced

^7^3"*^^' come I prmj, equal, apparently, to the pre-

ceding T\dl : and in verse 16, we have both combined in

i^J'HTiin , Shew now I pray. So also lb. xxxviii. 16,

Krnan Give now I pray. See Ps. ii. 3. 7; Ixix.

19, &c.

2. Examples of the second case :^' Ps. ii. 8. ''S?^ ^^^
D^iJ nj/IJ^I Ask of me, and I will (accordingly) give,

or, let me (then) give, nations, &c. lb. Ixix. 15. ''JTV'"!^

njt/atpSt"'?^! CO^'GD Deliver me from the mire, and let me

* This relation is marked in the Arabic by the vowel Fatha, placed on the

last letter of the verb in the present tense, as j^, ,
instead of ^;-^.; which

Mr. de Sacy has mistaken for the subjunctive mode of European Grammars;
to which it will only occasionally correspond. The particles found to precede

this form are various: see de Sacy's Gram. Arab., torn, ii., pp. 19 30. This

form is not used as an imperative in Arabic, unless preceded by a negative. The

principle on which this construction proceeds, is thus stated by Jami in his

commentary on the Kafia. Speaking of the particle
* ^

,
our illative i

,
he says :

bbSjo UJ i^'i U ^^^^ ufl ^6f^^^ Ujbt>o-l
^j^jJ!l> \s^j^ ^Ls/J]

lL& V^r J^l ^UJI j/[^| L^- ^^^^ J jUil^, &c So the

<
', which marks thefollowing verb with Fatha, as equivalent in sense to {*y ut.

Now this equivalent to (j' after
t 5, (added) ybr the purpose of placing Fatha

on the (last letter of the verb in the) present tense, is governed by two conditions.

One of these is causality, i. e. the causality of some antecedent acting upon its

consequent : fory indeed, the changefrom (
^

) to (^ ) is intended to mark this caus-

ality ; so that the change, in theform of the word, intimates the change intended

in the sense. But, when no causality is intended, there can be no want of any
intimation of it. The second condition is, that one of the six things (as in the

last article) precede the i j &c. Thfese are, a command, a prohibition, an

interrogation, a question, a negation, a wish or representation.
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not (thence) sink down, lb. cxix. 18. HlD^^i^] ^^Jf?"^!

^jn^iriD ^1^^755 Enlighten my eyes, in order that I

may see, ox, and let me see, wonders out of thy law.

See also ver. 27; Ps. cxlv. 5; Obad. ver. 1. HD^p^l IDIp

Arise ye, and let us (too) arise, Hab. ii. 1. ^Ty)12^^/ll

*.n^VJ:^l TVD-*?;; nnv:0?l niCU^ Let me stand upon

my watch, that I may be set up on thefortress, and spy.

In all these cases, as in the preceding, a kind of im-

perative force seems to belong to every verb employed in

the succession. In this last case, the bearing is more of

the precative or optative character.

3. It must not be supposed, however, that this form is

always had recourse to for the purpose of marking
this relation : for it is occasionally, and perhaps most

frequently, designated by such particles as will best

express it; as, "lJi^^? quod, or eo quod, "lt^^? \ll^( for
the purpose of, "113^5 in order to, because of, &c., ^'^

that, ut, 7 to, in order to, 1^ seeing that, and the like,

with the unaugmented form of the verb. It is when

these particles are omitted, that this form is generally

had recourse to. So also in the nouns, np^^VO will

signify to, or towards, Egypt, and will be equivalent

to D^'^.VO"^^ but both are not usually combined, as

np^")VP"^^ .* whence perhaps we may conclude, that the

real force of this particle is either to, in order to, or

something nearly allied to this. (Art. 232.)

235. The third case we have to consider is, that which

involves the doctrine respecting the uses of the Epen-
thetic, and Paragogic, Nun (], Art. 175. 17. seq.): and

here, as before, the first of these is found with commands,

prohibitions, and exhortations, and also in the conse-

* In this place we have probably a contraction, i.e. rrBSN, for nns, in

order to avoid the concurrence of two Hes n. Art. 175. 6.
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quent members of antithetic sentences : the second is

used with interrogatives, and also in the consequent
members of similar sentences. And, in both cases, strong

asseveration, with futurity of action, seems to be implied.*

* This is also the doctrine of the Arabian Grammarians on the same letter,

which they term <-i'^^' d>^'> the confirmatory Nun, as in the {oWowing

extracts. Jami says: ^i^SJ**-^^
. . ^jSLm &juas>'

^jL^auJ JJoUOl (jyj

^^1 jj^ ^ {^j^^ JjlijUi-oJl JxiJb . . .
(^^oAs^ . . . ^Ji^

U^J*^^3 ij^y'^'^ '^-^^^ ^ er^b U^.J^ J^ y^ ^l^AJLiHj

b^lk* ^^yO
U ill j^y>

i) . . . ^JuUill j$lto j-x^ ^_y JoJsAjuI^

^j^ dyOA^] f^^fOfijJo
ilii Lfljl J^^l SjS{3

]^XaJi
i

9js)' dS] LS

^^*^i c:^)!/ ^iuAi- jj^ljkll ^y JjuJ Lo
4^1 [^ Lcj ^ (p. vy)

i. e. the Nun of confirmation is of two sorts, the light quiescetU Nun, and that

doubled with /a</ia. Its particular usage is with a future verb in an imperative

signification; as, Thou shall certainly striJce {\j^.j^^)t
in its light form, and

{^.j^' in its reduplicated one ; also with a prohibition, as. Thou shall (cer-

tainly) not strike: also with an interrogation, as. Wilt Ihou really strike 1 also

with a wish, as, I wish you would really strike : and with a representation, as,

Surely you will come down to us, so that it may be well with you : also with an

oath, as, And (as) God (exists) so, surely will I do it : and these cases all hold

good, whether the form be light, or doubled . . , .This confirmation is not used

except when something is requested ; but, it is most frequent in such examples

as,
" Whether you will surely do it, &c.," (i. e.) in a condition, the

accompanying particle of which is strengthened by ^, what, &c. For, when

such particle gives force, the intention is, to strengthen the action of the

verb likewise, in order to avoid otherwise missing the force intended (by the

passage,) together with what goes before it, i. e. whatever precedes such

confirmatory Nun, whether it be light or heavy (i. e. single or double). That

is, in all such antithetic sentences as those involving oaths, requests, and the

like. The most complete account I have met with of the use of these forms

is to be found in the work of
^_5*j/^' ui*^'^ already referred to. I have

given this note more at length than I otherwise should have done, because I

A A
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Examples in which the Epenthetic, or Paragogic, Nun
is used in interrogations, &c., Ps. Ixviii. 17; ]nV"in DBh

why will ye (persevere to) watch ? Job ix. 12
; ^^yc?^^ ^^

who z^?7/ (effectually) turti him hack? Mic.vi.6; 139^(5^|t^

shall I (actually) approach him? Gen. xxxvii. 21;

t^93 1323 ^7 let us by no means strike his person,
Amos i. 3

; 1il3^t^'^^ K'? / ivill by no means restore him.

See also Dan. ii. 5. 9, &c.

2. In some instances the Paragogic Nun, seems

strongly to intimate futurity of action, as in Joel ii. 4 ;

^IVI")"! 15 so shall they assuredly run : lb. ver. 7 ;

\yiT\\ D'^liBJ? like heroes shall they (certainly) run;

\^^r. V?T.73 ^"^^ each in his ways shall they march ;

Dninni^ pb^jt;'! ^b] neither shall they (at all) wander

(from) their paths,
3. In the following passages, they strongly mark con-

secutive members of sentences, implying perhaps, at the

same time, futurity in the tense of the verb. Gen. xxxvii.

27; 13^.5Q51 ID? come, and let us actually sell him,

Isa.xxvL5 7; r]^b:^%\^l ^'^W^- 'Til? ^"^""^ ^'^T ^^^ ^5

bp^ ^l^^^.T\ : iDjLf-ij;; njjt;^^: \i;^'^v ri^^^: For he

shall (surely) bring down the inhabitants of (a) high

place ; an exalted city, he shall assuredly debase her :

he debaseth her to the earth ; he shall assuredly make
her touch even to the dust : the foot shall surely trample
her.

We may here remark that Hti^rTj a manifest prophetic future, is

parallel to na^'^Q^^ in the following member : whence both must

be construed in the same tense : both therefore will be strong pro-

find Mr. de Sacy speaking in his Gram. Arabe (torn. ii. p. 35), as if there were

no fixed rules for its use, and actually dislocating the last example he has

cited, as if it had no connexion wiih what went before. See the Koran,
Sur. 102.
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phetic futures : the one grounded on the principle (Art. 236.) of the

event having already come to pass ;
the other enouncing a similar

event in a corroborated present sense only : while the Epenthetic
Nun in the latter, marks it as a consequent to the former. In the

next place, the following (^/"^Stp^ has no such Nun : it commences,

therefore, a new series of context, i. e. it resumes the original

theme commenced with Htt^n^ and has J^?^^?!, with the Epenthetic

Nunj for its consequent ; and, in apposition with this is the fol-

lowing naop"]]^. See lb. xliii. 5
;
Deut. viii. 5. 19, 20

; Job ix. 6.

32. 34
;

xii. 7, 8, &c. In the nouns, too, the termination 1 appears

to have a corroborative force, see Art. 168.

The following examples present a single Epenthetic 3, as in the

Arabic extract given above (see also my Heb. Lexicon, p. 400).

131 -in^n^"; ^inaain'; !|n?n:?b'., He accordingly turns Mm about.

He instructs him, He keeps him, &c., Deut. xxxii. 10; "^r"^^?)^!

So curse him for me^ Numb, xxiii. 13
;

see also Deut. xxix. 14 ;

Judg. v. 26 ;
Ps. Ixxii. 15, xci. 12

;
Jer. xxii. 24

; Obad. ver. 13.

See Art. 175.22.

4. From the near approach of these forms, in sense,

we must not be surprised in occasionally finding con-

structions in which they are mixed; for the purpose,

perhaps, of imparting to its several members some par-

ticular shade of meaning, or to keep up a variety in the

modes of expression, e. g. Job ix. 14 ; ^^})^)^ '^SilSt"'^ ^^
l2iy "^"l?! ^"[^5^?, Nay, (supposing) that I may really

answer him, (then) let me, I pray, select my words (for

use) with him, Gen. xii. 2; ^^'^^^itl....^i"r| ''iJ^ ^W,^\
npn3 TyT}")^ '^^^} And let me make thee a great nation,

and let me (I pray) make thy name great, and become

thou a blessing, Exod. xxiii. 10 ; "nj^J-I/ltn XS^W tl/t^]

And six years sow thou (imper.) thy land, and have

COLLECTED (prct. i. 0. prophctic fut.) its income. But the

seventh (year) thou shalt dismiss it (Epenthetic form) ;

so THOU (shalt) HAVE left it, and the poor of thy people
A A 2
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SHALL (surely) eat : and their excess (i.
e. leavings) the

wild beast of the field shall eat (pres. or contingent

future). I translate these so as to express the force

of the different forms as near as I can. See also Gen.

xliii. 21.

236. Another leading principle, by which the tenses

are regulated, has arisen out of the circumstance, that

the Hebrews, in common with some other nations of the

East, often represent events, of the future occurrence of

which they have no doubt, as having already tahen

place.^ Examples : ^r^T\^ i:^"]^? 13 ''^v'"'^^^ ^)V^
* The following observations on this use of the past tense of a Persian verb

are taken from the Persian Grammar of Mr. Lumsden, vol. ii. p. 326.
*' The prophetic denunciation of a future event will be often expressed in

the past tense, in order to indicate the certainty of its occurrence. Examples:
C-' c c o

j> Lii^JUl jj^ <x^
Lii^vwlt)^ ^j^ ei^^Mil (jw^ ^^^ Jir^ J^^

c -^c^

^S^^iiJ jO^J L^]S. ?yU iiSJ^ ^dj ^The infidel, however happy

to-day, will he encircled to-morrow hy a collar of curses, and will suffer miseries

of every description.'
" It seems to me," continues Mr. Lumsden,

" that most of the preceding

rules have their basis in the following principle... .that the occurrence of a

future event is naturally a matter of great uncertainly, and generally speaking,

will be so considered, if expressed by the future tense of the verb. Past

events having already occurred, are subject to no uncertainty at all. And

hence it happens, that a Persian, having occasion to speak of a future event,

which he believes to be of certain occurrence, will naturally enough employ
the past tense of the verb : by the use of which he means to apprise his auditor,

that the occurrence of the event, though still future, is, in his opinion, not less

certain, than if it were past."

Of this character is the passage cited by Mr. de Sacy, from the " Concessus

of Hariri, Arab. Gram., vol. i. p. 123, &c. ^ r\M Cl^^ia^ij* j) I will

BY NO MEANS TOUCH yowr wea^, Mw/ess, &c. See Storr, p. 163 4. Pococke's

Specim. Hist. Arab., p. 57. Gram. Syr. Isaac Sciadrensis, Rom. 1636,

P. (Tl^XD
, &c.

~

The following passages from the Commentary on the Arabic Grammar of Ibn

Ulhajib by ^j/*^' \Jt,'^^ (^ will put this question out of all doubt, as

10 the practice of the Orientals. Speaking of the preterite tense, it is said :
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-
-;

^
.

I .. V V : T: :
- t :

"

D^7^/'l^/ . /br cM^ HAS BEEN
(i. e. shall surely be)

^JlGaII
ld\i\ ci^j^ ^^ io] . . . XiJ^ L->ls-^l ^S^^ JUi* ^^lii'

^j;l<
IJl LajJ <ull

,^-^Uil CjJliujj . . .

^__^-fl^j j-*j
<til^ UL3 (J^l cy^

p "p x" ^

^_^, tXiii ^ Ul. y ^ Sjjls^l j4^ Jy^^ ''^^ ^J S-'^^.J

iZJi\y^LS\
ci^v^ij U ysr . . . u-i^l j^ ^^.^^ ^ J^^, &-C., i.e.

** 'The preterite tahes thefuture signification, when used in passages intimating

desire whether in prayer ; as, ^1
i^J^As^y May God have mercy on

thee; OTy command, as in the saying of Ali, Let the man reward his

NEIGHBOUR (]^' pvet.) WHO IN HIS OWN PERSON HAS DONE GOOD TO HIS

BROTHER. It is also changed into the future, when speaking of some future

event, and intending to enounce it as certain to come to pass; as in the

passage (of the Koran). The inhabitants of Paradise shall call, Sfc. (have
called. Surat. Alaraf.) where the speaker mentions the event as having

already come to pass. It is also taken as a future, when accompanied by a

negative, or, as an answer to an oath; as. By God I will not do it, or. Should

I DO IT. It is also used as a future in hypothetical sentences, except with the

particle y should, unless, &c. But, as to the verb ^J^, it will retain

its preterite signification : as. If I had said it. It is also changed when

the particle
^ is used intimating time : e. g. As long as the heavens have

endured (i.e. shall endure "), &c. It is very evident, that the same prin-

ciple prevails throughout every instance here adduced (if we except the hypo-

thetical ones, of which something will be said hereafter, and ^j^ which is

used as an auxiliary), namely, that of certainty, and thence intense petition, or

command, grafted upon this certainty. See Viger de idiotismis Graecis,

p. 167. Edit. 1813, with the notes. Winer's Gram, of the New Test.,

^..\Q5.(b.)
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BORN to US, a Son hath been (or surely shall be) given

to us; so the Government is upon his shoulder, and

(one) calls his name Wonder, Counsellor (or Preacher),

Mighty God, the Father (or Proprietor) of an age, the

Prince of peace ; lb. vii. 18/ p'lt^? i^mn Dl"? .THl

D^vo n^^"^ r]);v'ZL nt^'^^ nutS niiT, &c. Jnd it shall
. T : J" : "1: v -: :

- t .

(certainly) come to pass, in that day, Jehovah hisses (or

shall hiss) to the hee which (is) in the extremity of the

rivers of Egypt, &c.; lb. 19, ^^^^n?? D^^ ^n^T ^^y\

D^i^^pn ''p.*'j???1
niI13n &c. And they shall (certainly)

COME, and shall all rest in the desolate valleys, and in

thefissures of the rocks.

2. Upon the same principle, the Preterite tense is

often used as an Imperative ; which may, therefore, be

termed emphatical : e.g. Deut. vi. 5, Hin^ nx i^^L^^l

Dnn'nn vr\\ : ^in'^p-'???') ^i^^^r^D?- ^^n'?"'?^? ^\i'?N

T|\3nVDri?3;^'j
: ^S^'p'^j;^

Di^n .^j^vp "^5^? *^?^^f ^^:)i\}

:
^'''liJCf^?') ^r}^3 nirrp-^JS; . ^w^ if^o?^ shalt (surely)

love Jehovah thy God with all thy heart, and with all

thy soul, and with all thy might. And these words

which I command thee this day shall be upon thy heart:

and thou shalt diligently impress them upon thy

children : and thou shalt talk of them when thou sittest

in thy house, and when thou ivalkest hy the way, and

when thou liest down, and when thou risest tip. And
thou SHALT bind them for a sign on thy hand, and they

SHALL ^^forfrontlets between thy eyes. Atid thou shalt

write them upon the posts of thy house, and upon thy

gates.

It will be imagined, perhaps, from the use of the accents here,

that these preterites have been affected by the preceding irape-
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rative V^P (Art. 233. 3.). But this is unnecessary, as it regards

their forms ; because, had nothing but a simple imperative

been intended, the common imperative forms might have been

used. Innumerable instances occur, however, in which no such

form precedes, as is also the case with the prophetic preterites just

noticed. See Gen. xl. 14
;

xlv. 13
; xlvi. 34; Ezek. ii. 4

;
iii. 17;

iv. 5, 6.

3. In the following example, we have both the pre-

terite and present tenses, used as pt'ophetical futures ;

the former for the purpose of intimating certainty, and

thence of affording assurance ; the latter for the reasons

already given (Artt. 231. 11. 235. 3.). Gen. xxvi. 3,

\^^ ^i/"]l'?T ^'7"'-? ^315^1 '^^V ^^)1^^. ^^^^ p>T? ^"^^

*:-: V -: . 't . :
- v ! -: - t t-: t t

: ^""SiJ Dnn!?^/ sojourn in this land, and I am (or will

be) with thee, and so I bless (or will bless) thee : for to

thee and to thy seed I give (or will give) all these

lands : and I will (surely) establish the oath which

I sivare to Abraham thyfather,
4. The following has a prohibitive sentence in the

Present, followed by two predictions enounced in the

Preterite, tense : Gen. xxvi. 24, ""^iSt ^nX"''? ^^Trl-^^^

TJ^nrriS ^rvin^\ ^'-??"13') foar not, for I (am) with

thee and will (surely) bless thee, and multiply thy
seed.

5. When a preterite follows a present (prophetical)
tense in the same order of events, and in the same

context ; the second of these, with as many succeeding
verbs as follow in the same tense, order, &c. may be

translated by the English compound tense, shall

have shall have had or the like.'^ Examples :

In this case the preterite is reckoned, not from the period in which the

declaration is made, but from one future to it, as it is even in the English.
The reason is ; futurity is intended in the first, and consequently in every subse-

quent verb, whatever other particulars the context may require in this respect*
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Deut. vii. 1, ^]1St-^^^? n?'^"^^ T^^^ ^P^. ^^'^] ^^

nh^k Dnnri Dinn Dri^ini tj^js^ ^9^9/ ^^.^ ii;^^w

Jehovah thy God bringeth (or shall bring) thee to the

land whither thou art going to possess it, and shall

HAVE CAST OUT many great nationsfrom before thee ....

and Jehovah thy God shall have delivered them up
before thee, and thou shalt have smitten them, (then)

devote thou them to utter destruction,

6. In like manner, when two events are enounced, one

of which is prior to the other, and that which occurred

first in the order of time, being to be taken in the past

tense (with reference to the time in which the relation

was originally made), the following one may be trans-

lated into English in the preterpluperfect tense :^ as,

Gen. xxvi. 18, \r)h ^y^^i^^t^ nlD;^5 rn'D;^^ \r\) b^-jjpn

I V3Nt So he calls them (i. e. at that time by) names,

according to the names (by) which his father called

them
(i.

e. had called.)

237. General opinions may be enounced either in the

preterite,^ the participles, or in the present tense.

In this case, the verb
:jl7!

is an historical present^ and hence contempo-

rary in act with the preceding verb n^, and therefore preterite with reference

to the time in which the narration is made : but, the following verb *t^

is preterite wtth reference to this time, i. e. to the time of y<Ql and N^f., it

is, therefore, a preterite still more remote, and equivalent to our pluperfect. So

'T^ (J^ in Arabic, as already noticed.

^^G -^ ^ ^ P ^ ^y y yy ^ C ^ i C-*

t So in the Arabic OJA^ Xuu l::,^^ CAx^
^^'tXi-l ^^ had you

tnke7i me with you, I had made honey like yourself;
^ vi^

j^-yXS j^^'-^
I

jjl3 y

U)tX)l c;>J;i- HAD IT BEEN (so that) uU men were wise, the world had been

DESTROYED. Mr. LumsdcH has, I think, been very happy in his remarks on

this sort of construction. " General opinions," says he,
"
ought to result from

the observation of facts ; and whether we state a general opinion, or the facts
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Examples : Ps. i. 1, nv^f? "^hn ikh 1^*^ ^"^^H n:^^it

mti^i ^^ D^yS n;^D?T iD]j ^b D\v^(^n i':|."r?i' d^^;^-!

Blessed (is) //^^ ;?a72 z^^o hath not walked in the counsel

of the wicked, and hath not stood in the ivay of sinners,

and HATH not resided in the habitation of the scorners ;

Prov. xxviii. 7, D^^D*" D^i^Slt nj;hi lu^ js rr\ST\ n^U
J V3iJ ^w intelligent son keeps ^>^^ Z2^7 ; hut he who
ATTENDS upon hase men, puts his father to shame ;

lb. xi. 4, : ni^D ^^yn nij-rvi n-;3i; dv^ ]in ^^i/v-.^^

Riches profit not in the day of wrath ; but righteous-
ness deliversfrom death,

238. Hypothetical sentences, which are very nearly

on which an opinion is founded, the effect is the same in either case. An

Englishman will commonly state the opinion, as * Force cannot cope with

fortune:' and a Persian will be often disposed to state the facts on which the

opinion is founded : as ' The strong have been generally foiled in the contest

with fortune.* This, therefore," adds he,
"

is a case in which the past may be

said to supersede the future tense of the verb." Example ; <^ i/^ i^ir

J^Ji cAJ '^^Jf^ i^J^J
^

jy^ ^ l*"^ L-5^
"
fif^nceforward I shall

retire and dwell in a corner^ like the ant ; for even the elephant (which is the

strongest of all animals) cannot master (has not mastered) his fortune byforce."
Pers. Gram., vol. ii. p. 326.

The Arabic Grammarians endeavour to account for this use of the verb,

which they say must be taken as in the present tense, by saying, that we

have here, ^_5^^.|' ^^^1 , by which they mean the retention of an event in

the mind, which, although past as to fact is nevertheless present in effect ; as,
;> o p C'-^ o

C;^^^ / have sold, and am now dispossessed of the thing sold, ^Jl^JxilA^
I have bought, and do possess, &c.; whereas, when we use the present tense in

such cases, the thing sold, bought, &c. may be, or not, now in our possession.

So we say in English, I am come, he is gone, not I have come, he has gone.

And in Hebrew, Is. xiv. 7 ;
rm in^B nT^| ^I?^ ^\ &c., The whole land is at

rest, it IS quiet (has been), they break ybr^A (into) singing (have broken forth).

See also some of the following verses. This, however, mostly takes place in

intransitive verbs, such as "Jia, p;?, 0511, by, ^r, -^frn,
or the like. See also

Viger. de idiot. Grsec, p. 166. Edit. 1813, with the notes: also p. 163.
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allied to the foregoing, will be enounced either in the past

or present tense, according to one or other of the preceding

rules, or, as it sliall suit the intention of the writer. Ex-

amples : Gen. xxvi. 10, 2!?^ C0^55 1^^ K^^'^i^
n^^r^D

: DJ^^iS '\yh}! D^'2n^ r\r)^i^'hi< ^^n im^ what is this

(that) thou hast done to us? Some one of the people
MIGHT lightly HAVE LAIN with thy wife, so thou wouldest

HAVE BROUGHT siii upon US ; lb. xxvii. 12, ''JtJ^^I
^T\)^

Perhaps my father may feel me ; {pv, putting the case

that he feels me) so shall I (certainly) become

as a great deceiver in his eyes, and shall (surely)

BRING upon ^myself a curse and not a blessing ; Prov.

vi. 1, iii^r nil;}: . . . : ^^5 ni) r);;p_r\ "^^^^ ii^n^-oi:^ ^^3

&c.. My son, if thou hast become suretyfor thy neigh-

bour, if thou HAST stricken thy hand with a stranger . . .

do this, &c.; Gen. xxviii. 20, &c., ^IBV D^i^^^ n:n^-Di^

n^ni bb^h sn^ ^i'\^}\ "^^in ^?!)^j i^^ r\]r\ ^-i'^.? "^Viot^i

: D''n'7^^S*'^V nin'' ^^^V^3^^ n^3-9s DiWi ^nn:i)i : w^2^^
T : T T : T V T : :

-
: :

13^?'^^> &c., i. e. As assuredly as that God is with me,

and hath preserved me in this ivay in which I am

(now) travelling, and hath (hitherto) given me bread to

eat and clothing to put on; so assuredly shall I

return to my father's house in peace ; and Jehovah shall

assuredly continue my God, and this stone, &c.* Is.

Ixiii. 19, T.59-* '^^'^^ O'l? T3?P ^1"^^ D>?^ ^i^lR'^l'?

This passage has been entirely misunderstood. It contains an oath, or vow,

which is the same thing. This usage of the preterite in the Hebrew, as in the

Arabic, generally designates oaths : and the principle upon which these are con-

structed is, by taking something which is most certain as a basis, and then by

comparing the subsequent terms with it. See Heb. vi. 13 19, and the

MooUa Jamion Ibn Ulhajib, pp. Fir-tCTv. These forms, therefore, imply

no curse or ban, as the forms of cursing do; which run thus, God do so io

me, &c.
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I ^^T. D';i;i HADST thou RENT the heavcns, hadst thou de-

scended, HAD the mountains been reduced before thee;..,

then the nations had trembled before thee;* Lev. x. 19,

* In translating this passage, I have taken iVi3 as the Niphhdl of hhj\ ,
to

which it seems to me most properly to belong, (see Simonis's Lexicon snh

voce,) and m^"' as a particle implying supposition with a negation, according

to its most usual import both in Hebrew and Arabic. It should also be ob-

served, that in the first and two last examples, the preterite is used, as in the

statement of general opinions, and for the reasons assigned by Mr. Lumsden.

The particles, preceding such expressions, may always be considered as intended

to put a suppositious case; or, in other words, to lay down a general fact as

accidental, and then to deduce the consequence: which maybe stated, either in

the past or present tense, as circumstances may require. Of this character are

^c y^ ^ c^

the following Arabic examples ;
^^i^i<^ lM^ '-^i*^ CJUi^c S ^ ylkt) we

not KNOWN thee, we had (surely) done after this manner ; or, we should

(surely) have done so; taking the second member as a future of certainty with

J O 9^ O^ '9 y y o^cx

respect to the first; ^^j^^ '^^^'^. &^ l^'-^^ Cl^Ui^ ^ hadst thou been here^
y 9 L,vi y y '^ ? C^^ C

my brother viOVLH not iikVE died; 15!!^ CI.'^.^^ CXJ.4^ C:^J^ ^^s. had I

DONE this, I SHOULD SURELY HAVE LOST my Wealth; \^^ ''-'^jr all

ti;^"^''"^ U^^ oit) I INCREASE her food, she would (probably) lay two eggs :

^ x >

i. e. putting the case, that, if I had done so, then she would perhaps lay, &c.

De Sacy's Gram. Arab., vol. i. p. 124, &c.

The Persian examples selected by Mr. Lumsden seem to me all subject to

this distinction, i.e. of certainty or contingency; and to have been enounced
o ^ ^ c

accordingly, either in the past, present, or future tense
; tH^lloAJl ^^^XAwJ

J S)

Vj;,^v*/i
tXJbiy*-

had you not arrived, the expectation of you, would
9 C^ ^(^ 9 CC y CC^ G^C/'G c^y

(probably) have killed (me); (^j^ '^j^ ij^ f^J iS^ J^- hj^s. S^

^^ if to-day you (by any chance) shew mercy to mankind, to-morrow you
have received mercy, i. e. certainly shall receive it. See Pers. Gram.,
vol. ii. p. 322, &c. That is to say, the present tense appears to be chosen when

contingency is intended to be intimated, the preterite when it is not. The one

therefore is a less forcible form of expression than the other.
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: nin^ ^^i?? m^'^^n Di^^ n.^^n ^p^d^] and, had i eaten

the sin-offering to-day, would it have (seemed) good in

the eyes of Jehovah ?

239. Commands, requests, prohibitions, deprecations,

blessings, and, hence, future events taken prophetically,

will be enounced by the imperatives of verbs, or by any of

those other forms, which are used as imperatives (Artt.

233.3.234.235.): as. Gen. xxvii.3, '^j^'pn ^^5 ^'^^ HJn^l^
: m:V ^^ nilVI r\^)^r\ SVT '^T\U;1\ And now,TkK^Jpray]
thy weapons, thy quiver and thy bow, and go out into

the plain, anduvi^Tjor me a hunting, lb. v. 26, Tltf^i!

^y3. v'^jWI J^3 come near now, and kiss me, my son.

lb. V. 28, D^;::ti^n bl^r^ D^i'7^^^ Tryin^l and may God' - T - - V: T I : I V :

GIVE (or, he shall give) thee of the dew of heaven,

Ps. xxxvii. 1, :
n'7'jj; ^wv':^ ^^3i?^"^^? d^j;^1.?5 ")^n^-^^i:

Be not irritated at those who are evil; envy thou not

the workers of iniquity. Gen. xxiv. 60, HD^"? ''S?^? ^^5

TiJJt:^ n^l^ riNt "Ti^nr Vj^^^^ become if^ow (i.
e. thou shalt

be) thousands of myriads, and let thy seed possess

the gate of those that hate them. See Gen. xii. 2,

XX. 7, xlv. 18
;

Deut. xxxii. 50; Is. xlvii. 1; Ps.

xxxvii. 27, xlv. 4, 5 : also Ps. Ixix. from vr. 7 to the end,

explained by St. Paul, Rom. xi. 9, &c., as prophetical.

So also Ps. cix. compared with Acts i. 20 ; Ps. Ixxix.

6 12. See Glassius, Lib. i. Tract iv., i.. Canon ii..

Lib. iii., Tract iii. ; Canon xliii. xlv., &c. Viger de

idiotismis Gr^cis, p. 155, Edit. 1813, with the notes.

Art. 231. 11.

Remarks.

240. The preceding rules seem to be governed by two general

principles. One, in which the Writer, setting out from the period

in which he commences his narrative, follows the different circum-

stances of it, as if himself and his reader were present; and hence

dates the tenses of his verbs from the different periods in which he
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thus places himself: still, however, reserving the right of returning

to his original position whenever he pleases.

2. By the other principle, events, which it is believed will cer-

tainly take place, are represented as having already come to pass :

and thence preterites are used as Imperatives for the greater

emphasis. Nothing surely can be more natural than the adoption
of such principles. And, when we consider the great degree of

precision, which their application must communicate to the con-

text, we shall be induced to believe, that the poverty and uncer-

tainty, of which it has been fashionable to accuse the Hebrew

language, has rather arisen out of our own ignorance, than from

any defect inherent in its construction. We do not mean to affirm,

however, that we can always say, why one mode of enunciation is

preferred to another, when, as far as we can see, either would have

suited the character of the context : nor can we in the Greek and

Latin, notwithstanding all that has been said in their favour. In

many cases the parallelism may have had some influence, in others

attraction
; but, upon the whole, I believe we can give as good an

account of the use of the tenses in the Hebrew, as can be given in

either the Greek, Latin, or any other language.

LECTURE XVIII.

ON THE NATURE AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE PARTICLES, AND

ADVERBS.

241. It has been seen (Art. 222.), that adverbs are

nothing more than words, added for the purpose of

qualifying the signification of verbs generally ; v^e nov^

come to consider some of those cases, which are not of

the most common occurrence, and which may otherwise

present some difficulties to the Learner.

2. Adverbs in immediate connexion with verbs may
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be considered as absolute (Art. 220. 2.), or, as added for

the purpose of sj)eciJication (Art. 219. note): those in

mediate connexion, as in the definite state of construc-

tion with the preceding word or particle ; which word,

or particle, may nevertheless be absolute with respect to

the verb. General examples are given. Art. 222. The

following are some, in which we have attributives

singular and plural, pronouns, and particles, thus

construed : D^i^^vg T")]^ she descends, wonders ! i. e.

wonderfully. Lam. i. 9; ItO^tf^ri D*'")?^^''^ right things

judge ye, i. e. righteously, iPs. Iviii. 2
; ^Tvh^^ nlN"j1J

(in) DREADFUL THINGS / huvc hecovfie wonderful^ i. e.

I have become fearfully wonderful, Ps. cxxxix. 14 ;

^^D"! ni^^nii ^*1.im. and thy right hand shall shew thee

(to be) WONDERS, i. e. very wonderful. Ps. xlv. 5.

Comp. Is. ix. 5, and the Septuagint.

3. It will immediately be seen, that these instances may
all be construed under one or other of the rules already

given. So also with pronouns : riT3 in this (place), for

here; Ht^ , lirs, and n^i^^ lihe this; thus; HD?,* or

\lBhfor what, why 9 *^^^?5, in that which, i. e. place or

time, as the context shall require ; or ")^K absolutely,

for where, when ? since
^ because^ Sec,

4. Negative particles ought to be considered as affect-

ing the action, &c. of the verb either expressed or un-

derstood ; not as negativing the substance implied by the

noun;'!' ^- ^ii"^'? ^^ people, not strong. Prov.

* The particles i, and b, are occasionally equivalent to the els of the New
Testament, signifying for the purpose of, in order to, &c., as, Ps.xxix. 4, 03?

eiff Svvafiiv ; powerful, effective, ib. inii]i in ordinem, producing order.

f Such expressions as, there is no man, no place, nothing, &c. would be con-

sidered as monstrous by an Oriental, whom it would be extremely difficult to

persuade that we were not affirming both the existence and non-existence of
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XXX. 25 ; IJ^JL^ ]5"^/* NOT SO (or, according to Schroe-

derus, right) have they done, Jer. xlviii. 30 ; DH? ^TST}'!

D^^^iCO ^h D^'j^n / ascribed to them, i. e. declared that

they were subject to, statutes (which were) not good.

the same thing at the same time. They would say, tlierc is not a marij &c.,

which is certainly more natural and intelligible. See Art. 218. 2. note.

The Arabs make their adverbs by an indefinite attributive put absolutely,

or in immediate, or mediate, apposition with the word intended to be

qualified, which may be either the subject or the object of the verb : e. g,
<* y ffc^

^y f^j ^^^ Zaid came to me,RiiiiNG ; Cl^^^^^j lfc5j4X>*M0 I<>JJ Cili--^

^^^aaSJ^ jjAs:
I struck Zaid \ioLEi>iTJ.Y, and I met Amr, both riding. In

these cases the adverbs are put in what is termed the accusative case, where the

connexion seems to be mediate, i. e. in which some intervening word is to be

understood. In the following, they are in the nominative, and the connexion is

manifestly immediate. ^-^ j; ^Afi^ S^j ^i\s- Zaid came to me, and his

servant (was) riding. The reason given for the first ofthese examples by the author

of the Hiddj/at oon Nahve (p.
^'

) is, that a verb is understood ; his words are,
9 vi9 -^ i- SCj ^ y ''

<U3| xLxjto ^ U>U
tX/^j

Ijjb ^ J*flJ] j^y^^< l^UL& ^ to Jul_5

9 9

jJ^'j . The examples, in which the signification of a verb was the governing

principle, as in " this Zaid (is) standing,'^ require a verb to be understood :

thus, "/ intend, I point out."' His meaning is this: "as to this Zaid, /

mention him as standing." By this he intends to shew, why the accusative case

is used in such places. Mr. de Sacy gives a different account of this con-

I struction, see Gram. Arab- vol. ii. Art. 630
;

where he considers ^|^ as

intended to point out a sort of logical objective case to the verb ^^. For my
own part, I would prefer considering this termination as the fragment of some

word, formerly used as a postposition, and therefore, as equivalent to the

preposition S-* , see note, p. 291, and to be translated thus : Zaid came to me

(in the situation of) a person riding.
*

yi2 establish, &c. Hence p|; and Art. 73. 15 establishing, right, just, &c.

W^
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(Art. 154. 8. note.) Ezek. xx. 25. So, '^IX^^ "^^^ empti-

ness (want of culture, in which there is) not a way, Ps.

cvii. 40 ; ^i^^ ih not giving light, Amos v. 20 ; 1^7 t^\U"^h

(there is) no name to him, i. e. he is nameless ; li/"^^'iki

(who is) NO eminent man, "CTV^'ih (who is) not a

mean man, Is. xxxi. 8 ; ^^^'i^?? *'<n")pst / will say to

(her who is) not my people, Hos. ii. 25 ; ")37 ^^^'? D'^HDti^n

those who rejoice in (that which is) not a matter, i. e. in

a non-reality, Amos vi. 13, &:c. In many cases, too,

J^7 may be construed as a noun put in the definite state

of construction with the following word, intimating the

want, defect, or the like, of the thing mentioned.

5. In the particle ]";}< this is still more apparent ; for it

takes the vowels necessary for the state of construction *

(Art. 143. 6.) : e. g. V!^^^^ l^'S want, lack, of a saviour,

Deut. xxii. 27
; tD'''l'j^ PS HSn^ to Hannah (was) a want

of children, 1 Sam. i. 2 ; j/Dt^ "^?5^^?
a want of me

hearing, i. e. I hear not, Jer. xiv. 12 ; so D*TK W\ the

BEING, EXISTING, of a man, i. e. there is a man, Eccl. ii. 21 ;

^^'?'^'^.V ^.1 THE EXISTENCE of just men, i. e. there are just

men, Eccl. viii. 14
; |^"[)^5 'i^^v''^^ 'putting the case that

HIS EXISTENCE (be) in the land, i.e. if he be, &c., 1 Sam.

xxiii. 23.

6. When any of these particles follow the word to be

qualified, they will be absolute : e. g. is7 DJp^/n niliJ'^2

for now ye have become (of ) nothing. Job vi. 21 ; j^lSt D^D
water (is) not ; t^.l i^lSPP provision being, i. e. there is

provision, Judg. xix. 19.

7. Similar to ^i'?, and \^^, in construction and force

* See my Hebrew Lexicon sub voce. On the etymology of these particles,

see Art. 171.
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is V^^* terminating, expiring; hence, defect, non-

existence, &c. : e. g. D^i'75;? D^^ not a God, ox, no God,
Isa. xlv. 14; iSV "^PS^?! "^3^. / cini, and excepting me,

still (is none), Zeph. ii. 15.

8. The following are similar constructions with the

particles : lii/ f returning, reiteration, yet, still, &c. ;

]n see, hehold ; b^ defect, want, not; ^3 marking, ili*
ohserving, inferring, whether, that, &c. ; ]D, or Q,

cutting off, separating, from, than, &c. ; "hl^, and *'ri^3,

growing old, decaying, lack, non-existence; D^^ cutting

off, defect, want, not yet, &c., with or without other

particles, &c. ; y']^^^ lli^ thy continuing a retainer,

or holder, i. e. thou still retainest, Job ii. 9 ; DDl^ *Ti^3

in (being) yet full day, Jer. xv. 9 ; ''1V3 in my still

heing, Ps. cxlvi. 2 ; ^'IVQ from, or, *mc^, my still

existing, i. e. since my birth, Gen. xlviii. 15
; Dn"J3J?

IDi/ 13"Ti;;j Abraham, his continuing a slander, i.e. he

still stood. Gen. xviii. 22 ; nj^J/ in.5l behold him, a doer,

i. e. he does, Jer. xviii. 3 ; ^1^3 ]^^?^ frOxM (there) not

BEING (any) like thee, Jer. x. 7 ; *7i33p \\b'p^ V^V^^ thou

artfilled (with) ignominy, wanting (being destitute of)

glory, reputation, Hab. ii. 16.

9. To this kind of construction may be referred all those pas-

sages, which are generally translated by a word in the comparative

degree, with than following it: e. g. Prov. viii. 10, ^1?^X3 !in|7

"jn:?3 V^""7^ ^5?11 np3"vM1 accept my castigation, and not, i. e.

See also Art. 171. 2. 3.

+ \^
JjC returning, &c. ; "p^ and Art. 87. 1. "fi!? .

I In the case of the Epenthetic 3 being added to this particle, as well as to

some others ; the relation of a subsequent member of a sentence seems to be

occasionally pointed out, as in Art. 235. 3. with some emphasis. Examine the

instances of this and ^n'n
, &c., in Noldius.

B B
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rather than, silver : and knowledge, not, i. e. rather than choice

gold : i. e. put silver and gold out of the question, when these

things are proposed, as unworthy of being mentioned with them.

The negative particle occurring here, in the first member of the

parallelism, is sufficient to determine in what sense that in the

second is to be taken. Of this sort of expression is, '*If any
man come to me, and hate not his father and mother," &c., Luke

xiv. 26, John xii. 25, &c., where this hatred, or rather disregard, is

not spoken of as absolute, but relative, i. e. the comparison is here,

as in the case of oaths (Art. 242. 8.), strong and positive, though
not necessarily absolute.

10. So with other negative particles,
HSn 'nk Orinb^ DJJS'b^b

CJ^nv.^n "'S you sent me not hither, but God, Gen. xlv. 8, i. e. it is

NOT you, but rather God, &c. See Exod. xvi. 8, 1 Sara. viii. 7,

Jer. vii. 22, 23, Hos. i. 9, vi. 6, Ps. li. 18, Eccl. iv. 9, and Matt,

xxiii. 23, Luke x. 20, xiv. 12. 14, 1 Pet. iii. 6. See Storr,

p. 251, &c.

Examples of "^^2, &c. : n"P Y3"*^jt^ until the decay of
the moon, i. e. as long as it shall endure, Ps. Ixxii. 7 ;

D"^.^ "^in^S'Ty until THE DEFECT of the heavens, i. e. as

long" as they shall last. Job xiv. 12; ^3 i'j-TN^n ^^?9

from THE NOT leaving to him every thing, i. e. any thing,

Deut. xxviii. 65 ; ^Iti^"'^^'??/ for the lack of returning,

i. e. the not returning, Ezek. xiii. 22
; r\7b'! ^TSJ'^Dfrom

the WAi^T of power, Numb. xiv. 16; I^^Hp ^^l'?l for
CESSATION of your sinning, i. e. that you should not sin,

Exod. XX. 20; Dnnp"]^Nt ^^3/PD Is it from the want

of graves? Exod. xvi. 11; ^^^:l^ i^^"D"j.03 in its not

YET coming, Zeph. ii. 2.

11. The following are examples of prepositions in

immediate connexion with the word to be qualified,

restricted, &c. : U'^^) D^ DU^^'^ DH-IP, of Ham (were)

the dwellers there offormer (times), 1 Chron. iv. 40;

D^gn D^D '^ip?, LIKE the sound of many waters, Ezek.
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i. 24
; ^^ n^.'^J/rpS? ^^^55, mi/ soul (is) like a parched

land (with respect) to ihee^ Ps. cxliii. 6.

In these, and all similar cases, it will be of no consequence

whether we suppose the particles in apposition, or in the definite

state of construction ; there being no mark of case in the Hebrew.

The latter, perhaps, agrees best with the analogy ;
because we

have in some of the particles the form proper for that state, as in

n5|^->b TO the grave, Job v. 26
; "^'^tt7-"^b3? over the wall, Gen.

xlix. 22
;

ntt?Z3 nn
after Moses, Exod. xxxiii. 8

;
and in the

Arabic always, as, .Ajs***^' ^Li i. e. the over (part) of the

mosque : for over the mosque. See Art. 171. S, &c.

12. Examples of mediate construction, i. e. when one

or more particles intervene : ^T\T\1 .... 3^ ^IID^ \]ydl^

yyn'TyPi'I^'i^ , for the purpose of melting (the) heart . . .

have I appointed the descent of the sword, Ezek.

xxi. 20 ; D^''!?^?"^y S3. He came up to them, i. e. even to

them, 2 Kings ix. 20
; ^12 TD^ , for each, excluding

infants, i. e. with respect to the men, excluding the

children, or, beside the children, Exod. xii. 37 ; pn.O
npin? from without (with respect) to the wall, Jer.

xxi. 4.

13. The intervening particles most in use are, b, and D, which

seem to be added in order to mark the word, to which the pre-

ceding one has some relation, and also to point out the nature of that

relation, e. g. '^t??^^"^? ^^^ beneath (with reference) to my head, i. e.

under my head. Cant. ii. 6 : ^^^^ Ti^^n , outwards (with reference)

TO the city, 2 Chron. xxxiii. 15; ^l^hsb rT^a^'b^, to (that which

is) FROM within (with respect) to the veil, Lev. xvi. 15
; 0*^10 TY^

n^5 biNt^a -IJID ]rp^ b^Sp^b nb^^b, the way of life, or, reli-

gious instruction (is) for the elevating of the understanding (person,)

FOR the purpose of (his) receding from the grave beneath, Prov.

XV. 24; =132l5tt n^^^ ^^^^H, thou hast refrained (with reference)

TO bringing down (degrading) from our sins, Ezra ix. 13.

B B 2
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Of this kind are the combinations "1^^? "^5^ % Chron. xvi. 14 ;

nbpb 1^ lb. xvii. 12
;

Qn^ r^^ "15? lb. xxxvi. 16, &c.

So, d:;?5 -);J^^i|l rinr^ip p.ij5 i:j^^i ^j;?p di?)^3 ^^)^

f"I?/ ^D?P^ which (is) ew ^/^^ heavensfrom above, and

which (is)
m ^^^ earthfrom beneath, and which (is) i7i

the waters from beneath (with respect) to the earth,

Exod. XX. 4.

The phrases here used, from above, and from beneath^ must

necessarily be taken relatively : in the first instance above, with

respect to the earth
;

in the second beneath, with respect io the

heavens
;
and in the third, beneath, or lorv, with reference to

the earth, which is expressed by b i e. Thou shalt make no

image of the heavenly bodies which are above, nor of the creatures

&c. which are on the earth beneath
; nor of those which are in the

waters that are still lower than the earth : not, which are " in

the maters under the earth," &c. Hence will appear the great

necessity there is of observing, to what words these particles have

immediate reference
;
and hence, the care we should take as to

how we construe them.

14. When the preposition V? between, is used for the purpose
of opposing one noun to another, but is not repeated ;

it has this

peculiarity, that it requires the insertion of b before the latter :

e. g. '2'^^^ ^"^.^ Vr^ between waters (as opposed) to waters, Gen.

i. 6 ; T]7 VVTr^ between cause (as opposed) to cause, i. e. between

cause and cause, Deut. xvii. 8. If however this particle is re-

peated, its influence is immediate : e. g. ^^HH ^"'5^ *T)Mrf 1'3

BETWEEN the light, and between the darkness. Gen. i. 4.

15. From what has been said on the primitive and derived signi-

fications of words (Art. 144.), it will be easy to conceive how cases

may occur, in which it will be exceedingly difficult to ascertain the

precise force of these particles ; and, consequently, the precise

relation between words which they are intended to point out and

define. Generally, however, either the primitive, or one or other

of the derived, senses of the particle, considered in conjunction

with the context, will afford us sufficient light. But here Noldius

should be consulted.

16. The following instances, taken from Glassiiis, are
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intended to shew how these particles influence certain

modes of expression ; ^^?n''7ij h]r}D 1D^^ they proceed
FROM strength to strength, i.e. thet/ become stronger
and stronger, FsAxxxiv, 8; M^'^) ^^T^^ ^^1^ ^^y/or

they go out from evil to eml, i. e. they become worse

and worse, Jer. ix. 2.

For similar expressions in the Greek Testament, see Rom. i. 17,

vi. 19, 2 Cor. iii. 18, Phil. ii. .^7, &c.

17. Of the particles which signify motion towards,f
or rest in, a place, the following are examples. The
first n is, more properly a postposition like the Latin

versus: e, g. r\D1D D'lDSten ^^0 IKD""!, and two of the

angels came to Sodom, Gen. xix. 1 ; "W ^^34S""^^^^^ i;/

rrn^J/if^ "^JIX until I come in unto my hord towards

Seir, Gen. xxxiii. 14.

See Gen. x. 19, xii. 5, xlvi. 1. 4-, Deut. ii. 13, 1 Kings xviii. 45,

xix. 15, Jer. xxix. 15, Jonah i. 3. In the following passages ^ is

also prefixed, Ps. ix. 18, 1 Chron. xxvi. 17. See Art. 180. 15. IG.

So in the Arabic, *'y^=>-^ l^' ^:^^*"'^ y^ffromyarttoyariy i. e. proceeding

oil. Tale of Sindbad, Ed. Langl^s, p.
<

,
&c. So also x^P^^ """'''* x^P^^off?

^race/orgrace,i. e. an increase or excess of grace, far surpassing that of the

Law of Moses, John i. 16.

f In this respect the postposition n
,
the prepositions ^, "jy, ly, and b, are

found to have the same, or very nearly the same, force. From the construction

and sense in which this particle is found, there is good reason for supposing,

that it is the same with the Arabic '
,
which is said to mark the accusative ;

and it is probably derived from the same root. No one I think can read
^ <Ji 9 9 C

rrriM irn'iTiiJrT, ca&t it to the earth, Exod. iv. 3, and ti;l ^j=^Jis\ &c. Surat

of Joseph, without being struck with the identity of the expressions, especially

when we know, that the nasal of the Arabic is generally disregarded in con-

versation. In this case, too, we have no intervening particle ; yet, in other

cases, we find each of these verbs construed also with i, *?
, "?, ^j p, as may

be seen in the Dictionaries ; and the conclusion must be, that the particle

prefixed in the one case, must be equivalent to the n- poslfixed in the other.
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18. In the following, yNt seems to have the same force

with 1: .... ^n3^|l-^^ ^n'H Ti:?p ^b:^.'^^ ^o^i ^:^?

n"1J!;5)5 ni^Jpn-^iJ &c. as for me, (I* am) to he

gathered to my people ; hury me : to myfathers, to

the cave .... in the cave, Sec, Gen. xlix. 29, 30.

But here, the particle ^^ refers in every case to the verb '^??:?.,

and D in vr. 30, to ^^^V^ ;
and if so, these particles retain their usual

and proper signification. So 1 Kings viii. 30
; ri3ni|1"vS riVP^"]

n^p^n-bij ?T;pnC? nipp-bs ,
and attend thou to the supplication of

thy servant and of thy people Israel, who shall pray towards this

place ; and give ear thou : towards the place of thy dwelling,-

TOWARDS heaven.

The last five words here must I think, be referred to the

preceding ^bv^^'^o ^"<^> i^ ^^* ^^ construction will be regular,

and the signification of the particle ^^ constant. Constructions

of this sort are frequent : and they are looked upon as elegant in

the Arabic.

Of this character are the following passages, which, in any other

point of view, are very obscure, Hos. x. 4
;
^27 tOQ^D Wi^n^ msn

X '^IW ^^V^ , andjudgment blossoms forth, just as hemlock (does) on

the furrows of thefeld, i. e. abundant and deleterious, Isa. i. 12 :

: n?n Dbn D?TP nb^t W^^r'^P "^^S
nisnb -Ib^nn >?, rvhen ye

come crawling in my courts, in order to he seen by me, (i.
e. in this

abject hypocritical manner), who hath sought this (sort of sacrifice,

mentioned just before) at your hands ? Ps. Ixiii. 2, 3
; ^7 ^???

: ^li^^-T '^'tV ni")b . My soul hath thirsted for thee, myflesh hath

become faint (for want) of thee, to see thy power and thy glory^

even as I have seen thee in the sanctuary, (being now) in a land of

drought and weakness (and) without water, Ps. Ixviii. 1 9
; I? v?

n'' rswh u^nn^o ni di2 nian^a r\nph >:iw n^nti? niniabT';- : '-: ttt t-t:'-t -v t-t t-

X D'^n^S, thou, Lord God, hast ascended up on high (there) to

dwell; thou hast taken captivity captive (i. e. hast overcome the

great enemy and subduer of man) ; thou hast received giftsfor man

(i. e. mankind), nay even (for) the rebellious ones.
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Instances of this sort are numerous. The following are a

few of these: Ps. xxiv. 6, npr.-''^;?!**^^
^^"^ 5^? This (is) the

race of those who seek Him, (viz.) of Jacob, In Amos v. 16,

construe ^^"lij with ^^}. ''^Ti'*"^^, They shall call to the knowing

of lament for weeping and mourning, &c. Ps. xv. 4, W^y ^^^3 ,

He hath sworn to injure, &c. belongs to O^?? preceding. This

will make all easy and clear. So also Ps. Ixxxiv. 3, 4, where

Ty^nin^tpTI^, is to be referred to the verb nDpp3 in the pre-

ceding verse. Ps. xlv. 6,
'l^*' ^75- '^*'^n , Thy arrows . , . .m the

heart, &c. So also Gen. x. 22, ^'i'^|D, is to be construed with D^

preceding. To which others almost innumerable might be added.

LECTURE XIX,

ON THE NATURE AND USE OF THE CONJUNCTIONS.

242. Words standing in the situation of conjunctions,

in the Hebrew, are subject to the laws both of apposition,

and of definite construction, just as other words are. In

many instances, indeed, they are the very words which

at other times are used as pronouns, adverbs, or preposi-

tions ; the situation alone, in which they are found, giving
them the character of conjunctions. A few such asl,

D|, &c.* are always used as conjunctions.

* The first of these seems to be derived from
"i;

a hook, connector, Art. 173

and consequently, to signify, in addition, besides, and, &c. The second is probably

from the word ^ multiplying, becoming abundant, or the like, and equivalent

to our moreover, much more, &c. See Storr, p. 337.
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Examples m which the Relative Pronoun ")!^^? is used as a

Conjunction,*

h^'liW^ ^^r\")m ^IKti?
iS-|:il.

And Sml saw THAT

(quod) he (was) intelligent, 1 Sam. xviii. 15
; HJi^J^ l^i?

^^^'T^'-Hl^ in. (Because) that David did what (was)

right, &c., i. e. ^o quod fecit, &c., 1 Kings xv. 5
; 3i^^l

Tn;^3 n^O"'^-? "'?^'7- ^^^ ^^^^ ^^''^^ r^^wrw^ /o the

earth like what 2V was, Eccl. xii. 7.

2. Of adverbs, prepositions, &c., simple or compound:
1D7"DK "'i^??. Unless truly he have taken, Amos iii. 4;

^J^F? ^3 ^iP.-J^
-^ consequence that ^/2ow ^^^ despised

me, i. e. because that, &c. 2 Sam. xii. 10
; 1^721^ ")^^|t 3j^.J^

^7P3 Dnn5^. A CONSEQUENCE OF THAT WHICH (ejUS

quod) Abraham hath heard my voice, Gen. xxvi. 5.

So CN Tr, w;i/, Ruth ii. 21
; "1??^? 1?, wnfi/ Ma< which, Jonah

iv. 5
; ^W^. v^ , M^ow i^fl5^ which, whereupon, Deut. xxix. 24

;
"^S ^^

/c?., Judg. iii. 12; *1^^ nn"^"?!?, wpow the affair which; because;

n^y nnn Deut. xxi. 14; ''S rinn, beneath that which ; because;

Prov. i. 29; *^?^^ IV^y, /or Me purpose of which; because; &c.

Ezek. XX. 26, To these a great number of others may be added.

3. The following passages are apparently elliptical, but really
not so when the force of the particles is seen : C'^^J'n!^ ^T -Ip-tn

JinU?"''ri.^57j They have strengthened the hands of the evil doers for
their not having returned, ^c, i. e., because they themselves have not

returned from their evil ways, Jer. xxiii. 14.

The word '^T' /5 defciency, &c. is very nearly equivalent to ^^

not: the particle
^ is added as before (Art. 241.): and the verb ^"^^

is manifestly in the preterite tense. The sense seems to be, that it

is because these people have not returned from their evil ways, that

the hands of sinners have been so much strengthened; and not,

that none may return, the sense usually taken. So Is. xiv. 6,

nno ^I^^-Sl nSp nn:?^:|l O-^a^ nsa, who strikes the people in

* But in many cases "^w stands in the place of a subordinate nominative

absolute. See Art, 216. 13. In the Arabic it is termed a conjunction.
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wrath a stroke (that) hath not departed. Here ^3^ is evidently in

the state of definite construction with ''??^y^ ;
and '*^^ , added as a

verb; and, as it is contrary to the genius of every Oriental language

to negative the noun, the force of this negative combination must

eventually influence the verb thus,
" a stroke without having

passed away," i. e. continual. So we say in English, in-Jlnite,

never-endingf and the like, when we wish to express the indefinite

continuity of any thing. In like manner : Deut. viii. 20, " v ^J^V

l^lisyptpn BECAUSE (that) you will not hear ; or, of your not hearing ;

taking
^v as a noun signifying deficiency ^ lack, want, or the like.

See also Gen. xxii. 16, xxvii. 5, xxxviii. 11, Numb. xi. 20, 1 Kings
xxii. 42, Ps. cxix. 136. And more particularly with Infinitives or

verbal nouns. Numb. xiv. 16, Judg. vi. 18, Is. xlviii. 4, Ix. 15,

2 Chron. xxviii. 6.

4. It is not meant to be affirmed, however, that this sort of con-

struction is universally adhered to. The truth is, it is very much

left to the writer either to express himself thus, or to employ a

greater number of words ; and, what is most remarkable, we

sometimes find both methods adopted in the same context: e.g. ^^

mw) ^^D ^"^nw-n^ n^ii? 127 : Ty>ns npq n^ia^n-ntt^M &c. until

THAT (time in) which the heat of thy brother shall turn away :

UNTIL THE TURNING AWAY ofthy brother^s angerfrom thee: and (until)

HE HAVE FORGOTTEN, &c. Gcn. xxvii. 44 5; "^^ . . . . ntt?v]?? 7^
^lUD b^b

Vj-jn (nt^Jb^-bri.) rr\r\\ rrfirrry^ dds^ on account of

three.,.. ON account of their despising the law of Jehovah, and

(on the account that) they have not kept his statutes, Amos ii. 4.

See also 1 Sam. iv. 19, 1 Kings xviii. 18, Is. x. 2, xxx. 12,

xxxvii. 29, Jer. vii. 13. So the word D"}^ not yet, is found twice

in Zeph. ii. 2, with ^b _b^b
UijiQ^,

5. It is the opinion of Shrcederus (R. 105), that 1? lest, and
QW

if surely, &c. imply an ellipsis of some other word or words :

as, bTDn"";?? (7 rvill take care) lest thou take away, &c.. Gen.

xxxi. 31. I can see no necessity for this. The real meaning of

the word 15 is, seeing, observing, or the like, from the root HDD
;

and if so, the passage may be rendered thus : / feared, for I said,

SEEING THOU (mightcst) take away, &c. So, in the other passage

cited, viz. 2 Kings ii. 16, nin"; nT\ ib?-1Q seeing (that) the

Spirit of Jehovah (might) have taken him up. So also with

respect to the particle
Cl

: 2 Sam. xi. 11, ^?733 ^TX\, ^^n
r^')r] ")?"7n-nt5 npi7S-DN (as) thy life and the life of thy soul (exists,
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so) SURELY shall I do this thing? And again, Gen. xxiv. S7, 38,

?lbn ^SS-n^r'^M' i4b-DS :i^n:fl ntt;> >3b, &c., And my Lord

swore me, saying. Take not a wife for my son from the daughters of
the Canaanite, in whose land I dwell: surely not. Go thou to

my father's house, &c. And at vr.41, WilSH >3 ''nbsip np^n TS

>nbp >I73 n>>71] Tt"? -"I^ip^
b^b DMI 'nnQW^p-b^, Then shaltthou he

free from my oath
(i. e.), when thou shalt come to my kindred, and

(upon the condition that, putting the matter on this issue) they will

SURELY NOT give her to thee^ then shalt thou be free from my oath,

i. e. from the oath which I made thee swear.

6. There is perhaps no real elHpsis in any one of the passages in

which this particle occurs. This, however, will depend very much
on the signification which we attach to it, and on the nature of

the construction in which it is found
; both of which we shall now

endeavour to explain.

7. If we derive this particle from I^W , firm, steady, permanent,
and hence, sure, surely, true, trust-worthy, faithful, and the like,

and suppose it to be of the primitive form IPW (see Art. 151),

which will make the elision of the 7 necessary (Art. 7Q.), then we
shall have CM meaning, surely, truly, certainly, &c. which is perhaps
its real force in every instance.

8. We have seen (Art. 337), note, that in hypothetical sentences,

enunciations are generally made as of facts, not as of opinions. If

then we propose the certainty of one fact, with some strong asseve-

ration in one member of a sentence, and compare another with it as

equally certain of occurrence in another
;
we shall do nothing more

than what is always done in oaths in the Hebrew when this word

is adopted in one of the members. In some cases, these construc-

tions will imply a negation, and hence this particle has been often

so interpreted.* There is a passage, viz. Ruth iii. 12, which seems

* It is very nearly allied in signification, and usage, to the Arabic e;i> or ^>y ,

which will occasionally involve a negation, and always an asseveration : but

more nearly in form to 4'
, which is thought to be derived from a word,

signifying rooty origin, &c. In Hke manner Us*-
, or Jfs^^ , surely in, or by, the

truthy is used in the Arabic in swearing. See Gol. Lex. sub. voce. According
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to confirm the etymology ju^t given : "^^^ D^ ''S D??^ **? Tinv^

''^^N ^nd now that (it is) true : forf truly, surely, I am a Goel, or

near kinsman. This word has been rejected by the Masorets here,

but without any good reason for doing so. In this place, and

perhaps in most others, the words ^^ , and QJ'?^ , may be sub-

stituted the one for the other, and the sense will remain perfectly

the same : e. g. Job xix. 5, ^t^p ^bn ''nN >n^:x^ ^^W^^)
and even (let it be) true, sure, (that) / have erred; with myself lodges

my error. So Is. iv. 4, 5, nin^ Snnil . . . &c ^5*7^:? ^tin DS

TRULY the Lord shall wash . . . then shall Jehovah certainly create,

&c. And in Job xix. 5, 6, we have both these particles occurring

together, either for the purpose of strengthening the asseveration,

or for qualifying both the prodosis and apodosis found in the con-

text : e. g. "-iv^
:
''n^'^r} ^'^v nn'^pin'i ^b^^^n >bv d^ps-dn

^3ri5)V rT"17H"^3 iSN
J
&c. SURELY, ye truly, or constantly, magnify

yourselveSj or speak great things against me, and contend against
me (to) my reproach; (so) know ye now, that God hath bent me

(down), &c.

9. The following example seems to involve a negation :

Cp^n^5 WinS-DN "? n-TD JlN^n-QS n'Vn^ '^n &c. (as) the life Of
Pharaoh (exists), (so) truly shall ye go forth hence, but espe-

cially, TRULY, REALLY, upon the coming in of your brother, Gen.

xlii. 15. That is, as certainly as the one thing exists, the other

being made to appear equally so, no less certain shall your libera-

tion be : but not before this condition is complied with. On this

principle, 1 think, every instance, in which this particle occurs, can

be solved. That it is redundant, or that it has been omitted by the

to Mr. de Sacy, this particle is negative when the verb preceding it ira"

plies negation. Gram. Arab., vol. ii., Art. 667. In the examples following,

however, in which he has treated it as a pleonasm, he has entirely mistaken its

force, especially as he himself has cited the Arabians in Art. 671, giving it the

title of 'Vf^ or corroboration. In every instance, given by him, certainly/,

surely, most certainly, or the like, will supply the sense of the passage. See

Art. 651 2. 668 : i. e. putting the case either positively, or negatively, some

consequence will, or will not, certainly come to pass; which is a kind of

swearing.
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ellipsis, as affirmed by Noldius, p. 69, &c. I deny : because every

passage adduced by him can be accounted for, without having
recourse to either of those suppositions.

10. From what has been said on the use and signi-

fication of some of these words, it will be easy to con-

ceive how they may be used, either in their simple or

compound state, for the purpose of connecting together
such parts of a discourse, as a speaker or writer may wish

to connect with one another : e. s:, TM^^ U^f2l^n HS J<"I31O :
- T - T T

yi^*^ He created the heavens and the earth. Gen. i. 1.

So in the next verse : IjIDI ^f\T\ nn\'l
}^lijni

and (as to)

the earth, it was emptiness and a vacuity, &c. in wliich

these particles are said to be Copulative ; in others, they
are said to be Disjunctive (better. Distinctive), Con-

ditional, Causal, or Conclusive, according to the signifi-

cation of the passage in which they are found. The

following are a few examples of each case.

Examples of Copulative Conjunctions.

11. niji^^i h'\^^h nspij??:^ nio, it is a good, that

one becomingly eat and drinJc, &c. Eccl. v. 17 ;

D:ri? nS^Dj; ^T\rT[^ Nini, And he was ruddy with

(being) beautiful of eyes, 1 Sam. xvi. 12 ; in'? injnil

i3"|n T^l Vyy\ &c. AND he gave it to David, even his

garments and even to his sword, &c. lb. xviii. 4.

See also Gen. vii. 23. In many cases, there is an apparent

excess in the use of the copulative conjunctions, which has been

termed by the Grammarians ttoKvo-vvOctov. So Gen. xxv. 34,

xliii. 8, Jos. vii. 11,2 Kings ii. 14, Ps. cvii. 37, &c. and in the New

Testament, John x. 27, 28, 1 Cor. xiii. 1, 2, 3, &c. perhaps to

excite attention only. See Art. 222. 7.

12. In other instances they are omitted, for the purpose of

exhibiting the order of events, &c. the more closely or rapidhj

in succession, as in the Latin,
"

Venii vidi, vici" &c. See
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Exod. XV. 9, Judg. v. 27, 1 Sam. xv. 6, &c. This has been termed

do-vvOerov.

By the former of these, distribution is sometimes intended
; as,

n53?1 n*1 both Aiya and Jna, Gen. xxxvi. 24
; Cis^DJ nsnj both

chariot and hurse, Ps. Ixxvi. 7, &c. See Art. 216. 17, 18.

13. Examples of Disjunctive (i.
e. Distinctive or Distributive)

Conjunctions; Hpin iN* ni Tf^^M inj"], ^(i he shall give thee a

sign OR a wonder, Deut. xiii. 2
; inD"iW M'^^an IM^ either the prO'

phet, OR a priest, Jer. xxiii. 33.

This particle, however, is often construed as conjunctive, adversa-

live, or conditional. See Noldius sub voce, and Glass. Phil. Sacr.,

p. 524, &c., where similar usages are collected from the New
Testament. It is also occasionally omitted by the ellipsis. See

1 Sam. XX. 12, 2 Kings ix. 32, Is. xvii. 6, lb. xxxviii. 14, Jer.

xi. 19, &c. See Noldius, p. 4, and my Heb. Lexicon under these

letters severally.

Examples of Conditional^ Causal^ and Conclusive^ Con-

junctions,

14. n^:QP\ nn D^7''=I? D't^PD ^\ "'^^M SHOULD there be

Jifty righteous .... rvilt thou also destroy, &c. ? Gen. xviii. 24
;

"ripbrn. "^^V '^y^rrWA if (or truly) thm go with me, then I will

surely go, Judg. iv. 8. But here the cases are put as positive,

Art. 242. 8. Under this head may also be arranged the particles

DW, and "V"DM, of asseveration and swearing, &c. See No. 5,

&c., above.

15. The Causals are, for the most part, ''5> D^ ''5^ ]?"^i^

XPd), ^m^^ \p_D), nnn, n;^^ nnn, dj^j;, i^^ n'pp,, laS",

)?^NI \}Jl, ^5 ]ill,Jor, whereupon, therefore, because, under

or upon (the consideration that) &c. ; i^lDNt ^^^7 ^5 &c.

that I may not come, 8cc,, 1 Sam. xxix. 8
; 'p^HiX \^'hll

Noldius derives this particle from htn, velle, i. e. (JTi Art. 74. i and

Art. 87. 1. iN) just as the Latin vet from velle. So in Persian we have i^l^
C '' c -^

used in the same signification, from jj^^j*- to cfesire, wish, &c.
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Therefore I hope, Lam. iii. 21 ; ^91^ \V'Q^> Became of

thy name, 1 Kings viii. 41, &c.

It would be endless to give examples of every case ;
we must

therefore refer the Reader to Noldius, Glassius, &c., as before.

16. Of the Conclusive conjunctions it will be unne-

cessary to say any thing. Those which are used as

Causals in one place, may be employed as Conclusives in

another
;
the position and context being the only means,

by which the peculiar character and bearing of these

words can be ascertained.

Of the Interjections,

243. These are words, either insignificant, as to their

etymology; as, IH IH oh oh! ^^T\ O! H^H ahah!

M^^ alas! T\T\'^ alas! or, significant; as, i<3* up! \2,

np^, ID^, go to! T]'2'r\ give! ^^^^^ profane! And,

according to Schroederus, '^"[t^^i? blessings! Ps. i. 1,

1 Kings X. 8, Prov. xxix. 18, &c., which were so pro-

nounced as to be expressive of intreaty, aversion, pleasure,

pain, excitation, &c. according to the intention of the

Speaker. -Examples : in'in ^'I'O^h , They shall say, Oh !

Oh ! Amos v. 16 ; "^H^ ^'iH, O my brother! Jer. xxii. 18;

i:t^55 ^^JtrI, ahah, our desire! Ps. xxxv. 25; D^M*? "^IK

ALAS, for them! Is. iii. 9; Dl'^^ t^H^ alas, for the day!
Joel i. 15

; nt^JJ^ lib go to, do (it),
2 Sam. vii. 3 ; HnH

nilj;, GIVE (up), GRANT (or the like), let us descend.

Gen. xi. 7 ; ^^5
111D proceed ye, observe ! Numb,

xvi. 26 ; ''511 h^b^^ ^r^^v ^^>Ifil 'be (so with) thee,

*
Imperat. a T3 surrexity Schrced. R. 106. So in Golius, in the third conj.

but in the first, which I would rather take,
"
Intendit, proposuit sibi . . . custo-

divit, servavit, &c." The meaning will then be, look ! observe I preserve I

Hence the phrase
^^ CJ'y may Gad preserve thee ! lb.
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ATTEND (as) one prospering my journey, Gen. xxiv. 42j

men )kl nyhU ABOMINABLE ! FORBID IT ! thoU sJlult not

die, 1 Sam. xx. 2; HlrTlS "h Th"hT} abominable to me!

from (or, asforbidden hy) Jehovah, lb. xxvi. 11.

See also 1 Kings xxi. 3, % Sam. xxiii. 17, 1 Chron. xi. 19.

Glassius, Schroederus, &c. however, supply "^^T}^ imputahitur^ by

the ellipsis in this place ;
see p, 550. Phil. Sacr. and Schroed.

Gram., Rule 106. Synt.

2. There are a few others, viz. ^^^, or n|H, the same

perhaps with ^<J ;
and ^'J

^
attend, Ifxtu^, "^^ woe, alas f

Tho felix! O happy! or the like. Examples: ^^|ij

i^i^'nn^^vn niiT i^3^^ ^^3 nv^^^n nin\ o Jehovah!
T T":~ t:--tit t t* t:

save NOW ;
O Jehovah ! give now prosperity, Ps.

cxviii. 25 (see Art. 234.) ; ^'^^\ T]\r]\ HSg O Jehovah!

remember now, 2 Kings xx. 3; ^ini^^^T^J ''3*T^? ^'S, attend,

Twy ZorJ, z^^ truly came down^ &c., Gen. xhii. 20 ; '^7"^^?

")J^3 l^'^B^} }^")9,
WOE ^o ^te, O land, whose king is a

boy, Ecci.' X. ib
;

i v> Hnji/w^ 1\^ "^tj^??^ Dn;^^^ d"^?-)

n'jp D^i^^^3, Mwy say ofmy soul. There is no salvation

for him in Goc/. Praise ! Ps. iii. 3
; ^^^V/!^ XnjPiJt niH';-'?^

fnSp iJ^li^ "J'"!??? ,
^<o Jehovah do I cry, and he answers me

from his'holy hill. Fraisb I lb. v. 5; ^0?13 ^?^ ^^

nSp, C/po/2 thy people (is) ^% blessing, Praise! J lb.

v.'o.

"Vox dolentis et supplicantis," says Noldius: which he derives from rna
7 7

as ^. is from rrn... ." notans consolationem, recrealionem/' as [-^^ with the

PC -o ^ c^

Syrians, and <WJ ' *^^ " recreet et consoletur te Deus," among the Arabs.

Concord, part. p. 175.

f Those who wish to see the various opinions, entertained on the origin and

meaning of this word, may consult Noldius, Concord. Part. Annotationes et

Vindiciae, num. 1877. For my own part, I believe it to be descended from the

root i^ he blessed, &c., and used not unlike the word amen, or the doxology

among ourselves.

X If the Psalms were originally sung in the Temple, by two parties
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LECTURE XX.

ON THE COMPOSITION OF SENTENCES, AS POINTED OUT BY THE

INFLUENCE OF THE ACCENTS.

244. After what has been said on the construction of propositions

generally, (Art. 212.), in addition to what has been stated and

exemplified on the concordance and government of words ;
it can

scarcely be necessary to exemplify our rules by adducing, and

accounting for, every species of complex and compound proposi-

tions, as they occur in this language. We shall, therefore, now

shew in what way this has been aimed at by the authors of the

accents.

Oti the Distinctive Powers of the Tonic Accents.

245. It has already been remarked (Artt. 58. 59.), that these

accents have been supposed to have the property of dividing sentences

into their several members, just as our comma, semicolon, colon,

and period do. Nothing can be more likely, than that the Maso-

rets, or whoever else they were who affixed the vowel points to the

Hebrew text, would apply some system to it, whereby the mutual

dependence of its several parts upon each other would be pointed

out. It has been shewn that these accents (Artt. 60. 64.) also

serve to mark the accented syllables in words, as also those which

sustain a secondary kind of accent.

2. But, as these accents differ considerably from one another in

shape and name, they may also have been intended to point out the

grammatical relations of words, or of sentences, to one another.

The Jews have attached certain musical notes to each of these

marks, which may be seen in the Bibliotheca Rabbinica of Bar-

the one responding to the other, and both joining occasionally in a kind of

chorus, as has been well supposed and maintained by Lowth and others; no

word could, perhaps, be more suitable than this for such occasional chorus :

and hence, perhaps, the AiaA//'aX/ia of the Seventy, and the \^)^) &c. for ever,

of the Chaldee. See Nold. num. 1877., as above.
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tollocci (vol. iv. p. 427, &c.) ;
or in the second volume of the

Hebrew Grammar by Guarin (page 329, &c.) :* but this is not to

be wondered at. There has always existed a predilection for a

sort of chanting in Divine worship. The Mohammedans chant their

Koran, and we ourselves still continue to chant several parts of our

ritual in the cathedral and collegiate churches.

3. It is not our intention to detain the Learner long on this sub-

ject: we shall merely lay down a few of the general rules which

are thought to regulate the accents, with some examples by way of

illustration, referring to other Writers for further particulars.

4. In considering the nature and application of the accents, we

have nothing whatever to do with the grammatical, or purely /orma/,

government of words (Art. 215. 5.). The logical import of

passages is all we are now concerned with ; and this may be con-

sidered in two points of view. The first is, that which respects

the construction of phrases, as of nouns in immediate, or mediate^

apposition or construction, or, of verbs with their apparent nomi-

natives, or complementary words : in all which, the connexion is

supposed to be, and is represented as, the closest possible. The

second is, the combination of such phrases, or sentences, into

periods ;
and in this the connexion will be considered and repre-

sented, as more or less close or dependent, according to the inten-
'
tion of the Writer.

5. For the first of these cases, those Accents have been adopted,

which have been termed Servants, or Ministers, and which are

rarely found in any other situation : for the second, two systems of

accentuation are found to prevail : one, peculiar to the Books

generally termed Prosaic
;
the other, to those which are said to be

Poetical. The Poetical Books are Job ^1*^, Proverbs ''z^^, and

the Psalms CyH^ ;
termed by the Rabbins HttS which is a

technical word, formed out of the initials of the names above

mentioned. All the rest of the Books are said to be Prosaic.

6. We shall first lay down a few rules for the prosaic, and after-

wards, for the poetical. Books.

7. The following table gives the relative powers, and order of

* Where we also have them in score, so that we can convert any part of the

Hebrew Bible into a Quartett whenever we please I

C C
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consecution, of the several accents. It has been taken from a

Hebrew Grammar of considerable merit, which appeared for the

third time at Vienna in 1810, by one Jehuda Leh Ben Zeb. This

Table is adapted to the prosaic Books of the Bible only, and is

sufficiently correct, and extensive, for our present purpose. Should

the Student wish to pursue this subject to a greater length, he may
consult the elaborate work of Ouseel, the Biblia Accentuata of

Daschelius,* or the " Doctrina Accentuationis Hebraeae
"
by Daniel

Weimar \-\
which last is certainly the best work I have seen on

the subject; I have, therefore, generally followed it. See the

Table of Accents (Art. 58. &c.).

246. A Table pointing out the Rmik, Order, and Powers, of
the different Accents.

Emperors

Kings

Dukes

Counts

Distinctive.
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2. The reader will find considerable difference between this

table, and that given by Ouseel* in his elaborate work on the

Hebrew accents. Ouseel's table is much larger, and contains

several instances of the power, and consecution, of the accents not

to be found here. Shalsheleth^ Inv277tt7, for example, with

Pesik, is placed among the subdistinctives, which does not occur

at all in our table. Yerdch also is among the conjunctives, of

which we have not a vestige here. Zdheph gddol,
v^li^ flpt

and Segoltd /I^D
,
or Wn vISD

,
are also found among the greatest

dislinctives in consecution, to which several more, found in other

places, may be added.

S. I have not translated the terms employed by the Hebrew

Grammarian, but have used those which appeared to me the most

suitable.

4. It will be perceived, that many of the words are abbreviated :

as ^, for ^^T^, which is the same with Geresh (Art. 59.), the

mark for which is placed above the W . In every other case, the

form of the accent meant is placed over the initial letter of its

name : as,
^^ Telisha Gedola, pH Telkha Ketanna, and so of

others. In one instance, we have T^P^, i. e. Zaiceph gadol and

Zakeph kaion. The syllable id. is to shew that the accent, above

given, is also to be used here.

5. It will be unnecessary to explain the different names ascribed

to the several classes of accents in the Table, as Emperors, Kings,

&c. ; every one will see, that a greater or less dependence, observed

in the relation of phrases, or sentences, one to another, is intended

to be pointed out by these titles.

6. It should also be observed, that, in the above Table, the

accents greatest in rank, or, in other words, which point out those

phrases, &c. which have the least dependence upon others, are

placed uppermost : and, that those accompanying the closing word

of any sentence, or member of a sentence, are placed at the left

side. Silluk P^ ^^
,

for example, ranks highest, and is placed in

the left-hand column. Its office, therefore, is to close a period.

" Tabula accentuationis," prefixed to his " Introduclio in accentuationetn

Hebraeorum prosaicam." Lugd. Baiav. 1715.

C C 2
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7. In the next place, as these leading accents are situated at the

close of a sentence, or of a member of a sentence, and are placed

in the left-hand column of the table
; we must look towards the

right hand of each, for those which should, either immediately, or

more remotely, precede them. In this point of view, therefore,

Mercd ^9*^^' ^'^^ ^^ found to attend on, or to precede, Silluk, as

its servant.

8. The second accent (proceeding downwards) in the left-hand

column, is Athndkh njriN. This accent is the next inferior to

Silluk; and is, therefore, usually found to close a larger member of

a sentence. To the right of Athndkh, we find Mundkh '^J''^, in

the capacity of a minister or servant, Athndkh, therefore, is to be

considered, as usually accompanied by Mundkh.

9. In the same manner, proceeding downwards, and again to the

right hand, we shall find the several accents, with their attendants,

which are supposed to mark the members of a sentence, each

having a greater dependence on one another than the preceding.

10. We have now explained the use of the two first columns,

containing the distinctive, and their several accompanying, accents.

Let us now proceed to the other three, containing the small,

greater, and greatest, distinctive accents.

11. If we can suppose a period to consist of several sentences,

or members of sentences
;
we can also suppose, that each of these

will have a greater, or less dependence, on one another, with respect

to signification. The Author, from whom our table is taken, is of

opinion (and with him all other writers on this subject agree), that

phrases, considerably removed from the end of a verse or period,

have less dependence on those immediately following them, than

others have on those similarly circumstanced nearer its conclusion.

Hence, he has supposed, that the first of these (termed small), con-

sidered in the capacity of distinctive, will have a greater dependence
on those which immediately precede them, than others will, which

are farther removed from the end of the period, &c. Hence, these

have been termed small, the next greater, and the next or last, the

greatest, distinctives. Now most of these, considered as dis-

tinctives, will also be found in the left-hand column
;
their servants

or attendants will be always found there also, in the next, or right-

hand column, as already explained.

12. Hence it should seem, that, for the most part, every second
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accentf counting from the end of a period or sentence, and pro-

ceeding backwards towards its beginning, will be a distinctive one :

and that, immediately to its right, will be found its attendant or

servant. In the above table, therefore, we shall have the order of

the accents for a very great variety of cases. That they are not

all comprehended here, must be certain from the consideration that

there are several accents in use, not to be found in this table at all.

But, as our limits will not allow us to enter fully into this subject,

we have deemed our table sufficient for the present. Let us now

proceed to our rules and illustrations.

247. Words, then, in apposition, or construction, either immediate -

or mediate^ will be connected by a conjunctive accent
; as, ^}J^\

C^n^M, the Lord God, Gen. iii. 1
; ^[T^'^'^ ^?Xo Ahraham's servant,

Gen. xxiv. 33; ^^fj""'?'? ^P^j ^^^ </ thousand, Job ix. 3. So

^
jiJP ^p^^: the God of near, who is near, &c. Jer. xxiii. 23

; ^9}v

nn^t2?1 J
servant and maiden, Gen. xxxii. 6

; "HU?^ ^IjJ > ^^ ^^y*

(and) in way, i. e. in the common roads, Deut. ii. 27 .. . ^*^.p -^IP
a sword (nay) a sword , . . Ezek. xxi. 14

; "^^^ j^t exceedingly,

exceedingly, Numb. xiv. 7
; ^i'JtP Tt? ^*^^* ^ mighty hand, Exod.

iii. 19.

2. The same is the case when the construction is distinctive (Art.

225.) : as, QISD ''I??, clean (of) hands, Ps. xxiv. 4
; ^S^'^^? pure

(of) heart, lb.*

3. The same holds good, when one of the words so connected

occupies the place of an adverb, or specificative (p. 293. note) :

C03 ins, sudden fear. Prov. iii. 24; n^tt bisip the grave be-

neath, lb. XV. 24.

4. The numerals are similarly connected with the thing num-

bered, as are all particles with the words, with which they are to

be construed. To which also may be added verbs, when repeated
for the purpose of giving greater emphasis, or when succeeding one

another in order to vary the sense
; or, as found with, or without,

the connecting particles.

5. The verb is generally connected with its apparent nominative

(Art. 216.), by means of a conjunctive accent; as, '^''nbs
M]]J2,

God created. Gen. i. 1
; Q^?^ "^^^'Ir* wrf Abram said, lb. xv. 2.

*
Makkdph is to be considered as a conjunctive accent here and elsewhere.

Tfie distinctive accent here is a compound (see p. 26.)> not found in our table.
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6. The word complementary of the signification of a verb (Art.

228, &c.), being its objective case, is frequently connected with it

in the same way ; as, J^^n^XS ^WV
, they made war, Gen. xiv. 2.

7. Also when a particle intervenes : as, ^'^V ^p^^, walking with

them, Gen. xviii. 16. There are many exceptions, however, to

this rule.

8. When more than two words, immediately following each

other, stand in the same apparent relation to one another ; those

which are more immediately connected together in signification

will have a conjunctive accent, the others disjunctive ones, accord-

ing to the relation in which they are found with the former ; as,

npr^^^ ?1PDJ nnt, gold and siUer, and (also) brass, Exod. xxv. 3.

So ^'3?^^ ^15S1 ]t7n, a breast-plate^ an ephod, and (also) a robe,

lb. xxviii. 4.

9. This holds good in members of sentences, verbs, &c. having

such relations to each other
; as, Dn^Dp^-bs-nSI Dnpn^-bs H^)

Sins DVn"b3"n^^, and all their cattle, and all their Jlocks, and

all their power, they spoiled, Numb. xxxi. 9
; ^^'^?"^?'! ^"^^^^"^ r

CH'T,^ ^71 >
^ ''vill neither suffer, nor spare, nor have mercy, Jer.

xiii. 14.

10. Also, when" they are not all of the same person ; as, n][J.SllS

SJ3?627";1. nTl^M*)
,
Let me speak, and attest, and they shall hear, Jer.

vi. 10.

11. Numerals are similarly connected ; as, D'lp^^^ '*PF?1 ^^^f?

seven and twenty and two hundred. See Gen. v, xi. &c.

12. In all these cases, the two first words or sentences, so occur-

ring, are connected in accordance with the rule. In the following,

the two last are, for the same reason : as, "'0?'*-1 ^P"^^ 1?*^, corn,

wine, and oil, Deut. xxviii. 51
; "^J^Jr^l '^?J.l V^"^, flocks, and men-

servants and maid-servants, Gen. xxxii. 6.

13. The same will hold good in any number of words, subject to

a similar regimen ; as, niDbBLpJ^ ^,^5?^ ^t^n^nn 2nT^! ^P?^
with silver and with gold, and with brass and with iron, and with gar-

ments, Josh. xxii. 8.

14. When several nouns succeed one another, each in construc-

tion with the following one, the leading words in the sentence

will sometimes have disjunctive accents
;
the former being always

greater tlian the next in succession : or, they will be divided into

pairs, according to the pleasure of the Writer, or, as the sense of
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the passage may require ; ^7i?'3 ^155^^ ^?-?^ ^"^pf the superin-

tendence of the keepers of the charge of the sanctuary, Numb. iii. 32
;

^1??,-"': PI7?' J7'J?'^ V^^. ^^'^ ^^ ^/ Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,

Exod. iii. IG.

15. Nouns, or phrases, holding the places of nominatives absolute,

will be distinguished from the following context by disjunctive

accents :* as, ^n'ij ."inh 7in\7l Vl^"?! ,
aiid (as to) the earth, it was

vacuity and emptiness, Gen. i. 2 ; C^'.^n "3Q-b^ ^?fl"!9
a'^nbw

n-*!']']

onrf (as to) the Spirit of God (it was) brooding upon the face of the

waters, lb.; ID^? j^? Dr7'*3?p ^'^91^, ant^ (as to) the likeness of their

faces (it was as) thefaces of men, Ezek. i, 10.

16. And, in like manner, all nouns, or phrases, added for the

purpose of qualifying, defining, or otherwise limiting others, but

not so closely connected as to form phrases, &c. with them, will be

marked by one or other of the disjunctive accents
; as, '^'^{P^^l'7

: D^-rn? n>2ip D-^n^p Vl^'^, I brought theeforthfrom the land of

Egypt,^from the land of servants, Exod. xx. 2.

The same holds good in all parenthetical passages : as, ^j?M

-n^*) -iprb-)i2-ntJt nisnp ii^a? *n) '''inwnpb B'lp-'qbig

n)XD p3?-bH (iri ni^y D\?b5?)n And the King of Sodom went out

to meet him (after his return from the slaughter of Chedorlaomer,

and of the kings who were with him) at the valley of Shaveh, Gen.

xiv. 17. And again : n3|?'^-'3 '^?^-') ^P^p^^ BjSp^l n^>W) p^

D^'^'njJ^ ^^^."1 (PP^ ^^, Only your wives, and your little ones,

your cattle (for I know that ye have much cattle), shall abide in your

cities, Deut. iii. 19. Again: ^^72 n^ Q'^lb^H vbst
51157^.1

^^is nbsb ?T^b ^ns"^ nw^) n-rn c^b na^n-ns ^b"'inM

''31:50 D;l"'bs nsin ns o^^bs^D bpn nnwi Ji^^br-nM T'^isn
r f.'r V -: j" -

: < V a-ti" 'j-t (.t
-

: . v j. ;

t 'pS "Op^p "^S? ^^d the young men who had grown up with

* Hence Jarclii's comment on Ezek. i. 11, which has so frequently been

cited and misunderstood, is only intended to shew, that DrrpDi, with Zdkeph

gdddl, is to be separated from the word following, thus :
DJT???"! 'T5?''

PtejoS? niTjD, and (as to) their faces, even their wings were spread out above

(them). His words are: Dm niDDQi Drracb nfrsr^b niTnc vn. They were

separated upwards from their faces, and covering them.
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him, spake unto him, sayingy Thus shall thou speak unto this people

(who have spoken unto thee, saying, Thyfather made our yoke heavy,

hut make thou it lighter unto us), thus shalt thou say unto them. My
littleJinger shall he thicker than my father s loins, 1 Kings xii. 10.

Again : ninb ^jiw Qt^iD "in:? 'ins njinb 'iribrs) n^a-bs ^^(^^

^3." i7 ^^^ ^^ ^aue unto Moses (when he had made an end of com-

muning with him upon Mount Sinai), the two tables of the testimony,

Exod. xxxi. 18.

248. When a verse consists of more propositions than one, or

of several members of a sentence ;
the greater distinctive accent will

generally be found placed at the end of that proposition, or member,
which is most complete in its signification : or, if the context is

sententious, at that part which marks the parallelism of the whole

period. Example: Xr^^^\ "1'}?^^^ "^^.^ll ^t^- '^1}P ^?n N^^l
And there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse : and a

branch out of his roots shall bear fruit, Is. xi. 1.

2. Here, if we take the liberty to separate the context, accord-

ing to the importance of the accents, we may write it out thus :

IV : ^T T ir w : -st '-jv vv jr-r :

3. The following example from Gen. i. 2, contains several pro-

positions.

T ;t : IT ' V T T :

ninn ''^Q-bs^ ^wn^

V vv -
: v: -

J :

I-
- r* :

-

And (as to) the earth (it was) emptiness and a void :

And darkness (it was) upon theface of the great deep .

And (as to) the Spirit of God, (it was) brooding

Upon theface of the waters.

The terms V^J^rjl, "H^H and ^"^rh^ mn"], maybe taken as

nominatives absolute ; and therefore, as properly divided hy distinctive

accents from the context following (Art. 247. 15.). It should also

be observed, we have three distinct propositions in this verse : the

first ending with ^J^^J, having the distinctive accent Reviah; the

second with ^"''7^ ^Si'ving Athndkh ; and the third ending with

Silluk and (;) Soph Pdsuk, Here also, as before, the accents dis-

tinctly mark the parallelism of the different members of the verse.
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4. In the following passage we have four distinct propositions,

Is. i. 2.

V V J- -: I- :
- T < :

:
-

: : J- t

HeaVy ye heavens^ and give ear, earth,

For Jehovah, he hath spoken,

(As to) children, I have brought up, and exalted (them) ;

But they, they have rebelled against me.

5, Here the termination of every member marks the close of a

distinct proposition, each of which is distinguished by a larger

accent : and this serves to point out the parallelism, as before.

So in the following : Is. xlix.4.

: -T ' J- : :
- T < -:i-

A" J" V (.V : J :

But I I had said, I have laboured in vain :

For emptiness and vanity, I have consumed my strength.

If

On the Accentuation of the Metrical Books JlDK? i'C, Job,

Proverbs^ and the Psalms.

249. The accentuation, which we now propose to consider, com-

mences at the third verse of the third chapter of the book of Job,

and continues to the fifth of the forty-second ;
whence the prosaic

accentuation is continued to the end. The whole book of Psalms,

with that of Proverbs, is also subject to this metrical accentua-

tion : the remaining books of the Bible are not.

2. The system of accentuation is the same generally, both in the

prosaic, and metrical books : that is, one set of accents will serve

as disjunctives, the other as conjunctives in both
;
and these either

dividing, or connecting, the several parts of the context, as before.

The only difference observable is, that the powers peculiar to some

of the accents differ, in some respects, from those just mentioned,

as does also their order of consecution.

3. The distinctive accents, according to this system, are,
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5 7 Silluk; Mercd, with Mahpdk ; Athndkh; 1 Revmh, with

Geresh ; 1. Remah ;

~ Zarkd ; Tiphkhd arUerior
; L Pdzer; \L

Shalsheleth, with Pesik ; \lKadmd, with Pesik ; and, 17 Mahpdk,
with Pesik.

4. The conjunctive, or servile, accents are the following : 7
Mercd; !1 Mercd, with Zarkd; 7 Mahpdk; Mahpdk, with

Zarkd; 7 Mundkh ; 1. Mundkh superior ; 7 Tiphkha, not anterior
;

and 7 Yerakh.

5. The disiinctives are here given, according to their order of

precedence : the conjunctives are considered as having no such

order, as before. The disiinctives, on which these usually attend,

may be found in the tables of Ouseel, and others.

6. It will be seen from the forms and titles above given, that

several of these accents are mere combinations of two of those

already given (See Art. 59.).

7. The accents accompanying Soph-pdsuk, and Pesik, are always
found on the tone-syllable.

8. Of Mercd, with Mahpdk 7. Mercd is always under the tone-

syllable ; Mahpdk is placed on the preceding syllable, if there be

any ;
if not, it remains on the same syllable. If, however, the

preceding word be connected by Makkdph, or end in a furtive

Pathakh, Mahpdk may then be on its last syllable.

9. The same holds good with respect to 7 Mercd, with Zarkd ;

and ~ Mahpdk, with Zarkd.

10. In the occurrence oVLReviah with Geresh ; Reviah is always
on the tone- syllable, and Geresh carried as nearly to the beginning
of the word as possible. But, when no other syllable remains, they

are placed together, as, 1^^ his name, and ^^^'^Jlee ye.

250. It will easily be conceived, that if the disjunctives here, as

before, have been invested with various powers for the purpose of

dividing and subdividing any given part of the Biblical context

into its several members, and thereby to facilitate the discovery of

its meaning ; the order of consecution of these disjunctives may be

exceedingly various, just as the different modes of construction

may require. With the view of familiarizing the Student with

the several powers of these accents, therefore, tables have been

formed, first giving the order of consecution found among these

disjunctives ; and, lastly, of these with their several attendants.
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When speaking of the prose accents, we gave a table, rather

for the purpose of complying with custom, than for any thing else.

At present we shall give a few examples only, and leave it to the

industry of the Student to construct such tables for himself, should

he think it necessary : believing it to be quite sufficient to make
him acquainted with the principles, which, it is trusted, the following

examples, in addition to what has already been said, will be

sufficient to do.

2. The following is an abstract of the analysis, given by Ouseel,

of the first verse of the first Psalm.*

k^b D'^stan "ry-iin^ n^^swi n-^v^ rihn i^b i naJs ii?^sn ni27
i T-\ ' jv; J- f : v--:i- '- T J <v -: t j-: -

I- T J J- : AT T

3. This is to be divided, in the first place, into the two larger

divisions, indicated by the greater distinctive accents, which are

7 Silluk, and 7 Mercd with Mahpdk (Art. 249. 3.). We shall

have, therefore, for the first great division :

D"7tt7n m_^;a ffbrr b^b
i n^i<

tt?^n ntr^M. The blessings of the

man, who hath not walked in the counsel of the wicked !

4. The division next to be taken, according to the importance

of the accents, will be, first,
t^'^WH

''^itpM
the blessings of the man !

Or, considering these two words as constituting a nominative

absolute, (as to) the blessings of the man, which is universally

accompanied by a larger distinctive accent (Art. 247. 15.). Again,

the two words, viz. tt?''Sn
'^'^'^^ , will, on account of their close

connexion, be coupled by a conjunctive accent ;
and here we have

7 Mundkh for that purpose (Art. 247.).

5. The next portion will be, ^7^ ^/ 1 "^9?^ rvho hath not

walked. Here we have first I^J?^, with Mahpdk and Pesik;

which is the least disjunctive in our table. And, according to our

consecution in prose (Art. 247. 12.), when the two last of the

consecutive words are "inore immediately connected with one

another, than either is with the preceding, the former will have a

smaller
disjunctivkl^cent,

6. In the next place "jT/^ ji "st be construed together (Art.

247. 4.), they ate, therefore, connected by a conjunctive accent.

* Accentuatio Metrica, c. xvii. 18 19, &c.
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7. The next two words are, ^**]P?^"1 '^^^:? >
^^ i^^ counsel of the

wicked; which, from their logical character, must be construed

together. They are, therefore, connected by the conjunctive accent

Yerakh, This concludes the first division, or parallel, of our

verse.

8. Let us now proceed to the second.

:
ntrf^

t^b w^fi :ipn':?.^ it^v i^b D^si^n TJlp^. And in the

way of sinners^ hath not stood ; and in the habitation of scorners,

hath not resided.

9. The first larger division of this part of the verse, will end at

"^5"? ;
where we have the next larger distinctive accent. This may,

again, be subdivided into two smaller ones, the former of which will

end at C^'^^^H , having the distinctive accent
~

Tiphkhd anterior.

10. In this smaller division, viz. D'^^^Q "rjnij^, vve have two

words in construction ; and this is marked by the conjunctive accent

7 Mundkh,

11. The next phrase, ^JJ^ "/, is connected in the same way,

and for the same reason.

12. Our next subdivision will be, 0''?^!? ^}^J3^^ . Here we have

Reviah with Geresh, for a distinctive^ and Merca for its preceding

conjunctive, accent.

13. In the last place, ^^7^ ^J will be connected by the con-

junctive accent
~ Mundkh ; and Silluk with Soph-pasuk will close

the period.

14. We do not think it necessary to pursue this subject farther :

enough has been said to point out the general doctrine respecting

the accents, and this is all we proposed to do. With regard to the

formulae usually given, shewing the consecution of the accents, it

may be remarked, that, generally speaking, they are sufficient to

shew in what way this subject is taught ; but, when we come to

particulars, they are very inadequate. Even in the few examples
here given, our own tables fail : and the truth is, as the forms of

composition may be exceedingly numerous, so may those of the

consecution of the accents.

FINIS.

Macintosh, Printer, 20, Great New Street, London.
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First Chapter of the Book of Ruth. 8vo, Second Edition, price 10*. Qd. bds.

ESSAYS, THOUGHTS and REFLECTIONS, and SERMONS, on
VARIOUS SUBJECTS. In 8vo, Third Edition, 12s. boards.

SERMONS on the BOOK of COMMON PRAYER, and
Administration of the Sacraments and other Rites and Ceremonies of the

Church, according to the use of the United Church of England and Ireland.

By the Rev. John H. Binder, M.A.,late Principal of Codrington College,
Barbadoes. In 12mo. 5^. Gd. boards.

By the same Author,

THE CANDIDATE for the MINISTRY: a Course of Expository
Lectures on the First Epistle of Paul the Apostle to Timothy. Price 5*. 6rf.

boards.



Valuable Works

REMAINS of ALEXANDER KNOX, Esq. of Dublin,
M.R.I.A., containing- Essays, chiefly explanatory of Christian Doctrine,
and Confidential Letters, with Private Papers, illustrative of the Writer's

Character, Sentiments, and Life. Vols. IIL and IV. 8vo, 24s. bds.

A Second Edition of Vols. I. and 11., uniform in size and price.

May be had separately,

THE DOCTRINE of the SACRAMENTS, as exhibited in several

Treatises. First published in " The Remains of Alexander Knox, Esq."
Price 5s. boards.

COMPANION for a SICK BED; consisting of Selections

from Scripture and from the Book of Common Prayer; with appropriate

Hymns, adapted to the uses of a Sick Chamber. 4s. in cloth.

PROOFS and ILLUSTRATIONS of the ATTRIBUTES of

GOD, from the Facts and Laws of the Physical Universe, being the Founda-
tion of Natural and Revealed Religion. By John Macculloch, M.D.,
F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S., &c. &c. Three Vols. 8vo, price 3Gs. boards.

" We cannot refrain, while we are at all on the subject of natural religion, from recom-

mending the late Dr. Macculloch's three volumes, entitled ' Proofs and Illustrations of the
Attiibutes of God ;' they are the ripe fruits of long and earnest study, replete with interest-

ing research and multifarious information." Bntish Critic.

" The talented writer of this inimitable work is no more; but stupendous is the monument
which his genius has erected. Such an exuberance of ability flows through every part of these
elaborate volumes, that it is difficult to make a selection for the purposes of a review ; for the

great extent to which these researches have been carried compels us to be restricted in our
remarks, and unwillingly to pass by much which would gratify the general reader." Church
of England (Quarterly Review.

THE LIFE of JOHN JEBB, D.D., F.R.S., late Bishop
of Limerick. With a Selection from his Letters. By the Rev. Charles
FonsTER, B.D., Rector of Stisted, E^:sex, and one of the Six Preachers

in the Cathedral of Clirist, Canterbury, formerly Domestic Chaplain to

the Bishop.
Second Edition, in One Vol. 8vo, (the two vols, compressed), illustrated

with Portrait, &c., price 16s. cloth.

" As a relative and a friend. Bishop Jebb here shines as brightly as lie does as a scholar ;

and what is yet more valuable, they who had not the privilege of seeing Bishop Jebb after his

illness will learn from Mr. Forster an accurate and most interesting account how a Christian

could suffer, and turn his suffering into a blessing to himself and others. The whole of the

biography is written in a spirit of good feeling and good taste, which do the highest honour
to Mr. Forster." British Magazine.

" The Life of this exemplary Prelate, this amiable, accomplished, and pious man, not

only teems with the most weighty lessons, of a practical kind, for the imitation of every
Churchman in England, and still more especially in Ireland at the present time, but itexhibits

one of the most engaging and soundly constituted characters that have ever been delineated
for the lasting benefit of mankind." Mon^/i^i^ Review.

THIRTY YEARS' CORRESPONDENCE between JOHN
JEBB, D.D., F.R.S., Bishop of Limerick, Ardfert, and Aghadoe, and

ALEXANDER KNOX, Esq. M.R.T.A. Edited by the Rev. Charles
FousTER. B.D , Rector of Stisted, Essex, and one of the Six Pieachers

in the Cathedral of Christ, Canterbury, formerly Domestic Chaplain to

Bishop Jebb. Two Vols. 8vo. Second Edition, with Translations of the

Greek and Latin Passages, and an Index. 28s. boards.



Published by Duncan and Malcolm.

PRACTICAL THEOLOGY; comprising Discourses on the

Liturgy and Principles of the United Church of England and Ireland ;

Critical and other Ti-acts ; and a Speech delivered in the House of Peers in

1824. By John Jebb, D.D., F.R.S., Bishop of Limerick, Ardfert, and

Aghadoe. Two Vols. 8vo. Second Edition, 245. boards.

" No work which has recently fallen into our hands more amply fulfils the promise of its

title than that now before us." Quarterly Theolog. Review.

By the same Author,

SACRED LITERATURE; comprising a Review of the Principles
of Composition laid down by the late Robert Lowth, D.D. Lord Bishop
of London, in his Prelections, and Isaiah ; and an Application of the

Principles so reviewed to the Illustration of the New Testament ; in a

Series of Critical Observations on the Style and Structure of that Sacred

Volume. One Vol. 8vo. New Edition, 125. boards.

SERMONS on Subjects chiefly Practical ; with illustrative Notes, and

an Appendix relating to the Character of the Church of England, as dis-

tinguished both from other Branches of the Reformation, and from the

modern Church of Rome. Fourth Edition, corrected. One Vol. 8vo,
105. 6d. boards.

Works edited by Bishop Jebb.

LIVES of SIR MATTHEW HALE and the EARL of ROCHESTER :

With Characters of ARCHBISHOP LEIGHTON, the HON. ROBERT
BOYLE, QUEEN MARY, and OTHER EMINENT PERSONS, and

an ADDRESS to POSTERITY. By Gilbert Burnet, D.D.,late

Bishop of Sarum, with the Two Prefaces to the Dublin Editions. To which

are now added, FIVE HITHERTO UNPUBLISHED LETTERS, by
Anne, Countess Dowager of Rochester, upon her Son's Last Illness and

Conversion, Edited, with an Introduction and Notes. Second Edition, in

Foolscap 8vo, ^s. bds.

*^* A few copies may still be had of the first edition in 8vo, price IO5. 6d.

THE PROTESTANT KEMPIS ; or, PIETY without ASCETICISM:
a Manual of Christian Eaith and Practice, selected from the Writings of

Scougal, Charles Howe, and Cudworth ; with Corrections and occasional

Notes. Second Edition, in foolscap 8vo, 7*- boards.

*^* The same work in One Vol. 8vo, first Edition, price 125. boards.

PRACTICAL DISCOURSES: a Selection from the unpublished Manu-

scripts of the late Venerable Thomas Townson, D.D., Archdeacon of

Richmond ; one of the Rectors of Malpas, Cheshire ; and some time Fellow

of St. JMary Magdalen College, Oxford ; with a Biographical IVlemoir, by
Archdeacon Chubton. Third Edition, in One Vol. 8vo, price IO5. 6d. bds.

THE REMAINS of WILLIAM PHELAN, D.D.; Avith a Biographi-
cal Memoir. Second Edition. Two Vols. 8vo, 2l5. boards.

THE BOOK of the NEW COVENANT of our LORD
JESUS CHRIST ; being a Critical Revision of the English Version of the

New Testament, with the aid of most Ancient Manuscripts, unknown to the

age in which tliat version was last put forth by authority. By Granville
Penn, Esq. In 8vo, price IO5. cloth.

Also, by the same Author,

ANNOTATIONS to the BOOK of the NEW COVENANT, with
an Expository Pi'eface ; with which is reprinted I. L. Hug, " De Anti-

quitate Codicis Vaticani Commentatio." In 8vo, 155. cloth.

SUPPLEMENTAL ANNOTATIONS to the BOOK of the NEW
COVENANT ; with a brief Exposure of the Strictures of the Theological
Reviewer for July 1837. In 8vo, 55. cloth.



Valuable Works

SIX SERMONS on the STUDY of the HOLY SCRIP-
TURES, their Nature, Interpretation, and some of their most important
Doctrines, preached before the University of Cambridge. To which are
annexed Two Dissertations; the first on the Reasonableness of the
Orthodox Views of Christianity as opposed to the RationaUsm of Germany ;

the second on the Interpretation of Prophecy generally, with an ori-

ginal Exposition of the Book of Revelation, shewing that the whole of
that remarkable Prophecy has long ago been fulfilled. By the Rev. S. Lee,
B.D., Regius Professor of Hebrew in the University of Cambridge. One
Vol. 8vo, 145. boards.

By the same Author,

THE BOOK of the PATRIARCH JOB. Translated from the

original Hebrew, as nearly as possible in the terms and style of the
authorised English Version. To which is prefixed, an Introduction on the

History, Times, Country, Friends, &c., of tlie Patriarch ; with some
Strictures on the Views of Bishop Warburton, and of the Rationalists of

Germany, on the same subject. And to which is appended a Commentary,
Critical and Exegetical, containing Elucidations of many other passages of

Holy Writ. In JSvo, I8s. cloth.

THE WHOLE WORKS of the Most Reverend Father
in God, ROBERT LEIGHTON, D.D., Archbishop of Glasgow. To which
is prefixed an entire new Life of the Author, by the Rev. J. N. Pearson,
M.A., of Trinity College, Cambridge, and Chaplain to the Most Noble the

Marquess "VVellesley. Four Vols. 8vo, with a Poi'trait, 36*. boards.
* We have placed a new edition of Archbishop Leighton's Works at the head of this

article; and, as Mr. Coleridge has neglected to furnish the biographical notice he had pro-
mised, we shall endeavour to supply its place by a few particulars of his life and writings,
principally extracted from a spirited and eloquent Memoir prefixed to the new edition, by
the Rev. Norman Pearson. It is a reproach to the present age, that his valuable writings,
breathing as they do the sublimest and purest spirit of piety, rich in beautiful images and
classical learning, throughout abounding in practical reflections, and all expressed with the
sweetest and simplest eloquence, should have been neglected among us." British Critic.

% The above may be had, printed in a small but neat type, and com-
pressed into Two Volumes, price 2l5. boards.

By the same Author,

A PRACTICAL COMMENTARY upon the FIRST EPISTLE of
ST. PETER, and other Expository Works. To which is prefixed an
entire new Life of the Author, by the Rev. J. N. Pearson, M.A. Trinity
College, Cambridge, &c. Two Volumes 8vo, with Portrait, 18s. boards.

*
Compressed into One Volume, Ifis. 6d.

The WHOLE WORKS of the Ri^ht Rev. JEREMY TAY-
LOR, D.D., liord Bishop of Down, Connor, and Dromore, with a Life
of the Author, and a Critical Examination of his Writings. By the Right
Rev. Reginald Heber, D.D., late Lord Bishop of Calcutta. In 15

Volumes 8vo, Third collected Edition of the Entire Works, price 7/- lis. 6d.

boards.
Also may be had separate, by the same Author,

HOLY LIVING and DYING; together with Prayers, containing the
Whole Duty of a Christian, and the parts of Devotion fitted to all Occasions,
and furnished for all Necessities. Small 8vo, Ts. boards ; lis. morocco.

%* This Edition has been carefully compared with the best octavo edi-

tions, all others of the same size printed of late years being deficient in the
Notes and the numerous (Quotations of the Author.

A COURSE of SERMONS for all the SUNDAYS of the YEAR.
Two Vols. 8vo, price 24s. boards.

The LIFE of the Right Rev. JEREMY TAYLOR. In One Vol.

8vo, with a Portrait, price 10s. 6d. boards.



Published by Duncan and Malcolm.

The WORKS of the Right Rev. WILLIAM BEVERIDGE,
D.D., Lord Bishop of St. Asaph, now first collected: with a Memoir
of the Author, and a Critical Examination of his Writings, by the Rev.

Thomas Hartwell Horne, B.D., of St. John's College, Cambridge ;

Author of the " Introduction to the Holy Scriptures." In Nine Vols.

8vo, with a Portrait, uniform with the Works of Bishop Taylor, 5/. Qs.

boards.

THE LAST DAYS of our LORD'S MINISTRY; a Course
of Lectures on the Principal Events of Passion Week. By the Rev. Wal-
ter FarUuhar Hook, D.D., Vicar of Leeds, Chaplain in Ordinary to

the Queen.
Third Edition, compressed into small 8vo, price 6s. boards.

A SECOND COURSE of SERMONS for the YEAR ; con-

taining Two for each Sunday, and one for each Holyday ; abridged from
the most eminent Divines of the Established Church, and adapted to the

Service of the Day : intended for the Use of Families and Schools. Dedi-

cated, by permission, to the Lord Bishop of London. By the Rev. J. R.

Pitman, A.M., alternate Morning Preacher of Belgrave and Berkeley
Chapels. In Two Vols. 8vo, 21*. boards.

' There is no question which the clergy are more frequently asked, and to which they
find it more difficult to give a satisfactory reply, than this W hat sermons would they recom-
mend for the use of a private family ? There are so many circumstances which render the

greater part of modem discourses totally unfit for the purposes of domestic instruction, and
the old standards, unmodernised, are so little intelligible to common ears, that it is no easy
matter to point out any set of discourses embracing a sufficient variety to excite attention,
at the same time forcibly inculcating the pure doctrines and practical precepts of Christianity.
We really think that Mr. Pitman's work bids fair to supply the deficiency which has been so
much regretted." Quarterls/ Theolog. Review.

A Third Edition, revised throughout, of the FIRST COURSE, is

just published, same size and price as above.

A SHORT HISTORY of the CHRISTIAN CHURCH,
from its Ei-ection at Jerusalem down to the Present Time. Designed for the

Use of Schools, Families, &c. By the Rev. John Fry, B.A., Rector of

Desford, in Leicestershire. One Vol. 8vo, 12s. boards.
* His matter is unquestionably selected with judgment, and luminously arranged; his

language is clear and concise, and not deficient in elegance; and we rise from the perusal
of his work with very favourable impressions of his character, with which otherwise we
are unacquainted." Theological Review.
" To such readers as wish for an Ecclesiastical History, written on the model of Milner's,

and animated by the same spirit, Mr. F.'s work will be highly acceptable, particularly as
it is complete, and comprised within a single volume." ifictecttc Review.

By the same Author,

OBSERVATIONS on the UNFULFILLED PROPHECIES OF
SCRIPTURE, which are yet to have their Accomplishment before the

coming of the Lord in Glory, or at the Establishment of his Everlasting

Kingdom. One Vol. 8vo. 10s. 6d. boards.

A NEW TRANSLATION and EXPOSITION of the very Ancient
BOOK OF JOB ; with Notes, explanatory and philological. One Vol. 8vo,
12s. boards.

LECTURES, Explanatory and Practical, on the EPISTLE of ST. PAUL
to the ROMANS. Second Edition, One Vol. 8vo, 12s. boards.

CANTICLES ; or, SONG OF SOLOMON : a new Translation, with

Notes, and an Attempt to interpret the Sacred Allegories contained in

that Book ; to which is added, an Essay on the Name and Character of the

Redeemer. One Vol. 8vo. Second Edition, Os. boards.



Valuable Works

BIBLIA HEBRAICA, secundum ultimam editionem Jos.
Athi^, a JoHANNE Leusden" denuo recognitam, recensita, atque ad

Masoram, et correctiores, Bombergi, Stephani, Plantini, aliorumque edi-

tiones, exquisite adoniata, variisque notis illustrata. Ab Everardo Van
DER HooGHT, V.D.IM. Editio nova, recognita, et emendata, a Judah
d'Allemand. New Edition, in One Volume, on fine paper (1200 pages),
price 2\s. boards ; an^ on inferior paper, but very superior to any Foreign
Edition, 155. boards.
" The most correct Edition of thp Hebrew Scriptures is the last reprint of Van der Hooght's

Hebrew Bible, which has been revised by Professor Hurwitz." Jowmo/ oflMucation.

A LEXICON, HEBREW, CHALDEE, and ENGLISH ;

compiled from the most approved Sources, Oriental and European, Jewish
and Christian ; containing all the Words with their usual Inflexions, Idiom-
atic Usages, &c., as found in the Hebrew and Chaldee Texts of the Old
Testament. And, for the convenience of the Learner, arranged, as far as

practicable, in the Oi'der of the Hebrew Alphabet ; many hitlierto obscure

Terms, Phrases, and Passages explained ; and many Errors of former
Grammarians and Commentators pointed out and corrected. To which are

added. Three Appendixes. The first containing a Plan with Two Sections,
and a short Description of the Temple of Solomon, its Courts, Furniture, &c. ;

tlie second, an English Index, alphabetically arranged, forming a reversed

Dictionary, English, Hebrew, and Chaldee; the third, presenting certain

Additions, Corrections, &c., to the Lexicon generally. By Samuel Lee,
D.D., Regius Professor of Hebrew in the University of Cambridge, Pre-

bendary of Bristol, Rector of Barley, Herts, &c. In One thick Vol. 8vo,
25s. cloth.

By the same Author,
*" A GRAMMAR of the HEBREW LANGUAGE ; comprised in a Series
of Lectures, compiled from the best Authorities, and augmented with
much Original Matter, drawn principally from Oriental Sources ; designed
for the Use of Students in the Universities. One Vol. 8vo, lis. boards.

AN ANALYSIS of the TEXT of the HISTORY of

JOSEPH, upon the Principle of Professor Lee's HEBREW GRAM-
MAR, and adapted to the Second Edition of it. By the Rev. Alfred
Ollivant, D.D. F.C.P.S., late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, Vice-

Principal of St. David's College, and one of the Examining Chaplains to

the Lord Bishop of St. David's. Third Edition, in One Vol. 8vo, 6s,

boards.

ELEMENTS of HEBREW GRAMMAR (without Points).
To which is prefixed a Dissertation on the Two Modes of Reading, with
or without Points. By Charles Wilson, D.D., late Professor of Church

History in the University of St. Andrew's. Fifth Edition, in One Vol. 8vo,

price 105. 6d.

A HEBREW PRIMER ; intended as an Introduction to the

Spelling and Reading of Hebrew with the Points, compiled for the Use
of Children and Beginners. By the Rev. A. M'Caul, A.M., of Trinity
College, Dublin. Fifth Edition. In 8vo, Is. 6d.

A KEY to the HEBREW SCRIPTURES; being an

Explanation of every Word in the order in which it occurs. To which is

prefixed a short but compendious Hebrew Grammar, without points; with
some Remarks on Chaldee, prefixed to the Book of Daniel. The whole

adapted to the Use of Learners, and even of those who have not the Benefit

of a Master. By the Rev. James Pkosser, A.M., Perpetual Curate of

Loudwater, Bucks. In 8vo. Second Edition.



Published by Duncan and Malcolm.

LIBER PSALMORUM : ad Editionem Hooghtianem accu-
ratissime adornatus. 3^. boards.

A COMMENTARY upon the PROPHECIES of ZACHA-
RIAH. By the Rabbi David Kimchi. Translated from the Hebrew,
with Notes and Observations on the Passages relating to the Messiah. By
the Rev. Alexander M'Caul, A.M., of Trinity College, Dublin. In

8vo, price Is. boards.

THE AJAX of SOPHOCLES, illustrated by English Notes.

By the Rev. J. R. Pit3ian, A.M., alternate Morning Preacher of Belgrave
and Berkeley Chapels. One Vol. 8vo, Qs. bds.

The Editor has endeavoured to comprise in the notes the most useful remarks of all the
commentators on this play, and has made numerous references to the works of modern
critics, by whom the force, either of single words or of idiomatical expressions, has been
illustrated.

CHRISTIAN RECORDS ; or, a Short and Plain History
of the CHURCH of CHRIST : containing the Lives of the Apostles ;

an Account of the Sufferings of Martyrs ; the Rise of the Reformation,
and the present State of the Christian Church. By the Rev. Thomas
Sims, M.A. Seventh Edition. One Volume, 18mo, with a beautiful

Frontispiece, 3*. Gd. boards.
"
Every Protestant child and young person should be generally acquainted with the outline

of the history of the Church of Christ, and for this purpose we cannot recommend a better
manual than that before us." Christian Observer.

This little Volume has been in part translated into the modern Greek
and Chinese languages, by the Rev. Mr. Jowett and Dr. Milne ; and the

Author has a Letter received from the late Right Rev. Dr. Corrie, Bishop
of JMadras, dated Ship Exmouth, 21 June, 1835, with the following inti-

mation :

' I have by me, and intend to have printed, please God I arrive at Madras, the whole ofChrist-
ian Records translated into Hindoostanee. This language is used by Mahomedans all over

India, and understood by most Hindoos."

DIVINE PROVIDENCE; or, the Three Cycles of Revela-
tion ; shewing the perfect Parallelism, civil and religious, of the Patriarchal,

Jewish, and Christian Eras ; the whole forming a new Evidence of the

Divine Origin of Christianity. By the Rev. George Croly, LL.D.,
Rector of St. Stephen's, Walbrook, London. One Vol. 8vo, 155. bds.

A THEOLOGICAL DICTIONARY; containing Defini-

tions of all Religious Terms ; a comprehensive View of every Article in the

System of Divinity; an impartial Account of all the principal Denomina-
tions which have subsisted in the Religious World, from the Birth of

Christ to the present Day : together with an accurate Statement of the most
remarkable Transactions and Events recorded in Ecclesiastical History. By
the late Rev. Charles Buck. Seventh Edition, corrected and greatly

extended, by the Rev. E. Henderson, D.D., Professor of Divinity in

Highbury College. One very large Vol. 8vo, 18s. boards.

*^* The number of additional articles in the present Edition amounts to

nearly five hundred. Vide Preface.

An INQUIRY into the MODERN PREVAILING NO-
TIONS respecting that FREEDOM of WILL which is supposed to be

Essential to Moral Agency, Virtue and Vice, Reward and Punishment,
Praise and Blame. By Jonathan Edwards, A.M. With an Intro-

ductory Essay by the Author of " Natural History of Enthusiasm." One
Vol. 8vo, 125.; or in One Vol. 12mo, 8s. Od. boards.



8 Valuable Works Published by Duncan a^d Malcolm.

HISTORY PHILOSOPHICALLY ILLUSTRATED, from
the Fall of the Roman Empire to the French Revolution. By George
Miller, D.D., M.R.I. A., formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin.
Four Vols. 8vo, 21. 2s. boards.

" His work possesses a unity of subject, harmony of proportion, and connexion of parts,
that render it not merely the best modern history in our language, but the only one from
which a student can obtain a systematic view of the progress of civilization. Another merit
of Dr. Miller's work is, that it necessarily leads to the consideration of the important his-
torical problem to which we have more than ouce referred, the operation of opinion upon
action." Foreign Quarterly Review.

MONTROSE and the COVENANTERS ; their Characters
and Conduct Illustrated, from Private Letters and other Original Documents,
hitherto unpublished ; embracing the Times of Charles I., from the Rise of

the Troubles in Scotland to the Death of Montrose. By Mark Napiek,
Esq. Advocate. Two Vols. 8vo, price 24*. boards.

A MEMOIR of the LIFE and PUBLIC SERVICES of
SIR THOMAS STAMFORD RAFFLES, F.R.S. &c., particularly in

the Government of Java, 1811-1816, and of Bencoolen and its Dependencies,
1817-1824; with Details of the Commerce and Resources of the Eastern

Archipelago, and Selections from his Correspondence. With a Portrait

and other Illustrations. By his Widow. New Edition, in Two Vols. 8vo,
245. boards.

ELEMENTS of CONCHOLOGY, according to the Linnsean

System; illustrated by Twenty-eight Plates, drawn from Nature. By the

Rev. E. I. Burrow, A.M., &c. Third Edition, One Vol. 8vo, 16s.

boards; or beautifully coloured by Sowerby, 1/. lis. 6rf. boards.

TABLES of INTEREST, at 3, 4, 4|, and 5 per Cent,
from 1/. to 10,000/., and from 1 to 365 days, in a regular progression
of single days; with Tables at all the above rates from 1 to 12 months,
and from 1 to 10 years. By John Thomson, Accountant in Edinburgh.
One Volume, 12mo, Eleventh Edition, 8s. bound.

A HISTORY of BRITISH ANIMALS, exhibiting the

descriptive Characters and systematical Arrangement of the Genera and

Species of Quadrupeds, Birds, Reptiles, Fishes, Mollusca, and Radiata, of

the United Kingdom ; including the Indigenous, Extirpated, and Extinct
Kinds ; together with Periodical and Occasional Visitants. By John
Fleming, D.D., F.R.S.E., M.W.S., &c., and Author of the "

Philosophy
of Zoology." One Vol. 8vo, 18s. boards.

' This very important work, which has just appeared, we consider as infinitely superior to

any Natural History of British Animals hitherto published. It will become the standard
book on British Animals." Jamiesoti's Journal of Science

JOURNALS of EXCURSIONS in the ALPS. By Wil-
liam Brockedon, Author of " Illustrations of Passes of the Alps," &c.

One Vol. 8vo, 10*. 6d. boards.
" Mr. Brockedon knows how to wield the pen as well as the pencil." 'Spectator.

LONDON : MOYS AND BARCLAV, 28 CASTLE STREET, LEICK6TER SQUARE.
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